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Voltaire insinuates that these Lirnits are the cruel work of God

Mocking Èhe Remover of Limits & the Resurrection of the Dead

SeLting up Kings in wrath: in holiness of Natural Religion
lühich Los with his mighty Hammer demolishes tirne on tine

(Jerusalen 73229-32, 8228)
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VI

Sumary

This thesís is concerned with the relationship in Blakers later poetry

between Eternity and rfthe productj-ons of time.rr This relationship is used by

Blake as a paradigrnatic instance of the tension experienced ín everyday lífe

between the self (with its conconÍtant constituted world) and alterity'

rrConstructive Vision and Visíonary Deconstructiontr attempts to cast some

light on how, frorn within time, our eyes can be opened to a vi-sion of

Eternity.

An account of the relatÍonship in Blakefs oeuvre between Eternity and

rrthe productions of timett necessaríly invol-ves a description of Los' 0n the

one han,C Los seens to affirm and represent the absolute irreducibility of

Eternity to time; on the other hand this same figure is seen at the end of

Jerusalen in the similitude of the divine. Los is both the demiurge and

Christ: he gives form to Urizen and Satan and yet he opens the space in which

tirne and Eternity are able to enter into relationship. fhe characler of Los

appears at the very point that tíme and Eternity draw apart, and Los is

Blakers way of discussing this separation. Moreover, the evolutÍon of the

character of Los represents Blakers own struggle to find a vocabulary which

was commensurate to the tension and disjunction in his (and our) world

between the self and alterity, tfune and Eternity. rfConstructive Vision and

Visionary DeconstrucLionrr Lherefore approaches the question of the

relationshlp between tíme and Eternity through an investigation lnto the

character of Los and hÍs evolution fron the rather negative figure of the

Larnbeth prophecies to the more Christ-like hero of the l-ater poems'

This thesis argues, however, that Los is not. simpl-y a character in a

series of poems. He is the being, or comportment in the world, that allows

creation in time. It is the world that emanaLes from Los (within time) that

forms the ground for a meeting of time and Eternity. In Mil-ton, for example,

Losrs creative work includes Lhe whole visible world. rrConsLructlve Vision
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and VisÍonary Constructlonrr contends, therefore, that Blakefs poems are

themselves part of this wider set and that Los lies thematically and

sLructurally at their centre: the poems are, in a sense, the body of Los.

This thesis Ís, therefore, centred around a reading, from the perspective of

Los, of The Book of Urizen, The Four Zoas, Ml1ton and Jerusalem.

On the basis of this reading of Blakets later poetryr rfConstructive

Vísion and Visionary Deconst,ructiontt argues that Blake criticism has

reduced the work of Christ-the-Inagination to the creatíve work of Los,

and ít offers a redefinítl-on of the role and nature of the Imagination in

Blakefs later poetry.
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Introduction

In working through the wealth of secondary material on Blake one cannot

but be struck by the incomprehension wiÈh which the najor part of Blakers

work was greeted during the nineteenth and even the early twentieth

centuries. According to this point of víew Blake is the wriLer of exquisite

fragnents and beautiful short poems who sonehow lost his touch in later life.

Robert Southey ca11ed Jerusalen tta perfectly mad poemttl and Allan Cunningham

in his Lives of the Most Eminent British Painters. Sculptors, and Architects

remarked of the same poem:

The cror,,¡ning defect is obscurity; meaning seems now and then about to
dawn; you turn plate after plate, and read motLo after motto, in the
hope of escaping from darkness into light. But the firsL might as
wel-1 be logked at last; the whole seens a riddle which no íngenuity
can solve.2

I{illiam Michael Rosset,ti, in his edition of The Poetical lJorks (1874 and

1883), described what he called Blakets trdiffÍcultil poetry as balderdash. He

added:

For he musL be a rqueer fellowt . . . who, being saner can write the
sort of thing which, had it proceeded from a nadman, we should
recognize aù altogether Gid in character.3

As recently as 1956 Margaret Rudd, in her book Organizfd Innocence, was

arguing from the point of view that we should rrgive what Blake is saying a

hearing even if we consider that it fails as poetry.tt4

I think from his repeated prose remarks about the verse forn of the
prophetic books that Blake hímself htas very uneasy about it and
dissatisfied. He himself confessed that he had used tinferiorr verse
for the finferiort parts. He who was capable of writíng tThe Sick
Rosef must have realized that the poetry in the prophetic books was

"p.t"".5

To a cerÈain extent one can feel their sense of Blakers strangeness, but no

sooner has one grasped this partial truth than one is taken aback by the

contemporary developnent where critícs seem to be able to hear Blake speak in

in a voice which they share and which can be shared with others.

S. Foster Damon clearly set this modern tradition in motion with the
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publlcation in 1924 of his hlilliam Blake: His Philosophy and Synbols, and

more recently the comprehensi ve A Blake Dictl-onary. Both books purport to

give us through the nediurn of encyclopaedic cross-reference and systematic

organization a neasure of insight ínto the ideal and organized text of what

Blake h¡rote. The Dictionary in particular is strangely rerniníscent of

Voltairets Philosoohical Dictionary and its belíef in a world of unchanging

and unchangeable natural laws beneath the flux of experience. Damon offers to

give us a volce whlch wÍl1 bridge the gap between Blakets voice and our own.

This project of translation does not stop with Damon. In her massive

book Blake and Traditlon Kathleen RaÍne attempts to give us a different sort

of structure. Blakers voice can be heard through the voice of the Neo-

Platonic tradition, which Raine, Yeats, and sundry others happen to share:

Sínce Blake never did draw his diagram or provide notes to his
ProphetÍc Books, it has remained for others to do so; for the
ttsymbolic bonesít are there, as Yeats Ìras Ín a positíon to know.6

David Erdmanrs very different book Blake: Prophet Against Enpire advances a

similar programme. The ttbonestt can be uncovered if one hears in Blakers work

the voice of history. Once again this is a background structure and common

voi-ce r¿hich Erdman claims to share:

In order to get close to the eye-level at which Blake witnessed the
drama of his own times . . . I have read the newspapers and looked at
the prints and paintings and sampled the debates and pamphlets of
Blakets tÍne. As Blake would say, I have rrwalked up & downtt in the
history of that time. And I have learned to read the idion of current
allusion with sufficient farniliarity to detect its presence even in
Blakers obscurer pages, where workshops are dens of Babylon and royal
dragoons are punishing demons and the House of Commons Ís a windy
cave. /

Erdman atlempts to Ëranslate the text behind the words on the page. Northrop

Frye, in a structuralist and Saussurean vein, goes one step further and

discovers beneath Blakefs pictographs the ideal text beneath all texts, the

formative princlple of the imagination l-tself:

Blakers pictographs are to be interpreted in terms of their
sequential relationship to one another, as a progression of signs
which, lÍke the alphabet, spell out not a word but the units of all
words. According to Bacon the experirnenLer searches nature for íts
underlying principles or forms, and Bacon believed it probable that
there were comparatively few of these forms, which, when discovered,
would be to knowledge what an alphabet is to a language. And, reading
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imagination for experiment and art for nature, Blake also seems to be

striving for an rralphabet of forms,rr a Tarot pack of pictorial
visions which box the entire compass of the imagination in an orderly

""qu"na".8
It is ironical that in attempting to outline what is perhaps the culmination

of Blakets work Frye should be driven to mention the name of Bacon, one of

the demonic triumvirate of Bacon, Newton and Locke. It is also unfortunate

that in the same passage he mentions a number of items which are usually

associated with Urizen; the,Cesire to find antttalphabet of formsr . . .

which box the entire compass of the imagination in an orderly sequencett

suggests something of the questing of Urizen as he wanders, books under his

arms, across the wastes of Night the Sixth of The Four Zoas. Urízen is also

searching for a perspective to contain all perspectives9:

But Urizen said Can I not leave this world of Cumbrous wheels
Circle oer Circle nor on high attain a void
hlhere self susÈaining I may view all things beneath my feet
Or sinking thro these Elemental wonders swift to fall
I thought perhaps to find an End a world beneath of voidness
ltlhence f might travel round the outside of this Dark confusion. .

(72222-27, 8349)

In the work of each of these critics we find an attempt to delineate an

objective field which, they c1aim, generates their voice and the voice of

Blakefs poetry. An initial critical problem is the proliferatíon of these

objective grounds: Neo-Platonism, history, a key to literary forms,

encyclopaedic cross-reference, the Bible, the prophetíc tradition and so on.

One cannot help feeling that for all that these studies teach us about B1ake,

Blakefs own voice has escaped.

In drawing attention to the methodology common to the critical work of

Raine, Frye, Erdman, and Damon I am not, of course, implying that it is

possible to approach the text in some unmediated fashion, nor am I suggesting

that the Cartesian and Enlightenment ideal of a subjectivity whích is able to

free itself from the prejudices of its time and history is possible or

,lesirable. Reading is, as Paul Ricoeur observes, the yoking of the readerts

discourse to the,:liscourse of the text.lO Moreover, ít is only though this

yoking that the meaning of a text can be articulated. The second term in thís
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articulation is, however, obscured by the minute elaboration of an objective

framework which in itself constitutes the poern and the critic. It re-emerges

with quite some force as soon as one begins to read Blakefs text. Readers

encounter within their own volce as they read the r.¡ords on the page a voice

which, despite the wealth of secondary materlal, stubbornl-y refuses to become

confused with their ov¡n.

The contours of this second discourse and this second voice are

particularly difficult to delineate with any clarity in an age which is sti1l

preoccupied (and necessarily so) with the hermeneutics of suspicion, the node

of lnterpretation fathered by Nletzsche, Freud and Marx.ll Ni"tr"che writes,

for example, in an often quoted passage, that thought is always a reduction

of difference to sameness:

All thought, judgement, perceptlon, as comparÍson [Gleichnis] has as
its precondition a rpositing of equalityr [Gleichsetzen], and earlier
still a tmaking equalr [Gleich-nachen]. The process of making equal
|s the same as the lncorporation of appropriated material l-n the
amoeba . . [and] corresponds exactly to that external, mechanical
process (which is its synbol) by which protoplasm continually makes
what it appropriates equal to itself and arranges it in its own
forms and ranks I ín seine Re ihen und Formen einordnetl.

Ï'lithin a herneneutics of suspicion the readerrs articulation of a text' or

the yoking of the readerts discourse to that of the text, involves the

translation of'the text into the constituted world of the self. It is in this

sense that the word rrarticulaterr is used in much of the contemporary

critícisrn which has been influenced by Saussurean linguistics. To articulate

is to translate what is other into the world of the 
"ut".13

To articulate can, however, also be used to mean the yoking together of

two dlsparate entities in which one gives voice to the other. To artículate

means to give voice to what would otherwise remain mute and silent. This is'

of course, a translation and, as Derridars critique of h¡estern logocentrisn

would remind us, not an innocent one. It involves the translatíon of the

voÍceless into the syntax of the voiced, of the night into the spaces of the

day. Nevertheless, this yoking of one discourse to another introduces withín

the tfforns and rankstt of the same, the force and the appeal of others. This

to
L2
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is suggested by Gadamer who writes that

the hístoricity of our existence entalls that prejudices, in
the literal sense of the word, constitute the initial dlrectedness of
our whole ability to experience. Prejudices are biases of our
openness to the world. They are sinply conditions whereby we

expefience sornething - whereby what we encounter says something to

'.t".14
This openness is, of course, not unequlvocal and it certainly does not offer

an unnediated access to the other or to the text. Our prejudices, the world

that we consciously and unconsciously constitute around us' are the lnitíal

franework of any attempt to reach what has not been constituted by us. At the

same Lime it is clearly also the ground which hems us in. It creates a mirror

world where we see only what we are able to constitute. Openness and closure

are closely intertwined wiLh each other.

Merleau-Ponty discusses a similar dichotomy in The Prose of the l'lorld

and in !iæ. He distíngulshes between sedinented language and speech.

trsedimented language ls the language the reader brÍngs h'íth hirn' the stock of

accepted relations between signs and faniliar significations . . . It

constitutes the language and the literature of the language.tt Speech on the

other hand rfis the bookrs call to the unprejudÍced reader. Speech is the

operation through which a certain arrangement of already available signs and

significatÍons alters and then transfigures each of them, so that in the end

a neÍ¡ signification is secreted.ttls Sedirente,l language is an lnstltution and

forms the horizon of posslble significations; yet this same language has the

uncanny capacíty to come to sudden and unprecedented life in speech. The

central methodological problem is therefore the problem of understanding how

one constitutes the neaning-structures of experience and at the same Èime

finds that tfit is always already constltuted in Lerms of meanings h¡e have not

bestowed upon Ít.rf Merleau-Ponty speaks of this diffÍculty in the

Phenomenology of Perception where he wriles that the central problem is to

undersÈand how ttl can be open to phenomena which go beyond me, and whlch

nevertheless exist only to the extent I take them up and live then; how the

(Dresence to nvself tturnräsenztt) which defines me and conditions all alien
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Dresence ls a the same tine depresenta tion (trEnteeeenktärtieunerr) and throws me

outside nyself.tt16

That the world of the self, the discourses which we use Lo generate the

voice of ourselves and of others, can in fact be opened is without doubt the

belíef which underlies the major part of Blakers artistíc production. In many

of his poems and partlcularly in The Four Zoas, Milton and Jerusalen, where

the apocalypse itself is predicated upon a consolidation and epiphany of

Error, we witness a startling transfornation of our prejudices and closed

world into a radlant perception of the other. The frontispíece to The Four

Zoas 1s a good illustratÍon of this phenomenon. At first sight the man is

lying asleep. A large chain binds his rÍght leg to the surface of the page.

He is silent and immobile until we plck up the book to get a closer look. Now

we have caught a g1-impse of freedom. The chain on his foot has broken and we

glimpse a powerful surge of energy: the man is risíng vertically into the

air. A change of perspective has revealed to us, on precisely the same set of

facts, an entirely different content. This glimpse of freedom does not

separate itself unequivocally frorn the vision of bondage, for the plate seems

to oscillate between these two possibilitl-es. Our perception of freedom seems

always on the verge of becoming an enclosure.

A very different kind of tropeningrt can be seen Ín the poem ttlow sweet I

roamrdrtt which Blake included in Poetícal Sketches.

How sweet I roamrd fron field to field,
And tasted all the surunerfs pride,
tTiU I the prince of love beheld,
trlho ln the sunny beams did glide!

He shewrd me liltes for rny hair,
And blushing roses for my brow;

He led me through his garden fa1r,
l,lhere all his golden pleasures groh¡.

tr'lith sweet May dews my wings were wet,
And Phoebus firtd ty vocal rage;

He caught me in his silken net,
And shut me in his golden cage.

He loves to slt and hear me sing,
Then, laughlng, sports and plays with ne;
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Then stretches out mY go1-den wing,
And rnocks rny loss of líberty.

(84L2-r3)

The poem revolves between a world which the speaker reads as part of

him/herself and a world that claims him/her as part of 1tse1f. In the course

of the poemrs four stanzas the qualifications to the speakerts freedom move

from the background into the foreground. The self díscovers itself in the

matrix of the other and the last two 1ínes are a disturblng account of the

extent to which onets actions can be defined by the worl-d. This poen suggests

that our constituted worlds can, under certain conditions, open to dlsclose

the world in which we exist. This can be seen Ín Blakers use of the words

frsweetil and rrgolden.tt ttSweetrr changes from an expression dlrectly associaLed

with freedom to a word whích describes the bait used to catch the speaker.

ttGoldentt refers at first to the trgolden pleasuresrr whi-ch sirnply belong to the

prince; in the last stanza il has become a property of the cage itself. A

change of comportmenL changes the content of these words and they are used to

qualify radically different nouns.

The complexities of ttHow sweeL I roamrdtt are owing in part to Lhe

ambiguities of the relationshlp between reader and poem. The poem folds back

on itself in an unnerving manner. The speakerrs misapprehension of the prince

of lovets intentions and his or her slide fron the role of actor to being

acted upon mirrors precisely the readerts experience of the poem. In the last

stanza the poents readers could be forgiven lf they feel that they have been

read by the poem. From a pleasurable beginníng in which the poem seemed to

take then into its confidence they have fallen into a state where the poern

acts on them. The poem seems to de-centre its readers: at fÍrst Lhey are

subject and the poem 1s the object of their scrutiny, but at the end this

relatlonship has reversed. !,le have rnoved from our sedimented language and

constituted world to.the mystery of speech. The poem attempts a vlsionary

deconstruction of the readerfs assumptions whlch, as rre shall see, is in some

respecLs sirnilar to the Bardrs nany times more cornplex visionary

deconstruction of his audience in Milton. In this later poem the voÍce of
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Milton (and of Miltonrs prophetic endeavour) is such a potent force and

inspiration Lhat Blake can feel the presence of oLhers within his own body.

This capacity of Blakers poems to become a voice whÍch exerts a force

upon the reader is entirely appropriate for a literary forn that is at once

prophetic and visionary. The poems attempt to awaken their readers, to make

them aware of the confines of the world in which they exist and in this way

open their eyes to Eternity. Blake defines his role in Jerusalem as an

attempt 'fTo open the Eternal hlorlds, to open the inmortal Eyes / 0f Uan

inwards into the lrtorlds of Thought: into Eternity / Ever expanding in the

Bosom of Godrr (5:18-20, El47). It is, however, this prophetic and visionary

dimension of Blakers poetry which is obscured in any attenpt to delineate an

objective ground which will produce the voice of the poem and of the reader.

Blake is not simply concerned to create an ttralphabet of forms,r a Tarot pack

of píctorial visions which box the entire compass of the imagination in an

orderly sequence,tt but to move his readers to a position from which the

confines of the box can be breached. Similarly, there is no doubt that,

thanks to the illuminating work of David Erdman, Blake scholars are now able

to detect the hisLory of Blakers time freven in Blakets obscurer pages.tt The

thrust of Blakers major prophecies is, however, not simply to allude to the

history of his time but, by reading that history in the forge of both hope

and fear, to open it to Eternity. Damonts dictionary is an important and

useful too1, and Rainers Neo-Platonic Blake gives us useful insights into his

work, but as prophet and as visionary Blake is concerned to open the worlds

held by the Spectres belonging to his readers, not leasÈ of which is Lhe

world held by the Spectral portion of his critics.

To read Blakers poetry is therefore to feel that the poems often require

us to abandon the interpretative frameworks with which we order our worlds,

and in this way to commit ttourselves to the voidtt as the narrator does in the

fourth Memorable Fancy of The Marriage of Heaven and He1l. The central

problern which arises for Blake studj-es at this point in its history is how

Blakers prophetic visions or visionary prophecies actually work? How does
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Blake propose to open the llnear expanse of tirne to the corrosive fires of

Eterníty? In what sense is Eternity in love with thetrproductions of timetr?

And how are lre to conceive of this art which inslsts on openlng what is

closed, and nakÍng problematlc what has been taken for granted? In more

general philosophical terrns, these concerns become the question of the

relationship between a hermeneuÈics of suspiclon (Nietzsche, Freud, Marx) and

a herneneutics of belief (Bultmann, Eliade).

Questions such as these have for the mosL part noÈ been Èaken up because

Blake criticism, particularly since the work of Northrop Fyre, has worked

within a díscourse which tends to erase the very distlnction between self and

other, and time and Eternity. As a result the question of how our worlds are

to be opened, and how r^¡e can perceive r*hat is other, does not appear in its

full force. Thís can be seen in the way that key terms such as trimaginationfr

have been defined by Blakers crítics.

Criticlsn of Ronantic poetry has ln general worked within a view of the

inagination slmilar to that put forward by Coleridge in the thirteenth

chapter of Biographia Literaria:

primary IMAGINATION I hold to be the l1víng Power and prime Agent of
all human Perceptlon, and as a repetition in the finite mind of the
eternal act of creation in the infinite I AM. The secondary I
consider as an echo of the former, co-existing with the consclous
w111, yet sti11 as identical with the primary in the kind of its
agency, and differing only in degree, and ín the mode of its
operatlon. It dissolves, diffuses, díssipates, 1n order Èo re-create;
or where this process is rendered impossible, yet still at all events
it struggles to idealize and to unlfy.I /

The imagination in this sense 1s basically the power to create a unlfied and

self-contained form or world. This conception of the imagination has always

dorninated Blake criticism. In Fearful SynmeLry, for exarnple, one of the

pillars of Fryets accounL of Blake is the philosophy of Berkeley. A central

theme of this philosophy is expressed in the phrase esse est percipi: ttto be

is to be perceived.tt rrPerceptiontt is therefore, ín Fryers words, rfnot

sornething we do with our senses; it is a nental act.ttl8 For Frye the faculty

which performs these acts is the hunan imagination. He writes:
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If man perceived is a forrn or image, man perceivlng is a former or
imaginer, so that rfimaginationrr is the regular term used by Bl-ake to
denote man as an acting and perceiving being . . . To be perceived,
therefore, means to be lmagined, to be related to an indi-v-ídual-ts
patÈern oi experience' to become a part of his character.l9

The idea that rrto be Ís to be perceivedtt introduces into Berkel-eyrs

philosophy a gap between onets own subjective perceptions and those of

everyone else. For this reason Berkeley proposed the idea of God as the

perceiver of each entity. Thls created a ground which linked self and other,

but thís was achieved only by introducing a new gap, this tÍme between God

and man. Frye argues that Blake cl-oses this second gap rfby identifying God

with hunan imagination.tt2O

The contention that the irnage- or world-forming capacity is at the very

centre of the human psyche and can be identified with the human imagination

and therefore wíth God results in a series of qulte startling propositions.

Flrst, the gap between God and !üo/man disappears - Frye in fact writes that

Man in hi-s creative acts and perceptions is God, and God is Man.^Çod
is the eternal Self, and the *orsftip of Go,l is self-development.2l

There is therefore no longer an attempt to break or dísrupt the reasonable or

the imaginative (in Fryets sense of the word) world which closes us from

others and from God (as Los nust learn to do in The Four Zoas and in Milton);

instead the very forn of this closure ís celebrated. Frye writes that the

ttonly legitirnate compulsion on the artíst is Ëhe cornpulsion to clarify the

forn of his worktt22 und that the trfact Ëhat in the world of vision or art h¡e

see what we want to see implies that it is a world of fulf1l1ed desire and

unbounded freedom.tr23 Tn this world |tthe fact that imaginatÍon creates

realitytr means that fras desire is a part of inaginatíon, the world we desire

is more real than the world we passively accept;t24

I shall investigate Blakefs judgenent of the strengths and weaknesses of

an lmaginatlon of this kind in my discussion of the Lambeth prophecies; for

the moment I will sinply observe that what is rnost disconcerting about the

view of the imagination in Fryers criticism ls that.the other almost

disappears. The imaginer ln Fryets sense is not very different frorn Thel or
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Urizen, for he/she also retreats into the closed world of the se1f. Frye

contends, for example, that frthe world of visiontt is a place where there are

only creators and their creaLures.25 l, world of more complete solipsism could

not really be imagined. The prophetic anger which in the Bardrs Song attempts

to overturn the most fundamental categories of the world that the fallen self

both desires and imagines (again in Fryers sense) here becomes yoked to the

preservation of an analogous world.

Fearful Symmetry is one of those few critical books which can be

classified legitimately as a work of art. Its immense erudítion, the

consistency of it.s argument, and its tone of passionate conviction make it

worth reading even if one disagrees with its premises and its conclusions. It

is Lherefore not at all surprising that it has shaped Blake criticism to a

surprisingly high degree. TÍme and time again one reads recensions of Fryers

argumenL which remove the other as a source of concern in Blakefs poetry'

collapse the gap between time and Eternity, and between the self and the

other, and make the fabricatíon and expression of the world of the individual

or collective self of paramount concern. I can perhaps best illustrate the

ubiquity of this phenomenon by quoting from this criticism.26

For Blake the menLal image, the form - the very act which creates the
image - is the single reality. The world is a world of mental
acts. (Adams)z/

And sun, and moon, the universe entire, are as r{e are, that we may be
as they are, both of us the human released from every limitation and
therefore both of us the divine. Like Keatsrs inËelligences which are
atoms of perception, I^Ie too know, and !'re see, and we are god.
(B1oom)28

hlhat we must do is spread our inside - our interior life - outside so
as to make the outside alive with our humanity. (Rose;29

Man in his creative acts, as well as in his perceptions, is a god; the
world of imagination is one of creators and creatures. But if
perception is a godlike act, God Himself qAnnoL be perceived except
às He exists in -ttre perceiver. (Gleckner)30

a man becomes what he beholds, and ttAs man is, So he Seestt. . .

These prínciples operate jointly to fuse subject and object in a
cycle of. perception that gives the power of creaLion to Lhe taker.
(Eaves ) rj

For Blake, imagination is the supreme fiction, buL it is not an
absoluLe because it is conscious of itself as a fictive, fabricating
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activity, a maker of illusions. (Mitchell)32

In the classÍcal space that separates the self from itself are
located those tfRealities of Intellectrf that are the fTreasures of
Heaven". . (Stempel)33

the momenÈ that all men see themselves and each other as gods
is the moment when earth becomes heaven, the particular becomes
infinite, and time becomes eternity. I,'lhen all distinctions between
the finite and the infinite are merely modes of perception, capable
of being reperceived and recreate. simultaneously, then such
distinctionà ,ro longei rfexistrr in any meaningful'sense. (Me11or)34

neither Blake nor Shelley sees the universe with a vision that
divides subject and object, the outer world from the mind which
projects it: whatever is^projecled returns to the beholder and he
becomes like ít. (Bandy)r)

Every real poem is . a ttheterocosmrtt not an imitatíon of nature
but itself another nature and to the extent thaL man achieves such
creations, he becomes like God. (James)36

In Eternity, the scope of the senses is neither restricted by
anatomical deficiencies nor are they dependent on the weakness or
intensity of impressions received from an as yet unperceived outside
world. The active_mind is autononous and instantaneously fulfils its
desires. (Kittel;37

Art, to Blake, is the highest and most unitive activity of mind and
body, but all life aspires to the condition of arL. In Jerusalem
Energy and Imagination meet in a new synthesis, the best
exemplification of which is the great poem itse1-f - a little world
made cunningly, microcosm and object of art, painting, and prophecy -
the Emanation of l{illiam Blake. (Paley)rð

For Blake, true or essentiq! humanity is a por4¡er of unlimited
creative act. (Deen)39

The entire universe is humanized in the subjective identification of
all creation within Albion. . There is no longer any separation
between self and olher, or perceiving subject and objective universe.
All appearances and phenomena are reintegrated in one subjective
whole since everything outside reflects an inner condition or is
shaped by an innãr státe. (Doskow¡4o

The capacity to form worlds is quite clearly an important part of

imagination, but it ís ímportant to recognize that this capacity, by itself,

defines the work of Los, not of Jesus. Even in Eternity Los is identified as

Urthona (the owner of the earth or the constituted world of each individual),

and not as Christ. It is Christ who is the Imagination and not Lo".41 A" .

result of the self-transformations undergone in Milton and Jerusalem, Los is

seen in Èhe similitude of Christ, but is sti1l not identifíed r+¡ith Christ.

Moreover, in the Lambeth prophecies it is the image- and world-forming
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capacities of Los that close us off fron others. These productions, as the

name Los (loss) suggests, result in the final- separation of tine fron

Eternity. As Paul de Man writes, the poetic image is rtalways constitutive,

able to posit regardless of presence but, by the same token, unable to give a

foundation to what it posits except as an inËent of consciousness.tt42 Los is

a figure who is able to constitute a world which stops Albion from fallíng

into nothingness, but he is unable to give this world any other foundation

than that offered by loss. It is true that Blakers poetic productions are an

attempL to shor¡ collective and individual hurnanity that we bear our heavens

and our earths in our bosoms (171:17-18, 8225). However, he does this not in

order to celebrate creation, but in order to induce us to move out fron these

worlds into relationship. The major prophecies are an attempt to describe the

way in which the created world, the unlverse of Los and Enitharmon, can open

itself to others.

As I shal1 argue, Blakefs poetic production as a whole seems to be

uncannily arùare that the claims made by the later Romantics for the power of

the world-forming imagination do not escape the conceptual world of the

Enlightenrnent. Tilottarna Rajan puts the general case well:

It is often assumed (for instance by M.H. Abrams, NorLhrop Frye, and
Ernest Lee Tuveson) that the high claims made for l-magination as the
guarantor of mants innocence over hls corruption constitute what is
truly revolutíonary ln the Romantic movement. In transferring the
creative initiative from God to man, and in replacing revelatíon with
irnagination, the Romantics are thought to have overthrown a Christian
pessimism which denied nan direct access to the i.deal. But in fact, a
case can be made for saying that it is precisel-y this clain of a
natural supernaturalísm based on the irnagination which is Ehe rnost
conservative element in a literature that stands on the edge of
modernism . . . The Ronantic rhetoric of affirmation avoids breaking
with the past, and sirnply restates with reference to irnagination the
optimistic humanism urged by the Enlightenment with reference to
reason.43

It is eloquent testimony to the power of Fryers account of Blake that even

RajancanaffirmthatB1akels''@].prophecy...c1ai.msfor

aesthetic vision the status of revelatíon, and for the líterary sign the

capacity to embody this vision concretely and inmanentlr¡r44 It is perhaps

worth underlining at this stage, in order to prevent a possible
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mlsunderstanding, that I am cerLainly not suggesting that the Ïmaglnation is

unimportant in Blake. The Imagination is, of course, defined in Blakets

oeuvre as the tÌIunan existence itselfrf (\32232, E132). I am arguing that

Blakers use of this tern cannot be reduced to the world-forming imagÍnation

and that, therefore, we are stil1 a long way fron fu11-y understanding what

Blake means by this term.

hlhen one turns to Blakers poems one finds that nany of the Lexts which

are used by Frye or those influenced by his criticism to support his case for

the redemptive power of the world-fornlng imaginaËion contradict, such a

clairn. The most striking passage cited by Frye in supporË of his argument is

taken fron ttA Vision of the Last Judgementrr:

I assert for My self that I do not behold the Outward Creation & that
to me it is hindrance & not Action ít is as the Dirt upon my feet No

part of Me. trrlhat it w111 be Questiond l,rlhen the Sun rlses do you not
see a round Disk of fire somewhat like a Guinea 0 no no I see an
Innumerable conpany of the Heavenly host crying Holy Holy Holy 1s the
Lord God AfunÍghty I questÍ-on not ny Corporeal or Vegetative Eye any
rnore than I would Question a l{indow concerning a Sight I look thro it
& not with it.

(Es6s-6)

Frye interprets thls passage in the following way:

The HalleluJah-Chorus perception of the sun makes it a far more real
sun than the gui_nea-sun, because more i-naglnatlon has gone into
perceiving it.45

This seems to me to niss the point. The perceptLon of the sun as a guinea is

tled to the econony of the self. A guinea is something which v¡e can use; it

suggests a world that is seen only in terms of its relative usefulness to the

se1f. The vision of the sun as a Hallelujah-Chorus is, however, radically

different. ft is, of course, stí1l a perception, but now it is one which has

been interpenetrated with others. These others can ta1k, move, sÍng, and can

therefore suffuse the self with a force which cannot be reduced Èo our

perception of then. The world forrned by Fryefs inagination discovers within

lts bounds a force and presence which far exceeds íts domain. SÍnilarly, in a

letter to Dr Trusler dated 23 August 1799 Blake wrltes:

I feel that a Man may be happy in Thls trrlorld. And I know that This
Llorld Is a trrlorld of ImaglnaLion & Vision I see Every thing I paint In
Thís trlorld, buÈ Every body does not see alike. To the Eyes of a Miser
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a Guinea is rnore beautiful than the Sun & a bag worn with the use of
Money has more beautÍful proportions than a Vine filled with Grapes.
The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the Eyes of others
only a Green thing that stands in the way.

(8702)

Vision i-s here linked not so1e1y with Lhe abilÍty to form a world, but wíLh

the capacity to be moved by things which lie outside of the world formed by

the self. It is, of course, true that in the lines immediately preceding the

Hallelujah-Chorus passage Blake wrÍtes that

Mental Things are alone Real whaL is Calld Corporeal Nobody Knows of
its Dwelling Place (it) is in Fall-acy & iLs Existence an Imposture
hlhere is the Existence Out of Mind or Thought I'lhere is it but in the
Mind of a Foo1.

(Es6s)

The contention that frMental Things are alone Realtt and the denial of the

existence of the corporeal remind us of Berkeleyrs denial of the existence

of matter and his location of being in the act of perception.,Frye in fact

uses this passage as a paraphrase of an idealist position.46 Thi" i",

however, a little Èoo pat. First, the meaning of the word ItMentalrf in Blakets

oeuvre cannot be adequately represented by the world-forming imagination. It

refers primarily to realities which lie outside of the purview of the

constituted world of the se1f. Second, the very distinction between the world

that is formed by the fool (a corporeal and therefore self-enclosing world)

and Mental realities gains its force by irnplicit reference to a reality (such

as that exemplified by the Hallelujah-Chorus) which exceeds the limits set by

the world-forming imagination. The fool is a fool and his world is corporeal

because he cannot open his imagined world to others. Third, and most

decisively, these words are followed by others which te1l us that creation

itself (the entíre world forged by Fryers ímagination) will be cast off at

the Last Judgernent:

Some People flatter themselves that there will be No Last Judgment &

that Bad Art will be adopÈed & mixed with Good Art That Error or
Experiment will make a Part of Truth & they Boast Èhat it is its
Foundation these People flaLter themselves f will not Flatter them
Error is Created Truth is Eternal Error or Creation will be Burned
Up & then & not till then Truth or Eternity will appear It is Burnt
up the Moment Men cease to behold it

(Es6s)
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In these lines the world formed by Fryers irnagination, creation itself, ís

associated with Error. It Ís thÍs which tris Burnt up the Moment Men cease to

behold itrtf while Truth is not created or lnagined 1n Fryers sense' but is

ttEternal 
. 

tt

Other passages which have been used to support an identification of the

imagination wlth the irnage-forning capacity wíthdraw their support when

subjected to a close readlng. 0n the eleventh plate of The Marriaee of

Heaven and Hel1 we are told that

The ancient Poets aninated all sensible objects with Gods or
Geniuses, ca1-1-lng them by the names and adorning them with the
properties of woods, rivers, mountains, lakes, cities, nations, and
whatever their enlarged & numerous senses could percieve.

And particularly they studÍed the genius of each city & country.
placing i-t under its mental deity.

Til1 a system was formed, which some took advantage of & enslavrd
the vulgar by attempting to reaLi-ze or abstract the nental dieties
from their objects: thus began Priesthood.

Choosing forms of worshlp from poetic tales.
And at length they pronounced that the Gods had orderd such things.
Thus men forgot that All deities reside in the human breast.

(838)

Hazard Adams writes that

The last sentence offers a pícture of the prelapsarian condítíon . . .
human consclousness was, or properly is . . . the rrcircumferencerr of
experience or reality rather than iLs rrcenter.tt One human breast
contained the Gods_, who always should be, accordíng to Blake, the
servants of Man.4/

Thís is a view which is exLremely difficult Lo suslain. It is quite clear

that, according to this passage, the productions of the trancient Poetsrt are not

imposed by God. The hurnan world is one that is created; however, the glirnpse

of the prelapsarian condition that is given in Lhe last line is not one in

which the Gods are contained in the human breast. As Danrosch remarks:

To say that there is no God outside the human breast . . . 1s not to say
that there Ís no God. ]t$eside intt suggests real existence, not
subjective projection.4ö

This is, perhaps, still too tentative a sLatement. trResidetf does not suggest

that the Gods are conflned to the human breast, buL that they dwell there,

and are therefore able both to leave and return to this dwel1ing. Something

of this relationship can be seen in the lines in Jerusalem in which the poet

asks the ttlamb of Godtt to
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Come to my arms & never more
Depart; but dwell for ever here:

Create my Spirit Lo thY Love:
Subdue my Spectre to thy Fear.

(27 269-72, E173)

The creatÍons of the ffancient Poetsrrr like those of the author of Jerusalem,

are not simply the result of an ttautonomous imagination.n For the former,

creation occurs in relationship with rrwhatever their enlarged & numerous

senses could percieve.fr They are also the result of a study of ttthe genius of

each city & counLry.tt It is only the Priests r+ho deny this relationship and

make a systern and religion of what has been imagined. For the latter, the

Lamb of God, the Imagination itself, J-s something which appears from outside

of the se1f. Rather than attempting to sustain an rrautonomous irnagination,rl

or arguing that ffMan in his creatíve acts, as well as in his perceptions is

a godrtt this poet asks Christ to do the work of creation (rrCreate rny Spirit

to thy Lovett) and to subdue his Spectre.

Perhaps the clearest indication of the distance which separates Blake

from the view of the imagination held by Frye, Tuveson and Abrans can be seen

in his or¡rn account of the creative process. Blake wrote in a letter to Thomas

Butts dated luine 22 November 1802 that he both sees a vision (that he

constitutes it and so gives it form) and that this vision is given to him

(and therefore proceeds from a source outside the world of the self):

Now I a fourfold vision see
And a fourfold vi-sion is given to me. .

(8722)

This intertwining of what is given and what ís constituted or imagined (again

in Fryefs understanding of this word) can be seen in the account at the

beginning of Jerusalem of that poemts conception:

0f the Sleep of Ulro! and of the passage through
Et.ernal DeaLh! and of the awakíng to Eternal Life.

This theme calls me in sleep night after night, & evtry morn
Awakes me at sun-rise, then I see the Saviour over me

Spreading his beams of 1ove, & dictating the words of this mild
song.

(4:1-5, EI46)

The theme begins with the Sleep of Ulro. Ulro is a state where one is locked
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within oners se1f. In this world there is a compl-ete split between the self

and the other. It is therefore characterized as sleep. tr'le next hear of the

passage through Eternal Death and ttof the awaking to Eternal Life.tr Eternal

Life is described as an awaking from sleep and therefore, in the terms of

this image, a standing in the presence of things that are other. The theme

therefore sets up a movement, as Lhough one v¡ere moving through a cave or

tunnel. One is asleep, lost in the ground, one passes Lhrough Eternal Death

and then, like a seed emerging, or the sun dawnlng, one awakes to Eternal

Life. The therne calls Blake and it awakes hirn at sunrise. It is this contact

with what is not constituted by the self that is the condition of Blakers

energence. This parallels the way 1n which the sun, in wakíng the solitary

dreamer, throws hlm into a universe of partÍclpation.

As a result of this awakening Blake is able to see and hear Christ the

Inagination, the Vine of Eternity. In other words, the Imagination is first

glirnpsed not in the fabrication of a world, but at the poínt at whích our

worlds are cast off. It appears not as a faculty which is possessed by the

individual, but as an other who ca1ls Bl-ake. The Imagination, far from

generating the world of the self, or underwrlting an authoritarian world of

creators and creatures, introduces an unprecedented call into the world of

the poet.

The call of Christ can be heard only within the voice of Blake and

within the confines of his poem. This necessity does not, however, result in

the erasure of that call. In the lines of Jerusalen that fo11ow Christrs

appearance to Blake we discover that it is within the words of the call of

the other (Saviour and theme) that Blake has found his oh'n voice. There is

therefore a curious intertwining of the Saviourrs call to Blake and Blakers

call to the reader:

Awaket awake 0 sleeper of the land of shadows, wakel expand!
I am in you and you in me, mutual in love divine:
Fibres of love from man to man thro Albions pleasanL land.
In all the dark Atlantic vale down from the hil1s of Surrey
A black lrrater accurnulates r return Albion t return !

(4:6-10, E146)
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To the extent that a call from what has not been constiLuted by the self is

embraced, it becomes a vocation. In this oscillation between call and

response the self escapes from the closed world of Urizen, whom Blake

describes as a rrself-contemplating shadowtt (tU3:21, E7I), and emerges into a

shared world. Jerusalem (the poem, the city and the woman) ernerges within

relationship. The solipsism of a world of creators and creatures is here

transformed into one in which self and other, God and trtlo/man, tíme and

Eternity, reside in each otherts bosoms. Christ (and Blake in Christ) says to

his audience:

I am not a God afar off, I am a brother and friend;
lrlithin your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me. .

(4:18-19, El46)

This presence of the other within the self is a reality and, indeed, a

ground for the self which is not always recognized. Christrs call in the

opening plates of Jersalem, for example, is not heeded by Albion. He has

heard his voice, but not his call. Albion

avtay turns down the valleYs dark;
l-n hle are not One: r¡¡e are thou most simulati

Phantom of the over heat rain! shadow of immortality
Seeking to keep my soul a victim to thy Love! which binds
Man the enemy of man into deceitful friendshíps:
Jerusalem is not! her daughters are indefinite:
By demonstration, man alone can live, and not by faith.
My mountains are my oI4In, and I will keep them to myself!
The Malvern and the Cheviot, the hlolds Plinlimmon & Snowdon
Are mine. here will I build my Laws of Moral Virtue!
Humanity shall be no nore: but war & princedom & victory!

(4222-32, EI46-47)

The Perturbed Man wants to remain within the world of the self. He is willing

to believe only if it is demonstrated to hím and in this way brought into his

frame of reference. He demands that the other be judged and assessed

according to the categories of his world, instead of opening his world to the

potentially unsettling call of Christ. As a result of this withdrawal the

world becomes one in which self is pitted against self, and uhe Laws and

Moral Virtue of one is used to judge another. In withdrawal humanity enters

the staLe described by Hegel in the Phenonenologv of Spirit as a struggle

between master and slave. As Kojève comments:
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in his nascent, state, man is never simply man. He is always,
necessaríly, and essentially, either Mast,er or Slave. If the human
reality can come into being only as a social reality, society is
human - at least in its origin - only on the basís of its implying an
element of Mast,ery and an element of Slavery, of ttautonomoustt

existences and ttdependentrr existences. And that is why to speak of
the origin of Self-Consciousness is necessarily to speak of rfthe

autonomy aqd dependence of Self-Consciousness, of Mastery and
SlaverY.tt49

Albion is a giant. figure who contains all of humanity withín his bulk.

His withdrawal into the world of the self is, therefore, not simply an action

undertaken by an individual, but something in which we all share. In Blakers

own time the most conspicuous manifestation of this turn into the world of

the self was the metaphysics inaugurated by Bacon, NewLon and Locke. Blake

pictures these philosophies as a tremendous force which is pitted against the

very possibility of life. He writes in Jerusalem, for exarnple, that Bacon and

Newton are Itsheathd in dismal steelfr and rrthei-r terrors hang / Like iron

scourges over Albion" (15:1I-I2, E159).

I turn my eyes to the Schools & Universities of Europe
And there behold the Loom of Locke whose trrloof rages díre
hlashd by the hlater-wheels of Newton. black the cloth
In heavy wreathes folds over every Nation; cruel hlorks
0f many l,'theels I view, wheel wíthout whee1, with cogs tyrannic
Moving by compulsion each other: not as those in Eden: which
lrlheel wíthin lrlheel in freedon revolve i.n harnony & peace.

(l5zI4-2O, 8159)

The intensity of Blakers tone in passages such as these can be understood if

we remember that these philosophies move the locus of reality to the

individual reasoning self. As the being of the whole Man is formed in

relationship, they therefore do indeed tthang / Lite iron scourges over

Albion.rtLocke, for example, makes no apology for confining the object of his

inquiry to the understanding of the rrcaverntd man.tr He writes:

I pretend not to teach, but to inquire; and therefore cannoÈ but
confess here again, - that external and internal sensation are the
only passages I can find of knowledge to the understanding. These
alone, as far as I can discover, are the windows by which light is
let into this dark room. For , methinks, Èhe understanding is not much
unlike a closet wholly shut from light, with only sorne little
openings 1eft, to let in external visible resemblances, or ideas of
things without: [would the pictures coming into such a dark room but
stay there], and lie so orderly as to be found upon occasion, it
would very much resenble the understanding of^a man, in reference to
all objects of sight, and the ideas of them.5u
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The ideas which together provide itall the materials of reason and

knowledgerr5l "r" 
in Lockets view analogous Èo rfexternal visible resenblancesrf

of the things and beíngs that exist outsíde of the trclosettr and, as he will

later argue, so long as the mind can have rrno other immediate object but its

own ideas, which it alone does or can conternplate, tt is evident that our

knowledge is only conversant about them. . . . knowl-edge then seems . . . to

be nothing but the oerception of the connexion of and aqreement' or

disasreement and reDuqnancy of any of our ideas.tt52 Thinking is therefore no

nore than a process Ín which the material given in experience is manipulated

ín a variety of r{ays. Locke uses the number of words that can be generated

from the twenty-four letters of the alphabet to ill-ustrate the multifarious

ideas that can be establishe,C on the basis of this primary material.53

It can Èherefore be seen that Locke rules out the very possibilÍty of

the rnental warfare that is the basis of Eternity. I'lithin the closet the other

is perceived as tran external visible resernblancertf a sírnple idea; and reason

nanipulates these resenblances as if they were fixed coÍns or tokens. There

is certainly no room for dialogue, or for the relationshíp between call and

response that is the ground of Eternlty. This is not to say that Locke a1lows

no room for revelation, but that there is no relatlonship between revelation

and the world of the self.

A striking formulation of Blakets objections Lo Locke can be found in

Jerusalem. Towards the end of the fourth chapter Los sends his Spectre to the

tFiends of Righteousnesstt (of whon one u¡as undoubtedly Locke). Los exhorts

hin to trTell then to obey their Humanities, & not pretend Holinessrr (91:4 &

5, 8251). As Los warms to his thene he speaks as if the fiends l¡¡ere

themselves presentt .., ,',

You accumulate Particulars, & nurder by ana\yzing, that you
May take the aggregate; & you call the aggregate Moral Law:
And you call that Swelld & bloated Form; a Minute Particular.
But General Forns have thelr vitality in Particulars: & every
Particular is a Man; a Divine Member of the Dívine Jesus.

(9t-.26-3O, 8251)

The particulars accumulated by Locke are simple ideas. For Los, however,
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these ideas are not the primary data of sensation beyond which we cannot go'

for ftevery / Particular is a Manrr who has the capacity to engage us in

discourse. Locke turns away from relationshíp with others and retains as the

ground of knowledge only that portion of the world that has been assimilated

to the self. In Jerusalern the foundation of the fallen world is the

relaLionship between Albion, Christ and Los. By contrast, Locke turns ahray

from the relationships in which his simple ideas appear. He murders the other

by being deaf to his/her cal1, and then weighing, analysing, counting and

building a world from the trexternal visible resemblancesrr of the other which

are retained by the reasoning memory. For the former' our constituted worlds

have significance in that they constantly point beyond thenselves to a

surplus which both exceeds their grasp and engages the self in discourse. For

the latter, ttresemblancestt have becone the property (hence the word

ttaccumulatetr) of a ttcavernrdtt and withdrawn man. hlhen Locke wishes to come to

an un,lersLanding of an idea such as Eternity, he fabricates this idea frorn

the materÍal available within the closed world of the self. His general forms

are Lherefore swelled and bloated forms, whereas for Los there is only one

general forrn and this form is a living being. The only true and general form

(within which our identities are comprehended) is Christ. At both ends of

Lockers epistemological concerns Blake affirms a unÍverse in which others

exist. For Los ethics is, therefore, not a matter of regulating behaviour

according to apparently indubiÈable codes r+hlch are established in isolation

from others; it is fundamentally a matter of relationship and openness.

In The Four Zoas Ahania descríbes the Fall- in terms of an overwhelming

of Man by his Shadow:

Then Man ascended mourning into the splendors of his palace
Above hin rose a Shadow from his wearied intellect
0f living gol-d, pure, perfect, holy; in white línen pure he hovertd
A sweet entrancing self delusionr a v,tatry vision of Man

Soft exul-ting in existence all the Man absorbing
Man fell upon his face prostrate before the watry shadow
Sayíng O Lord whence is this change thou knowest I am nothing.

(4022-8, 8327)

It appears that Locke has also fallen under the sway of his Shadow. In
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turning away from relationship wiLh oÈhers and retaining only that which has

appeared within his constituted world, he has become entranced by his own

image. Like Narcissus he is mesmerized by tta vtatry visionrr of himself and a

Itwatry Shadowtr which in turn is used to regulate his life.

An analogous case can also be advanced agaÍnst Bacon and Ner¡ton. Alexander

Koyré writes in rrThe Significance of the Newtonian Synthesisfrthat Newton

split our world into two:

I have been saying that modern science broke down the barriers that
separated the heavens and the earth, and that it united and unified
the universe. And that is true. But, as I have said, too, it did this
by substituting for our world of quality and sense perception, the
wãrld in which we live, and love, and die, another world - the world
of quantity, of reified geometry, a world in which, though there is a

plaCe for everything, there is no place for nan. Thus the world of
science - the real world - became estranged and utterly divorced from
the world of life, which science has been unable-to explain - not
even to explain away by calling it trsubjective.rr)4

The first world is one in which others exist: the second world is centred

upon the observations and reasoning of the detached observer (in Blakers

parlance, the frreasoning memorytt). Yet it is the second world that in Newtonian

physics forns the locus of reality. Sinílarly, the scientific method advanced

by Bacon in, for example, the Novum Organum, also locates truth firmly

within what appears inside the closed world of the (reasoning) self. For Bacon

the knowledge generated by thÍs method is closely 1Ínked to the desire to

gain power over what lies outside of the self. In his own words, he hoped ttto

restore and exalL the power and dominion of man himself, of the human race'

over the universe.tt55

It is important to recognize, however, that Blake is not suggesting that

Locke, Bacon and Newton are hrrong in their descriptions of fa11en humanity.

In fact they are correct. Fallen existence is a retreat into the closet, a

separation of the self from the living world in which others are found.

Fallen existence is a world in which one isolated self is pitted againsl-

another. Bacon, Newton and Locke therefore all can be seen to play an

important role in the consolidalion of Error. In Europe it is Newton who

blows the ttTrumpttof the last doom (13:5, 865), and in the apocalypse which
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closes Jerusalem rrBacon & Newton & Lockerr are seen alongside tfMilton &

Shakspear & Chaucertt (98:9, 8257). Their influence is pernicious, however,

because they contend that the world that they (correctly) trace is the

only world. Blake, on the other hand is a prophetic visionary who attempts Lo

reveal the relationships in which this world is grounded, who tries to open

the closed world of the self to others, and by these means hopes to open the

possibility of transformation and regeneratíon.

The similarities and dissimilarities between this visionary project and

the project undertaken by Derrida in the twentieth century are both

insLructive and illuminating. Derrida argues that metaphysics has always been

based on what is present to the self:

Presence has always been and will always, forever, be the form in
which, r¡re can say apodictically, the infinite diversity of contents
is produced. The opposition between form and matter - which
inaugurates metaphysics - finds ín the concrete ideality of the
living present its ultimate and radícal justification.ru

This foundaÈion, however, is less than secure, for at the heart of what is

present to the self an ttirreducible nonpresencett can be found to have

constituting value, and with it a nonlife, a nonpresence or nonself-
belonging oi tfre living present, an ineraâicabls nonprimordiality.5T

The sign, for example, is not an autonomous thing in itself, .for iL is

constituted only in relation to other signs. R" S.,rt"n." ob"'"tueé in the

Course in General Lineuistics, ttin Ianguage there are only differences. Even

more important: a difference generally implies positive terms beLr¿een which

the difference is set up; but in language there are only differences without

positive terms.tt5S The meaning of a sign is therefore never fu1ly present'

for it finds itself situated in a chain of significations which continually

defer the moment in which a fully present meaning could be recouped. The same

argument can be applied to the noti-on of identily, or of a self-same thing,

for all ttdeterminations of identity are broken apart by the necessity of

alterity.tt59 SirilarIy, the apparently auÈonomous and self-standing things

which appear within the world are also caught up in a web of differentiation.

They are things only because they stand within a complex series of
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relationships. Derrida coins the word différance to describe this spatial and

temporal- separation which produces the effect of presurr.".60

Différance ensures that no unshakeable foundation for metaphysics can be

found. It is impossible to discover a set of axioms which are not themselves

caught within the web of differentiation. As Michael Ryan wríLes, in coining

the word différance

Derrida wanted to catch a more rrprimordialrr spatio-temporal movernent
than any of the ttfoundingtt concepts or axioms of metaphysical
phenomenologícal philosophy . . . For these grounding principles to
serve as foundations upon which philosophical systems can be
constructed, they should be absolutely self-sufficent or sel-f-
identical. They cease to be primordial grounds once they can be
derived from something else. Derridars point is that there are no
primordial axioms, no instances of absolute truth or self-identity'
ãnd no founding principles that are not produced by (and therefore
derived from) differance. Everything is only as it differs from or
defers something else. And differance is not a ground, nor can it
serve as a first principle or an origin upon which a philosophical
systen can be basLd, because it is what undoes a1-1- ttindifferenttt
self-identity, the necessary premise of a ground.6l

This means that the world is iLself a text in the sense thaË it does not t\
I

escape this constitution in differentiation. There is no outside to the text

lnr a de hors text because there is no certaín ground, no

absolutely present object, which is not itself constituted by différance. hle

cannot have unmediated access to a fírst ground or essential substance which

will a1low us to ground knowledge. As Derrida observes, ttcontrary to h¡hat

phenornenology - which is always phenomenology of perception - has tried to

make us believe, contrary to what our desire cannot fail to be tempted into

believing, the thing itself always escapes.tt62 It i" as if, in terms of the

image introduced by Derrida at the end of Speech and Phenomena' ÍIe are

domiciled within a gallery where the paintings achíeve defÍnition only in

relation to other paintings and other galleries:

Certainly nothing has preceded this situation. Assuredly nothing will
suspend iÈ. It is not comprehended, as Husserl would want it, by
intuitions or presentations. 0f the broad daylight of presence,
outside the gallery, no perception is given us or assuredly
promised us. The gallery is the labyrinth which includes in itself
its own exiÈs. . . .oJ -' ri

It Lherefore

remains... for us to sDeak, to make our voices resonate
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throughout the corridors in order to rnake up f or I suppléer ] the
breakup of presence. The phoneme, the akoumenon. is the phenomenon

sun of presence' it is the waY of
with the phõnê. Rising tow
Icarus.b4

ard theof the labyrinth. This is the case

Our atLempts to leave this space and attain pure and unmediated presence

must, like Lhe attempts of lcarus to leave hís labyrinth, end in failure and,

perhaps, in death.

QuÍte clearly several broad parallels can be drawn between

deconstruction and Blakers poetry. In the course of his oeuvre Blake

develops, for example, a far-reaching critique of all philosophíes which rely

for their ground on what is present to the corporeal se1f. It is, for

example, characters such as Vala and Rahab, or Lhe Deists in Jerusalem, who

celebrate the world that is presenÈ to the closeted se1f. As I shal1 argue,

this world gains definition only in relationship with what is not present to 
-

the corporeal self. It is also possible to argue that Blake is concerned to

criticize any philosophy whích rests on a set of irnmutable axioms or rules.

The attempts of Urizen, for example, to find a perspective from which he can

hold the entire world within his gaze end in failure. The fallen world is

indeed a labyrinth and, as I shall argue in my discussion of The Book of

Urizen, it is also one which includes its exits within itself. However,

unlike Derrida, Blake is not concerned sÍmp1y to show the impossibility' the

violence, of all attempts to -close this world within a metaphysics based on a

linited set of axioms, but to uncover the relatíonships in which this

labyrinth itself appears.6s

As I shall argue, ín Blakefs poems - as in Derri-dars philosophy - the

labyrinth of the fallen world appears as a result of a spaEial and temporal

distancing différance which occurs prior to the appearance of the world in

which we live. In Derridars work différance is a mysterious, self-motivated,

abstract movement whose existence is postulated by inference fron what is.

For Blake, différance is an effect of a particular (let us say, an

ontological) comportmenÈ of Albion towards the Zoas which make up hís

identity and towards the other inhabitants of Eden. It is a result of the
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withdrawal of Albion from relationship. The fa11en self and the fallen other

whÍch are introduced as a result of différance are in Blakers oeuvre not Èhe

very beginnings of life, but a radical and far reaching reduction of 1ife. As

Blake perempLorily states:

Many suppose Lhat before fAdam] (the Creation) All was Solitude &

Chaós This is the nost pernicíõus ldea that can enter the Mind as iL
takes away all sublimity from the Bible & Limits All Existence to
creation & to chaos To the Time & Space fixed by the corporeal
VegetaLive Eye & leaves the Man who entertains such an Idea the
habitation of Unbelíeving Demons Eternity Exists and All things in
Eternity Independent of Creation which r{as an act of Mercy. . .

(vLJ, 8563)

It is this rather different understanding of différance which forms one of

the major points of divergence between Derridats sceptical philosophy and

Blakefs visÍ-onary arÈ. It is because, in Blakers understanding, the world is

not formed in an anonymous, ahistorical movement of différance, but in a

particular stance taken by Albion towards others, that this stance and

therefore the world can be changed. Blakers work is therefore prophetic in

that he attempts to show us the relationships in which Lhis world is formed,

and it is visionary in that he is able to figure forth Lhe possibility of

transformation.

I am, of course, nol denying that it is in Albionrs withdrawal from

others that the disLinctions with which we order our world (such as those

between self and other, inside and outside) are formed. It is not this which

is fundamentally at issue in Blakers oeuvre but, as I shall later argue' the

conclusions that are drawn from this parlicular articulation of existence. 0n

the one hand Albion pits inside against outside in deadly battle. 0n the

other hand Christ follows withdrawal with embrace, and opens the world of the

self again and again to others. It is important to underline that when Christ

calls Albion to return he does not do away with the movement of différance,

or with the closed world which is its fruit. Even in the apocalypse of

Jerusalem the ffHuman Formstt return trwearied / Into the Planetary lives of

Years Months Days & Hourstr (9922-3, 8258). Christ does, however, radicall-y

displace and so transform this world. In Eternity the world that is formed in
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withdrawal is a seed: it forms the ground for an exPanslon in which the world

of the self opens to others. The fornation of the world of the self opens the

possibiliÈy of trFriendshíprrt ttBrotherhoodrt and the ftMysterious / Offering of

Self for Anotherrr (96220-2L, 8256). At the time of the Fal1, however, thÍs

outline becomes a horizon which forms the absolute limít of the world of the

ttcaverntd man.tt Blake is concerned to describe and to induce in his readers a

movement which brings us to the perineter of the labyrinth, and which once

more brings contraction into a contrary relationship with expansion. In what

follows I will- therefore be arguing against the assumption held by the vast

majority of Blake critics that Blakets apocalypse is a matter of perception

and not a question of being.66 tt" traditíonal view on this question is put

by Northrop Frye as follows:

There is no ttgeneral naturerrf therefore nothing is real beyond the
imaginative patt.erns men make of reality, and hence there are exactly
as many kindã of reality as there are men. trEvery mants wisdom is
peculiár to his own individuality,tt and there is no other kind of

"isdom: 
real-ity is as rnuch in the eye of the beholder as beauty ís

said to be. Scattered all through Blakers work are epigrams
indicating thís relativity of existence to perception.o/

Yet the epigrams offered by Frye as a sample of those which can be found frall

through Blakefs worktr subtly contradict these clairns:

Every Eye sees differently. As the Eye, Such the Object.

Every thing possible to be believed is an inage of truth.

The Sunrs Light when he unfolds it
Depends on the Organ that beholds it.

The first and second passages certainly do suggest that rrthere are exactly as

many kinds of reality as there are menrtt but this does not in itself prove

the relatÍvity of existence to perception in Blakets rc The second, for

example, counters the nultiplication of realities with the implication that

there is a single Ittruthtt and that our beliefs are images of that tttruth.tt

The first suggests that it is the way in which our Eye is constituted, the

mode or state of being in which it exists, that determines the appearance of

the object. The third quotaLion offers more substantial support for Fryers

view, for it seems to contend that ttthe Organ that beholdstt the trsunrs Lighttl
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is able to give that trlightfr any form that the self can imagine. Yet even

here the simple reduction of existence Lo perception is qualified, for an

equally plausible reading would be to say that the appearance of the ttSunts

Líghtttis dependent upon the way in whích the Organ is constituted or,

alternatively, on the kind of organ that apprehends it.

Throughout Blakets rn¡ork one can find epigrams which indicate the

relativíty of perception to existence. In the rrMental Travellerrtt for

example, Blake writes:

The Guests are scatterd thror the land
For the Eye altering alters al
The Senses ro11 themselves in fear
And the flat Earth becones a 8a11.

(6L-64, 8485)

In other words, it is when the Eye is altered that the form of ttthe landtt Ís

changed, and when the trsenses ro11 themselvestt inÈo a circular shape that the

Earth appears to be rra Ball.tt In the letter to Dr Trusler dated 23 August

L7gg, Blake is even nore explicit. He writes Èhat rrAs a Man is So he Sees. As

the Eye is formed such are iËs Powerstt (8702):

Every body does not see alike. To the Eyes of a Miser a Guinea is
more beautiful than the Sun & a bag worn with the use of Money has
more beautiful proportions than a Vine filled with Grapes. The tree
which moves some to tears of joy is in the Eyes of others only a

Green thing that stands in the way. Some See Nature all Ridicule &

Deformity & by these I shall not regulate my proportions, & Some

Scarce see Nature at all But to the Eyes of the Man of fmagination
Nature is Imagination itself.

(E.702)

The Miser feels that a ttGuinea i-s more beautiful than the Suntr because he has

wiÈhdrawn into the closet of the self and therefore values things only t.o the

extent to which they are useful within the economy of the self. The rrMan of

Imaginationrtt however, takes up a position in the world from which others are

able to appear. It is therefore not enough for the Miser to attempt to

irnagine a new world from his position of withdrawal; he must be induced to

change hís position in the world; he rnust alter his state of being. At the

end of Jerusalem, for example, it is when Albion changes his comportment in

the world, when he throws tthimself into the Furnaces of afflictionrrr that the

suffering endured in the Furnaces becomes tta Visiontt and tta Dreamtr and the
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Furnaces thenselves are Lransforrned inÈo rrFountains of Living l,ilaters flowing

from the Hunanity Divine'r (96235-37, 8256).

It wou1d, however, be unwise to replace Fryefs subordination of

existence to perception with iLs nirror opposite. Blakefs poetic and

prophetic poems attempt to change the way in which we perceive the world in

order to induce us to change the relatíonships that we take up to others. If

this were not possible then Blake would not have wrltten prophecies. However,

perception in this sense is very different fron what Frye calls by the same

name and it is constrained within much narrower limits Èhan Fryers

formulation would suggesÈ. Blakets prophetic poems attempt to rfínsLructtr

their readers and in this way induce them to change their comportment in the

world. In Visions of the Daushters of Albion, for example, ít is arguably the

instruction offered by trThe Golden nymphtt that prompts Oothoon Èo ttturn [her]

face to where [her] whole soul seekst' (1:13, E45), but it is this change of

comportment (from withdrawal to embrace) that alters the appearance of her

world. The.living world that she discovers is closed to both Bromion and

Theotormon for so long as they remain wíthin a state of withdrawal.

Similarly, in Mílton it is the Bardrs prophetic Song that calls Milton, but

this Song does not in itself replace the world in which MÍlton has been

doniciled with a new one. It is when Milton arises and goesttdown to the

sepulcher to see if morning breakslr' (L4zZt, 8108) that his perceptual world

changes.

It is precisely movements of self-transformation such as these which

Derrida and Locke do not undertake or countenance within their philosophy.

Locke does not leave his posltion of inmobility and stasÍs at the centre of

his closet and t,herefore others do not and cannot appear. Sirnilarly' a

Blakean critique of Derridats description of language and reality (advanced

before an appreciation) would begin with the observation that his argument is

advanced from the posi-tion of the stationary, reasoning self. It is not

concerned with what occurs to language in relationship with others, in

embrace, or in movement. It is unconcerned with such questions as what
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happens to the semíotic system in which Ì\¡e are enclosed when it is broken by

the force of an otherrs appeal, or when it is dÍstended by the emotions of

fear and hope. For Blake, emotions and engagements such as these can bring us

to the very edge of our linguistic world: in the striking epigram from ttFor

the Sexes: The Gates of Paradise,tt ttFear & Hope are - Visíontr (8266). This is

whythePaSSagequotedabovefrom@is,withinthecontexL

of DerrÍdafs work, so uncannily resonant. It figures forth the very shape of

Derridars own polemic, but Ín doing so it also traces a partner that, within

Derridafs discourse, remains silent.

Icarusts flight takes him up and out of the labyrinth and into proximíty

with the sun of presence. For Derrida this sun of presence is an illusion

which is given form by the novement of différance. Any attempt to grasp this

sun is therefore doomed to failure. Presence emerges only in relation to what

is not present and, therefore, as Icarus approaches the sun his ascent turns

into a fall and then concludes in death. The labyrinth contains its exits

within itself. NeverLheless, Icarus does not return Lo the same labyrinth,

his fall in fact leads him to a labyrinth which is more encompassing and more

intrícate that the one from which he has escaped: Icarus is lost in the abyss

of the sea and Èhe nothingness of death. I'le can therefore interpret the story

of Icarus in a different although sLi1l related way. To approach the sun of

presence i-s Ëo lose the movement of différance which founds the very

distinction between self and other. The blinding illurnination of the sun

leads to the void of death whích is indeed the only outside to the text. The

story Èherefore confronts us with an opposition between withdrawal and

deferral on the one hand, and a presence which cannot be attained because it

involves the eradication of the self on the other hand. The first opens the

spaces of life: the second opens the spaces of death.

There is, however, a third inÈerpretation of the story of lcarus. Our

previous interpretations have treated the sun only as the Apollonian, or

material sun. A sun such as this is held only in the reasoning memory, and

therefore, as Hume, Blake and Derrida would all affirm, j-s a mere appearance.
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In a remark made to Crabb Robinson Blake speaks of a very different kind of

sun:

I have conversed with the spÍrÍtual Sun - I saw hin on Primrose Hill.
He said: ttDo you take me for the Greek Apol1o?rr trNorrr I said. trThattt

(and Blake poinred ro the sky) - that is the Greek Apollo. He is
Èát.rr. "68

This Sun that is the Greek Apollo is the Guinea Sun: the Spiritual Sun is

that seen in Lhe Hallelujah-Chorus. If Icarus rises towards a Sun that is not

a mere appearance held by the reasoning memory, but a person who can call and

respond, then this myth suggests the possibility of moving to a position from

which the voice of the other can be heard. This does not usher in a world of

pure and unnediated presence, nor (as we shall see in our discussion of the

apocalypses of Milton and erusalem does it suggest that we are able to

grasp the other or his/her intentions once and for all. Nevertheless, it does

open within the world of the self the possibility of engagement and therefore

the possibility of transformation and of exodus. This alternate readíng of

the Icarus story can be seen ín the figure of Daedalus, Icarusfs companion.

Concerning this second portion of the Icarus story Derrida remains silent'

yet it is Daedalus who fashioned the wings for fcarus, and who warned Icarus

of the dangers of flying too close to the sun. Moreover, it is Daedalus who,

without remaining in the labyrinth, flying too close to the sun' or plunging

into the sea, flew a middle path between self and other, the present and the

non-present, and so hras able to re-enter a speaking community. The story of

Icarus is in fact a moment within a larger story.

It is this twin narrative, the story of lcarus and of Daedalus, which

describes the twin poles of visionary arL. Visionary construction, as I shall

argue in a later chapter, is not achieved once and for all. This new world

which is opened in response to the call of another is, of course, itself a

system and must itself be subject to a visionary deconstruction. But this

deconstruction is in turn the prelude to another movement towards Lhe other.

tThe thing still escapesrtt the other is beyond our reach, buL the différance

which makes this inevitable is itself the ground for a conversation in
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ttVisionary forms dramaticrt (98:28, 8257).

The question of the relationship between the forms and conventÍons of

what is present to the self and the irruption of Èhe other wiÈhin that world

is, of course, not altogether absent from DerrÍdars work. In ttViolence and

Metaphysicstr this question takes the form of a confrontation between, on the

one hand, the Apollonian/Greek care for the world of what is present to the

self, and, on the other hand, the HebreÌr concern for and experíence of the

other, which is rnanifested in prophecy.69 Rt the end of this essay Derrida

writes:

Are we Greeks? Are we Jews? But who, we? Are we (noL a chronological,
but a pre-logica1- question) first Jews or first Greeks? And does the
strangä dialógue bétween the Jer,¡ and the Greek, peace ítse_lf,.have
the fõrm of the absolute, speculatíve logic of Hegel, the livíng
logic which reconciles fornal tautology and empirícal heterology
afÉerhaving@propheticdiscourseintheprefacetothe
Phenomenoloãv-õffi tqindt Or, on the contrary, does this peace have

the form of infinite seParation
transcendence of the other? To

and of the unthinkable, unsaYable
what horizon of Peace does the

language which asks thj-s question be1-ong? From whence does iÈ draw
the-enãrgy of its questlon? Can it account for the historical
coupling óf Judai"m and Hellenisn? And what is the legitimacy, what
ffiã meaning of the copula in thís proposition from perhaps the
most Heselian of moderããIelists: "Jãwgreek is greekjew. Extremes
meettt?7Õ

Although questions such as these are inevitably posed by deconstruction, it

is only within a discourse which attenpts to suppress neither Icarus nor

Daedalus that they can be approached.

I'lhat nakes Blakers approach to the relationship between time and

Eternity, self and other, so peculi-arly fascinating is that his affirnation

of vision (of the possibility of opening tine to Eternity) is not nade by a

naive or innocent turning ahray fron the realities of existence. The

possibility of vision is most emphatically not affirmed by bracketing or

repressing a hermeneutics of suspicion, nor by asserting the exístence of an

aesthetic realm which lies somehow outside of life. In fact, in Blakers

poetry the universe of loss (of Los and Enitharnon) is Èhe basis for the

visionary expansion that I hope to describe. An lnvestigation into the nature

of Blakets visionary construction and his visionary deconstruction is
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ipso facto an ínves tigation into the character and identity of Los.

Los is the ontological ground of the fallen world, the creator of the

world in which we live, and yet, at the same tíme, he opens in tÍrne the

possibility of a relationship between time and Eternity. 0n the one hand Los

seems to affirm the absolute irreducibilty of Eternity to time; on the other

hand this same figure is at the end of Jerusalem seen in the similitude of

the divine. Los is both the demiurge and Christ; he gives forn to Urizen and

Satan and yet he opens the space in which time and Eternity are able to enter

into relationship. The character of Los appears at the very point thaE time

and Eternity draw apart, and Los is Blakers Lray of discussing this

separatíon. Our discussion, therefore, cannot immediately approach the

question of visionary expansion, but nust follow Blakets path through the

labyrinth of the fallen world.

Quite clearly there are considerable methodological problems in a study

of this kind. hlhen I first began research into the relationship between time

and Eternity in Blakets W, I assumed that I would be able to begin by

elaborating working definitions of time and Eternity, and sketching a

philosophical approach to the problernatic with which Los j-s concerned. hlith

this accornplished I hoped to have in ny grasp a series of keys or tools with

which to approach the poems. The poems are, however' extraordinarily

resistant to this kind of strategy. Moreover, whalever such a study would

reveal about the texts, it could not uncover the way Ín which the poems open

to Eternity for the sinple reason that both terms of my question (tirne and

Eternity) are, in this approach, from the very beginning the property of the

reasoning, critical self. IL soon became clear that if I were to escape this

impasse I would have to adopt a more vulnerable relationship to the texts.

The way in which the poems open the readerrs world to Eternity can only be

described fron within a reading of the poems themselves. This is, with

regard to the study of Blake, a course of action which is often avoided.

I,rlhile testifying to a strange beauty that they have glimpsed in The Four
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Zoas, most critics have argued that the poen is chaotic and unfinished.

Although nuch of the críticism which has addressed itself to Jerusalern has

been concerned with its sLructure, the rfarchitecturett of this poem, as Stuart

Curran te1ls us, has ftyet to be satisfactorily explained. For that task must

necessarily dissipate the misËs of obscurity through which we view this epic'

and rnost atternpts have merely cast a light upon thern.ttTl E.ren Milton is

introduced by a Bardrs prophetic Song whích, like nuch of Blakers poetry,

continues to raise fundamental questÍons about the nature of Blakets poems

and the way in which we read them. Yet it is only when the reader engages

with the poems that they can be allowed to exert a force which acts back on

the reader.

The necessity of turning to a reading/encounÈer wíth the poems also

emerged as a result of ny attenpt to outline the character of Los. No sooner

had I begun than I hras struck by a curious correspondence between Los and the

form of the poerns themselves. Los is Èhe being, or the stance in the world,

that allows creation ín tlme. In Milton, for example, Losts creative work

includes the whole vísible world. ft can therefore be argued that Blakers

poens are themselves part of this wíder set and that therefore Los lies

thernatically and sLructurally at their centre; j-n fact the poems are in a

sense the body of Los. The nature of Los and the relationship between time

and Eternity can therefore be elaborated only wiÈhin a discussion of the body

of Blakers poetry. The poems self-consciously present Lhemselves as a

paradigrnatic j-nstance of the world whÍch separaLes tine and Eternity, self

and other, and yet which aL the same tine offers the possibility of an

opening to Eternity. For this double reason, therefore, the following thesis

proceeds, apart from the second chapter, as a reading of Blakefs najor

illuminated poetry. Such a course must inevitably be selective. I have

concentrated on The Book of Urizen and the three long poe ms: The Four Zoas.

Milton, and Jerusalen. It is these poems, however, that express mosÈ

eloquently Eternityts love for trthe productÍons of time.rr



Part One

Iùithin ttre labyrinth



Chapter One

lbe Book of Urizen: a nlabyrinth úich i-ncludes in ltself its orn exitsn

His voice to thern was but an inarticulate thunder for
their Ears

trrlere heavy & du1l & their eyes & nostrils closed up
Oft he stood by a howling victim Questioning in words
Soothing or Furious no one answerd every one wrapd up
In his own sorrow howld regardless of his words, nor

voice
Of sweet response could he obtain tho oft assayd wíth

tears
He knew they were his children ruind in his ruínd

world 
(v7oz39-45, 8347)

(1) Noise and silence

It would be impossible to read The Book of Urlzen and not feel the need

to reach for words such as dread, terror, alarm, and Angst, to describe the

exLreme emotions that are precipiLated in its characters. However, the very

movernent of this interpretative activity, from reading experience to

discursive articulati-on before a real or inagined audience, from an insight

to the speech which embodies it within an intersubjective world, is precisely

what this poem denies to its characLers. 0n1y on one occasion does

The Book of Urizen become a first person narrative, the poem contains no

dialogue, and emotions such as dread and terror are closed within a

suffocating and nightmare existence. In the space opened up by the poem

things draw aparL, wide distances open between self and otherr the senses

close in upon themselves, and the characters are driven by a crisis that they

can only dimly perceive. Urízen, Los, the Eternals, Enitharmon' even Orc, all

are closed wíthin a world in which voíce is not articulate, speech does not

open a common world, and words have become uncanny, recalcitrant things:

ffForgetfulness, dumbness, necessÍtytrr (IOz24, 875) have taken hold of 1ife.

This gulf between self and other, and the consequenÈ impotence of voice,

is all the more striking because The Book of Uri3en is filled wlth an
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extraordinary cacophony of sounds. At differenL points in the poern the reader

can hear itthundtringrtt ttgnashíngrrt ttroaring firesrrr fta Lerrible crashrtf

rrhOwlingrrr Stamping, ttClashingsrrt ftnoiseStt which are rrr¡inous loudrrr

rrhissingstt and a trgrating cryrrr rrsobbirgsrtr a rrshriekrtt tlgroaníngrtt

tttr{eepingrrr ffwailingrtt ttlamentsrr and ttmoans.tt However, even the human sounds

which are íncluded in thÍs list do not seem to be addressed to an other

(possible or actual) who coul-d hear or respond. They are blind and elemental;

the sounds Lhat one makes in the despair of solitude. Perhaps one should be

even more extreme for there is no suggestion that these elemental cries form

a soliloquy. In these sounds the human voice seems to parallel the

unconscious, non-referential- expressivity of an animal in distress. Voice is

enclose,:l wíthín the economy of the self and does not attain the life of

díscourse. Amj-dst the noise and cosmic dislocation of the poen there is

therefore an almost uncanny silence: the silence of what has not been

communicated.

This silence appears to be broken in the fourth plate where Urizen gives

a first hand account of his actions and rnotivation. Bl-ake certainly

equivocated over this plate. Of the seven known copies of the poem the fourth

plate is included in only three (E805). However, this is not sufficíent

evidence to conclude that he rejected this eruption of first person narrative

because, in David Erdmants hypothetical ordering (E804), it was included in

the first, second and sixth copies. 0n a first reading of this plate' one is

irnpressed by the relentless progression of Urizenrs argument, its

architectonic balance and insístent rhythms and repetitions:

7. Lot I unfold my darkness: and on
This rock, place with strong hand the Book
0f eternal brass written in my solitude.

8. Laws of peace, of love, of unitY:
0f pity, compassion, forgiveness.
Let each chuse one habítation:
His ancient infinite mansion:
One command, one joy, one desíre,
One curse, one weight, one measuret
One King, one God, One Law.

(4:31-40, 872)
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Quite clearly Urizenrs voice returns no response to a call; he is merely

recounting his own efforts to control the world. Blake emphasizes hls egolsn,

isolation and solipsism. The word rrlrr is used seven times in twenty-two llnes

and ttonett is used ten times in the course of five lines. Like Moses Urizen is

returning with the stone tablets of the 1aw, or like Rousseauts Lawgíver he

has el-aborated what is henceforth to be the trgeneral will.rrl 1¡" laws are,

however, written in solitude and represent the horizon of his constituted

world.

lJe can therefore say Lhat where the fourth plate remaíns, Urizenrs voice

makes explicit and attenuaLes the structure of noise and silence that I have

outlined. In a world in which Urizen (and the Eternals) have withdrawn,

clariLy is the shape of our own talk, while the babel of nolse outside of

this is the communicative silence of what our voice excludes. Nevertheless,

thís plate does introduce a certaín instabilíty into the poem. This will only

become fu1ly clear in the course of our reading; however, we can say at this

stage that Urizenrs voice tempts us to associate the clarity of constituted

worlds with hirn alone. As readers we therefore tend to place Urizen in the

position of ultimate cause or prirne nover of the Fal1. In doing so Í¡e are

fo1-lowing the main thrust of Blake criticisrn. The Eassons descrÍbe Urj-zen

without further ado as trthe adversaryrtt rrthe state of consciousness which

opposes spirítual travel.tt2 Bloon depicts Urizen as tta Nobodaddy of winter

and repression at last exposed in a properly gigantic portraitrtt3 while

Northrop Frye talks of Urizen as a rfwhite terror. tt4

However, The Book of Urizen makes problematic any attempt to locate a

single cause of the fallen world. Attenpts to find the culprit, or the

tladversaryrtt are fraught wiLh diffículty and i-nvolve considerations which, as

we shall see, progressively implicate more and more of the poemfs actors. If

Urizen is identified as the tradversarytt then a reading of the poem tends to

become nothing more than a critique of Reason. In fact, Blakers argument is

much more wide-ranging than this. The rupture that the poem traces is not

precisely thaL between Reason and the world (although this is one of the
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characteristics of the fallen world), but beEween self and other; between

what ís and what ls not in accord with the perspectives of the se1f.

The Book of Urizen locates the energence of a voice which does not

communicate and a cry which is not heard in the ontological condition of human

l1fe as we know j-t. As such, the myths in which every civilization attempts

to account for the trprinal scattering of languagestts provide a fruitful-

context in whích to read the poem. This dispersion is, on a collective level,

precisel-y the separation into those of vour own tongue and those of an other

(which are heard only as a babel). However, we have moved too quickly into

the text. hle must return to the beginning of the poem and trace our path to

thÍs.voice which does noL mediate and this call which is not heard.

(2) Myth: structure and narrative

Blake critics have usually been content wÍth the classification of The.

Book of Urizen as a nyth. I^I.J.T. Mitchell writes of the poem as frthe logical

cuhnination of the developmental process disclosed in the po1-itical

prophecies, moving completely into the realm of nyth. . . .tt6 Bloom calls The

Book of Urizen Itpure mythrttT Harper wrltes on The Book of Urizen under the

heading, tThe Creation MythrttS an,l for Paley the poem elaborates a portion of

therfcentral mythtrwhich is projected by therrilluminated books which [Blake]

produced fron 1793 to 1795.tt9. This tidy consensus of course obscures a

wealth of disagreement on what the term myth, when app lied to The Book of

Urizen, actually means. In most insLances, however, I¡Ie can say that myth is

taken to be a story or narrative that te1ls of an event that took place in

the rrbeginning.tt Through the retellíng of this event, or series of events,

the rnyth explains how the world came into being and so orienÈs its audíence

in the present world. This basic model parallels the one developed by Eliade

in books such as Mvth and Realitv and Inages and Symbols. Elíade writes that

ttln narratíng a myth, one reactualises, ín sone sort, the sacred tirne in which

the events narrated took place.tt1o fn this way
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the myth takes man out of his own time - his individual'
chronological, trhistorictt time - and projects him, symbolically at
least, into the Great Time, into a paradoxícal insta4! which cannot
be measured because i-t does not consÍst of duration.ll

Despite the work that has been done in the phenomenol-ogy of religion it

is stil1 alnost a reflex response to be suspicious of rnyth. Roland Barthes

writes thaÈ myth is

inverted: nyth consists in overturning culture into nature or'
æ-leãs[, the social, the cultural, the ideological, the historical
into the Inatural.r tr'lhat is nothing but a product of class division
and its moral, cultural and aesthetic consequences is presented
(stated) as being a rmatter of courser; under the effect of rnythical
inversion, the quite contingent foundations of the utterance become

Common Sense, Right Reason, the Norm, General Opin^íon, in short the
doxa (which is the secul-ar figure of the OrigÍn).rz

The Book of Urizen would seem to be a very different kind of myth: lt

attempLs to reveal the structure which underlies rfnaturertt ttthe @rtt ttRight

Reasontr and so on. It can do this precisely because in Eliadets terms it

takes us out of our índividual, historical time and projecLs us into the

tfGreat Timerrf which in this instance can be described as the ontological

structures and categories which define the possibilities of life. The vehicle

of myth, and more partÍcularly of The Book of Urizen, is narrative.

Throughout this chapter I will therefore be usíng narrative and myth in the

sense of those genres in which our relationship (in the present) to the

(individual and collectíve) past comes Èo language and is Ëhere recollected

and re-enacted.

tr'lhat is surprising about the classification of The Book of Urizen as a

myth is not that it should have been generally accepted by critics, but that

recent critícisrn should represent a (stÍl1 half realized) challenge to it. The

best and most thought provoking of modern criticism now tends to underplay

the sequential structuring of the book in order to emphasÍze Íts atemporal

ordering principles. It is almost as if we have becone philosophÍcally more

comfortable with an image of an atenporal, rfeternalrf existence than hrith

tine. This development is present in a nascent state in the work of Karl

Kroeber and lü.J.T. Mitchell. It can be seen in the latterrs contention that
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there is fn The Book of Urizen a rfmínimum of . . . narrative sequencett and in

his description of the poemts illuninations as a rrpicture ga11ery.tt13 The

former speaks in the same vein when he says that the plaLes which carry full-

page illuminations are arranged as tta series (not a sequence) of graphic

interrelationshíps."l4 Harald Kittel puts the view a little less equivocally

when he writes that rfln Urizen, there ís neither a linear narrative sequence

nor a readily discernible fchronology of motivation.tttl5 This kind of

argument reaches its clinax in tUrizen: The Synmetry of Fearrtf by Robert E.

Simmons, where it is applied to the wrltten word. Símmons speaks of the

ttworld defined by the strucLure of Urizenrt as ttbecoming ultimately a four-

síded house of mirrorsttl6 and he dellneates an atemporal structure for the

poem based on symnetry.

These readings are certainly not eccentric. The very same kind of

argument is repeated on a more general level in modern theories of nyth and

narrative, and in Blake criticism. Leopold Damrosch, in his book Synbol and

Truth in Blakers Myth, quotes Ednund Leach, who writes:

Myth proper lacks a chronology in any strict sense, for the beginning
and the end must be apprehended simultaneously; significance is to be
discerned only in the relations between the component parts of the story;
sequence is sinply a persistent rearrangement of elements which are
present from the start.l/

Damrosch himself uses adJectives such as trsynchronoustt and phrases such as tta

truly universal sinultaneitytt to describe Blakets visionrlS while a critic

such as Susan Fox, writing on Blakets Milton, argues that in this poem a

ttcurious pattern of temporally and spatially divergent events unified only by a

network of verbal echoes reveals that all the events are a single event.ttl9

However, to the extent that this kind of reading underplays or actuall-y

questions the prirnacy of narrative in The Book of Urizen it makes problematlc

Urizen as nyth, for without a narrative vehicle one cannot speak of a

mediation between the origins of Ëhe world and the present. A'rpicture

galleryrror a structural nodel displaces the very temporality that myth

depends upon with an apparently tirneless illumination. This is not a

difficulty for Kroeber who argues that art is just such an illuminatíon.
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Simnonsf work, however, makes this problematic because when readers withdraw

fron the temporal unfolding of the narrative they are not left with an

illuminatlon but with Urizents ttfour-sided house of mirrors, finitely

limited, but infinitely reflectlng fa1-1en man within it.tt2o This would still

be an illumination of sorts (even if only of Error) if the illusíon of

sequence had to be shattered before Urizents world could be adequately seen

for what ít was. However, as I will argue in what follows, it is precisely

the Lrithdrawal from sequence (and therefore temporality) that constltutes this

house of mirrors.

It seerns that we have an opposition between sËructure and narraLive, an

atenporal mathematical (structural) and a Lernporal form, a model of the worl-d

and a mythic account of it. NeverLheless, I do not want to oppose one view to

the other. Such a confrontation has not achieved explicit forrnulation

(although one senses it in the at times irritable exchange beLween Erdman and

Simnons in the notes to the latterrs article2l). I want to show that both

readings are different moments of an integrated reading of The Book of

Urizen, and that Blake uses the mechanics of the reading process as a

metaphor for the events which the poem recounts. In order to do this we will

have to distinguish between the sempiternality of frMathernatical Formtt or

structure, which is ttEternal in the Reasoning Memorltt @, E27O) and which is

achieved by a flight from temporality, and an Eternity which emerges in

relationship with time. In order to describe this latter Eternity we musL

extend our notion of tirne. Tine is usually conceived of as chronological

time, but this conception does scant jusLíce to the variety and complexity of

temporal nodes in The Book of Urizen. My discussion of the poem itself begins

with myth because it seems to me to be indisputable Lhat we do in the first

place experience the poem as a temporal narrative: it must be read from the

beginning to the end. Iùhatever atemporal structure that we may discover 1n

the poem will be predicated on this initial unfoldíng of the poen in time.
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(3) Iocating the nyth

If The Book of Urlzen,is a myth then the first step ln any interpretatÍon

must be an at,tempt to place the events whlch 1t recounts. Myth narrates the

events of the primordial past fn order to bring them j-nto proximity wíth the

present. It brings what has been made dístant by tine into our world. The

narrator of myth depends upon and aÈtempts to foster thts appropriatÍon of

the past in terms of the present. To place the poem ís therefore Lo

understand precisely what past it is brÍnging to the present.

A first, approxinate l-ocation for the poem is provided by The Marriage

of Heaven and Hell. The reference of the narrator towards the end of this

work to his "Bible of Hell: which the world shall have whether they will or

no't (24, E44) has suggested to rnany critics that Urízen is the first of thÍs

projected series and is Bl-akers demonic or lnverted reading of Genesis.

Tannenbaun, Hirsch, Frye and Bloom are a few of the critics who note the

structural and Ëhematíc parallels between the two books.22 It is thís prinary

context which orÍents most of the interpretations given to the poem. In

The Book of Urizen. therefore , Blake is reaching back in ti-me, following and

criticízing the model of Genesis, to give us an account of the origins of the

present world. Mitchell describes the poem as rrthe logical culmination of the

developmental process disclosed in the political prophecies, noving

completely into the realn of nyLh, pushing back to the very origins of time

and space. . . ;t23 Leslie Tannenbaum draws on the writings of the Gnostics

to describe a fal1 ln whichrrthe sleep of Urizen provokes Losrs creation of

Lhe five fallen senses, an act that results in Losrs fa11 and the creation of

Enitharmon, the counterpart of Eve.tt24 Clark Enery sees the Poem as an

account of Blakers ttown fall from innocencetr; however, this is also used as

rra workable hypothesis to explain the cosrnic creation.tt He therefore talks of

the poern 1n terms of a movement from ttBefore the beginningtt when there was tta

dynamic unity of an unspecified number of eternal energiestt to the world of

Èime and 
"p".".25 

Morton Paley draws on the Gnostics (as well as
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developrnental psychology) when he writes:

In the history of the indívidual mind, he [UrÍzen] is the pri¡ci-piurn 
_

individuationis which supersedes the oceanic consciousness of the infant.
IõõFng to giakers mytñ, the process by which the tselfhoodt or ego is
forned in ttre chil-d, resulting 1n an expulsion fron the paradise of
Innocence, is a dífferenËiatíon of consciousness which recapitulates its
cosmic analogue: the fa1l of part of^the Eternal Mind and the consequent
creation of the phenomenal universe.zo

Damon also talks of a fa1l from rfEternity into Mattertt and ttfrom Innocence

into ExperÍence.tt27 Fisher writes that in the course of the poem vre see that

rrthe entire vision of eternityrt is reduced ttto the partlal vislon of ternporal

succession.tt ttlrizen enters the fallen tAbysst of his concept,ions through the

labyrinth of temporal proces".rr28 Raine also writes that ttbefore Urizen began

his labors there was no finite world, only tEternity.r . . . the Newtonlan

unlverse had no existence in the beglnning.tt29

hlhat Ís common to all of these readings (whether they use terms taken

fron the Gnostics, Blakets own work, or developmental psychology) is the

assumption that the Fal1 is narked by the appearance of time and space. Time

and space are seen as ininical to Eternity. As such these readings do not

críticize the traditional concepti-on of the relationship between time and

eternity in which tt[e]ternity isrtr in the words of Boethius, rfthe complete

possession all at once of illimitable liferrr whereas time and space are

flawed, i-ncomplete or fa11en versions of this ideal state.

It is of course true that 1n the poem the reader can trace a movement

from the disruption of Eternity Ín the fírst lines,

Lo, a shadow of horror 1s risen
In Eternity! Unknown' unprolificl

(3zL-2, 870)

to the precipitaLion of a world which is bounded by time and space. I¡rlhat is

more, this time does not contradict Lockers description of time as rrconstant

fleeting successiorrtt3o (on plate 10 Los is seen ttforging chains new & new /
ttNumbrring with links. hours, days and yearstt), and it appears to be in

conforníty with Newtonrs time which flows equably without relation to

anything external. This seems to give an empirical verification of Rainers

thesís that the Newtonian world did not exist prior to the Fal1, and it forms
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the basis for readíng The Book of Urizen as a fall- from Eternity into the

closure of time and space. Tenporal process does seem to be condenned even at

this early stage when we place ít beside the assumed perfection of Eternity.

However, thís description of time and Eternity does not exhaust these

phenomena.

In the very first line Boethiusrs descríptÍon of eternity is made

problematic because we learn Ëhat tta shadow of horror is risen / In Eternitytrr

(my ernphasis). Eternity is quite clearly abl-e to incorporate error and, even

nore suprisingly, some klnd of sequential and Lherefore temporal progression.

If this were not so !ìIe would be at a loss to explain how any change, let

alone tthorrortt could arise in Eternity. 0n the very same plate Newtonrs time

is multiplied and becomes diverse and problematic. Blake writes: tTimes on

tirnes he divided" (3:8, 870). At first this suggests a chronological tlme: we

read tTimes on timesfr in the sense of tton many occasions.ft This is not a

cornpletely satisfactory reading because tTimestt does not primarily refer to

chronological time. If Blake r^¡ere referring in Èhe first instance to this

kind of time one would expect him to use the word rfaftertt in order to define

the temporal relationship between a number of intervals of this kind. His use

of the preposition ttontt suggests that these times are located at the same

point in space.

trle use the word tttimesrtt in phrases such as trThe times are a-changingtr

and tThe times are big with tidingsrtt3l to refer to a time which is very

different from chronological tine. In the first phrase Bob Dylan suggests

that we are no longer living in a t,ime of stasis but a tine of growth and

that thís denands a ne\¡r response from us. Southeyts line tells us that the

tÍme which is present to the ttMoorish carnprt is one of expectation. In these

instances the word tttimestt refers to the qualitv or shape of the tine in

which we find ourselves. Norrnally these times follow a sort of cyclical

progression: from summer to winter to spring, frorn sadness to joy and so on.

For a person like Urizen who has withdrawn, the rrtinestt do not progress. The

times of winter, summer, autumn and spring appear in the same ontological
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space: hrhatever the call from the world lJrízen responds with division- The

tines do therefore quite literally appear aÈ the same spatial location

because Urizenrs ontological tfune is unchanged. The tímes of the world are

rebuffed by Urizents time of withdrawal. In this simple phrase we can

therefore see the personal tine of withdrawal, and the tenporal quality of

the world in whlch Urizen exists (here time is something which approaches

from outside the self), and we can glimpse a chronological tirne which would

order the interaction between these two tímes from the viewpoint of a

dispassionate observer. Quite clearly tine and Eternity are used ln The Book

of Urizen in such a r¡ray that they rnake problematic the very rnodel that

critics have used to describe them, In parÈicular, the oppositional dualism

between time and Eternity which is irnplícit in rnuch critical discourse about

this poen breaks down even in this preliminary analysis, for Urizen' even as

he divides and as hís withdrawal is effected in time, is sti1l in Eternity.

It is only on plate five that we hear that EternÍty, for the first time'

rolls apart from Urizen.

This sinple Ínadequacy of the traditional dichotony between time and

Eternity Lo descrÍbe the multiplicity of time or the nature of Eternity in

The Book of Urizen becomes a decisíve objection when we investigate the

nature of the Eternals.

As a substantive the word |teternalff has been used as the name of God and

as an equivalent of eternity. In this instance, however, neither of these

,lescriptions is adequate because Blakefs Eternals never achieve the status of

God, and Eternity is used j-n such a !r'ay that it does not overlap with the

identity of these figures. Nevertheless, one would expect the Eternals to

partake of the nature of the traditional conception of eternity and not be

conditioned by time. Paley argues along these lines when he wriLes Lhat

ttBlakefs tEternalst correspond to the Gnostic tEonsrtr ttwho are Ínmutable

in. .. nature, and above the power of mortality.tt32 It is, however,

extraordinary how inadequate this commonsense notion is.
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Urizen is one of the Eternal-s, but it is quÍte htrong to argue that this

neans that he shares ín the unchanging nature of a pure essence such as that

whÍch Boethius attributed Ëo eternity. Urizen and his peers are clearly

f-imited, make mistakes and reveal that they can be motivaÈed by emotions such

as fear, petulance and horror. lrlhat is even more striking is that Urizen

complains of the Eternalsr life in terms which deliberately associate the

lives of these beings with ternporality:

4: From the depths of dark solitude. Fron
The eternal abode 1n ny holiness'
Hidden set apart in my stern counsels
Reservfd for the days of futurity,
I have sought for a joy wlthout pain'
For a solid without fluctuation
lühy will you die 0 Eternals?
hlhy live in unquenchable burnings?

(4:6-13, 871)

A fluctuatlng solid and trunquenchable burningsrt are images which remind one

of the traditional dissatisfaction with time. Death and the presence of joy

and pain are themes which one assoclates with mortality. The Eternals live in

a world characterized by transmutation and therefore time. However, the

passage does not rest content with rnixing our notions of being and becoming.

The figure of Urizen places our assumed separation of time and Eternity as a

particular moment 1n the narrative that the poen recounts. A separation of

these two terms is the eoal of Urizenrs withdrawal. He alone is searching for

Boethiusts eternity which is rrthe complete possession all at once of

illimitable life.tt Only Urizen demands a world which is free from

fluctuatlon, pain, dying and ttburnings.tf No other character wants to rfattain

a voÍd / ¡lhere self sustainingtt he is able to 'rview all things beneath [his]

feetff (F272223-24, E3I+9). Urizen has confused the eternal existence of

ttlathematical Fornrf with tT,iving Formtr and Eternity. He searches for a

sempiternality which is achieved by a withdrawal from time.

RecogniÈion of the coincídence between the critícsf characterization of

the relationship between time and Eternity, and the parameters of Urizenrs

quest, gives us a major critical problern: how are we to characterize the

prelapsarlan relatlonship between time and EternÍty? If we are unable to
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describe this relationship then we cannot undersÈand what past is being

brought to the present.

(4) Tine and Eternity

The unfal-len world stands behind the narrative of The Book of Urizen at

every point; it ís the reality against which the poenrs movement. is charted

and the ultimate measure of the Eternalsr suffering. And yet one must aver

fron the beginning that Ëhe gulf which separates the Eternals fron their

origin just as decisively conditions our own remembering. Ï'le nust piece

together a picture of this world from the shape of its absence. It is for

this reason that we are not given a dírect picture of the unfallen world in

The Book of Urizen. Our knowled ge is gleaned from the Eternalst own attempts

at retrospect, and by induction; rrre can read the unfallen world in the form

and natue of the Eternalsr suffering and the privation that has becone part

of their very being. It is, in fact, the disnernbering that the poern outlínes

which suggests what the Eternals have lost.

However, this conditioning of memory by the actuality of disrnemberíng

means that our picture of the prelapsarian world is always ambivalent. lrle are

separated from the past by the very movemenÈ of the narrative, and our

position ín the Fall neans that the picture that we are able to form of this

world is partial and limited. Nevertheless, this tension beLween a fa1len

present and an unrecoverable past, between the attempt to remenber the

prelapsarian world and the knowledge that this can only neeL with partial

success, provides the friction wíthin which radical change can be conceived.

It is the exacerbation of this tension which allows the consolldation of

Error to be a prelude to awakeníng.

hlith these qualifications we can now turn to the clearest retrospecti-ve

picture of the prelapsarian world that the reader is given:

1. Earth was not: nor globes of attraction
The will of the Immortal expanded
0r contracted his all flexible senses.
Death was not, but eternal lífe sprung. . . .

(3:36-39, E71)
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In this passage we find an innedíate conjunction of being and becoming.

rEternal lifetf (in this context) denotes the ÍndivÍdual and collective life

of the Eternals. This life, however, is not something that the Eternals own,

or inalienably possess, for it is linked with a continual emergence. The

conËingent and achieved nature of this emergence and its constitution as

time, is underlined by an ambiguity in the use of the verb trsprung.tt

A first readlng of the fourth line (in which this verb appears)

generally structures lt along the pattern of the first. hre undersLand the verb

ttto bett after ttnortt and rreternal liferr and so read, rEarth was not: nor

[were] globes of attractiontf andrrDeath was not, but eternal life [was]

sprung.tt This seems to be an obvious reading in the twentieËh century where

hre can be sure that sprung is the pasL participle of spring. However, in the

eighteenth century ttsprungtt could also be used as the sirnple past tense of

sp.ing.33 If we rea,C ttsprungtt in this latter sense then iË is eternal life

that springs in being. If, on the other hand, ttsprungtt is the past participle

of spring then our interpretatÍon rnust be slightly different. This suggests

an acLion which is perforned on eternal 1ife. In the same way that we say

that a bird was sprung, so eternal life rüas coaxed from hiding and released

into being. Spring is a perfective verb; however, in thls context rreternal

life sprungtt seerns to refer to the entÍre tirne that rfDeathrtt EarLhrtr and

rrglobes of attractionrt were not in existence. The two readings of this line

that I have outlined are complementary rather than contradictory. The reader

is called upon to inagine an acL of sprÍnging and of release which is carried

on throughout the prelapsarian universe.

trühat is interesting about this image is that, ít depends upon the very

temporality that Urizen is attempting to escape from. The act of springlng

implies that Èhere is a present in which it occurs. This present, however,

demands the existence of a past (the horizoî or enclosure from which the

spring emerges). This past is implied in all of the many uses of the word

sprlng because a spring is a novement with respect to a background which is

subsequently left behind. A man is said to spring when he leaves the ground
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behind him, and flowing hrater is called a spring when it emerges fron the

earth. A spring in a void, or a spring which does not leave something behind,

is a contradiction in terms. The same spring, of course, irnplies a future. The

spring moves down the h11lsíde to join the stream, and the mants spring takes

him in the direction of the other bank. lJe can therefore see that this image

suggests that eternal life has a ternporal dinension, and that this

tenporality in turn seems to contain a linear sequence of past, present and

future.

The difference between this tine and that which Urizen finds himself in

is decisive. For Urizen, tine is an external force to which he is subjected:

ttAges on Ages ro11rd over him!rr(10:IrE74). For the Eternals in the

prelapsarian world, however, time is cenLred in the rfspringrr of their

individual and collectÍve 1ife. The present of this spring continually

gathers a past and projects a future. Chronological timer one could say,

appears as a result of a certaln perspective on this onLological time. Ït is'

perhaps, the external form of the time implied by the spring of eternal life.

This second conception of time is certainly not v¡ithout precedent.

Authorities as diverse as the author of Ecclesiastes, Bergson and Augustine,

all poínt to the ontological heart of time. Augustine, for example, argues in

the Confessions that it is now

Clear . . . and plain, that neither thíngs to cone' nor things pastt
are. Nor do we properly say, there be three times, past, present and
to come; but perchance it might be properly said, there be three
tÍmes: a present time of past things; a present time of present
thíngs; and a present tine of future things. For indeed three such as
these in our souls there be¡ and otherwhere do I not see then. The
present tine of past things is our memory; the present time of
present things is our sight; the present time of future things our
expectation. If thus we be perrnitted to speak, then see I three
tirnes; yea, and I confess there are three. Let this also be said:
there be three times, past, present, and to coner according to our
misapplied custom; let ít be said: see, I shal1 not much be troubled
at it, neither galnsay, nor find fault with it; provÍded that be
understood which i-s said, namely, that neíther that. whiçb is to conet
have any .being nor{; no, nor that-which is already past.34

For Augustine it is the time of the individual present that (like

Blakers spring of eternal l-ife) gathers the past in memory and projects a

future in anticipation. It is a misapplied custom which talks of a past,
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present and future time without reference to their ontological base'

However, this kind of comparison should not obscure the differences

between the two writers. hrhat is extraordinary about the image that Blake

uses is that tenporal emergence takes place Ín the prelapsarÍan world'

Augustine on the other hand is talkÍng about the psychology of tirne ln the

fa11en world. AugusLÍners discussion is limited to the individual, while

Blakets irnage suggests that the sprlng of eternal life is a collective and

indívidual emergence.

hle can therefore say that the essence of tÍme (before and after the Fa1l)

is ontological time, but it is only in the prelapsarian world that this is

recognized. The protagonists of the fallen world are unwíttingly engaged in a

flight from their very beíng. This recognition of the ontological heart of

time r+ill form the basis of our discussion of time in The Book of Urizen. The

poem Lraces the path along which this recognitlon is lost, and in doing so it

places the external time of Urizen, Newton and certain critics of the poem'

as a particular moment in its story.

The retrospect that we have been discussing does not, unfortunately'

mention Eternity. Nevertheless it can give us a crucial suggestion' One of

the most striking things uncovered in any discussion of The Book of Urizen is

the extent of the interrelationship between terms and between characters'

Eternal and temporal existence would seem to be mutually exclusive and yet we

have found that the Eternals live in tine. Eternal life does not simply refer

to individual life but seems to be a result of indívidual and collectlve

being. The ontological tine of the Eternals is not self-contained for it

seems Lo be related (at least in some sense) to a time which resembles our

linear progression of past' present and future. Eternal- life itself depends

upon an uncovering. It is a very brave reader lndeed who does not feel

threatened by this deliberate mixing of ideas. However, it seems to me that in

The Book of Urizen it is this kind of interlocking network of relationships

which constitutes EÈernity, or to phrase it more succincËly, Eternity is
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discovered ln relationshiP.

That Eternity is relationship is parLícularly clear in the descriptions

which The Book of Urizen gives us of the Fall. These descriptions invariably

begin with withdrawal from relatÍonship. lrlhen the Eternals respond to

Urizenrs withdrawal with rage (and so withdraw from him) Eternity rol1s wide

apart:

3. Sundrring, darkfning, thundrringl
RenÈ al1¡ay with a terrible crash
Eternity ro11td wide apart
l,lide asunder rolling. . . .

(5:3-6,873)

ttsundrringrtt ttasunderrrr rRenttt and trwide aparttr can be read i-n two

conplementary ways. Eternity does ro11 wide apart from Urizen (and perhaps

from the Eternals as well) in the sense that it has become a dream' a no

longer present or only dinly perceived reality, but it is the moving apart of

Eternityts inhabitants which is the basis of this loss. To move apart is to

streLch the substance of relationship until it appears to be no more than a

dream. Eternity itself is literally rent apart, torn asunder and therefore in

the following lines we read:

Mountainous all around
Departing¡ departing; departing:
Leaving ruinous fragments of life
Hangíng frowning cliffs & all between
An ocean of voídness unfathomable.

(5:7-11 , E.72)

Instead of relationship we have ttfrownÍng clÍffsrrr isolated mountains and

beLween then a void. llhat this kind of description suggests is that life

itself emerges in relationship. I'lhere self and other have withdrawn we find

only trruínous fragments of life.tt

It is in fact the physicality of this moving apart whích is so striking.

Los, for exanple, feels the wÍthdrawal of Urizen as a dininutlon of his being

and as a kind of dismemberíng:

9: Los wept howling around the dark Demon:
And cursing hís 1-ot; for in anguish'
Urizen was rent from his side;
And a fathomless void for his feet;
And int.ense fires for his dwelling.

(622-6, 873-71+)
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He is foundationless because he can no longer ground himself in relationship.

To leave Eternity is quite literally to be itUnorganizedrr and tfrentfr away

(6:8, 874). It is to be torn from an organized systen of relationships in

which one finds oners being. Thus, ín the account of the prelapsarian world

that was quoLed above, we find that fEarth was not: nor globes of

attraction.tr The prelapsarian world hras not organized in the form of a

Gesellschaft where an apparent order is formed from the cornpeting clains of

isolated individuals (as it is inrrThe Human Abstractrtt for exarnple); it was a

world where being emerged in relationship and where these closed globes could

open and close at will.

This kind of definition of Eternity allows us Lo undersLand how an error

can occur in Eternity and why iLs inhabitants are capable of change (for

better and for worse). A system of relationships 1s not a fixed reality but

one which is forged. It also enables us to explain why a nunber of Eternitles

are lost in the book. It is not that Lhey refer to the same fa1l, but that

each loss of relationship is a loss of Eternity. trrle can also move towards an

understanding of such difficult descriptions as Blakers characterization of

Losrs Pity as ttpangs, eternity on eternityrr (18:5, E78). As we shal1 see, an

emotíon, even of Pity, is a relationship and therefore constitut.es being and

Eternity. Blake is locating the centre of life and being in relationship.

In the phrase, treternal life sprungrtt 1ífe is the copula which jolns the

ttEternalstt and the spring of tenporal exi-stence. The Eternals, as Urizen

complains, find their existence in time. However, it is the relationship

between the Eternals, the network of relationship which links all the terms

of the prelapsarían world, which constitutes Eternity. There is, therefore, an

intricate ínteraction between time and Eternity which quite decisively marks

off the prelapsarian world frorn the fa1len world and the goal of Urizents

quest.

tr'le can nohr see why this excursus has been necessary. If we are to

describe the novenent of The Book of Urizen as one from an Eternlty r^rhich is

rfthe complete possession all at once of illimitable liferr to a fallen world
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ln which tine and space appear, h¡e are simply moving wlthin the pararneters

whích have been set up by Urizen. trrle lose the drarna of The Book of Urizen

because vre are using as an evaluative framework the very separation which it

is attempting Lo place Ín an explanatory framework. In addition we díssolve

the tension between a fal1en present and a past which is evoked but cannot be

retrieved. The poem attempts, líke all myths, to re-member the long and

complex process of dis-nemberlng. It moves from a world of relatíonship to a

Gesellshaft where the Eternals, tÍme, life and therefore Eternity, have drawn

wíde apart.

(5) A double wlthdrawal

The first and most decisive change that this relocation of The Book of

Urizen effects is with respect to the question of who is to blame for the

Fall. In any account of a lapse or fall this is the first thing that we' as

readers, look for. In a single move we make the present intelligible and

reassure ourselves that we are not to blarne. In The Book of Urizen this

question seems easy to ansïrer for, after all, it is Urizen who has withdrawn

from the conmuníty of the Eternals, and yet. the poern resists this easy

answer. Urizen has withdrarrrn; however, in a universe which emerges out of

relationship, withdrawal is, by itself, not decisive. It may well be a facL

in the sense that it has occurred, but this does not immediately mean that

relationship is absent. The significance of an act and the world that it

uncovers is codetermined by oners response to it. This is difficult to

undersLand because we habitually place events within a linear chain of cause

and effecL. lrle live in a fa11en world of tfwheel without wheel" (J15:18' E159)

where isolated selves cause effects in much the same way as a cue moves a

billiard bal-l. In an Eternlty where reality emerges out of relationship'

however, one can say that there are no causes, only calls, and that their

signifÍcance depends upon a response: it is the unit call--response (and not

cause-effect) in which reality emerges. Thus, in Blakers oeuvre one can find
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instances r¿here wlthdrawal is the prelude not to a fall but to an awakening.

In Jerusalen, to take only one example, we learn that in Eternity the

inhabitants of Eden sleep and so withdraw from relationship. In this state

they are watched over and so, in the conËext of this response, withdrawal-

becomes the ground for emergence. It is therefore nothing more than the

winter of a personrs life. One can therefore say that withdrawal is not

inmediately the absence of relationship. It is instead a relatíonship in the

modality of absence. Thus Rilke suggests in his letters and in the

Duino Eleeies that it is Lhis relationshlp of absence which rnay a1low us to

nost profoundly reach the other p"t"on.35

IL is for this reason that the Fal1 does not occur at the point of

Urizenrs wíthdrawal. Relationshíp, whether of presence or absence, is

sufficient ground for ELernity. Thus the first lines of the poem are emphatÍc

that Urizenrs withdrawal- is at first contained within Eternity. The reader

must wait until plate 5 to see Eternity rolling wide apart, tfWide asunder

rollingrrr and Ít is only on plate 20 that v¡e are told that ttNo more Los

beheld Eternity.rr The being of Eternals in the world of Eterníty is

inextricably a rrbeing-wÍLh.tr Thus the world that Urizenrs withdrawal

uncovers depends upon the relationship that the Eternals take up to it. In

other words, it depends upon the narratlve, in the sense suggested in the

previous section, that they construct about thj.s event. However, when we turn

to The Book of Urizen we find not one but two narratives. The poem begins and

then begins again as if it were unsure of or wished to modify its own

beginning.

Critics have argued that there is a parallel between Èhe respective

accounts of the creatlon of Los and Urizen on the one hand, and the double

creation account in Genesi".36 Tf,i" reading seems to me to be force,l. The

Bible gives us tl,ro different accounts of the same event while the trcreaLj-ontf

of Los and the ftcreationtt of Urizen are Lwo quite different events which are

separated in tj-me. The second occurs within the parameters set up by the

first. The double creation accounL in Genesis can more fruitfully be compared
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Lrith the two creation accounts of chapÈer one and chapter two of The Book of

Urizen. This would suggest an important sLructural parallel between the two

books, for the th¡o creation accounts of The Book of Urizen are to that poem

what the two creatÍon accounts of Genesis are to Èhat book. One of the najor

poinLs of correspondence between the two books would then be in their use of

narrative.

Gerhard von Ra,C calls the Bible a rftheology of traditions.tt3T In other

words, it is the narrative re-working of the past which constitutes the

Christian r,¡orld. Thus, the two creation accounts of Genesis can be seen as

dífferent attempts by the Jewish rabbinical tradition to appropriate the

past. The addition of a nelir narrative account of the rrbeginningsrr alters the

contexL of the first and so changes the world in which the Jewish people

live. The most striking instance of this kind of narrative reworking of the

past is the change that the New Testament effects on the 01d Testament. As

Frank Kermode writes in The Genesis of Secrecy, the joining of the New

TesÈament to the Old Testament results in an exLraordinary transfornat,ion: ttA

r¿hole literaturê . . . is now said to have value only insofar as it complies

with the fore-understanding of later interpret.t".tt3S The notion of

apocalypse suggests thaÈ this narrative could itself be similarly

transformed. Such narrative reworking continues unabated. Much of what we

take for granted as Christianity, such as the ídea of original sin, has

emerged only wÍthin the traditionrs reworking of the biblical accounts of

Christrs life. These stories thenselves, as modern biblical criticisrn, from

Joachim Jeremias to the present day, has demonstrated, are often narrative

reworkings of accounts of Chrístrs 1ife. The Book of Urizen assumes and takes

part in thís narratíve reworking of the past. Its ratíonale is not that there

is no past to reconstitute, but that the significance of the past and of the

world that it opens depends upon the relationship that we have with it in the

present. This is the very raison dtetre of Blakets ol,\¡n attempts to ttnarratett

the past. It is in listening to the past that the possibility of a response

is kepË open.
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The first narrative is one of surprise. It deals with what is unknown.

It begins immediately in situ, with shock at the presence of a ttshadowtrwhich

has arÍsen in the midst of Eternity. For the Eternals, the void that has

appeared is a space which is tfSelf-closdrtf rral-l-repellingrr and, therefore,

impenetrable. So enphatic is the asservation that Urizen is ttunknownfr that it

comes as something of a surprise to read in lines 5 and 6 that ttSome said /
tlt is Urizen.rrr In the following lines the claim that the ídentity of this

shadow and its cause are unknown is repeated again and again (3:6-7'10'I4tL9-

2Or24, E7O-71). Moreover, we learn that the Eternals have 1ítt1e chance of

discovering his identity because |tall avoid / The petrific abdominable chaostt

(3225-26, 871). Yet in lines 27-28 the narrator simply says that trdark Urizen

f Prepartdtt (3227-28, E71). The Eternals have given the name of Urizen to

what does not appear. It is not that they are $rrong in their ascription of a

name to the rfshadow of horror.rr trrlhat is at stake, however, is the narrative

that Ís irnplied in their use of this nane. Narning is in this Ínstance a hlay

of keeping what is threatening at bay; it is like a rnagical charm which wards

off what one fears. UrÍzen is the name of what they avoid: thís name draws a

line between onets otrrn tongue and those of the threatening others. Urizents

name iLself means drawing a line about oneself.39 As the name suggests'

Urizen has entered a state Ín which he Ís hís own horízon. However, this

horizon is a line which, while it encloses Urizen, also separates him from

the Eternals. Urizen is therefore the horizon (beyond which they cannot pass)

of the Eternalst world as well as his own. This narrative is therefore an

account of the Eternalsr response to the appearance of a void in theír midst.

It ís a narrative which tells us of the Eternalsr withdrawal- from Urizenrs

wÍthdrawal.

The second narrative is not forged in Èhe heat of the moment. It begins

afLer the event of Urizenrs withdrawal, when the narrator is looking back to

an event which occurred when

1. Earth hras not: nor globes of attraction
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The will of the Immortal expanded
0r contracted his all flexible senses.

(3:36-39, E71)

It is therefore a more systernatic account. It does not betray so readily the

Eternalsf surprise at the tthorrortt that has appeared in their midst. Now

Urizen is seen, to use the title suggested by the Eassons once again, sirnply

as the ttadversarytt:

& vast clouds of blood rollrd
Round the dim rocks of Urízen, so namtd
That solitary one in Imrnensity. .

(324I-43, E71)

It is important to note the two readings of the phrase, ttso nantd.tt The first

is a statement of truth: the narne of the solitary one is Urizen. The second

sees in these words a recognition that Urizen is the nane which has been

given to what renains unknown. The two readings are complementary for the

Eternals are using Urizenrs name as a means of avoiding him.

The first narrative ends wiÈh the sounds of Urizents preparations for

war. The second narrative, which follows on fron the first, begins with a

description of the Eternalst preparations for war. The Eternals have

withdrawn frorn Urizen and so they too must ward off what is no longer

acceptable: ttshrill the trumpet: & myriads of Eternity, / Muster around the

bleak desartsrr (3244-42L, 871). It Ís in the unit, call-response (or in this

case withdrawal-response) that reality appears. Thus it is only now, in the

íntersection between these two poised armies, in the juxtapositíon of the

trmyriads of Eternitytt and Urizenrs trbleak desartsrt of withdrawal, that the

silence of withdrawal attains an unequivocal form and becomes articulate. The

lines quoted above conËinue:

Now fillfd with clouds, darkness & waters
That ro11rd perplextd labring & utterrd
llords articulate, burstíng in thunders
That rolltd on the tops of his mountaÍns. .

(4¿2-5, 871)

This passage in turn moves without punctuation into Urízenrs first person

account of his philosophy of domination. A response of withdrawal to the

withdrawal of another is to create the realiÈy of war. The voice, of course,
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belongs to Urizen, but it is the Eternalsr withdrawal from hím (along with

the narraËive that they have constructed to effect and legitimate Lhis

response) that creates the space in which this rrunknowntt power can appear as

Lhis very artÍculate and far from hidden voice.

The most damaging result of the Eternalsr narrative response to Urizenrs

withdrawal is Lhat when Èhe latterrs voice does appear Ëhey can only respond

with the outrage of a Puritan who has been confronted with an emotion that

he/she has repressed (4:44-522, 872). It is only now that rrthe seven deadly

sins of the soulrr(4zl+9,F,72) appear and we see Eternity (in the twin senses

discussed earlier) ro11 trwide apart.rr In this double withdrawal relationship

is lost and instead of Eternity we have:

ruinous fragmenËs of life
Hanging frowning cliffs & all between
An ocean of voidness unfathomable.

(5:9-11, E73)

Even a relationship in the modality of absence has now been 1ost. As the

Preludiurn suggests, Urizenrs por.r¡er is sornething which he has ttassumtdtt (2:1,

E70) in the sense of taking on a high office or responsibliuy, but it is also

something which the Eternals merely assume him to have. In spurning |tback

his religiontr and givlng him rfa place in the north, / Obscure, shadowy, void,

solitarytt (223-l+, E70), it is the Eternals themselves who confirm and

substantiate the religion of withdrawal that they are aLtempting to reject.

Eternity comes into being through relationship, and it falls because of a

dislocation in the same agency. The withdrawal that creates the Fal1 is a

double withdrawal.

(6) Ttre fallen vorld

This double withdrawal outlines the basic shape of the fallen world. It

is within this space and agaj-nst this structuring rnetaphor that the poemts

events are unfolded. However, this withdrawal does not yet represent a

completed sLate. It is an outline which must be filled in; a situation
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which requires the workings of time to realize and complete it. In what

follows The Book of Urizen paints in the vectors of force and the

constellation of figures whích sinultaneously rea1-ize and complete this

prirnary withdrawal. It is in the gap beLween Urizen and the Eternals that Los

first appears in the poem.

Los is an extremely complex figure. The Book of Urizen associates hirn

with the sun (Los is So1 spelt backwards), a blacksrnith, the Eternal Prophet,

a gaoler and a guardian. In addition, the primary connotatÍon of the name Los

is quite sirnply loss. I'le will leave the question of the relationship between

these diverse irnages for the moment and concentrate on the way that Los is

introduced in this poen. The reader first neets Los as the Eternalst gaoler:

8. And Los round the dark globe of Urizen,
Kept watch for Eternals to confine,
The obscure separation alone. .

(5:38-40,873)

This is a rather curious way of phrasing Losrs task The readerts first

thought is that Lhe rfobscure separationrr is Urizen, however, it could at the

sane time refer, and perhaps most directly, to the fact of seDaration between

the Eternals and Urizen. The Eternals would like to avoid the fact of this

rupture and the experì-ence of this severing.

As such Los represenLs a most extraordinary strategy on the part of the

Eternals. In one move they have excluded Urizen and theír experience of this

separation. In a situatíon where one person has withdrawn from an other, whaL

sustains the relationship (for both parties) Ís the feeling of loss. A sense

of privation is what makes a friend overwhelmingly present Lo one in their

absence. At times one feels the presence of the person as an other, more

sÈrongly in absence than in the taken for granted world of everyday life.

Loss is the experience that allows the possibility of a reLurn, or in the

terms of the previous section, of a new spring. In making Los Urizents

gaoler, the Eternals are using what should be a mediurn of relationship as the

means of separation. In this way the fact of separation is truly confined

well apart.
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Llithin the philosophies of Bacon, Newton and Locke, it would be

Ínpossible to imagine the extremity and drama of the situation that Los has

been cast into. As I have argued, John Locke assumes from the beginning that

understanding begins with the reception of simple ideas by an individual

consciousness. Sirnilarly, the experimental rnethods of Bacon and Newton are

predicated upon a withdrawal of the observer from the life world. For Los,

however, Eternity (and therefore relationship) is the ground for the being of

the self. The h¡ithdrawal of Urizen from the Eternals means that Los is quíte

1itera11y without foundation:

9. Los wept howling around the dark Demon:
And cursing his lot; for in anguÍsh'
Urizen was rent fron his side;
And a fathomless void for his feet;
And intense fires for'his dwelling.

(622-6,873-4)

Urizenrs withdrawal, as this passage makes clear, is experienced by Los as

the tearing ar4ray of part of his body. Thís is graphically represented in the

extraordinary illumination on plate 7. The absence of foreshortening

implies that Los has 1itera11y lost a portion of hís body.

Losrs situation ís, nevertheless, not as exÈreme as the one that Urizen

finds himself in. The latter has withdrawn from time and it is therefore

experienced as something outside of his being. Ages ro11 over him, not in

sequence, but frAges on agestt (10:1 , 874). These times appear as tta dark waste

stretching changtablett (10:3, 874). They are moved by gigantic, uncontrollable

forces; earthquakes disrupt their surfaces and fires belch frorn their depths.

In movÍng outside of time, Urizen has moved outside of ontological tíme and

therefore outside of his very being. He lies in a stony sleep while these

forces have attained a life and pohrer of their own.

Los, on the other hand, still has a relatÍonship with oLhers, even though

it may be tenuous. He is the Eternalst gaoler and the guardian of Urizen.

Towards the end of the book Urizenrs world does achieve a form and is capable

of being measured, but this is owing to Losts attempts to naintain a

relationship with him. It Ís for this reason that Losrs response to the
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situation is decisive. IC delineates a reaction to Urizen which does not

duplicate that of the Eternals, and in so doing offers a response other than

withdrawal.

Los does not withdraw, rage, or pit himself against Urizen. In the manner

of a prophet viewing the evenLs of the world, he holds the changes in Urizenrs

ttformless unmeasurable deathtt (729, E74) within his constituted world. He

alone watches ver Lhe space of Urizent absence:

4: And Los formed nets & gins
And threw the nets round about

5: He watchtd in shuddring fear
The dark changes & bound every change
h/ith rivets of iron & brass. .

(8:7-11, 874)

Heidegger writes that the essence of tir e is an awaiting and a retaining.4O

This is an accurate descripLion of Losrs ontological time at this point in

the poem. Los watches Urizents changes, binds them with his trnets and ginstt

and so holds them within hís constituted world. Los herefore retaíns the

changes that Urizen undergoes and in this way the chaotic time of Urizen

(outside of relationship) becomes sequential time. Urizenfs chaotíc changes

are held by Los and by this neans 'rformless unmeasurable deaLhrr becomes the

sequence of ages that is outlined on plates 10, 11, and 13. These times are

also a tíme of awaiting because throughout these plates Los watches Urizen

and awaits each new change. An onLological time of awaiting and retaining is

therefore spatialized as sequential time:

The Eternal Prophet heavd the dark bellows,
And turnfd restless the tongs; and the hammer
fncessant beat; forging chains new & new
Numbfring with links. hours, days & years. .

(10:15-19 , 875)

Throughout plaLes 10, 11 and 13 this sequenLial time is gathered and focussed

in a present which awaiLs Uriren.4l The t'horrible nighLtt is divided into

"rn¡atchestt (10:10, E75). This present is similar in some respects to the

temporality Lhat is implied in the Christian hope expressed in passages such

as I Peter 1:3-6, Romans 8:24, II Timothy L:I2 and I John 3:1-3. Hope and

sequential time depend upon an attiLude which, while remaining in this wor1d,
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orients the things of this world towards a second coming: a reappearance of

the one who has withdrawn. History is focussed on a present of expectatÍon.

The two times diverge Ín that Losrs time is directed towards the return of

Urizen and not (at least in the first instance) of Christ. In the Christian

conception there is often the sense that tine and the things of this world

are to be abol-ished, while in The Book of Urizen it is clear that the

unfolding of this sequential tirne outlines the shape of Urizenrs being

(albeit in the state of withdrawal). As we shall see, it is in our

relationship to this time that the possibility of Urizenrs return is opened

or closed.

One further peculiarity about Blakefs characterization of sequential

time is that it appears at the point of relationship between Los and Urizen.

It is formed on Losrs forge and is a result of his ontological stand of

awaitÍ-ng and retai-ning; at the same time it is a retention of Urizenrs

chaotic time. 0n the one hand sequential tine gives a shape to Urizenrs world

(the líne of seven consecutive ages is the outline of Urizenrs being) and on

the other it gÍves a form to Losts world. In plate 13 Los finds that he has

been closed into the same world as Urizen. Losrs relationship to Urizen in

his absence cannot be conducted from a neutral posítion, for being arises in

relationship. lrlhile Los, in the time of awaiting and reÈaining, can give

Urizen a form, this activity also has inplications for Losts being.

Sequential time is therefore the time and space in which awaiting and

retaining meets withdrawal. It is the verv shaoe of the world Èhat enerqes in

this relationship. One can imagine that in EterniLy Losts awaiting and

reLainíng would be met by the joyful approach of an other. The line of

sequential time would therefore be not the constriction and enclosure that is

described in The Book of Urizen but a trbounding linett in which two people

(background and foreground) interact. In the world of withdrawal, however,

the rrbounding linett becomes an outlíne. The line of relationship between self

and other becomes merely the outer linits of onefs constituted world.

For seven Ages Los continues this activity. Throughout this time the
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changes Lhat Los fixes forn the vantage point from which he continues to

await Urizen. The time of the past is gathered into the present moment of

expectation. However, on plate 13 there is a decisive change:

1. In terrors Los shrunk from his task:
His great hammer fe11 from his hand:
His fires beheld, and sickening'
Hid Lheir strong limbs in smoke.
For with noises ruinous loud;
trlith hurtlings & clashings & groans
The Immortal endurtd his chains,
Thor bound in a deadly sleeP.

(L3z2O-27, 877)

The illuminati-on on plate 7 is even nore eloquent than these words in its

depiction of the horror that Los must face if he is to maintain his stance.

Fright at the ttformless . . . deathrr of Urizen moved him to rouse his fires'

and now, overwhelmed by the shape of absence to which he has given form, Los

also withdraws. I^lhile he remains in sequential time, Los awaits and retains

the changes of Urizen. He therefore lives in a present which gaLhers the past

and opens the possibility of a future. In what folloh¡s expectation and

anticipation are lost. Los allows the fires of exisLence, those of the líving

present, to decay and instead of looking forward Lo a return he looks back:

Los suffertd his fires to decaY
Then he lookrd back with anxious desire
But the space undivided by existence
Suruck horror into his soul.

(I3zt+4-47 , 877)

The telos of Losts world is now directed not to Urizen but to Urizen

as he has appeared to Los. Urizents being is now held in the relationship

that Los has held with him. hle therefore hear of Urizen ttln his chaíns boundtt

(13:51 , 877) and of I'the death-image of Urizen't (1522, E78). We also discover

at thls point t-[aL U¡izelts rreLernal lifett has once more been lost (13:33-34,

877), for once again this is the loss of a relationshíp. Los is now in the

ontological time of memory an,C chis is reali-zed as onLic tíme.42 Ontic time

is merely the other as he/she has appeared to Los: we have the letter but

not the spirit, Urizen as he has appeared but not as he could be. Time is

father time: the entire history of the seven Ages which seems to overwhelm

the present.
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Urizenrs withdrawal resulted initially in a chaotic time. Losrs

withdrawal has a different result because he has related to Urizen. There is

no danger of Los dissolving because he withdraws into the space which was

opened by this relation. However, there is no hope of change (for as long as

this new positíon is maintained). Los enters his own metaphor, he enters the

world as it has appeared to him. In other words, he enters a world of loss

and a time of memory. Urizen and Los now form a closed unit: tta cold solitude

& dark void / The Eternal Prophet & Urizen clostd" (13:39-40, 877). They are

frozen / Into horrible forms of deformity'r (13:42-43, 877).,It is only now

that we finally reach Newtonrs fixed and absolute time, (tta framed, six-

thousand-year Biblical chronologytt43), or the time which the archangel in

Paradise Lost describes as ttthe race of Time.tt44 The sequential time which we

first observed in our description of the unfallen world has now severed i-ts

links with ontological time and the times of others. Time and Eternity have

been turned inside out, and sequential time no longer appears as the form of

ontological time; it has become an alien, external force which determines our

beíng. Sequential time has becone ontic time.

(7) The history of the tine of nemory

This movement from the time of awaiting and reLaining to the time of

memory (and from sequential to ontic time) can be read on a number of

levels and in a variety of contexts. 0n the 1eve1 of the individual it

documents the movement from the possibility of speech to the opaciLy of

sedimented language, and nythically it is of the order of the crisis which

produced the multiple tongues of the post-Babel era. However, perhaps the

most striking context in which to read this transformation is historical, the

change in European civilizaLion from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment.

Michel Foucault writes in The Order of Things that in the course of this

transformation ttlanguage breaks off its old kinship with things and enters

into that 1one1y sovereignty from which iÈ wÍl1 reappear, in its separated
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staLe, only as literature.f t45 Forr..rrlt describes Don Quixote as the |tfirst

modern work of literature.tt In this book ttthe signs of language no longer

have any value apart from the slender fiction which they represent- The

written word an,l things no longer resemble one another. And between them, Don

Quixote wanders off on his own. 1146 1n The Book of Urizen as v/e shall see, it

is Enitharmon who emerges in the space between person and sign (or

representation) and who outlines the direction of a world in which

representation has cut itself loose from reality. From this point on the poem

is concerned with establishing the lines of force and trajectory of a world

in which there is no relationship between self and other, where signifier and

signified, sign and reality, have parted company. Losrs relationship with

Urizenrs rrdeath-imagett gives a life and momentum to Lhe cold solitude and

dark void: a history emerges which is tangential to the spring of eternal

life and withín which entities proliferate.

The first, most significant and definítely most suprising step in this

history of the time of memory is the appearance of Enitharmon. It is

h'orth quotíng the account at some length:

He saw Urizen deadly black,
In his chains bound, & Pity began,

7. In anguish dividing & dividing
For Pity divides the soul
In pangs eternity on eternitY
Life in cataracts pourd down his cliffs
The void shrunk the lymph into Nerves
tr'landf ring wide on Lhe bosom of night
And left a round globe of blood
Trernbling upon the Void
Thus the Eternal Prophet was divíded
Before the death-image of Urizen . .

8. The globe of life blood trembled
Branching out into roots;
Fibrrous, writhing upon the winds;
Fibres of blood, milk and tears;
In pangs, eterníty on eternitY.
At length in tears & cries imbodied
A female form trembling and Pale
hlaves before his deathy face

9. All Eternity shudderd at sight
0f the first female now separate
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Pale as a cloud of snow
hlaving before the face of Los. .

(13:50-15:2, 18:1-12, 877-78)

Itthile he is in the sLate of awaiting and retaining, Los holds the absence of

Urizen in the hope of a reLurn. Pity, however, is a radically different

ontological state, for it is predicated on the presence (in some form or

another) of the other. If there is no one present then quite clearly there is

nothing that one can pity. In the narrative of The Book of Urizen ít can

therefore arise only at the point that Los turns away from Urizen. This

movement obscures the fact of Urizents absence and in this way gives an

apparent object for Pity: Urizenrs absence as it has appeared to Los. Pity is

therefore quite naturally cotemporaneous wíth the ontological time of memory,

but why does it divi,:le the soul and why should it become Enitharmon?47

In the ontological time of awaiting and retaining, Los uses his

perceptions of Urizenrs absence as the platform from which he watches his

absence. There is a continuous dialectic between attention and retention. The

experience of Urizents absence is contained within his constituted world, but

this is the basis for a new time in which Los still keeps watch. The time of

seven Ages is the platform for a projection of the self (in Lhe modality of

attention and hope) towards the other. The concrete perimeters of Losrs world

are therefore continually pierced by a movement towards relationship.

However, in the above passage Los is no longer relating to an other. In the

time of memory he remains in the world that has been assimilated to his

perspectives. His world is that of a book in which the relationship between

signs and things has been erased. He relates not to Urizen but to frthe

death-image of Urizen," and it ís before this that he is divided (I5zI-2'

E78).

At thÍs point in the poem reality is no longer the other, but the

trslender fictiontr that Losts representation of the other evokes. In

psychological terms Los is directing the verv round of his beins into the

I"id. It is as if he were making a leap towards an illusory object. Blake

describes this in an extremely literal way. Los is pouring life and eternity
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into the abyss (13:54-55, 877). To understand this we must take quite

seriously the notion that Eternity is relationship. In this situatíon what

should span thlo beings lacks a real other to meet it. Relationship is

directed towards an illusion, and life and eternity therefore pour down the

rfcliffs'f of Losfs isolated self. Plate 17 offers the reader an

extraordinarily vivid image of this process. Los is 1iteral1y being drained

by this fiery, rrviolentrrt movement into the abyss. He seems to be on the

verge of dissolution. His outline is obscured by long slrands, or rivulets,

of itbloodtt which connect him to a round globe in the deep. ThÍs globe is

simultaneously weighing him down and drawing him into the abyss. Relationship

has become a heavy, massy orb. The image is extremely evocative and yet it

defies any simple descriplion, so that in discussing it one inevitably

becomes metaphorical. It is as if a bridge had lost one of its supports and

hre h¡ere witnessing the first moments of its collapse. In this short time the

bridge would teeter between its function as a rrweightlesstt connection between

two points, and a third force whose descent attempts to draw its remaining

support along with it. In this kind of fa1l the movement of relationship is

turned in upon itself. l,lhat should join two points becomes a force in itself.

In Blakers poem, life becomes a ttround globe of bloodrr that draws Los into the

uby"".48

Once separated from Los, Enitharmon is described as his ttdivided imagett

(19:16, E7g). She is nohr an imago that is the elusive object of his desire

(19:10-13, 879). As I have argued, the world of nemory appears when Los

accepts Urizenrs rrdeath-imagett as the horízon of the fallen world. The

division of Enitharmon from Los occurs as the expression or embodiment of

Losts relationship (Pity) to this image (rather than to Urizen as a person).

The appearance of this second ttimagertt which lies between Urizents ttdeath

imagetr and Los, is suggestive of a splitting of the self similar to thaÈ

described by Lacan in ttThe Mirror Phase.tt49 The worl,l of Urizen seems Lo

function as a kind of mirror which inverts and doubles the self. However, the

ttself-imagerf that appears in Losts relationship with Urizents ttdeaËh-imagett
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is the Emanation of Los. In this context she is described as an image of Los

because she represents a particular comportnent of Los towards others which

expresses and embodies the time of memory. She is an imago because if Los is

to remain within the time of memory he must al1ow his active self to be

defined by this separated self (or more precisely, he must a1low himself to

be defined by this particular expression or Emanation of his self). In

Eterni-ty Enitharnon would be the changing shape of Losfs relationship with

others, but now she becomes an imagined and statíc self which determines

Losfs 1ife. It is for this reason that Los allows his fires to decay and

permits his forge to stand idle and still. In this ontological- time history

is "a female dream!" (89:5, 863).

(8) Urizen, Los, Bnitharmon and Orc

The appearance of Enitharmon marks a fundamental change in the vectors

of force which make up the human world. Reality is no longer formed in the

interaction between self and other; instead we have a solipsistic world, at

the centre of which stands Los in the ontological tirne of memory. trrlithin this

world others appear to the self only as a tttracerr - at the site of the selfrs

withdrawal and deferral. Urizen is in a sense ttbehindtt his representation.

EnÍtharmon stands between Los and his active self, and the Eternals are on

the other side of the rfwooftt of science (19:9' E78) which they have

constructed in response to the birth of Enitharnon and Orc. The tfwooftr of

science, Urizenrs withdrawal as it has appeared to Los, and the divided image

of Los are all traces of active beings, the faint outline of a universe that

has been lost.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the world that appears in the time

of memory is its instability. In order to remain within this world, Los must

not a1low his relationship to others to change. The difficulty with this

imperative is that the world in which Los finds himself arises only withín the

ontological time of memory; it therefore has its own direcLion and momentum.
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Perhaps Losts world would become permanent if he could remain apart from

EnÍtharmon, but Lhis would be a contradíction for it is his relationship with

Enitharmon which sustains this world. Losrs embrace and copulation with his

rrown divided imagett is an act which, by inseminating Enitharmon, gives the

time of memory a very concrete history. A relationship with a particular

image of the self does not allow one to escape from change because this

relationship has its own direction and force in time. In fact, the fírst

fruit of Losrs embrace of Enitharmon is Orc, the fiery energy of desire

and of revolution.

Thel responds to the voice thaL she discovers on the far side of the

Northern Bar by repressing it. She merely turns and f1ees. The mechanics, not

the substance, of Losts response to the irnplications and fruit of his own

world are very different:

4. They took Orc to the top of a mountain.
0 how Enitharmon wept!
They chainfd his young limbs to the rock
hlith the Chain of Jealousy
Beneath Urizens deathful shadow.

(20:2I-25, E80)

As has often been remarked, this passage seems to refer to the 0edipus and

Pronetheus myths, and the story of Abraham and Isaac. Blake seems to have

conflated and transformed these myths so that the binding of Orc Lakes place

tthlith the Chain of Jealousy.tt René Girard, in his book Deceit Desire and

the Novel: Self and Other in Literary Structure, writes thaL jealousy depends

upon a relationship between three terms. A relaUionship between two people

must be mediated by a system of expectations or values. Jealousy occurs when

another person intervenes ín this triangular relationship and dísrupLs the

system of expectations.5O In the time of memory, Losfs relationship with

Enitharmon is mediated by his decision to remain within the world defined by

his own representations. Orc is the subject of jealousy because he represents

a threat to the equilibriun of this tripartite relationship.

The binding of Orc foreshadows an event which completes the

act.ua1-ízation of the world of memory and the world of withdrawal. The voice
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of Orc wakes the dead and Urizen arises to explore the world that has been

formed by Los. The decision by Los to bind Orc is ipso facto a decision to

give life to Urizen (or at least the Urizen that has been bound by Los). Los

has allowed the fires of his forge to die down and permitted his own being to

be defined by Enitharmon. In binding Orc he represses the very movement of

this choice. In other words, the entire direction of Losrs being is

structured by the necessity to retain the rrdeath imagett of Urizen. hrhat this

means is quíte literally that the dead wake; Urizen, as represented by Los'

achieves a life and energy which now is the controlling force in Losrs world.

Karl Marx writes in The Economic and Philosoohic Manuscripts that in a world

where money is the means of joiníng one person Èo another,

noney transforns the real essenÈial powers of man and nature into
what are merely abstract conceits and therefore imperfections - into
tormenting chimeras - just as it transforms real ímperfections and
chimeras I essentíal powers which are really irnpotent, which exist
only in the imaginatíon of the individual - into real powers and
facuIties.5l

Blake is describing a yet more radical alienation in which our representation

of the other (in this case of Urizen) becomes a real por{er. The end result of

the time of memory is therefore the establishment of Urizenrs iron laws:

6. Cold he wandertd on high, over their citíes
In weepíng & pain & woe!
And where-ever he wanderd in sorrows
Upon the aged heavens
A cold shadow follow'd behind him
Like a spiders web, moist, cold & dim . .

7. Ti1l a Vleb dark & cold, throughout all
The tormented element stretchfd
From Lhe sorrows of Urizens soul
And the !üeb is a Female in embrio
None could break the l,leb , no wings of f ire.

8. So twisted the cords, & so knotted
The meshes: twisted like Èo the human brain

9 And all cal1d it, The Net of Religion. .
(25:5-10,15-22, E82)

Enilharmon is the movement of the self towards an other that has been turned

in upon itself. Urizenrs web is a rrFemale in embriott because Urizen has

r,,¡it,hdrawn. It is not a movemenL but a reflection of the self. It would in fact

not exist if it had not been retained by Los. It therefore points to
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relationship and the movement from self to an other only in the most

convoluted sort of way. The web is an unborn movement of the se1f, in much

the same way that one can say that a reflection is a self that has not been

born.

!'lith the reanimation of the dead the ontological time of memory ì.s

complete. hle have a sílent world centred around closed and fragmented sel-ves.

In The Songs of Innocence and of Experience Blakers discussion of social and

political matters remained resolutely phenomenological: it described rather

Ëhan analysed. In this work, however, the kind of world described in a poem

such as the rrGarden of Lovetr - in which a priest binds frwith briarstt the

ttjoy" & desiresrr of another (442L2, F,26) - is placed within a narrative of

the world and so related to a basic paradigm or structure. A figure such as

the priest is both Los and Urizen. He represents the person who retains the

other as it has appeared to him (in the form of church dogma and articles of

faith) and at the sarne Lime he is the embodinent of those arLicles and 1aws.

l,Ie can perhaps say that the tension between the representation and the self

is made stable by a particular image of the self. Any change of the self or

unqualified relationship with an other would change the dogmas which

structure the priestrs 1ife. It is for this reason that the priest must

repress people (or experiences) who threaten to disrupt this tripartite

structure. However, I certainly do not Ì{ant to tie a reading of The Book of

Urizen to this kind of context. 0n a more fundamental 1evel the reference of

the poem is to the philosophy and experimental method of Bacon, Newton and

Locke.

In Lockers philosophy this tripartite struclure of self, an image of the

self, and the other as it has appeared to the self, can quite clearly be

seen. Locke argues that human undersLanding results from the association and

combination in various ways of simple ideas. This construction of knowledge

is from the firsL only possible in a time of memory, where sinple ideas are

recalled. In order t,o make such a conception of knowledge possible our

approprÍation of the other (our simple ideas) must not change. Itle can
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therefore see that the relationship between the other-as-it-has-appeared-to-

us and Èhe se1f, must be regulated by a particular image of the self - ín

this case Lockers tabula rasa.

!üith Newton and Bacon this structure can be seen in their method of

reasoning from observation or experímenL. Newton writes that

Ëhe main Busi-ness of natural Philosophy is to argue from Phaenomena
without feÍgning Hypotheses, and to deduce Causes from Effects, till^
ïre come to the very first Cause, which certainly is not mechanical.rz

It is interesting that Blake does not argue whether Newtonrs observations and

the Causes Èhat he deduces from phenomena are true or false. Newtonrs time,

to Èake only one example, rrwhích flows equably without relatÍon to anything

externalrtt does appear in the poem. Description of this phenomenon and the

attempt to understand its laws cannot be condemned out of hand. Blakers

approach in The Book of Urizen undercuts all simple assertions about the

truth or falsity of Newtonrs physics because the poem is showing us the being

for whom these phenonena appear. Newtonrs onLic world appears only in Èhe

time of memory. Given this qualification and limitation of its scope it is a

perfectly fair description of the world. Newtonrs universe is constituted at

the point that he turns frorn the phenomena, the world as it has appeared to

him, and procedes ttto deduce Causes from Effects.tf Blake would argue that in

order to sustain these appearances his self must be constiÈuted by a

particular self-image, and perhaps nore importantly that the nature of the

primary relationship with the world that underlies Newtonts tttruthrr cannoL be

taken for granted and is in fact open to change.

Now, thÍs kind of reading of Blake does not imply that Newtonrs truÈh

should be abolished in favour of a mystical apprehension of Being. Rather,

Blake is trying to show the ontology in which the ontic world emerges. This

can be illustrated by widening the conÈext in whích the poem is interpreted,

once again. Heidegger writes that traditionally the concept of truth has been

taken to mean ttthe accordance (homoiõsis) of a statement (1939) with a

matter ( pragna)tt53 :
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Being true and Lruth here signify accord, and that in a double sense:
on the one hand, Lhe consonance lEinstimmigkeit] of a matter with what
is supposed in advance regarding it and, on the other hand, tþ9
accordance of what is meant in the statement with the matter.Ja

Thus trAquinas speaks of adaequatio intellectus et rei, the correspondence of

intellecL and thing, Kant of tthe agreement of knowledge with its object,r

while some contemporary logical positivists define truth as rempirical

verifÍabilityr - Lhe conformity of assert.ion to matter of fact.tt55 Tfrí" i-"

quite clearly the idea of truth that motÍvates the philosophies of Bacon,

Newton and Locke. Heidegger does not say that this idea of truth is

incorrect, but that Ít depends upon a particular relaLionship between self

and other, in which the other appears in a certain way. In other words,

Heidegger is attempting to show us the ontological foundation of a particular

characterÍzation of the accordance between intellect and thing.

It seems to me Lhat in The Book of Urizen Blake is attempting a

reduction which parallels this in many respects. The characterization of the

naLure of truth that ís offered by Bacon, Newton, Locke and, of course,

Urizen, may within certain limits be true. Urizen is able know the world in

which he appears:

7. He formtd a line & a plummet
To divide the Abyss beneath.
He formtd a dividing rule:

8. He formed scales to weigh;
He formed massy weights;
He formed a brazen quadrant;
He formed golden compasses
And began to explore the Abyss.

( 20:33-40, 880-81 )

Urizen is able to offer us a description of the ontic wor1d, but he does not

recognize its ontologÍca1 foundations: he does not perceive Lhe particular

relationship between self and other which has obscured the being of the other.

I¡trhere Losts world is founded on memoryr lJrizenfs is founded on forgetfulness.

In a sense this analogy is simply arguing that The Book of Urizen is

myth. As I have noted, Eliade writes that myth projectstfMan out of his own

time - his individual, chronological, "historictt time - and projects him .

into the Great Time."56 Similarly, The Book of Urizen atLempts to take us ouL
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of the lrrorld as it has appeared to us and show us the relationship and the

ontology in which these appearances cone into being.

(9) Into the present

Our discussion has moved from a consideration of the nature of the

prelapsarian world to a description of a world which is firmly localized in

ttourtt space and time. In the poem itself this movement begins when the

narrative develops a series of close correspondences wilh tttemporaltt

histories. The appearance of Enitharmon as the divided image of Los echoes

the creation of Eve from Adamrs rib. The binding of Orc suggests the story of

Abraham and Isaac, Prometheus and the Titans, and Oedípus. 0n plate 20,

Urizenrs frgarden of fruitstt seems to paral1e1 the garden of Eden, and on

plate 25 the giants tfof seven feet staturett suggest the giants nentioned in

Genesis chapter sÍx:

There were giants in the earth ín Èhose days; and also after that'
when the sons of God came j-n unto the daughters of men, and they bare
children to them, the sarne became mighty men which were of o1d, men
of renown.

In the final plates of the poem hre also hear of ttThe Net of Religionrf (25222,

882), r^re are told an inverted creation account which resembles that in

Genesis chapLer one and we are given a description of a world of suffering

and death which resenbles our olrn. This localization of the narrative can be

seen in lines such as the fifth verse of chapter eight where the world in

which Urizen finds himself ís described in terms which are unashamedly drawn

from the natural world:

5. For he saw that life livrd upon death
The 0x in the slaughter house moans
The Dog at the wintry door
And he wept, & he called it Pity
And his tears flowed down on the winds. .

(23227-25:4, E81-82)

By way of contrasL one can conpare this with the passages in chapter one which

describe Urizenrs world:
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& the rolling of wheels
As of swelling seas' sound in his clouds
In hís hills of stortd snows, in his mountains
0f hail & ice; voices of terror,
Are heard, like thunders of autumn,
I'lhen the cloud blazes over the harvests. .

(3:30-35, E7I)

The scale of the imagery, the context, the unlikely pairings and associations

(tthills of storrd snowstt) all move this imagery quite some distance from its

origin in our world. hlhen, as in the last 1ine, the imagery is directly drawn

frorn the natural world, it is linked h¡ith Urizenrs world only through

sirnilitude. The world of the temporals is used as the background which brings

into focus the world of the Eternals. There is a qualitative and quantitative

difference which separates the two worlds. In the passage from chapter eight'

on the other hand, there is a relation of equality between the two worlds.

The process of LocaLization is completed in the final plate when the world of

Urizen and Los is given a specific spatio-temporal designation: it j-s now

ca11ed Africa but ít was Lhen Egypt. 0n the same plate a character called

Fuzon appears who, like Moses, attempts to lead his people out of captivity.

IL is as if the distance between self and other, temporals and Eternals' is

gradually eroded until Fuzon is a thín1y disguísed name for Moses, and Moses

a non de plume for Fuzon.

At the beginning of the poen the Eternals are the other to our world.

Indivídual humans do not appear in the poem for the same reason that if one

focusses on a foreground one cannot see iLs background. Temporals are an

unannounced presence in the poem. Their existence, however, ís assumed in the

nature of the Eternals, in the descriptions of eternal life and in the idea

of EternÍty. At the end of the poem life contracts until there is an

approximate congruence beLween Eternals (Los and Urizen) and ternporals. Thus,

in the Newtonian world, Urizen is no longer the other to our finite reason'

theTruthtoourtruths,insteadheapproxinatesLo@.

In a certain sense this reduction comes to a halt only when the poem

ends. l,le, like the characters in the poem, have been returned to our

solipsistic selves. The Book of Urizen has taken us from a world where self
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andother,tímeandEternity,existinre1ationship,toa@'a

society based on scattered, warring individuals. However, it is important at

this stage of our discussion to distinguish two levels in this movement.

At the beginning of this chapter we argued that myth is a narrative re-

enactment of the originary events of our world. Despite this definitíon our

discussion has concentrated on the narrative of The Book of Urizen and has

not aLlempted to describe the experience of reading which supports and even

establishes thís content. The end of the poem suggests a way of redressl-ng

the balance for at the point that the poem ends the narrativers time and the

reader'stinecoincide.Thisshou1dnotbesurprisingforan@is

possible only because myth claims to recount the life-structures of the

sLory-tellerrs own life. It is for this reason that if the myth is valid ít

will return us to our world and in the sarne movement enable us to see its

narrative j-nscribed in our experience.

The narrative of The Book of Urizen can be summarized as a movement from

community to withdrawal, from withdrawal to the time of retaining and

awaiting an,l then to a final time in which our perceptions of others are hel-d

in memory. The readerts experience of The Book of Urizen closely follows this

path. In writing, an author effects a primary occultation of self and other.

He/she is no longer ín a situation of discourse in whích he/she is present to

his/her audience and they are present to him/her, The text separates the

writer from the reader and vice versa. This is more than a chance parallel

between our practice as readers and writers and the h¡ithdrawal that the poem

describes. The title-page, for example, develops a number of close para1lels

between Urizen and Blake, the author of the poem and one of its chief

protagonists. Erdman suggests that Urizen, like Blake, is both writing and

illustrating his Lext. He notes that in the book underneath Urizenrs feet

there are a number of attempts to write the letter rrl^Jrr and that the whole

design is supported by the imprint 1ine.57 To read or to write is, it seems,

to enter a worl-d of withdrawal.

The reader responds to this withdrawal on the part of the author by an
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ah¡alting an,l a retaining which is inseparable from a trnaking present.rr This

is sinply to describe the nature of all temporal reading processes which' in

the words of W.B. Gallie, depend upon ttthe sense of . .. following to a

conclusiorr.rr5S This is not a skill which is comparable to following an

argument. The reader must awaít (not predict) each event' make this event

present to him/herself and then retain it. It ís this last step which makes

the following of a story possible. tThe conclusion of any worthwhile storyrl

(or in fact the series of trand so it turned outtr which nake up a story) ttis

not something that can be deduced or predicted, nor even sornething that can

be seen at a later stage to have been theoretically or ideally predíctable on

the basís of what had been reveale,l at some earlier stagerrf59 and yet it must

arise out of the events as Èhey have been retained by the (attentive) reader'

This moment in the reading process can be compared to Losrs retention of the

withdrawaL of lJrjrzen as a ground for his watching of Urizenrs ttdreamless

nighr'r (7 z7 , 874).

Now, the monent that one separates oneself from the experience of

reading and reflects on it, something quite different occurs' The book no

longer exists in a ternporal dimension, it is no longer followed wíth a

rrpeculiar directednessrtt instead it appears as a spatial- configuration: a

world as it has been made present to us. This is the moment ín which a reading

such as Symmonsf is substantiated. I am not suggesting that Symmonsr analysis

is wrong. At the end of the poem we are indeed, like Los, in the time of

memory: a ttfour-sided house of mirrors, finitely limited, but infinitely

reflecting fallen man within it.rr However, this world and structure appears

only in retrospect, it is rrMathematic Formtt and eternal in the rrReasoning

Mennory. tt

The Book of Urizen develops the parallel between the plight of Los and

Urizen, and our experience as readers of texLs' at some length. 0n the title

page an irnportant association is established between the poem hre are abouË to

read and the books that Urizen is reading (with his toes) and writíng. hl.J.T.

Mitchell asserts that trin some versions of this design it is clear that
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Urizen is holding a quill pen in his right hand, and a ¡urir,, or símilar

engraving tool, in his l-eft.tt60 The way into the book seems to lead past

Urizen, under the overhanging tree, through the tonbstones (themselves shaped

like an open book) and deep into Lhe caverns of Urizents world. The title of

the poem repeats these associations. The Book of Urizen is a poem about

Urizen, a book by Urizen, but it is also a book made out of the substance of

lJtLzen. As the poerr progresses, these parallels are extended. 0n plate 5

Urizenrs book directly parallels the page itself. 0n plate 23 Urizen is

henned in by the very shape of the PaBe, or, to take another exanple, the

world that Los creates, numbered trwith lÍnks. hours, days & yearstt parallels

the text, numbered with chapter and verse.

In noting this parallel between the Fa11 and our reading experience, and

between the fallen world and a world of texts, we should be careful not to

make a precipitous judgernent about the value of tta world of texts.rf

To enter the world of rnemory, and so engage in structural, scÍentific or

analytic description of the text, can be the basís for a more conscious or

articul-ated trfoll-owingtt of the text. To analyse the text as it has appeared

to us does not mean that we cannoL become readers again.

However, while the ultimate status of withdrawal and of the world of

texts cannoË be pre-determined, r{¡e can nevertheless say thaL the basic

movement of the fallen world, of the poemts narrativer our experience of

reading, and even of nyth itself, is frorn a temporal experience to a spatial

world that has appeared to us, frorn hearing the voíce of an other to the

appropriation of that voice in our world. In this sense our theoretícal

discussion remains still too particular. The fall that The Book of Urizen

narrates is a fal1 which is inscribed in the constitution of the se1f, in our

very beings. It can be seen in the movement from speech to sedimented

language, from the writerrs attenpt to articulate a new experience or reality

to the criticfs contention that what he/she has discovered ís a new rhetoric,

or even from parole to langue. Thus Roland Barthes, writing on narrative' can

argue that
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Aristotle himself, in his contrast between tragedy (defined by
the unity of actíon) and historical- narrative (defined by the
plurality of actions and the uniÈy of time), was already giving
primacy to the logical over the chronological. As do all contemporary
researchers (Lévi-strauss, Greinas, Bremond, Todorov), all of whom
(while differing on other points) could subscribe to Lévi Straussts
proposition that rthe order of chronological succession is absorbed in
an atemporal matrix structure.r Analysis today tends to
rdechronologizef the narrative continuum and to frelogicizer it, to
make it dependent on what Mallarmé called with regard to the French
language tttte p.ititl ; or rather, more
exactly (such ãt least ís our wish), the task is to succeed 1n giving
a structural description of the chronologícal illusion - it ís for
narrative logic to account for narrative time. To put it another r¿i¡ayt

one could say that temporality is only a structural category of
narrative (of discourse), just as in language []-angue] temporality
only exists in the form of a system; fron the point of view of
narrative, what we cal-1 time does not exist, or ^F.least only exists
functionally, as an element of a semiotic systen.or

In The Book of Urizen the rrserniotíc systemrr is the absence of the oÈher as it

has appeared to Los. This is Urizenrs sempíternal worl-d, a rrMathematic Formrl

whích is frEternal in the Reasoning Memory.tt There is no question of

eliminating this sphere, for it is in an important sense the shape of the

other and must be the basis of al-l our attempts to reach hin/her. I^Ie can also

say that even in Eterníty there is no suggestion that trsystemfr will be

altogether abolished. In our description of prelapsarian time, chronological

time appeared as the external forn of the leap of eternal life. Blake sets

hímself in this poem a more diffÍcult task than that facing the iconoclast.

I'le must not merely abolish the world revealed in the tine of memory, but

discover a r4ray of re-nembering it: of uncovering the particular relationship

with the other which constitutes it.

This seems to be an impossible task, for in The Book of Urizen the work

of remembering is at the same time a process of dismembering, and this work

itself belongs to a ËÍne of memory. The poern is therefore divided against

itself. In a curious h¡ay the poem affirms Barthesr contention that rnyth is

created by a transformation of the rrquite contingent foundations of the

utterancett into ttCommon Sense, Right Reasonrtt and ttthe Normtt; however, it

does Èhis in a way which rrinvertsrr Barthesr fornulation. In The Book of UrÍzen

we do not see the presenÈation as a rfrnatter of coursett of tta product of class

divisÍon and its moral, cultural and aesthetíc consequencesrtt we see a
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genuine exploratory dimension of rnyth in the process of being changed into

ttConmon Sense.rr It is the withdrawal frorn temporal-ity and relationship that

constitutes Urizenfs house of mirrors - the reader of The Book of Urizen

cerLainly gains this insight - but in appropriating it the reader turns an

insight into a fornulation, an experience into the memory of this experience.

Ìrle are closed within a labyrinth which includes its exits within itself. In

the longer prophecies which follow thÍs poem, Blake attempts to delineate Lhe

conditions under which the onËic world, the satanic realm of surfaces, can

not only recover its ontological root, but transform this recovery into a

movement towards the other. The central figure j-n Blakers formulaÈion of this

problematic is Los, for he stands, as I have argued, at the centre of the

Fa11 an,l yet he represents the possibility of a return: it is Losrs retention

of Urizenrs chaotic tirne which forms the basis of the ontic world, but at the

sane Èine Los is the only character who establishes a relationship with

Urizen in the time of withdrawal. As a prologue to our discussÍon of the

character of Los in the Lambeth prophecies Ìùe must briefly look at the path

which by L794 had taken Los to the centre of Blakefs poetic and prophetic

concerns.



ChaPter Two

Fron Urizen and Orc to los

hlhere is my golden pa1-ace I

hlhere my ivory bed
l,rlhere the joy of ny morni-ng hour
hlhere the sons of eternity. . .

(BA5:3-6' 889)

(1) Urizen and Orc in the fal-len vorld

The of Heaven and Hell and the French Revol-ution are animated

by a confidence that the labyrinth of the fallen world can be opened. !'lhen

this occurs tr¡he whole creation wil be consumed, and appear infinite. and

holy whereas it no\.{ appears finite & corrupttt (MHH14, E39). In both poems the

agent of this regeneration is to be the corrosive force of desire and of

energy. The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, for example, champions the devils

rather than the angels, energy and desire rather than order and propriety.

The cavern of the angelic guardians will be breached by ttthe son of fire in

his eastern cloudrr who,

Spurning the clouds writt,en with curses, starnps the stony 1aw to
dust, lóosing the eternal horses from the dens of night' crying

Enpire is no moret and now the lion & wolf shall cease.
(25,F.45)

From this perspective trThe road of excess leads to the palace of wisdomrtl

tÞrudence is a rich ugly old maid courted by Incapacityrtand trHe who desires

but acts not, breeds pestilencett (5:3-5, E35). In place of the conventional

wisdon thaË we have a body and a soul, thaL the energy which comes fron the

body is evil, and that God will rrtorment Man in Eternity for following his

Energiesrrr the devil affirrns that frthe following Contraries t,o these are

Truett:

1 Man has no Body distinct from his soul for thaÈ ca1ld Body is a

portion of Soul discernd by the five Senses. the chief inlets of Soul
in Èhis age

2. Energy is the only life and is from the Body and Reason is the
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bound or outward circumference of Energy.
3 Energy is Eternal Delight. .

(4, 834)

This simple trope of reversal is consíderably complicated by the speakerts

identification of the second set of propositions as the contraries to the

first. Truth does not 1ie in a world which is elaborated on a seL of fixed

propositions (we should look for the truth in the camp neither of the angels

nor the devils), for

irlithout Contraries is no progression. AtLraction and Repulsion,
Reason and Energy, Love and Hate, are necessary to Human existence.

(3, E34)

It is the contention between contraries such as these which again and again

fractures our constituted worlds and opens Ëhem to what lies outside of their

reach.

This assault on the propositions which underpin angelic wisdom is

complemented by a remarkable series of tropes in which terms with which we

orient ourselves in the wor1d, such as inside and outside, are reversed.

The first Memorable Fancy, for example, generates the quite overwhelming

feeling that the reader is outside this world looking in. The world of the

senses is now rfa flat sided steeptf which ttfrowns over the present worldrtt and

this ffsteep,tf far frorn being simply constituted by the individual, is subject

to forces which emanate from outside of the ambit the self:

I saw a mighty Devil folded in black clouds, hovering on the sides of
the rock, with corroding fires he wrote the following sentence nol¡/
percieved by the minds of men, & read by them on earth.

How do you know but evtry Bird that cuts the airy way,
Is an immense world of delight, clostd by your senses five?

(6-7, E3s)

From the perspective of the angels an author depends upon a grammar and a

lexicon of signs and their sÍgnifications. It is important that he share

these linguistic resources, to a greater or a lesser extent, with his

readers. It is because reader and auËhor exist within the same (or at least a

similar) linguistic world that the reader can recover the particular reading

of a text intended by an author. In the first Memorable Fancy, however, the
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Devil writes from outside of the readerrs world, and the effect of his

writing is actually t.o cut or burn words into the readerrs world. As in the

Hallelujah-Chorus passage discussed in the introduction, it is no doubt

possible that the sentence written in this way will be read within the frame

of reference of the closeted self. It will perhaps be considered absurd or a

paradox. However, the fact that this writing actually cuts a space for itself

within the perceptual world of the reader suggests that it could exert a

corrosíve force on the self and, to some extentr open the readerrs world to

others. It is this kind of trwritíngrr which the author of the Marriage

attempts:

the notion that man has a body distinct frorn his soul, is to be

expunged; this I shall do, by printÍng in the infernal method, by
corrosives, which in Hell are salutary and nedicinal, meltíng
apparent surfaces av¡ay, and displayíng the infinite which was hid.

- Ít tfte doors of perception were cleansed every thing would appear
to man as it is: infinite.

(14, E39)

The confidence and enthusiasrn of The Marríase of Heaven and Hell

reflects Blakers own enthusiasm for the French Revolution. As Morton Paley

writes:

The Marriaee of Heaven and Hell was begun within a year of the fall
of the Bastille. Its tone is exuberant and confident, anticipatory of
the new earth and new heaven which Blake, like lrlordsworth and

Coleridge, expected the French Revolution to create.r

This can be seen in the fourth Memorable Fancy where Blake and an Angel

behold in trthe infinite Abyssrrr ttto the east, distant about three

degrees . . . â fiery crestfr:

it was the head of Leviathan. his forehead was divided into streaks
of green & purple like those on a tygers forehead: soon we saw his
mouth & red gills hang just above the raging foam tinging the black
deep with beárns of b1-ood, advancing toward us with all the fury of a

spiritual existence.
(18-19, E41)

For an audience situated in London, this prodigy appears from the same

direction as Paris.2 It can therefore be seen as an emblem of the enormous

energies unleashed by the French Revolution. Confronted with the furious

ttspiritual existencerf of Leviathan, the Angel retreats and, when Blake is

left alone, the rnonster vanishes:
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My friend the Angel climbrd up from his station into the mi1l; I
remainrd alone, & then this appearance I¡Ias no more' but I found
myself sitting on a pleasant bank beside a river by moon light
hearing a harper who sung to the harp. & his therne was, The man who
never alters his opinion is like standÍng water, & breeds reptiles of
the mind' 

Gg, E4L-2)

This apocalyptic confídence in desire and the revolutionary force of energy

to provide an exit from the labyrinth of the self and of hisLorY is, however,

to a large extent qualified by a second poem printed by Blake in 1793: the

VisÍons of the Dauqhters of Albion.

David Erdman argues that Lhe three figures around which Visions revolves

- Oothoon, Bromion and Theotormon - are the rrpoetic counterparts of the

parliamentary and editorial debates of 1789-1793 on a bill for abolition of

Lhe Britísh slave trade.rr Oothoon is a trfemale slaverrr Bromion is a ftslave

driver . . . who owns her and has raped her to increase her market valuert and

Theotormon is ttanalogous to the wavering abolitionist who cannot bring

hinself openly to condenn slavery although he deplores the trade.tt3 One can,

of course, read the poem in a more general social context. Oothoon can, for

example, simply be seen as a woman in a patriarchal society. These

identifications, however, should not obscure the important point that VisÍons

is concerned with the fate of desire and of vision in a Urizenic world. The

Daughters of Albion are enslaved and therefore the world in which they dwell

does not offer the freedom taken by the devils of The Marriase of Heaven

and Hell. The Daughtersr ttsi-ghstt are directed towards the freedom represented

by America (L22, 845), but freedom is, in this instance, itself intertwined

with slavery.

The poem begins with OoLhoon wandering ttin woe, f Along the vales of

Leutha seeking flowers to comfort herrr (1:3-4, E45). As she wanders she

encounters the Marygold, synbol of sexual experienc",4 arr,l questions it as

t.o its idenLity:

Art thou a flower! art thou a nymph! I see thee now a flower;
Now a nymph! I dare not pluck thee from thy dewy bed!

(Lz6-7, 846)
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The ambiguity which attends Oothoonts perception of the Marygold is common to

all perceptions. The perceptual world is constituLed by the self (it is

therefore merely an object or Ëhing). This sane world is, however, animated

by others and our perceptions are the vehicle by which they impinge on us. 0n

the one hand the flower of sexual experience can be seen as a simple object

of desire; on the other hand any attenpt to experience this flower brings us

into contacL with a world r¿hich cannot be controlled. It is possible that

these others will introduce a corrosive force into the unified world of the

self. Thel, for example, wishes to avoid this possíbility. She does not want

to pluck t.he flower of experience, but to embalm it and so make the lovely

evanescences of the perceptual- world permanent. Far from looking for an

encounLer with others, Thel hopes to circumvent the danger that they

represent by wÍthdrawing into the rrsecret aÍrtr (1:2, E3).

The nymph proposes a radically different path from that taken by Thel.

She advises Oothoon to p]-uck the flower, for rrAnother flower sha1l spring,

because the soul of sweet delight / Carr never pass awaytr (1:9-10, E46).

Encouraged by this advice, Oothoon plucks the flower and embraces it. She

follows her desire and as a result draws the flower into her constituted

world. As an obiect of desire which has not been embraced, the Marygold is

always aÈ one remove frorn the self. In embracing the Marygold, however, this

distance ís collapsed, and her embrace of the flower becomes the ground for

an expansíon:

Then Oothoon pluckrd the flower saying, f pluck thee from thy bed
Sweet flower. and put thee here to glow between my breasts
And thus I turn my face to where my whole soul seeks.

Over the \,{aves she went in wingrd exulting swíft delight;
And over Theotormons reign, took her inpetuous course.

(1:11-15 , Et+6)

Unfortunately, this expansion does not disclose a world in which frEmpire is

no morettt; instead, Oothoon discovers a cruel world from which she cannot

escape. Her lover, Theotormon, does not respond, and she discovers that

America belongs to Brornion. Oothoonts movement into relationship and freedom

therefore reaches an abrupt end. trrlithout Theotornon she is at the mercy of
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Bromion. In the terms of his world she is a harlot who can be raped with

impunity:

Bromion rent her with his thunders. on his storny bed
Lay the faint maid, and soon her woes appalld his thunders hoarse

Bromion spoke. behold this harlot here on Bromions bed,
And let the jealous dolphins sport around the lovely maid;
Thy soft American plains are míne, and mine thy north & south:
Stampt with rny signet are the swarLhy children of the sun:
They are obedient, they reslst not, they obey the scourge:
Their daughters worship terrors and obey the violent. . .

(1:16-23, F.46)

In Bromion and Theotorrnon we find parLicular instances of the more

global wíthdrawals descríbed in the frontispiece to Europe or The Book of

Urizen. They live the vrithdrawal propounded by Bacon, Newton and Locke.

Rather than entering the world of another, Bromion reads the world in terms

of his own philosophy and moraliLy. It is as if his ideas are a grid which he

traces over the body of the world. Oothoonrs expansion, for example, can be

seen by Bronion only as inescapable proof that she is a harlot. Bromion is

therefore subject to a curious blindness and deafness. He is, for example,

capable of proposing the possible existence of unknown worlds, but such

worlds are discovered only in the microscope:

Thou knowest that the ancient trees seen by thine eyes have fruit;
But knowest thou that trees and fruits flourish upon the earth
To gratify senses unknown? trees beasÈs and birds unknown:
Unknown, not unpercievd, spread in the infiníte microscope'
In places yet unvísited by the voyager. and in worlds
Over another kind of seas, and in atnospheres unknown. . .

(4:13-18, E48)

The mÍcroscope does not a1low us to enter the world of others. It gives us no

means of understanding rflJith what sense . . . the chicken shuns the ravenous

hawk?tt or rrthe tame pigeon measure[s] out the expanse?tr (3:2-3, 847);

instead, it magnifies the perceptual world of the self and extends its

purview. Bronion therefore believes that these ttunknownrt worlds are subject

to the same laws and moralities as his own. The passage quoted above

continues:

Ah! are there other rrrars, beside the wars of sword and firel
And are there other sorroh¡s, beside the sorrows of poverty!
And are there other ioys, beside the joys of riches and ease?
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And is there not one law for both the lion and the ox?
And is there not eternal fire, and eternal chains?
To bind the phantoms of existence fron eternal life?

(42L9-24' E48)

Theotormon is the subject of an equally rigorous withdrawal from others.

He is crippled by modesty, doubt and jealousy and ls Èherefore unable to move

or respond. Rather than looking at unknown worlds through the rnicroscope, or

attemptÍng to enter the world of another, Theotorrnon implores others to enter

these worlds and then come back to inform hirn of thelr nature:

Te1l me what is the night or day to one orerflowd with woe?

Tell me what is a thought? & of what substance is it made?

Tell me what is a joy? & ín what gardens do joys grow?
(3222-24,F.47)

Rather than entering the world of the other, Theotormon wants the other to be

translated into his own r¡orld and tongue.

Theotormonfs self-enclosure forces Oothoon to approach hÍrn indirectly.

The most striking and the nost appalling of her strategies can be seen on

plate 2. Closed within his constituted world, Theotornon (like Thel or

Urizen) has access only to his own self-image. The only way in which to reach

him is therefore to become a mirror which reflects hls image back to him.

The mirror of course does not slmply reflect the self, it inverts the self.

Oothoon hopes that ín inverting Theotormonrs stance of wlthdrawal,

she wíll be able to confront him with an emblern of the world of relationship

which 1íes outside of his reach:

I call wíth holy voicel kings of the sounding air'
Rend away thls defiled boson that I may reflect.
The image of Theotormon on ny pure transparent breast.

The Eagles at her call descend & rend their bleedÍng prey;
Theotormon severely smiles. her soul reflects the smile;
As the clear spring mudded with feet of beasts grolrrs pure & smiles.

(22I4-L9, F.46)

The withdrawal of both Bromion and Theotornon represents a crisis for

Oothoon, and, in more general terms, for desíre itself. In order to leave the

world of the se1f, Oothoon must enter into relationship with an other; but in

this instance the other does not respond. In Visions 1t is still true' as

Morton Paley writes, that ttOothoon is an exemplar of liberation.tt5 As a
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result of her actions Oothoon enters and is able to speak of a living world

that is made up of many realities. Moreover, she speaks of these worlds wíth

a passion that at times seems on the verge of shattering the world which

surrounds her, and which almost seems capable of opening in the place of

Bromionrs ttone law for both the lion and the oxtt a world of multiple

realities. Nevertheless, in Visions thÍs wider expansion does not occur;

Qothoon is unable to induce Theotormon to act, and desire is unable to

announce that rrnow the lion & wolf shall cease.tt

Instead of morn arises a bright shadow, like an eye
In the eastern cloud: instead of night a sickly charnel house. .

(2235-6, EI+7)

These qualifications to the pohrer of desire are rnultiplied many times

over in the poems that Blake was to write after Visions.

In the Lambeth prophecÍes itLhe son of fire in his eastern cloudrt is

named Orc. NorLhrop Frye describes this fÍgure as rfthe power of the human

desire to achieve a better world which produces revolution and foreshadows

the apocalypse.tt6 In America, the first of the Lambeth prophecies, it is

still possíble to see Orc as a pohrer for good. The poem ends with the

trancient GuardÍansrr atLempting in vain ttto shut the five gates of their law-

built heavenrr (16z17119,857-58). They are unable ftto stem the fires of Orc"

and as a result the closed world of the guardians (indivídual- and collective)

ís consumed:

But the five gates were consumrd, & their bolts and hinges melted
And the fierce flames burnt round the heavens, & round the abodes

offilêfloooo
(L6222-3, 858)

It is for this reason that Bloom cal1s the poen ttBlakers fiercest tribute to

our Promethean potentialrttT Damon wrj-tes that the revolution described by

Blake results in the uncoveríng of Eternityr8 and Erdrnan argues that the

action in Èhe poem is a cycle which moves from restraint to freedom to

restrainL to freedom.9

A number of critics have pointed out, however, that the portrait of Orc

in this poem and the revolution that he Ínaugurates are not unqualified.
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Morton Paley writes, for exanple, that rrln Anerica . . . â double perspective

is maintained, suggesting the arnbiguity of Orc by his two forms: human and

serpent: Energy hovers between redernptive potentiality and the will-to-

power.ttlo Hinkel notes that ttAlthough the tone of the poem is predominantly

hopeful, Blake predicts only tentatively Englandrs and Americars

transf ormatlon: tt11

Even though the lasL two 1ínes of the poem say that the closed gates
have been consurned, the poern ends suddenly, without a prediction that
the fallen senses will perceive anything new.rz

RoberË E. Simnons even argues thtt ttAteti.a is the story of a fall, not

the beginnings of redenption.ttl3

The equivocation as to the nature of Orc becomes more pronounced as the

Lanbeth prophecies proceed. Orc now appears as a force that is contained

wÍthín Èhe cycle of fallen hístory. He is, moreover, closely connected

with his opposite, Urizen. Orc is an exíL which is contained within the

enclosure of the fallen world. Northrop Frye writes:

As soon as r¡re begin to thÍnk of the relation of Orc to UrÍzen' it
becomes impossible to naintain them as separate principles. ff Orc
represents the reviving force of a new cycle, whether of dawn or
sprlng or historÏ, he must grohl o1d and die at the end of that cycle.
Urízen must eventually gain the nastery over Orc, but such a Urizen
cannot be another polrer but Orc hirnself, grohrn old. The same is true
of the dragon: the dragon must be the herors predecessor and the hero
in his turn must become a dragon. But if the dragon 1s death, then
when the hero dies he is swallowed by or otherwíse absorbed into the
dragon. . . . But if the dragon is itself the old Orc, then surely is
not Orc simply a dragon who has the power to shed his skin fron tirne
to time? This is a very abrupt change from our young and heroj-c
dragon-killer, but nevertheless Blake continually associates Orc with
the serpent, which is an easy modulation of the dragon symbol.ra

The youthful rebel is now caught up in what Northrop Frye has called the Orc

cyclerls and America can be ,lescribed simply as that portion of the Orc cycle

whÍch expresses a ttrevolutionary, míllennial optimlst.rrl6 Orc must now

hirnself be freed from the chain of jealousy.

In the poems which follow on from America the struggle between Orc and

Urizen is itself displaced from the centre of Blakers myLh and seen as an

epiphenomenon which depends upon the world that is established by Los. In

The Four Zoas for example, both Urizen and Orc are seen as children of Los
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and Enitharmon, and, as I have argued in the previous chapter, in The Book

of Urízen the antagonism between Urizen and Orc is held and given form by

Los. The beginníngs of this displacement can be seen as early as Europe where

grc is the first-born child of EniËharnon (4:11, 862). The rfEighteen hundred

yearstt of fallen history which follow the bírth of ttthe secret childtt (3:2,

E61) are no longer seen solely in terms of a struggle between Urizen and Orc;

instead, this struggle Ís seen in terms of the more encompassing relationship

between Los and Enitharmon.

Frye writes that ttlf we want a single word for the view of life as an

6rc cycle, I¡Ie may call it a vision of rBecomingrr the totality of change

within an immuLable framework of time and 
"p..".tt17 

In other words, Lhe

struggle between Urizen and Orc is itself contained within a rigldt

unchanging structure. The atternpt by Orc to open the cl-osed world of Urizen

itself exists within a more fundamental enclosure. The cyclical threat to

Urizents laws which is posed by Orc does not and cannot change the rrdull

roundtt of history because it is itself an integral part of that world. It is

Los, the propheL who gives shape to the fallen world, who has formed the

prison of fallen tine and space.

In Europe this new dimensíon to Blakers critique of history is described

in terms of male and female powers. Los is the male, active povter who gives

shape and form to fallen history and Enitharnon is the female, passíve power

who gives body and substance to the form created by Los. The dynamic between

these beings has, however, been interrupted, for Los is for the najor part of

this poem quite inactive, and the female power is, for the eighteen hundred

years separating the birth of Christ from Blakers own day, asleep. History is

a ttfemale dreamtt(9:5, E63), a static form which encloses humanity wÍthin its

bounds. Europe describes a tine in which the femal-e porrrers have dominion, for

it is the female powers and not the male pohters, the shape of the world and

not the Imagination of humanity, that determines the possible. This time is

therefore described as "the night. of Enitharmons joyl" (5:1, E62) and as a

time of ttwomans triumphrr (12225, 864). From wíthin her sleep Enitharmon
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laughs to see ttEvery house a den, every man bound" (12225-6, 864).

At the end of Europe Enitharnon awakes and cal1s to Orc to rrArise . . .

and give our mountalns joy of thy red lightrr (14:31, 866). Her call is

unheeded because Orc has become frterrÍble Orctt (14:37, E66) and rrthe líght of

his furyrr has already appeared in the trvineyards of red Francett (1522, 866).

Orc has turned his energy against the very form of time and space itself and

Enitharnon herself now feels his ffcorroding fires.fl

In The Sons of Los the role of Los in the fallen world is rnade even more

explicit. The Song is divided into two parts. The first, entitled ttAfricartt

takes the reader from the beginning of t,ime to the beginning of the Arnerican

Revolution. This connection with the earlier poem j-s underlined by the

inclusíon of the first line of America as the last line of frAfric¿.tf rrAsiartr

the second half of The Sons of Los, begins with the response of the kings of

Asia to the rrhowltt which ríses ttup from Europertr and concludes wíth

apocalypse. It therefore takes us from the close of Europe to the end of

time. As Erdman suggests in frThe Synmetrles of the Song of Los,tt -$ry. .ttd

Anerica can therefore be interpolated into the middle of this short *otk.18

The Song of Los therefore suggests that fa11en tíme is cyclical rather than

llnear or progressive. If we interpolate America and Europe into this poem'

it descríbes a circle which takes us back to our starting point. l'le move from

Africa ín the south to America in the west, to Europe in the north and

finally to Asia in the east. I'lhat is striking about thÍs poem is that the

entire extent of fallen history, from Eden to apocalfPse, is here described

as The Song of Los. Los is at this point in Blakers oeuvre at the verY

centre of his nyth.

In The Sons of Los Urizen gives his rflaws to the Natlons / By the hands

of the children of Los'r (3:8-9, 867):

Thus the terrible race of Los & Enitharmon gave
Laws & Rellgions to the sons of Har binding then more
And rnore to Earth: closing and restraining:
Ti1l a Philosopy of Five Senses was compleLe. . . .

(42L3-L7, 868)

It is, therefore, pre-eminently against the work of Los and Enitharmon that
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Orc rebels. At the end of The Sone of Los 1t is the (human) form given by Los

and Enitharmon to the rrfornless unmeasurable deathtt (729, 874) of Urizenfs

withdrawal that is destroyed:

The Grave shrieks with delight, & shakes
Her ho11ow wonb, & clasps the solid stem:
Her bosom swells with wild desire:
And milk & blood & glandous wine
In rivers rush & shout & dance,
0n nountain, dale and plaín.

The SONG of LOS is Ended.
Urizen Ï'lept.

(7 235-t+2, 869-70)

One can find a historical analogue for the metamorphosis of Orc in the

Lambeth prophecies in the course taken by the French Revolution. As early as

1794 (the year in which Europe and The Book of UrÍzen were printed) it would

have been clear that the revolutionary government in France was using methods

which were perilously similar to those used by the king in order to suppress

opposition. To take only one example, in July 1789 Louis XVI called in

seventeen regiments of Swiss and German mercenaries in order to attenpt to

intimidate the Constituent Assembly. From December 1793 to JuLy L79l+ a

revolutionary government was set up which used terror as their instrument of

control. In the former case the king used terror in order to bring into line

those who could not be assinilated to his perspectives. In the latter case

Robespierre and others used the same instrurnent to rid France of any vestige

of the ancien resime that could not be assimilated to their perspective. King

Louis XVI and Robespierre, Urizen and Orc are workíng within a world where

tongue is separated fron tongue, and self from other. fn a universe such as

this change can be accomplished on1-y by pitting one individual against

another, one cog against a second; but íf this is so then to defeat the king

is ipso facto to become king. At the risk of grossly oversi-mplifying whaÈ was

a complex historlcal process, we can say that within the constraints of the

fallen world the defeat of Louis XVI inevitably leads to the imperial

anbítions of Napoleon. As we have argued, The Book of Urizen detaíls the
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events and mechanisms that underpin this symnetrical struggle between the

forces of reaction and those of revolution. It is this kind of struggle which

is the subject of The Book of Ahania.

In The Book of Ahania Urizents antagonist has changed from Orc to a son

of Urizen, Fuzon. In this poem Fuzon shows little sign of being able to

escape from Urizents world. As Northrop Frye writes:

The use of a son of Urízen in p1ace of Orc in a poem engraved ín 1795

indicates that Blake is becoming increasingly a.vl€re that by ttOrctt he

means something inseparably attached to Urizen.rY

Fuzon at first appears to triumph over Urizen and he announces that he is

frGod... eldest of thingsl" (3:38, E86). The difficulty is that in the

moment of victory Èhe son becomes the father, the rebel becomes the king. The

appearance of a new king re-establishes the lines of force of his

predecessorts kingdom. It is for this reason that the moment of victory is

also the moment in which Urizen is able to destroy Fuzon and so himself

return as king (3239-l+4, 886). Urizen signals his victory over Fuzon by

nailing ttFuzonts corsett on ttthe accursed Tree of MYSTERYTT (4:618, 887).

Fuzon cannot succeed in his opposition to Urizen because Urizen is only the

apparent centre of the fallen world. It real centre is revealed in the brief

creation story which is narrat,ed on the fourth p1ate.

The fourth chapter takes the reader back in tirne to the withdrawal of

Urizen. As in The Book of Urizen, withdrawal involves the disorganization

(4:19, 887) and dissolution of life. Urizen now exists in the "slumbers of

abstraction / In the infinite ages of EterniLy'r (4:11-12, 887)' but rather

than being a peaceful sleep thís is a nightmare i.n whlch

The clouds of disease hoverrd wide
Around the Imnortal in tornent
Perching around the hurtling bones
DÍsease on disease, shape on shape,
trrlinged screaming in blood & torment.

(4222-26, 887)

As in The Book of Urizen Los saves Urizen from annihíl-ation by gÍvíng him
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form, but this activiLy is highly ambiguous. By giving him a shape, Los gives

substance to the world of wíthdrawal. It is therefore Los who gives form to

the world of bondage against which Fuzon (1ike Orc) pits his strength:

5: The Eternal Prophet beat on his anvils
Enragtd in the desolate darkness
He forgrd nets of iron around
And Los threw then around the bones

6: The shapes screaming flutterrd vain
Some combinrd into muscles & glands
Some organs for craving and lust
Most remaintd on the tormented void:
Urizens army of horrors.

(4227-35' EB7-88)

It is Losts rrnets of irontt that give shape to Urizents trhurtling bonestl

(4224, E87) and that precipitate histforgans for craving and lustttand even

his frarmy of horrors.tt It is Los who underlies the world against which Fuzon

struggles. lrle can therefore say that it is Losrs creation of Urizenrs fallen

body that forms the structural centre of The Book of Ahania. From this

creation stems the struggle between Urizen and Fuzon, which in turn results

in the division of Urizen and Ahania. The account of Losrs frcreativert work

structurally and thematically separates Urizen (who is the subject of the

first three chapters of the poem) and Ahania (whose lament comprises the

poemts concluding chapter). hlhen Ahania asks:

how can delight,
Renew ín these chains of darkness
hlhere bones of beasts are stroh¡n
On the bleak and snowy mountains
lùhere bones from the birth are buried
Before they see the light

(5:42-47,890),

her question has a double focus. 0n the one hand she is addressing Urizen and

asking him how ttdelightrr can ttRenewtr when his iron laws attempt to bind the

world to his wil1. However, on the other hand, Ahania is directing her

question to Los. How can the rfchains of darknesstt in which Los has bound

Urizen and which form the ground for Urizenfs rule ever be cast off? The

third poem ín Blakers bible of hel1, The Book of Los, completes the change of

focus begun with Europe and The Book of Urizen.
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(2) Tlre Book of los

In the account of the Fa1l that was offered by the Eternals in The Book

of Urizen the reader 1s simply told that

Los round the dark globe of Urizen'
Kept watch for Eternals to confine,
The obscure separatíon a1one.

(5:38-40, E73)

In The Book of Los however, we learn that he is ftbound in a chaintt and

ttCompelltdtf to watch Urizen (3231-32, 891). trrle need not suspect the Eternals

of duplicity, for the posltion that they have taken up with regard to Los

means that they are necessarÍly blind to his vicissitudes. The Eternals elect

Los as their gaoler because Èheir withdrawal would be short-circuited íf they

were to admit the experience of loss into their midst, or if the Eternal

Prophet were to confront then with the reality of their wíthdrawal. Fron the

Eternalst point of view this involves a simple delegation of responsibility.

It is Los, not the Eternals as a whole, who will henceforth be Urizenfs

gaoler. In this way Urizen is contained and at the same time the possibility

of a relationship h¡ith Urizen in hi-s absence (in the rnodality of loss) is

denied. On the one hand this refusal to adnit Los into their nidst is, of

course, experienced by Los as a lack of freedom. 0n the other hand, until the

Eternals return to relationship with Urizen and relieve Los of his duties as

gaoler, the plight of Los must renain unknown.

In the earlier poem v¡e see Los largely from the ouÈside, but now Ìüe are

given a vivid description of the ernotíons precipitated in hin by Urizenrs

withdrawal and by the role in which he has been cast by the Eternals. Los

experiences both h¡rath & desire: anger at the world of withdrawal that has

opened around htm and desire for the Golden Age that has been lost (3:34-42,

E91). fn the world in which Los now finds hfunself these emotions lack an

other to whorn they can be directed, and so they separate from Los and are

'fbound up / Into fiery spherestt (4zl-2' 891).

In the previous chapter we have seen how Urizen attenpts Lo enclose life
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(the fires of Orc) within a fíxed and solid form. The withdrawal of the

Eternals ínvolves a similar enclosure of the flarnes of their eternal life.

Los is excluded by both Urizen and the Eternals. He therefore finds hÍmself

in the void which separates the self-enclosed world of Urizen from the

sinil-arly self-enclosed world of the Eternals. In The Song of Los thís space

is also described as a voi-d between his now separated emotions:

8: hride apart stood the fires: Los remainrd
In the vold between fire and fire[. ]
In trembling and horror they beheld him
They stood wide apart, drivtn by his hands
And his feet which the nether abYss
Stamprd in fury and hot indignation

9: But no light fron the fires all was
Darkness round Los: heat \.ras not; for bound up
Into fiery spheres from his furY
The gigantic flanes trembled and hid. . . .

(3243-4:3,891)

Los is a parody of Miltonrs Satan who is soon to become a parody of the

Creator 1n Genesis 1.

The gap which has now opened in Eternity can be described as a

void because within Ëhis space there is no relationship. It can at the same

tÍme be described as a frsolid without fluctuationtf because while Los remains

within this space he is enclosed by the opaque and impervious outlines of

his frseparated firestr (and by the space opened by the withdrawal of Urizen

and the Eternals):

10: Coldness, darknessr obstruction, a Solid
I'llthout fluctuation, hard as adamant
Black as marble of Egypt; impenetrable
Bound 1n the fierce raging Imnortal.
And the separated fires froze in
A vast solid without fluctuatíon'
Bound in his expanding clear senses. . . o

(4:4-10,891)

Los is a crustacean whose outer shell ls defined by the shape that Urizen'

the Eternals and his |tseparated firesrf have adopted.

llithin the void opened up by wlthdrawal there are really only two

possibilities that are open to Los. He can remain bound within the frsolid

without fluctuationrtt or he can attempt to burst the prison in which he is

confined. The impossÍbility of remaining within such a resLricting form makes
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the second course of action inevitable:

1: The Irunortal stood frozen amidst
The vast rock of eternity; times
And times; a night of vast durance:
Irnpatient, stÍfled, stlffend, hardned.

2: Til1 impatÍence no longer could bear
The hard bondage, rent: rent, the vast solid
lrrith a crash fron lmmense to immense. . . .

(4:LL-I7, F,92)

The self-enclosed worlds that the Eternals and Urizen attempt to constitute

are, of course, unstable. Rather than forning the shape of Los, they are

fragmented and themselves reduced to loss:

3: Crackrd across into numberl-ess fragments
The Prophetic wrath, strugthng for vent
Hurls apart, stanping furious to dust
And crumbling with bursting sobs; heaves
The black marble on high into fragments

4: Hurltd apart on all sides' as a falling
Rock: the innumerable fragrnents away
Fel1 asunder; and horrible vacuun
Beneath him & on all sides tot^uio 

zrg-26, Egz)

This simple destructlon of the world which encloses hin cannot open a

world of relationship; instead, Los now fal1s in the void which has been

opened by withdrawal:

5: Fa1ling, fallingt Los fel1 & fel-l
Sunk precipÍtant heavy down down
Times on times, night on night, day on day
Truth has bounds. Error none: fal1ing, fa1l1ng:
Years on years, and ages on ages
Still he fell throf the void, still a void
Found for falling day & night without end.
For thot d"y or night kras nol; their spaces
I,lere measurd by his incessant whirls
rn the horrid vacuity bottomles"io..rr_ru, 

Egz)

Urizen actively follows the path of withdrawal, but Los enters the space of

withdrawal by default. The person who is left alone must of necessity hirnself

become enclosed. In the course of this falling Los is born as a fallen

identity and trthe Humantr is organized ttlnto finÍte inflexible organstt (4244-

45, Eg2). By contrast to the rfsolidrf which is rrhard as adamantrrf Los is

enclosed within a human and living body. In the accounL of the Fal1 given in

The Book of Urizen this formation of Los ís omitted for the sirnple reason
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that a history of this kind cannot be the subject of the Eternalst narration

because they have withdrawn frorn Los. Nevertheless, a formation of this kind

can be inferred from the binding of Urizen. In order to perform this task Los

must himself have become a fallen individual.

In The Book of Los it is on1y when Los rises fron the floodstt (5:3, E93)

that he is able to see the trBack bone of lJrj.zen appear / Hurtling upon the

wind / Like a serpentlrf(5:14-16, E93). It is this separate individual that

nohr proceeds to bind Urizen:

2: Upfolding his Fibres together
To a Form of impregnable strength
Los astonishrd and terrified, built
Furnaces; he formed an Anvil
A Hammer of adamant then began
The binding of Urizen day and night.

(5:18-23, 894)

In The Book of Urizen we noted a progression from the tirne of awaiting and

retaining to the time of memory, which closed Los within his constituted

world. In The Book of Los the active involvement of Los in the fabrícation of

this world is emphasized.

Los takes the fires which result from the binding of Urizen - the energy

of Orc which is given form to the precise extent that Urizen is given solid

form - and frames Ëhern into frAn immense Orb of firerf (5:34, 894). This form

is then divorced fron the conditions under which it is manufactured and from

the world to which it is a response. After spending ttNine agestt (5:41, 894)

within Losrs furnaces, it is cast by Los ttdown into the Deepstt (5:43, 894)

where it stands rrself-balanctdtt (5:45, 894). It is nohr no more than a

"glowing illusionrr (5247, E94) which denies the reality out of which it is

forged. Losts world is completed when he binds rfthe vast Spine of Urizenrl

(5:46, E94) to this form. We have now a world where night and day, frost and

fi-re, reason and energy, reaction and revolution, spring and winter face each

other in perpetual and eternal conflict. fn this role Urízen and Orc merely

give shape to a world of 1oss. The possibÍlity of change is closed within an

orb, which negatively defines its Urizenic opposiËe. From within the fallen

world the conflict between Orc and Urizen seems primary and elemental because
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the ground of this opposition in Los (loss) has been obscured.

In the prelapsarian world the prophet would no doubt fabricate a form

such as Èhis only in order to show to his audience the monstrous forms of

life that arise in a time of 1oss. It would be an instrurnent for mental

warfare, an intellectual rr¡eapon for calling Urizen and the Eternals to a

world of plenitude. Instead, in The Book of Los what should open the world of

the sel-f is now the horizon of that world. As we have seen ín The Book of

Urizen, the fabrication of a world of this kind gives pohrer to Urizen. In its

rendítion of inexorable and horrible enclosure the final image is shocking:

9: Till his Brain in a rock, & his Heart
In a fleshy slough formed four rivers
Obscuring the immense Orb of fire
Flowing down into night: ti1l a Forrn
hlas completed, a Human lllusion
In darkness and deep clouds involvd.

(5252-57,894)

Losfs work at his forge has ended in the fabrícation of a closed world, a

t[luman lllusi-ontt which closes self from other. This Illusion can give no

light, for it illuminates only the world of the self. It exisÈs in a world

where the deep - meaníng what is other and whaL is unknown - has fled,

leaving ttan unforn'd / Dark vacuitytr (5:49-50, 894). The four rivers formed

by Urizents Heart and Brain suggest the four rivers of Eden. The poem

therefore ends by placing the reader at the very beginning of the fallen

world.2O The fallen world is a creation of Los.

(3) Ios and the vorld-forming imagination

In the Lambeth prophecies Los is a striking and complex f:-gure.2l He is

described as "the Eternal Prophd'(SL3:1, 867), a Urizenic figure whose

children gíve rflaws & Religions to the sons of Harrr (SL4:14' E68)' a gaoler

who attempts to keep knowledge of Urizenfs withdrawal apart from the Eternals

@.5:38-40, E73), a watchman who attenpts to remain in relationship with

Urizen an,l awaits his reLurn (8U10:9-10, E,75),22 a blacksmith who gives form

to the chaotic body of Urizen-in-withdrawal (8U10:8-9,15-18,28-30, F,76)' a

"-' 
l
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deniurge who gives form t,o the fallen world and creaÈes tine and space

(8U10:1-13:19,874-6),23 the father of Orc (8U19:10-2027, E79) and the ground

for the fallen world itself. There is a1so, particularly in The Book of

Urizen, the suggestion that Los is a printer and an engraver (10:15-30,

E7Ð.24 The name of Los is similarly polyphonous. It suggests loss and

Logo"r25 and it is an anagram for 5o1.26 H" i", of course, a figure for the

poet, and many crítÍcs see Los as a character who can be closely identified

with Blake himself .27 l,l.J.T. Mitchell notes that

Los is also a syrnbol of the role denanded of the audience' a
dual role of reader and viewer which requires us to rnediate the often
conflictÍng, problematic relationships of text and design, and to
endure the paradoxes of a world in which ttFear & Hope are -
Vision.n2S'

These identifications link Los with a wide variety of mythíc and

literary figures. Northrop Frye has pointed out that as blacksrnith and gold-

srnith Los is similar to the smith who is associated by IsaÍah with the

building of a New Jerusa1em.29 Lo" can also be associated with Vulcan and

Hephaistos. The latter is rrone of the binders of Pronetheus in Aeschylus, who

escapes Prometheust fate because his work in fire has been done for immortal

gods rather than nortal r"nrtt3o whí1e the former is the blacksmith of the

gods. Paley quotes Paracelsus who writes that

Vulcan is the fabricator and architect of all things, nor is his
habitation in heaven only . . . but equally in all the other
elernents. . . . The artist working in netals and other ninerals
transforms them into other colours, and in so doing his operation is
like that of the heaven itself. For as the artist excocts by neans of
Vulcan, or the igneous element, so heaven performs the work of
coction through the sun. The sun, :herefore, is the Vulcan of heaven
acconplishing coction in the earth.Jr

Losrs role as blacksmith is also, as Erdman notes'

an apt heroic symbol of his own position among the skill-ed trades,
for an engraver is, in literal fact, a worker in meta1.... There
is also in the symbol an emotional j-dentification wíth the actual man

of energy rather than with the more isolated professional worker, and
a visioq of the working class as the class capable of building the
future.32

A similar breadth of association is provoked by the identification of

Los as demiurge and watchman. The word So1, or Sun, is of course' also the

alchenical symbol of the ima materia and a word whÍch is often associated
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with Chri"t.33

Many of these associations are far from unambiguous. As Damrosch notes,

rrthe text to which Frye points [Isa.54:16] is suggestive of a frightening

display of energytt and in rrEzekiel too this symbol has connotations of

purgation and anger.rt The smith of Ezekiel is rrno fabulous artifícer, but an

agent of divine retributiorr.tt34 Darnrosch goes on to observe that in Milton

the frsons of Cain are smiths . in contrast l,ùith the pastoral sons of

Sethft and tfManmon, Èhe architect of He1l, is expressly related to the

Mulciber or Vulcan whom Jove cast down from hea*ren.tt35 The demiurge in

Gnostic philosophy is a figure who is both good and evil, and although So1 is

the prima rnateria, in Los we are dealing with the reverse, or mirror image,

of this subsLance. These various associations and identifications are,

however, not incommensurate, but can be shown to be a function of the

conflicting tendencies and warring divísions of the fallen prophet. In order

to trace a path through these associations and so gain a sense of the various

faces of Los in the Larnbeth prophecies, lre will begin with his role as

trEternal Prophet.rl

Blake writes in an annota tion to Llatsonrs An Apolosy for the Bible that

Prophets in the modern sense of the word have never existed Jonah was
no prophet in the nodern sense for his prophecy of Nineveh failed
Every ñonest man is a Prophet he utters his opínion both of private &

publíc rnatters/Thus/If you go on So/the result is So/He never says
such a Èhing shall happen 1et you do what you will. a Prophet is a

Seer noL an Arbitrary DictaÈor.
(8617)

In Eternity, where life is grounded in relationshíp, the prophet performs a

crucial ro1e. The prophet gives form and expression to the results of a

particular action or style of life. In this way he confronts an indivídual or

a nation with the reality of their actions and so rnakes a world of

relationship possible. The Bard in Milton, for example, exhorts his readers

Lo trMark we11tt his words for ttthey are of your eternal salvationtt (2:25,

E96), and the prophetic Song which follows attempts to reveal the reality

which underlies, and the future which is projected by, the fallen world. Like

the Bard of the rrlntroductionrr to Experience (30, 818) and the prophetic
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voice h¡e hear in ttThe Voice of the Ancient Bardtt (54, E31-32), the propheti-c

Bard of Mílton also tells us what future'hre can expect if we alter the

foundations of our life in a certain way. This sane prophetic function can be

seen in The Sone of Los. The -gggg.rtt which Los sang ttto four harps at the

tabl-es of Eternityrr when rUrizen fa{dltt and ttAríston shudderdft (3:1 ,2,4,

867), is at least initially an attempt to point out to the Eternals, and to

Urizen in particular, the result of their actions. It is a prophetic song

whích attempts to induce the Eternals to leave the closed world of the self

and to enLer a world of relationship. The ttggng:r is therefore not a

predicLion, but an attempt to rouse |tthe faculties to actrf (F'702).

Prophetic art is perhaps the most fundamental precondition for a

universe where life is founded on relationship, for the forms fabricated by

the prophet give expression to our life and so induce us to change and

expand. LIe can therefore say that the world forged by the prophet in his

furnaces is the ground for the leap of eternal life. For this reason the

unfallen Los can indeed be called So1-, for the ground which he forges is the

site of a radiant movement and expansion. In The Four Zoas these

characteristics of the unfallen Los are given expression in the figure of

Urthona, or |tearth-ov¡ner.rr As the name suggests, Urthona is the ou¡ner of the

earth: he fabricates the very ground of eternal lífe. This ground is,

however, not the inert material which forms the ground of the fallen world.

Urthona ís engaged in the nanufacture of intellectual tools: the ttspades &

coulterstr (E312) of peace and ttthe golden armour of science / For intellectual

hlartt (E407). In Eternity the prophetic elaboration of the reality which

underlies or is portended by the actions of the Eternals is a tool which is

used to make those actions fruiËful (the ttspades & coultersrr of peace) or to

provide a form whích will enable the Et,ernals to engage in rrintellectual hlarfl

(the frarmour of sciencett).

Qur discussion of the work of Èhe unfallen prophet should not, of

course, distinguish too closely between the prophet and his prophetic

productions. Frye writes that
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As Blake goes on he becomes more and more irnpressed by the conLrast
between a mants ímagination, his real life as expressed ín tbe total
form of his creative acts, and his ordinary existence. .36

In the fallen world this separation Ís accompanied by the division that

exist.s between the poet and hís Spectre. However, in Eternity Los'

Bnitharmon and the Spectre, form a single identity. The prophet is ernbodied

in his work. The Sone of Los is therefore both a song which is sung by Lost

and a song which is nade up of the very fibre of Los. trle can glimpse this

function of the unfallen poet / prophet in the role of the fallen poetic

irnagination. Paul Ricoeur observes that

In no way does poetic imagination reduce itself to Èhe power of
forming a nental picture of the unreal; the imagery of sensory origin
merely serves as a vehicle and as material for Èhe verbal power whose
true dirnension is given to us by the oneiric and the cosmic. As
Bachelard says, the poetic image trplaces us at the origin of
artículate beíngtr; the poetic image ttbecomes a nehl being ij our
language, it expresses us by making us what ít expresses.

The poet/prophet is the ontological ground of the unfallen and (as we have

seen in our discusslon of The Book of Urizen) of the fa11en world. Los is

therefore the srnith who builds the forrn of the fallen world and himself the

ontological time of that world. This is why in Jerusalem the wiÈhdrawal of

Albion does not mean sinply thaL Urthona must nor^r confront Albion with the

reality of loss, but that Urthona becomes Los:

In the Fourth region of HumanÍty, Urthona namd[, ]
Mortality begins to ro11 the billows of Eternal Death
Before the Gate of Los. Urthona here is named Los.

(35[39] z7-9, E181)

The Los that we meet in the early p1a tes of The Book of Urízen is sti11

engaged in a prophetic activity that resembles that undertaken in EternÍty.

Rather than himself withdrawing frorn the tthorrortt that has appeared in

Eternity, Los renains in relationship with Urizen and gives him form. He is,

however, in an extraordinary situatÍon. Los is nor{ a prophet whose audience

has withdrawn. He is therefore caught between the globe created by Urizenrs

withdrawal and that created by the Eternalsf withdrawal. This means that

there is no other to whom Los can relate and therefore that he is himself

trapped withín a closed world. Los is now used by the Eternals trto confine /
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The obscure separation alone.tt As we have argued, this results in a series

of reversals. Rather than being So1 - the ground of an expansion - the

Eternal Prophet is now Los; he is enclosed withÍn his constituted world.

Rather than being embodied in his work, Enitharnon now forms the horizon of

his world. The poet/prophet posits a world without being able to give it any

basj-s Ín existence apart from that of loss.

The sÍrnple fact of enclosure is not in itself a problern. In Eternity the

world forrned by Los (loss) is a seed. This state can therefore be the prelude

to a radiant expansion. l,lhile Los remains within the space opened by a double

withdrawal, however, there seems to be no possibility of escaping the world

of l-oss. The seed falls on rocky ground and Los is now the demi-urge, the

creator of the fallen world and, rather than being a blacksmith and a worker

who contributes to the fabrication of the rrNew Jerusalemrtt he is now a person

who closes life within a fixed form.

In this transformatíon the positive connotatÍons of the blacksmith are

not entirely lost, for Losrs creation is sti1l a potentially redempLive

activity. As I have argued, Los gives body to the shapeless death into which

Urizen has fallen. In this way he preserves Urizen from cornplete annihilation

and, by gÍving Urízen a fixed form, opens the possibility Lhat Urizen will

return. It is at least possible that the Song of Los could function as a

prophetic work which, by revealing to us the ground of our existence, calls

ouL Lo us to tTurn ar¡¡ay no morett (30:16, E18). The difficulty is, however,

that as the Lambeth prophecies proceed this possibility seems to become more

and more remoLe. The withdrawal of Urizen and the Eternals closes Los within

a fixed form. Fron withÍn this state Los is at first able to remain in

relationship with Urizen-in-withdrawal and awaít his return; however, the

role of watchnan and prophet cannot be sustained. Losfs plight within the

fallen world produces such pain, terror and fear that he is hinself subject

to a withdrawal. He retreats from the time of awaiting and retaining into

the time of menory.

DÍscussions of Los often emphasize Losts role as an artificer. Da¡non
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writes, for example, that rrlos... is the creator of all- that "e """.tt38
Similarly, Frye introduces Los in Èhe followíng way:

l,lhen a new life is born, a new form emerges from unorganized matter,
and the rrvictoryrr of the rising Orc is the only kind of victory that
is possible: the conquest of a creaÈor over his material, the
reduction of a monsler to a shape. trrle must noh¡ superinpose another
pattern on this one. Just as Satan or the monster of death is
overcome by Orc, so Orc himself is a monster of natural life (hence
his association with the serpent) who must in turn be overcome, or
shaped into a form, by soneone else. And as Orc shapes life out of
dealh, so this someone else shapes the conscious vision out of life
which is the imagination proper, the character or identÍty, and so
constructs a Being from the Beconing. Orc brings life into time; the
shaper of Orc brings life in tirne into eternity, and as Orc is the
driving power of Generation, so his shaper is the power of
ttRegenãrätion.tt This shaper is the hero of all Blakers later poems.

Los the blacksmith, the divine artificer, the^spiriÈual form of time,
the Holy Spirit which spoke by the prophets.rv

Los is indeed an artifÍcer, but Frye inverts the sequence of events that is

described in The Book of Urizen and The Book of Los. Los does not give form

to the life that'Orc shapes out of death, rather it is Los who gives forn to

death. Los is Èhe ground for and architect of a world in which Orc and Urlzen

are pitted in mortal. and cyclical conbat.

The p1íght of the fallen prophet, able only to give a foundation to the

world he posÍts as tran intent of consciousnessrtt suggests that, in the world

mapped out by the Lambeth prophecies, regeneration cannot be found by a

simple return to the imaginative (wor1d-forrning) source of life. Leonard Ì1.

Deen argues in Conversing in Paradise: Poetic Genius and ldentity as

Community in Blakers Los, that

The repeated implication of Blakefs poetry . . . is that Los is our
progenitor: Lhat Poetic Genius ís the source and creator of our
hurnaníty, the seed that makes us both Homo sapiens and unique human
persons, and,qt the same time the cultural ground Lhat fosters this
development.4u

But the heritage that we receive from our progenitor is at best extrernely

ambiguous. I,lithin the space opened by the withdrawal of Urizen and the

Eternals, Los seens condemned to a regression frorn the time of awaiting and

retaining Lo the time of memory. Los seems unable to effect the return of

others, unable to rnake prophetic and poetic productions the ground for a leap

of eternal 1ife, rather than its bound. Los himself, at this point in Blakers
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S, is, like Orc, also an exit which ís included within the labyrinth.

Even the fabrication of a prophetic instrument such as The Book of Urizen

seems doomed to remaÍn within the world of the self. The very fornulation of

the nature of the labyrÍnth inevitably results in the assinilation of this

tttruthtr to the world of the self. It is, in the words of The Book of Los, to

fabricate rra Human Illusion / In darkness and deep clouds Ínvolvdtt (5:56-7,

894). There is no assured glirnpse of what is outside the gallery. lüe can

therefore see in the figure of Los in the Lambeth prophecies a profound

analysis of the role of the imagination in the eighteenth century and for the

early Romantics.

For Locke the mind must work with materials which are sirnply given. In

perception Èhe mind is a passive receiver, a tabula rasa on which sírnple

ideas are inscribed:

These simple ideas, when offered to the mind, the understanding can
no more refuse to have, nor alter when they are irnprinted, nor blot
then out and nake ne\,ì¡ ones itsel-f , than a mirror can refuse, alter,
or obliterate the irnages or ideas which the objects set before it do

therein produce. As the bodies that surround us do diversely affect
our organs, the mind is forced to receive the ímpressions; and,cannot
avoid the perception of those ideas that are annexed to thern.+r

It is this philosophy which generated ín the eighteenth century arfradically

neü¡ conception of art as effecÈ.n42 ¡t Tuveson writes:

Before the eighteenth century, art had been considered a form of
knowledge, an aspect of objective truth; afterward it tended to
become a subjeçlive impression - sonething that happens to
consciousness.4J

From the perspective of the Lambeth prophecies, a view of art such as this is

possible only within a time of memory, for it is only here that the fallen

prophet no longer sustains a relationship wilh Albion-in-withdrawal, but

moves lnto a closed, ínert world. It is this fixed world which henceforth

forms the nature which acts back on us and ttdiverselytr affects ttour organs.tt

In contradistincLion to this view of art, Blake in the Lambeth

prophecies quite clearly extends to the imagination the poh¡er to form

worlds. As such he belongs to the ttchangett from ttimitation to expression, and

from the mirror to the fountainrtr that marks the transition from the
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eighteenth to the early nineteenth century, and which has been admirably

traced by M.H. Abrams in The Mirror and the Larnp. Yet, as I have argued in

the introduction, even in this context Blakers view of the imagination is

distinctive and provocative. The fallen imaginatÍon is clearly not

autonomous, but has a prophetic function: it must give forn and expression to

the body of Urizen-in-withdrawal and in this way prevent the collapse of

humanity into non-entity. Although the fallen imaginatlon has the power to

tfrecreatett and to ttidealize and unifyrrr and although it is this capacity

which prevents the fall into eternal annihilation, the world which is formed

in this way ís grounded in loss and, moreover, forms the shell within which

fa11en humanity is enclosed. Los is quite clearly noL a force that guarantees

ttmants innocence over his corruptionrtt but one which gives form to

withdrawal, and therefore gives form to what Ís a reduction of 1ífe. It ls

not simply the poh'er of the imagination to form worlds which is celebrated in

Blakets oeuvre, but this capacity is placed within a wider prophetic intent.

The fallen imagination gives shape to Urizen-in-hrithdrawal in the hope that

Error can be recognized and cast off. The creations of the fallen and

therefore autonomous imagination are important not because they fabricate a

heterocosm, but because they are Ëhe ground for a return to Eternity. It is,

in fact, these creatíons which must be breached if humanity is to leave the

confi-nes of the world consLructed by the self. The world constructed by Los

in the time of memory can in part be compared with the Apollonian world that

Nietzsche describes in The Birth of Trasedy. Nietzsche writes:

tr'lhen after a forceful attenpt to gaze ot the sun we turn artlay
blinded, we see dark-colored spots before our eyesr as a cure, as it
were. Conversely, the bright inage projections of the Sophoclean hero
- in short, the Apollinian (Eij aspect of the nask - are necessary
effects of a glance into the ínside and terrors of nature; as,it
were, luninous spoLs Lo cure eyes damaged by gruesome night.aa

The world constructed by Los becomes, in the tine of memory, a mask which

hides the trgruesome nighttf of Urizenrs withdrawal. It is a ttHuman Illusionrt

which, for those sleepers who live withín the time of memory, hides its

ground in the withdrawal and dismemberrnent of hurnanity. However, unlike
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Nietzsche, Blake sees these productions as a tool for opening the fallen

world to Eternity. It is precisely the inability to give any foundation but

l-oss to the productions of the fallen imagination that Blake uses to confront

us with our onËological condition.

Deen argues, of course, that the Los of the early poems Ís not the real'

authentic Los who is revealed in the later poems. He writes that

The old Los is trwhat existsrrr the Los who bound and riveted the form
of rfthe God of this world.tr The new Los is the one brought into
existence in the later nights of The Four Zoas: ttspiritual Actsrf and
trspiritual communionfr with tfbrethrentt in heaven, transforming this
world, /r5

and he observes that rï.os as worker is followed by Los as lover and

progenitorrr46 1¡r" distinctíon between the old Los and the new Los is,

however, not so easy to nake. In The Four Zoas the new Los of Night the

Seventh [a] is intertwined wÍth the old Los of Night the Seventh [b], and in

Milton Èhe regenerate Los who proceeds r4'ith Blake and Milton-in-Blake to

Golgonooza is also the Los who in the Bardrs Song is unable to stem the tide

of Satanrs worl-d. Even in Jerusalem the froldtt and the ttneï¡tt Los are difficult

to separate, for, as I shal1 argue, although the rrnewtt Los is foregrounded in

this poem, the ttoldtt Los is still uncannily present. This persistence of the

ttoldtt Los should, however, be no great surprise. Throughout Blakers later

poens it ís Los who gives form to Albion-in-withdrawal, and therefore Los who

gives form to the fallen world. Any attempt at regeneration must therefore

begín with this world, for this body of Los (loss) is also the body of the

fallen Albion. Moreover, if Blake !ìrere, in the course of his oeuvre' to

revise his opínion of Los in the way suggested by Deen and Paley, then he

would be saying no more than that regeneration is possible only when the

ontologícal reality of the fallen world is defined in such a L'ay that what

ís sought is already attained. Regeneration is a possibility because the

ground of life is already regenerated. Blake attenpËs something which is much

more difficult than this repression of experience. Losts identity as 1oss,

and as the ontological realÍty of the fallen world, is not sonething that the

l-ater poems ever attempt to deny. Any attempt at regeneration must work with
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the uncomfortable fact that Los, the very agent and vehicle of regeneration,

the being who has retained the form of Albion-in-h¡ithdrawal and has Èherefore

made regeneration possible, is also the being whose children he1-p Urizen to

give his laws to the nations. The Bardts call to tTurn away no morerf

(SIE30:16, E18) is inevitably confused wÍth the voice of the ttselfish

father of menrf @31:11' 818); or¡ as the frontispiece Lo The Book of Urizen

suggests, the poet/prophetrs work is inevitably intertwined with that of

Urizen. It is, perhaps, this interpenetration of the prophetrs world with

that of Urizen that underlies the despair evident in the lines which Blake

included in two of the copies of Anerica:

Bard ceasrd ashamr his own enr rd he
His har aloft dash d its rame a t

d t-n lirr fr sl_ t turn
wander ddown the vales t in sick & drear tinss.

The universe of Los and Enítharnon is indeed the prima materia, the base

material, with which any attempt at regeneration must work. In the poems

which follow on from the Larnbeth prophecies, the question therefore becomes,

how can Los be inverted so that he becomes the radiant sun once more. How can

the fallen world become a womb rather than a cavern which entraps hurnanity.

It is this refusal to deny the reality of the fallen world or to retreat

into a world which affirrns the reality of an aesthetic order, which 1s one of

the most striking aspects of Blakefs work. Regeneration occurs not as a naive

postulation of a world r^rhich exists at one remove frorn the fallen world, but

by the consolidation of Error. The path to Eden is not through neglect of

this world; instead we must Èake frthe !üestern pathrr which runs ttRight thro

the Gates of hlrath.tr The later poens do not suggest that Blake is recanting

his early descriptÍons of Los, but that he is díscoveríng, step by step,

the path of regeneration and expansion which remains open for a world that is

grounded in Los (loss). By the end of Jerusalem h¡e are still looking at the

same identity, the same person, but much more of hís character has been

revealed. In the Lambeth prophecíes Losrs identíty as loss is in the

foreground; however, as the poems proceed this character discovers within his
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ortrn fallen identiLy the capaciLy to undertake a movement which at its extreme

places him in the sírnilitude of Christ the Lnagination. In the later poems it

is this second portÍon of Losrs character which is foregrounded.

Nevertheless, this rnovement is enacted (as it nust be if ít is to provide an

exit, from the fallen world) on the ground and, initially, within the world of

loss. The Christ-like sun is not Los redefined in such a way that he is no

longer the creator frwho bound and riveted the forrn of rthe God of this

world.rtt He is still Los, buL Los turned ínside out. trrle gain our first

glimpse of the possibility of this movement within the the universe of Los in

The Four Zoas and ít is to this poem that we must now turn.



Part Two

Opening the labyrinth



Chapter Three

lbe BÍrttr of los

Now it is raÈher to stand and say:
How rnany roads we take that lead to Nowhere,
The alley overgror,rtn, no meaning now but loss:
Not that veritable garden where everything comes easy.

James K. Baxterr

(1) Clarity and strengttr in fire Four Zoas

ReadÍng The Four Zoas is an unsettling experience. Its beginning, for

example, is almost too savage and extreme:

Lostt Lostt Lostl are my Emanations Enion 0 Enion
trrle are becorne a Victim to the Living hle hide in secret
I have hidden Jerusalem in Silent Contrition 0 Pity Me

I will build thee a Labyrinth also O pity me 0 Enion
ldhy hast thou taken sweet Jerusalern fron rny inrnost Soul
Let her Lay secret in the Soft recess of darkness & silence
It is not Love I bear to [Jerusalem] It is Pity
She hath taken refuge in ny bosom & I cannot cast her out.

The Men have recieved their death wounds & their Enanations are fled
To me for refuge & I cannot turn them out for Pitys sake

Enion said - Thy fear has rnade me tremble thy terrors have
surrounded me

All Love is lost Terror succeeds & Hatred insÈead of Love
And stern dernands of Right & Duty instead of Líberty.
Once thou wast to Me the loveliest son of heaven - But now
hlhy art thou Terrible and yet I love thee ín thy terror till
I an almost Extinct & soon shall be a Shadow in Oblivion. .

(427-22, 8301)

Every item on Burkers list of qualities which arouse a sense of the subline -
ttterrorrtt ttobscurityrtt ttpowerrtt rrprivationrtt ttinfÍnityrtr ttdifficultyrrf

ttmagnificencett and frvastnesstt - can be found in this p."".g".2 Tharmas and

Enion have been precipitated into a catastrophe of cosmic proportions. They

seem to be surrounded by a vast unbounded space or void. In the aftermath of

this crisis they lack any context which could make sense of their lives. Even

the cause of this crisis is obscure. These pov¡ers are themselves subject to

an irresistible pol\rer. Their voices boon against a background of utter

silence, they are surrounded by darkness and infinitv (at least in Burkefs
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sense of the term) and they mention three of the four privations which Burke

describes as terrible: vacuity, darkness, and solitude.3 Nevertheless, these

creatures are magnificent, for they forn one of the rfFour Mighty Onestt (3:4,

8300).

The severity of this extraordinary sítuation is magnified by the fact

that the reader finds him/herself in an analogous position. This opening

dialogue sweeps the reader suddenl-yr as if by an irresistible force or Pgg¡-,

into the rnanifold cornplexities of the first Níght. The identities of Tharmas,

Enion, Jerusalem and Enitharmon; the cause of their distress; even their

location, all remain obscure. The narratorrs voice has disappeared and one has

the sense of listening to these creatures in a dark and silent world. The

page itself resi-sts any closure or final appropriation. Much of the speech I

have quoted is written over an erasure. The reader can still glimpse a few

words or phrases which belong to this rroriginaltt level: trthe light of dayrtr

fTillrtt and ttslaveryrtt ttdisnalrtt ttfourrtt and so on (E819). The lines that

were written over this original erasure hrere themselves partly erased and new

lines inserted to produce a third layer of text. Passages have been inserted

on both sides of the page; the original layer was written in copperplate

hand, but the subsequent strata are in a trnodified copperplate handrr and so

on. It is as if the reader has entered the fire of the poemts creation and

experienced the workmanship and force of the demons who have worked on ít.

Yet the basic text of the page and of the poem is evident. Form does

appear, albeit not in complete victory, from this workmanship and what is

more, as the poem progresses one glirnpses and then retalns a sense of

extraordinary beauty. This beauty cannot be separated from the energy of the

poen itself. 0ften, as in Night the Sixth, Page 71:1-10, or Night the

Seventh [b], Page 92222-33, a passage of rnoving clarity Ís found embedded

within the poenfs upheaval; less frequently but with an even greater beauty a

passage such as Enionts lament at the end of Night the [Second] seems to

arise from a confrontation wlth chaos. Finally, as I hope to show, the poem

itself gathers a clarity and beauty which does not deny but springs from the
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noving energies and demonic workmanship of its pages.

In describing The Four Zoas as sublime and beautífu1-, obscure and clear,

I am, of course, noL really drawing attention to anything particularly novel.

All comrnentaries on the poen have recognized this dual-íty; however, they have

on the whole kept these tr4¡o poles apart. More often than not crítícs have

attempted to dissolve Lhe vehicle of the strange beauty that they glinpse.

Northrop Frye writes that

the poem was never engraved, and was left abandoned in an
exträordinarymanuscrípt....@remainstheg:eatest
abortíve rnasterpiece in UnglistrEatureJt is not Blakers
greatest poem, ànd by Blakers standards it is not a poem at all; but
it contains some of his finest writing, and there is ¡nuch to show

that it woul-d have conLalned some of his best engraving. Anyone who

cares about either poetry or painting must see in its unfinÍshed
state a rnajor cultural disaster.a

Erdman reiterates the theme of ttdÍsasterfr:

never rùas a poem so bewílderingly attached to the shifting fortunes
of principalities and powers. Each stage in the transformation of
Bonaparte frorn artilleryman of the Republic to lawgiving Ernperor
seems to have delivered a direct shock to the syrnbolic conslstency
and frail narrative frame of Blakets epic. And the strange Peace of
Amiens would not only catch him off guard but upset the entire
seventh act of hls cel-estial- dramâ. . . . The result is as mad as t
effort to play croquet in lrlonderland with living mallets and balls.

he
5

In his facsimile edition of Blakers tValar Bentley concludes his discussion

of the changes that Blake nade in his nanuscript by arguing that

he tried to gather the new and old threads of his Prophecy, and to
strengthen tñe whole with new patches. Unfortunately it was too late

. for sùch mending. The fabric rùas so torn ar,l frazzled that the only
hope 1ay in a reweavÍng of the whole. The remaÍning tatters are
gorgeous, but they will not bear the strain of the giant frarne.6

Even critics such as Beer or tJilkie and Johnson, while they argue for the

poemts coherence and beauty, try to separate the poern frorn the tumult of the

manuscript.

Ìlhat seems to motivate this kind of cornplaint (and the separation of

chaos and form, energy and clarity that it irnplies) is a conception of

Èhe book as closed, finite and possessing qualitíes such as unity and harmony.

In short, the above critics subscribe to an ideology r¿hich values beauty

above Lhe disturbing presence of sublimity. Thus the manuscript of the poern

is cudgelled and beaten in an effort to press it into a nould which it sirnply
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does not fit. There are three basic strategies whích have been adopted in

this effort to make the poem a book. In the first, the poem is simply

described as a failure and no attempt is made to read it as a poem. Instead,

alternative strategies are evolved to make sense of the manuscript. David

Erdnan asserts that rfno orderly synopsis can do justice to the real, if

arguably intentional, disorder of the work itself.rtHe therefore proposes to

go through the poemttln the apparent order of Blakers personal and historical

allusions, not in the order that his scheme of Nine Nights ímperfectly

irnposed upon it.rf7 Morton Paley similarly argues that itno interpreÈation of

Vala can hope to be wholly consÍstentrrr and so Ëhe critic should attempt to

rraccount for the poents i-nconsistencies.ttS

A second strategy attempts to doctor the poem itself. Thus, the

manuscript is shuffled or operated upon, in an extraordÍnary variety of l,r'ays'

in order to remove the anomaly of two Níghts marked Níght the Seventh, or the

embarassing detail of a second Night which is not called the second Night.g

Yet another sLrategy is to ascribe the poemts chaos to changes that

Blake made over tirne to an assumed coherent and organízed poem. The criticrs

task is therefore to attempt to retri-eve this original poem. This is the

underlying approach to The Four Zoas of both Margoliouth and Bentley. The

latterrs facsimile is haunted by the spectre of a poem which may once have

been beautiful but has now been lost in Blakers haphazard revisions:

Here we have Blakefs great failing dernonstrated openly and
distinctlli he did not lack energy or inspiration, but sonehow he
never got around to reconcilíng the cross-purposes in his poem or
snoothing over the awkward transitions from an early draft to a late
one. Many passages Ín thís Prophecy are great poetry' and some are
great rhetoric, but because of his Ínconsistent patchwork revision
Blake never wove it into a genuine whole. It is possible but unlikely
that, at Lhe tine of his first draft, Vala was a great PRem, but the
present manuscrlpt is a tantalizing and tragic failure.ru

The result is often that the reader is oppressed wÍth a vlslon of the poen as

a phantom caught between a past which has been lost (and which may never have

been) and a future which did not ever arrive. Margoliouthrs stated intention

is to trpresent the text of Vala as Blake nade his fair copy of each Night

before erasures, deletions, additions, and changes of order had brought it
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into the state in which we know it today as The Four Zoas.rrll ¡" interesting

and as valuable as Margoliouthts book may be, I believe that we nust be

cautious about the degree of certainty with which we can unearth a text whÍch

Blake did not leave us. The reader is of course given no more than a text

Gne@dwhichun1ikemostothertextSdoesnotconcea1itshistory.
It seens to me that Ít is the conjunction of form and demonic worknanship

which should be of interest and that the status of any moment of that

history, considered in isolation, is at the best doubtful. In all fields, and

particularly in the arts, it ís assumed that the genesis or orígin of a work

does not explain the end product. Margoliouth, however, goes a step forward

fron this and presents an early form of the text as the finished product.

Once again thís can only be a strategy to make an unruly text behave, unless

Margoliouthrs text is seen as a hypothetical moment in the archaeology of

The Four Zoas. It would seem to be particularly important to nake the status

of this ttpasttf clear because The Book of Urizen and The Four Zoas argue thaL

the past is constituLed and held in the present. It is the finished poern

which casts Ëhe shadow of its own past and not vice versa.

A fourth and final- strategy adopted by some critics of The Four Zoas is

to focus on the poem and attempt to ignore the manuscrÍpt. Thus Harold Bloom

writes:

The rnanuscript of The Four Zoas presents many problems for the Blake
scholar, and was in a sense rejected by Blake hinself, and yet I
believe the poern, with all its variants and shifts in sequ,ence,
remains an imaginatively coherent and very beautiful work.r¿

Even tr'lilkie and Johnson, in an excellent and thought-provoking book, relegate

Night VIIIB] to an appendix and do not mention the problems associated with

the numbering of the rrsecondtt Night.13

If we are not to preJudge the matter it seems to ne that we need to

approach The Four Zoas wil1ing to suspend our assumptions about the nature of

a literary text. Thls is parti-cularly important because here, as in The Book

of Urizen, the very desire Èo reduce a poem to a single text and to hold it

in a single glance is criticized. The ideal reader, forced to change and then
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change perspective again, harassed by a chorus of confl-ictÍng voices and

assertions, may have to ask with Urizen,

trühere shall we take our stand to view the infinÍte & unbounded
0r where are human feet for Lo our eyes are in Lhe heavens. . . .

(I22z2t+-5, E391)

The poem itself seems to suggest this to the reader in its opening pages. The

poem is called The Four Zoas and yet Blake warns us that rrthe NaÈures of

those Living Creatures the Heavenly Father only / [Knoweth] no Individual

fKnoweth nor] Can know in all Eternitytt (3:7-8, 8301).14 The Four Zoas is

therefore a poem whose theme seems to deny the very possibility of the kind

of uníty that critics often expect of a work of art.

Bentley writes:

The Four Zoas was thoroughly and repeatedly revised, but the
pr.6õi-ty j-" that most of these alterations made the poem more
ðhaotic and incoherent.lS

The fact that the manuscrÍpt hras repeatedly revised,l6 thut Blake stopped

working on it around 1810117 and that some time before his death he gave the

manuscript to John Linnell, tttbecause he knew that he would be the one most

likely to appreciate and preserve itrtttlS all suggest that the poen that we

have, with all of its Lumult, is not rra tantaltzíng and tragic failurertt but

its fÍnished state; that this unique, unbounded, open manuscript i-s the form

that Blake intended.l9 Perhaps \4re are to find the poemrs form in this

apparent chaos, and clarity is to emerge in relationship with terror, chaos

and sublinity.2o If this is so then the cornersLone of any interpretat.ion of

The Four Zoas musL be the figure of Los. As the Eternal Prophet Los is the

only character capable of fabricating ttforms subline" (90:22, E37O/F.2356).21

Los is able to blend the beauty of art with the sublirnity of a voice which

threatens to overpo\.rer our closed worlds. The poern is the story of Urthonafs

(Losrs ttname / In Edentt)

fall into Division & his Resurrection to Unity
His fall into the Generation of Decay & Death & his Regeneration

by the Resurrection fron the dead. .
(424-5,8301)
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(2) Ttre divisions of lbarnas

In the fÍrst Níght of The Four Zoas Los is born as a result of the

divisions of Tharmas. Although this ínitial aetlology is soon juxtaposed wíth

other accounts of his origin it nevertheless remains of crucial importance.

As the poemts first account of Losts birth and the first description of the

actuality of the Zoast fal1 into divisÍon, it naturally becornes the model

against which the oLher episodes are, not measured (for this would imply that

the perspective of this narratÍve was in some h¡ay privíleged), but juxtaposed.

It is therefore important that the divisÍons of Tharmas are described in some

detail.

Tharmas is first introduced to the reader as the ffParent powertt (4:6,

8301). He Ís also associated with the body, childhood, Innocence and the

tongue, but rrParent powerrr is the idea in relationship to whlch the others

find their place. As tÞarent powerrr Tharmas gives birth or forn to life.

Thus, in Night IX, it ís Tharmas who blows the Trump of the Last Doorn and so

raises Albion and the other Zoas Eo the bÍrth of the Last Judgrnent. His

other identities can be assocÍated with this role: the experiences of

childhood give birth to the adult; Innocence is Lhe world out of which the

fact of Experience is born; the body gives shape to the self; and the tongue

draws the warring desires of the individual into a single voice.

In the prelapsarian world Tharmas was a unitary being, but at the tine

of the Fall he divided into male and fenale beings. This divisÍon occurs for

all of the Zoas. Thus, to take only one example, after the Fa1l has begun

Urizen flnds that he has a fernale counterpart:

!ühen Urizen returnd from his imnense labours & travels
Descending She reposd beside him folding him around
In her bright skirts. Astonishd & Confounded he beheld
Her shadowy forrn now Separate he shudderd & was silent
Til1 her caresses & her tears revivd him to life & joy
Two wÍlls they had two intellects & noL as in times of old.

(30:43-48, E320)

Urizen Ís rrAstonishd & Confoundedrr at the presence of Ahania because in the

prelapsarían world the male h¡as renewed by the deaÈh of the female:
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In Eden Females sleep the winter in soft silken veils
l,loven by their own hands to hide them in the darksom grave
But Ma1es innortal live renewd by female deaths. in soft
Delíght they díe & they revive in spring with music & songs.

(5¡1-4, 8302)

Thj-s sounds like a rather extreme sexism and this inpression i.s magnified by

other passages in the poem, such as the Spectre of Urthonars characterizaËíon

of the prelapsarian relatlonship between male and female polùers. The Spectre

clains that 1n Eternity he and the Shadow of Enitharnonrrin undivided Essence

walkd about Imbodied. thou rny garden of delight & I the spirit in the garden'l

(84:5-6, E359). In The Four Zoas the male pou¡er is active and immortal while

the fernale is passive and sacrífices herself for the life of the male. The

linking of passivity wÍth the fenale gender and activity with the rnale gender

is undeniably sexist; however, it seems to me that it Ís possible to argue

that Blake is using a fairly generally accepted identification (at least

until the latter half of this century) between feminínity and passívity,

masculinity and activity, in order to make a point the force of which does

not rely upon a third correspondence in which fernininity is equated with a

being of female gender alone (and not male and female, for example). The fact

that in patriarchal societies the active portion of a wornanrs Índividuality

is repressed and the passive portion of the male denÍed does not contradict

Blakets characËerization of a fundamental division of nale and fenale powers

at the tine of the Fa1l. hre need not read the eternal relationship between

male and female as one in which persons of female gender are subjugated to

men: a more plausible reading is that this power relationship is

characteristic of the Fa11 and that in an ideal world both nen and women find

the portion of their particular selves which has been denied.22

One can of course also argue that the gender distinction between men and

women is not Blakers primary referent. The distinction between two kinds of

por4rer, one which was passive and therefore able to change and be moulded and

another which was ttimmorLalrrr was one whích would have been quite familiar to

Blake. Locke writes in An Essay that
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Power thus considered ís two-fold, ví2. as able to make, or able to
receive change. The one may be called active, and the other passive
po""..23

Lockets distinction is itself trthe Aristotelian distinction . . . according

to which substances may be either efficacious in producing change, or

susceptible of change.tt24 Many religions use a parallel distinctíon as a

metaphor for the relationship between God and his creation. The former is

seen as a ma1e, active pov¡er, while the latter is a female and passive poh¡er

that is creaLed, or forrned, by God. Blake is therefore drawing on a

phÍlosophical and (as has often been rernarked) a religious LradiÈion in hís

characterization of Tharmas and EnÍon.25 tr{here he parts company from a

considerable portÍon of both traditions, however, is in hís assertion that in

the unfallen worl-d male and female, active and passive por,rrers, form a single

identity. Blake is here in agreement with Hume who writes: ttso also pohter,

active and passive, are parts only... of entire poh¡er; nor' except they be

joined, can any act proceed from them. .n26 ¡n Eternity the active pol4rer

of Tharmas is continually realized by the passive povrer of his Emanation,

Enion. Enionrs ability to die and resume a nelil shape is what enables Tharmas

to be active and immortal. The relationship between them is, howeverr not

that of a creator to his creature. This analogy is unsatisfactory because it

suggests that there ís a distance between the two and that their relationship

is therefore analogous to that which exists between an tragenttt and a

Itpatientrt (8617). In this kind of nodel the force of Enionts passive power is

alnost completely 1ost. A more useful approximatlon ís that of an individual

to hís body.

A personts life is rnade up of an active and a passíve poh'er. The first

is a directedness or duration (in Bergsonts sense of the tern) which takes

him/her fron youth to o1d age. However, this active pol4¡er retains its life

and dynamisrn only because it is realized in a body. The body takes the shape

of each stage of this directedness. Hor{ever, this is still a partially

misleading account of the relationship between the self and its body.

Something of Blakets (and Humets) suggestion of the necessary interdependence
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of these tu¡o powers can be seen ín this metaphor only if hte argue that the

selfts movement frorn youth to ol-d age is coterminous with Lhe movement of the

body. I'le do not, in fact, move our bodies any more than they move us; body

and self (or soul) form a single entíty; active and passive Powers are

aspects of Humets ftentire power.tt This relationshíp parallels certaln aspects

of the ttspringtt of eternal life in The Book of Urizen. IÙe rnay suppose that it

is the passive lÍfe of the Eternals which was consumed in rrcontinual burnlngsrf

and their active life which was thereby rendered immorLal. l,lhat in the

earlier work appeared as two apparently contradÍctory attributes of the same

being are in The Four Zoas ass igned to dífferent portions of Èhe Zoas.

In the cri-sis in which Tharmas and Enion give birth to Los this

relationship, in which the active pohter gathers, moves beyond and so

transforms the passive por{er, is disrupted. Tharmas is no longer embodied; he

no longer gathers Enion in a novement towards others; in fact he now seems

paralysed by the poÌ.ter of her gazei

I{hy wilt thou Examíne every little fibre of my soul
spreading then out before the sun like stalks of flax to dry
The infant joy is beautiful but its anatomy
Horrible Ghast & Deadly nought shalt thou find in it
But Death Despair & Everlasting brooding Melancholy.

(4229-33, 8302)

This dÍsruption is caused by Tharmasfs wÍthdrawal. Although on these opening

plates the fact of wíthdrawal is everywhere evident, it is only Ín NÍght the

Fourth that the reader is given a first-hand description of Tharmasrs flight.

The Spectre of Urthona te11s Tharmas:

I well remember the Day
The day of terror & abhorrence
lrlhen fleeing from the battle thou fleetlng líke the raven
Of dawn outstretching an expanse where neer expanse had been
Drewest all the Sons of Beulah into thy dread vortex. . . .

(50:1-5' 8333)

Thls withdrarn'al and the reversal that it precipitates is, in effect, the

death of Tharmas as an active, movÍng Zoa. It is now Enion who weaves a world

from Tharmasts being. The directedness of the Zoa no longer punctures the

closed world of the self; the body becomes not the point of contact between

self and other but the horizon of an isolated, enclosed world. It is as if
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the condition now determines the cause:

he sunk down Ínto the sea a pale white corse
In torment he sunk down & flowd among her fi1-my l"loof
His Spectre Íssuing from his feet in flarnes of fire
In gnawing pain drawn out by her lovd fingers every nerve
She counted. every vein & lacteal threading them arnong
Her woof of terror.

(5:13-18,8302)

The primary model for this withdrawal can be found in the rnyth of Narcissus.

In this myth Narcissusts body, which once served to connect him to others,

becomes a separate po!/er (the reflection in the water) that then deternines

the activiLy of the active power. The body is no longer the ernbodiment of the

self but the horÍzon of the selfrs constituted world. This represents a

complete inversíon of life. Instead of a forn which appears as the shape of

being, we have a ttCircle of Destinyrtt tta watry Globe self balancdrt and rrA

Frowning ContÍnent" (524-26, 8302-303). Each of these images emphasize that

this withdrawal, and the reversal of male and female powers which it írnplíes,

ís the entry into a solipsistic world. The form of life ís now like a ttGlobett

because it is self contained and enclosed; it 1s l1ke a rrCircle of Destinyrl

because the active power is now deternined by an external- force; it is a

rFrowning contínenttt because it presents a fierce and frowníng face to all

other beings.

There is certainly no shortage of analogies which can be used to

illuminate this inversion. Jean-Jacques Rousseau, i-n an interesting passage

of The Confessions, wriLes that the Parisians of his day

are not false in their professions. They are naturally obliging,
kindly, and benevolent and, whatever may be said, really more sincere
than those of any other nation. But they are fickle and flíghty. The
feelings they profess for you are quite genuine, but those feelings
go as they corne. trrlhen they are talking to you they are full of you.
Once you are out of their sÍght, you are out of theÍr mi-nd. Nothing
remains permanently^ir their heads; with them everything is the
affaÍr of a moment.lt

According to Rousseau, the beÍng of the Parisians is not formed by an active

power which faces others. Quite the contrary, it is their passive pohter, the

world and social situation that confronts Ëhem, that determines their being.

As Rousseau notes in astonishrnent, the Parisians are sincere, but if you
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change the situation in which they find thernselves then they change as well.

The account of the division of Tharmas differs fron earlÍer accounts of

Ëhe Fa1l in two major respects. FirsL of all, the division into male and

female powers is now nade to articulate the fact and reality of withdrawal.

It is no longer something that occurs only to Los at a certain point in the

space and tirne of withdrawal; iÈ is now made to articulate and clarify the

naLure of withdrawal itself and therefore i-t occurs to all of the Zoas.

I'lithdrawal is imnediately to project and to be mesmerized by a particular

image or forn of the self; it 1s to be locked lnto a single onLological time.

Secondly, the division of the Zoas into a nale and female identiLy is

accompanied by the appearance of the Spectre. Our discussion has moved fron

the idenËity of Tharmas to the nale and female portions into which he is

divided. In order to fully understand the nature of the birth of Los fron the

dÍvisions of Tharmas, we must now turn Èo this third creature.

(3) Ttre Spectre and the birth of Los

Earlier in this chapter I drew a number of para11els between the

constitution of the Zoas and the ttspringtt of eLernal life. The two terms are

related insofar as the being of the Zoas and the reality of eternal lífe seem

to be created at the point of lnteraction between movement and form, duration

and shape, active and passive powers. Ilowever, if we return to The Book of

Urizen for a few noments we can see thaL the ttspringtt of eternal life irnpli-es

the presence of a third polrrer which exísts alongside the powers of forn and

duration.

In the fírst chapter ï argued that ít was impossible to conceive of a

spring without a background which was simultaneously the basis for the spring

and what htas cast, off. The ttspringtt of eternal life is therefore constÍtuted

by motion (rnovement away from the background), forn (the shape and trajectory

of the trspringtr) and retention (the force that retains the horizon against

which the trspringtf is achieved). The same triumvlrate of powers appeared in
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our charact'eti-zaËjon of Los. In The Book of Urizen Los at first awaits the

return of Urizen. He is therefore constituted in part by an active polrer

which opens his world to Urizen. This activity can be pictured as a movement

towards Urizen which is given form (by the passive power) as a series of ages

whfch are in turn retained by Los. This third power in fact achieved

supremacy over the others in the time of memory . fn The Four Zoas the pohrer

of retention is called the Spectre.

The Spectre can therefore be identified as that part of the Zoa which

retains the other as it has appeared to the self: the Spectre retaÍns the

she11 of our constituted worlds and draws a horizon around us. It is

important to observe that the Spectre is not created ex nihilo at the time of

the Fal1. His appearance as a separate personality is the result of

fragrnentation. This is why the Daughters of Beulah can speak of a Spectre

which, althoughttinsane & nost / Deformdrtt isttin every Mantr (5:37-38, 8303).

hlith the delineaÈion of the passive pohrer and the Spectre, Blake is now

able to characterize in extraordinary detail the nature of the closed and

narcissistíc world that was first described in The Book of Urizen. The bodyof

Tharmas (like that of Narcissus) has become separated from hi-rnself and it

achieves a quasi existence. Tharmasrs body is no longer the ground for a

meeting wÍth others; instead he has becone entranced by it. This fascination

with his own divided self means that he no longer moves, his active power is

lost, and Tharmas is defined by this separated self. However, this divÍded

female, this Ímage which u¡aves before Tharmasrs face, does not subsÍst by

itself. In fact it is retained by a power which forms a portion of his being.

ThÍs power to hold and retain is called the Spec tre. In The Four Zoas

Spectres are often described as rfspectres of the Deadf' (103:39, 8376) because

the process of fragmentatíon in whích they appear results in the death of the

active moving Zoa.28

The clearest description of what this tripartite division entails is

offered by Enion in a short and haunting speech on page five:
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A[11] life is blotted out & I alone remain possessd with Fears
I see the Shadow of the dead within my Soul wandering
In darkness & Solitude forming Seas of Doubt & rocks of Repentance
Already are my Eyes reverted. all that I behold
I{ithin ny Soul has lost its spl-endor & a brooding Fear
Shadows me oer & drives me outhrard to a world of woe
So waild she trernbling before her own Created Phantasm. . . .

(5247-53, E303)

Life - the spring and movement of the active power - has ceased and in íts

place only Enion remains. Her eyes are reverted because she is no longer

gathered in Tharmasts movement Lowards others; instead she is now driven

outwards fron this source of life. As the Spectre makes clear, she is now no

more that a rrhusk & shellrf :

The Spectre thus spoke. trrtrho art thou Diminutive husk & shell . .
This world is Thine in which thou dwellest that withín thy soul
That dark & dismal infinite where Thought roams up & down
Is Mine. .

(6:9,13-15, 8303-04)

The trshadow of the deadrr is the Spectre, the part of Tharmas which once

defined the background against whÍch Tharnas moved but whÍch now has become a

force Ín its own right. l¡lithout expectation, retention merely forms trseas of

Doubt & rocks of Repentance,tt In this world there is no contact between self

and other. The Spectre is Enionrs frCreated Phantasmrt in the sense that it is

the division of Tharnas and Enion that has given it independent existence.

In the prelapsarian world reality was the shape of the Zoast movement

toward each other. Now it is forned in the intersection between the Spectre

and Enion. lrlhen these Lwo creature copulate they are therefore giving

substance to their own ontological reality:

Mingling his horrible brightness with her tender linbs then high she
soard

Above the ocean; a bright wonder that Nature shudderrd at
Half I'loman & half Spectre, all his 1ovely changing colours mix
llÍth her fair crystal clearness; in her 1Íps & cheeks his poisons rose
In blushes like the norning, and his scaly arnour softening
A monster 1ove1y in the heavens or wandering on the earth,
Ti1l with fierce pain she brought forth on the rocks her sorrow & woe
Behold two 1itt1e Infants lr¡ept upon the desolate wind.

(7:8-8 22, B3O4)

Los and Enitharmon are born as the embodinenL of the division of Tharmas:

they are the sorrow and woe, the reality of privation, which is the substance

of the fallen world.
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In order to see the extrenity of the crisis implied by this event' we

need to understand something of the prelapsarian relationship between Tharmas

and Urthona. UrLhona is variously described as a propheË, blacksmith, and as

a fabricator of tools and weapons for inËellectual warfare (222L6, E3L2;

L3926-9, E4O7). Blakets descriptions of Urthona suggest that prophecies can

be seen as intellectual tools and the prophet as a blacksmíth who fabricates

them. In EternÍty Tharmas and Urthona had a particularly close relationship.

In Night the Fourth Tharmas asks the Spectre of Urthona, ttArt thou Urthona My

friend ny old companion, / trlith whom I livd in happiness before that deadly

night. ..tt (50:28-9,8334), and in the Last Judgrnent of Night the Ninth we

see Urthona, who is llmping from the Fall, supportlng hirnself by leaning on

Tharmas. This intimacy Ís generated because, as parent power' Tharmas is

involved at both extremes of the prophetic process. Tharmas works with

Urthona to give shape both to Ëhe prophecy and to the prophecyts receptíon:

he gives birth to and organizes the instruments and the results of nental

war.

In the prelapsarian world Tharnas would give birth to the connunity of

the Zoas. fn the fallen world, however, the only world that he can forn is

one of loss. hrhat this neans is that the only reality that the division of

Tharmas and Enion can give birth to - and, as hre sha11 see, the sole realÍty

that the prophetic function can proclain - is Los. Thus Losrs Enanation is

Enitharmon. This name is made fron a conbination of Enion and Tharmas

(Eni[tharr]on).29 The Ernanation of Los is the shape of an atternpt to re-

organize the fallen world on the ground of Los. It is therefore an attempt to

reconstitute Eníon and Tharnas. A project such as this is, however,

necessarily inadequate, for a part cannot envi-sion a who1e. Tharmas has been

reduced to Los (loss). This is a reduction r¡hich is in sLore for all of the

Zoas.

This account of the genesls of Los describes a character who is in many

ways differenÈ fron the one found in the Lanbeth prophecies. Los is now quite
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clearly distinguished fron his eternal identity. He ís born as a result of

the fal1 and the fragrnentation of Tharmas. There is a1so, as I have already

suggested, a shift in nomenclature. In The Book of UlL eq Los is an Eternal,

while in The Four Zoas Urthona ís a Zoa and Los a portion of that Zoa. trtle can

also note that Los and EniLharmon (at least in this account of the Fall) are

now born at the sane point in t.lme and, perhaps nost significantlyr the

fallen world is no longer retained by Los alone. In Night the First we read

that

The Daughters of Beulah follow sleepers in all their Dreams
Creating Spaces lest they fa1l into Eternal Death
The Circle of Destiny complete they gave to it a Space
And namd the Space Ulro & brooded over it in care & 1ove. . . .

(5234-37, E303)

In the same Night we are tol-d that Eno, Ita daughter of Beulahrrr took a

ffMoment of Tirne / ln¿ drew it out to Seven thousand yearstt (9:9-10, 8304) and

that she opened an tratom of space...Into infinituderr (9212-13, E305),

apparently in order to give Los and Enitharnon a time and space in which to

live. Albion is himself supported by the tfarms of the Eternal- Saviourtf

(18:13, E310), and in later Nights we learn that there is a lirnit of opacity

and a límit of conLraction which puts a bound to the collapse of the fallen

world. In The Four Zoas the fallen world ís surrounded by providence.

These changes in Blakers myth seen to have been made primarily in order

to a1low for an atternpt Lo imagine the possibility of redemption. In

The Book of Urizen the fall of Los is so well docurnented and proceeds with a

feeling of such inevitabillty that it is difficult to imagine how life could

progress fron where the poem leaves it. The only possibÍlity of escape from

the fallen worl-d seems to depend upon Los finding the strength to retrace his

steps from the tirne of awaitlng and retaining to the time of rnenory. This act

would seem to require a strength beyond that possessed even by an Eternal

and, moreover, surely a return of this kind could only represent one more

wÍthdrawal. However, if Los is hlrnself the ontologícal reality of the Fall,

then an account of a return does not have to be a retreaL or a recantation

recited by a contrite Eternal. Instead it can ítsel-f be a progression. The
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division between Urthona and Los gives the narrator two clear points between

which the Fall and the course of regenerat,ion can be rnapped.

This many faceted relocation and redefinítion of Los has the effect of

clarifying the earller figure and at the same time emphasizing the extrernity

of the Fa1l. fn the course of the earlier poen Los gains a double and in facL

contradictory significaLlon: Los is both the reality of the Fall and the

Eternal Prophet. It is inportant, however, that these two significations are

kept together. Losrs task of awaiting and retaining depends upon his identity

as the propheË, but this identity means that Los nust be the reality of the

fallen world: the prophet must be one of his people. In The Four Zoas Èhis

identity and difference is established by distinguishing between Los and

Urthona. Los is the realLty of the fallen world; he is also Urthona, but he

is Urthona in the state of withdrawal.

This clarification of the status of Los, however, brings with it

problems of its own. The realÍty of the fallen world is privation and

withdrawal; or Lo put it ín stronger words, the fallen world (and therefore

Los) is nothing. Thus in Night the Ninth, aL the tÍme of apocalypse, Los

simply vanishes. tühen relationship reappears there is no place for loss. 0n

the other hand, in the dissipation caused by the Fall loss threatens to

become the only reality. If Los and Enitharmon were to succeed in drawing all

life to themselves, Enion and Tharmas would simply dissolve. However, this

would seem to imply that even Los would at this point no longer exist. The

universe would be mere vacuiÈy. The reallty of the Fall is therefore held by

divine agency. It is no longer a discrete atom in space; it has become a seed

in the soil of Providence. ft is in the space held by Providence that Los and

Enitharnon, in the course of the following Nights, realize the basic forms of

the fallen wor1d. The reality that they elaborate and represent ís based on

contradictÍon, for in the spaces of Eno nothingness and privation is given a

time and a space. The renainder of the fírst Night gives us our first and

paradigmatlc glimpse of the shape of this fallen world.
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(4) fire vorld of loss

hlhen Los and Enitharmon first appear in the poem they are blínd, elemental,

and largely unconscious forces:

The first state weeping they began & helpless as a l^tave

Beaten along its sightless way growíng enormous in its motion to
Its utmost goal-, till strength from Enion like richest sunmer shining
Raisd the bright boy & girl with glories from their heads out beaming
Drawing forth droopÍng nothers píty drooping mothers sorroü¡. . . .

(8:3-7, E304)

The characterizatíon is psychologically plausible, for in a Èime of great

privation, sorrow and woe are often experienced as a numb and sightless

movement which seems to attain a life and momentun of its own. One feels the

ttpangstt of grief as if they were waves which welled up from nowhere. The life

of Los and Enitharmon Ís drawn from the paln and privation of Enion, and so

pervasive is their power that they threaten her very exisLence:

They sulk upon her breast her hair becane like snow on mountains
l,leaker & weaker, weeping wofu1, wearier and wearier
Faded & her bright Eyes decayd melted with plty & love. . . .

(8:8-10,8304)

fn the ttMoony spaces of Enon (9:19' 8305), in the world of Tharmas

(which is a world of loss and withdrawal), Los and Enitharmon come to

consciousness and so enact the basic forms and dynamics of the fa11en world.

Los is the acLive energy of this world, while Bnitharmon is the passive. In

Eternity these tr4ro por,irers would be in a relationship analogous to that of

a person to hís body; however, in place of this dynamic, the relationship

between Los and Enitharnon gives the reader a picture of extraordinary

metaphysical enclosure. In the spaces of Eno Los can control the rrtimes &

seasons, & the days & yearstt (9227, 8305). In other words, within the

universe of wiLhdrawal Los commands ontological and chronological time, but

this control is ín an important sense thwarted. Normally, ontological tirne ís

realized in an appropriate space. The ontological time of spring does not

appear in a landscape of winter. The active power of life and the passive

por'irer of the nateríal world act wiLh one mind. However, in the fallen world

Los is separated frorn Enitharmon, and tirne from the spaces of the world. This
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is of course an unfortunate and all too obvious truth. The rrspringrr of human

life is often born in a wintry clÍmate; chíldren are born in the nidst of

suffering, starvatÍon, disease and death. This is one of the notivating

insights of The Songs of Innocence and of Experience. In trThe School Boyrtt

for example, the narrator excl-aims:

O! father & nother, if buds are niprd,
And blossoms blown ar¡¡ay,
And if the tender plants are striprd
0f their joy in the springing daY'
By sorrow and cares dismay'

How sha1l the summer arise ín joy.
0r the sunmer fruits appear'
Or how shall we gather what griefs destroy
0r bless the mellowing year,
tr{hen the blasts of winter appear.

(53:21-30,831)

Enitharnon has a separate will and 1s therefore able to control ttthe spaces,

regions, desart, flood & forestrt (9228, E305) quite independently of Los.

In the fallen world there is an irrenedíal gap between passive and

active powers, and oners being is unable to be fu1ly realized. As Camus notes

in The Myth of Sisyphus, ttBetween the certainty I have of rny own existence

and the content I try to give to that assurance, the gap will never be

fí11edrtt30 o. as Eliot writes in rrThe Hollow Menft:

Between the desire
And the spasm
Between the potency
And the existence
Between the essence
And the descent
Falls the Shadow. . . .31

Blake was expressing an idea parallel to this when he wrote: ttShe drave the

Fenales all away fron Los / ln¿ Los drave all the Males fron her awaytt (9:30-

31, 8305).

The relationship between Los and Enitharnon, and therefore the nature of

the fallen world, is brought ínto focus by two extraordinary images. These

images, placed Lowards the end of Night the First, presage the conplete

elaboration of the world of Los and Enitharmon. They can be seen as nodels of

The Four Zoas as a whole which are enbedded in the Lext in order Lo structure
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our reading of the poem. In the first, Enitharmonts ttSong of Deathrr (11:5'

8306), the reader glimpses the possibÍlity of total- disintegratlon which is

implied by the Fa1l. At the sane time we can observe Enitharmonts uneasy

locatÍon between Los and the other Zoas. This location is the premise on whích

Urizenrs attempts to assimílate Los are based, and it is also the imnediate

cause of the trtorments of Love & Jealousyrt which are the poemrs subJect

matter. In the second, the marriage ttFeast of Los and Enitharmontt (L426,

8308), we see the truce that Ís effected ín the spaces and times of Eno, and

the triangle of jealousy which is the substance of that truce.

The |tSong of Deattft is a song ttof" or about Vala (10:9' E305). It begins

with the frFallen Manrr and Urizen taking their ttreposertt while Luvah and Vala

wake and f1y I'up from the Human Heart / Into the Brainfr (10:LL-I2, E305). From

this position they usurp the role of UrÍzen and Ahania. Vala sleeps frupon the

pillowrtr while Luvah síezes trthe Horses of Lightrr and rises ttinto the Chariot

of Dayrr (10:12-13, 8305). At thís point in the Song Enitharmon tel1s us how

she laûghed in her sleep; then, in a sLartling shift of perspectÍve, the Song

seems to change directÍons. It is now Enitharmon who ttin the visions of Valatt

walks rtwith the rnÍghty Fallen Onetr (10:15, 8305). Even more surprisingly' the

trFallen Mantr addresses hinself not to Vala but to Enitharmon (or Enitharmon

in the ttvisions of Valatt) and in doing so admlts his own complicíty in the

Fa1l:

I have refusd to look upon the Universal Vision
And w1lt thou slay \,r¡1th death hin who devotes hirnself to thee
Qnce born for the sport & amusement of Man now born to drink up all

his Powers' 
( roz23-25, E3o6)

tr'le can undersÈand this by saying that the Fall is noL a result of an

índÍvidual act but is something in which everyone partíclpates. The rrFallen

Manrstt refusal to look upon the Universal Vision 1s a refusal which is

enacted in all of his members. However, Enitharnon, as the form and shape of

Los (loss) is an essential and imrnediate constituent of this kind of refusal.

Luvahrs and Valars atternpt to usurp Urizen and Ahaniast position, Albionrs

refusal to look upon the Universal Vision and Urizents slunber ttin the porchff
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all mean that Enitharmon appears before the Universal Man. This is why, in a

Song beginning with Vala and Luvah, it is possible for Lhe Universal Mants

attention to shift fron Vala to Enitharmon. The Song ends by reporting two

parallel events. Albionrs voice gradually recedes, and Enitharmon wakes ttin my

sweet bliss.rrThe effect of the g1obal wíthdrawal suggested by Èhis brief song

is to create, or awaken, Enitharmon (the form of loss) as a distinct and

separate reality. It Ís to ensure that the only realÍty that can be given form

is loss.

Enitharmonrs Song marks the end of a period of largely unconsclous life

and the beginning of self knowledge. For the first time in the history of the

fallen world Los and Enitharmon appear as potent powers who enact the

struggle between active and passive pohrers for dominion. Enitharnon cal1s her

song a ttsong of Deathfr because in singing it she asserts a history which must

end in the annihilation of the male. Although Los later counters Enitharmonrs

Song with a vision of the rfFallen Mantr giving comforL to Vala, hís first

response is to smite Enitharmon. In so doing he creaLes the mirror image of

Enitharmonrs attempt aL dornination. For the male to destroy the female, or

vice versa, is for both to lose their substance. Sone relationship between

the two is necessary for existence. Thus we see, even ín the world held by the

Daughters of Eno, a dynamic which brings the fallen world to the verge of

dissolution. It is interesting that both speak of the same cataclysm, but

Enitharnon seems to applaud it as the basis of her life and pol¡¡er, while

Los cannoË see his own part in bringing it about. Los cries:

Beware the punishnent
I see, ínvisible descend into Lhe Gardens of Vala
Luvah walking on the winds, I see the invlsible knife
I see the shower of blood: I see the swords & spears of

futurity . . .
(11:11-4,8306),

while Enitharrnon says:

Threaten not me 0 visionary thine the punl-shnent
The Human Nature shall no more remain nor Human acts
Form the rebellious Spirits of Heaven. but Lrar & Princedorn & Victory

& Blood. .
(LLz22-24, E306)
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The divlsÍon of actíve and passive powers has meant that the on1-y reallty

that can be given forrn is that of Los and Enitharmon. ft is therefore not

surprísing that in their relationship the baËt1e between active and passive

powers is repeated. Their struggle (like that of their avatars) portends

cornplete destruction:

Night darkend as she spoke t a shuddring ran from East to I'lest
A Groan was heard on high. The warlike cl-arions ceast. the Spirits
0f Luvah & Vala shudderd in their Orb: an orb of blood!

Eternity groand & was Lroubled at the Image of Eternal Death. .
(L2zI-4, E306)

This cataclysn is averted only because, at the injunction of Enitharmon,

Urizen descended, ttGloomy sounding, Now I am God fron Eternity to Eternityrr

(12:8, 8307).

This appears at flrst to be an inexplicable event. It of course makes

sense to argue that Urizen, particularly at the end of the eighteenth

century, ruled the fallen world, but what is the mechanisrn that suddenly

introduces Urizen into the conflict between Los and Enitharmon? hrhy does this

descent prevent ttthe onett from murdering ttthe other" (12:6' 8306)?

The relationship between Los and Enitharnon is analogous to that between

the self and the body. As the embodiment of the active pohter' Enitharnon is

also the point at which the perspectives of the self open onto those of

others. Thus Ín Jerusalern Blake writes that it Ís through the Emanatíons that

one is able to communicate to others (188:3-11, 8246). Merleau-Ponty

expresses a similar idea when tells us that

lJe must abandon the fundamental prejudice according to which the
psyche is thaL which ís accessible only to nyself and cannot be seen
from outside. My trpsychett is not a serles of rrstates of
consciousnessrtt that are rigorously closed in on thenselves and
inaccessible to anyone but me. My consciousness is turned primarily
toward the world, turned toward things; it is above all a relation to
the world. The otherrs consciousness as well is chiefly a certain way
of conportíng himself toward the world. Thus it is in his conduct, in
the manner in which the other deals wíth the world, that I will be
able to discover hís consciousness.32

In Bl-akets terms the passive porlrer (our corporeal comportment in the world)

is our Emanation and the point at which h¡e are open to others. This gives the

body a strange duality. As Sartre points out, the body is rrthe body for nett
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and rrthe body for others.tt33 It is thÍs kind of duality Ímplicit in her own

constitution that Enitharmon makes use of when she cal1s down Urizen. In a

paradox which is central to the problematic of The Four Zoas Enitharrnonrs

constitution as the body or form of the fallen world means that she is the

shape or enbodiment of Los and, at the same time, the shape of the other

Zoast loss. Enitharmon, the Emanation of Los, is in the fallen world also (in

a certaín sense) the Emanation of Urizen:

Silent the prince of Light víewd Los. at length a brooded
Smile broke fron Urizen for Enitharnon brightend more & more
Sullen he lowerd on Enitharmon but he srnild on Los. .

(L2IIO-LZ, E307)

It is a fascinating situation for in these lines can be seen, written into

the very ontology of the fallen world, tfThe torments of Love & Jealousytr that

were heralded on the title page. The fallen world has only one corporeal body

and, as I sha11 argue, the relationshlp between the Zoas becomes a struggle

to possess it.

This triangular sLructure, (Los, Enitharmon and UrÍzen: husband, wífe

and rival) represents a world which is radically opposed to Eternity. There

is no longer the movement of Èhe Zoas as they hearken to the calls of others;

instead Ïre see a struggle for supremacy between flxed monads. Los replies to

Uri-zenrs assertion that he is trGod from Eternity to Eternityrr (1228, E307)

with the following words:

One must be master. try thy Arts I also will try mine
For I percieve Thou hast Abundance which I claim as mine. .

(L2z2O-2I, E307)

The contest between Urizen and Los is noL overtly resolved. As I have

argued, the only resolution that it could have ís that of a complete

dÍsintegration into loss. Blake has introduced a series of divine agencies to

prevent this happening and to demonstrate the conLingency of fa1len 1ife. The

fallen world is therefore structured on tr4ro levels: on the surface we can see

a perpetual and unresolved struggle between a number of discrete units for

the control of the body of the world, and on a deeper l-evel a gradual (and

yet never completed) assimil-iation of being Èo loss. This double structure
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can be seen in the marriage feast of Los and Enitharmon, which surely must

rank as one of the most, extraordinary moments of the poem. This feast

provides the reader with a rnodel which describes the forn of the fallen world

and at the same Lime the structure of the poem itself.

The declaration of opposition and rivalry between Los and Urizen passes

inmediately to a tttableautt in which trthe Prince of Light . . . sat beside the

Seat of Losrr (12:30, 8307). This apparent harmony is not unexpected

because despíte thelr warfare Los and Urizen belong to the same world: they

boLh contribute to the universe of Los (loss). This uneasy juxtaposition of

Los and Urizen 1s the background for Losts attenpted reconciliation wíth

Enitharmon. As so often happens in instances of Jealousy, it is the fact that

Enitharnon is desired by another that makes her into a ttlove objectrf for Los.

This attenpted reconciliation completes the preparatj.ons for the wedding

feast of Los and Enitharmon. The fallen world is precisely the repetition of

thís triangular configuration of Los, Urizen and Enitharmon. All of the Zoas

appear around thÍs feast and triangular structure. Luvah and Vala are seen in

the skies above the feast. They are in a sense also present through Urizen,

for, as I shall argue, he has assimilated them to his perspectives. Tharmas

and Urthona are present in, respectively, the person and world of Los. Blake

makes the presence of Tharmas nore expl-icit than this. The rrchildren of the

elemental worldsrr are ttdriven into the Void / hlhere Enion cravestt (13:15,17-

18,8308) and this ís in turn defined as trLhe golden feastrr (13:18, E308). In

the fa11en world, as the marriage feast of Los and Enitharmon irnplies and the

narrative of The Four Zoas will recount, , the Zoas group Lhernselves around the

ontological realÍty of Los (toss).34

The Song sung at the rrFeast of Los and Enitharmontt makes clear that the

triangular structure of jealousy which stands at the heart of the feast is

the structure of war:

The Horse is of more value that Èhe Man. The Tyger fierce
Laughs at the Human form. the Lion mocks & thirsts for blood
They cry 0 Spider spread thy web! Enlarge thy bones & fillrd
tr'lith narrow. sinews & flesh Exalt thyself attain a voice
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Call to thy dark arnd hosts, for all the sons of Men nuster together
To desolate their citÍes! Man shall be no morel Awake 0 Hosts
The bow string sang upon the hillst Luvah & Vala ride
Triunphant in the bloody sky. & the Hurnan form is no more. . . .

(15:1-8, E309)

This struggle of Zoa against Zoa, and the warfare of man against man (a

struggle whlch is built into the very fabric of the fallen world) is the

gradual assimilation of the Zoas into the rrFeast of Los and Enitharmon.tt

These pages of The Four Zoas, however, look well forward into the poem.

The contention that Los represents the reality of the fallen world Ís nade

problematic, first of all, by a series of voices which all describe, often in

quite contradj.ctory and conflicting ways, the birth of Los, and secondly by

the fact that the poem stops and seems to start agaín. Night the [Second]

recounts a history which appears at first to qualify the birth that we have

described.
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A Cacophony of Yoices

In all fíctional works, each time a man is confronted
with several alternatives, he chooses one and eliminates
the others; in the fiction of Tstui Pên, he chooses -
sirnultaneously - all of them. He creates, in thÌ-s way'
diverse futures, diverse times whÍch thenselves also
proliferate and fork. .r

Jorge Luis Borges'

(1) Hov nany tines can a 7Æ' b born?

This relatively stralght-forward account of the genesís of Los is in no

sense of the term a privileged account. Even in the course of reading the

first Níght ít is continually undernined and qualified by a series of other

narratives. These alternate accounts proliferate so quickly that before long

the reader is encompassed by a babel of conflicting voices. Thís developmenL

l-s inevítable in a world that has been fractured, because each isolated ego

assimllates the event of fracture in an idiosyncraLíc way. l{e are indeed in a

world where everyone can feel the rfdire rn¡oestt but no-one knows trhis dark

compeertt:

Beyond the bounds of their or,rll self their senses cannot penetrate
As the tree knows not what is outsíde of its leaves & bark
And yet drinks the summer ioy & fears the winter sorrovl
So in the regions of the grave none knows his dark compeer
Tho he partakes of his dire woes & mutual returns the pang
The throb the dolor the convulsion in soul sickeníng woes. . .

(7O:L2-t7, 8347)

However, as Donald Ault argues, and as the passage quoted above suggests,

Blakers apparently ttincommensurablerr explanations of events are not
mutually-exclusive: they share the universal psychological/perceptual
principle that exclusÍon or suppression of any central n4rrative
element completely reorganizes ln" fi"t¿ of explanation.2

hle will consider this clain first of all in rel-ationship to the different

accounts of the birth of Los that are offered in the Four Zoas. and secondly

with regard to the poernts second beginning. Our discussion wÍll be ln some

detail because this instance of a cumulatÍve threat to the poemts narratíve
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sÈructure (and the narratorfs authority) provides us with a useful model for

the structure of the poem as a whole.

Reference to the birth of Los is made on six occasions: (1) as part of

the history of the dívision of Tharmas; (2) in the song sung by the Demons of

Lhe Deep in Night the First; (3) the words spoken by the messengers from

Beulah to "the Council of Godfr; (a) by the Spectre of Urthona in Night the

Fourth; (5) by Lhe Spectre in Night the Seventhla]; (6) and finally by the

Shadow of Enitharmon in Night the SeventhIa].3

In the interests of cl-arity vre can leave aside for the moment the

accounts offered by the Demons of the Deep and the Shadow of Enitharrnon. The

first is no more than a brief allusion, while in the second the Shadow admits

that she does not know how Los and EnÍtharmon are born (83:27-30, E359). ltle

can also bracket the Spectrets narrative in Night the Fourth with what he

says in Night the Seventhla] because they are not in conflict and, in fact,

the former seems to be an abbreviated version of the latter. However, even

after this reduction Ìre are still left wíth three extended accounts of Losrs

birth which seem radically to contradíct one another. I have already

discussed the birth of Los frorn the division of Tharrnas at some length and so

at. this poínt I will briefly outline the second and third of these accounts.

The messengers frorn Beulah give the reader a relatively extensive

overview of the ttl,lars of Death Eternaltr (2L'.I5, E311). Their narrative begins

with three events which seem cotemporaneous: Albion rfwept ín the holy tentrr;

ffhis family / Slept"; and 'Urizen awoke & Luvah woketr (2lz16-19, E311).

lrlhile the Universal Man was inactive, Luvah and Urizen attempted to reduce

things to their will. Luvah cried:

I will remain as well as thou & here with hands of blood
Smite thís dark sleeper in his tent then try my strength with

thee.. " (2229-Lo,E311)

Consequently ltDiscord begantt and the rrfirmamentfr was shaken with the sounds of

conflict. Faced with this upheaval, Urthonats sons left the forge in order to

join the conflict between Luvah, Urizen and the ELernal Man. Urthona, on Lhe
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other hand, seems to have been paralysed by the upheaval. trrlhen he heard frThe

Eternal voícerrf he stopped his active work and allowed his hammer to fa1l to

the ground. This resulted in a tripartite division:

dividing from his aking bosom fled
A portion of his life shrieking upon the wind she fled
And Th4rmas took her in pitying Then Enion in jealous fear
Murderd her & hid her in her bosom ernbalming her for fear
She should arise again Èo life Embalmd in Enions bosom
Enitharmon remains a corse such thÍng was never known
In Eden that one died a death never to be revivd
Urthona stood in terror but not long his spectre fled
To Enion & his body fe11.

(22220-28, E312)

A radícally different account of Losfs birth Ís offered by the Spectre

of UrLhona. The Spectre clains that in Eternity he walked with the Shadow of

Enitharmon in ttundivided Essencett; she was his ttgarden of delighttr while he

was ttthe spirit in Ëhe gardentt (84:5-6, E359). However, one day a female form

appeared before the Universal Man. It was at this polnt that the Spectre fel1

from his forge into the wornb of Enion. In this second location à further

division occurred: the Spectre left the frail body of Enitharnon, Los and

Enitharmon r{ere born fron Enionrs womb, and the Spectre became trthe Slave of

that Creation I createdfr (84:31, 8359):

I sunk along
The goary tide even to the place of seed & there dividing
I was divided in darkness & oblivion thou an infant woe
And f an infant terror in the womb of Enion
My masculine spirÍt scorning the frail body issud forth
From Enions brain In this deforned forn leaving thee there
Til1 times passd over thee but sti11 my spirit returning hoverd
And formd a Male to be a counterpart to thee 0 Love
Darkend & Lost In due tÍme issuing forth frorn Enions womb

Thou & that demon Los wert born Ah jealousy & woe
Ah poor divided dark Urthona nohl a Spectre wandering
The deeps of Los the Slave of that Creation I created. . . .

(84:20-31,8359)

As can quite readily be observed, the divergences between these accounts

are nothlng short of astonishing. In the first, Los and Enitharmon seem to be

sínply born from Tharmas and Enion. There are only extremely curtailed and

cryptic references by voices within this account to Urthona; the Spectre of

Urthona does not even appear, and we hear very little of the nature of

Albionrs division or the eternal discord that has 1ed to the Fal1. The
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messengers of Beulah focus on the discord between the Zoas and their atternpt

to smite Albion. tr'le hear in detail a description of the birth of Enitharmon

and the Spectre, but they do not explicitly mention Los, or the birth of Los

and Enitharmon frorn Enion. Fina11y, the Spectre of Urthona describes Ëhe

division of Man, but he does not díscuss the fight between the Zoas. More

surprisingly, he assigns different birth-places to Los and Enitharmon.

I'lhat makes this proliferation of accounts partícularly disturbing is the

authenticity of their speech: there is no hint of duplicíty or insíncerÍty.

In the scíentific method of Bacon and Newton it is assumed that there is a

neutral fllter which can be placed between subject and object which will

present the latter to the former in its enEirety. If this were so, then

conflicting accounts of the same phenomenon could only appear because of

prejudice, an inadequate grasp of the scientific rnethod or a sirnple failure

to observe. In The Four Zoas however, truth is inevitably nediated by

interpretation and position. It is on1-y in an enbrace of the multítude of

voices and memories whích are found in the fallen worl-d that truth, albeit in

an equivocal and sti1l conditj-oned fashÍon, is presented. That there is in

fact one truth, that each speaker rrpartakestr of the ttdire woestt of his ttdark

compeertt even though his senses cannot penetrate beyond the boundaries of the

self, can be seen in the extraordinary fact that despite the conflicts

between Lhese three accounts of the birth of Los the reader nevertheless

gaíns the impression that they are atlempting to describe a common world.

First, and perhaps nost surprisi-ngly, each narrative agrees that a Fall has

taken place. Secondly, although seen from different perspectives, each

narrative describes the division of ttMantt as a separatlon between nale and

female pohrers. For Tharnas and Enion this Ís embedded in the very content and

fact of their discourse, while the other accounts descríbe this division with

relationship to Urthona. The first and third accounts also agree that Los and

Enitharnon are born fron Enion, while the second seems to lose sight of

Enitharrnon in Enionrs ttbosom.rr It musL be admitted, however, that this is a

rather slim basis for any assertion that these different accounts have a
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single world for their obJect. The most damaging poinÈ would seem to be that

the second narrative does not even agree thaL Los is born. The differences

nevertheless dlssolve, once the different perspectives of these narratives

are taken into accounL.

Tharnas and Enion do not speak in any extended way of the sleep of

A1bíon or the warfare between the Zoas because they are atternpting to come to

terns with, and are enclosed by, the fact of their own division. Los and

Enitharnon are therefore born in this account as the reality of this

particular fal1; they are born to Tharnas and Enion. (As I have already

remarked wíth regard to Enitharmonrs Song of Death, this does not nean that

they cannot appear or be born to the other Zoas.) For Tharmas and Enion the

fact that Los may now be the reality of all the Zoas is both extraneous to

their concern and not revealed by their particular perspective. It is

ínteresting to note that Los and Enitharrnon, as they aPpear within the

constraints of this particular narrat,ive, do not explícitly discuss the

dÍvisions of the other Zoas or the point of their own origin because like

all ttchildrentt the fact of their own existence is necessarily their only

reference point. Piaget makes this point when he writes Lhat

As regards the idea of succession, it is surprising to fÍnd that
children not only fail to affirn that they were born after their
parents, but that rnany of them claim anteriority - one rnight almost
say priority, wíth all the val-ue judgements that terrn inplies. .
fron their point of view, time, and hence the existence of older
people, begins with the dawn of their olìrn rnemory. . . . Here we have
a temporal- egocentrism. . . .4

This also helps to explain why Los and Enitharmon do not speak of Urthona. As

fragments of Urthonafs being they can have no conception of the whole that

preceded their indívidual identity. Los and Enitharmon are enclosed by the

fact of their own birth.

By contrast rlrith the first narrative, the messengers from Beulah are not

enclosed within the process of a particular divlsion. They are witnesses of

the Fa11 and as such are able to rnaintain some sort of distance from it. Their

account therefore does not exclude the aspects that are repressed by Tharmas

and they are able to place Urthonars division in the context of an eternal
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conflict. Nevertheless, their account has its own peculiar weaknesses. The

birth of Los and Enitharmon ís not seen by the messengers because they view

the Fall from a world which is not itself fallen. Thís is why their account

of events occurring in the unfallen world ís good, but their view of the

fallen world is limited. From Beulah the messengers can see the shape of the

Fal1: they can see Enitharmon, but to then she is a frcorsetr who has died rra

death never to be revivdtt (22225-26, 8312). They cannot see that Enitharmon

is born as the forn of the world of Tharmas and Enion, or that this worl-d is

animated by Los. Indeed, this is why they do not even menLion Los, for Los is

the ontolosical realit y of a world to which they are outsiders.

The Spectre speaks from a posítion which ís internal to Urthonars fal1,

and this conditions the nature of what he can see. LÍke Los, the Spectre ís a

fragment of the personality of Urthona; he therefore measures Ëhe events of

the Fal1 with relation to his own birth. This is why Los is, for the Spectre,

a baffling charact,er. The Spectre can see the fact of Los, but not his

particular history. I'lith regard to Urthona, however, the situation is

slightly different. Los is the reality of the fallen world and is therefore

born as Urthona in the rnodality of privation. The Spectre on the other hand

exists in ELernity as the power of retention. This means that, although he

cannot describe the conflict which leads to his birth, he does have some dim

idea of the unity which preceded fragmentation. The Spectre can remenber the

name of Urthona, but, unable to separate himself from hís ohln egocentrism, he

confuses himself with this identity. When the part separates itself frorn the

whole, it labours under the delusion that it is the whole.

tr{e can notì¡ summarize the relationship between the different accounts of

the divisíons of Urthona. In the first narrative Los and Enitharmon are born

as the very reality of the division of Tharnas and Enion. This narrative

therefore describes them as they appear from within this division. The

messengers, as observers of the Fa1l, can describe the divisions of Urthona

and the events which led up to Lhis division in some detail. They see the

division of the Spectre and Enitharmon from Urthona, but they cannot see the
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ontoloqical real-ity of the Fall. The nessengers tel-l- the same story as the

narrator of our first account, but it is spoken from outside the experience

of division.

The Spectre speaks from a place which is internal to the Fal1, external

to the divísions of Tharmas, but internal to the dÍvision of Urthona. He

therefore traces an independent path to the place of seed (whích can be

associated with the world of Tharmas because it is the seed that gives form

to the plant) and the womb of Enion. The Spectre therefore fa11s to the place

where, in the first narrative, Los and Enitharmon are born, and that, in the

second narrative, the messengers observe. He ls, however, internal to what is

given form by Tharmas. Tharnas and Enion give form to the shape of the Fall,

but the Spectre, by tracing the world back to Urthona, allows us to see how

what is given form is a reduction of the prophetic functÍon. The tool that

Urthona has forged (even if by default) and to which Tharmas has given form

1s Los. This Ís now the reality that the prophetic voice proclaims. The

Spectrers account is therefore also comnensurate wíth those offered by Lhe

narrator of Night the First and the messengers from Beulah.

In order to complete the picture that Blake bullds up wíth the aid of

this technlque of conflicting and yet commensurate perspectives, it may be as

well to offer a few words on the other accounts of the birth of Los that I

have mentioned. The Demons of the Deep are associated with the fallen world

and particularly with Urizen. It is lnteresting to compare the messengerst

point of view with that of the Demons, for the latter speak from a perspective

which is almost the inverse of the forner. The Demons see the eternal

conflict only in the most general of terms, but what they are able to

describe, in horrifying detail, is the mechanícs of the fallen world. For the

Demons, EternÍty is an unkno¡*n world. An account of the intricacies of Losrs

aetiology is obscured by the fact and reality of his birth:

Tharrnas endurd not, he fled howling. then a barren waste sunk down
Conglobing in the dark confusion, Mean time Los was born
And Thou 0 Enitharmon!

(15:18-20, E309)
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As creatures of the fallen world they are simply confronted with the reality

of loss.

The Shadow of Enitharmon tell-s her story from the perspective of the

female. As such she is able to describe the Fall and the conflict between the

Zoas as it. appears to the f ernale pohrers:

Among the Flowers of Beulah walkd the Eternal Man & Saw

Vala the 1i1ly of the desart. rnelting in high noon
Upon her bosom in sweet bliss he fainted !üonder siezd
All heaven they saw hLm dark. they built a golden wa1l
Round Beulah There he reveld in delight among the Flowers
Vala was pregnant & brought forth Urizen Prince of Light
First born of Generation. Then behold a wonder to the Eyes
0f the now fallen Man a double form Val-a appeard. A Male
And female shuddring pale the Fallen Man recoild
From the Enormity & ca1ld them Luvah & Va1a.

(83:7-16,8358)

Albionrs desire is no longer for others but for a portion of himself. In

fainting against the breast of Vala, he narcissistically attempts to embrace a

portion of hís own being. As the above quotation makes clear, this activity of

the entire Man reproduces the same evenË in his members. Urízen is born into

generatíon, and Luvah and Vala appear as divided beings. This inversÍon is

the essential activity in lrrhich the female participates and she gives a clear

account of it, but from this point on the Shadowrs memory seems to fail. She

knows that Urizen and Luvah both want rfTo bind the father & enslave the

breLhren,rr that from her perspective itall Beulah fell" (83:26, 8359) and that

Los and Enitharmon are born, but how this last event is accomplíshed she does

not know:

forgetfulness quite wrapd me up
A period nor do I more remember till I stood
Beside Los in the Cavern dark enslavd to vegetative forms.

(83:28-30,8359)

The inversion of male and female povrers which the Shadow witnesses in fact

precipitates the conflict between the Zoas, the Fall, and the birth of Los

and Enitharmon, but this cannot be known fron the female perspective. Once

again thís narrative conflicts with the others only when the perspective of

its speaker Ís not taken into account.5

It would therefore seem that these accounts of the bírth of Los are not
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incommensurate. It should, however, be stressed that Ëhey are noL commensurate

from every perspectíve. In fact, from the point of view of any one of thern

reconciliation is impossible. Their unity can only be seen by a relationship

to then which transcends perspecLive, which is able to embrace each one of

them and so allow each voÍce to rise. trrlhen this is done, this cacophony of

voÍ-ces, which Íncludes particípants in the Fa1l, observers from above and

below the fallen world, and representatives from the active and passive

powers, suddenly (1n a way which suggests the coning together of the

apocalypse in Night the Ninth) seems to be part of a single world. This

world is that of Los¡ the reality and ontology of privation which is now the

basís of the fallen r+orld. The image that the reader is left wÍth is one that

is both shifting and stable, sublime and beautfful. The sense that one gains

of the shape of Urthonars divlsion cannot be separated fron the warring

chorus of voices in which it finds its form. This embrace of the many

accounts of Losfs birth all-ows us to approach the problen of the poemrs

second beginning. Is the account of the fa11 and birth of Los which is

offered by Night the fSecond] cornmensurate with Losfs birth from the

divisions of Tharnas?

(2) Tno fa11s? Or one fall seen twice?

In Blakers oeuvre the Fal1 is consistently described as a movenent from

an Eterni-ty which is based on relationship to a spatio-tenporal world which

is held and constltuted by a solipsistlc self. trrle can irnagine this as the

reductÍon of the Lion and the 0x to a single ontology; the gradual

assimilation of the different modalities and wisdoms of love, touch, prophecy

and reason to a single perspective. This Fall is an assinilation of all of

Èhe Zoas to the single reality of Los. At the time of the Fall ¡+e therefore

have not one but a whole series of falls, each of which traces a separate

trajectory to the single perspective of the fallen wor1d. A Fal1 such as this

clearly cannot be adequately described by a narrative - such as those
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exernplified by Urlzents books of rnetal - which attempt to reduce their

subJect natter to that which can be seen from a single perspective. A

narrative of this kind cannot represent the movement from relatíonship to

solipsisrn, or give a sense of the rnultiple and símultaneous paths fo1-lowed by

the Zoas. To describe thÍs Fall as it appears to a single observer is like

starting a story by finishing it, or opening a book by closing it: the story

cannot be told and the book cannot be opened because the writer is hin/herself

the conclusion of the story.

This is, of course, the problem that I discussed at the end of my

chapter on The Book of Urizen; however, in the earlier poern it became an

impasse, while in The Four Zoas this dlfficulty is to sone extent overcome.

Blake achieves this by quite consciously structurlng the poem on two 1eve1s.

The Four Zoas is , first of all, a sequentially ordered text: it unfolds

chronologically through nine Nights and, at least on the leve1 of the reading

experience, line follor+s lÍne in a temporal progression. This level and its

form is appropriate for an isolated and fallen self (whether reader or

writer) who must see the world from a fixed perspective and can only Srasp

oLhers (or truth) as they are unfolded to hÍn/her. The Four Zoas ís

therefore, on this 1eve1, held in a single Perspective and unfolded

sequentially: it is a production of the fallen world.

The Four Zoas is , however, on a different level, an eqÞrêqg which allows

the voices of others to arise. llhere The Book of Urizen underlined the

reduction of which it was part by excluding all dialogue and (apart from one

exception) fírst-person speech, The Four Zoas is constructed around a series

of dÍalogues and monologues. In this later poem, therefore, Èhe narratorrs

voice becomes no more than one voice amongst many. !'le have already considered

this with regard to the multiple accounts of the birth of Los. The writerrs

art and the readerrs exercise becones an embrace which allows these different

voices to arise. So generous is this ernbrace in The Four Zoas that, as I have

already suggested, the clamour of voices which arises Èhreatens Lhe forn which

ís forged by the writer and the reader of the poen with disintegration.
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Nowhere Ís this tension between the clarity of the poenrs narrative form and

the strength of the same poemts many voices more explicitly experienced than

in the existence of two first Nights.

trle can sinplify the following discussion by arguing that in general

terms the nass of dÍfferent traJecLorÍes which make up the Fall can be

reduced to two basic movements. 0n the one hand Tharmas and Urthona reLreat'

while on the other Urizen and Luvah seem to advance. (The first is described

in Night the First and the second in Night the [second].) These two kinds of

withdrawal give us, particularly on the l-evel of chronological tíme, two

quite distinct origins of the Fa1l. hre have a chronology of retreat and of

advance into the same closed world. This is why the poen has two Night the

Firsts, or rather, a second Night whÍch closes wíth the statement trEnd of the

Second Nightrr (36220, 8326) and yet which appears as, and claíms to be, a

second beginning. As I have argued, events must appear and unfold to Blake

and the reader Ín sequence. In this instance what appears to the reader is a

second beginning which is in fact sinultaneous with the fírst. 0n the 1evel

of narrative forn this difficulty is inescapable: either A is the beginning

and B follows or vice versa. In The Four Zoas Blake att empts to sidestep this

problem, and so represent two basic movemenLs of fall which are in fact

simultaneous, by putting the second orÍgin in the position of the second

Night, but at the sane time not erasing its clains to be the first NÍght.

Fron Blakets perspective we therefore have th¡o sequential Nights; however,

the erasure of part of the title of the latter Night - so that we read ttNÍght

the . . . tt - and the rhetorlc of its own beginning, means that without

denying that it is for Blake and the reader a second Night (which moreover

leads into Night the Third) I{e can also hear its claims to be, in its own

terms, the beginning of the poem. The sirnultaneous and conflicting

trajectories of withdrawal and advance are therefore held within, but not

assimilated to a single chronology. A reading of The Four Zoas and an

account of the birth of Los, must therefore turn and, without retracing iÈs

steps, begin again.
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(3) Another beginning

The narratives of retreat and advance which are contained, respectively,

by the First and Second Nights are not as self-contained as the preceding

discussion might have implied. 0n the level of form, the perspective and

narrative of one simply excludes the possibility of the other. However, in

unexpl-ained references, silences, inexplicable failures of memory and the

fact of inconpleteness, one can see the suggestion of other narratives and

perspectives. A completed narrative inevitably contains the shadow or

negative determinaËion of the other stories that it could have been. That

there are events occurring at the time of the Fa1l which escape the narrative

of Night the First can be seen in the otherwise inexplicable descenË of

Urizen to Enitharmon and Los, reference by Tharrnas to frThe mentr (4:15, 8301)

and ttJerusalemtr (4:9, E301), and numerous other references in the first Níght

to a universal confl-ict, a prelapsarian state and a divine agency. The most

explicit prefiguration of Night the [Second]rs account of the Fa1l is

contained in the report of the messengers of Beulah. This gives us a quite

detailed accounË of the conflict between Urizen and Luvah, and their resolve

to trsmitetr Albion. The messengerst account of the struggle which precipitates

the Fall, however, seems to conflict quite flagrantly with the events

narrated at the beginning of Night the fSecond]. tr{e will briefly consider one

of these ftcontradictionsrr in order to illustrate the relationship between

these two beginnings of the poem.

In Night the First. we hear Luvah and Urizen plotting the death of Al-bion.

They separately resolve to smite Albion and seize his authorÍty for

thenselves. In Night the [Second] death does come to Albion but hís authority

is not seized by Urizen; in fact he gives his Sceptre away:

Rising upon his Couch of Death Albion beheld his Sons
Turning his Eyes outward to Self. losing the Divine VÍsion
Albion ca1ld Urizen & said. Behold these sickning Spheres
hlhence is this Voice of Enion that soundeth in my Porches
Take thou possession! take this Scepter! go forth in my might
For I am h¡eary, & must sleep in the dark sleep of Death. . .

(232L-6, 8313)
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This apparent conflict between Èhe two accounts arises because the same event

has been assimilated to different perspectives. Albion Ís his sons, just as

the body is the organs which constitute it; but the reverse ís also true. The

Zoas make up Albion, just as it is Lhe congruence of varÍous organs that makes

up the body. In order fully to present this event a narrative must therefore

locate the cause in two places at once: in the part and in the whole. The

Zoast actions of withdrawal effect a withdrawal in the corporate identity and

vice versa. The first lines of the above passage are a good example of the

technique Blake adopts to portray this rnutualíty. 0n the one hand ttRisingtt is

in appositÍon to tTurningtt: Albion is the subject of both verbs. hle can

therefore say that Albion both rises on his ttCouch of Deathrf and Lurns tthis

Eyes outward to Self.tr It is an actj-on on the part of Albion that causes him

to lose the trDívine Vision.tt However, one can argue Lhat rrsonstt is the

subject of tTurning.tt It is therefore the activity of the Sons that makes

Albion focus on a part rather than the whole and so causes him to lose rrthe

Divine Vision.rr The effect of this ambiguity is to make the reader unsure of

which action takes precedence. Albion and his Sons r.r¡ithdraw. This wÍthdrawal

(whether precipitated by himself or hís Sons) results in an act of

abdicatÍon. He now gives hís Sceptre to Urízen.

Thj-s act, in which Albion relinquishes control over his Sceptre and

himself withdraws, is at the sarne tine the triurnph of Urizenfs plans to gain

control of the ttdark sleeper.tt Urizen has taken and been given ttcontroltt over

Albion and his rnenbers. trrlhichever narrative explanation one adopts the result

is the same:

First he beheld the body of Man pale, cold, the horrors of death
Beneath his feet shot throt hin as he stood in the Hunan Brain
And all its golden porches grew pale hriLh his sickening light
No more Exulting for he saw Eternal Death beneath
Pale he beheld futurity; pale he beheld the Abyss
Where Enion blind & age bent wept in direful hunger craving
All ravrning like the hungry worm' and líke the silent grave
Mighty was the draught of Voidness to draw ExisLence in. . .

(23zIL-2t+: 1, E313-14)

Urizen ríses from the feast and his action reveals the real-ity of Los.6
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The accounts of Albionrs withdrawal are therefore not commensurate from

every perspective. For a linear, sequential narrative the accounts offered

by the narrator and Lhe messengers are simply cont.radictory. However, if

these accounts are embraced, if the poemts form and the readerts voice allow

thern to coexist, Lhen the tr^ro accounts can be seen to be congruent renderings

of the same reality.

All this is very well for a particular incident such as Albionrs

withdrawal, or as a method to approach the various voices embraced by the

poem. In discussing the poemts double beginning, however, it is, at least on

a first reading, the differences between the two pairs of Zoas that are most

striking. For example, our earlier discussion of the nature of the Fal1 is

rather severely questioned by the apparent failure of Urizen and Luvah to

separa¡e from their Spectres, and the interesting fact that the horizon of

their world is not formed by their EmanatÍons in the same hlay as occurred

with Urthona and Tharmas.

llithout denying these differences, it is, however, possible to say that

on the ontological 1evel - with regard to what the actions of the Zoas mean

for their being - the sLrategies of Luvah, Urizen, Tharmas and Urthona are

equivalent. All the Zoas are following paths which lead to the universe of

Los and Enitharmon. The levels on which passive and active withdrawal are

dissimilar and yet equivalent movements can be shown by drawing an analogy

from the psychology of the individual.

In passive withdrawal the Zoa retreats into his constituted world. As I

have argued in detail, in this movernent the Spectre and the passive power who

constitute this world achieve separate existences. Like the adolescent who

withdraws from his/her sexual desires, the body (the Emanation) is trel¿ in the

grip of the will (the Spectre) and not allowed to open to others. In this way

the body becomes a shell an,l not a gateway, and the active self (Zoa) is

perpetually at the point of dísappearance. hlhatever the surface manifestation

of this withdrawal, its onLoloeical realitv is loss (Los). However, this is
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not the only h¡ay to withdraw and so enter a v¡orld of loss. Macbeth, for

example, withdraws frorn the community of hurnanity by an act. Similarly, in

Mandelstamrs poem on Stalin, Stalin is described as a trnountaineer.ttT Stal-in

and Macbeth are both active, but their action takes them away from reality.

In this kind of instance, the person (Zoa) uses hís will (Spectre) to hold

and retain a world which suíts his desire. ïle therefore see an alliance and

not a separat,ion between Zoa ar;.d Spectre.

In order to achieve this alliance, however, the effects of thís act

(Emanation) must be excluded because it is the embodirnent of these acLs which

deny the efficacy of the Zoats alliance with the will. The Zoa therefore

sti11 divides frorn his Emanation. This kind of withdrawal is exenplified in

The Four Zoas by UrÍzen. Urizen does not passively withdraw, in fact he

ascends:

UrÍzen rose from the bright Feast like a star thror the evening sky
Exulting at the voice that calld him frorn the Feast of envy. . . .

(2329-IO,8309)

This act, Urizenrs assunptíon of the Sceptre of the whole man, as I have

argued, immediately reveals to Urizen the reality of Los. This is the world

where Enion hreeps (23216, E313) and Los and Enitharmon are born.

Passive withdrawal is a retreat that one associates with characters such

as Thel, while active withdrawal is a retreat fron the world that one can

observe Ín megalomaniacs, yet both movenents create a world of 1oss. In

considering the two beginnings of the poem, r¡re are therefore lookÍng at tr4ro

movenenÈs which are simult,aneous. A single perspective cannot hope to contain

then because they travel along different paths. Nevertheless, the two

trajectories are not incommensurate. If the reader attempts to imagine their

simultaneity a more complete account of the Fall emerges from this chorus of

voices. Although Luvah and Urizen follow different trajectories fron Tharmas

and Urthona, they arrÍve in the sane ontological reality and the same world.

tr'le musL consi-der this latter claim in more detail.
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(4) Another birth of Los

Urizen, of course, attempts to create a world which will exclude the

reality of his actions. This process takes the inevitable form of an

assimilation and appropriation of the other Zoas Eo his perspective: in other

ürords, the world no longer offers the voice of others to Urizen' Now, at least

from Urizenrs point of view, the Zoas (including the reality of loss) exisL

only to the extent that they appear in his world. Urizenrs constituted world

is therefore built on a denial of realíty. One by one each of the Zoas is

harnessed to his world. Luvah, as the rrvictimtr of Urízents aggression (and

his own), is the one who is most completely assimilated. Luvah is contained

by Urizents world just as the Israelites were swallowed up by the world of

Babylon:

Luvah was cast into the Furnaces of affliction & sealed
And Vala fed ín cruel delight, the furnaces with fire' '

(2521+O-4I, E317)

And when Luvah age after age hras quite melted with woe

The fires of Vala faded like a shadow cold & pale
An evanescent shadow. last she fel1 a heap of Ashes
Beneath the furnaces a woful heap in living death
Then were the furnaces unseald with spades & pickaxes
Roaring 1et out the f1uid, the molten metal ran in channels
Cut by the plow of ages held in Urizens strong hand
In rnany a.tãlley, for Ëhe Bulls of Luvah dragd.the Plow' '

(28:3-10, E318)

It is now the Bulls of Luvah that provide the energy to drag urizenrs plough

and the vanquished actually assume the form which has been cut by Urizen. The

oppressed are now the ground to the figure of Urizents accomplishment' just

as the suffering of countless slaves is the unseen negative of the positive

achievement of, for example, the pyramids. To use a Freudian analogy, Luvah

is conparable to the repressed and rerouted libido that is the negative

determination of all of civilizationrs achievements.

Tharmas is assimilated in a different way. He is the universe which

surrounds and defines the horizon of Urizenrs world, the reality (rather than

the energy) which the conscious self has excluded in the process of iLs

formation:
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Èhey reard the nountains & the rocks & hills
on broad pavilions, on pillard roofs & porches & hígh towers
In beauteous order, thence arose soft clouds & exhalations
l,landering even to the sunny Cubes of light & heat
For many a window ornamented with shteet ornamenLs
Lookd out ínto the trrtrorld of Tharmas, where in ceaseless torrents
His billows ro11 where monsters wander in the foamy paths. . . .

(33:1-7' 8321)

Fron the point of view of the figure, the ground is seen only as the ouLer

limit of itself. Similarly, from withín Urizents world Tharmasfs ttceaseless

torrentsfr appear to be contained and rnarshalled by the windows which open out

to them. Tharmasts world is merely the outside which defines the inside, the

panorama which completes the attractions belonging to the room. From the

point of view of the ground, however, the figure is in the process of being

engulfed. The world of Tharmas is, as r¡e have seen, the world of loss and

this is in fact the reality that Urizen vtants to keep at a distance. The loss

and sufferíng of Urthona, Luvah, Tharmas and even of Urizen himself, are what

Urizenrs constructed world is founded on and also whaÈ it wants to exclude.

ThÍs is why Urizen is comforted when he sees his world ttflow forth like

visible out of the invisibletr (33:10, E321). Like the Pharaohs, Urizen is

deaf to the cries and blind to the reality of the oppressed.

Urizen is able to enjoy his comfort for only a short time. To maintain a

world which denies iLs own ground and sources of energy is clearly an

impossible task. The first signs of instability can be found in the presence

of numerous voices which contradict or transcend Urizenfs world. 0n page 33

we gain a sense of the Divine activity which continues outside of the

tfMundane shell'r (33:11-18, E32I-22). Luvahts voice, ItPatient in afflictionrr

and ttreasoning fron the loinsrtf and Valars voice from around the furnaces,

make present the very reality that Urizen denÍes. Vala is described as being

rrlike a shadowtt which ttoft appeard to Uri.zentr (30:56, E320). Tharmasrs world,

as I have already suggested, reminds us of the events of Night the First and

so once again suggests a reality which Urizen has excluded.

This recognition of a world which is not encompassed by Urizen subtly

changes into a sense of the instabiliLy of Urizenrs world when Los and
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Enitharmon appear. This couple have the power to inspi-re in Urizen hinself a

sense of fear and foreboding:

0 bright [Ahania] a Boy is born of the dark Ocean
Íühom Urizen doth serve, with Light replenishlng his darkness
I âm set here a King of trouble comtanded here to serve
And do ny ministry to those who eat of rny wide table
All this is mine yet I must serve & that Prophetic boy
Must grow up to command his Prince but hear my determind Decree
Vala shall become a tlorm in Enitharmons hlomb

Laying her seed upon the fibres soon to issue forth
And Luvah ín the loins of Los a dark & furious death
Alas for mel what will become of me at that dread tÍme?

(38:2-11, 8326)

His fear would seem to be well founded. Los and Enitharmon certainly are not

bound by Urizenfs ttcare & power & severitytt (28'.24, 8318). They are instead

ttdrawn down by their desiresrr (34:1, 8322), they drink "in tenfold joy / From

all the sorrow of Luvah & the labour of Urizentt (3223-4, 8321), and they

descend to |tthe r+oes / Of Vala & the woes of Luvahrf in order to rrdraw j-n

theír delightsrt (30:54-55, 8320). They seem to belong to this world in a way

which Urizen does not. Their ease and sense of belonging renind one of Adan

and Eve, who at the beginning of tine found thenselves in a rn¡orld created for

them. So compleLe was the identity between Adam and Eve and their

surroundings Èhat the animals accepted without qualification the nanes that

were given to them by this pair. For Los and Enitharmon the correspondence

between self and worl-d is even more complete because Lhe reality of Urizents

world is loss. Their descent is therefore nothing like the descent of Urizen

to their world in Night the First. Urizen descended only once and then took

his place at their marríage feast. Los and Enitharnon go down to Urizenrs

world three times in the course of five pages and each descent adds t.o the

inpression of an overwhelmíng force.

More decisively, Los and Enitharnon attempt to reduce Urizenfs world to

its foundations by planting "divisions in the Soul of Urizen & Ahania't (34:3'

8322). Their strategy is renarkably astute, for Ahania is the weak point in

Urizenrs constructed world. As I have argued, when Urizen and Luvah advance,

the Spectre remains part of their active identities because they are

concerned to project and retain what they want to be. The Spectre is,
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therefore, still inLimatel-y associated with the nale power. In thís situation

the fernale ís noÈ an enclosing force that threatens the male with extinctíon

and víes with the male for control of the world, but the passive power which

would actualize Urizenrs íllusions and so provide contact with a world of

others. Urizenfs relationship with Ahania is therefore ambivalent. He needs

her to give his Íllusions some forn of actuality, but it is this very

actuality which poses the gravest threat to his world. The construction of

Urizenrs world moves him further and further away from Ahania. This is why'

when Urizen reLurns ttfrom his inrnense labours and travelsrrf he finds that

Ahania now has a form which is separate from his:

Astonishd & Confounded he beheld
Her shadowy forn now Separate he shudderd & was silent
Till her caresses & her tears revivd him to life & joy. . .

(30245-t+7' E320)

The actuality of Urízenrs world is, as I have dernonstrated, something quite

different fron his illusions, and yet Urizen requires Ahania to revive rrhim

to life & joy.tt It is because Ahania enbodies Urj-zents world Lhat at the end

of Night the [Second] she is able to hear Enionrs lament and it is a1-so why

Los is able to draw her into Enionrs Vortex (34297-98, 8324). To divide

Uri-zen and Ahania is to widen the gap beLween illusion and reality, to

cornplete Urizenfs ttwondrous workrr and at the same tÍme to collapse lt by

severíng it from actuality.

This collapse occurs when Urizen attempts to deny the voice of his

passíve power in its entirety. In Night the Third, when Urizenrs task of

consLruction seems to be completed, Ahania atLenpts to show to Urizen the

ground of this achlevement. She argues that Urízen is compelled to bind

others in order to render his world stable:

No longer now obedient to thy will thou art compellrd
To forge the curbs of iron & brass to build the iron mangers
To feed them with íntoxication from the wine presses of Luvah
Ti11 the DivÍne Vison & Fruitíon is quite obliterated
They call thy 1íons to the fields of blood, they tovrze thy tygers
Out of the hal1s of justice. . .

(3924-9, 8326-27)

Urizen is a dictator who has gained power by subjugating others. However,
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fron Ahaniars perspective thÍs means that even Urizen has left his true self

and has defined himself in opposiËion to the vanquished. Now the victor must

divert all of hÍs energy to the forging of ttcurbs of iron and brasstr in order

to ensure that the defeated do not rise again. The victor is therefore

paradoxically bound to and forned by the vanquished.

Ahania also tells Urizen that he is not king over all and that he has

hirnself been frset. . .leader of . . . hoststt by the ttEternal Onetr (38:15,

8326); and when she tells Urizen her version of the Fa1l, it is one which does

not mention Urizents accomplishment. Instead she puts before hin, once nore'

the Abyss, the indefinite space which at the beginning of Night the [Second]

ttshrunktt his soul frwith horrorrr and prornpted hin to begin his work of

construction (repression). The reality of Albionrs narcissistic enclosure and

worship of trA sweeL entrancing self delusion, a watry vision of Manrt (40:5t

8327), Luvahrs attempt to rrgain doniníonrt over Albíon, and the privation

created by the Fal1, all attaÍn a voice in Albionfs Èerrifíed recognitíon

that tfEternal death haunts all my expectation / Rent from Eternal Brotherhood

we die & are no morett (41:8-9, 8328).

Urizen responds to Ahaniars revelations by excluding her:

An I not God said Urizen. I'lho is Equal to ne
Do I not stretch Lhe heavens abroad or fold them up like a

garment . . .
(422L9-2O, 8328),

and he then rrcast Ahania to the Earthrt (43:3, E328). This rneans that the

active por¡¡er has denied the necessity of physicality, mínd has denied the

reality of the body:

Sha11 the feminine indolent bliss. the indulgent self of weariness
The passive idle sleep the enormous night & darkness of Death
Set herself up to give her laws to the active rnasculine virtue
Thou little diminutive portion that darst be a counterpart
Thy passiviLy thy laws of obedience & insincerity
Are my abhorrence.

(43:6-11, 8328-29)

However, this causes Urizenrs world to dissolve:

She fel1 like lightning
Then fled the sons of Urizen from his thunderous throne petrific
They fled to East & ÍiesÈ & left the North & South of Heaven
A crash ran thro the inmense The bounds of Destiny r¡¡ere broken
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The bounds of Destiny crashd direful & the swelling Sea
Burst from its bonds in whÍr1poo1s fierce roaring with Hunan voíce
Triumphing even to the Stars at bright Ahanias fal1

Down from the disrnal North the Prince in thunders & thick clouds
As when the thunderbolt down falleth on the appointed place
Fe1l down down rushing ruini-ng thundering shuddering
Into the Caverns of the Grave & places of Human Seed
tr{here the ímpressíons of Despaír & Hope enroot forever
A world of Darkness. Ahania fel1 far into Non Entity. . .

(4322t+-t+425, 8329)

This collapse is the very same fa11 as that described 1n Night the First

except that now it is told from the perspective of Urizen. The narrative of

The Four Zoas has taken us full circle; the two basic trajectories

of advance and retreat, and the four paths that the falling Zoas take, have

all arrived at the same point. trrle have recounted at length the reductlon of

Urthona and Tharmas to Los. Now Urizenrs world has taken him (and Luvah ín

Urizen) by a reductio-ad-absurdun to loss. Ahania and Urizen fall to rrthe

Caverns of the Grave & places of Human Seedrtt and the latter becomes tta

formless unmeasurable Death" (52:12, E335).

This fa1l brings us in terms of ontological time back to (or up to) the

beginning of the poem. From this collapse Tharmas appears as tta shadow of

smokell:

But frorn the Dolorous Groan one like a shadow of snoke appeard
And human bones raLtling together in the smoke & stamping
The nether Abyss & gnasshing in fierce despair. panting in sobs
Thick short incessant bursting sobbing. deep despairing stamping

struggling
Strugglíng to utter the voice of Man struggling to take the features

of Man. Struggling
To take Lhe limbs of Man at length ernerging fron the smoke
0f Urizen dashed in pieces from his precipitant fall
Tharmas reard up his hands & stood on the affrighted Ocean . . .

(442I4-2L, 8329-30),

and at this point Tharnas and Enion repeat in its essentials the exchange

that was heard at the beginning of Night the First. Tharmas cries that he is

a fool to lose his rrsweetest blisstt and that trrage & mercy are alikett to hirn

(452L,29, E330). Enion feels as if she has been destroyed by Tharmas.S

In Night the First, Los and Enitharmon gained strength fron Tharmasts

division. Sirnilarly, at the beginning of NÍght the Fourth it is these two

characters agaÍn who emerge in strength frorn this cataclysm:
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But Tharnas rode on the dark Abyss. the voice of Tharmas ro1ld
Over the heaving deluge. he saw Los & Enitharrnon Emerge
In strength & brightness from the Abyss.

(472L-3, 8331)

This, of course, is no different fron the other births of Los that we have

discussed. The event of Los and Enitharmonst emergence from the Abyss, which

necessarily appears as a series of points in a linear narrative, is in fact

the point at which the different paths of the Zoas meet. Tharnas, Urizen,

Luvah and Urthona meet in this emergence of Los and Enitharmon. Once again

the only reality Lhat Tharmas and Enion can give birth to is loss,

These first three Nights must therefore be seen as occurring on three

quite distinct levels. In the fírst, the Nights appear as a línear sequence

which therefore has a certain curnulative effect. However, this sequence is

disputed by Lhe competing narratives generated by the paths followed by

dífferent Zoas. The first three Nights are therefore, on a second 1eve1, a

series of different trajectories which are held within the ernbrace offered by

the chronology of the poetrs voice. Thirdly, the first Night begins and the

third Night ends at the same ontological tlme. This gives the impression that

the different trajectories described 1n these Nights are in fact

cotemporaneous. Superimposed on the prevÍous thro levels is the form of

a circle. This third level also underlines the single point to whlch all of

the paths taken by Lhe Zoas lead. Each one of the Zoas falls to the world of

Los and Enitharmon. Frorn out of this circle the single narrative line of the

following Nights proceeds. This can happen because the convergence of the

different trajectories of Urizen, Luvah, Tharmas and Urthona in Los gives a

single perspective from which Lhe fallen world can be ordered. It is fron

this vantage point that the unitary time and space of the fallen world

appears. To this point the poem has been concerned to describe the reduction

of Eternity to loss. In Night the Fourth this reduction is conpleted and a

fa11en history emerges ín which Los constructs a world fron his own

perspective. In order for this to happen Los must appear as a separate and

conscious being. The world of Los nust come of age.
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fire ElaboratÍon of loss

I am the angel who dwells in the point where lines fork.
hlhoever retraces the way of dívided things encounters me,
whoever descends to the bottorn of contradictions runs
into me, whoever mingles again what was separated feels
my membraned wing brush his cheekl

rtalo calvinol

(1) Urttrona, Enl-tharmon, Los and the Spectre

The fall into the reality of Los and Enitharmon is a reduction to the

ontology which grounds the fallen world. Until this is cornpleted the

sequential unfolding of the Nights sets up a chorus which attempts to deny

the multiplicity of times and trajectories which is its subject matter. It is

undoubLedly the tension between these two levels of the text which makes any

approach to The Four Zoas arduous. Even at the beginning of the Fourth Night,

however, this conflict between vehicle and tenor, form and subject matter, is

not over. The reality and ontology of Los has been formed, but it stil1

remains to elaborate and enbody this world. 0n1y when the unitary time and

space of our world has ful1y appeared will the gap between form and subject

matter be closed. The next three Nights of The Four Zoas take the form of a

relentless elaboration of the break or gap that has opened ín the world;

however, before rrre can consider this process r4te must attenpt to describe in a

1itt1e nore detail the relationship between Los, the Spectre of Urthona and

Enitharmon, who together form the substance of the fallen world.

In the previous chapter I drew attention to the similarities between

Tharmas and Urthona. I argued that because both Zoas withdrew from the

struggle between Luvah and Urizen their divisions could be profitably

compared. lJithout wantíng to deny these similaritles Lhere are nevertheless a

number of i.mportant differences which should not be overlooked. Most
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important of these is Lhe rather surprising fact that Tharmas divides into

three portions (Tharmas, Enion and Spectre), whíle Urthona divides into four

(Urthona, Los, Enitharnon and Spectre). In addition we can also observe thaL

Tharmas remains an actor in the fallen world while Urthona seems to be only

peripherally present. He appears as rfDark Urthonarr (138:1, 8406):

North stood Urthonas stedfast throne a hlorld of Solid darkness
Shut up in stifling obstructi-on rooted in dumb despair. . . .

(74217-L8, 8351)

Urthona is in some hray hidden in the fallen world.

Urthonats division into four gÍves rlse to a number of disturbing

ambiguities and apparent confusions which are not resolved by applying the

model offere,l by Tharmas. There Ís, for example, no menÈion of Urthonats

Spectre in Night the First, [Second], or Third and when, in Night the Fourth,

he suddenly appears on the scene it seems as if it is Tharmasrs rape of

Enitharnon that has delivered hin to the fallen world. Yet, in the SpecËrers

ohrn account hre are told that he existed in the prel-apsarian world and it is

the appearance of Los which is unexplained. This second contention seems to

be supported by the rather extraordinary fact that not one of the many

accounts of divÍsion and fall offered to us by The Four Zoas details the

dÍvisÍon of Los from Urthona. The problen is further complicaLed by Lhe claÍn

of the Spectre to be Urthona. We can atternpt to resolve these confuslons by

returning once more to the poemts foundations.

I have argued that the Fall is a movement away fron a world of

relationship and into a world defÍned by the isolated self, where man tthas

made hinself his or4rn creator and judge.tt2 This is, with regard to Urizen,

Luvah and Tharmas, an alienation which precipitaËes them into the world of

Los. In the path followed by Urthona, however, this reduction follows a

different course. Urthona is clearly not reduced to the world of one of the

oLher Zoas; instead, he is reduced to what is an authentic nodality of hls

own being. Urthona is the ttearth ownerrtt the prophet who gives voice to the

reality of the world. The prophet walks in the realms of actuality and is

therefore the owner of the earth, or the foundatlons on whlch our lives
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sËand. The reduction of Urthona to Los ís therefore not a fa11 to another

se1-f, but to what ís a porLion of his being.

trlhen Urthona withdraws from his forge hre can initially see the same

process of dívision as in Tharrnas. Reality is now formed in Ëhe intersection

between the Spectre (who holds a particular world stable) and Enitharmon (the

pov¡er which forms that world). The division of Urthona is therefore at first

a division into Spectre, Emanation and Zoa. However, Ín falling into the

reality of privation Urthona enters a different form of himself. trle can

picture this as a kind of ínversÍon: the articulate, expansive prophet 1s now

closed within the actuality of withdrawal and all he can give voice to is

loss. 0r, alternatively, the form held by the Spectre and Enitharmon is the

shape of Los. Something of the nechanics of this inversÍon is suggested in

the Spectre?s own accounË of the division of Urthona:

ï was divided in darkness & oblivion thou an infant woe
And I an infant terror in the womb of Enion
My masculine spirit scorning the frail body issud forth
From Enions brain In thls deformed form leaving thee there
Til1 tines passd over thee but still ny spirit returning hoverd
And fornd a Male to be a counterpart Lo thee. . . .

(84 222-27, 8359 /82352)

The Spectre retains or embraces Enitharmon and so (1Íke Tharmasrs Spectre)

holds the fallen world stable. However, he contÍnues:

0 Love
Darkend & Lost In due time issuing forth frorn Enions womb
Thou & that demon Los wert born Ah jealousy & woe
Ah poor divided dark Urthona noh¡ a Spectre wandering
The deeps of Los the Slave of that Creation I created. . .

(84 z 27 -3I, F,359 /82352)

In other words, before the Spectre announces the apparently inexplicable

appearance of Los he suggests almost casually, and certainly without

conscious recognition of the thought, that Los is the reality of his own

creatíon. Enitharmon is ltlovefr which has been tfDarkend & þq.tt
tle can say therefore that the Spectre is correct when he clairns to be

Urthona (84:30, 8359/82352) and even, in a certain sense, when he asserts

that he is Losts I'real Selffr (85:35, 8368/82353). The world held in the

embrace between Enitharmon and the Spec tre is the shape of Urthona without
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motion. However, unlike the other Spectres (and thanks to divine agency) the

Spectre of Urthona is a Spectre of the Livlng and not of the Dead; his world

is based on the realitv of privation. This means that the lnverse of the

Spectrers proposition is also correct. Los is the ffreal Selftr of both the

Spectre and Urthona.

One of Lhe corollaries of Urthonars reducLion to the reality of

prÍvation is that a rudimentary relationshÍp between the active power (as

Los), passive poh¡er (Enitharnon) and the Spectre still exists. Thus,

Enitharnon is born with Los and until her tfrapert at the beginning of Night

the Fourth she seems to be at least partially connecLed to Los. Ïrlhen she is

torn apart Los

howld at the rending asunder all the fibres renË
hlhere Enitharmon joind to his left side in griding pain
He falling on the rocks bellowd his Dolor. Èi1l the blood
Stanchtd, then in ululation waild his woes upon the wind. . .

(4927-70,8332)

Sinilarly, until this point the Spectre and Los are not distinguishable. It

is because this elementary relatÍonship persists (within the grasp of

Providence) that Urthona does not become a ttformless unmeasurable Deathrr

(52'.L2, 8335) and Enitharmon does not join Enlon, Ahania and Vala on the

'rmargln of Non Entityrr (46'.12, 8331). It is this tripartite relationship

(Los, Enitharnon and the Spectre - which together is the substance of Dark

Urthona) which forms the reality of loss.

To summarize this rather difficult point: Luvah, Urizen and Tharnas

experience a movement ínLo the nothingness of loss. Their Emanations (in

these first Nights) are perpetually on the poÍnt of disintegration. The being

of these Zoas is therefore perpetually being assirnilated to 1oss. Urthona

also experiences thís reduction; he divides int,o Spectre and Enanation, and

of course the reality of this division is loss. However, unlike the other

Zoas, Los is an authentíc part or nodality of his being and this portion of

his being is held by Providence. trùhere on the one hand the other Zoas fa11 to

Los (and are therefore alienated frorn their olrn nature), on the other hand

the fragments of Urthonars belng are held and given a rudimentary coherence.
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Urthona, like the other Zoas, lives in Los (loss), but the shape of the world

of Los (Los, Enitharmon, Spectre) is a form of hlmself. This form is that of

Dark Urthona: the prophet turned away from others, the poet without a voice.

Fina11-y, this is why Los does not figure in any of the accounts of the actual

division of Urthona. Los appears Ín the fallen world as the reality of the

Zoast divisíons. Urthona, as the articulate prophet who is now ttShut up in

stifling obstructiontt and rfrooted in dunb despairrrr remains somewhat outside of

the action of the poen because he is norv the silent and fractured being who

is gÍven shape by the rudimentary relatlonship between Los, the Spectre of

Urthona and Enitharmon.

(2) The discovery of others

In the opening Nights of The Four Zoas we see Los in the self-assurance

of childhood. He therefore does not question his own nature or that of the

world that surrounds hin. Los is like Adam in Paradise, with the important

qualification that he is in a fallen paradlse. This is why John KÍlgore

describes Los in these early Nights as tta merely natural imagination.tt3 There

seems to be no essential gulf between the nature of Los and the world Ín

which he finds himself.

As Los gror4rs in years he discovers, like all children, that this harmony

is íllusory. The innocent lamb finds ltself in a world of wolves and tygers.

In the first Night of The Four Zoas the contingent nature of Losrs harmony

rr¡as suggested in the inage of the wedding feast. The figures of the Dernons of

the Deep, Urizen, Tharnas and the Divine Vision in the Robes of Luvah, whÍch

framed the rapprochement between Los and Enitharrnon' suggested an

uncomfortable degree of participation by others in Losrs world. It is as if

the oLher Zoas forn the ground against which the marriage is defined. The

relationship between Los and the other Zoas, and the cause of the instability

inherent in Losts world, can be illustrated by adopting a spatial netaphor

for a moment.
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In wíthdrawal the Zoas present the rrcliffsrr (8U13:55, 877) of' Ëheir

separate selves to one another. Los, as the reality of this separation, is

the space beÈween the cliffs; he ís the actuality of privation. The Zoas

depend upon loss for their definÍtion, for if there rtlere no space and reality

of privatÍon they could not be isolated selves. However, at the same time the

reverse of this is also true; Los depends upon the Zoas for hís definítion.

If the cliffs were to completely disappear Los would no longer be outlined

and so he would vanish. This in fact happens in Night the Ninth. VJhen the

Zoas resume relationshÍp with one another the clíffs are erased and Los

vanishes. In Night the Ninth Los vanlshes in the midst of a movement towards

unity. In Night the Third and Fourth the complete assimilation of the Zoas to

Los portends a radically different disappearance. As I have argued, the loss

of Urizents world is a gain for the world of Los and Enitharmon: they emerge

in triumph frorn thís debacle. However, while this collapse seems to have

increased Losts power it has also brought the entire universe close to

extinction. Los depends upon the other Zoas for his definition. If the Zoas

were all to become a ttformless unmeasurable Deathrrr the cliffs which define

the reality of Los would vanish and we would be left with an all encornpassing

lack of definitíon. It hardly makes sense to call an all-pervasive nothing a

privation.

This formation of one by the other, in which Los is the reality of the

Zoast withdrawal and yet depends upon this same withdrawal for his belng, is a

relationship which nust be rigorously distinguished from the relationships

which constitute Eternity. In Eternity the substance of the world is forned

in the unit call-response, while in the fallen world it is clearly cause-

effect. The relationship between Los and the other Zoas exemplifies a world

of trcruel trtlorks r 
tr

wheel without wheel, with cogs tyrannic
Moving by compulsion each other: noL as those in Eden: which
hlheel within lfheel in freedom revolve in harmony and peace.

(¿15:18-20, 8159)

The very substance of the fallen world is therefore forned j-n war and
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struggle. A novement of Urizents world towards collapse creates a reverse

movement Ín Losrs wheel and he gains ascendancy.

At the beginning of Night the Fourth this struggle has become extreme.

Luvah has been overcome by Urizen, A1bíon has fallen, Urizen has himself

dissolved and the universal combat has been narrowed to a single confllct.

Los cries:

trrle have drunk up the Eternal man by our unbounded power
Beware lest we also drink up thee rough demon of the hraters
Our God is Urizen the King. King of the Heavenly hosts
Ïle have no other God but he thou father of worms & clay
And he is fa1ln into the Deep rough Demon of the waters
And Los remaíns God over all.

(48:13-18, 8332)

Tharmas is equally unequivocal:

ülhat Sovereign Architect said Tharmas dare my will controll
For if I will I urge these \{aters. If I will they sleep
In peace beneath my awful frown my wíll shal1 be my Law.

(49:1-3, 8332)

In the saga of Losts growth to maturity this confrontatÍon signals a movement

which is in some hrays equivalent to the passage from Innocence to Experience.

The world is no longer one in whích the lion lies down with the larnb; the

universe is found to have other intentions than the satisfactíon of Losrs

desires.

Like all moments of transition this confrontation precipitates an

extreme crisis. Tharmas and Los confront each other as solipsistic selves, as

gods. hlhíle they adopt this comportment towards the world their relationship

can only be one of struggle and its outcome must be the assimllation of one

to the other. At this penultirnate stage of the Fallrs reduction of the Zoas

to privation, however, the problen is that Tharmas and Los are both necessary

if the shape and realÍty of the fallen world is to be preserved. In this

crisis, therefore, the poern teeters on the edge of the total dissolution that

the Daughters of Eno hoped to avert. 0r, more precisely, thís is the same

crisis as that which earlier in the poem provoked the Daughters of Eno to

open a time and space for the Fall. The nothingness beyond the privation

which is Los nay be avoided only by entering the tíme and space of Los. In
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order to allow this, Los must bind the world to his perspective. This entry is

effected by a mechanism so extraordinary that I will resort to the use of an

analogy in order to introduce it.

(3) Master and slave

An impasse símilar to the one that I have been describing occurs towards

the beginning of Hegelrs Phenonenologv of Spírit. In section B of this book

Hegel describes the transltion in which consciousness becornes self-

consciousness. As a result of thls transition the world no longer appears as

an independent and self-subsÍsting reality, but is seen to be an aspect of

consciousness and unabl-e to exist without it. This recognitíon does not do

away with Lhe external world; it is sti1l present, but self-consciousness

realizes that its own truth is to become independent of iE (ThÍs idea is

analogous to the belief of the Zoas, and particularly of Urizen in Nlght the

Third and Fourth, that they are gods and that their truth is independent. of

the world outside then.) Self-consciousness attenpts to resolve the gap

between its own truth and the world by assimilating the world through work

and action. In Hegelfs terms self-consciousness reveals itself as desire.

Such action is, however, doomed to failure because if it were to be

completely successful the world and therefore self-consciousness would vanish.

Self-consciousness requires an external world in which to express and

manifest itself.

In the social world this struggle becomes a struggle for recognition.

This is no idle affair but takes the forn of a ttlife and death struggle.'l

Ivan So11 writes:

We are now Ín the social sphere, but in an antisocial way. Each of
these individual self-consciousnesses tries Èo negate the other by
killing it and nust risk its own life to do so. They engage in a
ttlife and death strugglert which is the dírect consequence of the
general charactçr of each self-consciousness to negate whatever is
external to it.4

Individual self-consclousness (like the Zoas) attempts to reaLize iLs own
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truth, and exercise its ohrn pov¡ers by assimilating others. However, this

ultimately creates a probl-ern. To completely assimilate the oÈher (for Tharmas

to completely appropriate Los, or vice versa) would be for the world to

dissolve. Each individual self-consciousness needs the other to recognize it-.

In the Phenonenologv this situation is resolved in the relationship between

Master and Slave. As Kojève wriLes, in Èerms which are strikingly

reminiscent of Blakers descríptions of the fallen world:

In order that the human reallty come into being as ttrecogni-zedtr

realíty, both adversaries must remain alive after the fight. Now,
this is posslble only on the condition that they behave differently
in this fÍght. . . . ülithout being predestined to it in any way, the
one must fear the other, must give in Èo the other, must refuse to
rísk his life for the satisfaction of his desire for trrecognitíon.rf

He must give up his desire and satisfy the desire of the other: he
must rfrecognizett the other without being |trecognizedtr by him. Now,
ttto recognizetr him thus is ttto recognizett hím as his Master and to
recognize hinself and to be recognized as the Masterrs Slave.

In other words, in his nascent state, man is never simply man- He

is always, necessarily, and essentÍally, either Master or Slave.J

I,le can observe a simÍlar resolution to the problem of warring and isolated

identities in The Four Zoas.

At the beginning of Night the Fourth, Tharmasrs identity is revealed as

a desire to appropriate Los and Enitharmon. Blake writes that rrhis bowels

yearnd over themt'(4723,8331) and on the very next plate he demands that Los

"Rebuild this Universe beneath my indignant powertt (4824, E332). This demand

leads to a direct conflict between Los and Tharmas which is indeed, as I have

argued, a life and death struggle. However, Tharmas, at this stage of the

Fall, pities Los and, perhaps, also realizes that to engage ín this struggle

w111 be to destroy everything. As a result, Tharnas does not attempt to

destroy Los; instead, he makes Los his slave: he forces him wíth the threat

of annihilation to do hÍs wi11.

This decision is enacted ín a curious incident which has reverberations

throughout the poem. Tharmas rapes Enj-tharmon avray from Los:

So Saying in a ltlave he rap t d bright Enitharmon f ar
Apart frorn Los. but coverd her with softest brooding care
0n a broad wave ín the hrarm hrest. balmlng her bleeding wound. . . .

(4924-6,8332)

Tharnas is able to do this because Enitharmon, as I have argued in a previous
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chapter with regard to Urizen, is not formed solely by Los. As the passive

por,üer whích enbodies the fallen world, she is in a sense nidway between

Tharnas and Los (just as the body is midway between self and other). 0r, to

express this in a different way, the forn of the fallen world is created in

the gap whích opens between self and other. This neans Lhat the shape of

privatíon (as I have argued in the previous section) is formed both by the

reality of Los and by the Zoasr withdrawal. All of the battles in the fa11en

world are therefore struggles over the ownership of thÍs form and of this

body. Tharmasrs action is equivalent to an atternpt to asserË that the forn of

the world belongs only to himself. Thís is not an isolated event. It is

inLeresti-ng to note that Urlzen engages in the same activity in Nights [Two]

and Three, and that in Night the First Urizents atternpt to control the world

is also characterized as an attempt to have int,ercourse with Enitharnon. If

Tharnas r,rrere to succeed in drawíng Enitharmon arr¡ay from Los the world would

dissolve, but this 1s not his intent. He is engaging in a dangerous game of

brinkmanship. He returns Enitharnon to Los, but uses this revelation of his

poh¡er t.o force Los to obey his will.

Hegel writes that the slave feels ttthe fear of deathrrand because of

this rrtrembled thoughout, making all that was stable in hím shudder.tt6

Sim1lar1y, this demonstration of the dependence of his being on others

shatters the stabllity of Losts world. Enítharmon is torn fron his side in
frgriding paÍnrr (49:8, 8332) and Los fal1s on the rocks and ttin ululation

waild his woes upon the windrr (49:10, 8332). The reader therefore has a sense

of a further falling apart. It is also now that the Spectre ttfalls.tt It is

not clear whether he falls fron Urthona or from Los. In fact both

possibiliLies are correct. The Spectre falls apart from Los wiLhin the body of

Dark Urthona. For Tharnas to take away Enitharmon i-s for Los and the Spectre

to fall apart. Ontological reality is suddenly without a form and the Spectre

has nothing to retain. To this point the two beings have sirnply overlapped,

but now, at Èhe point of dissolution of the fallen wor1d, the reader discovers

that Urthona has two identities, two histories and therefore two trajectories
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in the fallen world.

Although this is difficul-t to understand in abstract and theoretical

terms, it is nevertheless quite clearly a self-evident fact of the fallen

world. l.le can see it, for example, in the set of disÈinctions that nodern

linguistics uses to descrlbe language. trrle speak onl-y by participating in a

sysLem whose will is not our own: .ryþ depends upon langue, speech upon

sedinented language. This is particularly clear in the anecdotes that Whorf

tells about his experiences as an employee of an lnsurance conpany or in his

studies of the Hopi Indi.rr".7 The wíll that retains the system or form of the

fa11en world is independent of ourselves and our neighbours, and yet to

separate this will too conpletely fron ourselves would be a nistake. At

certain nomenÈs we seem to be able to make this will our slave: Ir¡e can use

the systern of language to communicate our own rneanings; it can be a vehicle

for speech.

It is inËeresting that the will has not always been recognized as an

independent faculty. Hannah Arendt quotes Gilbert Ryle who writes that Plato

and Aristotle never mentioned volitions ttin their frequent and elaborate

,:liscussions of the nature of the soul and the springs of conduct.ttS The will

was in fact only discovered in the early Christian experience of tran

imperative demanding voluntary submission.tt9 This experience, however,

uncovered not one but two wills which were opposed t.o each other. St. Paul

describes this double will in Romans chapter seven:

(15) For that which I do I allow not: for what I would, that do I
not; but what I hate, that do I. (16) If then f do that which I would
not, I consent unto the 1aw that it is good. (17) Now then it i-s no
more I that do it, but sín that dwelleth in me. (18) For I know that
in me (that is, in my fleshr) dwelleth no good thing: for to will is
present with me; but how to perforn that whlch is good I find not.
(19) For the good that I would I do not: but the evil which I would
not, that I do. (20) Now if I do that I would not, iL is no more I
that do it, but sin that dwelleth ín me. (2L) T fínd then a 1aw,
that, when I would do good, evil is presenL with me. (22) Eor T

delight in Èhe law of God after the inward nan: (23) But I see
another law in my members, warring against the law of my mind, and
bringing rne into captivity to the 1aw of sin which is in ny members.
(24) O wretched man that I arnt who shall deliver me from the body of
this death? (25) I thank God through Jesus Christ out Lord. So then
with the mlnd I nyself serve the 1aw of God; but with the flesh the
law of sin.
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St. Paulrs account of the struggle between the will of the flesh and the will

of the spirit is, as we shall see in our discussion of the remaining Nights,

the nodel for Losrs struggles hrith his Spectre. It Ís for Los the experience

of an imperative, uttered by Tharmas, whÍch denands voluntary subnission that

uncovers a second will which stands alongsÍde his own.

If the Spectre is the will which holds the forn or flesh of the fallen

world, then we are able to understand his ambivalent nature and divided

loya1-ties. The Spectre (or the synchronic systern) is not himself creative; in

fact he can only hold the forn of Èhe fracture (the body of the world)

between Los and Tharmas. This neans, however, that the Spectre can be

subordinated by both Tharmas and Los (just as language and therefore the will

implicit in language can be shaped by nyself and by my neighbour). This is

why the Spectre obeys Tharmas (and in doing so forms a solid world beneath

Losts feet and bears Enitharnon back to Los) and yet obeys tThe voice of Losrt

and is cornpelled Lo labour rrround the Furnacestr (53:18-19, E336).

Los responds to the gap that he has discovered between the self and the

Spectre, the self and the enbodiment of the self (Enitharmon), by atternptÍng

to bind the Spectre and his Enanation to his own wil1. Los is the reality of

the fallen world and as such, when he cones of age and experiences the

fragmentation of this world, he can only respond Ín a way which is congruent

h¡ith his own identity. The various withdrawals of the other Zoas are

therefore realized in the very substance of the fallen world. It is nol{' as

Los binds the world to his perspective, that a world of privation appears.

(4) ttlle was hinself transfornedrr

The world which surrounds the Master and his Slave is a ltformless

unmeasurable Death.trFaced with this chaos and the possibility of his own

death (which was implied by Tharmas), Los begins to bind Urizen. It is

interesting to conpare this activity with the binding that Los undertakes in

The Book of Urizen. In general outline, the two activities are the same;
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however, the context and signÍficance of this activity has changed in The

Four Zoas. There is , for example, no longer the suggestion that Los is

awaitÍng the return of Urizen. In The Book of Urizen Los is motivated by fear

and terror, but these emotions precipitate an awaÍting (BU8:9-10' 873). In

The Four Zoas this actÍvit y has been narrowed. Los sti1l experiences fear,

but now he experiences this enotion trin his scornful sphere.tt The actÍvity of

watching is not mentioned, and in place of this term the word tttendedrf has

been introduced. The work of tending is addressed, in the fírst insLance,

to the furnaces which are assimilating Urizen. Los is tending the enclosure

of Urizen rather than awaiting his return:

Round him Los ro11d furious
His thunderous wheels fron furnace to furnace. tending diligent
The contemplative terror. frightend in his scornful sphere
Frightend wÍth cold infectious madness. Ín his hand the thundering
Hammer of Urthona. forming under his heavy hand the hours
The days & years. in chalns of Íron round the linbs of Urizen. .

(52225-53:1, E335)

The Los who now forms the time and space of the fallen world ís no

longer the independent, self-subsisting prophet of The Book of Urizen; hís

being is precipitated fron the divisions of the Zoas and he is placed in a

world held by Urthonars Spectre. The Spectre acts under orders from Tharmas,

and hís Emanatíon can be controlled by the same pov¡er. Losrs actions are from

the beginning an attenpt to maintain his ttscornful sphererr by binding others

to his perspective. Just as Urizen caught ttmany a Spírittt (30:1, E319) and

bound them, tfcondensing the strong energies ínto 1íttle conpassrt (30:5,

8319), so Losts blows tÞetrify with incessant beating many a rock. many a

planetrr (52:L9, 8335). This is the beginning of fallen time, when rUrízen

fadedlftand Adan and Noah saw rUrizen give his Laws to the Nations / ny tne

hands of the chíldren of Lostt (SL3:4r8-9, 867). As in The Book of Urizen,

Losts activity will result in the reanimation of Urizen; however, in the

earlier poem Urizenrs laws are promulgated by Los when he passes from the

time of awaitlng and retaining to the time of rnemory. In The Four Zoas this

section of the narrative has been telescoped and now Los binds hfunself as he

binds Urizen:
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The Prophet of Eternity beat on his j-ron links & links of brass
And as he beat round the hurtling Demon. terrified at the Shapes
Enslavd humanity put on he became what he beheld
Raging agaÍnst Tharnas his God & uttering
Ambiguous words blasphenous fí1ld with envy fÍrn resolvd
0n hate Eternal in hÍs vast dÍsdain he labourd beating
The Links of fate link after link an endless chain of sorrows. . .

(53220-28, 8336)

In order to make the self the centre of the world and exclude others

(Urizen, Luvah in Urizen, and Tharmas), Los must get the Spectre to retain a

realÍty which proceeds from his will alone. This is to bind Urizen, but it is

also to bind Enitharmon and therefore to bind himself. In order to hold the

world stable, one must hold the part of the self (the body) which opens to

others. Thus, in Losfs acLlvity both Enitharrnon and Urizen are bound:

The Spectre wept at his dire labours when fron Ladles huge
He pourd the molten iron round the limbs of Enitharmon
But when he pourd it round the bones of Urizen he laughd
Hollow upon the hollow wind.

(53:15-18, E336)

In binding the world Los ties his own being to a particular appearance of the

other. In bindíng Urizen the Spectre binds the particular self whÍch allows

this form of Urizen Èo appear. The result is that Los ttbecame what he beheldrl

(55222, E338) and he and Enitharmon trstonlfy'r (5722,8338) and become

inflexible:

Enitharnon stretchd on the dreary Earth
Felt her irunortal lirnbs freeze stiffning pale ínflexible
His feet shrink withríng from the deep shrinking & withering
And Enitharmon shrunk up all their fibres withríng beneath
As plants witherd by winter leaves & stems & roots decaying
Melt into thin air while the seed drivn by the furious wind
Rests on the distant Mountains top. So Los & Enitharnon
Shrunk into fixed space stood trembling on a Rocky clíff
Yet mighty bulk & najesty remaind but unexpansive. . . .

(57:5-13, E339)

Los has retained the trRocky clifftf which outlines the form of his reality,

but this form also defines the cliffs associated with the Zoasf withdrawal.

In atternpting to bind the ground the figure has inadvertently bound itself.

This means that Losrs being is now bound to the ugliness of the Zoats

conflicts and withdrawals. Once this binding is conpleted the reader sees Los

as a puppet or manikin. The ground now determines the figure and Losrs

limbs writhe and are subject to spasms; they are moved by a power which is
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outside of his will-:

Spasms siezd his muscular fibres writhing to & fro his pa11íd lips
Unwilling movd as Urizen howld his loins wavd like the sea
At Enitharmons shriek his knees each other smote & then he lookd
llíth stony Eyes on Urizen & then swift writhd his neck
Involuntary to the Couch where Enitharmon lay
The bones of Urizen hurtle on the wind the bones of Los
Twinge & hÍs iron sinews bend like lead & fold
Into unusual forns dancing & howling stamping the Abyss. .

(55:28-35,8338)

These lines are appalling in their grirn recognition of the grotesque forns of

life which sustain the fallen world. Irlritten into the very substance of the

world are ttThe torments of Love & Jealousyrf whi-ch were heralded by the poemrs

tÍtle page. René Girard describes jealousy as an emotion in whÍch desire for

another is mediated by a third term. He writes:

Jealousy and envy imply a third presence: object, subject, and a
third person toward whom the jealousy or envy is directed. These two
rrvicesrt are therefore triangular; however !üe never recognize a model
in the person who arouses jealousy because we always take a jealous
personts attitude toward the problem of jealousy. LÍke all victims of
internal rnediation, the jealous person easily convinces himself that
his desire is spontaneous, in other words, that it is deeply rooted
in the object and Ín Lhis object a1one. As a result he always
naintains that his desire preceded the intervention of the medÍator.
He would have us see hin as an intruder, a bore, a l.erzo inconodo who
interrupts a delightful tête-á-tête. Jealousy is thus reduced to the
irritation we all experience when one of our desires is accidentally
thwarted. But. true jealousy is infinitely more profound and conplex;
it alwavs contains an element of fascination with the insolent
rival. 1Ó

In the fa11en world the third person is certainly not incídental to the

configuration of jealousy. In Night the First we sav¡ that Losrs desire for

Enitharmon followed Urizenrs embrace of her, and that their marriage feast

was enacted before UrÍzents gaze. In Night the Fourth Losrs possessive deslre

for Enitharnon is predícated upon his relationship with Urizen. It is in fact

this latter relationship which precipitates Enitharmon as a particular love

object. Now, in Night the Sixth, Los, as the epitome of jealousy, nust keep

his Emanatlon and his rival in chalns.

These same lines therefore bring us back to the notif of the rnarriage

feast. l,le have already inplícitly seen the realization of thls image in the

reduction of all of the Zoas Lo Los. It is now the triangular relationship

of Urizen, EniÈharmon and Los (which parallels thaL of the feast itself)
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around which the Zoas are gathered: Tharmas is Losts ttgodrtt Urizen is the

jealous rival, Luvah is present ín Urízen, and Urthona in Los. As in Night

the First the triangular structure of jealousy is realized as a marriage

chain:

The winter spread his wíde black wÍngs across from pole to pole
Grin frost beneath & terrible snow linkd in a marriage chain
Began a disnal dance.

(58:12-14, E339)

In partíal sunmary we can say that at this stage of the poen Los has a

divided nature. He is the reality of the Fall and (with some assistance from

Providence) he is able to stop the world from dissolving. However, as we have

seen, he is for this very reason Lhe site of the conflict between Tharmas,

Luvah, Urizen and Urthona. In retaining the space of privation he binds (and

so preserves) the struggles of the Zoas. It is for Lhis reason that,

The Four Zoas now (in Nights Six, Sevenlb], and Eight) describes a renewed

and violent struggle between these figures. This struggle is, however, now

conducted entirely within the world of Los. The first indication that the

conflict between the Zoas is to be enacted within the world of Los can be

seen in the birth of Orc. This is an irnportant transition in Èhe poem and one

which must be followed through ín some detail.

(5) Reaction and Revolution

In blnding Urizen, Los ínverts the relationship between the victor and

the vanquished with the result that Orc ís released into Losfs world. hle can

gloss this event in the following way. In order to assume pohter a dictator

relies on the overt or covert support of his/her people. As Hannah Arendt

observes,

Power is never the property of an individual; it belongs to a group
and remains 1n existence only so long as the group keeps together.
lrlhen we say of somebody thaÈ he is trin powertt we acLually refer to

l;":ît.t 
empowered by a certain number of people to act in their

The exercise of this power, however, gradually brings the Èyrant into collision
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wiÈh an ever increasing proportion of the population, who then organize to

oppose him/her. In an effort to eradicate this opposition the tyrant is

brought into conflict with the same people who once covertly or overtly

supported him/her. In thís way the distance between the two Íncreases until

the ruler, in order to give substance to his/her arnbitions, must oppose the

maJority of the population. At this poÍnt the reality of both ruler and ruled

is thaL of privation or loss and this in turn is often the occasion for

revolution. Urizenfs attempt to impose his control over his worl-d follows a

parallel course. The gap beLween his constructed world (his aims and

arnbitions) and reality gradually widens until his world collapses into Lhe

world of Los. This is the occasion for a revolution for, once Los has bound

Urizen, Orc is able to be released. Orc is therefore born as a child of Los

and Enitharnon (revolution energes against a landscape of privation); he is

the child of Losrs binding of Urlzen and Enitharmon.

It ís interesting at this stage of the poem to reflect on Lhe possible

developnents from this point. The most likely one would seem to be that Orc

would take his revenge on Urízen. In this scenario Los could himself take

part in this struBgle, siding with one or the other of the combatants. This

would, however, mean that ü¡e are at the apocalypse of the Lambeth prophecies

in which the very fabric of the world is torn apart, in which Los

arose his head he reard in snaky thunders clad:
And with a cry that shook all nature to the utmost pole,
Callrd all his sons to the strife of blood.

(E15:9-11, E66)

trlhatever the status of this apocalypse in the earlier poems it is clear at

this stage that such a consummation would usher in annihilation. It is

therefore natural that Los should want to hold his world together. Behind the

bound forn of Urizen there is nothing but a ttformless unmeasurable Death.rl

To this stability Orc, as in The Book of Urizen represents the most

serious and immediate threat. This threat emerges on t,wo levels. Firstly,

Orcts war with Urizen threatens to destroy Urizen and so disrupt the triangle

of jealousy. Secondly, as the child of Los and Enitharmon he offers, like all
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children, a prenonition of the finÍtude of his parentts unlverse. Blakets

characterÍzation of the Lhreat posed by Orc ís interesting because it is

presented almost exclusively tn oedipal terms:

But when fourteen summers & wÍnters had revolved over
Their solemn habitation Los beheld the ruddy boy
Embracing his bright mother & beheld malignant fires
In his young eyes discernlng plain that Orc plotted his death. .

(60:6-9, 8340)

If we recall the prelapsarian activity of the passive power (to give form to

the being of the active power), then it is clear that the sonts most immedÍate

threat to the father can be described as a usurpation of the fatherrs passive

pohrer. At adolescence, as the father is growing older, ít is clear that Lhe

active porrer of the future belongs to the son. In tÍme the son will embrace

the passive poÍ¡er, which until this time has been reserved for the father, and

himself become active. However, Orcrs struggle with Urizen is itself an

embrace \.rith Enitharmon. If Orc were substantially to alter the Urizen that

has been bound by Los, then the triangle of jealousy would be altered by the

irruptÍon of a second active polrer. It is this second power which would Lhen

deLermine the way in which Enitharmon and Urizen were bound, or in other

words, Orc would embrace Enitharmon.

I{hen Los discovers that Orc is plottíng his death, he experiences grief

and each day a |tgirdletr groh¡s around his bosom. Each night he bursts this

boson ttin secret sobsrr(60:11, 8340), but the next morning anotherfrgirdlett

reappears. The girdle appears when Los is able to see Orc and is burst at

night when Los is closed in darkness. The OED descrÍbes a girdle as trA belt

worn around the waist to secure or confine the garments.tr The girdle that the

sight of Orc produces is the set of constrictions and limits which are

imposed on Losfs world by the birth of his son. These constrictions appear in

the daytime when Los takes cognízance of the fact of Orcrs exístence and they

are broken when, at night and in secrecy, Los ís able to deny their reality

and reassert the integrity of his constituted world. However, to simply burst

at níght the girdles that forn by day does not remove them from existence.

I¡tlhen these girdles fall they form a chain which is still attached to Losts
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bosom:

The girdle vras formd by day by night was burst in twain
Falling down on the rock an iron chain link by link lockd

Enitharmon beheld the bloody chain of nights & days
Depending fron the bosom of Los & how with griding pain
He went each morning to his labours with the spectre dark
Calld it the chain of Jealousy.

(6OzL7-22, E341)

The denlal of a gÍrdle or set of constrictions which are imposed on the self

by the world that one is living in transforms them into a set of limitations

which are imposed on that worl-d. In order to avoid successfully a linit

placed upon me by others, I must bind the source of that linit. I an still

bound by reality (the chain formed frorn the burst girdles depends from Losrs

bosom) but that limitation has given birth to a desire to subdue the source

of Lhose limits. Enítharmon calls this rrbloody chaintr the ttchain of Jealousytl

because it is the result of Losrs attenpts to deny the very momentum of his

rrmarriagett and to hold it stationary. It is a chain because Losrs rejection

of the linits placed on him by his world means that he is bound to an attempt

to confine that world:

Now Los began to speak
His woes aloud to Enitharmon. since he could not hide
Hís uncouth plague. He siezd the boy in his immortal hands
Ìühi1e Enitharnon followd him weeping in dismal woe
Up t.o the iron mountains top & there the Jealous chain
Fe1l from his bosom on the mounLain. The Spectre dark
Held the fierce boy Los naild him down bÍnding around his lirnbs
The accursed chain 0 how bright Enitharmon howld & cried
Over her son. Obdurate Los bound down her loved Joy. . .

(60:22-30, 8341)

If one uses the Oedipus Cornplex as an analogy to cast light on this

situation, one must admit a number of severe divergences from the standard

fornulation. The Oediupus Cornplex is, stated ba1d1y, a desire by the child

for the death of the parent of his or¡rn sex and a sexual desire for the parent

of the opposite 
".*.12 

In Freudts view this complex is generally experienced

between the ages of three and five years. Blake is, of course, not speakíng in

the first instance of the psychology of the indlvidual, and he provides us

not only wíth a descriptíon of this mechanisn but the configuration of

energies which make this situation inevitable. ttPsychoanalysisrtf by contrast,
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nakes this experience, trthe maJor axís of reference for psychopathology.ttl3

gne can also note two further points of divergence. In Blakefs fornulation we

are not rea11y speaking of the Oedipal triangle but of the Oedipal triangles.

There are in fact two Oedipal configurations which imply one another. The

first ls clearly the tríangle which links Los, Urizen, and Enitharmon' In

this configuration Urizen is equivalent to the father, or aged figure, who

must be bound in order for Los to embrace'Enitharmon. The second trlangle

occurs, as we have seen, when Los 1s hinself a father and Enitharmon gives

birth to Orc. Thls sLructure can be represented ín the following way:

Urizen

Los Enitharnon

0rc

In this surprising formulation Orc and Urizen, the son and the father, the

future which Losts worl,C irnplies and the past that it is built upon, are both

children of Los. orc is a chíld of Los, whÍ1e urizen has been given form by

Los. The suggestion by the Eassons, with regard to The Book of Urizen, that

the binding of Urizen closely resembles elghteenth-century accounts of the

gestation of a chi1d14 could also be applied to the bindlng of Urizen in

The Four Zoas. In forming the world Los binds Orc and Urizen, the fuÈure and

the past, to his perspective. This is an extraordinary and rather unnerving

idea. The tlme of the fallen world is not for Blake anything like Newtonrs

line of absolute tlme. Tirne is a struggle between the energies of change and

the forces of reaction, the force of what is and the form of what has been

attempting to come into being, the future and the past, Orc and urizen. !'le

usually see this struggle as something which subsisLs Ín its own right; hte

take sides and argue vehemently for one side or the other. l'le are, for

exarnple, on the side of either the sons or the father. hlhat Blake has done at

this point in The Four Zoas is first of all to humanize or anlnate the time
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of the fallen r,r'orld. The two conflicting beings that structure history are

Orc and Urizen. However, the second move is perhaps even more starÈlÍng.

These beings do not persist in their own right. Orc and Urizen are held in

the world of Los and Enítharmon. It is this latter pair who forn the reality

of the fallen world and give substance to the conflicts of Urizen and Orc. In

our discussion of The Book of Urlzen we noted that Augustine also held that

time was not a straight 1ine, and that for him it was the present which held

the future and the past as, respectively, anticipation and menory. In that

chapÈer we used this idea to suggest the spring of eternal l-ife in which the

past was gathered and the future projected. !'lithout any sense of

contradiction, for in Blake the fallen reality is often a parody or denonic

imltation of the divine, we can use the same írnage to suggest that in the

fallen world it is the present r+hich blnds the past and the future, Urizen

and Orc to itself. Los is therefore the present, the gryr which paradoxically

constitutes and gives shape to the past and the fuLure, but is itself defined

as the thin gap between what has been and what is not yet.

(6) ttAll these around the vorld of los cast forth their monstrous birthsn

Losrs binding of Orc does not render Losts world stable. This course of

action is like trying to deny that there is a down by decreeing that

everyLhing is up: the very formalization of ttuptt defines a world which is
ttdoï¡n.tt Similarly, to bind the future is to animate the past; if one is not

defined by the fuLure, then one is automatically deflned by the bulk and

weíght of the past. The binding of Orc is irnnediately to animate Urizen. It

is this mechanism which allows Urizen, in Night the Sixth, to set off to

explore ttthe deep dens of Urthonarr (62223, 8343) in which he has been

enclosed. Urizen then begins once more to bind the world to his perspectives:

So he began to dig form[1ng] of gold silver & iron
And brass vast instruments to measure out Lhe irunense & fix
The whole into another world better suited to obey
His wÍ1l where none should dare oppose his will hinself being King
0f All & all fuÈurity be bound in his vast chain
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And the Sciences were fixd & the Vortexes began to operate
0n al-l the sons of men & every hurnan soul terrified
At the turning wheels of heaven shrunk away inward withring away
Gaining a New Doninion over all his sons & Daughters
& over the Sons & daughters of Luvah in the horrible Abyss. .

(732L6-25, 8350)

On the surface of the fallen world all can observe this perpetual struggle

between Urizen and Orc, clarity and energy, beauty and strength, the past and

the future, the ruler and the slave. Such a perspective may tempt a person to

engage directly in this struggle and champion one side against the other.

However, this sort of opposition is itself a symptom of a more fundanental

reality. The first and most obvious suggestion of this cornplicity between

reaction and revolution Ís the ease with which Orc is assimilated to the

perspectives of Urízen. In Blakers own time he would have had a vivid example

of this for in 1799 Napoleon had already concentrated supreme poh¡er in his

own hands and by 1804 he had declared himself Emperor.15

The dirnensions of this basic opposition are expanded when one recognizes

that Ít is part of a more global struggle between the Zoas. Urthona, Luvah,

Urizen and Tharmas are locked in perpetual and bitter struggle. Even here,

however, one would be wrong to throw onets weight behind the cause of one or

the other Zoa, for this g1oba1 struggle is but a symptom of reality itself.

All four Zoas are grounded in loss. Bl-ake expresses the ugliness and viol-ence

of this world, and at the same time the difficulty of forrnulating action

within it, when he writes:

Four Caverns rooting downwards their foundations thrusting forth
The metal rock & stone in ever painful throes of vegetation
The Cave of Orc stood to the South a furnace of dire flames
Quenchless unceasing. In the west the Cave of Urizen
For Uri-zen fe1l as the Midday sun falls down into the ÌJest
North stood Urthonas stedfast throne a Ï,lorld of Solid darkness
Shut up in stifling obstructíon rooted in dumb despair
The East was Void. But Tharmas rolld his billows in ceaseless eddies
Void pathless beat with Snows eternal & iron haíl & rain
All thro the caverns of fire & air & Earth. Seeking
For Enions lirnbs nought finding but the black sea weed & sickning sl-ime
Flying away from Urizen that he might not give him food
Above beneath on all sides round in the vast deep of imnensity
That he might starve the sons & daughters of Urizen on the winds
Making between horrible chasms into the vast unknown
All these around the world of Los cast forth their monstrous

births. . . .
(74212-27, E351; emphasis added)
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The fourfold topology gives way to a single ontol-ogy: all of the Zoas

live within a cavern, they are closed within the space of withdrawal, and

this space is based upon the world of Los. Urizenrs long and arduous journey

therefore passes through the worlds of the other Zoasi in terms of the

topology it is a movement even if not a progression. However, this movenent

does not nove with respect to Los: Urizenfs being remains unchanged.

Thís recognition gives way to what is perhaps an even more sÈartling one.

At the end of Night the Sixth, as Urizen approaches Orc, Tharmas and the

Shadow of Urthona arise to oppose hin. In the course of this confronLation,

Four winged heralds mount the furious blasts & blow their trumps
Gold Silver Brass & iron clangors clamoring rend the shores
Like r¿hite clouds rising fron Èhe Vales his fifLy two armies
From the four Cliffs of Urthona rise glowing around the Spectre
Four Sons of Urizen the Squadrons of Urthona led in arms
0f gold & silver brass & iron he knew his mighty sons. .

(75219-24, E352)

John Beer remarks that ftthe four Cliffs of Urthonafr are the four seasons of

the fallen world and the trfifty Lwo armiestt are the fifty two weeks of the

y"...16 The Spectre of Urthona Ís therefore in a sense mobilizing the enti-re

forces of the fallen world. However, these armies come from Urthonafs ttfo*

Cliffsrr; they are therefore the result of withdrawal, and as part of the

fallen world they in fact support, Urizenrs world:

In vast excentric paths
Compulsive rolld the Comets at his dread command the dreary way
Falling with wheel impetuous down among Urthonars vales
And round red Orc returning back to Urizen gorgd with blood
Slow ro11 the rnassy Globes at his command & slow oerwheel
The disnal squadrons of Urthona. weaving the dire !'leb
In their progressions & preparing Urizens paLh before him. . .

(75228-34,8352)

In bínding Urizen and Orc, Los has aLtempted to hold his world and so render

it permanent. In doÍng this he has forced the Spectre to do his will.

However, in these línes the Spectre is revealed not only as a being who

conducts Losts war against Urizen but as a person who weaves Urizents web and

prepares rUrizens path before him.rr Losrs attempts to retain his constituted

world create the very reality he is struggling against. It is perhaps a

recognition of this complicíty that causes first Urizen (75225-26, E352) and
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then the Spectre of Urthona and Tharmas (772I-2, 8352/82345) to ret,reat. For

the reader the sudden retreat and the eery silence at the end of Night the

Sixth serves to focus attention on the divísion in Losrs character that we

have been discussing. Reaction and revolutÍon contribute to the world of loss

and so $¡eave the path of Urizen and create the reality of oppression. The

world of Los and Enitharmon is one in which tyrant follows tyrant in dismal

progression; in sustaining their world Los and Enitharnon constitute this

cycle, yet, as the reality of the fallen world, it is through these beings

that the possibility of a reÈurn to harmony is contained. There is, in truth,

nowhere else to begin, for the reality of the fallen world is prì-vation. The

growth of Los has, not surprísingly, resulted in the elaboration of the

reality of Los. Instead of an unformed gap, or silence, we have a world where

ttthe wrathful skÍes / Gallow the very wanderers of the dark.ttl7 lt is the

possibility of a movement outside of the isolated self and into the humanity

of relationship, a movement which is predicated on the loss at the heart of

onets identity, that the remaining Nights of The Four Zoas attempt to

delineate.



Chapter Six

Elesh and Spirit

No . . . I must start from what I am.
I am those monsters which visit. my drearns
and reveal to me my hidden essence. .

Czeslaw Miloszl

(1) Ios, St. Paul and the vi1l

Qne of the key terms in the construction of Losts world (and indeed in

the creation attempts or ambitions of all of the Zoas) Ís the will. In the

illuminated books which precede this work the will is mentioned only twice.

In The Four Zoas we come across this word no less than twenty-six times. This

figure, which is the result of a simple nunerical count, could be rnultiplied

many tímes if we were to count the occasions on which such a faculty was

implied or taken for granted as the basis of a series of events. Tharmas and

lJrizen mention the r.t¡í1l explicitly. tlhen Tharmas confronts Los he cries, ttty

will shall be ny Law'r (49:3,8332), and in Night the Sixth Urizen attempts to

turn the world into one which is rrbetter suited to obey / His will'r (73:18-

19, E35O). However, when Los says to Urizen in Night Èhe First, ttOne must be

master. try thy Arts I also will try minert (12'.20,8307), although the will

is not mentioned explicitly, Los and Urizen present themselves ín this clash

as nothing more than Ëwo obdurate wi11s. Similarly, in the report of the

messengers, Luvahts clash with Urizen is a contest between wílls: rrl will-

remain as well as thou & here with hands of blood / Smite this dark sleeper

in his tent t,hen try my strength wiÈh thee" (2229-IO, E311). The will is also

suggested in many of the other confrontations between the Zoas, ín their

respective claims to be God and, rnost importantly, in the figure of the

SpecLre.

Hannah Arendt describes the will as ttthe organ of freedom and the

future.tt2 Certainly, wiÈhout such a faculty freedom would be meaningless
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because we would be unable eíther to make a choice or begin a new series of

events in time. These characteristics of the will are perhaps why the will

has sometimes been considered to be (notably by Augustine) trthe actualization

of the principiun individuationis.3 Hot"*'"t, the wÍll is also clearly

associated with command. Nietzsche wrítes:

to will is not Lhe same as to desÍre, to strive for, to want: from
all these it is distinguished through the element of Comrn-and. . .
That something is commãnded, this is inherent in wi11ing.4

This elemenÈ of ttcommandtf is not simply a pol¡Ier which is directed against

others; in fact, ttcommand and obedience both occur in the mindtts: Nietzsche

offers us a useful description of this phenomenon in Bevond Good and Eví1:

Somebody who wi1ls gives orders to something in him that--obeys. . . .

The strangest aspect of this multiple phenomenon we call tthlilltt is
that we have but one word for it, and especially only one word for
the fact that we are in every given case at the same time those who
issue the orders and those who obey thern; insofar as we obey, we

experience the feelings of coercion, urging, pressing, resistíng,
which usually begin to rnanifest themselves immediately after the act
of willing; lnsofar however . . . âs we are in command . . . we
experience a sensatÍon of pleasure, and thÍs all the more strongly as
r^re are used to overcoming the dichotomy Lhrough the notion of the I,
the Ego, and this in such a \¡ray that we take the obedience in
ourselves for grante-d and therefore identify wÍlling and performing,
willing and acting.b

As Heidegger remarks in hís work on Nietzsche: rrilhat is called tfreedom of

the willt is essentially a passionate superiority toward a someone who musÈ

obey. tI am free; trhefr musL obeyt - the consciousness of this is the very

wi1ling. "7

In The Four Zoas the will is the faculty that allows the Zoas to begin a

new series of events in time (in this instance to withdraw)' to marshal the

world (whether defined as the Emanation or as others) through the element of

command, and then to construct and retain a universe which 1s centred on

their individual, solipsistic selves. The ttpassionate superiorityrr which

Heidegger associates with the will can be seen ln the relationships between

Zoa and Zoa, and between active and passive powers. For the Zoas the will is'

however, as h¡e have argued in a previous chapter, a dívided faculty. Each act

of willing seems to set in rnotion a counterwill which opposes it at every

turn. There is a struggle between Èhe inner and the outer man, the spirlt and
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the fleshr orr to use Ëhe same terms as Nietzsche, between willing and

performing, the trsomebody who willsff and the ffsomething . . . that obeys.tt

This division in the faculty of the will- can be seen on al-l levels of The

Four Zoas. At the very beginning of the poem withdrawal precipitated the

female as an lndependent will that enclosed and rivaled the male¡ the

subsequenË construction of the constituted worlds of the Zoas embodied the

reality of Los; and sirnilarly the construction of Losfs world established

Urizenrs opposition. 0n the most fundamental level this division is realized

as that between Los and the Spectre of Urthona. So all-pervasive is this

division that, as I sha1l argue, even the steps of spiritual growth that Los

takes (and therefore wills) precipitate an advance in the error (the opposing

will) that confronts him. It seems that Lhe will is the faculty that a11ows

the Zoas to establish their worlds and at the same time the power that

creates a will whlch opposes them. The will is therefore at the centre of the

recurrent cycles which are part of the institution of war, and at the heart

of the progression from tyranny Lo revolution to further tyranny which

characterizes the fallen world.

The rnost obvious solution to the problem of the will and the bifurcation

that it causes in the psyche would seen to be to abollsh it. Blake himself

almost seems to counsel such a solution when he writes in hís Anotations to

Swedenborgrs Divine Love and Divine hlisdon: tÏhere can be no Good-lüill. Itlill

is always EvÍl It is pernÍcious to others or selfish.tr However, Blake

continues: trlf God is any thlng he is Understanding He is the Influx from

that into the hlillrf (8602). This passage therefore suggests an important and

perhaps crucial role for the wi11. In The Four Zoas Blakefs attitude to a

rejection of the will is even less equivocal, for the reader is told that the

will cannot be violated:

And now he came into the Abhorred world of Dark Urthona
By Providence divine conducted not bent from hls own will
Lest death Eternal should be the result for the hÏi11 cannot be

violated. . . .
(74230-32, E351)

The wil-l cannoL be abolished because it is the faculty wíth which we retain
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the world as it has appeared to us. If thÍs power of retention were to be

destroyed, the worlds of time and Eternity would lose all definitÍon and

rfdeath Eternaltr would resulÈ.

At the centre of the fallen world Los performs a saving function. Spirit

is able to retain the outline of withdrawal and so prevent a collapse into

nothingness. Yet this very actívity of grace gives strength to Urj-zen - what

Los does not will is perforned - and Urizen in turn threatens the very

exÍstence of Los and of the world. For Los to deny his wí11- would be to al1ow

all to follow the logic of Urizents world and become a formless death.

However, on the other hand, for Los to exerL his will and so retaÍn his world

is to animate Urizen. This doublebind and írnpasse is focussed for the reader

in the extraordinary struggle between Urizen and Los in Night the Seventhla].

(2) Flesh and Spirit

In the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Nights of The Four Zoas, Losrs attenpt to

bind Urizen and order the universe from his perspective resulted in the

release of Urizen. In the Nights which follow this event we therefore see a

new and more extreme attempt by Urizen to create a world which is able to

follow the dictates of his will. Urizenrs strategy, as hre shall see, relies

on the existence of a double will in Los and it is based upon the same

tactics that Tharmas used in order to gain control over Los.

As I have argued, there are two trajectories of Urthona in the fallen

world. 0n the one hand Los is the rrinward mantt of St. Paul, the ontological

reality of the fallen world, while on the other hand the Spectre is the

troutward mantt: the first is the mind or spirit, while Lhe second is

associated with the flesh and the retention of the shape of the fallen wor1d.

This division between Los and the Spectre is, in Night the Seventhfa],

paralleled by a divÍslon in Enitharmon. Enitharmon is the space of the fallen

world; she is the divided Emanation or shape of Los. Nevertheless, in giving

form to a world of loss she also gives form to the struggles of the Zoas. I'le
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can therefore say, using our earlier model for the relationship between the

fallen Zoas and Los, that Enitharrnon is, in a certain sense, half-way between

figure and ground: Lhe Emanation or form of Los is also the shape of the

Zoast withdrawal. Enitharmon is an Emanatíon of the living (of Los) and at

the same time the shape or surface of withdrawal-. This second aspect of her

being ís described in Night the Seventhla] as the Shadow of Enitharmon. !'le

therefore have a division in the passive pohrer between the flesh and the

spirit, the inner and the outer Ï¡oman, the will that intends good and the

will that performs evíl. Urizenrs strategy is directed to the corporeal man

and woman. If he can win the form of the fa11en world (the Shadow of

Enitharmon and the Spectre of Los) over to his camp, this would be equívalent

to a coup drêtat in which the figure appropriated the line formed in

relationship with the ground. 0f course this would result in annihilation;

neither reality would henceforth exist, for the spirit cannot exist without

the body, but Urizen, unlike Tharmas, does not realize this. Urizen is simply

followÍng on a more elemenËal level the 1ogíc of appropriation that we saw in

Night the fSecond] and Night Lhe Third. Urizen outlines his strategy, in the

following passage:

Listen 0 Daughters to my voice Listen to the trrlords of I'lisdon
So shall [ye] govern over all let Moral Duty tune your tongue
But be your hearts harder than the nether millstone
To bring the shadow of Enltharmon beneath our wondrous Lree
That Los may Evaporate 1íke smoke & be no more
Draw down Enitharmon to the Spectre of Urthona
And let him have dominion over Los the Lerrible shade. .

(80:2-8, 8355/82348)

The trtheoreticalrf and precise descríption of this strategy in terms of an

assault on the Spectre and the Shadow is followed by 1ínes that exemplify its

horrific practícal application:

Conpell the poor to live upon a Crust of bread by soft mild arts
Smile when they frown frown when they smile & when a man looks pale
lrlith labour & abstinence say he looks healthy & happy
And when his children sicken 1eL them die there are enough
Born even too many & our Earth will be overrun
hlÍthout these arts If you would make the poor live with temper
I^lith pomp glve every crust of bread you give with gracious cunning
Magnify sma1l gifts reduce the man to want a gift & then give with pomp
Say he smiles if you hear him sigh If pale say he is ruddy
Preach temperance say he is overgorgd & drowns his wiL
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In strong drink tho you know that bread & water are all
He can afford Flatter his wife pity his children tíll we can
Reduce all- to our wíll as spaniels are taught r.trith art. . . .

(80: 9-21, F355 /823t+8)

Perhaps the best way to gloss this remarkable strategy is to turn to

The Book of Thel. Thelrs lamenËations concern the Ímposition that. her flesh

places on her spirit. To her grief she discovers that her being and her

corporeality connect her to a shared world in which she is unable to reduce

all to her will. 0n1y, and even then equivocally, in her life as a text does

her essence escape time and nortality. In this way her identity is reduced to

that intended by her will. Sirnilarly, in order to reduce al-l to his will

Urizen must escape his ontological reality (Los). Reason must atlenpt to nake

itself its own prernise. (It is interesLing that something líke this occurs in

Hegelrs Phenomenologv and Logic, and in the writings of Descartes.) In

sociological and po litical terms the ruler must make the very forns of loss

into the subsLance of his world. This is the function of soma in Brave New

o
l,lorld.o This drug, by turning a sense of loss Ínto an experience of

plenltude, causes Los to trEvaporatetr; it divorces the inhabÍLants of the

Brave New lforld frorn their or^rn reality. Once this has been accomplished the

ruler is left with the outer form or shell of the person (the reality formed

in the embrace between the Spectre and Lhe Shadow of EnÍtharrnon). The

population has become a collection of tthollow mentt who can be bent to the

rulerts wi1l.

If Urizen is able to draw the very fact of oppression into a pleasurable

experience, then indeed all would be assímilated to his perspective and Los

would rrEvaporate like smoke & be no nore.tt Urizenrs firsL act is Èherefore to

make the victÍn the ostensible obJect of the victorrs faith:

0f all his wanderlng Experiments in the horrible Abyss
He knew that weakness stretches out in breadth & 1-ength he knew
That wisdom reaches high & deep & therefore he made Orc
In Serpent forn cornpelld stretch out & up the nysterious tree
He sufferd hin to Climb that he míght drar¿ all human forms
Into subrnission to his will nor knew the dread result. .

(81:1-6, E3s6/F.2349)

Evil is proclaimed as good, suffering ís ca11ed desirable and the victim is
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deified. Los is apparentl-y defenceless against this strategy because of the

division within his wi11. The flesh deals only in surfaces and is therefore

attracted by the form that Urizen has erected. The Shadow separates from

Enitharmon and is drawn down ttto the rootstt where trit wept over Orctt (81:12,

8356/82349), while the Spectrettembracd / The fleeting irnage & Ín whispers

rnild wood the faint shaderf (82226-27, 8358/82351). Urizents strategy has as

its first achievement attenuated the gap between the spirit and the body of

Los. The Spectre and the Shadow of Enitharmon embrace and so form a reality

which is distinct from that engendered in the relationship between Enitharmon

and Los. The form of the world of Los, Ëhe line between figure and ground, is

being drawn towards Urizents world. This gradual assimilation of the form of

Losrs world results in a new and more intense round of warfare. The Shadow of

Enitharmon and the Spectre gíve substance to Urízenrs elevation of Orc and so

realize the violence on which this is based:

the immortal shadow shudderÍng
Brought forth thís wonder horrible a Cloud she grew & grew
Till many of the dead burst forth fron the bottoms of their tombs
In male forms without female counterparts or Emanations
Cruel and ravening with Enmity & Hatred & hlar
In dreams of Ulro dark delusive drawn by the 1ove1y shadow. . . .

(85 : 16-21, ß360/82353)

It ís as lf in accepting Urizenfs deificatíon of the victim hurnanity enacts

the violence on which this deification is based. People who believe that

they smile when they sigh and think that they are 'rhealthy & happytt when they

are ttpale / Wittt labour & abstinencett have divorced themselves frorn their own

reali.ty, and their identities have been cornpletely appropriated by the desires

of their ruler. This is the psychological conditíon that Blake describes when

he writes of frmale forms without female counterparLs or Emanations / Cruel and

ravening with Enrnity & Hatred & lüar.ttLos is being overwhelmed by a force

that he has rejuvenated. Like St. Paul he has discovered a law in his members

"warring against the law of [his] mind, and bringing [him] into captivity to

the law of sln which is in [his] menbers.tl

It is quite clear that Los must reassert hi-s will in order to save the

world fron the collapse which wil-l follow the appropriatÍon by Urizen of the
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form of the fall-en world. To do this, however, is to activate the trlaw in his

membersrf and to bring the cycle full circle once more. Another attenpt by Los

to retain the fallen world can only give further strength to Urizen and in

thÍs way complete the alienation of the Spectre and the Shadow. The

problernatic of the will has at this point become the focus of the entíre

poem. Lost wíthin the labyrinth of the fallen world it seerns self-evÍdent

that redemptive activity must proceed from an exertion of the will. It seems

equally clear that this exertion can at best produce no more than an increase

in the tension between flesh and spirit, and fína11y the collapse of the

worl-d.

(3) Los embraces the Spectre

Even at this extreme point of the Fall Los is unaware of the reality in

which the Spectre participates. It is true that in Night the Fourth Los

discovers that he has a second wil1, but at Lhis point he seems convinced that

he is able to make the Spectre do his will. Los therefore does not seem to be

aware of Tharnasrs dialogue with the Spectre or thaL his world is held by the

Spectre. Slmilarly, in Night the Seventh[a], Los ís at first unable to see

the Spectrers and Enitharmonrs participation (in the person of the Shadow) in

the production of hatred and warfare:

Thus they conferrd anong the intoxicating fumes of Mystery
Ti11 Enitharmons shadow pregnant in the deeps beneath
Brought forth a wonder horrible. trrlhile Enitharrnon shriekd
And trernbled thro the Ìüorlds above Los wept his fierce soul was terrifid
At the shrieks of Enitharmon at her tossings nor could his eyes percieve
The cause of her dire anguish for she 1ay the image of Death
Movd by strong shudders till her shadow was deliverd then she ran
Raving about the upper Elements in maddning

(85:5-12, E3
fury. . .
60/823s3)

This state of ignorance, however, cannot continue for long. The success of

Urizenfs strategy means that Losrs world is on the verge of dissolution.

Urizenrs world is therefore free to irrupt into Losfs constituted world. ft

is as Íf one side of a coin ¡n'ere able to appropriate the natter of the coin
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to itself. At first there would be no sign of thís, but as the process

continued one side of the coin would obtrude upon and make evanescent the

other:

The Spectre terrified gave her Charge over the howling Orc
Then took the tree of Mystery root in the hlorld of Los
Its topnost boughs shooting a fibre beneath Enítharmons couch
The double rooted Labyrinth soon wavd around their heads. . . .

(85222-25, E360 & 367/82353)

The appearance of Urizenfs world within the world of Los is also

described in relation to Enj-tharnon and the Spectre of Urthona. Enitharmon,

as Losrs Emanation, has forrned the horizon of his world. As Urizen

approprÍates the form of the world to hinself, the outer linit of Losrs world

becomes transparent, Enitharnonrs gates are burst open and Los is confronted

wíth a reality that all of his actions have engendered:

She bursL the Gates of Enitharmons heart with direful Crash
Nor could they ever be closd again the golden hínges were broken
And the gates broke in sunder & their ornaments defacd
Beneath the tree of Mystery for the imnortal shadow shudderíng
Brought forth this wonder horrible.

(85 : 13-17, E36O /82353)

The reality that the Spectre holds suffers a similar uncovering. The

Spectre of Urthona has up to this point been seen as a por4¡er apart, from Los.

Spirit has seen the flesh as a will that could and should be dorninated. Now,

as the tree of mystery is seen within Losrs world and Enitharmon becomes

transparent, Los discovers the flesh as a self which retains a world of

suffering. The Eternal Prophet is now able to see, and Enitharmonts groans

bring the Spectre into Losrs bosom:

But then the Spectre enterd Losrs bosom Every sigh & groan
0f Enitharrnon bore Urthonas Spectre on its wings
Obdurate Los felt Pity Enitharmon told the tale
0f Urthona.

(85 226-29, F,367 /82353)

The situation is now analogous to that of Urizen in Night the Fourth when

Ahania aLtempts Lo reveal to him the reality that he has excluded. Urizenrs

strategy, by making a clear separation between the flesh and the spirit, has

demonstrated to Los that he is nade up of two selves, thaL he is unable to do
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the good that he wants to do, and that he performs the evil that he does not

want to do. There are nor{ three options that are open Lo Los. He could, like

Urizen, simply deny the reality of the world that has been uncovered and

refuse to believe that he is constructing a world of oppression and himself

ushering in Urizents reign. If he h'ere to do thls the entire universe would

collapse. Secondly, Los could attempt to recreate a dÍstance between the

Spectre and himself by dorninatlng hirn. This would, however' once more create

that which Los does not wil1. Los, in fact, takes a third and very different

path: he enbraies the Spectre.

The sÈages leadlng up to thís enbrace are interesting because they

demonstrate the extremÍty of what Los has chosen to do. l,lhen confronted by the

Spectre Los is, at first, ttObduratett and he merely feels Pity. Pity, as

defined in our chapter on The Book of UrÍzen, implies that there is a

distÍnction between the self and the object of Pity. However, when Enitharmon

tell-s Los the story of UrÈhona, Los embraces the Spectre'

first as a brother
Then as another Self; astonishd humanizing & in tears
In Self abasement Giving up his Domineering 1ust. . .

(85 : 29-31, F,367 /82353)

This change in Los has generally been held to be startling and unprecedented.

Mary Lynn Johnson and Brian l^lilkie, for example, have written that frNothing

in the immediate situatíon leads up to this right-ang1-ed turn in the action.rf

They ask:

Should this apparenË1y arbitrary gesture of loving forgiveness be
considered a structural weakness of the poem? Does lt indicate a
lapse in the profoundly accurate inslght into human psychology that
Blakets work usually exhibits? Does the suddenness of reversal
reflect a rellgÍous or psychological conversion of the rnan Blake, as
John Míddleton Murry surmised? 0r, perhaps, may Blake be saying that
he does not know how such apparently unconditioned recoveries happen
but that they do and must hap en, through the agency of imagination,
a goíng out of ourselves into others?9

Northrop Frye, writíng more generally of the Spectre of Urthona, considers

that Lhis conception

seems to have broken on Blake quite suddenly when he r,tas proceedÍng
to a simpl-er climax, and occasioned the rewriting of Night VII, if
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not of the next two Nights as wel1. Eventually it bursE the whole Zoa

schene al-fSeetherr and was one of the chief reasons for abandoning
the poen.

In a certaín sense ít is true that Losfs embrace of the Spectre is

unprecedent,ed, but only to the extent that all human behaviour that proceeds

from free choice and fee will cannot be predicted. llowever, sLatements such

as those quoted above seem to ne to stem from a fundamental nisreading of The

Four Zoas. This embrace is certainly neither a trstructural weakness of the

poerntt nor an admission that Blake does not ttknow how such apparently

unconditioned recoveries happen.tt In fact, the entire poem has up to this

point been labouring to delineate the precÍ-se conditions which enable the

Spectre to enter Losfs bosom and so make possj-ble an embrace such as thÍs. In

the precedlng Nights of The Four Zoas, Los has come of age and completed an

atternpt to retain the form of his constituted world. This activity has revived

Urizen and created a situation where Urizen has attenpted to draw the Spectre

and Enitharmon away from Los. It ís on1-y at this extreme point in in'dívidual

and collective history, when Urizents success seems assured and the flesh and

spiril are separated by a wide chasm, that Los ís able to recognize the worl-d

that he is brlnging into being and so is in a position to enbrace his own

participation in its evi1s.

(4) Enbodiment

Losts embrace of the Spectre is clearl-y a turning point in The Four

2""s. In the Nights that precede Night the Seventh[a] the reader has

witnessed a series of withdrawals and subsequent enclosures. In these

withdrawals the body of :uhe Zoa becomes the horlzon of his world. In

embracing the Spectre, Los begins a movement away frorn the void of withdrawal'

or rather, he takes the first step towards ernbodirnent. It is this enbrace

which makes possible a movement towards apocalypse. hle can illustrate the

redemptive qualities of Losts enbrace with an analogy. If the Spectre retains
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the shape of Losrs worl-d, then we can say that he retains the flesh for the

spirÍt, the body for the self, the outward for the inner man and so on. So

long as the spirit wants to hold its world intact, the flesh is the horizon

of its world. The flesh in this sense encloses; it is certainly not a window

which lÍghts the frcaverntd Man.tt However, when Los assumes and embraces his

flesh (and no longer uses it to confine and restrict the external world),

then suddenly he ís enbodied. The cave, therefore, at least potentiaLly,

becones a dwellÍng house with windows through which he can pass out, or a

garment whích can be worn and through whlch one can converse with and be seen

by others.

This is, however, to put the case much too strongly. It is írnportant to

renenber that even at this stage of the poem Los ís the ontological reality

of the fallen world. A relationshÍp between self and other, or Zoa and Zoa,

has therefore sti1l to be acconplished. The Spectre sets out the task before

Los:

Thou never cansL ernbrace sweet Enitharmon terrÍble Demon. Till
Thou are united wlth thy Spectre Consummating by pains & labours
That mortal body & by Self annihilation back returning
To Life Eternal. . . .

(85 : 32-35, 8368/82353)

It is necessary to follow this path because, although rrhorrible & Ghastlyrrf

the Spectre is Losrs true self. The Spectre continues:

be assurd I an thy real Self
Tho thus divided frorn thee & the Slave of Every passion
0f thy fierce Soul Unbar the Gates of Mernory look upon rne

Not as another but as thy real Self I an thy Spectre
Thou didst subdue me in old times by thy Immortal Strength
I'Ihen I r¡ras a ravning hungring & thirsting cruel lust & murder
Tho horrible & Ghastly to thine Eyes tho buried beneath
The ruins of the Universe. hear what inspird I speak & be silent

If we unite in one[, ] another better world wÍ11 be
Opend within your heart & loins & wondrous brain
Threefold as it was in EterniËy & this the fourth Universe
trIill be Renewd by the three & consummated in Mental fires
But if thou dost refuse Another body will be prepared
For me & thou annihilate evaporate & be no more
For thou art but a form & organ of life & of thyself
Art nothing being Created Continually by Mercy & Love divine. .

(85 : 35-86 : 3, E368/82353-54)
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Los is a being who is second to the Spectre in the sense that he is the

ontological reality thaÈ is born as a result of the retention of the space of

withdrawal by divine agency and by the spectre of urthona. In order to

embrace hís body (Enitharmon) and so open the path to relationship, Los must

embrace the Spectre, and through him the world of divison and struggle that

he retains. This ernbrace, as tùe sha11 see, does nothing to alleviate the

distinction between flesh and spirit (in all embraces a distinction and

therefore a gap remains between those involved), but by enabling Los to fill

and potentially to anÍmate his body it enables hin to act in a way which

takes hirn to the very outskirts of his constituted world. This discovery of

onefs body (although here of course one must remember that Los is in the

first instance a Zoa and not a human individual), no longer as an inert

external force but as sonething which one animates and fil1s, is beautifully

expressed

& Los his hands divine inspired began
To rnodulate his fires studious the loud roaring flames
He vanquishd with the strength of Art bending their iron points
And dráwing then forth delighted upon the winds of Golgonooza
From out the ranks of Urizens \4tar & from the fiery lake
of orc bending down as the binder of the sheaves follows
The reaper in both arms embracing Lhe furious raging flarues
Los drew them forth out of the deeps pl-anting his ríght foot fírn
Upon the lron crag of Urizen thence springing up aloft
Into the heavens of Enitharmon in a nighty circle. .

(90 z 25-31+, F.37 O / 82356)

In these lines Los traces a circle fron the deeps, in which he enbraces Orcrs

flames, to the lron crag of Urizen, whích he uses to leap aloft into the

heavens of EniLharnon. The ent.ire world held by the Spectre ís therefore now

embraced. Luvah (in Orc), Urizen, Tharmas (in Enitharmon), Urthona (the

identity of Los, the Spectre and Enitharmon) are all embraced by Los. Los is

the reality formed by the withdrawal of the Zoas, but now thÍs reality is no

longer simply enclosed by trfrowning cliffsrr; ínstead, Los rÍses to assume his

body and to embrace the worl-d thaL he has constituted. rr[A]round the world of

Lostt the Zoas ttcast forth their monstrous birLhsrrr but now Los enbraces this

world of privation as his rfreal Self .rl
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It is interesting to observe that in the above passage the struggle

between energy and cl-arity, sublirnity and beauty, revolution and reaction, has

beendisp]-acedbytherecoveryofa@fromtheenc1osureofthese1f

towards others. It is this movernent which holds the strength of Orcfs flarnes

and the clarity of Urizents crags in a síngle circle. The negations have been

destroyed and in their place \4¡e see two conÈraries which together form the

basis for a movement Lowards others.

Night the Seventh[a] therefore documents a radical change in Losrs

relationship to others and to the world. Throughout the first six Nights of

The Four Zoas Los remains stationary: ì^¡e see him fírsL as the centre or nadir

that is precipitated as a result of the Fall, and then at the centre of his

constituted world. From this position the fallen world is a rfMathematical

Formrtr a merely material realm r+hich is held in the trreasonlng memory.fr This

latter terrn is partÍcularly apt in The Four Zoas because the shel1 of the

worl,:| is held in the interaction between Los (who holds or remembers the

shape of Urizenrs wíthdrawal) and Urizen (who comes to life within this

forn). From thís perspective the struggle between Urizen and Orc is something

whÍch goes on outside of Losts being. In Night Lhe Seventhla], however, the

perspective changes and Los moves to embrace his own body. It is in the

crucible of this movement that Lhe negations of Urizen and Orc become

contraries.

This transformation is not an abstract and abstruse idea whlch can occur

only in Lhe pages and with the licence of a poem. It Ís in fact a simple and

relatively common idea. For as long as one remaíns closed within a

constituted woild Urizen and Orc, clarity and strength, the beautiful and the

sublime, are opposed and mutually exclusive ideas because there is no basis

for a relationship apart from negation and collision: clarity is sirnply that

which leaves our world intact, while strength is that which disrupts it.

However, as soon as one introduces movement into this world the division
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breaks down. For the person who moves to enbrace another, sublimlty and

beauty, strength and clarity, are contraries. Strength is presenÈ because the

sel-f is openi-ng itsel-f to a reality which is other than its own. To the

extent that this is done, the self is rrswept along as if with an irresistible

force.tt In this movement clarity is not a negatlon of strengLh for, to the

extent that we atternpt to enbrace and comprehend this other, a new form

appears within out worlds. An embrace of another is established with the help

of boLh the crags and the deeps, clarity and strength. A similar

understanding of the necessity for the self to move out from its closed world

can be found ín authorities as diverse as Lao Tzu, the compiler or compilers

of Genesis, and Gandhi. Lao Tzl writes that it was trwhen the Great Tao

declinedrr that the virtues of tthumanity and righteounesstr (along with the

vices which help define thern) appeared.rrll 5fu11arLy, in the book of Genesis

it is the knowledge of good and evil - a knowledge which inplies a stationary

position from which to define good and evil - which marks the beginning of

the Fall. The negations of good and evil are redeemed in the latter case by

the movenent of rrnew birthrtr in the former when the movement or way of lÍfe

is recovered. Similarly, non-violence is a philosophy which attempts to

delineate a movement from enclosure within the violent and solipsistic self

towards Truth and which will be able to call and embrace both victor and

vanquíshed, ruler and ru1ed.12

From a position or a metaphysics based on stasis, the world is tfA circle

of destiny.ttThis is the kind of circle that Urizen retains ín the

frontíspiece to Europe. It is what Blake scholars have called the Orc cycle,

and Engels, to take only an obvious example, describes as

an eLernal cycle in which matter noves . . . a cycle in which every
finite rnode of exisLence of natter, wheLher it be sun or nebular
vapour, single anímal or genus of anirnals, chemical combination or
dissociation, is equally transient, and wherein nothing is eLernal
but eternally changing . . . But however often, and however
relentlessly, this cycle is completed in time and space' however many
millions of suns and earths nay come into beíng and go out of being .
. . wê have the certainty that matter remains eternally the same in
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all its transformations, that none of its attríbutes can ever be

losË, and therefore, also, that with the same iron necessíty with
whích Ít will again exLerminate on the earth its highest creatÍont
the thínking nind, it nust somewhere else and at another tÍrne again
engender it:13

The circl-e which Los defines in Night the Seventh[a] is, by contrast, based

on movement. It is a form which is filled by Los and therefore we can call it

a ttliving Form.tt This circle, by opening the possibility of relatÍonship,

presages a world in which, as Gandhi wriËes, trAll Men are Brothers"t So

cornp1eteÍsthischangeofperspectivein@thatevenUrizen,who

had seemed an implacable opponent, ís discovered as a child in Losts handsl4:

First his irnmortal spirit drew Urizen[s] Shadow away

From out the ranks of war separating him in sunder
Leaving his spectrous form which coul-d not be drawn away

Then he dÍvided Thiriel the Eldest of Urizens sons
UrÍzen became Rintrah Thiriel became Palanabron
Thus dividing the pohrers of Every tr'larrior
Startled was Los he found his Enemy Urizen now

In his hands. he wonderd that he felt love & not hate
His whole soul loved hirn he beheld hin an infant
Lovely breathd from EnÍtharmon he trenbled within himself. . .

(90 : 58-67, E37r/82357)

(5) Enbodied Art

The alteraÈion of Losrs comportment towards the world radically changes

the kind of art that he produces. Northrop Frye describes this change

by arguing that at this stage of The Four Zoas Los has changed from rra

prirniLive visionary, a kind of glorified nedicine rnanrrt to ttthe deliberate

craftsmanship of arL.tr Now, he writes, tT,os settles down to producing art in

real earnest.ttl5 Sinilarly, Morton Paley remarks that rflos will now at least

ternporarily subordinate his prophetic to his artistic function.ttl6 Clearly

this description of the Los of Night the Seventh[a] is partial and in many

ways misleading. I do not, of course, wish to deny that Los is a rrdeliberaterf

craftsman in this Night. It Ís interesting to compare his work here with that

in Night Lhe Fourth where Losts relationship with the Spectre is l-ike that of
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all beginners to their craft. In the early stages of an artistrs tralning the

pot pulled up on the wheel, or the form cut in the timber, is a result h'hích

is willed: the mind or intention of the artist is clearly separated from the

members which are marshalled to accomplish his/her will. In Night the

Seventh[a], by contrast, Los Ís the acconplished artist and there is no

suggestÍon of this kind of gap. Los and the Spectre act as a single person,

and Los has nanaged to achieve that loss of self-consciousness which

characterízes the greatest artists at their work: Losts hands are not¡ ttdivine

lnspired.tt Nevertheless, despite this artistic facility, and his to some

extent newfound ability to vanquishrrthe loud roaring flames . . . with the

strength of Artrrr hís activity at this stage of the poem is also, and perhaps

preeminently, prophetic. Los is concerned with the discovery and embrace of

his world, and the culmination of his work is a leap which brings hin to the

horizon of his world and takes him to the edge of his body. Clearly this has

little to do with a trpurely aesthetictr activity.lT tti" animated forn is

closer to the dramatic and visionary art of Ezekiel who, like Los, embraces

the rfdungtt of his psyche and of the world in an atternpt to raise rrother men

into a perception of the infiniterf (l'[IH13, 839).

Night the Seventhfa] gives the reader thro names for the Art that results

from Losrs new comportment in the world. Los says Lhat he feels a ttStern

desiretl

to fabricate embodied semblances in which the dead
May live before us in our palaces & in our gardens of labour. . .

(90: 8-10, E37O/EZ356),

and Enitharmon replies that

if thou rny Los
hlilt. in sweet moderated fury. fabricate forms sublime
Such as the piteous spectres may assimílate themselves into
They shall be ransoms for our Souls. . . .

(9O :2L-24, 837 O /82356)

The Art that Los now produces is a senblance because it stil1 represents the

form of Losts constituted world. It is not, for example, the face of another

because Los still retains a world of withdrawal. This semblance is, however,
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rrembodiedtt because Los now animates it. Los has begun to assume his body.

Similarly, Losrs Art is a form because it ís stil1 held Ín Losrs gaze. The

line that Los frdrew . . . upon the wa1ls of shiníng heaven / na Enitharmon

tÍncturd . . . wíth beams of blushíng lovetr (90:35-36, E37O/F'2356) is a

beautiful form which is retained within Losrs constituted world. It is,

nevertheless, also trsublimert because it enbodies a movenent which threatens

to shatter that form. In the flrst phrase we glínpse the movement of Los

towards Enitharnon and of self to other. In the second we can see the

juxtaposition of the subline and the beautiful, Orc and Uri'zen, which makes

this movement possible. The Four Zoas is in fact the best example of thís

klnd of art. As I have argued, the reader must embrace both Urizen and Orc,

the crags of claríty and the deeps of strength, in order to read the poem.

This activity cannot be undertaken from a single fixed perspectÍve. The poern

itself dernands that its readers move out of their closed worlds in order to

hold the poemts sublimity, beauty and iLs real body i-n a sÍngle embrace.

This kind of description of Losrs Art is, however, not the end of the

matter, for both of the passages that we have quoted make an extraordinary

clain for these trenbodíed semblances.tt I'le can understand this if we return

briefly to Urizenfs Malthusian strategy. Urizen attempted to overcorne Los by

drawing the form of the fallen world away from its ontological reality. Losfs

activity at the end of Night the Seventhla] is the opposíte of this, for l-n

Losfs circle of movement he attempts to embrace Enitharmon. Ontological

reality therefore draws close to the flesh. This is, however, for Los also to

embrace the form of the Zoas in withdrawal, for, as I have argued, Enitharmon

is also the shape of the Zoast withdrawal. This embrace therefore creates a

place in which the dead may live which is literally wíthin Losrs ttpalacestt

and rrgardens of labour.tr The Fall has meant for the Zoas that they are

literally separated fron their bodies and, at the most extreme point of the

Fa1l, even from their active selves. They are therefore merely Spectres,
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wills wÍthout lífe or form. Losts embrace of his world therefore also gives

these Spectres a form to whích they may be asslmilated. (This, of course,

parallels the assimilation of the Zoas to Los, except that nor¿ Los is

consciously undertaking what has hitherto been an unconscious function.)

Quite clearly the fabrication of Losrs rrembodied semblancesrr and ttforms

sublimefr is an extraordinary acconplishment. ArË in this sense does no less

than retain the very shape and body of the world: it ís the body and flesh of

hurnanity. Nevertheless, one must beware of overestimating this achievement.

In Night the Seventh[a] there is, of course, still no arnelioration of the

conflict between flesh and spirit. At this point in the poem the fallen world

remains inLact, and even Losrs production of Art is accomplished within a

world of 'rwheel without wheel, with cogs Lyrannicrr CI15:18, E159). As the

fortunes of Urizenrs world ascended (in Night the [Second]) they produced an

opposite movement in the world of Los. Urthona was assimilated and Los seemed

Lo be dwarfed by the magnitude of Urizents achievements. However, Urizenrs

rise presaged a fa1l and he was precipitated as a ttformless unmeasurable

Death.rrFor Los this defeat began a períod of ascent, the peak of whích

resulted in the binding of Urizen. The completion of this task, however,

resulted in a dininution of Losts poh¡er (as the wheel began to descend) and

an augmenting of Ëhe strength of Urizen. At the peak of this next cycle

Urizenrs poh¡er seerned almost to succeed in drawing the form of life away from

its ontological reality. In Night the Seventhla], Los responded with a

measure which opened the possibility of a return to relationship.

Nevertheless, at the end of this Night there is no suggestion that this

cyclical struggle will be quickly resolved. Los is stí1l in a labyrinth ín

which each step out of the prison re-establishes the prisonts wal1s. Blake

writes that Losfs reunion with Enitharmon was not to be rfEffected without

Cares & Sorrows & Troubles / Ot six thousand Years of self denial and of

bitter Contrition't (87227-29, 8369/82355); and indeed, as Ïre sha11 see, even
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at this poínt of illumination not only does Los despair but the warfare in

his members carries on unabated.



Ctrapter Seven

A Thread

Now, before Daedalus left CreLe, he had given Ariadne a

,.gí. ball of thread, and instructed her how to enter and

leãve the Labyrinth. She must open the entrance door and

tie the loose end of the thread to the lintel; the ball
would then ro11 along, diminishing as it went and making,
with devious turns and twists, for the innermost recess
where the Mi Ariadne gave to
Theseus, and until he reached
the sleeping bY the hair and

sacrificè tó his waY back bY

rolling up the thread into a ball agaín.
Robert Gravesr

(1) 1\¡o seventh Nights

Readers of The Four Zoas are nor{r presented with another challenge to

their belief in the necessarily closed and regularly ordered nature of texts.

The poem, acting in a thoroughly unruly manner, turns back on itself and

offers its readers a second Night the Seventh. The presence of two sevenLh

Nights in a poem which announces itself as a Drearn of Nine Nights has, not

unexpectedly, provoked considerable discussion amongst Blake scholars'

The traditional point of view on this anomaly has been that VII[b] is

the earliest of the two versions and that VIIIa] was wriLten to replace it.

The two Nights therefore represenL either alternative accounts, or a

definitive and a discarded version. Harold 8100m writes:

There are some remarkable mom,nLs in the original Night VII, but the
reader ought to neglect it for the definitÍve later version. . . .z

Erdman believes that VIIIa] was written after the peace of Amiens (orttwhen

peace actually camett) and therefore represents a more positive alternative Èo

VIIIb].3 Morton Paley te1ls us Èhat

The present Night VIII, however, links closely wíth the new end of
VIIa, indicatiñg that when VIII was written, Blake lrlas no longer
trying to retaiñ VIIb at a11.4

The problem that these critics are attempting to address Ís not simply
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that Lhere are two Seventh Nights in The Four Zoas but that the two Nights

seem to express quite dÍfferent visions of Los and of the possibility of

redemption. The imaginative leaps of Night the Seventh[a] are lacking from

Night the Seventh[b] and it is only in the former that we hearrrof the

necessiLy of tSelf-Annihilationr - henceforth one of Blakets two or three

most important themes.tt5 Perhaps the most difficult point Lo explain is that

in Night VIIIb] Los seems to have forgotten the lessons Lhat he had learnt in

VII[a]. The Los who draws trUrizen[s] Shadow away /From out the ranks of wartt

re-enters the conflicts of the fallen world in VII[b] with renewed vigour:

Los reard his mighty stature on Earth stood his feet. Above
The moon his furious forehead circled with black bursting thunders
His naked limbs glittring upon the dark blue sky his knees
Bathed in bloody clouds. his loins in fires of war where spears
And swords rage where the Eagles cry & the Vultures laugh saying
Now comes the night of carnage noÌ\¡ the flesh of Kings & Princes
Pamperd ín palaces for our food the blood of Captains nurturd
tr{ith lust & murder for our drink the drunken Raven shall wander
All night among the slain & nock the wounded that groan in the

field' 
( 962L9-27, E393)

hlilkie and Johnson in fact go so far as to write that

Night VIIB differs so obviously from VIIA Lhat to describe them as
different versions is inaccurate. The most important question is not
how the two Nights differ but what, if anythíng, they have j-n common.
In evenls, tone, texture, and above all in their ways of resolving
the human crisis, A and B,seem both to portray and to prescribe
totally different. wor1ds.6

hlith such an obvious and striking difference in character and mood it is

doubtless convenient if one can be shown to be an earlier version of the

second. The tradítional resolution of this problem was, however, made

problematic by Margoliouth and Bentley. The former observed thaL before late

additions and arrangements there vras a high degree of narrative continuiLy

between the early versions of VII[a] and VII[b]. This point alone suggested

that [b] was aL least Ínitially not an alternative or a discarded version of

[.].7 The latter argued on t,he basis of stitch marks on the manuscript that

Night the Seventh[b] was later than [a].8

These developrnents leave the crític in an uncomfortable position. As

John Kilgore writes:
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In sum, we have to regard vIIb as part of the poem, buL there is no
really satisfactory place to fit it in. Blake left the Night as a
unit, but as a unit it resists placement anywhere in the present
text:9

It is therefore not surprising that in the time that has elapsed since the

publication of Bentleyrs edition of the poem a number of critics have

attempted a different solution of the problem. A brief overview of the

strategy that has been adopted can be gained by comparing the conclusl-ons of

John Kilgore, Andrew Lincoln and Mark Lefebvre, who address this problem in

the edition of Blake: An Ïllustrated Quarterl-v published in the Fall of 1978

(volume 12, number 46).

John Kilgore argues that VIIIa] and VIIIb] should be printed in that

order but that the critic should consider reading them in a different form:

for the purpose of a linear commentary, or of having a theoretical
nodel of the poemts narrative sequence, I would recommend a critical
order much like the one trrlagenknecht uses Ín his reading of the poem.
Having read VIIa up to the point of Valats birth fron the Shadow of
Enitharmon, I would then take up VIIb, considering it in its original
position in order to get a coherent view of Blakers first. attempt to
depicL approaching apocalypse. I would choose Lhe original rather
thãn the revised version of VIIb (though with some hesitation), for
the sake of preserving the original continuity of VIIa-VIIb' and
because I suspect that the reorderlng of the Night corresponded to a
plan of revision which Blake never carried out. Having read VIIb
straight through in this order, {^would return to the added passages
of VIIa; then on to VIII and XI.ru

Andrew Lincoln argues for a rearrangernent which will produce a single Seventh

Night of seven hundred and ninety lines:

it is possíble Lo conflate the two versions of the seventh Night
sirnply by inserting the whole of VIIa between the transposed hal-ves
of VIIb. The scenes describing the tension between Los and Enitharmon
would thus be placed in a context which would allow a relatlvely
coherent narrative sequence to develop, describing a steady progress
in the qelationship of Los and Enitharmon, from disharmony to
unity. ll

Final1y, Mark Lefebvre r+rites:

The arrangernent I propose requires inserting VIIb (with its thro parts
reversed, as Blakers instructions require) between the original and
added parts of VIIa (i.e. between VIIaI and VIIa2) . . . In this
sequence ttNight the Seventhrt can function coherently as the crucial
Night of the poem. It begins with the successful machlnations of
Urizen to do¡nlnate the world. In VIIaI he lays his plot' hoping to
overcome Los through Orc and Enitharmon; in VIIb2 he routs Orc in a
terrifi-c battle; in VIIbI his agent deceives Tharmas and the nadir of
the Fall is reached. In VIIa2 the poern makes the-çrucial upswing
toward salvation, and Los is the z-oa in control-.l2
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Erdman,

with more than a hint of weariness, remarks that

Until getting involved in the present dÍscussion, which has been
going on for a couple of years, I tended to assume thaL leaving the
manuscript rras it wastt meant accepting the order VIIa, VIIb. I have
come to realize that there is even less evidence for doing that than
for relegating one Night the Seventh to the bottom of the pile.

My editorial self has been moved . . . to abandon those non-
solutions, the relegating of VIIb to a postscript or the printing of
VIIa and VIIb in tandem. Neither arrangement responds adequately to
the manuscript or to the readerts appreciation of an inclusíve yeÈ
coherent narrative or thematic sequence or structure. As the search
for Blakets ttfinal intentionstt disappoints us, we arrive at the idea
that the best editorial service will be to place VIIb in the most
effective location within the flow of the tåxt.13

Quite clearly what doninates these latest critical positions ís an

extraordinary stress on narrative development and continuity (conceived of as

the unfolding of a single line) and, in turn, this stress is predicated upon

the assunption that the Los of embrace and reunion cannoL precede or be

contemporaneous with the Los of disunion. Kilgore talks of a ttlinear

commentaryrrand arranges the poem so that the Los of VII[b] precedes the

rrill-uminated" Los that we find at the end of VII[a]. Sinilarly Lincoln alters

the poem to allow tta relatively coherent narratÍve sequence to developtr which

will describe rra steady progress in Èhe relationship of Los and Enitharmon,

fron disharmony to unity.rt Lefebvre follows the same path hrhen he arranges

the poem to allow for a ttcrucial upswing toward salvationtt and even Erdman

agrees that the two Nights can be rearranged to give expressÍon to a

rrcoherent narrativetf which is somewhere beneath their pages. The fruit of

this latest round of discussion can be seen in David Erdmanrs recently

revised edition of The CompleLe Poetry and Prose of irlilliam Blake where the

trro seventh Nights are conflated into one.

It seems to me that the problem with all of these rrsolutionstt to Lhe

presence of an apparently gratuitous NighL in The Four Zoas is that thev

misundersLand the nature of Losrs illurnination in Night the Seventh[a]. The

controversy of course begins with the observation of a clear disjunction

between the tone and apparent intent of the two Nights. The existence of such

a gap (with the attendant apprehension of an hiatus between Lhe narratives of
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the two Nights) is incontrovertible. However, the conclusions that are drawn

from this observation depend upon a perception of Los as somehow

cleansed of error in the rnoment of embrace. Middleton Murry, for example,

writes that

by being reconciled to the Spectre within hirnself, by recognizing and

receiving Urizen as a part of his own Se1f, Los-Blake attains a neI,\I

understañding, a nel¡ synthesis (as we might call- it to-day). Not, of
course, an intellectual synthesis; but a real and decisive act of new
spiritual understanding, involving a revolution of-the total man - an
act of the Self-annihilation whici is Imagination.l4

Similarly, lrlilkie and Johnson write of ttrecoverytr and ttgracett:

Blake takes us further than either llordsworth or Spenser into the
psychology of recovery, regeneration, renewal, but like them he
presents only the experience of grace, not a formula for obtaining
it. . . . Blake does not anatomize the moment of relief and
reconciliation itself; he concentrates in the remainder of Night VII
- and on through the rest of.the poem - on the renewal of life as it
flows out from that moment.rJ

The embrace by

poem. However,

iÈself rran act

Seventh[a] Los

comfortable if

this point Los

Los of his Spectre is certainly an extraordinary moment in the

as I have argued, it leaves the fallen world intact and is not

of the Self-annihilation which is Lnagination.rrln Night the

embraces the Spectre as another self. It would certainly be

this embrace somehow erased sin from the world and if from

need only discover rrfury and cruelÈy and the soul of dark

revengett ttin his former selftt (my emphasis).16 In fact, the entire force of

this embrace would be lost íf the recogniti-on that the Spectre is Losrs

real self (and the embrace of this spectre and the fallen world which he

retains) were to destroy the Spectre and his world. An enbrace is a

relationshíp ín which the other is not assimílated and in r+hich the other can

remain intact. For Los to attenpt the rrnew synthesistr that Murry díscusses

would be for him to remain a ttravenous lust.tr Losrs embrace is the acceptance

of his own fallibility and of his complicity in the Fal1. It does not erase;

it recognizes and embraces the world created by the Spectre. It is therefore

not the moment of ttrecov€rllrtt ttregenerationrrr ttrenewaltt and ttgracett but the

ernbodiment which is the ground or necessary condition for this event. The

true climax of the poem is not in Night the Sevenlhla] but at. the beginning
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of Night the Ninth.

LIe can attempt to clarify this situation by returning to the beginning

of the chapter of Ronans in which St. Paul discusses the double will that he

has found within his psyche. Paul offers his readers a quite extraordinary

characLerization of the nature of sin:

Know ye not, brethren, (for I speak to them that know the law,) how
that the 1aw hath dominion over a man as long as he líveth? (2) For
the wonan which hath an husband is bound by the law to her husband so
long as he liveth; but if the husband be dead, she is loosed from the
law of her husband. (3) So then if, while her husband liveth, she be
narried to another man, she shal1 be called an adulteress: but if her
husband be dead, she is free frorn that law; so that she is no
adulteress, though she be marríed to another man. (4) !'/herefore, ny
brethren, ye also are become dead to the law by the body of Christ;
that ye should be married to another, even to him who is raised from
the dead, that we should bring forth fruit unto God. (5) For when we

were in the flesh, the notions of sins, which were by the 1aw, dÍd
work in our members to bring forth fruít unto death. (6) But now we

are delivered fron the law, that being dead whereln we lüere held;
that we should serve in newness of spirit, and not ín the oldness of
the letter.

Luther, in his lectures on St. Paults epistle to the Romans, offers a useful

gloss to this passage. He writes:

The apostlers nanner of argument is contrary to the rnetaphysical or
moral method of reasonlng. For the apostle makes it a point to say that
it is man rather than sin that is taken away, so that sin continues
as something that remains and man is cleansed from sín rather than
that the opposite is the case. In contrast Lo this, human self-
understandíng asserts that it is siq_that is taken away and that it
is man who rãmains and is cleansed.17

trrlhen Murry writes that Los discovers ttitt hi" fo.t"t ""1f 
fury and cruelty and

the soul of dark revengettt (my ernphasís), he is suggesting that ttit is sín

that is taken away and that it is man who remains and is cleansed.rr In fact,

sin is removed only by a new birLh. It is only by being rrmarriedrr Lo a

reality which is outside the closed cycles of the fallen world that man is

taken away from sin and one can become ttdead to the 1aw by the body of

Christ.rt lt is an understanding such as this which informs Blakers doctrine

of States.

In Night the Seventh[a], Los has done no more than embrace the reality

of the fallen world. So long as this is all that he does, he remains a slave

to the 1aw, and the good that he does ushers in an evil that he does not
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intend. In other words, Losts embrace of the Spectre accepts but does not

erase the antagonism within the world and within Losrs own being between

spirit and flesh, the mind and the rnembers. This is quite clear1-y why we

have not one but two Seventh Nights. The first (VII[a]) is a narrative of the

spirit and of the inward man. In this Night we observe Losrs recognition and

enbrace of his own ontology. This is a narrative of ttredemptionrr because it

te1ls of acÈivitÍes which save the world from anníhilation and are the basis

or necessary condition for a future new birth. However, these activities

still occur in the fallen world and they are therefore mirrored by the

narrative which we find in Night the Seventh[b]. This second narrative is

contemporaneous with the first. It tells us of the flesh; the outward man; the

self-centred body which, whatever onets spiritual decisions, continues the

warfare of the fallen world. Critics rnake much of the simple word ttbutrr which

separates the negative ttmoment of the Shadowy Femalets birthrr from rfthe

mornent of the astonishing fraternal embrace of Los and the Spectre of

Urthona.ttlS It i", however, equally important to recognize that Night the

Seventh[b] begins with the same slender word. trtle are still in the fallen

world, each advance by the spirit ís matched by a retreat on the part of the

flesh, the outward man wars against the inner, Night Lhe Seventhla] is

mírrored by Night the Seventh[b]. In short, rr¡e are still within the Labyrinth

and unlike Icarus we have not been able to embrace the skies, or in the words

of St. Paul, we have not been rrmarriedtt (with all the tutoring and giving up

of self which Paul implies) to rrhim who is raised from the dead.tt

Night the Seventh[a] and Night the Seventh[b] are therefore in a

relationship which can only be called an embrace. At Lhe same point in

narrative place and time the reader has two Nights which persist in standing

alongside one another. It is in fact odd that the embrace between Los and his

Spectre which is applauded throughout the canon of Blake criticisn should be

denied these two Nights. More importantly, as soon as the Nights are seen to

be parallel and contemporaneous and themselves enactíng, within Èhe form of

the text, trthe spectrous embracertt we are able to see that much of the debate
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that has raged around these Nights is spurious and misleading. It would be

out of place to go into thÍs at length at this point; however, at the risk of

being too brief, I conclude that if the Nights are read as parallel

narratives of the flesh and the spirit then the apparent discontinuity

between the accounts is no longer a problem which must be solved or

explained. The narraÈive discontinuity is as great as that between the inner

and the outer man, good and evil. In addition v/e can explain why Blake

reversed the order of VII[a], added the cl-osing lines t.o VII[b], and by so

doing obscured the narrative development which once existed from VII[a] to

VII[b]. That a person who has had an illumination as to his own nature should

in the next step revert to his old self is a truth that we have perhaps come

to expect. That illumination (and the late additions to VII[a] rnagnify the

extent of that illumination) should itself exist alongside of and even depend

upon and facilitate the trlaw of the fleshtt is nothing less than shocking. hle

do not have two alÈernative Nights, two sequentíal seventh Nights, or even a

single composite Night the Seventh, but two contemporaneous, parallel accounts

which cannot be separated. The narrative, like life, doubles itself and we

must place together Lhro Nights, the good and the bad, Losfs embrace and his

fiery revenge, the inner and the outer man.

Blakers strategy in these Nights parallels that of Christ in the

parables, and of the early Christians. St. Paul writes in his first epistle

to the Corinthians, chapter one, verses 22-23 that

the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek after wisdom: But we
preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stumblingblock, and unto the
Greeks foolishness. . . .

Christ ís a stumblingblock precisely because from a non-Christian perspective

there is no way of resolving the contradication represented by a suffering

MessÍah. Similarly, in the presence of two seventh Nights in The Four Zoas

Blake presents the reader with a paradox which, from a fa11en perspective,

cannot be resolved. In Genesis the Fa1l began with the picking of an apple

frorn the tree of the knowledge of good and evi1. fn other words, the

knowledge of good and evil came inLo being at the same poÍnt in time and is a
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direct

in hís

In The

result of the Fall. Bonhoeffer touches on some of the reasons for this

book Ethics:

In the knowledge of good and evil man does not understand himself in
the realíty of the déstiny appointed in his origin, but rather.
ín hís own possibilities, hiJ possibility of being good_or_evil.
He knows himself nolr¡ as something apart from God, outside God, and

this neans that he now knows on1-y himself and no longer knows God

ata11....19

Four Zoas the recognition that good and evil, spirit and flesh' Night

the Seventhla] and [b], are entangled with one another, and the experience of

the tension that this duality introduces into the world, will push Los and

provoke the reader until, as we sha11 see, there remains no option but the

embrace of the whole Man.

(2) Figure and ground; spirir and flesh; Night vII[a] and vII[b]

The two Nights are not, of course, as rÍgídly divided between the flesh

and the spírit as I have suggested. In Night the Seventh[a] the situation

imnediately prior to Losrs embrace of the Spectre (85:13-21, 8360/82353)' for

example, details the war of VII[b]. Even after the embrace' as Los describes

to Enitharnon hís desire to trfabricaLe embodied sernblancesrtt it is important

to note that Los speaks from a posiLio

in Golgonooza in the Gate of Luban where
He had erectãd nany porches where branchd the Mysterious Tree
hlhere the Spectrous dead wail- . . .

(90 zT-t+, 837 O /82355),

and, of course, although Los is able to divide trthe powers of Every I'rlarriorrf

(90:63, E37L/82357) and so avoid a cornplete collapse of the world, he is

unable to stop the warfare itself and he 1s powerless to draw Urizents

ttspectrous formrr out of rrthe ranks of wart' (90:59-60, E37l/82357). This

hídden narrative of the flesh is, therefore, an ever present companion to the

advances of the spirit; it. is the dinly seen ground to the configuration of

spirit in the fallen world.

In Night the Seventh[b], however, the relationship between figure and
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ground is reversed and the narrative focuses on the flesh. For Satan, Christrs

descent to Hell and embrace of the sins of the world appeared (according to

Milton) aÈ first to signify the success of his own plans. Sinilarly, while

Los embraces the reality of the fallen world (in Night the Seventhla]),

Urizen (fn Nigtrt the SeventhIb]) proclaims his victory:

The time of Prophecy is now revolvd & all
This Universal Ornament is mine & in my hands
The ends of heaven like a Garment will I fold them round me

Consuming what must be consumd then in power & majesty
I will walk forth thro those wide fields of endless ELernity
A God & not a Man a Conqueror in triumphant glory
And all the Sons of Everlasting sha11 bow down at my feet. o .

(95 ¿ L8-24, E36O /82392)

From Urizents point of view the world is now a Garment which he can fold

around himself. He has drawn the Spectre and Shadow, the form or body of the

world, to worship at his t,ree. In addition, Losrs embrace of the Spectre

(from Urizenrs perspective again) seems to diminish the Pov¡er of Los. Urizen

is no longer confronted wlth a Los who aLtempts to bend the world to hís

will; instead he sees that Los, like Chrisl, has embraced the very bowels of

hel1. In Night the Seventh[a] we described the success of Urizenrs strategy

as the irruption of the tree of mystery in Losts constituted world. In Night

VIIIb] this same event is expressed fron Urizenrs point of view. The ttSun

that glowd oer Lostt is nov¡ compelled to enter Urizenrs world:

& they took the Sun that glowd oer Los
And with immense machlnes down ro1ling. the terrific orb
Compellrd. The Sun reddning líke a fierce lion in his chaíns
Descended to the sound of instruments that drownd the noi-se
0f the hoarse wheels & the terrific howlings of wild beasts
That dragd the wheels of the Suns charÍot & they put the Sun
Into the temple of Urizen to give light to the Abyss
To light the hrar by day to hide hís secret beams by night. . . .

(9629-L6, E36I/82393)

Los 1s unfortunately stil1 in a world where he perforns that which he does

not will and each act of spirit extends the empire of the flesh. Losrs

enbrace of his own reality is an extraordlnary achievement, but in this

embrace the world is no longer held in a struggle between Los and Urizen; in

fact, in relinquishlng his own clains on the body of the world Los allows it
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to be conpletely appropriated by Urizen. It is now qulte litera11y Urizents

garment.

Fron the point of view of the flesh, Losrs embrace of the Spectre gives

the fallen world a ner{ vidality. This is why Los and Tharmas now appear as

ruLhless and cruel warriors. In embracíng the Spectre and the world that he

retains, Los (and Tharmas in Los) embraces the form of withdrawal, which is

of course the form of war:

Outstretchd upon the hills lay Enitharmon clouds & tenpests
Beat round her head all- night all day she ríots in Excess
But night or day Los follows l,'lar & the dismal moon ro1ls over

her....
(97 zl9-2r, 8362 /82394)

In Night the Seventhlb] we therefore are given the reason why the tUnionrf

between Los and Enltharmon

lJas not to be Effected without Cares & Sorrows & Troubles
0f six thousand Years of self denial and of bitter Contrition. . .

(87 227 -28, 8369 /82355)

Los has embraced the form of the fallen world, but this form is the form of

withdrawal and dissension.

Many of the sentences that I have included in the paragraphs written

above are, of course, in flagrant contradiction to statements in my previous

sectÍon, but this is precisely the naLure of the fallen world in whích a

spirit of evil animates heavenly things, and Los performs that which he

does not will. The difficulty in reading and writing about The Four Zoas at

this point is to keep the perspectives of the spirit and of the flesh, the

inner and the outer man, Night the Seventh[a] and [b], in clear focus at the

same time. This ls extraordinarily diffícult because the knowledge of good

and evil bequeathed to us at the Fall presupposes a separation and

distinction between what Los and the poen have brought together. The reader

is called to make an embrace very bit as difficult as Losfs embrace of the

Spectre.

In Night the Seventh[b] we therefore see ao aËtenuation of the reality

of evil which exactly matches the advances in the realm of the spirit that

were observed in Night the Seventhla]. It is now, for example, Luvah (the
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imrnortal forn of Orc) who is nailed to the tree. This suggests an increase in

the sufferings of the victim, and therefore an extension of Urizenrs religion

and of his reign of terror:

They sound the clarions strong they chain the hor*ling captives
They give the Oath of blood They cast the lots into the helmet,
They vote the death of Luvah & they naild hin to the tree
They piercd hin with a spear & laíd him in a sepulcher
To die a death of Six thousand years bound round with

desolatiolr" " (92:11-15,,,364/",2396)

Orc is now completely assirnilated to the world of Urizen:

No more remaind of Orc but the Serpent round the tree of Mystery
The form of Orc Ìr¡as gone he reard his serpent bulk among
The stars of Urizen in Power rending the form of l-ife . . .

(93 224-26, 8365 /82397 ),

and aÈ the very close of the Night Satan appears. Los indeed stands tfin Lhe

Gate of Luban where / He trad erected many porches where branchd the

Mysterious Tree / l{here the Spectrous dead waíl.tr In Night the Seventh[b] it

is on1-y in the penultimate lines that the reader glimpses the possibility of

rebirth and recovery which is, thanks to Losrs redenptive embrace, implied in

the fallen world (it is interesting thaL these lines are agaín introduced

with the word but):

But the Eternal Promise
They wrote on all their tombs & pillars & on every Urn
These words If ye will believe your B[r]other shall rise again
In golden letters ornamented with shreet labours of Love
trrlaiting with Patience for the fulfilment of the Promise Divine. .

(95:4-8, 8367/82399)

The promise is wrítten on tttombsrtr ttpillarstr (which memorialize the dead) and

tton every Urntr (ful1 of the ashes of the dead). In other wordq it is in the

very shape of the fallen world that we will find the promise of salvation.

Los cannot escape the fallen world by retreating fron it; he can no longer

make an easy division between good and evil, spirít and flesh. He is in fact

only able to see trthe Larnb of God / Clottred in Luvahs robes of blood

descending Ëo redeemrr (87:43-l+4, 8369/82355) by enbracing the reality which

he constitutes, and then by turning his eyes inward to see the course of

action Èhat has been made possible by this act.
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(3) t{ight the Eighth

In Night the Eighth the Ërajectories of the inner and outer man come

together in a single Night. For the reader the tension resulting frorn thÍs

juxLaposition is remarkable. In the first six NÍghts we have observed the

consolidation of the world of withdrawal, and the realization at its heart of

the struggle between the inner and the outer man. In the seventh Nights thís

division is clarífied by the appearance of a double narrative. The tensj-on

between the flesh and the spirit is so strong that the story divides. In

Night the Eighth this already overwhelming pressure is augmented by brínging

these two (now clearly distinguished) realities back into proximity with each

other. The effect is akin to that produced by bringing the positive poles of

thro magnets together. As the poem moves towards Night the Ninth, readers find

themselves in a world which ís about to break into fragments. A good example

of the tension between flesh and sptrit can be seen on the firsL page of this

Night.

At the beginning of the eighth Night ttthe Council of Godrf meets ttas one

Man Even Jesus" (992L-2, 8371) and Albion begins to awake. Los now says that

he can see

the Divíne VisÍon thro the broken Gates
0f thy IEnitharrnonts] poor broken heart astoníshd melted into

Compassion&Love..
(99:15-16, 8372),

and Enitharmon asserts that she can ttsee the Lamb of God upon Mount Zionrt

(992L7, 8372). However, these assertions are followed by a very different

claim:

For nothing could restrain the dead in Beulah from descending
Unto Ulros night tempted by the Shadowy females sweet
Delusive cruelty they descend away from the Daughters of Beulah
And Enter Urizens temple. . . .

(992L9-22, 8372)

The opening word of this passage suggêsts that there is a direct link between

the appearance of the Larnb of God and t,he descent of the dead. Símilarly, on

page 101 we read that Los conternplated trEnormous trrlorkstt and was ttinspird by
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the ho1-y Spirit'r (39, E37l+) and yet his work means that the dead

humanize in the fierce battle where in direful pain
Troop by troop the beastial droves rend one another sounding l-oud
The instrumenËs of sound & troop by troop 1n human forms they urge
The dire confusÍon till the baLtle fainEs those Èhat remain
Return in pangs & horrible convulsions to their beasLial sÈate
For the monsters of the Elements Lions or Tygers or trrlol-ves

Sound loud the howling musj-c Inspird by Los & Enitharmon. . .
(101:46-10224, 8374)

Los is ttinspird by the holy Spiritrr while tfthe monsters of the Elementsrr are

rrlnspirdtt by him.

There is no shortage of such juxtapositions. 0n page 103 trthe Direful

Íteb of Religion" (26, 8375) falls and Urizen himself ís rfLangled in his own

net in sorror{ lusÈ repentancetr (31, 8376). This extension of the chaos of the

fallen world is placed alongside the creation, by Los and Enitharmon, of tta

Universal fernale form'r (103:38, E376). This event inspires a song of

expectation by rrthe Sons of Edentr (104:5, 8376) which concludes with the

words:

hre now behold the Ends of Beulah & we now behold
trrlhere Death Eternal is put off Eternally

. . . Cone then 0 Lamb of God

Corne Lord Jesus come quickly. .
(104:II-L2, L6-17, 8377)

These lines are, however, followed by the appearance of Satan (104:L9-28,

8377). Sirnilarl-y, ttThe Universal female formtt that Los creates is paralleled

by Urizenrs tfFalse Feminine Counterpart Lovely of Delusive Beautytt (105:11,

8378). This series of oppositions reaches its climax in the rneeting of the

Lanb of God and Satan (105:1, E378).

To argue that in Night the Eighth each gain in the Spirit ís followed by

an aLtenuation of the war in the flesh is not to deny that there is also a

certain progression which can be discerned. The tension between the opposites

of flesh and spirit has certainly increased, while the poen itself has moved

one step closer to apocalypse. It ís, however, important to recognize that

even in this penultimate Night this latter movement is contained by the

fallen world. It is a thread found within, or a line traced across the

floor of the labyrinth. Like the thread that Daedalus unwound as he entered
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King Minosts 1-abyrinth at Crete, it connects us to a reality outside the

labyrinth and so allows us to orienÈ ourselves without reference to the

winding passages and twisting paths within which we are enclosed.

In The Four Zoas the rlgolden sËringr' (JJ7, E231) which leads out of the

labyrinth first appeared ln Night. the Seventhla]. In this Night Los embraced

the Spectre and so embraced the forn of the fallen world. This step enabled

him to produce rrembodied semblancestt and ttforms sublime.rf In Night the Eighth

these forms appear as Jerusalern. Enitharmon is able to see rrthe Lamb of God .

/ The divine Vision seen within the inrnost deep recess / 0f fair Jerusalems

bosom in a gently beaming firetr (IO4z2-l+, 8376). !,le can understand this

development by returníng to an analogy that we have used in previous

chapters. In withdrawal the body becones Ëhe horizon of oners world and the

self enLers a cave or a labyrinth. The world is now the space between the

self and the walls of the cave and Ëherefore from this perspective no other

can approach. hrhen Los produces ttembodied senblancesrf and embraces the world

in which he finds hirnself, suddenly the gap betr¡een the self and the wa1ls of

the cave is diminished. One is of course still enclosed, but the movement

towards the perimeter of the prison brings one into proxirnity with others.

The form of our constítuted world, the sernblances that we fabricate' nov¡

contain trthe Lamb of Godrt and tfthe divine Vision.rf The sernblances no longer

enclose but at least potentially open to Truth. Jerusalem is the heavenly

city and the name of Christts bride. Enitharmon gives Lhe female form that

she and Los have created this nane because it ls the forrn or being in which

hunranity lives in proximíty to God, or more radically, the form in which

hurnanity, in the person of Jerusalem, becomes the brlde of Christ.

(4) An advance and another retreat

In Ëhe crucible of Losts arL, God and rnan, the infinÍte and the finite,

Eternity and time, move into proximity with one another. This is represented

as the appearance of Christ withtn the fallen world:
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Los said to Enitharmon Pitying I saw
Pitying the Lamb of God Descended thro Jerusalems gates
To put off Mystery time after tine & as a Man

Is born on Earth so ldas he born of Fair Jerusalem
In mysterys hroven mantle & in the Robes of Luvah

He stood in fair Jerusalem to awake up into Eden
The fallen Man but first to Give his vegetated body
To be cuL off & separated that the Spiritual body may be

Reveald' 
(104:31-3g, E378)

Of course, as the above passage suggests and as I have argued, this marriage

ís far from completed. The progression from the embrace of the Spectre to the

fabrication of Jerusalern and now to the descent of the Lanb of God is a

thread which stretches along the floor of the labyrinth. Christ is born of

ttfair Jerusalemrf but at the same time he appears in ttmysterys woven mantle.rr

Just as Losrs embrace of the Spectre leaves the body of the fallen world

intact, so Christrs descent to the fallen world does not in itself alter the

strucLure of Losts world. Los has embraced and Christ entered the form of

privaLion and loss. For the former this means that his members still war

against his spiriL, while for the latter it suggests that he is subject to

the 1aw of the flesh. In other words, the appearance of the Larnb of God

within Losrs fabricated semblances, clothed in ttmysterys hloven mantlerrr means

that Christ is assimilated to the fallen wor1d. Here he is subject to

Urizenfs Laws and therefore, as a reality which quite patently does not

conform, Christ is senlenced to death:

Urizen cal1d togeLher the Synagogue of Satan in dire Sanhedrim
To Judge Lhe Lamb of God to Death as a murderer & robber
As Ít is written he was numberd among the transgressors. .

(105:5-7 , 8378)

Thus was the Lamb of God condemnd to Death
They naild him upon the tree of Mystery weeping over him
And then mocking & then worshipping calling him Lord & King.

(106:1-3, E379)

From the perspective of the fallen world Lhis event is yet one more round in

the struggle between the spiriL and the flesh. If there is any extraordinary

significance to this event it is perhaps that it represents the greatest

level of tension between flesh and spirit which is conceivable. Urizenrs

strategy has indeed been successful; it now has succeeded in drawing even the
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body of Christ to its perspective and it now seems irnpossible to imagine a

move by the spirit which would natch this victory and so preserve the

Itequilibríumtr of the fallen world. This is why Jerusalen ca1ls ttthe Body dead

upon the Cross . . . Eternal Deathrr and suggests that Los and she should now

rrworship Death 1n fear while yet we liverf (106:7-8,10, 8379), and it is why

Los despairs of ttlife Eternal'r (106:L6, 8379).

If the reader, however, focuses on the thread that is being unravelled

within the fallen world, the picture is very different. It was when Theseus

reached the heart of the labyrinth at Crete and confronted the Mlnotaur that

the path out of the labyrinth was conplete. Sinilarly, it is at the ultimate

reaches of the fallen world, as Los is confronted by his own Minotaur, the

posslbility of eternal death implied by the assimilation of Christ to the

fallen wor1d, that the path out of the fa11en world is cornplete. It is after

facing this fínal terror that Los will be able to ro11 the thread up into a

ball and so escape the corridors of the fallen world.

The Minotaur appears to Los as Rahab:

She stood before Los j-n her Pride among the Furnaces
Dividing & uniting in Delusive feninine pomp questioning him' .

(II3z42-43, 8380)

hre do not hear what Rahab says to Los. The reason for this silence on the

part of the text is undoubtedly because any further words would be

extraneous. Rahab herself, one can inagine, nerely draws atLention to the

enormity of what has happened. She is the gadfly who gloats and torments

agai-nst the background of her own victory, for

when Rahab had cut off the Mantle of Luvah from
The Lamb of God tt rol1d apart, revealing to all in heaven
And all on Earth the Tenple & the Synagogue of Satan & Mystery. . . .

(113:38-40, E379)

Losts Minotaur is the victory of Satan.

In attempting to delineate the thread of recovery in the midst of this

defeat, The Four Zoas now returns , at a more intense and all-enconpassing

level, to the crisis of Night the Seventh[a]. If Los attempts to separate

himself from the vicËory of Satan and judge it as evil and his lntentÍons (at
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least) as good, then he has lost the struggle and the Minotaur (for reasons

that we shall shortly consider) has won. Therefore, in a movement which

parallels his embrace of the Spectre, Los replies to Rahab'twith tenderness &

love" (LI3:44, E380). In his reply, Los gives Rahab and the reader the most

conscious an,:l articulated sLatement of the structure of the fallen world that

has appeared in the poem.

(5) The reply to Rahab

Los begins with an admission of his own participation in the Fall and a

recitation of his generations which substantially extends the embrace of the

fallen world which we observed ín Night the Seventh[a]. Los admits that he

has taken part in the crucifixion: ttl also have piercd the Lamb of God in

pride & wrathrf (113:52, E380), and perhaps even more decisively he numbers

Satan, "lirzah and Rahab amongst his children (115:3,9 E380). Los therefore

begins not by judging the crucifixion as something done by persons who are in

some h¡ay different from himself but by embracing this enormiLy as an act

that he has perpetrated. Los then goes on to account for the loss of his

children in a way which underlines the importance of the embrace that he has

enacted.

The firsÈ movement of Losts account of the loss of hís children focuses

attention on the problem of judgement. Los asserts that it is judgement' at

least the kind that Blake ca1ls "Natural Moralityr' (E200) and is exemplified

by Lhe knowledge of good and evil, Lhat creates the staLe of Satan. Thus

Satan is cut off from Golgonooza not simply because ttSatan accusd Palamabron

before his brethrentt and ttmaddend / The horses of palambrons harrowtt (1L5zI2-

13, E380), but because "Rintrah and Palamabron / Cut him off. . ." (115:14,

8380). It. is only after Èhis second event that Enitharmon creates a space for

him and Satan becomes tra Globe immense / Crusted with snow in a dim voidtt

(115:16-17, E380). From this position Satan is able to tempt many of the Sons

and Daughters of Los away from him. Satanfs por,irer as Tempter arises in the
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following way. The first step in attaining this power is a confusion between

staLes and individuals:

And this is the manner in which Satan became the Tempter

There is a State namd Satan learn distinct to know 0 Rahab
The Difference between States & Individuals of those States
The State namd Satan never can be redeemd in all EterniLy.

(115:23-25, 8380)

Satan became a sLate as well as an individual when he became fra Globe

immense.tr In other words, the state of Satan is formed in part by a judgement,

i-n response to an injustice done to the self, which separates the malefactor

from the self. The gap between individuals that allows one to l{rong another

becomes a space and locale when the malefactor, noL his acts, is condemned.

In judgement the person who has been wronged establishes and maintains the

space of withdrawal. Blake is drawing a rather unsettling parallel between

the state of Satan that appeared in Night the Seventh[b] as the result of

Urizenrs attempt to assimilate the world to his identity, and the state of

Satan thaÈ appears when, using our knowledge of good and evil, we judge and

attempt to order the world from our perspective. hle therefore have a

fundamental congruence between personal acts of judgement, Palamabron and

Rintrahfs judgernent of Satan, and Urizenrs assimilation of the world to his

perspective (which, of course, implies a considerable exercise of the faculty

of judgement). All three give rise to the state of Satan. Satan is for this

reason characterized by Blake as both the Accuser of sin and the Judge. This

state cannot be redeemed for the same reason that Luther argues that rrsin

continues as something that remains.tt It is not sin that is taken a\,\¡ay, but

the individual that moves array from sin.

The second step in the creat.ion of Satanrs pohrer as tenpter occurs when

Luvah and Orc descend Èo the state of Satan. The lines quoted above continue:

But when Luvah in Orc became a Serpent he des[c]ended into
That state calld satan' 

(115 226-27, E3go)

Luvah and Orc are, within the fallen world, the transgressors against and uhe

victims of Urizenrs laws. At the most extreme point of their warfare against
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Urizen they lose all identity and become merely a serpent upon Urizenfs tree.

In other words, they have become separated from their oI4In identity and

completely assimilaLed to Urizenrs worl-d. This separation and loss of

identity is once again the sÈate of Satan.

This congruence establishes an elementary confusion, which is the source

of Satants power over others:

Enitharmon breathd forth on the hlinds
Of Golgonooza her well beloved knowing he was Orcts human remains
She tenderly lovd him above all his brethren he grew up
In mothers tenderness The Enormous worlds rolling in Urizens po\{er
Must have given Satan by these mild arts Dominion over all. .

(115:27-3I' E380-81)

Satanrs tfmild artsrr result from a coincidence of tiiis state with the end

result of Urizenrs strategy for domination. Urizenrs strategy has been to

assimilate Luvah and Orc to his world and then to make them the ostensible

object of his religion. Enitharmon (in the person of the Shadow) is drawn to

worship at the tree of Urizenrs relígion because she knows that this is all

that remains of her son. As we have argued, this assimilation of Enitharmon

to Urj-zents perspective caused an irruption of the Èree of mystery in Losrs

constituted world. In Losts account this same event is described as

EniLharmon|tbreathing forth on the hlinds / Of Golgonooza her well beloved.rf

Her son is, however, now the state of Satan.

trrlith the success of Urizents designs on Enitharmon, ttThe Enormous worldstl

are indeed Itrolling in Urizens po\¡rer.tr The same strategy draws Los and even

Christ to his perspective. At the rnoment that he succeeds, however, Satanrs

Itmild arLstt have placed the world in his pohrer because Satan is the loss of

identity, the world of identical particles, that such an assimilation

represents. Satan tempts with the ttArts of Urizentt (115:17, E380) because the

state of Satan is the reductio ad absurdum of Urizenfs efforts to bend the

world to his will.

In the course of the narrative of The Four Zoas we have observed Urizen,

Luvah, Urthona, Tharmas and Los all attempt to create a world which conforms

to their wí11. In other words, they are involved in the judgement of whether
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or not individuals conform to their desire. The ideal of all the fallen Zoas,

and the end resulÈ of Urizenfs activity, is to create a world of self

enclose,C globes that outlaw and expel all difference. Now, ín Losrs reply to

Rahab, Los expliciÈly recognizes this process as it is enacted in his members.

It ís important to recognize that Palamabronts response to Satan is not an

over-reaction. As an individual and as a state Satan does threaten identity.

It therefore seems at first Lo be a reasonable course of action when

Palamabron calls down a rfGreat Solernn assemblytt (115:33, E381). The problem

is, however, that in bringing the assenbly into the process of judgement

Palamabron extends the state of Satan. In judging Satan, Palamabron, Rintrah,

Los and Lhe assembly all retain the form of their constituted world; they

withdraw into discrete globes and so enter the state of Satan:

hlherefore Palamabron being accusd by Satan to Los
Ca11d down a Great Solemn assernbly Rintrah in fury & fire
Defended Palamabron & rage filld the Universal Tent

Because Palamabron htas good naturd Satan supposd he feard hirn
And Satan not having the Science of hlrath but only of Pity
!'las soon condemnd & wrath was left to wrath & Pity to Pity
Rintrah & Pal-amabron Cut sheer off from Golgonooza
Enitharmons Moony space & in ít Satan & his companions
They rolld down a dim world Crusted with Snow deadly & dark.

(IL5z32-40, 8381 )

irlith these lines Losrs reply to Rahab reaches the narrative time in which

both Rahab and he stand.

For the reader, Losrs reply to Rahab ís disconcerting. Its initial

effect is to frustrate and inLerrupt the narrative movenenL that has been

building up. It does this first of all simply because of its difficulty and

compression. As Lrilkie and Johnson irritably remark:

Losfs severely compressed version of the Bardfs Song . presents a
problem. Surely even a poet so little concerned as Blake was with
explicitness Lo what he called the ttidiottr could noL have expected
readers to make sense-of this synopsis apart from its fuller
treatment in Milton.20

0n a first reading, this difficulty is compounded by the impression

that the conflict between Satan, Palamabron and Rintrah is irrelevant to

the narrative that we have been following: the poem seems to have

suddenly changed iLs terms. Despite all of this, Bloom calls Losts reply
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to Rahab rra great and climactic passagett (E964) and, as I have argued, far

from being irrelevant to the poem Losts reply repeats the entire story of The

Four Zoas, but nor¡¡ as a conflict which is enacted within his own members.

It seems to me that this passage disrupts the poemfs narrative flow in

order to delineate the moment of recognition in which Los finally turns and

recognizes the thread that his own life has been unravelling, and which can

now be followed back to ttHeavens gate / Built in Jerusalems wall.tt Thi-s

thread is made up of three different materials. In Night the Seventhfa] Losrs

embrace of his Spectre and of his own reality opened a path to the very edge

of the labyrinth. Losts reply to Rahab repeats this recognition and re-

establishes it on a more conscious level. Los affirms thaL the fallen world

establishes itself within his own members and that the narrative of The Four

Zoas can be rephrased in terms of his own ontology. To the point imrnediately

preceding this speech the poem has progressed as a narrative of which Los is

a part: a story which contains Los. However, Los now embraces the story and

in this movemenL it becomes a semblance which is embodied. Quite literally

the fal1 which The Four Zoas narrates takes place in and has been accePted as

his body. Clearly this is the first and most important reason why Blake chose

Èo insert the conflict of Satan, Palamabron and Rintrah at this point. The

change in orientation, the work that needs to be done by the reader to

achieve this reorientation, parallels Losts own efforts at reorganization and

reorientation.

The second and third of the materials which make up the thread need to

be discussed together because they are closely related. In the early Nights

of The Four Zoas we noted that Losts activities were accompanied by the work

of Providence. Sirnilarly in Night the Seventh[a] and the early parts of Night

the Eighth, the redempLive work of Los and Enitharmon allows the entry of

Christ into the fallen world. In Losrs reply Lo Rahab he achieves his

clearest recognition of this process. The recognition of the reality of the

fallen world, the embrace by Los of his own body, a11ows God and man, time

and Eternity, to move into proximity. This is expressed in the conception of
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the Seven Eyes of God, which are, in Damonrs words, rrthe path of Experience

fixed for the individual by the Divine Mercy, so Èhat proceeding through his

errors he must evenÈua1ly reach the true God.tt2l The final eye is Jesus, the

irruption of Eternity within tine and of time in Eternity, which (as we have

seen) is the result of Losfs work. This recognition reveals the thread that

connects time and Eternity, the person withÍn the labyrinth and the outside

world. Such a moment must inevitably disrupt the narrative logic of a

labyrinth. The walls which enclose the sel-f are still there, but they can now

be read from a perspective which promises Lo unite what they have been built

to keep apart. As Los says to Rahab, with an eagerness born from a sense of

the imminent reality of release, uncovering and apocalypse:

Then Jesus Came & Died willing beneath Ti-rzali. & Rahab
Thou art that Rahab Lo the Tomb what can we purpose more
Lo Enitharmon terrible & beautiful in Eternal youth
Bow down before her you her children & set Jerusalem free. .

(115:50-11622, E381)

It is now, as we shall see, only the confusion implicit in the last line

which separates the world from Truth.



Chapter Eight

Ios and f,gflêmFtion

If the muscle can feel repugnance, there is still a false
move to be made;

If the mind can imagine tomorrow, there is still a defeat
to remember;

As long as the self can say tlt, it is impossible not to
rebel;

As long as there is an accidental virtue, there is a

necessary vice:
And the garden cannot exist, the miracle cannot occur.

For the garden is the only place there is, buL you will
not find it

Until you have looked for it everywhere and found nowhere
that is not a desert;

The miracle is the only thing that happens, but to you it
will not be apparent'

Until all events have been studíed and nothing happens
thaL you cannot exPlain;

And life is the destiny you are bound to refuse until you
have consented Lo die.

Therefore, see without looking, hear without listening'
breathe without askÍng:

The Inevitable is what will seem to happen to you purely
by chance;

The Real is what will strike you as really absurd;
Unless you are certain you are dreaming, it is certainly

a dream of your own;
Unless you exclaim - tThere must be some mistakef - you

must be mistaken.
hl.H. Audenl

(1) nsee rithout looking, hear witlrout listening, breathe vithout asking"

Losrs díscovery of a thread which promises to lead him out of the

labyrinLh certainly does not resolve the tension between the flesh and the

spirit. In fact the rernainder of Èhe eighth Night details a continuing and

bitter struggle between these two poles. Urizenfs assimilation of Los and

Christ to his world, for example, means that he (and the sLate that he

represents) has severed its links with realíty. Hitherto Urizen has been that

which gives clarity and form to Losfs universe. But now, in thís final

assimilation, he loses touch wiÈh his being:
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His teeth a triple row he strove Lo sieze the shadow in vain
And his immense tail lashd the Abyss his human form a Stone
A form of Senseless Stone remaind ín terrors on Lhe rock
Abdominable to the eyes of mortals who explore his books
His wisdom still remaind & all hís memory stord with woe

And still his stony form remaind in the Abyss immense
Like the pale vísage in its sheet of lead that cannot follow. . . .

(106:30-36, 8382)

This reduction of Urizen, however, is seen by the reader againsL the

background of Providence:

Thus in a living Death
All mortal things made
Time after time by the
And all in him died. &

the nameless shadow all things bound
permanent that they may be Put off
Divine Lamb who died for all
he put off all mortality. .

( 107 :35-38, 8383)

Simílarly, Ahaniars lament (108:9-109212, E383-84) is juxtaposed with Enionts

expectant reply (109:14-110:28, E384-85). The first has still not seen the

ttDivine vision her Eyes are Toward Urizentt (108:7, E383), while the second

speaks of ltThe Eternal Mantr

And ín the cries of
Is heard throughout
0r a leaf buds The
And all his Sorrows

with assurance:

birth & in the groans of death his voice
the Universe whereever a grass grows
Eternal Man is seen is heard is felt
till he reassumes his ancient bliss. .

(110:25-28, E385)

This second juxtaposition could of course be read to mean Lhat Ahaniars

perception is simply noÈ reliable or somehow not real, and that it is the

advance of the spirit towards apocalypse which is somehow reallv occurrÍng.

As if to remove this possíbility the final page of Night the Eighth te1ls us

that Rahab has now triumphed ttover alltt (111:1, 8385), and that Jerusalem has bee

Èaken ttA l,Iilling Captivett and now offers her trown Children / Upon the b1-oody

Altartr (LlLz2-4, 8385) of Urizen. Finally, "The Ashes of Mystery began to

animaterf and ttas of old so nor,i¡ anew began / Babylon again in Infancy Calld

Natural Religion'r (lLIz22-24, 8386). The labyrÍnth of the fallen world seems

set to retrace its paths once again.

The confrontation between flesh and spirit continues because although

Los has uncovered a thread which will lead him ouË of the labyrinth he has

not yet turned to follow it. Los is still the centre of the fallen world and

he repeats in his members the conflict. between Rintrah, Satan and Palamabron.
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The gap which separates the fallen world from apocalypse is the same gap which

separates illumination from the action which proceeds from it. The rnoment in

which Los turns from the labyrinth and begins to wind the thread into a ball

occurs at the beginning of Night the Ninth. It would indeed be a 1ot easier

if sin could simply be taken away; instead it is Los who must die and be

reborn, who must reverse the direction of his very being, if he is to escape

the fallen world. The achievement of this reversal is a cataclysmic and

catastrophic occurrence :

Los his vegetable hands
Out,stretchd his right hand branching out in fibrous Strength
Siezd the Sun. His left hand like dark roots coverd the Moon
And tore them down cracking the heavens across from immense to

immense' ' (rL7:6-9, E3g6)

Los wills not to will and in this $¡ay escapes a labyrinth in which each step

of the spirit establishes a movement of the flesh which encloses it once

again. Los desLroys the fabric of his constituted world.

AL first glance this apocalypse seens to be no more than destruction and

seens to bear an uncanny resemblance to the nihilistic apocalypses of the

Lambeth prophecies. Thus, hlilkie and Johnson describe this event as ttthe

revelation of truth in an instantaneous spasm of destruction that reunifies

the psychic wor1d.tt2 Sirilarly Morton Paley, quoting a phrase used by

NorLhrop Frye, writes:

At this point, despairing of the revolutionary millenÍum [sic] he had
once expecLed, Blake turned to an apocalyptist who also saw history
as outside human control. In Revelation, the trrlrath of the Lamb is
poured ouL on the world; Christrs thousand-year reign in the New

Jerusalem is anticipated, to be followed by war with Satan, general
resurrection, and Last Judgement. In Night IX' as Frye complaÍns,
tThe Last Judgment simply starts off wíth a bang. .ffEnvisioníng
the destruction of hÍstory, both of these apocalypses present
eschatological doctrines different from those of the Prophets and of
the Larnbeth books. The dÍstinction is beLween a Prophetic víew of
history promising a this-worldly fulfillment to Godrs de^sign, and an
apocalyptic view prornising an other-world1-y fulfillment.J

In fact, nothing could be further from the truth. In the Lambeth books, as I

have argued, apocalypse was simply Ëhe point of disintegration of the fallen

world. It is the moment in which the walls of time, no longer abl-e to contain

the seething energies which course through its corridors, are destroyed. At
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the end of Europe, for example, Losrs call to rra1l his sonstt forebodes a

catastrophe in r,,¡hich life itself will be drowned in a sea of blood. One can

therefore argue that it is these early apocalypses which start (and end) with

a bang and that by their very nature they can only offer tfan other-worldly

fulfillmenttt; a fulfilmenÈ which does not groht out of the world as it is, but

appears in the space opened by that worldrs annihilation. This is a fate that

Blake prophesies; a future which will inevitabl-y belong to us all if the

world continues on its present course.

At the beginning of Night the Ninth, by contrast' Los is no longer

subject to the force and momentun of the fallen world. In what is a crucial

distinction Los tears down and so casts off. rather than participates in the

self destruction of, the labyrinth of the fallen world. By using the will in

this way Los is able to escape the bondage of the will. It is the act of

willing not to will which collapses the closed world of the ego and opens the

will to that influx which, in the annotation quoted in the previous chapter,

Blake described as God. The premise and motivat,ion for thís course of action

is the sober embrace of the reality of his own being. It is only this embrace

which changes the labyrinth into a garment r¿hich can be cast off. As I have

argued, sin cannot be removed by a force or being which is rroutside human

controlrr; instead, humanity must undergo a new birth. A birth can occur only

from within the body or garment of what is; it can proceed only as a movement

which both defines itself against and incorporates what is. Losts bÍrth

para1le1s that of the child: both can be effected only through the gates and

then against the background of the wornb that enclosed them. I,rIe can therefore

say that rather than being an escape from time this action is predlcated

upon an embrace of time. Far from trEnvisioning the destruction of historyrrl

Los prepares the way for a history which is no longer that of bondage but

freedom.

The basic model for Losfs act of self-annihÍlation is quite clearly that

of Christ. Christ was put to death by the power and authority of his time,

just as Losfs destruction of his constituted world is (from a certain
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perspective) the culmination of Urizents attempts to draw the Shadow and the

Spectre (along with the line that they defíne) to his own perspective.

Al-though executed by Pilate, Christ freely gave his 1ífe, just as Losrs

rfdeathtr is chosen by him. Christrs death symbolizes the embrace and

overcoming of the sins of the world. It issues in a call- to others to be

reborn and at the sarne time it opens a path for this rebirth. Similarly,

Losrs death is predicated upon an embrace of the sins of the world - it

is perhaps itself the culmination of this embrace - and it Íssues in a call

(spoken in the person of Albion) to the other Zoas to be reborn and, as I

sha1l argue, in a very líteral sense it opens a path which will enable this

rebirth to be accomplished.

The paral1el I have drawn between Los and Christ at first seems to be

complícated by the fact that Los, unlíke Christ, is clearly motivated by

terror and fear. He and Enítharmon are trTerrified at Non Existence / For such

rhey deemd rhe dearh of the bodytr (IL7z5-6, 8386). It would be possíble to

read t,hese lines as an expression of a confusion on theÍr part: they do not

reaLize that death will be followed by life and resurrectíon. Christ, by

contrast, was able to proceed to his death with serenity because he rras aware

of a life which followed this event. If they were confused in thÍs way,

however, their action in destroying theÍr ttbodytt would be inexplicable.

Instead it is clear that it ís the realization of the lar+ of sin in their

members, of the death represented by the body of the fa11en world, that

provokes them to tear down their constituted world. It is the rrlivingrr death

of their ttbodyrtt the body of the fallen world (in which, as we have seen on

page 106, Christ has been enclosed), which terrifies them. Nevertheless,

despite the parallel which can be drawn with ChrisL, Losrs actions are

shocking.

In the sixties the issue of redemptive deaLh, of sacrificial suffering,

was forcibly brought to our attention by the Vietnamese Buddhist monks and

the Americans who immolated themselves in protest against the Víetnam war.

Daniel Berrigan, in dialogue with Thich Nhat Hanh, offers us an approach to
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this problem:

I think such tragedies widened the conception of death as a gíft of
life in a \,{ay we had not known before in the hlest. trrle had never known
an occasion where a person freely offered his life, except on the
field of battle or to save anoÈher person. But the deliberate self-
giving, a choice which didnft depend upon some imrnediate crísis but
upon a thoughtful revaluatíon of life - this was very nehr to us and
*ã", indeed-, an unprecedenLed gift.4

Nhat Hanh replies with sone thoughts on two Buddhist marlyrs:

Nhat Chi Mai and Thick Quang Duc irnmol-ated themselves for others.
Because of life. Because they saw their lives in the lives of oLhers.
And in a moment of perception of that deep deep truth, they suddenly
lost all fear and gave thernselves.)

It may, in the context of Blake criticisn, seem bizarre to introduce such

reflections, and yet it seems to me that at this point in The Four Zoas Los

is enacting a very similar death. Los collapses Lhe form of his conslituted

world; he freely offers his life for the others which he has found bound

within his world. This act can be read on many levels; however, it is

important that it be not simply limÍted to the death of a psychological or

perceptual set. Los is the ontological reality of the fallen world and as

such this inversion affects our very being. It is, in addition, carried out

against the background of and perhaps ín response to the death of Christ, and

this suggests an event of considerable gravily. Finally, the response to

Christrs death and the impediment to his own Ís nothing less than terror at

the non-existence which Los feels is irnplied by rrthe death of the bodyrf (my

emphasis). As in the poem called ttThe Grey Monkrrr Blake is juxtaposíng, on a

variety of 1evels, a ttdeliberate self-givingrf with the violence of the fallen

world. The conclusion is disturbing:

But vain the Sword & vain the Bow
They never can work l,lars overLhrow
The Hermits Prayer & the I'lidows tear
Alone can free the hlorld from fear

For a Tear is an Intellectual thing
And a Sigh is the Sword of an Angel King
And the bitter groan of the Martyrs woe
Is an Arrow from the ALnightÍes Bow

(25-32, E489-90)

However, even gíven this analogy between the freely given gifts of

Christ and Los, perhaps this is the wrong way t,o approach such things. In
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a discussion of Christts death, self-immolation, or Losrs gtft of his life,

acLs such as these can all too easily take on the colour of a moral

imperative. Nhat Hanh ís quite clear on this point:

lle do not ínÈend to say that sel-f-immolation is good, or that it Ís
bad. It is neither good nor bad. hrhen you say something is good, you
say that you should do that. BuË nobody can urge another to do such a
thíng.6

fnstead, in hís dialogue with Berrigan, Nhat Hanh attempts to discuss and

understand an act such as this fron two very different perspectives. First of

all the point Ís to rrunderstand the sltuation and the context in which they

acted.tr Frorn this viewpoint hre may be able to see how such an acL may be tra

very natural thing to do, like breaÈhing.rf Secondly, the point of such an act

is not to provoke discussion of whether it should or should not be emulated:

ttlt is apart from all that. It is done to wake us up.rr Quite clearly this is

the approach that The Four Zoas takes to such a matter' for the ttbangtt which

Frye perceives at the beginning of Night the Nínth is in fact given little

attention. It is, however, the movement up to this act (which makes it, for

Los, tta very natural thing to dotr) and the movement of awakening which stens

fron it, which are the poemts first concern. The forrner has been the subject

of our preceding chapters. trtle must now turn to l-ook at the process of

awakening that stems from this act.

(2) The geography of Ínversion

The idea of a birth which takes as premise for its leap the reality of

the world would be less disturbing if the results of such an act hrere

obvl-ously and inmediately redemptive. In fact the first fruit of this

movemenL out of Losts constituted world is shocking. It is true that rThe

thrones of Kings are shaken they have lost their robes & crownstr (117:18'

8387), but this reversal ls followed by a scene of grin retribution:

The poor smite their opressors they awake up to the harvest
The naked warriors rush together down Lo the sea shore
Trembling before the multitudes of slaves nohr set at liberty
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They are become like wintry f1-ocks like forests stripd of leaves
The opressed pursue like the wind there is no room for escape.

(117:79-23, 8387)

The process of cutting off ttMysterys tyrantsrf until- not one is ttleft on

Earthrr (119:13, E388) seems to introduce a cataclysm which is worse than any

that has preceded this event:

The Gates are burst down pour
The torrents black upon the Earth the blood pours down incessant
Kings in their palaces lie drownd Shepherds their flocks their tents
Roll down the mountains in black torrents Cities Villages
High spires & Castles drownd in the black deluge Shoal on Shoal
Float the dead carcases of Men & Beasts driven to & fro on waves
0f foaming blood beneath the black íncessant Sky. . .

(119:6-L2, E388)

It is clear that these events represent some kind of emergence - ttthe fires

of Eternity'r (117:10, E386) have fallen and millions have started forth

ttinto flarnes of mental fíre / Bathing their Limbs in the bright visions of

Eternityrf (II9z22-23, 8388) - but of what kind? Blake himself seems to

indicate thaË we should treat these visions with suspicion for on page 119 all

of the activity in the fallen world is called a ttUniversal Confusiontr (2/r,

E388) and, in a sudden change of perspective, rfÈhe Eternal Mantr lifts his head

and cries of rrthe consuming Universerr (119228r3L, E388):

0 weakness & 0 weariness 0 war within my members

The Corn is turnd to thistles & the apples into poison
The birds of song to murderous croh¡s My joys to bitter groans
The voices of children in my tents to críes of helpless infants
And all exiled from the face of light & shine of rnorning
fn this dark world a narrow house I wander up & down
I hear Mystery howling in these flarnes of Consummation
hlhen shall the Man of future t.imes become as in days of old
0 weary life why sit I here & give up all my pohters
To indolence to the night of death when indolence & mourning
Sit hovring over my dark threshold. tho I arise look out
And scorn the war within my members yet my hearÈ is weak
hlhence is this sound of rage of Men drinklng each others blood
Drunk with the smoking gore & red but not with nourishing wine. .

(119 : 32,42-I2O:8' E388-89)

Albionts perspective on the rUníversal Confusiontt is unequivocal. It is still

a ttrnrar withÍnrr his ttmemberstf and Men are ttdrinking each others bloodrr; they

are ttDrunk with the smokíng gore & red but not with nourishing wine.rr Most

decisively he suggests that the flames of this cataclysm are, for Mystery'

therrflames of Consumnationttor fulfilment. The fallen world is still a
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ffconsuming Universetr where one is assimilated to the perspective of another.

The problem is, of course, that this catacl-ysm and consummation has been

brought about by an activity which ín many ütays can be seen as a rebj-rth. In

order to understand this apparent setback v¡e must brÍefly summarize the steps

that The Four Zoas has ouËlined.

Reading the first Nights of The Four Zoas bears a certain cornparison

with descending the steps of a ladder. The Fall is not an event which is

completed by a single act; instead the reader experiences it as a long and

protracted event which is stretched out in time and space. I'le can sunmarize

the steps of thÍs "faÚtt (in descending order) in the following way: (4) the

act of withdrawal which precipitates a divislon into nale and female pol,trers;

(3) the fa11 of Tharmas; (2) the fall of Urizen (which includes the fall and

assimílation of Luvah); (1) the completed fall to Los. These four steps are'

of course, not meant to suggest that the different falls of the Zoas do not

occur simultaneously, or that a later event is noL suggested alongside an

earlier. This descent is instead the approximate path that The Four Zoas

opens for the reader; the Fall as it is assinilated to the poemts perspective

and chronology. In Night the Ninth it is as if collective humanity reascends

this ladder. The Zoas in effect tread the same path as they took in the

course of the Fal1, but wlth two major differences. First of a1-1, Èhe steps

are taken in reverse order, and secondly, the neaníng and reality of the

steps are nor4r determined by the movenent towards integration, rather than

dissolution, that they support. This neans that the steps of the ladder are

in sequence and in significance reversed. Nevertheless, in order to cl1mb the

ladder each and every step must be embraced, not one can be omitted, and,

while facilitating a move towards integration, each step is an embrace of the

reality of the fallen world. The Four Zoas opens a path to redemptÍon in

which nothing can be omitted and all must be embraced: reality must be

Imagined and undergone. I,rle can Íllustrate thís point quite succinctly with

regard to Los.

Los is the centre and ontological real-ity of the fallen world; he holds,
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with the assistance of the Spectre, the very forn of withdrawal and so gives

shape and substance Lo the confl-icts of the Zoas. Los i-s the lowest rung of

the ladder, the p1-ateau that appears when the final step to noÈhingness has

been averted. In Night the Eighth Los recognized the thread of his own

cornplicity in the construction of the labyrinth and in Night the Ninth he

turned to wind this thread up into a bal1. The result of this turn is of

course an inversion. Los no 1onger follows Lhe tortuous passages ín which he

is lost; instead, he turns and grasps the thread which unLil this point in

time has been lost in the ground of the labyrinth. Now, thís inversion occurs

on two quite distinct levels. In willing noË to will, in letting 8o, Los no

longer retains the world of withdrawal and at the same time he no longer

establishes the laws and authority of Urizen. The result of this ís, of

course, not to effect a mediation or compromise between the forces of Urizen

and Orc, restrictíon and expanslon; it is instead to give the victirns

suprenacy over the victors. It is this caÈastrophic lunge or surge of what has

long been repressed that is the firsL result of ttletting go.fl

It is therefore important to note that these evenLs occur in the fallen

world, the victims are standing on the same rung, but the problematic has

been reversed. The tyrant, as Fanon observes in The ÌJretched of the Earth'

cannot simply give up his power and suffer no repercussions. The first result

of the lifting of oppression, whether one is speaking of a repressed emotion

or a repressed people, is a surge and lunge of what has been repressed. David

Erdman writes that

the revisions of The Four Zoas . . . sêêrl virtuall y to remove
the central theme of struggle from the plan of the epic. They suggest
that no kind of social or psychological revolution is necessary but
submission, albeÍt submission must be to ttthe Divine Visíon.tr .
The collapse of tyranny follows a mere questioning of its validity'
synbolized by the prophetrs reaching up to pull down sun and moon.
The people, though not responsible for this upset, do take active
advantage of it. Not previously awakened, yet nolr¡ awaking to the
harvest, the poor ttsmite their opressorstt. . .

fn thís context the poet-prophetrs function, it should be noticed,
becornes unreal or miraculous . . . [the poet-prophet] is inclined to
ascribe magÍc por,r¡er to his own words, to confuse the conception with
the communication of ideas, and to entertain the notion that a change
in his own mind is equiv-alent to, if not the cause of, a change in
international relatÍons. /
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Los is quite clearly ín no danger of entertaining rfthe notion that a change

in his own mind Ís equivalent to . . . a change in international relations.rt

The rrpoet-prophetts functiontt is in fact one which leads him into an embrace

of the reality of withdrawal, not a passive subnission to the Divine Vision,

but a journey through hell. In a poem cal-led rfMorningrrr Blake describes this

paLh. Morning, at this stage of the Fa1l, is not to be found in the east' If

hre rùere to look in that dlrection we would find at best a memory of a morning

that once had been. Morni-ng can only be found by following the western path.

In this poemts terms that involves an embrace of darkness and of níght. In

The Four Zoas the h¡estern path is an embrace of the reality of the Fall. In

both poems this path leads the reader ttRight thro the gates of I'lrathrr (8478).

It seems to me to be a mark of Blakers commitment to the prophetic role

that The Four Zoas does not attempt to ignore any of the landmarks of this

path. The wrath of the victims is an inversion that Los must a1low and a

realíty that he must face if Albion is to climb the ladder and escape the

confines of the fallen world. The experience of this event is in fact the

cu¡nination of Losfs decísion to embrace the reality of his constituted world.

In willing not to will he is finally able to experience the energies and

hatreds which his world has formed and yet kept hidden. The problen for the

reader in approaching Night the Ninth is in fact to embrace Blakers and Losfs

prophetic intent and postpone our own desíre for a resolution, any kind of

resolution, to the fallen worldrs pain. Thus, in The Four Zoas ít is often

the reader who evinces a concern with an apocalypse which will once and for

all leave the fallen world behind, and Blake who patiently puts together the

scattered fragnents of fa11en hunanity.

(3) Ascent

Los has reversed the lowest rung of the ladder; the peopl-e are therefore

facing Eternity and experiencíng its corrosíve fires and visions, but a najor

problern stil-l remains: how are the peopl-e to ascend the ladder which rises
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before them? If the inversion of the problematic of each rung were all that

had occurred, we would have to admit that there was no h¡ay of moving towards

integration. At best the fa11en world would be in the position of Orc, who is

able to see the visions of Eternity but has no means of loconotionr no way to

clinb up and out of the labyrinth. Urizen describes Orc as

I'lalking in joy Ín bright Expanses sleeping on bright clouds
hlith visions of delight so 1ove1y that they urge thy rage
Tenfold hriËh fierce desire to rend thy chain & howl in fury
And dim oblivion of all woe & desperaLe repose. . . .

(78237-40' E354)

The difficulty seems at first to be irremedial because Los cannot use his

will in order to ascend these steps (nor, one presumes, can the fallen Man)

without reestablishing the law of his members. However, Losrs inversion

establíshes the possibility of a movement outside of the fallen world which

does not depend on the will. This movement depends upon what I shall cal-l the

ttgroundtt and the |tcalltr which are established by Losrs inversion.

If, in our imagination, we lnvert a privation that stands at the

centre of a world that it holds and has consÈituted, we are left with a

privation that offers itself as a ground for the growth of others. This is

what occurs when Los turns from the labyrinth and inverts his posiLion in the

world. The privation that holds others to its perspective becomes the

privaLlon represented by the soil. Los is still loss; in entering his realm

one loses relationship with others; however, Los now forms the ground for a

nehr emergence. This is why Los vanishes frorn the poem at this point. He is

now Lhe ground for the figure of the ELernal Mants emergence. Los has becone

Urthona: the power who owns and establishes the earth.

Losrs inversion of hi-s world therefore establishes a ground for the

other Zoas in Lhe void of the fa11en world. This event achieves two things.

Firstly, the universe does not dislntegrate with the loss of Losrs retaining

por4rer (which is, after all, the completion of Urizenrs attempt to appropriate

the form of the world to himself). The struggle between Orc and Urizen is now

enacted on Ëhe site of Losrs body, whích streLches beneath and underpíns the

entire movemenÈ of Night the Ninth. At the same time the appearance of a
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ground gives Albion a foundation on which to arise and become a voice which

cal1s his members. Albion addresses himself first to Urizen:

O Prince of Light where art thou I behold thee not as once
In those Eternãl- fiel-ds in clouds of morni-ng stepping forth
I'lith harps & songs . .
See you not all this wracking furious confusion
come forth fror¡ slumbers of cold abstractíon come forth
Arise to Eternal births shake off thy cold repose
Schoolmaster of souls great opposer of change arise
That the Eternal worlds may see thy face in peace & ioy' '

(120 : Lt+-16,18-22' 8389)

Losfs recovery of a ground for the fallen world is the necessary premise for

the appearance of a call.

It would be impossíble to overestimate the radicality of the change that

is signified by the appearance of a ground and a call in the fallen wor1d.

Against the background of a history of assirnilation and of attempts to bend

others to the will of the self, Los offers hirnself as a ground for the figure

of hurnanity and this in Ëurn allows the appearance of a voÍce and a call.

Albionts voice (and Losfs wtthln his) ca11s out for a response. In the heart

of the fallen world a path opens which does not attenpt to force or

assinilate others (although Albion does threaten Urizen with the fate implied

by a renewed use of the will). This developrnent therefore opens the

possibility of a relationship in which EternÍty wÍll appear, not as a far off

vision, but as a present and in-dwelling reality.

Once again in attempting to clarify this event it is Christ who comes

most readily to mind. Christts 1-ife, death and resurrection are the ground

and first premi-se of Christian hope. trlhat is morer they are not nute evenLs

but a call which, for the Christian at least, speaks to each person. However,

one can just as readily invoke the rnodern philosophies of non-violent

resistance to clarify this point. It is easy, for example, to see the lives

and, more provocatively, the freely chosen death of people such as Gandhi,

Franz Josef Jägerstatter, Bonhoeffer and Martin Luther King as the kind of

substance which grounds hope in humanity. Their líves and examples speak with

an eloquence which is noË their voice al-one, but somehow the voice of all

humanity, of Albion Ëo use Blakers term. It is this call that reminds us that
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ItAl1 Men are Brothers.rl

(4) Renenbering that which has been fragnented

In our discussion of The Book of Urizen we followed the constructíon of

a labyrinth which was based on Losrs attempts to retain or remenber the world

as Ít appeared to him. The process of integrat.ion which follows from Albionts

call can also be described as a remembering, but ín a very different sense of

this word. I{ith regard to the Los of the earlier poem' remembering is sírnply

the opposite of forgetting. Los is atternpting to retain, as a single who1e,

all that has appeared to hls self. Quite clearly this kind of remembering

would be out of p1-ace in the final Night of a poem which is even more

unequivocal than The Book of Urizen about the limits of Losrs work of

reLention. fn any case, no such remembering by Los could bring back the

reality of the prelapsarian world because in The Four Zoas Los is born in the

space of fracture. The Zoas and their Enanations are in a slightly different

situation because they were present (as unitary beings) in Èhe prelapsarian

world; nevertheless, what fragments of this world are remembered by these

figures could not be the basis of a path away fron the world of the Fa1l. The

Zoas and their Emanations have tried many Limes to recall and recollect the

experience of thelr prelapsarian identity, but in each case this has resulted

in no more than a dream which plagues its dreamer with the recognition of

what cannot be. In other words, this kind of renenbering serves only to

define the extent of the Fall.

Remembering, however, can also be understood as the opposite of dis-

membering. In this sense of the word one attempts to re-member the form of a

thing or being. Re-membering now has nothíng whatever to do with the

retention of sense-impressions or experiences within the world of an ttltt;

instead it is concerned to precipitate a motion in which a person can take up

the scattered fragments of his/her body. Night the Ninth is concerned with

this second kind of rernembering. The person whom Los hopes will recollect and
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re-member his body is Albion. The thread which Los has taken up will be wound

into a ball by a series of relationships rather than by Lhe efforts of a

single person. Los persists throughouL this re-nembering, or winding uP, in

the same ï¡ay as the soil is present throughout the cycles of the natural

wor1d.

The prototype (within the poem at least.) of this kínd of remembering is

Losts embrace of his Spectre and his reality. It was only by embracing his

own body that Los was able to cast it off in a movement of new birth.

Similarly, if Albion is to be re-membered he must draw together his warring

and fragmented members. This course of action is necessary because Albion has

no other body. It is only in an embrace of the reality of disrnemberment that

he will be able to be reborn. Ïüe can, therefore, as in the two seventh and

the eighth Nights, Lrace a double movernent in the poem. 0n the one hand there

is an upward movement in which step by step Èhe Zoas re-enter relationship.

However, as with the circle of unity that Los traces in Night the Seventh[a],

this re-rnembering is a unification of the fragrnents of the fallen world. The

only way out of the labyrinth ís through it. In order to escape Ëhe maze of

the fallen world, Albion must embrace its numerous corridors as the shape and

outline of his own psyche. Albion makes this point in a striking passage:

Error can never be redeemd in all Eternity
But Sin Even Rahab Ís redeemd in blood & fury & jealousy
That line of blood that stretchd across the windows of the morning
Redeemd from Errors pohrer.

(120:48-51, E390)

The image of a ttline of blood stretchd across the windows of the norningtt is

an interesting example of Blakets often over-determined imagery. The reader

(like Los and Albion) must embrace several apparently disparate fragments if

he/she is to find the tenor which unites them.

There are three quite distinct sources for this l1ne. Ïn the first

instance it refers to a woman of Jericho, ca1led Rahab, who sheltered two of

Joshuars spies. fn return for Èhis kindness they agreed that if she displayed

a ttscarlet threadfr at her window the invading Israelites would leave her and

all ín her house untouched. The same line, however, also suggests a second
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source. In Exodus the story of the Israelitest escape from captivity in Egypt

is Ëold. In an attempt to convÍnce the Pharaoh to release them, God sent ten

pl-agues to the 1and. In the final plague God destroyed 'ra11 the first born in

the land of Egypt.tt The Israelites were able to escape this fate by daubing

the blood of a lamb on trthe two side posts and on the upper door post of

their houses.trFinally, the image refers to the blood of Chríst whích redeems

us all from ttErrors potüer.tf As a prelude to an attempt to enbrace these

diverse reference points, v¡e must discuss the distinctíon Ëhat this passage

draws between Sin and Error.

Error cannot be redeemed because to be in Error one must be unaware of

the truth of onets conclusions (to be aware of oners nistakes is no longer to

be in Error). In Error there is therefore a gap between onefs conceptions and

reality. This gap appears whether the Error is with regard to a logical

argument, a mathematical sequence or, as with Los (and Thel), with regard to

the truth of oners being. To have a sense of Sin, however, is to recognize

the Errors that one inevitably commi-ts and, what is more, not only to admit

an accidental fallibility, but to enbrace an inevitable fallibility as parL

of oners psyche. Error becomes Sin in this sense because it ís an Error which

has been embraced and recognized as oners own. In NÍght the Seventh[a],

therefore, Los is for the first time in a state of Sin rather than Error. Sin

can be redeemed because it allows movement. Once Error has been recognized and

enbraced as Sin the kind of movement enacted by Los in Night the Ninth is

possible. ït is possible to be reborn from Sin, but in Error one remains

separated frorn the wor1d.

In turning to the multiple sources for a ttline of bloodtr ít seems that

the third source is a relatively straightforward illustration of the

distinction between Error and Sín. Christ redeemed us from Sin wÍth his own

blood and it is this which stretches ttacross the windows of morning.rr As I

have argued, Christrs blood was shed as a result of his embrace of the

reality of the world. In other words, redernption cannoL be the kind of

retreat that Thel tries to achíeve. It must be predicated upon an embrace of
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the evil- which Ís a part of our being. Error becomes a Sin which can be cast

off because Christ has embraced the ttblood and fury and jealousyrr which is

the fallen world. This reading is a relatively unusual interpretation of the

death of Christ. It is, neverthel-ess, one which is consonant r{¡ith the

readerrs experience of the preceding Nights. In an embrace of the rernaining

sources, however, this interpretation is extended and given depth in a way

whlch nakes Blakers point quite startling.

The blood which the Israelites daubed on the door posts of their houses

is often seen as a prophecy and promise of the coming of Christ. The true

meaning of this event Ís seen in the blood of Christ. Similarly, in Hebrews

aL least, Rahab is taken as an example of the faithful soul. By impl-ication

the scarlet thread that she unwinds Ís again the bl-ood of Christ. It can

therefore be argued that we can use our discussíon of the third source in

order to guide our interpretation of the others. If this is done, then one can

argue that the blood that Lhe Israelites painted on their doors lìIas a

recognition of their own complicity in evil. It is this enbrace of their own

Sin which allowed them to escape fron Errorts power. Now of course Error in

this case refers to the Pharaoh who had kept them in bondage, but in fact the

more presslng power that they escape is thaL of a God who will (in an act

which reminds one of Herodts slaughter of the innocents in the New Testament)

slay the first-born of all the sons of Egypt. One can therefore say that the

Israelites are redeemed from the Error of Pharaoh and the power of a

tyrannical God. Similarly, Rahabrs scarlet Lhread is a painful embrace of her

own profession. Rahab riras a harlot and it is the "tftu." 
of her own reality

which enables her to escape from Errorts power. The Error that Rahab escapes

is the Error of the heathens who do not recognize the tttruett God. However,

quit.e clearly she also escapes the power of an advancing army.

hle can therefore say that Ín these lines Albion ls implying that he

(collective humanity) must embrace as his ok¡n, as products of his own

creatlvity, the figure of the tyrant and of the tyrannical God, It is only in

embracing these figures as the shape of our own body that Error can become
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Sin which in turn can be cast off. In other words, Albion must accept as his

own creation the key figures of fallen hístory. !'le have already discussed an

analogous enbrace between Los and his Spectre; Ilre must nov¡ turn to the

embrace in which Albion re-members the scattered fragrnents of his body.

(5) Another inversion

The first step ahray fron dissolution was, of course, the inversion of

Losrs position in Èhe fallen world. Los became a ground and a call which in

turn issued in the call of Albion to hís menbers. The next step is the

recollection of Urizen.

In response to Albionrs caIL lJrlzen repeats Losrs actions and wil1s not

to will:

Then Go 0 dark futurity I will cast thee forth from these
Heavens of my brai-n nor will I look upon futurity more
I cast futurity away & turn my back upon that void
lJhich I have made for 1o futurity is in this noment
Let Orc consume let Tharrnas rage 1et dark Urthona give
All strength to Los & Enitharmon & let Los self cursd
Rend down this fabríc as a wal1 ruind & famí1y extinct
Rage Orc Rage Tharmas Urizen no longer curbs your rage. . . .

(L2LzI9-26, 8390)

Up to this point Urizen has been engaged ín retaining the forn of his

constituted world and forming a world which is able to obey his wi1l. This

meant that whatever his surface movements in the world he was ontol-ogically

stationary. As I have argued, this resulted in a gap between self and

Emanation, and self and others. Urizen was enclosed by the shape of hls

constituted world rather than being embodíed by his Emanation. In willing not

to will, Urizen is able to move outside of his solipsistic world and with this

movement his Emanation returns to him:

So Urizen spoke he shook his snows from off his Shoulders & arose
As on a Pyranid of mist his white robes scattering
The fleecy white renewd he shook his aged rnantles off
Into the fires Then glorious bright Exulting in his Joy
lle sounding rose into the heavens in naked majesty
In radiant YouLh. when Lo like garlands in the Eastern sky
l,Ihen vocal may comes dancing from the East Ahania came
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Exulting in her flight as when a bubble rises up
0n to the surface of a 1ake. Ahania rose in joy. . . .

(L2l z27-35, 8391 )

Unfortunately, for Urizen as for Los, this does not result Ín a simpl-e

liberation. Urizen has done no more than ernbrace the reality of his world.

The result of his actions are therefore not (in the first insLance) a

transfornation but the appearance of the inhabitants of the fallen world as

they have always been:

Fathers & friends Mothers & Infants Kíngs & !'larríors
Priests & chaind Captives met together in horrible fear
And every one of the dead appears as he had livd before
And all the marks remain of the slaves scourge & tyrants Cror^,n

And of the Priests oergorged Abdomen & of the merchants thin
Sinewy deception & of the warriors ou[t]braving & thoughtlessness
In lineaments too extended & in bones too strait & long. o

(L22239-12324, 8392)

irrithout the restraining power of Urizen, however, the oppressed live out the

logic of their pain. Urizen (in the person of the tyrants) is confronted with

the reality which he has both created and atternpted to repress:

They shew their wounds they accuse they sieze the opressor howlings
began

0n the golden palace songs & joy on the desart the cold babe
Stands in the furious alr he críes the children of six thousand years
hlho died in Ínfancy rage furious a mighty nultitude rage furious
Naked & pale standing on the expecting air to be deliverd
Rend linb from límb the trrlarrior & the tyrant. . . .

(L2325-10, 8392)

Even Ahaniats return is postponed for she falls ttdown dead at the feet of

Urizen'r (123:37, E391).

Urizen is quite aÍrare of the situation for he soberly remarks: ttl have

Erred & ny Error remains with merr (L2222I, E391). Nevertheless, although

Urizen and the reader remain on what I have called the second rung, the rung

has been inverted. Urízen is, for the first time, confronted with the reality

of his restrictive laws and impositions. He is now able to perceive his Error

and therefore, in the above lines, we see Error in the process of becorning

Sin. Error 1s now sornething thaL Urizen Ls able to see and embrace as his

own. Urizen is now in a position where he can be redeerned from rrErrors

power. tt

Losrs inversion of his world of withdrawal opened a ground which enabled
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Albion to rise fron his deathly sleep and call his errant members. This call

has now provoked Urizen to respond by inverting his positÍon in Èhe fallen

world. Once again, if the process of recollection were to stop with this

inversion, the fallen world would have no means of clirnbing the ladder;

however, this inversion allows a further ascent. Urizen has, up to this

point, been the archetypal restrainer. He adopted this course in order to

achieve certalnLy, but he has been able to harvest no more than doubt' In a

solipsistic universe there can be no grounds for certainty because there is

no experience of others. There is, in short, nothing to be certain of, and

Urizenrs paranoid clutching to his books of wisdon is a measure of his

doubts.

As a result of the ínversion of Urizenrs position in the world,

resLralnt is replaced by a clarity which attempLs to see and embrace that

which is in the world, while solipsism turns into openness' a willíngness

to experience others which will stop clarity becoming a closed and oppressive

systen of belÍef. Blake expresses this new state of being in an interesting

image: Urizen takes up his identiËy as Ploughman (a vocation which is often

associated with mystics and seers) and ploughs the universal field:

Then sÍezd the sons of urizen the Plow they polishd it
From rust of ages all its ornaments of Gold & silver & ívory
Reshone across the fiel-d immense where all the nations
Darkend like Mould in the divided fallows where the weed

Triurnphs in its own destruction. . . .
(L2426-LO, 8393)

The restrainer is nor,r¡ engaged in an actívit.y which opens the shel1 of hís

constituted world, opens the darkness of the soil to the light.

In this nev¡ openness Urizen sows seed. It would be marvellous if this

seed could be the seed of a perfect person, but in an image which reminds us

thal we are still in the fallen world and that what Albion must re-menber Ís

the scattered fragments of his fallen body, all Urizen can sow is himself,

the world that he has forrned:

For from the hand of urizen the nyriads fall like stars
Into their or^¡n appointed places driven back by the winds
The naked warriors rush together down to the sea shores
They are become líke wintry flocks like forests stripd of leaves
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The Kings & Princes of the Earth cry with a feeble cry
Drlven on the unproducíng sands & on the hardend rocks. .

(12526-LI,8394)

A comparison wiLh the parable of the Sower shows the poverty of this

planting. In Christrs parable the seed fa11s on the rock, the wayside,

amongst thorns and on good ground. In the first three cases there is no

growth, but in the fourth the seed bears fruit ttan hundredfold.tr In

Urizents sowing, the seed fal1s rfon Lhe unproducing sands & on the hardend

rocks.tt As we shal1 see, there is no harvest of plenitude; the result of this

sowing will be the bitter frults of withdrawal.

In this marvellous image Reason, rather than atternpting to order the

world from its perspective, opens itself to the sublimity of another. UrÍzen

is now (as the seed in the ground) rrswept along as if with an irresÍst.ible

force.rr His agricultural activity is, however, not merel-y an experience of

sublimiËy, it is also an atÈernpt to reach clarity. Urizen has opened the

closed she1l of his constituted world and placed his own self ln that

fissure. In the next lines Urízen harrows Lhe ground and so closes Lhe shel1

of his world. Reason is now in a position to begin assimilating its experience

of the other, but rather than atternpting to achieve clarity by binding the

results of this search to his will Urizen settles back to see what will groh¡.

Ploughing, sowing and harrowing therefore together form the fori¿ard

movement which is the basis for two more steps in Albionts task of

re-membering. The seed placed by Urizen in the ground of Los is the site for

Luvah (the energy which propels the growth of the seed). Urizenrs ploughing

is therefore done with rrthe flames of Orcrr following tfthe ventrous feet / 0f

Urizen'f (l25zL2-L3, 8394). trrlhen this activity is completedr Orc is able to

enter Lhe seed that Urizen has placed in the soil of Urthona:

Luvah & Vala descended & enterd the Gates of Dark Urthona
And walkd from Lhe hands of Urízen in the shadows of Valas

Gardgn. . . .
(L26218-19, 8395)

The remenbering of Tharmas is less clearly demonstrated because, as the

power and force of identiLy, he is suffused throughout the whole process.
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After Losrs act of self-annihilation a tttrumpeL soundsrr (118:17, 8387) and

presumably this trumpet belongs to Tharmas. Sinil-arly Urizenrs ploughíng is

done rrwhíle the Trump of Tharmas soundstt (125:13, 8394), and he appears (as

we shall see) within the world of the growing seed.

I'lith these final steps the Zoas have entered Ínto proximiËy and

relationship with one another. Los is the ground which supports the entire

agricultural process and at the same time is the support which allows Albion

to rise and call his rnembers. Urizen, responding to Albionts call and himself

standing on the earth of Los, ploughs, harrows and plants seed. This activity

allows Luvah to enter the place of seed. Final1y, the conjunction of all

these activities al-lows Tharmas to sound his trump, herald of the new-born

man, and hirnself approach the other Zoas.

At this stage of the ninth Níght the configuration of the Zoas patallels

the circle in which, in Night VII[a], Los enbraced the Zoas as they appeared

in his world. It is lmportant to recognize that the steps that we have traced

take us towards but do not yet reach Eden or Eternity. The final rung has

not been reached. Albion has done no more than place the fragnents of his

fallen body into proximity with one another. He musÈ now, like Los, embrace

this still-fallen body. Blake describes Èhis process in terms of the growth

of the planted seed, the harvest of that crop, and then the production of

wine and bread. The poem therefore pauses in order to a1low time for growth.

(6) I{hat kind of harvest?

The inversion and integration of the fallen Zoas has produced a seed

around which the entire fallen r¿orld is now arranged. This seed is the result

and cenËre of a re-membering of the fallen fragments of Albion. Can such a

seed give ríse to anythíng but withdrawal? This is perhaps the question in the

minds of Urizen and tthis wearíed Sonstt (L25222, 8394) as they wait for the

crop Èo groh¡. In the interval between sowÍng and harvesting, they are

entertained by a rrpastoral interlude.tl
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In writing of thls interlude nost critics ernphasize its innocence. trrlilkie

and Johnson write that

The pastoral eplsode has two thematic purposes. On_e i" lo show the
redeãrned view 

-of physical nature, which of course Vala herself
personifies. . . .- The second purpose . . - is to show the psychic
redemption of passion as innocence. . . .8

Damon writes that ttThe Passions and Nature re-enter Ehe State of Innocence,

which Ís Eden, the Lower Paradisett9 and Bloom asserts that

The image of the human is now resumed, and Luvah and Vala are reborn
into Beulah, the Garden of Innocence. They represent the return into
being of the lost children of the Songs -o{ Inr}ocençe. .. . . This is
the triumph of Blakers pastoral vision, bala-ncing the deliberate
failure oi that vision in íts thenatically ttunorganlzedrf form, in the
Songs of Innocence and The Book_of. Thel-. The revival of Innocence

@surrãEÈiol of the primal spirits of Innocence, its
loviãg mother and father, Enion and Tharnas the Shepherd.Iu

irthile the location of the interlude is quite clearly |tthe Garden of

Innocencerr or Beulah, it seens to me to be quite premature to talk at this

sLage of the poern of ttthe psychic redenption of passion as innocencertt ttthe

redeemed view of physical naturetr or ttthe resurrection of the prirnal spirits

of Innocence.tt Blake describes these pages of The Four Zoas as a rrvlsionrtt

an,:l it is important to observe that they occur inside rrthe Gates of Dark

Urthonarf (126:18, E395) and as a result of the sowing of seed. Thus the reader

and ttthe sleeperstr are entertained with an anatomy or interior view of the

human harvest. As such the trpastoral interluderr shows us an Innocence whose

pretensions are severely qualified.

The interlude begins with the entry of Luvah and Vala into the seed thaL

has been sown. In other words, Luvah and Vala enter reality (now the re-

rnembered reality) of the fallen world. trrlithin the seed, however, this reality

cannot be seen or known:

They saw no more the terrible confusion of the wracking universe
They heard not saw not felt not all the terrÍble confusion
For in their orbed senses within closd up they wanderd at will. . . .

(126223-25, E395)

The ttorbed sensestt of Luvah and Vala are the self-enclosed state, the seed,

which is the result of Albionts re-membering of his body. This idylltc

interlude, therefore, 1n which ttevery fl-ower & every 1-eaf rejoices in his
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lighttr (I272I3, E396) and where Luvah is able to create attpleasant housetf

(128:29, 8397) for Va1a, is attained on1-y by withdrawal.

Vala gains a glirnpse of the world that has been excluded when she rises

ttup from the rivertt and rrher Eyestt are ttopend to the worl-d of watersrl

(129:15-16, 8398). Vala hears Tharmasts mournful voíce and glfunpses the

realÍty thaL is inadmíssible in her world:

0 Enion my weary head is in the bed of death
For weeds of death have wrapd around my límbs in the hoary deeps
I siÈ in the place of she11s & mourn & thou art cl-osd in clouds. . . .

(l29z2o-22, E398)

Although Vala does try to alleviaLe Tharmasrs distress by callíng out to

Enion, she i-s powerless to do anything. From within the closed world of Vala

ttnone could answer her & the Eccho of her voice returndtr (L29:32, E398).

In returníng to her home, Vala discovers Tharmas and Enion as chíldren

playing in her house. As I have argued, the formation of a seed brings the

poh¡ers of forn and ldentity into relationship. Unfortunately, the seed is

spawned by a worl-d of withdrawal and therefore Enion and Tharmas are brought

together in a relatÍonship of withdrawal. Vala ís, wíthin her world, able to

place the children together at night, but in the morning Enion hides. Tharmas

conplains:

O Vala I am sick & all thls garden of Pleasure
Swins like a dream before ny eyes but the sweet smelling frult
Revives me to new deaths I fade even like a water lil1y
In the suns heat till in the night on the couch of Enion
I drink new life & feel the breath of sleeping Enion
But in the morning she arises to avoid my Eyes
Then my loins fade & ín the house I sit ne down & weep. . . .

(131:1-7, E399)

lrrilkie and Johnson argue that

it is significant that Vala takes a nurturing, permissive, and
responsible parental role toward the original ParenË power Tharmas
and his Emanation . . . In thls fantasy section, the childlike
prineval parents who have been bewildered and hurt by the fall- are at
last petted and cared for; instinct is valued and protected, not
reJected as a despised parent. Blake here makes the allegorica|, Point
that Ínstinct muit reléarn its original trust in itself. . . .rr

Unfortunately Valars ttresponsible parental rolett is completely unabl-e to

effect a union between the two. As the narrator of the poem concludes:
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Thus in Eternal Childhood straying among Valas flocks
In infant sorroÍt & joy alternate Enion & Tharmas playd
Round Vala in the Gardens of Vala & by the rivers margin
They are Lhe shadows of Tharrnas & of Énion in Valas wõrld.

(131:I6-L9, 8400)

In this state of wÍthdrawal one glimpses only the ttshadows of Tharmas & of

Enion.rf In Experience this ttdelightfultf teasing becomes a struggle which brings

them both to the point of annihilation.

Quite clearly the interlude whÍch entertaíns the sleepers is a story of

withdrawal and enclosure. Throughout i-ts lengÈh the separation between Zoa

and Emanation, enclosed self and reality, remains intact. Yet despite all of

this there is something unsettlíng about calling this story the harvest or

fruít of the fa1len world. The whole section feels like a beginning; it is as

if we have passed to the beginning of the fallen world. Christine Gallant

writes:

Indeed, the movement of the episode in general is backward to the
beginnings of childhood, and as it proceeds its characters become

inðreasiãgly younger rather than oider.l2

The interlude may contain the Fal1 as a seed contains a tree, but it is hardly

there in the actuality whlch one would expect of a harvest. In this instance'

however, the beginníng of the fallen world is the only fruit that it can bear

apart, of course, from nothingness.

The Fall is essentially a fragrnentation and falling apart. In re-

membering the fragments of thís world Albion takes us, Ín effect, step by

step, back to the beginning of the Fal1. Albíon re-menbers Lhat which has

been dÍs-membered. At the point of harvest, therefore, Albion stands at Lhe

highest step of the ladder, Lhat of withdrawal and the dlvÍsion into nale

and fenale por4¡ers. This posiLion is, nevertheless' one which now and at the

point of the Fall contains all of the fragments which make up Albion. In a

Fal1, the members of the whole Man fal1 apart from one another; in re-

membering, these fragments are gathered together once more. For the fallen

world the only possible fruiL of its suffering is its beginning. Losrs thread

has indeed l-ed to Heavents gate. The re-membering of Albionrs body has 1ed to

Beulah, ín Blakers myth the gateway to Eden.
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The appearance of an end of the fallen world, which is also its

beginning, allows the Eternals to reflect on Ëhe cause of the Fall. In these

lines the poen returns to its beginning and re-members itself. In all

previous accounts of the Fal-l what was lacking h¡as a p1-ausible account of its

beginning. One observed the fact of withdrawal and noted its effects, but the

question of what provoked this withdrawal stayed unanswered. This silence was

perhaps inevitable from within the fallen world because from this perspective

what is self-evidenÈ is the pain of fracture. Ïühat the Eternals suggest is

that this paln was initially a desire to resL from an excess of joy and enter

a place such as Innocence or Beulah, It is a desire to rest from the wars of

Life Eternal:

Man ís a trlorm wearied with joy he seeks the caves of sleep
funong the Flowers of Beulah in his Selfish cold repose
Forsakíng Brotherhood & Universal love in sel-fish clay. . .

(133:11-13' 8401)

The response of the Eternals to this withdrawal stands in stark contrast to

that of the same figures in The Book of Urízen. It is this response which has

allowed the rnovement that we have traced:

In walls of Gold we cast hin like a Seed into the Earth
Til1 times & spaces have passd over hin duly every morn
I'le visit him covering with a Veil the imrnortal seed
Ïüith windows from the inclement sky l{re cover hin & with wa11s
And hearths protect the Selfish terror. . . .

(133:L6-20, 8401)

This delineatÍon of the ultimate ground of Albionts awakening puts The Four

Zoas aL a considerable remove from the earlier poems. In The Four Zoas

rebirth occurs as a result of an embrace and re-membering of history. The

fruít of this re-membering is the beginning of the fallen world, the final

step before the plenitude of Eden, the first step of the Fal1.

(7) The enbrace of harvest

Albion, following the path first traced by Los, has now re-mernbered his

body. The fruit and reality of the fa11en world is now ready for harvest.

This process (with Èhe attendant production of bread and wine) is the final
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stage before regeneration and, as I shal1 argue, j-s broadly equlvalent to

Losts embrace of the realÍty of his constituted world.

Urizen begins this final movement by announcing that fTirnes are Endedtl

(131:31, E4OO). trrlith these words he rfReapd the wide Universe & bound in

Sheaves a wondrous harvesttt (131:7, 8400). The fruit of this harvest is then

flailed and winnowed. A crop of corn is made up of regular, ordered stalks

(which strikingly resemble the human form). The grain is held in a regular,

ordered pattern on the cob, and is itself formed of regular, symmetrj-cal

units. In the context of The Four Zoas, such a crop clearly represents the

world of restriction, of one 1aw for the lion and the ox, which has been

irnposed by Tharmas, Urizen and Los. This food is then the fruit and the

reallty of the fallen world.

In reaping this harvest, Albion claims this crop as hís own. In threshing

and winnowing the plants that have been harvested (actions which are analogous

to Losrs tearing down of the shell of his constituted world), this oppressive

system is inverted. The result is that ttKlngs & Councillors & GianL trrlarríorstt

go down ínto the depths (13/r:5-17, E4O2) and the slave is able to gain his

freedom:

llhere are your bonds & task
Where are your chains where
If you are thirsty there is
The good of all the Land is

masters are these the prisoners
are your tears why do you look around
the river go bathe your parched limbs
before you for Mystery is no more. .

( 134: 26-29 , E4O2-403)

irlhen Los and Urizen inverted their constituted worlds, the result lùas a sudden

lunge and surge of what had been repressed. Similarly, the cornpletíon of this

harvest reveals a second one, the vintage of Luvah.

The vintage begíns hopefully enough. The harvestÍng, threshing and

wÍnnowing of the corn frees the slaves and they all

Sing a New Song drowning confusion in its happy notes
trlhile the flail of Url-zen sounded loud & the winnowing wínd of Tharnas
So loud so clear in the wide heavens. . .

( 134:31-33 , 8403)

Against this background the Eternal Man rejolces and cal1s Luvah Lo the

vintage:
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Let the Bul1s of Luvah tread the Corn & draw the loaded waggon
Into the Barn while children glean the Ears around the door
Then shall they lift their innocent hands & stroke his furious nose
And he sha1l lick the littl-e girls white neck & on her head
Scatter the perfume of his breath while from his mountains high
The lion of Lerror sha1l cone down & bending his bright mane

And couching at their side sha1l eat from the curl-d boys white lap
His golden food and in the evening sleep before the Door. . . .

(135:13-20' 8403)

Albion is here like any tyrant who dreams and hopes thaL the lifting of his

oppressive rule will result in the imrnedíate return of the authentÍc selves

of those who have suffered. This vision does not come to pass. The grapes are

harvested and placed in itthe wine presses of Luvahrrr where their pain is

extraordinary and the joy of Luvah in their suffering seems demonic:

But in the lrfine Presses the Human Grapes Síng not nor dance
They howl & writhe in shoals of torment in fierce flames consuming
In chains of iron & in dungeons circled with ceaseless fires
In plts & dens & shades of death in shapes of torment & woe

The Plates the Screws and Racks & Saws & cords & fires & floods
The cruel joy of Luvahs daughters lacerating with knives
And whipfs] their victirns & the deadly sports of Luvahs sons. . .

(136:2I-27, E4O4)

It ís important to recognize that Blake is not applauding these events.

At the end of the vintage tÏ,uvah r4¡as put for dung on the groundrt (L37224,

8405). In Isaiah this is the fate reserved for malefactors' and in Jeremiah

25233 Ít is the end in store for trthem that are wicked.tr More decisively, in

order to go to the vintage Luvah must a11ow his crown of thorns to fall from

his head, hang up tthis living Lyre,tr and then descend, rrsounding the Song of

Lostt (135 223125, E4O3). Bl-oom writes Èhat rrluvah ís transformed here frorn

Jesus-as-dying-god to the wine-god of a Dlonysiac rebirth.ttl3 In fact, with

the removal of all restraining forces Luvah is simply no longer in the

position of the vÍctim. In Èhis altered conLext, the crown of thorns fa1ls

off his head. Luvah must now live out the logic of his suffering and ín order

to do this he hirnself becomes a tyrant. This is why he hangs up tthis living

Lyrerr and sings ttthe Song of Losrr which, as I^Ie have argued at length, is a

song of assimilation and restriction.

The vintage is, of course, the harvest and pressing of grapes. hle can

therefore argue that just as corn is an image of Lyrannical rule, so Èhe
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grapes are an image of suffering which is shaped and contained by the outer

she1l of the grape. The force of Luvahfs aggressÍon is against, this shel-l. In

other words, Luvahrs aggression is directed against the systems and beings

who shape and contain the oppressed. This is why we find, in the wine press'

t'Legions of Mystery" (135:34, E4O4) and |tClustets / Of human familiesrr

(135:36-37, 8404). The Four Zoas is taking the reader rrRight thro the gates

of hlrath.ttAlthough Blake is not applaudÍ-ng this event, it is a necessary

one. Los, Urizen and now A1bíon must embrace the obverse and hitherto hidden

side of their oppressÍon of others. The result is the wine, or experience, of

suffering.

The completion of the vintage and the embrace of the reality of

suffering implied by the production of wine allows Urthona to arise rtln all

his regenerate powertt (137234, E405). Los ís the being who perceives the

reality of what is. ft is therefore fitting that it is now, when the corn has

been harvested and the obverse side to the power of the tyrant has been

revealed, that Los assumes his eternal identity as Urthona. The task for

Los/Urthona is now Èo fabricate a new form. The corn sti1l remains in the

shape of closed and arid grains; Los must create a forn which is commensurate

with the strengÈh and reality of the wine. The corn is therefore ground and

placed in the "Ovens of Urthonatt (138:11, 8406). The product of this activity

is the 'rBread of Agesrr (138:17, E406). As the wine is the experience of the

reality of suffering, so the bread is the knowledge of the poverty of

wíthdrawal. trrlhile it is being made humanity is

bound to sullen contemplations in the night
Restless they turn on beds of sorrow. in their inmost brain
Feeling the crushing Ialheels they rise they write the bitter words.
Of Ste;n Philosophy & knead the bread of knowledge with tears & groans

Such are the works of Dark Urthona. . . .
(138:L2-16' 8406)

The bread is the embrace of the knowledge of ttthe works of Dark Urthona.rr

lJith the manufacture of this subsÈance the world stands on the edge of

reblrth.
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(8) Regeneration

The problematlc of the final step before regeneration has now been

inverted. The Lyrannical systen of Mystery has been broken up and the

oppressed have lived out the logic of their pain. Thís simple inversÍon has,

once again, given us the means of ascent, thls tine to Eden. The harvest and

vintage has produced bread and wine, and in so doing turned the fallen world

inside out. The fallen world, the |tworks of Dark Urthonarrr is no longer a

she1l which encloses humanity; insÈead iL has become bread and wine. A more

cornplete inversion could not be inagined because the fallen world is now a

means of sustenance. It ls the food that will susLain Albionrs journey

through Eterníty. Rather than enclosing the fallen Man, the world of Los will

now form part of hÍs very substance. trtlith this inversion it is as if the

wa11s of a cave were suddenly transforned into the means for sustaining

notion, or perhaps as if Los discovered that the wal1s of the labyrinth were

glant wings. The result is a sudden opening and the discovery of a world of

others:

The Sun has left his blackness & has found a fresher mornÍng
And the nild moon rejoices in the clear & cloudless night
And Man walks forth from rnidst of the fires the evil is all consumd
His eyes behold the Angelic spheres arising night & day
The stars consund líke a lanp blown out & in theÍr stead behold
The Expanding Eyes of Man behold the depths of wondrous worlds.

(138:20-25, E406)

trrlith the ínversion of withdrawal the flnal reunion of male and female pohrers

has also been achíeved. In the movement of the final línes of the poem, the

Ernanation has become the very shape of the Zoats actions. The narrator cries

in amazement:

Urthona is arisen in his strength no longer now
Divided from Enitharnon no longer the Spectre Los
!ühere is the Spectre of Prophecy where Lhe delusive Phantom
Departed & Urthona rises frorn the rulnous wal1s
rn all his ancienr srrengrh. .Cisg 

z4_g, E4o7)

Los, the ground of the fallen world, has now become the ground of the eternal

world; he



rises from
In all his ancient strength to
For intellectual hlar. o .

Loss has now become plenitude; a world

been transforned and now appears as an

and become So1; the fallen prophet now

body to become Urthona.
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the ruínous wa1ls
forrn the golden armour of science

(139:7-9, E4O7)

centred around the realíty of loss has

ernerging Man; Los has Ínverted himself

takes up the fragments of his fallen

Perhaps the most extraordinary feature of the long path whÍch has l-ed us

to this point has been the poenfs relentless desire to face the reality of

the fallen worl-d. Now, even in this new birth, the fal1en world is not

erased; instead it stil1 remains as the ground which defines the leap of

Eternity. This should not, in fact, appear extraordinary. The Zoas are

conposed of three pohrers: the Spectre, Lhe Zoa and the Emanation. In the leap

of Albion, the Spectre can be seen holding the fallen world as the ground

against which Albionts movement is defined, while the Emanation is the very

shape of that motion. To say that the fallen world is the ground for the

movement of Eternity is, perhaps, anoLher way of saying that it is the bread

and wine which sustains the movement of Albion. The Eternals suggest that the

fallen world sustai-ns them in this way when Lhey say that it is through

Albionts fa11 that they rrknow / That Man subsists by Brotherhood & Universal

Loverr and that this knowledge means that they trfall on one anothers neckstt and

embrace t'more closelyrf (I33z2I-22r23, E4O2).

The final page of The Four Zoas, however, suggests a further way Ín

which the fallen world is the ground for the leap of Eternity. This page is

written on a proof of the first page of Youngrs Night Thoughts. In passing

the apocalypse one therefore reads an announcement of a first Night and the

poem seems set Lo retrace its path and its labyrinth once more. In other

words, Eternity is not achieved as a closed and final state, but as a

constant moving away from enclosure in the world of the self. The

relationship between self and other, tine and Eternity, is grounded in an
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embrace of the reallty of the Fall; the fruit of the fallen world, lts wine

and bread, are the means of that communion. For the reader thls has meant

that the clarity and beauty of the final lines has emerged only fron an

embrace of the denonlc energies of the text. As we look back on the poem it

ls now our experience of the poem which achleves clarity (the c1-arfty and

reflnemenÈ of bread and wine) and it is against thls background that the New

Man hurrÍes us on.



Part Tt¡ree

The lloænt of Enbrace



Ctrapter Nine

Visionary lþcotrstructÍon'

All thought, judgment, perception, as comparÍson
Gl-eichnis has as l-ts precondiLion a rpositi-ngof

rrnakingequali
equalr

ty
. The

same as incorporation

and earlier still a
process of naking equal is the
of appropriated rnaterial in the

amoeba . . . [and] corresponds exactly to that external,
mechanical process (which 1s Íts symbol) by which
protoplasm continually nakes what it appropriates equal
to itself and arranges it into its own forms and ranks
[in selne Reihen und Formen einordnet]. ,

Friedrich Nietzscher

(1) The Four Zoas l{ilton, and Jerusalen

In a letter addressed to Mr Butts and sent from Felpham on 25 April

1803, Blake describes tran inmense Poemtt thaL he claims to have written in the

three years prior to thís date:

But none can know the Spíritual Acts of rny three years Slumber on
the banks of the Ocean unless he has seen them in the Spirit or
unless he should read My long Poem descriptive of those Acts for I
have in these three years composed an immense number of verses on One

Grand Thene Similar Lo Homers Iliad or Miltons Paradise Lost the
Persons & Machinery intirely new to the Inhabitants of Earth (some
of the Persons Excepted) I have wriLten this Poen from immediate
DictatÍon twelve or sometimes tvrenty or thirLy lines at a time
without Premeditatlon & even against my \^1i11. the Tine it has taken
in wrÍtÍng h¡as Lhus renderd Non Existent. & an immense Poem Exists
whích seems to be the Labour of a long Life all producd without
Labour or Study.

(E'728-29)

The rel-ationship between these claims and Blakefs extant work ís,

unfortunately, not as stralghtforward as one might hope. It is extrenely

difficult to say how Blakefs description of an ttimmense Poemrr could apply to

any of the poems that he had on hand in 1803. As Frye observes, these lines

could ttrefer to The Four Zoas. or to Mílton, or Lo both together.rr The

dlfficulty is that by themselves these poens can hardly be described as

inmense and it is unlikely that Jerusalem was, at the time of thls letter,

anywhere near completion. In a letter h¡ritten on July 6 of the same year,
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Bl-ake agai-n describes a ttGrand Poemtt r¿hich he now clains is rrperfectly

compl-eted'' (E730). Frye points out Lhat this second phrase could hardly refer

to The Four Zoas. trwhich ï¡as never perfectly cornpleted into anyÈhingrrl

Jerusalem was no-where near completion, and yet the letter seems to refer to

a larger poem than MÍ1ton.2

Frye does not leave the argument at this unsatisfactory stage; instead,

he goes on to offer an interesting suggestion. First, he attempts to

establish a referent for Blakets descriptíon of an ttimmense Poentt:

The poem he had written on the Zoas, the poen he was to write on
Palamabron, Satan and Milton, and the further plan, not then clearly
visualized, of a Four Zoas rewritten in terms of a more fundarnental

rs mind as a single
ugh doubtless not

in any written-out form.

He then goes on to say that

If a revised and shortened version of The Four Zoas could ever have
been used as the prelude to a trilogy, the three poems taken together
might Lhen have made up a single ttdiffusett epic of the requisite
number of lines and books.J

That a close relationship exists between Jerusalem and Milton is faÍrly self-

evident. The latter takes the reader on a journey whlch leads to the very

brink of apocalTpser but beyond this point it seens unable to pass. The

forner gives us a vislon of regenerated hurnanity: Albíon ríses and rrA11 Human

Formstr are ttidentifiedtt (99:1, E258). Jerusalen seems to cornplete the process

begun in Milton. Frye, for example, argues that ttMiltot describes the

attainnent by the poet of the vision that Jerusalem expounds in terns of all

humanity.tt4 Harold Bloom echoes this judgement when he describes Milton

as Jerusalemrs ttprelude.tt5

Discussion of the relationship between The Four Zoas and these later

poems has, however, been short-circuited by the assunption that this poen was

in sone way aborted by Blake. This position is mainÈained by Frye despite hís

contention that

Considering the great beauty and variety of the poem, the vitality of
the sketches in its manuscript, and the fact that without it we do

not possess enough of Blakers symbolic apparatus to understand the
later books-at all, it is unlikely that Bl-ake intended to drop it
altogether.6

synbolismr mâI at one time have coalesced ín Blake
gigantic epic scheme which certai-nly tfexistedrrt tho
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If, howevert The Four Zoas is not seen as a poem which rrremalns forlornly

outside the engraved workstt but as, in its ol4tn l,{ayr a ttcompletedrr work, then

we need not reject the commonsense assumption that Blake is ín the first

instance talking about both Milton and The Four Zoas when he speaks of ttan

immense Poemtt and, at the same time, Ít is plausible to argue that in 1803

Blake saw these two poems and an as yet unwritten Jerusalen as a rrsingle

gigantic epictt poem. If this is so, then we could expect to find a

relationship between The Four Zoas and Milton which ís as cl-ose as that

betr,r¡e en Milton and Jerusalem. In tfBlakers Milton: the Poet as Poemrtt Edward

J, Rose suggests a relationship of this kind. He writes that

the themes and structures of the three poems indicate that The Fouq

Zoas, M@, and Jerusalem are, if any para'ljel can be drawn at all,
efæå'@, p"Effi and Paradiso.. And they a-re so because 1n

general E-lra-ti. terms that are concerned respectively, despite their
connon apoclrlyptic conclusíons, with despair, purgation, and

fulfilment. /

A relationship of this kind clearly cannot be articulated in any detail as

long as The Four Zoas is discounted as an unfinished and abandoned po.t;8

once this preconception has been discarded, however, a clear and striking

relationship between the two poems becones apparent'

In our discussion of The Four Zoas I noted the sense of rupture that was

introduced into the text by Losts reply to Rahab (133:44-53, 115:1-116:2'

E38O-81). As I have argued, the nyth of a quarrel between satan and

Palamabron, recounted by Los, seems to exist at right-angles to the body of

The Four Zoas and it suggests a radically different history of the fa11en

world. This history is perceived by Los as a result of the very different

relationship to the worl,l that he takes up in Night the Seventhla]' It is,

therefore, in a certain sense the climax of the poen (the turning point that

prepares for the apocalypse of Night the Ninth) and it represents the insight

towards which the entire body of the poem' up to this point, has been

progressing. It is evident, even on a first reading, thaL this rnyth closely

parallels the vision afforded to Milton by the Bardrs song, and that their

relationship is that of a synopsis to a full account.9
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Brian I'lilkie and Mary Lynn Johnson suggest that

If the passage in The Four Zoas was written later than the Bardfs
song, Blake may have hoped to ¡g the memory of readers already
acquainted with the fuller story. If the Zoas passage was written
fir of what Blake was planning for Milton
- w had abandqned any intention to make

the 

- 

ng wort.lo

A crítical position such as this does not make allol.r¡ance for Èhe extent to

which view-poinL structures Blakets poems. As I have argued, a ful1 account

of the quarrel between Satan and Palarnabron cannot appear in the earlier poem

because it woul-d radically disrupt the narrative of that poem. The insight

that it represenLs threatens to wake the dreamer and in this way end the

poem. In order to be elaborated and made explicit, the readetfnartator must

adopt a position that is radically different from that of the dreaner. He/she

must awake and adopt a position with regard to the poern that emulates that

taken up by Los in Night the Seventh[a]. Milton begins with an attempt to

provoke Milton and íts temporal readers to adopt this kind of relationship to

the world. It orients itself not from the perspective of the drearning se1f,

but from the moment of insight represented by Losrs reply to Rahab. It is for

Lhis reason that what can only be hinted at in The Four Zoas can be detailed

in Milton. The visíon of Milton exists at the periphery of, buË cannoL be

contained within, the narrative of The Four Zoas. It is as if The Four Zoas

contained a prominence (represented by Losrs reply to Rahab), from the

vantage point of which an entirely different poem could be glimpsed. S!!!q

is present in The Four Zoas in a series of paradoxes which can only be

resolved in the framework of the l-ater poem. One of the most striking

examples of what one could call a trace of Miltoq in The Four Zoas is Losrs

embrace of Enitharmon.

In a hist.ory which is recounLed within a linear time and extended space,

Losts ernbrace of Enitharmon must occur (and be completed) at a time and in a

place which can be speclfied. In The Four Zoas however, Blake is very

careful to say that Losts embrace of Enitharmon is, at least within the

fa1len world, never finally achieved. Indeed, if it were to be effected it
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would represent the absolute limit and furthest exLent of that worldrs time

and space, for at that poínt Los/Albion would be on the verge of awakening.

hlhen Blake describes their atternpts at union he, therefore, writes in a rather

curious fashion:
But

UrLhonas spectre in part mingltng with him cornforted him
Being a mediun between him & Enitharmon But this Union
Iolas not to be Effected without Cares & Sorrows & Troubles
0f six Lhousand Years of self denial and of bitter Contrition.

(87 224-28, F.369 /82355)

hlhere is this period of time? hlhere are these thousands of years? The passage

occurs at a point in the poemts narration that certainly does not allow such

a large period to transpire before apocalypse. Moreover, only the smallest

fraction of the history alluded to in this passage appears Ín the poem.

In Night the Seventh[b] the "demons of the deep'f sing a song which

recounts the events which forned the fallen world and at the same tíme re-

enacts them. They tell of the death of Luvah who was slain, rrnaild . . . to

the tree,ttandttpiercd. . . To die a death of Six thousand yearstt (92:13-15,

8364/EZE396). The same number of years is mentioned j-n Night the Eighth where

Los claims that he is trthat shadowy Prophet who six thousand years ago / Fel1

fron [his] station in the Eternal bosomtt (LL3zt+8-49, 8380), and in Night the

Ninth we see tfthe children of six thousand years / Wtro died in infancy rage

furiousrt (123:7-8, 8392). As these examples suggesÈ, the time of six thousand

years is the complete elaboratlon of the ontological tíme of 1oss. It is the

tine in which Luvah (and Christ in Luvah) is ki11ed. In the passage cited

above, however, we glimpse a second history of six thousand years which is

exactly cotextensive with the first. The ansrüer to our questions therefore

seens to be that the six thousand years of self-denial and contrition are

cornpacted between the intervals of the poenrs narration.

The sequential tirne of The Four Zoas creates the ímpression that

embodirnent is an event which occurs solely at a particular point in its

narration. In fact, these two worlds and times (which one could call the

different trajectories of flesh and spirit) are always present within the

time of Los. The history of the fallen world can be recounted as a tfsix
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thousand yeartt work of Los to embrace Enitharmon. l'lhen Èhis is done the

reader discovers, from wíthin the l-inear expanse of fallen time' a movement

whÍch seems to proceed at ríght angles to this time and which opens that

world to a reality it cannot contain. It is thls ernbrace, the movement of the

spirit within the worl-d of the flesh, that The Four Zoas can only allude to'

and that Milton sets out to describe in detail'

It can therefore be argued that The Four Zoas is the prelude to, and

lays the foundation for, Ml1ton: the Latter takes up and expands the

visionary clirnax of the former. ft is, however, Ínportant to remark at this

stage that I an not suggesting that Milton supersedes the The Four Zoas' Ïn

ny discussÍon of the frontispiece to the latter poen I noted that it was

impossible to decide whether it depicted a figure who was asleep or awake'

passive or active, chained or free, because both are possibllities within the

fa11en world. On the one hand the narrator of the poem is asleep, closed

within his body and his constituted world. on the other hand, however, this

same body is the basis for an awakening. For the dreaner to awake he must

embrace the form that encloses him, he must once more become enbodied' This

movement is therefore one which is in the first instance enacted within the

space of the dream: 1n Losts reply to Rahab, for example, it is Lhe body of

the fallen world, and by ímplication the body of the poem, which Los

confesses to be his own: the movement of the spirit occurs within and depends

upon the fl-esh. We can therefore say that, like the frontispiece' The Four

Zoas oscillates between dreaming and awakening. Similarly, as we shall argue

later in this chapter, Milton details an embrace and awakening (undertaken by

the Bard, MÍ1ton and Blake, in Los) that occurs within the body of the fallen

world, and therefore wíthin the sequential history which is recounted by

The Four Zoas. The former poem foregrounds, although it clearly cannot be

re,Cuced to, the history of the flesh, while the latter gives precedence to

the history of the sPirit.

If we accept for the moment the traditional account of the relationship

between Milton and Jerusalem, it can be argued that we have a orima facie
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case that, along with The Four Zoas, these poems form a sÍng1e epic on a

common thene, and that there is a progression frorn one to the next' In the

fol1-owing chapters I will argue that each of these poems give a history and

description of the fallen worl,C, but that they stand at different moments and

in different tÍmes within that world. Together they form an anatony of the

universe of loss (Los). It is therefore only through a readíng of these three

poems that we can move towards a description of Los himself' In giving us an

anatomy of the fallen world, they describe a path which leads frorn the abyss

of privation to the plenitude of relationship and regeneration.

The first and perhaps greatest difficulty confronting a reading of these

poens as a ttGrand Poemtf is the result of an inplicit allegiance Ëo the idea

of the Urizenic book. Such a book attenpts to gather the world, under Èhe

gaze of an inscrutable glance, into a Èotality' In The Book of Urizen for

example, Urizen displays a ttbook of brassrr in which he has hrritten

La's of Peace, of love, of unitY:
0f pity, compassion, forgiveness.---

(4234-35, F.72)

These laws are to p ovide the blueprint for a world in which there is

One command, one joY, one desire,
One curser one weight, one measure
One King' one God, one Law.

(4:38-/10, 872)

In 0f Gramnatoloqv. Derriila describes a similar kind of book as the

ttencyclopedic protection of theology and of logocentrisn against the

disruption of writing, against its aphoristic energy' and . . . against

difference in general.rl

The idea of the book is the idea of a totality, finite or infinite'
of the signÍfier; this totality of the signifier cannoL.be a
Lotality, unless a totality constituted by the signified preexists
it, supervÍses its i4scripllons and its signs, and is independent of
it in its ideality.l1

Ìühat is striking about Blakets ttGrand Poemtt is that it, and the poerns which

make up its mernbers are not closed but open. On one level it is writing' in

Derridats sense, that denies Urizenrs unitary world. The poerns conËinually

draw attention to their own fictive and rhetorical status. The Four Zoas, for
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example, identifies itself as a dream (and one, noreover' which does not hide

the processes of its construction). This energy of writíng is accornpanied,

most explicÍtly in The Four Zoas, by the energy of desire, or Orc, who

continually disrupts and makes problernatic (without being able to escape)

UrÍzents icy laws. In Blakers oeuvre, however, writing and desire make fluid'

but are unable fundamentally to change, the fallen r+orld. The struggle

between Orc and Urizen is a simple and primordial struggle between difference

and identity whích is repeated over and over again; 1n this struggle

subversion is negatively defined and ernpowered by the imposltion of the

tyrant. As Derrida writes in hls own description of the liníts of

deconstruction:

The movements of deconstruction do not destroy sLructures from the
outside. They are not possible and effectíve, nor can they take
accurate aim, except by ínhabiting those structures. InhabÍting them
in a certain way, because one always inhabits, and all the nore when
one does not suspect it. Operating necessarily from the Ínside,
borrowing all the strategic and economic resources of subversion from
the old structure, borrowing them structurallyr that is to say
without being able to isolate their elenents and atomsr the
enterprise of deconstruction always in a certain way falls prey to
its own work. Thís is what the person who has begun the same work in
another area of the same habltation does not fail to point out with
zeaL.L2

The two most radical senses in which Blakers ttGrand poemtt subverts the

totality of the Urizenic book can be seen in the relation of its members to

each other. The Four Zoas as I have suggestedr uncovers on its margins the

moment of embrace and assent described in Milton. This noment can be

glimpsed, but not grasped, from the perspective of the dreaner. Sinilarly,

Milton opens Lo, but cannot contain, the vision of Jerusalem. The unitary

world of nature therefore becones a world of radically different voi-ces and

1tpossibilities.rJ Moreover, together they form a progression which threatens

to rnake open and flexible the fallen rn¡orld itself. The reader of these poems,

therefore, undertakes a movement similar to that of the traveller in Miltpn

15. Each of The Four Zoas, Milton, and Jerusalem has its own vortex

and when once a traveller thro Eternity
Has passd that Vortex, he percieves it ro11 backward behind
His path, into a globe itself infolding; like a sun:
0r like a moon, or like a universe of starry najesty,
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hlhile he keeps onwards in his wondrous journey on the earth
Or like a human form, a friend wíLh whom he livd benevolent.

(L5322-27, E1o9)

The poems establish different voices, and forn different worlds, within the

same universe: the body of the fallen Albion. The world they describe is not

a totaltty, but a series of infinlties; it is made up of a series of voices

and st,ates, each of whích exists on the margins of the other. The body or

universe Lhat is made up in this way is itself open to a reality whích opens

out from its margins. The fallen world, the world of A1bÍon-in-withdrawal, is

not a rnonolithic, uniforn fabríc - an entity whích can theoretically be taken

in at a single glance - but a world of many voices and trmulËip1e realitiesrr.

(2) Painters, Sculptors and Ärchitects

The first two copies of Milton begin with a rousing call to the

ttPaintersrtt ttSculptorsrtt trArchitectsrt and tfYoung Men of the New Agert to

tRouze uptt and set theír foreheads against the trignorant Hirelingsrr who are

Ín possession of the rfCanp, the Court, & the Universitytr (E95). The call

seems to be clear and unequivocal until we learn towards the end of Book I

that while ttin Eternity the Four Arts: Poetry, Paintlng, Music / And

Architecture which is Science: are the Four Faces of Man. ... in Time &

Space . . . Threerf of these faces

science remains rhro Mercr a'ii ;:::""::'r:i:"::ltrhe rhree
Become apparent in Time & space, in the Three Professions

Poetry in Religion: Music, Law: Paintlng, in Physic & Surgery.
(27255-60, 8125)

But Blake does not call on Priests, Lawyers and Doctors in the preface, he

ca1ls on Painters, Sculptors and Architects, of which only Architects

remaÍn as Scientists. The reader is therefore confronted by an extraordinary

gap between the task that Blake sets in the preface and the possibllity of

its accomplishrnent. The poetts call is dlrected towards a possibility or
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potentiality which l-ies hidden withín Ëhe worl-d'

A face is the locus at which another is most nakedly presenÈ to us. As

Derrida writes in trViolence and Metaphysicsrr:

The face ls not only a visage which may be the surface of things. . . .

It is not only, followÍng Èhe origins of the word, what is @'-
seen becau"" it is naked.- It is also that which sees. Not so much

that which sees things - a theoretLcal relation - but that which
exchatges its g1-ance. tft" visage is a face only in the face-to-
face.14

The face is both a sign and an event: it fínds Íts existence within a world

that is constituted by us, but at the same time it is the centre of a force

which irrupts within our world and charges it with a surplus and excess. Ït

is both inextricably part of the person or thing (the face of a cube, for

example) and yet it is turned towards others; it includes a rel-ationship with

others in its definition. The face therefore evinces a strange duality: it is

both sÍgn and epiphany; symbol and allegory; it remains within the

constituted world of the sel-f and yet it pierces that world with anoLherts

glance. The face is both open to our discourse and yet it must ever elude our

attempt.s to encomPass it.

A profession, on the other hand, is both an institution and sornething

that an individual claíms as his belief or work. The word implies that it is

that which is professed, rather than that which is encountered, which

determines the relationship between self and other. It is now the profession,

rather than the glance, that structures and defines what is possible wíthin

discourse. It is, however, unwise to establish too rigid an opposition

between face and profession. The relationship between Èhese two Lerms is'

perhaps, that between face and mask, where a rnask is a face that has becorne

stationary and ínert. If it were' however, to be reanimated, unfrozen' so

that it were once rnore flexible and expressive, the mask would becone a face.

In the eighteenth century Milton was, indeed, a profession and an

institution. Paradise Lost, for exam p1e, was considered a poern worthy of

comparison with the epics of Greek and Roman antiquity. James quotes John
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hlesley in order to Íllustrate this point, who wrote that rfof all the Poems

which have hitherto appeared in the tr{orld, in whatever Age or NatÍon, the

Preference has generally been given, by impartial Judges, to Miltonrs

Paradise Lost.ttl5 However, one can argue that as a result of this

institutionalization Milton r.{as no longer a prophetic force; he had become a

profession rather than a face, a priest rather than a poet. Milton had

become, as Blakets title page for Milton irnplies, a poem in two books'

Paradise Lost and Paradise Resained, which had been rather happily

assirnilated into the world of eighteenËh century Eng1arrd.16

hlithín the poem it Ls, of course, not sirnply the professions of others

that hern Milton in. llhen the poem begins Mil-ton has

walkrd about in EternitY
One hundred years, pondring the intricaËe mazes of Providence
Unhappy tho in heavrn, he obeytd, he murmurfd not. he was sí1ent
Viewlng hís Sixfold Enanation scattertd throt the deep
In torrnent !

(22L6-2O' E96)

In this sÍtuation Milton clearly allows a profession (his belief in a

transcendent Providence, for exanple), to determine his relationship to

others. Milton is himself closed within his constituted tor1d.17 However, the

tiËle page does not show a person closed withln a profession. 0n the

contrary, this enclosure has been ruptured, the name Milton has been broken

and at the point of fracture Milton is shown striding forward, ríght hand

extended, in a movement which nanifests a prophetic presence. Milton is now

seen as a naked body and, for those in the abyss before him, as a face. It is

this movernent projected outside of the closed world of the self - from

sedimented language to speech, from the world held by the Daughters of Memory

to that created by the Daughters of Inspiration - thaL the narrator of Milton

sets out to describe and to induce in his readers. The immediate provocaLion

for the event depicted on the title page Ís a Bardrs prophetic Song - sung to

the Sons of Albion as they sit at eternal tables Ín heaven - and it is to

this that we must now turn.
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(3) Ttre Bardrs Song.

Most readers come to the Bardrs Song with expectations of a forceful'

inmediately persuasive appeal to action. This trprophetic Songtt (2222, 896)

is, after all, the appeal which ttmovfd Miltontt to Lhe trunexampled deedfl

(222I, 896) of entering'fthe deeptt and so giving up his lÍfe in order to

redeen his Emanation. These expectations are quickly dashed, for the Bardrs

Song appears, in the words of Stuart Curran, as a Covering Cherub: the very

mask that, in the frontíspiece, Milton is attempting to disc.rd.l8 These

sentinents are echoed by Rieger who quotes Gilchristrs warning that ttFew are

the readers who will ever penetrate beyond the first page or twottof Milton,

and he observes that the beginning of the Bardrs Song is the point where

tfreaders are still turned back.ttl9

The immediate difficulty is that the Bardrs Song appears to deal with

fa11en tlne and space with extraordÍnary l-icence. Events are fragnented,

there ís a dizzy novement fron myth to history and back again, and events

frorn radícally disparate times and places are juxtaposed. In this way space

seems to be continually turned inside out and time gains a radically

disjunctive and episodic character. This effect is heightened by the

illustrations which seem to break the text up into fragments. 0n plate 4, for

example, a fibrous growth or extrusion divides the page into tto.20 The top

half is itself divided by a series of monolithic forms which by their sheer

inpassivity seem to disrupL the process of reading. The trllithon, boulders

and small figures alnost seem to becone letters i-n a sLrange alphabet which

resist the readerts progress Ëhrough the text. The two halves of this

division are in the process of further division, for other flbres push

themselves between paragraphs and divíde word from word. At the bottorn of

this same plate an illumination which takes up nearly a thírd of the page

divides this plate off fron the next. Once again, the trilithons become

unreadable letters. The clouds and birds in the sky behind this illumination

seem to outline a rip in the fabric of the poem. However, sirnply to point to
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the disjunctive, episodÍc naËure of the Bardts Song is to radically sirnplify

onets experience of the poen. As if the Song were intent to add insult to

1njury, there ís, co-existing uneasil-y with thÍs first experJ-ence, a definite

sense of progression and an alnost uncanny force which draws the reader

through the Song.

The tension between the narrative and the episodic in the Bardrs Song is

mirrored in the relationship between the various copJ-es of the poem. In

copies A and B of Milton, the Bardts Song progresses from an accounË of Losrs

work in the fallen world and of Golgonooza to a brief descrÍption of the

fallen wor1d. It then passes ínmediately into the story of the quarrel. This

gives these first copies of MÍl-ton a narrative claríty and sense of coherence

which is disrupted in later copies of the poem. In copy C, for example, Blake

a,Cded plates r 3, 4, and 10 to the Bardts Song, and in copy D he included

plate 5. As Susan Fox observes:

The mai-n thematic contribution plates 3' l+' 5' and 10 make is to
extend the scope of the Songrs action beyond the Edeníc fanily
squabble otherwise described; they offer a series of reflections on
that contention outside its Edenic . context. The main structural
contribution they make seems to be confusion; they interrupt the
narrative, and although polite rearrangement can ninirnize the
interruption, it cannot dispense with it altogether. . . . Plate 5

would . . . have to be elirninated altogether for the Song to have
conventional coherence, and plate 5 was Blakefs last addítion, his
final conËribution to a coherence he seems to have preferred to the
conventional.2l

The unity and narrative progression of the first copies are, therefore,

disrupted and retarded by these interpolated plates. The contrast is'

however, not simply that between narrative progression and unity on the one

hand, and episodic disjunction on the other. The narrative progression of

copies A and B is retarded, not abolíshed, in C and D, and the disjunctions

of C and D reduced, not erased, in A and B. The reader is therefore

confronted, whether he is concerned with an individual copy or all copies'

with an oscillation and tension between narrative and the episodic.

This dualism is repeated in the criticisrn on M11ton. John Howard, for

example, in hís book Blakers rMiltonr, recognizes a narrative movement in the

poem and yet he describes the interpolated plates as ttapparently disorganized
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material.nzz Lrr Fearful SvnneËrv, Northrop Frye argues that the poem has no

narrative sequence. He writes that

The chíef difficulty in undersLanding the rrBardts Songtr is that it
does not relate a sequence of events, buË te11s the story of the
dispute of Palarnabron and Satan and then_bringsoout its larger
significance by a series of lifting backdroPs'¿J

Yet, in his trNotes for a Commentary on @rtt he retreats from this

position. He now argues ttthat a sequence does apPear if the editor elininates

plate 5 and re-orders the others to read 2.7.4.6.3.8, tt .t ordering which he

assumes (mistakenl-y) to be that of copy C-24

The rnost obvious solution to the conflicting clalms of narrative order

and episodic disorder is to foreground one at the expense of the other. David

E. James, for exarnple, in his book !üritten trrlithin and l'lithout, argues that in

the Bardrs Song narrative is so fractured that it is almost non-existent. He

writes:

the bardrs song bears no more resemblance to narrative Poetry as I{e
know it than il does to what we think of as song' even though it is
full of "lãàpi.tt who seem Èo be involved in ttaãtionstt. . . . Blakers
poetry . .- . questions even thc se fundamentals of narrative that it
ðontains. . . Syntax is used to present several neanings
simultaneously, ãone of which may be mutually cont¡adictory. And

although the song contains elements of narrative, brief passages

which look as ifthey are actions of extended duraLion, these are
fragmented and interspersed with quite,different events, producing a

narrative form more conplex even than Spenserrs entrelacement.zf

Yet a sense of narraLive progression erupts with such force that James ís

forced to admit that the poen is ttfull of peoplett who seem to be involved in

tractionstt and that it contains ttbrief passages whÍch look as if they are

actions of extended duration.tt26

In Poetic Form in Blakets rMiltont, Fox reverses Jamest critical

strategy. She argues that

The Bard governs our sense of tine throughout his Pogmr making iÈ
nonsequenli"l to indicate the cornplex Ínterrelationship of various
tftime zonesrtt yet carrying through this seening disorder a simple and

revealing nariation common to all levels. There is also a straight-
forward ihetorical progressi-on in his poem whÍch, together with the
sirnple narrative li-ner-corrects any sense of disunity these lrregul-ar
p.t"p".iiu"" .n.out"gL.27

Fox is a sensitive and perceptive critic, yet one wonders whether a statement

such as this does justice to the power of the Bardfs Song to disturb and
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disrupt. Fron this perspective the disorder of the poem is only apparent and

any sense of disuníty is corrected by the trnarrative linerf and rfrhetorÍcal

progression.rf The narrative here becomes a means of orderÍng and assinilating

the Bardts Song. The difficulty is thaÈ the poen retains a depth which cannot

easily be assimilated to this design. For exarnple, in order to establish the

exisLence of this narratlve progression, Fox must incorporate plate 3 withín

the ftprologue to the Songrs focal actionrf and plates 4 and 5 withln the

description of ttSatants usurpatÍon of Palamabronts Harrow and the fornation

of the three Classes of Men.tt28 Such a move is less than convincing. It

overlooks the fact that the effect of these passages is, as Fox herself

contends in the passage cíËed abo.r"r2g not to form part of a narrative but to

disturb and dísrupt. trrlhat are v¡e to nake of this oscÍllation between

narrative order and disorder, of a narrative which is and is not there? As

Janes Rieger comments with reference to Fryers views of the poem:

Anyone reading the Bardfs Song for the first time faces the same
quästion, wheiher to blarne hinself or the auËhor for his confusíon.
The Bardts Song is perhaps the most pllzzling episode anywhere in the
?oetry publishãd ly nfate himself. Is that because onets normal
expectations of narrative do not apply in thÍs case' or because Blake
was on the Horneric nod when he wrote it? . . . Elther the narrative
structure is a ruse, then, or Blake garbled it.30

trfe need not reach such an extreme conclusion, however, if we remenber that

the Bardrs Song is a prophecy and is therefore (like biblical prophecies such

as Revelation) meant to be unsettling. In Èhe pages which follow I will argue

that the Bard is not trying to comfort. or to amuse us, but to show Èhe set of

relationships which ground our world. This cannot be done by usíng the time

and space of our world, for it is precisely that which is in questíon. It ís

only in the fracture of the phenomenal appearance of time and space that this

structure can appear. The poemts episodic and disjunctive form is therefore

closely related to the sense that the poem has a narrative movement. Like all

apocalyptic and prophetic language the Bardrs Song does not flaunt the

conventions of our world in order to indulge a passion for wilful perversity,

but to provoke in us a perception of the reality of our world. Superimposed

upon the poemts episodic and disjunctive form there is therefore a definlte
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sense of progression and an alnost uncanny force which s1-owly draws the

reader from a state of confusion to a moment of recognition. It is this

movement whích generates the strong and sometimes overwhelming sense of a

narraLive progression. It coexists with and does not supersede a sense of

tenporal and spatial disorder because Ít Ís a narrative which appears in the

midst of, and is traced agalnst, the fracture of our tlme and space.

(4) fire three Classes

The Bard begÍns by focussing our attention on what will be one of the

central motifs of his Song: the production by Los and Enitharmon of the

Cl-asses of the Elect, the Reprobate and the Redeemed. In doing so he

confronts his audience with a rather startling conJuncture of temporal

locations. The Bard te11s us, framing hls Song with the solemn adrnonition

that we should trMark welltr hls trwordstt because they are of our rreternal

sal-vationrrr that

Three Classes are Created by the Hamrner of Los, & !'loven
By Enitharmons Looms when Albion hras slain upon his Mountains
And in hÍs Tent, thro envy of Living Form, even of the Divine

VÍsion. . . .
(2126-324, E¡96)

On the one hand, the creation of the three Classes is linked with the fal1 of

Albion - an event which occurred in the past - on the other hand, we are told

that they are created in the present by Los. As Mitchell writes, rtthe

creation and deaËh are two events which occurred simultaneously, but the first

seems to be still going on, while the latter happened in the past.tt3l For

Susan Fox this difference Ín tense sinply tt3uxtaposes the continual creation

by Los and the fatal abruptness of Al-bionrs fa11tt32; however, the syntax of

this passage links the creation in the present to the fall of Albion in the

pasL much more closely than the work juxtapose would suggest. The three

Classes are created in the present by Los and Enitharnon when Albion was

slain in the past. In other words, according to the Bard, the present - and

perhaps all of the presenÈs which make up Lhe six thousand year history of
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the fallen world - is permeated with a past event. It is as tf the tenptation

of Adam and Eve by Satan, for example, were to be found in our own time.

Quite clearly a passage such as thís is a scandal to our habitual ways

of perceiving Llme and space; however, Ít is a scandal not because it

wilfully ignores them, but because it attenpLs to reveal an interactíon

which is the very foundatlon of our world. In speaking of the death of Albíon

as an event which has already occurred, it is crucial to remember that Albion

is not a mortal individual whose death can easily be located at a particular

point in tine. Albion is, ín an important sense, the very shape of history

itsel-f. He is not simply the readers of Milton, nor Ís he the poemts

potential audience; Albion is all of humanity and for this reason he includes

all people who have existed and will exist in fallen tine. In Eternity all of

humanity can be seen as a singl-e beÍng; however, in the course of the Fa1l

Albíon is dismernbered and this single identity is fragrnented. Eternal

annihilation ís, in fact, averted only by Los r¡ho gives form to Albion as the

six thousand year cycle of fallen history. The fa1l of Albion is therefore

not an event which occurs at a certain point 1n our time; instead, fallen

time is the forn given by Los to the fallen A1bion.33 Fron Èhe perspective of

Eternity the fall of Albion is a sÍngle event, and one which occurs in a

moment; from the perspective of the fallen world this moment is six thousand

years long. It is only ín apocalypse that Albion will resume hÍs body once

again and the six thousand year length of human history become the outline of

one person. History can therefore be seen as a creatlon (throughout the six

thousand year history of the fallen world) whích is continually directed

towards a being who, ín terms of this presenË, has already withdrawn. It is a

creation which ls occurring in the very moment (six thousand years long) in

which Albion was slain.

For the reader this openlng passage has the rather unnerving effect of

placing the time of individual existence within the context of a relationship

or interactíon between two giant forms. Our individual lives fínd thernselves

within a history which is formed in the relaËionship between the event in
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whích Albion is dismembered and the continuing work of Los. Moreover, the

subsLance of this interaction is not the diversity which is often attributed

to time, but the sinple and elemental production of three Classes. These

lines therefore have the effect of making our time and space eerily

transparent: under their pressure a fissure or rift has opened within our

perceptual worlds. At Ëhis point in the Song we can do no more than g1-inpse

what lies beneath, but it 1s the corrosive force of this vision as 1t is

progressively uncovered by the Bardrs words that now forns the centre of the

Song. ftnplÍcit ln this passage are all of the shifts of time and place that

characterize the following plates, for if all of time can be read as a

production of the three Classes by Los, then the events and monents of tirne

are strangely inÈerchangeable. At the same time the vision glirnpsed Ín this

dísordering of our perceptual worlds begins, at this point in the poem' to

make its claim on us heard.

The línes which follor+ the Bardrs introduction to his Song seem to offer

some respite from the ternporal dislocations of the opening passage. Plate 3

is for the greatest part taken up with a rnyth which, although radically

condensed, recalls the creation story of The Book of Urizen. The narrative

begins wÍth Los attenptíng to give body and forn to Urizen, who lies rrin

darkness & solitude, in chains of the mlnd locktd uptt (3:6' E96). In Eternity

the body is the site of an encounter between self and other; by contrast, the

body that Los forms for UrÍzen is a Lhing which encloses him. It gives form

and body to the state of withdrawal that he has entered. Urlzen is ttrooftdrtt

a globe fa1ls into the abyss to forn his heart, his eyes becone like rrtwo

líttle Orbsft closed in trtwo little Cavesrtf and his ears shoot out into the

void and become solid and closed to the voice of others. The tongue is no

longer a partner in dialogue, it has become a hunger and a thirst whích

flarnes out into the abyss. In the seventh age, at the end of this groÈesque

creation account, Urizen throws his arns to the north and south while his

feet starnp the nether abyss. He has become a demonic chríst: the body wi.thout
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the spirit; the tomb from r¿hich the Saviour will arise.

Losts creation of a body for Urlzen has unforeseen consequences. Ïlith the

withdrawaL of TJrizen (and by irnplication A1bíon), Los must work in solitude.

This neans that Los is also in a state of wíthdrawal and 1s hinself trapped

by the forn that he has created. Los therefore becomes the very thing that he

has created:

Terrified Los stood in the Abyss & his imrnortal linbs
Grew deadly pale; he became what he beheld: for a red
Round Globe sunk down from his Bosom into the Deep in pangs

He hoverd over it trenbling & weeping. suspended it shook
The nether Abyss in trenblIrrg". hã wépt ovãr it, he cherishtd it
In dea,Cly sickening paln: till separated inËo a Female pale
As the cioud that brings the snohr: all the while fron hís Back

A blue fluid exuded ín Sinews hardening in the Abyss
Ti1l it separated into a Male Form howling in- Jealousy. . ' '

(3:28-36, F¡97)

Rather than facing others Los is now caught between his Spectre and his

Emanation. As in earlier poens, the Spectre and Enanation form a world which

encloses the active povrer. In this divided state, Los forms the outline of

fallen history:

l,lithin 1-abouring. behol-ding l{ithout: from Particulars to Generals
Subduing hís Spectre, they Builded the Looms of Generation
They Builded Great Golgonooza Times on Tines Ages on Ages

Firåt Orc was Born theã the Shadowy Female: then All Losrs
FamilY" " (3237-t+0, ',97)

A1-though extremely condensed, this history is a relativel-y straight forward

account of temporal history, and one which can be helpfully elucidated by

reference to The Book of Urizen and The Four Zoas. One suspects, however,

that such elucidation is, for the moment, 1itt1e to the point. tr'lith the

opening words of the Song still ringing in our ears, what i-s most striking

about this brief narrative is a stil1 not completely articulated sense of the

presence of the three Classes (and therefore the creative work of Los in

response to the fall of Albion) throughout fallen history. The fabrication of

a body for Urizen, for example, divldes the world into the world of the sel-f

and the world of the other. The body itself (whether it is ímagined as a

physical body, nature, or the body of social jargon and opinion) represents a

third force which now mediates between self and other. tr{ith this social
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formation the worl-d is ioso facto - on the levels of the individual-r the

group and the collective - divided into three Classes, for the elaboration of

any boundary between self and other must inevlËably distinguish between those

whose interests are served by and actÍvely propagate thís dÍvision (the

Elect); those who are able to work within the space defined and regulated by

the Elect (the Redeened); and that group of people who are excluded by this

division (the Reprobate).

This division is repeated ín the person of Los, who now becomes whaÈ

what he beholds. Moreover, the history that is constructed within the

triangular relationship between Los, his Spectre and Enitharmon culminates in

an apocalyptic interaction between the C1asses34:

At last Enitharnon brought forth Satan Refusing Form in vain
The Miller of Eternity made subservient to the Great Harvest
That he may go to his own Place Prince of the Starry trüheels

Beneath tnê Þ1ow of Ríntrah & the Harrow of the Almighty
In the hands of Palamabron.

(324L-422, 897)

This passage at firsL sounds as if it is referring to an event which can be

located at the end of fallen time; however, in the very next lines this

particular reference is generalized and we learn that Satan will go to his

own place

Where the Starry Mills of Satan
Are built beneath the Earth & trrlaters of the Mundane shell
Here the Three Classes of Men take their Sexual texture ltÏoven

The Sexual is Threefold: the Human is Fourfold.
(422-5' 897)

These lines suggest that the form of Satan is something which stretches

across the fu1l extent of fallen tÍme and in which all of hurnanity has

participated. hle are three-fold and sexual in our very being and therefore

the Starry Mills of Satan are built throughout the twenty seven heavens and

six thousand years of the Mundane Shell.

In listening to the Bardrs creation story one therefore has an

extraordinary sense of the identity of apparently dissi¡nilar things. The

events of history are seen as the serlal repetÍtion of an origínal

fragrnentatíon. This sense is heightened by a striking sirnilarÍty between the
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descriptíons of Urizen and Satan: both figures attenpt in vain to rrrefuserr

the form that is forged for them by Los and Enitharmon. Thís sinilarity seems

to bring the story full circle, for it suggests that the consoll-dation of

Satan is the conpletion of a process that Los began when he gave forn to

Urizen. Later in the Bardts Song we will learn that ttSatan is Urizenrr (10:1,

E1O4). Beneath the linear progression of the Bardrs creation narraLlve hre can

therefore gllmpse the three Classes referred to in the opening lines of the

poem. In a first reading the exact shape and nature of their interaction

renains to a large extent unseen. It is felt, perhaps, aS an uneasyr alnost

uncanny dissolution of what had been perceived as difference into sameness.

To this point in the poen the Bardts narrative has proceeded in the

third person, with the dispassionate voice of an observer. Hís contentions

have therefore remained, to sone extent, intellectual propositions. In the

lines which follow the creatlon narraLive, the dístances between the narrator

and the events that he is describing, and between the reader and the story

that he Ís following, are closed; the narratorts voice is overtaken by the

voice of Los:

If you account it Ïüisdom when you are angry Ëo be silent, and
Not to shew it: I do not account that trrlisdon but Fo11y.
Every Mans tüisdom is peculiar to his own IndividIu]a1-ity
O Satan ny youngest born, art thou not Prince of the Starry Hosts
And of the I'lheels of lleaven' to turn the Mil1s day & night?
Art thou not Newtons Pantocrator weaving the lrloof of Locke
To Mortals thy Mills seem every thíng & the Harrow of Shaddai
A schene of Hurnan conduct invlsíble & incomprehensible
GeÈ to thy Labours at the Mil1s & leave me to my wrath.

(4:6-14,898)

The effect of this sudden lrruption of Satan and Los within the present of

the reader is nothing short of startling. First, r{e see Los and the Class of

the Elect not as inert forces but as beings actively engaged in argument.

Secondly, there is a sense of this hitherto unseen (and still only partially

glÍrnpsed) quarrel as a force which underlies our r¡orld.

If history ís grounded in the production of the three Classes by Los'

then qulte clearly the events of fallen tine are, in terms of this ground,
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inÈerchangeable. In the passage which follows our glirnpse of Los and Satan,

the Song begins to enbody this insight. It now moves rapidly between the

past, present and future, as if it were fascinated by the interchangeabÍlity

of historical epochs and tlmes. The narrative itself almost dÍsappears and

the poem becomes extraordinarÍly episodic. This section of the poen begins:

Between South Molton Street & Stratford place: Calvarys foot
trrlhere the Victims vrere preparíng for Sacrifice their Cherubin
Around their loins pourd forth their arror4rs & their bosoms beam

trrlith all colours of precious stones, & their innost palaces
Resounded with preparation of animals wild & tame
(Mark well ny wòrdä! Corporeal Friends are Spiritual Enemies)
I'iockÍng Druiáical Mathematical ProportÍon of Length Bredth Highth
Displaying Naked Beauty! with Flute & Harp & Song

Palarnabron with the fiery Harrow in morning returning
From breathing fields. Satan fainted beneath the artillery. .

(422I-522, 898)

So extreme is the disruption in this passage of our habitual ways of

perceiving the world that these lines can generate a feeling of confusion and

fear. These emotions are, however, complemented by a sense of fascination,

for beneath the apparent disorder of these lines there is a contÍnual

evocatlon of the three Classes and the mediated relationshÍps Ín which Èhey

find their being.

In the very first line Blake mentions ttCalvarys foot.rr This allusion to

the site of the crucifixíon lnvokes what is, perhaps, the paradigmatlc

instance of a mediated relationship. ChrÍst was judged a malefactor (and

therefore of the Reprobate) because of the threat he represented to the world

of the Pharisees and the Romans (the Elect). Calvary is, however, not limited

by this passage to a place and time in Israel, for the Bard locates

t[alvarys foottt in the London of hÍs day. The location is, in fact, rather

precise: it can be found at the point where South Molton Street, the street

in which Blake took up residence when he returned from Felpham, and Stratford

Place intersect. Thls place r¡ras, as Damon tell-s us, where Tyburn brook, a

strean which ran past the site of the gallows in London, plunged under-

grourrd.35 This superÍrnpositíon of a Palestinian and an English location

suggests Èhat the 1egal systen with which we try and convict our fellow

creatures is akin to those which convicted Christ. In both cases a third
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force Ís interposed between self and other (whether judge, policeman or

executioner) and thís force is used to regulate society. The Reprobate, those

who are born to damnatlon, are damned because they disrupt the system

fostered by the Elect.

As we continue reading the Bardrs Song there is a ternptation to leave

Calvinrs three Classes intact and merely shift blame from one Class to

another. It is the Reprobate who become Calvinfs Elect, while Blakers Elect

are seen as those who musÈ be judged.36 Th" Bard, however, rnakes this

kind of transposition extremely difficult to sustai-n. This can be seen in the

extra-ordinary ambiguity of the lines which immediately fo11ow the reference

to Calvaryrs foot. As James remarks, these lines

may mean that the victirns were preparing themselves for sacrifice,
while the cherubim were attacking them. 0r Ëhey ma¡-mean that. the
victims were preparing the cherubÍm for sacrífice.J/

It is, however, not only impossible but unnecessary, in this context, to

decide beLween these possible readings. In both cases IiIe are dealing with the

preparation for sacrifice of one group by another. trrle sacrifice oËhers only

in an atternpt to propitiate or meet the denands of a third pary, whether a

god, an ideologyr or a more subtle source of law, such as expedJ-ence, order,

or the public good. I'ilhether we sacrifice crininals for the public good,

prophets in order to preserve the social order, or tyrants in order to bring

into being a revolutionary order, we reproduce the triangular and mediated

relationship that we have been discussing.

Bracher attempts to quarantlne 4:21-5 fron 4227-5'.238; however, the

syntax of this passage suggests that the rrMockingrt of Druidical Mathematical

Proportiontr and the display of ttNaked Beauty! with Flute & Harp & Songtt are

concomitant with both the trpreparation of animals wild & tametr and the

sacrifice of either the Victims or the Cherubim. Moreover, it seems that it

is the pouring forth of the Cherubimrs arrows (or, alternatively, of the

Victimrs arrows) which is involved in the rrMockingrr and results 1n Satan

fainting trbeneath the artillery.tt (Satan is, of course, associated wíth the

ffDruidical Mathernatical Proportiontt). To mock trMathematical Proportiontt and
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ttDisplay Naked Beautyrr may sound like a laudable activÍty, but it is in this

instance uncertain whether the mocking ís done by the Cherubfun or the

Victims, and it is in both cases an activity attendant on sacrifice. Although

in Jerusalen Èhe trEternal Onesrr affirrn that frArt & Science cannot exist but

by Naked Beauty displaydf' (321361249, El79), hre cannot assume thaÈ the

display of ttNaked Beautyrr musË in every instance be an unqualified good.

Earlier in the same poem Albion recalls a time when he ttdanced nakedrr and,

tThinking to bring Love into light of dayrtt displ-ayed his rrGiant linbs to all

the winds of heavenltt (2424-6, 8169). In this instance the display of t'Naked

Beautyrt is followed by the emotion of t'Shamett and by a fa1l (2427-LL, E169).

Moreover, the use of the verb trmockingtr suggests an activity in which one

group, frorn within the safety of their constituted world, judges another. The

immediate result of sacrifice Ís well belng: the malign influence has been

warded off and order reLurns, but judgenent of this kind does noÈ allow one

to escape from Satan.

As we shall discover later in the Bardrs Song, one cannot judge

judgenent without reintroducing judgement into the world. Satan cannot be

dealt with by using the frarrowstt of our ov¡n desire to judge and execute him.

This point ls enphasized by the parenthetical comnent whích divides 4z2I-25

from 4227-5222 rrMark well ny words! Corporeal friends are Spiritual Enemies.rl

The preservation of order in our constituted worlds, the confÍnemenL or

eradicatÍon of those forces thaÈ threaten our world (even if those forces can

be collectíve1y described as Satan)r mâI in effect be to collaborate with our

spíritual enemies. Crucifixion, sacrifice, mocking, execution, all stand Ín

stark contrast to the next line of the poem 1n which the reader gains a

glimpse of an action which promÍses to place the fallen world on a very

different footlng. The Bard tells us that, in the place of tr¡udgementrrl

Christ tttook on Sin in the Virgins Ïrrornb, and put it off on the Crossrr (5:3,

898).39

In the remainder of plate five the vision irnplicít in this temporal and

spatial disorder noves into sharper focus. These lines begin with a
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descriptíon of the Daughters of Al-bion, the passive pol'trers who he1-p Ëo

establish the form which separates self and other. In Eternity, male and

female are part of a single identity, but here the fenales merely take rfwhom

they please . . . into their Heavenstf (5:9-10, 898). The body of humanity'

rather than beíng a place of relationship, has becorne a cave whích interposes

itself between self and other. The Females sing:

Ah weak & wide astrayt Ah shut in narrow doleful form
creeping in reptile flesh upon the bosom of the ground
The Èye-of Man a little narror{¡ orb closd up & dark
Scarcãly beholding the great light conversing with the Void
The Ear, a little shell in smal1 volutions shuttíng out
All rnelodies & comprehending only Discord and Harmony

The Tongue a littlè rnoisture fi11s, a little food it cloys
A 1itLle sound it utters & its cries are faintly heard
Then brings forth Moral Virtue the cruel Vírgin Babylon. .

(5:L9-27, F;99)

It is to the acconpaniment of this Song4o that the females create ttthe Three

classes among Druiil Rocks" (5:38, 899). This insight into the work of the

Daughters allows us to see the three Classes in even greater clarity. In the

most precise definition to Lhis point, the Bard tells us that they are ttthe

Two Cont,raries & the Reasoning Negativetr (5:14, 898). The Reasoning Negative

interposes itself between the first two Lerms and in so doing changes their

relationshíp lnto one of warfare and negation. It is the reasoning memory

that forms the apex of the triangular relationship between self and other

that we have been discussing.

Ï,lith this clarification the poem moves from myth back into the arena of

history, where rlre see the result of the Daughterrs l{¡ork. The notion of the

three Classes has now gaÍned such a corrosive poh¡er that almost all

distinction seems to be on the point of being lost. For the reader this can

generate a feeling strikingly akin to vertigo. In what is, perhaps, the most

disconcerting passage in the entire Song, the Bard tel1s his audlence that the

females sing in this way as they creaLe

the Three Classes among Druid Rocks
charles calls on Milton for Atonenent. cromwell is ready
James ca1ls for fíres in Golgonooza. for heaps of smoking ruins
In the night of prosperity and h¡anÈonness which he himself Created
Anong the Daughters of Albion among the Rocks of the Druids
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hlhen Satan fainted beneath the arrows of Elynittria
And MathemaÈic Proportion was subdued by Living Proportion. . .

(5:38-44, 899)

In his notes to The Complete Poetry and Prose, Harold Bloom identifies Milton

as a member of the Reprobate, Cromwell as the Redeemed and Charles and James

as the Elect (8912). This seens to be a comnon-sense allocation of roles,

however, it is in practice hard to sustairr.4l Milton would seem to be not

only a candidaËe for the Class of the Reprobate but for the Redeemed as we11.

He is the author of The Reason of Church Government and Areopagitica, for

exanple. It is therefore quÍÈe plausible to argue that in line 39 the

Reprobate Milton is being asked to aÈone for his sins. A position such as

this immediately raises the question of whether Milton was still in the Class

of the Reprobate when Charles the First was beheaded, or when he took up his

duties as Cromwellfs Latin secretary? It would seem to be a much more likely

argument that at this point he belonged to the Class of those who take part.

in the orthodoxy of their ¿^y.42 It would be unwise to discount this last

possibility in a poem in which Milton adnits that in his own Spectre he is

Satan. A contention such as this is also supported by an anbiguity in line 39

which suggests that, in calling on Milton, it is Charles who is seeking to

atone for his sins.

As king of England, Charles the First was quite clearly a member of the

Elect. JusË prior to his death, however, Charles seems to have become, just

as clearly, a member of the Class of the Reprobate: at that poínt he had

become a figure who represented a threat to the new, democratic and puritan

orthodoxy of the day. Sinilarly, as king, James the Second was a mer¡ber of

the Elect, however, when overcome by t'lilliam II and fleeing to France he can

hardly be seen as a member of the same Class. A new orthodoxy was in the

process of being established and with regard to this it was James who stood

outsÍde its bounds. It vras nor,rr, as hlilliam announced, inconsistent for a

Protestant country to have a popish king.

Readers encounter the same kind of dífficulty as soon as they attenpt to

determlne the Class to which Cromwell belonged. In his struggle against the
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royalists, and in his demands for democratic reform and for the abolition of

the epÍscopacy, Cromwell was without doubt a member of the Reprobate.

However, as Puritan general and then, for a period of five years' the

absolute ruler of England - a person who was twice offered the title of king

- he seems to have been a member of the Satanic Elect. One of the

achievements of Cromwell kras Lo revive England as an imperial poh¡er. Thurloe,

Cromwellts secretary of state, hrrote that Cromwell ttcarried the keys of the

continent at his girdle, and was able to rnake invasions thereupon, and 1et in

armies and forces upon iL at his pleasrrt".tt43

The Bard locates the historical events alluded to in Ëhis passage by

re1-atíng them to the quarrel that we have glimpsed in previous plates. These

evenLs occur

When Satan fainted beneath the arrows of Elynittria
An,C Mathematic Proportion was subdued by Livíng Proportion.

(5zt+3-4t+, E99)

Susan Fox writes that in these lines it is clear that

SaLan has been felled . . . by Palamabronrs return . . . that act,
like the incarnation, is the subduing of mathematic by living
proporÈion. It is achieved on all 1eve1s of reality through the
àppiopriate operatioqs of the Three Classes of Men . . . and their
female concomitant.44

It is, of course, not incorrect to see the victory of Cromwell- over James as

a victory for Living Proportion: the people asserted their authority against

that of the king and so the Blect r4rere cast out. Unfortunately, this victory

of Living Proportion over the Mathernatical led to the loss of Living

Proportion and a reassertion of Mathenatic Proportion. Under the protectorate

we have, superficially, a nehl doxology, a nekl public enemy and a new group of

people who decide to co-operate with society; however' in a fundamental sense

this Èransfornation leaves the three Classes of society intact. For Living

Proportion to subdue Mathenatic Proportion is for the former to adopt the

tactics of, and so become assimilated to, the latter. As the Bard observed on

plate 4, "Corporeal Friends are Spiritual Enemies.tt45 The effect of these

lines is, therefore, to demonstrate the absolute ubiquity of the three

Classes; the three Classes have become terms which define the structure of
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life itself.

Plate six reiterates the insights of the preceding plates on a higher

leve1 of clarity. The Èhree Classes, as we learnt in the opening lÍnes of

this Song, are formed by Los from out of the chaos of Albionrs withdrawal-. In

our discussion of the preceding plates we have concentrated on the negative

aspects of this creation. The producLion of the three Classes ís, however,

also a saving action: it gives form Èo whaË would otherwise be nothing but

chaos. As Èhe Bard tells us, Los and Enitharmon are weaving the rftr{eb of Liferl

from out of the trashes of the deadfr:

Loud sounds the Hammer of Los, loud turn the lÙheels of Enitharmon
Her Looms vibrate with soft affections, weaving the tr{eb of Life
Out from the ashes of the Dead; Los lifts his íron Ladles
tr{ith molten ore: he heaves the iron cliffs in his rattling chains
From Hyde Park to the Alms-houses of Mile-end & old Bow
Here the Three Classes of Mortal Men take their fixd destinations
And hence they overspread the Nations of the whole Earth & hence
The trrleb of LÍfe is woven: & the tender sínews of life created
And the Three Classes of Men regulated by Losrs hammer.

(6227-35, 8100)

By retaining the body of Albion, Losfs creation opens the possíbility of

regeneration. Los is, therefore, also involyed in the production of the

spiritual Golgonooza and fron Èhis perspective Èhe three Classes help to

prepare for the apocalyptíc harvest which narks the end of tine:

Loud sounds the Hammer of Los, & loud his Bellows is heard
Before London to Hampsteads breadths & Highgates heights To
Stratford & old Bow: ,& across to the Gardens of Kensington
0n Tyburns Brook: loud groans Thames beneath the iron Forge
0f Rintrah & Palamabron of Theotorm[on] & Bromi-on, to forge the

instruments
0f Harvest: the Plow & Harrow to pass over the Nations. . . o

(6:8-13, E99)

The production by Los of the three Classes therefore stands at the centre of

the fallen world, between the cycles of violence which constituLe its

temporal hístory and the possibilÍty of regeneration.

At this point in the Song the Bardrs visionary deconstruction of our

everyday world has reached such a pitch that his audience stands on the edge

of vision. In the plates which follow, his listeners are given an accounÈ of

the quarrel beËween Satan and Palamabron in which they are able to see in
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detaíl a dynamic which they have hitherto only glÍrnpsed.

The quarrel is the moment of recognition: that mornenË in which a

recalcitrant problem unveils itself and one perceives what has been hidden.

Nevertheless, despite the striking nature of this revelation the substance of

the quarrel resolutely conceals itself frorn a fírst readíng. Like Satan, the

quarrel attenpts to ttrefuse form.rr In reading this portion of the Bardrs Song

I always have a feeling of unease: surfaces are shifting, faces are only

nasks, and one can never be certain where firm ground lies. Satan, the person

one is ready to believe is solely to blame for the cosmic disruption that the

narrator describes, sincerely belíeves that he has done no htrong. He acts

towards Palamabron and Los wiLh ttincomparable mildnesstt and ttmost endearing

love.tt Yet this same trmíldnesstt and trlovett is described as frprimitive

tyrannical attempts on Los.tt I'lhen he does erupt in anger and close himself

off from the Divine Assenbly, this fury ís hidden. One cannoÈ help gaining

the impression that beneath each apparenL surface of the tale lies an

unrevealed identity. For me, this is so marked that the unease experienced in

reading the early plates of the Bardrs Song is heightened to the pitch of

nervous intensity which acconpaníes an intimation of the uncanny.

In his essay on the canny and the uncanny, the heímlich and the

unheimlich, Freud distinguishes the uncanny from fear and the grotesque by

locating it as rrthat class of the terrifying which leads back to something

long known to us, once very familiar.rr He quotes Schelling who writes:

tttUnheimlichr is the name for evervthins that ousht to have remained

hidden and secret and has become visib1e.tt46 In the Bardrs Song this feeling

is generated because it attempts to reveal to his audience the repressed

ground of their lives. Apparent surfaces melt away to reveal the ground on

which we stand. As a prelude to our discussion of this quarrel we will

attempt, using the additional information it provides, to describe the three

Classes in a little more detail.
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(5) Ttre Elect, the Reprobate and the Redeemed

The three Classes, represented by the figures of Satan, Rintrah and

Palamabron, are usually defined in terms similar to those adopted by Rose in

his article, ttBlakets Metaphorical State 
".n47 

Rose writes that the rrReprobate

are a kind of eternal presence or vigor. . . . Their art is a permanent

revolution. . . . The Redeemed are the class of those who are inside society,

men of some vision, like the artists and thinkers of political- and aesthetic

revolutionary movementsrr and ttThe Elect is the class of those who are

society, the establishment.rr4S '¡o describe the Cl-asses and their

representatives in this way, however, gives us no real way of imaginíng their

prelapsarian relationship. Moreover, ít uses the three Classes to describe a

social phenomenon rather than the structure of fallen life itself'

The influence and presence of Rintrah, Palamabron and Satan can be

observed on the levels of the social and the psychological; however, it is

important to see, as Bracher argues in Beine Formrd: Thinkine Through

Blakets tMiltont. Èhat figures such as these are also cosmological powers, or

rnetaphysical principles.4g Blakers characters represent various dimensions

of reality itse1f.50 Brachér argues, for example, that Rintrah, Palamabron

and Satan, are involved in three different kinds of desLruction:

defensive destruction, which cultivates and protects the organic
growth from alien actuality (the Plow of Rintrah); preparatory or
froductive desLruction of the host ("the Harrow of the almighty in
lhe hands of Palamabrontt), which supports the seed and fosLers net¡'
germinating actuality; and reductive destruction (Satanrs mills),
*ftictr tranõfor¡ns the ripened fruit (actuality) into nourishment for
other beings.Sr

The sLress placed by Bracher on Lhe cosmological and metaphysical dimensions

of Milton is irnportant and his discussion of the three Classes and their

representaLives is illurninating; however, to reduce the activities of

Ploughing, Harrowing and Milling to three different kinds of destruction

seems an unnecessary simplifÍcatíon. Rather than following this particular

formulaÈion of the activities in which Rintrah, Satan and Palarnabron are

involved, I will therefore return to the attributes that the poem itself
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ascribes to these characters. 0n this level, Rintrah ís the Ploughman and is

associated with wrath. Palamabron is in charge of the Harrow and his ernotion

is piÈy, while Satan, in his role as Miller of Eternity, is concerned with

Eternal Death.

The Ploughrnan prepares the ground for sowing by opening to the light

what has been closed in darkness. He tears the shell of the world to reveal

what has been hidden. Rintrah is therefore associated wíth an iconoclastic

wrath that overthrows accepted boundaries. In thís activity we can see hin

beginning a dialogue beËween darkness and light, earth and sky, self and

other. Rather than protecting ttthe organic growth frorn alien actualityrtf

Rintrahrs Plough in fact Lears open the constituted world of the self so that

others can appear Ín our world. It is this activity which prepares the ground

so it can receive seed. It is the Class of the Reprobate, therefore, who

specifically open the world of the self to rralien actualÍty.tt Bracher argues

that
The Reprobate are ttformtd / To destruction from the nothers wombtt
(7'.2-3), and thus have no permanent, positive being. They corne
inÈo being and eventually perish and have no real being beyond their
short-lived existence. For them, existence is everything; their
ídentity consists in the process itseU, and ís thus continuously
becoming and continuously perishing.52 '

The Bard quite clearly does noË entertain the view that rrexistence is

everythingtt (no one could accuse hirn of being an existentialist), yet this

same figure descríbes the act of ttsingingtr hís rrprophetic Songrt as the

process of Ploughing. The lines quoted by Bracher in the above quotation to

underline the existentialist position adopted by the Reprobate are in fact

completed by the Bardrs injunction to his audience to Itfollow wiLh me my

plowtrr (7:3, 8100). The Baril himself therefore belongs in the Class of the

Reprobate.

The Bard belongs to this Class because the act of prophecy is an attenpt

Èo plough (and so open) the const,ituted world of his listeners. It is this

activity which prepares Miltonrs constituted world for the reception of seed.

Ploughing is therefore a necessary prelude to the growth and expansíon

described by Mil-ton. The Reprobate are ttformtd / To destruction from the
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mothers Íronbrf because they transgress accepted boundaries and are therefore

always subject to the judgernent of those poÌ4'ers (the Elect) who preserve the

status quo. The Reprobate are destroyed by those individuals and systerns who

assert that there Ís ttOne King, one God, one Law.tt Nevertheless, despite the

i.mportant role played by Rintrah in cultivating the ground, Ít is inportant

to observe that in isolation Rintrahts role is destructive. By being opened

an interiority of necessiÈy becomes lost in exteriority. In being revealed to

the day, darkness becomes light and loses itsel-f. In isolation Rintrahts role

turns into its opposite and ínstead of creating a dialogue the Ploughnan

changes difference into sameness. It is necessary for Rintrahts work to be

coupled with that of his contrarY.

Palamabronts Harror4r turns the achieved exteriority of the Ploughnan

back into interiorÍty. The Harrow is used to pulverize the soil, destroy

weeds and clods which have been left unchurned by the ploughing process, and

cover in the seed. In so doing it closes the fÍssures which have been

opened by the Plough and imposes a new surface (albeit this time of fine

friable soil). The Harrow therefore enables the seed to grow by rendering the

re-enclosed surface penetrable by the shoot. Harrowing is, therefore, not

the contrary of Satants mi1-ling (as Bracher argues), but of Rintrahrs

Ploughing. It is only in the contrary relationship between Rintrah and

Palamabron that there lies the possibility of growth. Harrowing therefore

does not involve merely the ttindirect or mediated Preservation of that which

is destroyed.tt53 This suggest.s that the Harrow is in some vray involved ín the

grinding or reduction of others. The action of the Harrow is consequent upon

the opening of the self to the other. It therefore follows a process which,

far from destroying others, opens the self to others, and it is the results

of this encounter which are held by the ground as seed. The Harrow therefore

does not reduce others to fine, friable soil. Instead, it breaks up those

elements of the ground (of the self) which would imprison and so assimilate

the seed. It turns the outer surface of the self into a form which can be

penetrated by the shoot. The Harrow circunvents Èhe possibility that the seed
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will itself be re,Cuced Èo soÍl, by ensuring that the ground can be breached

by new growth. Nevertheless, it ís irnportant to see that without the Plough'

the llarrow does become involved in a process which is simply a forn of

destruction. It can be used as a scarifier' Lo raze all growth and return the

world to the simple and warring oppositions of earth and sky' trrlhen the Harrow

ís used in Èhis way the exterior becomes so dominant that the interior will

not show itself. As Los observes: ttpity divides the soul.rr

The Miller of EternÍty has a different and perhaps more ambiguous role

to play. Clearly, the first part of his job is to abstract a part from the

whole. The Miller is concerned with the grain, rather than with the whole

plant, and even here his Mills translate whatever individual difference is

left into indistinguishabl-e units. The Miller of Eterníty is also described

as a Judge. At the end of Mil-ton hre see Satan

Coming in a cloud, with trumpets & flarning fire
saying I an ðod rhe judge of all, rhg living & rhe dead

Falt itrerefore down & worship me. submit thy supreme
Dictate, to my eternal I'üill- & to ny dictate bow'

(38:50-3,8139)

These two identities are cornplemenLary, rather than contradictory, for the

Satanic Judge grinds the world every bit as finely as the Eternal Miller'

Miller and Judge both attempt to grind the world into submission to their

wi1l. One can therefore see a literal truth to Satants claim that he is rrGod

alone / There is no othert let all obey my principles of moral

individualityrr (9225-26, E1o3). Satanfs principles of rrmoral índividualítyrr

are the grinding surfaces of his Mills. As Bracher observes: ttSatan is the

princÍple which destroys the unique identitíes of individuals, grinding Èhen

down (into uniform, elementary forrns).tt Satan is, therefore, rrt'he principle

that destroys the unique identities of indívidua1".rr54

Bracher conLrasts Satants ttgl$_pto qootr metaphysics with the attempt

(by Los) 'rto actualize Being in the only way possible: through the

enhancement of the being of intlividuals.tt5s trrlhat is striking about the Bardrs

depiction of Satan, however, is that he destroys the individuality of others

in order to ttenhancerr and extend his own individualitv. His laws are based on
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frprinciples of rnoral individualityrrr he is the ftsick-onett who ttcalls the

Individual Law, Holytr (13:415, E106), and it is Satan who affirns that he

is ttGod alone / There is no othertrr (9225-6, E103). It is therefore more

helpful to contrast Satants destruction of individuality wíth the attempt of

Milton (or of Christ) to leave the confines of the self. In changing grain

into flour, Satan is changing the possíbility of growth contaíned in the

seed i-nto a form which can be assimílated by oËher individuals. Flour can be

made on1-y ínto things which are edible and, therefore¡ cân be assimilated to

the self. The only other alternative is thaË it be wasted. trrle can therefore

define Satanfs role as the translation of the other into the constituted

world of the self.

It is ínportant to mentlon at this stage that in the prelapsarian world

Satan has a much nore positive role to p1ay. Al-though lde can read his tít1e'

Miller of Eternity, to nean that he puts Eternity though his MÍ11s, the

literal neaning of this phrase suggests that Satan has a necessary place

within Eternity.56 B.".d, after all, ls still called the ttstaff of life.tt In

fact, as soon as we defÍne Satanrs role as the translatÍon of the other into

the constituted worl-d of the se1f, Ìùe can see that Rintrah and Palamabron

both rely, in part, on Satan for the achievement of their tasks. In hls role as

Ploughman, Rintrah changes interiority into exteriority. This can only mean

that wrath translates the world into its ov/n perspective. The other emerges

in the light of Rintrahts glance and therefore appears as defined by Rintrahts

world. This must occur 1n order for Rintrahts work to become a reality. Here,

in this moment, before the work of Palamabron begins, one can find a possible

genesis for Satanrs world. Satan is this separation of onets constltuted

world from the world of the other. Palarnabron also relies in thls sense on

Satan. The Harrow returns what has been opened, to the darkness of the earth.

At the point that. this is achieved, inside is separated fron outside. In thls

brief monent we once again glimpse Satanrs wor1d.

LIe can therefore distlnguísh between two very different bodies. In the
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prelapsarian world Satan, Pal-a¡nabron and Rintrah forrn differenL aspects of a

sing1e identity, what we can call- ttlivíng formtt because its outline is fluid,

open, dynamic; the body is a sÍte of interaction between self and other, a

place where, in words taken from Jerusalem, there are comingl-Íngs from the

head even unto the feet. Satanfs place of work in this worl-d, the starry

heavens, is the surface of the body of Albion. trle can therefore see Satanrs

nilling as an ordering of identÍty, an organízaEion of a living body. In the

fallen world what once r¡ras open, as a face to others, has becone a profession

or a mask: a body of rules, laws and conventions which determines the

relationship between self and other. In the fallen world the surface that is

establ-ished by Satan interposes itsel-f between self and other; he attenpts to

change the living surface of l-ife into an impenetrable exÈerior, what Blake

would call Mathematical Fott.57

This can be seen quite clearly in Leuthats account of the usurpation of

Pal-amabronts Harrow. In the unfallen world Satan gives the surface or outer

form of existence the measure of stabilíty that is necessary if Palamabron

and Rintrah are to perform their work. In attempting to appropriate the

Harrow, however, Satan is attenpting to interrupt the interaction between

this implement and the Plough and, in so doing, enclose life within an

opaque, impenetrable form. This attempt neets more resístance than Leutha and

Satan had anticipated. The Harrow is living and Satan can only exert his

control over such a body by atternpting to enclose it in an inert,

impenetrable form, but this is to change life into a raging fire, a repressed

energy, which encircles Satanrs own life:

Satan astonishd, and wlth power above his own controll
Compelltd the Gnomes to curb the horses, & to throw banks of sand
Around the fiery flaming Harrow in labyrínthine forms.
And brooks beLween to intersect the meadows 1n their course.
The Harrow casL thick flames: Jehovah thunderd above:
Chaos & ancient night fled from beneath the fiery Harrow:
The Harror.r¡ cast thlck f larnes & orb I d us round in concave fires
A Hell of our own making.

(l2zL6-23, E106)

The Spectre, Satan, the Reasoning Negative, the Elect, all of these names

describe the force that has now Ínterposed itsel-f between self and other. The
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contrary relationshíp between Rintrah and Palamabron has been interrupted and

the openness of a face has been changed into the opacity of a profession'

In thÍs r¡ray v¡e can see that Èhe three Classes descrlbe a condition which

is endemic to our world. Perhaps the best description of this condÍtíon is

given by Locke in An Essay Concerning Human Understandlng. Locke writes that

the understanding is not nuch unlike a closet wholly shut fron l-ight'
with only some llttle openings 1eft, to let in external visible
resenblances, or ideas òf ttrings without¡ would the pictures coming
lnÈo such a áark room buL stay there, and lie so orderly as to be

found upon occasion, it would very much resemble the understanding of
a man, in reference to all objects of sight, and the ideas of them.Jo

It is here the closet wall, the form or outline of the self, whích both

separates and determines the relationship between self and other. It is not

the other that appears, but the other as it has been graded and assessed by

the forrns and conventions of our worl-d. I¡le are caverned beings, closed

individually and collectively within our constltuted worlds.

This is, of course, not a novel idea. It can be seen in Gnostic and

Platonic accounts of the corporeal world and, more irnportantly in this

context, it is the basis of the Christian account of the Fal1. Genesls tel1s

us Èhat the Fa1l occurred when Adarn and Eve aÈe of the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil. As Bonhoeffer comnents in his Ethics, what this neans is

that humanity no longer grounds itself in a relationship to God, or to

others, but now atterûpts to discern fron withín the world of the isolated

sel-f both good and evi1.59 In this state ttserpent Reasonings us entice / 0f

Good & Evil: Virtue & Vice'r @7-8, 8268): thought is reduced to a process in

which r,rre reason upon no nore than our ttornn Dark Fictiontr (EG[k]:91). The

individual is now an ego, a centre of the world and therefore a God: tThe man

is become as one of us, to know good and evilrtf says God in Genesis 3222. In

the Bardrs terms, Lockers closeL is another name for the world that has been

outlined by Satan. Its interposition between self and other divides the world

into the Redeemed: those that fit into the perspectives of the self, and the

Reprobate, those that do not, and are therefore tfform'd / To destrucLion from

the mothers wombtt (7:3, 8100). Although he raÍses the question in the fourth
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book of the Essay, Locke does not ever really doubt that there is a

relationship of adequation between the concepts formed by Èhe closeted man

and realit.y. The arguments that he advances j-n order to supporÈ a

correspondence between knowledge and reality are not entirely convincing

afLer Èhe work of sceptical philosophers such as Hume, Nietzsche and Freud.

One does not need to add the name of Derrida to Lhis list in order to say

that in the lighL of these philosophies the wa1ls of Lockefs closet appear

very opaque and the openings very small indeed.

Despite rny quotation from Locke it would be unwise to limit the

possibilities of Losrs world in too precipitate a manner. It is quite clear

that the production of this world, although representing a diminishing of the

life of Eternity, is itself a saving actÍon and prevents a fall into

formlessness. This form holds open the possibility of both contraction and

expansion. This can be seen ín the illurnination to plate six.

The dorninant moLif on this plate is the colossal stone gate through

which a man is passing. For this traveller the gate offers passage only from

earth to earth, from the same to Lhe same, yet its extraordinary size and the

star which can be seen shining between its supports suggest that ít once was

(or in future could be) a gateh¡ay fron the earth to the sLars. Other portions

of this illumination contain a similar anbiguity. 0n the left of the road we

see a traveller striding past a group of rocks which appear to be arranged in

a circ1e.60 Ttr" scene is definitely not pastoral and yet the rocks

nevertheless suggest sheep, and the distance separatì-ng the walker/wanderer

fron the rocks he is passing suqqests that he is a shepherd who has gathered

his sheep together for the night. The shape of the two or three trees to the

left of the illumination and their proximity to the rocks/sheep suggest that

the shepherd has led his flock beneath their shelLering branches. The rocking

sLone on the right hand side of the illurnination contains a sirnilar

ambiguiLy. There is no doubt that. the rock is a rock and yet, as one l-ooks

nore closely at its contours, it can be seen as a ship. In the Rosenwal-d copy

of the poem this ship seems almost about to set sail in a bluish rr¡ater-
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coloured sky in which a1l- of the stars have gath.t"d.61

hle can therefore say thaÈ, on the one hand, this illumination presents

us with a worl-d where the contraries of earth and sky, Innocence and

Experience, closure and openness, have becorne negations. The pastoral scene

of Innocence has been transforned into one in which a traveller hurries past

a collection of inert and inartículate stones. Experience has similarly been

changed into a sLone whose instability underlines the precariousness of

mortal 1ife. The sky has lost its sun and now stands separated from the earth

by all of the dízzy spaces of night. Yet, despite these transfornations, h¡e

are sti1l able to see, traced upon the features of trilÍthonr rocking stone

and Lhe landscape through which the wanderer passes, the possibility of

regeneration (and the Eternity from which we have fallen). The very bulk of

the trilithon suggesLs a passage frorn the earth to the sky; the wanderer

fleetingly forms a part of a scene which evokes the world of Innocence; and

the rock ttcan be seentt as a ship which is poised to voyage into the night sky

and so bring earth and sky, Innocence and Experience, into relationship once

more. The tíme and space of the fallen world exist as rrone infinite plane,

and not as apparent / To the weak traveller confinrd beneath Lhe moony shadetl

(15:32-33, 8109). It therefore contains an outline, or trace, of the Eternity

from which it has withdrawn and the Eternity to which it can return. By a

leap which nicely sidesteps FoucaulÈrs crítique of the search for temporal

origins, this plate (and Milton as a whole) suggests that Eternity can be

uncovered in a movement which proceeds at right angles to the passage of

fallen time. RegeneratÍon exisLs as a possibility which opens out fron within

the fallen world. The fallen world, where the whole man is fragmented l-nto a

series of self-enclosed individuals, holds open the possibilÍty of

regeneration.

From the point of vi-ew of the Perturbed Man this possibility is, of

course, nothing more than an optÍcal illusion: a rtf , . . nost simulative] /

Phanton of the over heated braint shadow of immortalitytrr Nevertheless, it is

in the world where the pastoral scene of Innocence has almost been obscured,
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where the sky is separated from the earth and humanity is dwarfed by a sytem

of its own making, that there 1s the possibility that the stone will find its

true nature as a ship. This is, perhaps, to put the matter in too lukewarm a

fashion. The illumination suggests that at this very moment the shiprs sails

are filled with wind and that it ís about to begin a movement which will join

earth and sky, time and Eterníty, not as a reduction of one to the other, but

as a face to face encounter of self and other. This is, unfortunately, not

the only possibilÍty that ls opened by the fallen world. It can also be the

site of a further fragmentation and loss of identity. It is with this

possibility that the Bard is now concerned as he turns to a quarrel between

Satan and Palamabron which threatens to destroy even the outline of the self

that we have described.

(5) The (þarrel

The quarrel begins with a simple, al-most homely sÍtuatíon: Satan

entreats Los rrto give to hin Palamabrons stationrr (7:6, 8100). Palamabron and

Los both refuse this request until, afLer repeated entreaties, Los gives

Satan rrthe Harrow of the Almightyrf (7:10, E100). As a result, Satan labours

wíth the Harrow for a day of one thousand years duration (7:13, E100). The

next morning Palarnabron wakes to flnd that tfthe horses of the Harrow / lüere

maddend with tormenting furytt (72L7-8, E100). The ttservants of the Harrow /

The Gnonestt (7:18-9, E100) accuse Satan, and Palamabron asks Los to judge who

is at fault. Los finds, sornewhat to the readerts surprise, that he Ís unable

to determine who is the malefactor. As the narrator himself asks:

llhat could Los do? how could he judge, when Satans self, believrd
That he had not oppresrd the horses of the Harrow, nor the servants.

(7 239-40, 8101)

He therefore does nothing more than urge everyone to keep to their rrown

station / . . . nor in piÈy false, nor in officious brotherhood, where / None

needs, be activett (724L-l+3, 8101). Satan noh¡ returns to his Mi1ls and finds

that his oï¡n servants are rrdrunken with wine and dancing wild / Wftn shouts
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and Palamabrons songsrr (8:8-9, E1O1). Satan therefore returns to Los, trnot

fi11td with vengeance but with tears, / Himself convinctd of Palamabrons

turpitude" (826-7, E101). Los responds to this new development by declaring

the day to be one of mourning, and claining that he is himself to blame for

these events. The quarrel between Satan and Palarnabron, however, now expands

and gradually draws all of existence into its orbl-t.

In our first glimpse of the quarrel- r{¡e see Los ro11 tthis loud thundersrf

and te1l Satan in no uncertain Ëerms that he cannot ttdrive the Harrow in

pitys pathsrr (42L6, 898). Eve Teitlebaum articulates a common judgement of

Losrs outburst when, with evident approval, she describes it as a ttthunderous

response to Satan.n62 1t is a rfthunderous responserrt but in retrospect one

wonders why, in the nidst of a quarrel which began with the usurpation of the

role of one by another, Los is not at his forge gÍving the three Classes

their fixed destinations. As the story progresses we discover that Los is no

longer forning Golgonooza, or creating and orienting the three Classes;

instead he has become an arbitrator, or a judge, in a dispute. There is

therefore a curious sinilarity between Satants usurpation of Palamabronrs

Harrow and Losrs assunption of the role of arbitrator. Los does precisely

what Satan is accused of: he gives up his own work and identity in order Ëo

adopt that belonging to someone else. Moreover, in atternpting to judge' and

so arrange the world frorn his perspective, Los can be seen as performing the

work of Satan and so being assimllated to the state of Satan.

Much the same kind of criticism can be levelled at Palamabron. Satants

usurpation of Palamabronrs Harrow is mirrored by the day spent by Palamabron

in charge of Satanfs Mills. In rebukÍng Satan Los says:

If you account it l{isdom when you are angry to be silent, and
Not to shew ÍL: I do not account that llisdom but Folly.

(426-7,898)

Yet thls is what Palamabron is guilty of when he ttfeartd to be angry lest

Satan should accuse him of / Ingratituderr (7zIl-L2, 8100). After Satan has

laboured wlth the Harrow and Palamabron has worked in the Mills, Satan
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embraces Palamabron with a ttbrotherrs tearsrr and Palarnabron ttalso wept.tr It

is as if in these lines Lhere is a recognition of a secret and repressed

collusion between these two brothers. It seems that both Los and Palamabron

can be Judged to be guilLy of the crime that Satan has comrnitted.

Once one has recognized this secret affinity the equations between the

three seem to proliferate. The absence of Enitharmon is matched by the absence

of Elynittria and Leutha; Satan maddens Palarnabronfs horses and servants'

Palarnabron introduces confusíon and disorder into Satanrs Mills and Los, later

in the Song, rends rrup nationsrtt displaces continents and alters tfthe poles of

the world.tt Palamabron leaves his Harrow, Satan his Mills and Los leaves hís

forge idle and unattended. All three have a desire to be fair: Satan entreats

Los with frmost endearing lovetr to glve him Palamabronrs station because

Palamabron has the more difficult task and returns ttwith labour wearied every

eveningtt; r,¡hen Palamabron discovers what has happened Lo the horses and

servants of the Harrow 1n his absence he says: rBut we must not be Lyrants

alsottt Sirnilarly, Los is concerned to arbitrate faírly in the dispute. Palamabron

is convinced of Satants guilt and Satan is convinced of Palamabronrs guilt. tr'le

have no reason to doubt Palamabronts assertion and yet we are explicitly told

that Satants self believed tThat he had not oppressfd the horses of the

Harrow.rf One can also add that the actions of Satan, Los and Palamabron all

seem to be marked by an extraordinary lack of consciousness. Los seems to be

unaware of the destruction that will result from his judgement, Satan is

unaware of the havoc that his labour creates, and Palanabron does not teaLj-ze

the disturbance that he has introduced into Satanrs Mí1ls.

I do not, of course, mean to suggest that there are no meaningful

differences which can be used to distinguish between these three figures.

However, in withdrawing from their identities and either judging or relying

on a system of judgement, Palamabron and Los repeat Satanrs usurpation of

anotherts identity and adopt Satants role of judgíng and arbitrating. As

a result they are assimilated to Satanrs world. Satan drives us to suspend

creativity and induces us to avoid a relationship of openness with others' in
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order to judge others by ourselves. IÈ is thls which reduces indivíduals to a

homogeneous substance, for ín the state of Satan individuals are

fundanentally alike: they are closed, inerÈ and impervious globes, or grains,

which in the aggregate form Satants Polypus. The three Classes should have

not a Lriangular but a spiral relationship. Their interactlon should in fact

be like a dance step which is lnitiated by Rintrah and completed by Satan,

after which the dancer moves to another part of the floor. JudgemenL allows

Satan to hold all in stasis: one step is, indeed, marred by a tffa11.tt63 One

therefore cannot sinply say thaÈ one side is innocent and the other guilty

because they have become assimilated to the very force that Palamabron hopes

wíll be found guilty. They have entered the state of Satan. There is

something of a logical paradox here, for so long as Los and Palanabron leave

their stations unattended Ín order to take part in a process of judgement

they extend Satants empire. They cannot pass judgement - or even judge Satan

(the Judge) - without themselves being assimilated to what they hope to

judge.

Partial recognition that this is Lhe case occurs on plate 8. Los takes

off his sandal and declares the day a ffblank in Nature.tt In this day, which

is one thousand years long, Los takes over the work of Rintrah and so becomes

completely identified with wrath. Nothing is produced in naturer the three

Classes are no longer sent to their particular destinations and the Plough'

driven by Los, works ceaselessly to translate everything into exteriority.

Los is attempting to break Satanrs grip on the world by forcing the self to

be receptive to the other. A new day can begin only when a neÌ{ seed is able

to enLer the ground. Unfortunately, until Palamabron and Rintrah enter into

relationshlp with each other the seed cannoL grow, and Losrs wrathful rendlng

of the surface of the self is ineffective.

At this point in the poem Los is in a double bind similar to the student

whose teacher says to him: rrlf you ansh¡er this quesÈion correctly I will

punish you, if you ansï¡er it incorrecÈly I will punish you and if you donrt

ansrirer I will punish you.tt Los has said ftyesrtt ttttortt and then refused to make
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any further decision and yet each step has led hlm further into Satanrs world.

Palamabron, however, in a nove which is probably equívalent to takíng a legal

matter Ëo a higher court, calls down a ttGreat Solemn Assemblyrl

That he who will not defend Truth, may be compelled to
Defend a Lie, that he rnay be snared & caught & taken. . . .

(8t47-t+8, E102)

This course of action, however, merely translates the triangular relatlonship

between Los, Palamabron and Satan onto a different level- and for as long as

this triangular structure is maintained we can expect to see a consolidation

of Satanrs por4rer. In accepting the posÍtÍon thaL Los has vacated, the Solemn

Assembly find themselves in hÍs dilemma. tühatever the precise content of

their judgement they have still left their Edenic vocation and idenËities'

they have been defined by the dispute between Palamabron and Satan, and

adopted the Satanic role of judge. They are therefore thenselves guilty of

usurping anotherts identity. The ext,ent of this change of vocation and

identity is suggested by the movement of all Eden into Palamabronts tent: Ít

seems that even Eden has adopted the point of view of Palamabron.

lùhen this new court is called to order it is wÍth sone surpríse that we

learn that the two wltnesses are Rintrah and PaLnabron, no longer as

contraríes but on opposite sides of a lega1 dispute. Rintrah now exerts

hinself on behalf of Satan because he has been deceived by Satanfs mlldness.

Rintrah has, therefore, also been approprlated by Satan; so cornplete is this

appropriation that it becomes tta proverb in Edentt that rfsatan is among the

Reprobatett (9:12, E103).

The Assernbly judges Rintrah to be the guilty party, but this judgement

Ís one more victory for Satan. The trÍangular relationship between Los,

Palarnabron and Satan has now become one ln which the Divine Assernbly is at

the apex and Rl-ntrah has assumed the positi-on of Palamabron. One can

represent the proliferati-on of the world of Satan, based on the idea of

judgement and the translation of the other into the constituted world of the

se1f, in the following way:
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Divine Assenbly

Los

Rintrah Palamabron Satan

The irony is, of course, that the true apex is Satan and that this triangle

represents the mechanism by which Satan hopes to reduce the diversity of the

livlng world to ttOne Great Satanrrf Lo a world where he is able assert:

I alone am God & I alone in Heavn & Earth
0f all that live dare utter Lhis, others trenble & bow

Til1 All Things become One Great Satan, in Holiness
Opposrd to Mercy, and the Divine Delusion Jesus be no more. . . .

(38:56-39 22, EI4O)

At this stage of the Bardrs Song it appears that no-one is able to

escape this process. The Divine Assembly, while stil1 secure in their

position as judge, notice a world of itdeeper Ulrorr open up within their

ranks:

And there a Llorld of deeper Ulro was opentd, in the midst
0f the Assembly. In Satans bosom a vast unfathomable Abyss.

Astonishrnent held the Assernbly in an awful silence: and tears
Fe1l down as dews of night, & a loud solemn universal groan
trrlas utter t d from the east & from the west & from the south
And from the north' ' 

ez34-39, E1o3)

One can sense the despair that envelops then. None of the actors can see

theír conplicity and yet everything that they do widens the empíre of SaLan.

It is as if they have eyes to see Satan, but no sight to see how his power is

generat,ed.

The Assemblyts judgement and the events whÍch result frorn it cause a

certain amount of consternati-on on the part of those who have observed the

progress of this Lrial. It is therefore enquired ttlJhy in a Great Solemn

Assernbly / The Innocent should be condemntd for the Guilty?tt (11:15-16,

8105). The judgement i-s defended by an Eternal who tells us that
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If the GuilLy should be condemntd, he must be an Eternal Death
And one must die for another throughout all Eternity.

(11:17-18, E105)

Thfs rationalization is, at best, highly ambiguous. IL 1s, on the one hand,

possible that the Eternal is referring to the savlng acËion of Christ. A

reading such as this ís, however, compromised by the observation that Christ

gave up hís or,¡n 1Ífe in order to redeem humanity, while in this instance the

Assembly, like PilaLe, has agreed to condemn an ínnocent party in order to

retain law and order. The Eternal is apparently not ent.irely convinced

himself and feels it necessary to confirm his argument with a ttthunderous

oathfr (LIz27, 8105). Ílithin this state of affairs SaLan Ís able triumphantly

Ëo divide the nations (10:21, E104).

Blake encapsulates the process by which Satan has been able to reduce

the world to Itone Great Satanrr in the illurninatlon which makes up plate 10.

Here we see Satan standing on one of the ttpaved terraces of his bosomtt 64

burning with Rintrahts flanes tthidden beneath his mildness.tt In front of

Satan is Ríntrah and at Satants side is Palamabrorr.65 In the arrangement of

feet, eyes, bodies and hands one can see a serÍes of triangular and rnedíated

relationships. Palamabron and Rintrah face each other and show thaL in

reality they should be contraries. However, no real contact occurs between

them and instead Palamabron has defined hirnself by touching Satants right

foot with his left. This is the only direct relatíonship between the three

characters and clearly even Lhls is repressed. Palamabronts eyes and hands

express no shadow of an intention to admit his participation in Satanrs

world. Rintrah seems to be apart from this Satan-Palamabron axis. However,

this very separation means that he is no longer in a contrary relationship

with Palamabron (thetr faces no longer meet) and that therefore he is stil1

defined by Satan. It is interesting to note that not one of the three

characters catches anotherfs glance. Rintrah looks 1n the general directÍon

of Satan but 1s clearly looking at sornething far to the rÍght. Satan looks in

the direct.Íon of Palarnabron but could catch no more than the faíntest glimpse

of him from his position. Palamabron is looking between Satan and Rintrah but
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in the general direction of Rintrah. Ri-ntrah and Pal-amabron are perhaps both

looklng at the Solernn Assernbly for clarification of their decision. trrlhat

shoul-d be a relationship between t\.{o contraries becomes projected into a

third term: as the equivalenÈ of Judge or Judgement Satan defines Palamabron

and Rintrah.

Satan has adopted the facial features and bodily attributes of

Palamabron to an extraordinary exÈent. He has also acquired Rintrahts flames.

Rintrah and Palamabron are watching the transformation of their worlds into

the world of Satan. Palanabronrs hands show an intention to do sonething

resoluLe. Perhaps he intends to invoke another nedlator. Rintrahrs hands

indicate that he has been mesmerized, defined by the actions of others. He is

therefore in a state of supplication and consternation. In the spatial

arrangement of feet, bodies, hands and eyes rüe see the translation of a face-

to-face relationship into the triangular sLrucLure of a mediated one. The

only real contact is that which inaugurates this relfied world and is

subsequently repressed. It is now Satan that structures and defines the

world, and under his grindíng surfaces all difference ls on the point of

being 1ost. The world of the three Cl-asses is on the verge of being reduced

to a Polypus.

It is not dlfficult to find an analogy for this development ín our ov¡n

worl-d. Heidegger, for example, sees in modern science and metaphysics a

sirnilar reduction of the world to its surfaces, a diminution of being to that

which appears to the self. He wriLes in rThe Age of the I'lor1d Viewrrr for

example, that trthe distinguishing mark of modern tinestf is rrthat the world as

such becomes a view:ft

I,lhere Lhe world becomes a view, the existent as a whole is posited as
that with respect to which a man orlents himself, which therefore he
wishes to bring and have before himself and thus in a decisive sense
re-present to himself. . . . The existent as a whole is now so
understood that it ís existent when and only when and in the degree
to which it is held at bay by the person who represents and
establishes Ít. Irlhere a worl-d view arises, an essential decision
takes place about the existent as a whole. The being of the exlst,ent
is sought _qnd found in the representational character of the
existent.66
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As Michael hlyschogrod argues:

ThÍs is the meanlng of the modern search for a frpicLurett of the
world. Because modãrn metaphysics locates in a human attitude the
Being of that which it exanines, it must have a picture of the world
as the representatlon which it seeks. 0n1y by means of such an

approach is modern experimental science possible because
experimentation consists of having a picture or theory which is then'
suãcessfully or unsuccessfully, rèad into the data at hand. . . . The

manipulative control- of reallty which is modern experimental science
is póssible only for a metaphysics that locates i4 human

representation Lhe Beíng of in"t which ís. . . .67

Similarly, Foucault, taking his cue fron Heidegger' wri tes in The Order of

Things that in the thought of the Enlightenment

It is no longer their identity that beings nanifest in
representatigq, but the external relation they establlsh with the
hurnan being.68-

At this point and fron this perspective the Bardts Song counsels

despair. There seems 1itt1e hope of inducing RÍntrah and Pal-arnabron to form

the surface of a trlivingtt rather than a rrMathematicaltt form. In the course

of the poem Los, Palamabron, Rintrah, the Solenn Assenbly, even the Eternals

all leave their vocations and become innobile, locked into the system of

judgement represented by Satan.69 One after the other they consolidate the

world of Satan. Michel Foucault defines madness as ttthe absence of a workttTO

and if this is the case then Satan is the archetypal madness. In the Po1-ypus

that is shown to lie beneath the surface gyratlons of the poem we find the

source of the unease experienced in a first readlng. The poem continues to

evoke a sense of the uncanny because from beneath the varlous characters,

from within their accusations and defences, the reader experiences the

relenÈless emergence of what has been repressed: the violence of the

reduction of difference lnto the opposition of the same.

(7) The Bardfs audience

The Bardts Song has two audiences: the Mortal sons and daughters of

Albion ín fallen time and space - characters such as ourselves - and those

Sons who sit with the Bard at eternal tables. For the latter group the Song
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introduces such a radical doubt into Ëheir world that frthe rooLs & fast

foundations of the Earthtr (14:8, E108) are shaken. The Sons therefore respond

defensively:

The Bard ceastd. All considertd and a loud resounding murmur
Continutd round the Halls; and much they questionrd the immortal
Loud voÍcd Bard. and many condemntd the high tonefd Song

Sayíng Pity and Love are too venerable for the imputation
Of-Guilt. Óthers said. If ít is truet if the acts have been performtd
Let the Bard hímself witness. It/here hadst thou this terrible

song" " (13:45-50, 8107)

This response, however, represents yet another expanslon of Satants web of

death. The Sons of Albion now become the judges while Pity and Love are the

accused:

The Sons of Albion

The Second Judgement

The Solemn Assembly

Los

Pity
and Love

One must die
for another

Rintrah Palamabron Satan

Moreover, ít is irnportant to observe Lhat our oh¡n ruminations on the poem,

themselves an attempt to judge it, seem to suggest that. the ernpire of Satan

is on the point of a dangerous irruption from the fictive into the real

world.

The Sons of Albion are attenpting to judge the acts in which judgenent

is constituted; they are hoping to use their constítuted worlds j-n order to

determine the truth or falsity of the Bardts accounL of the set of

relationships in whÍch that world finds its being. It is as if they were

aLtempting to see the obverse side of a coin by staring at its face; or

judging the Ëestimony of the mole with the wisdom of the eag1e. The nost

immediate effect of this response is to blunL the force of the Bardrs Song
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for, from the point of vier+ of the eagle, the nole does not speak truth, and

the obverse side of a coin remains unseen and unknov¡n so long as we refuse to

turn it over. Rather than allowing the Bardrs voice to question their own

acLions Lhey, in effect, assimilate this voice to Lheir ovrn perspective. It

is the Sons that now interrogate the Bard.

This resistance to the disturbing power of the Bardrs Song is repeated

in much of the critÍcisn that is proffered by the temporal Sons and Daughters

of Albion. As I have already argued, there is, on the one hand, an attenpL to

diminish the dísturbing pohrer of the Song by foregrounding either its

narrative or its episodic dimensions. 0n the other hand there is a tendency,

in certaín crj-tics of the poem, to attempt to confine lts thrust to the very

world that. the Bard is concerned to deconstruct. James, for exanple, writes

that in trThe Bardrs Songtt

Blake irnplies an existential psychology in which fulfllment of self
is the foremosL moral obligatioñ or eããtr individual.7l

and later in the same book he argues that

In Blakers or{¡n terms it is not a conceit to suggest that he exists
only as he creates an existence for hinself in art. The creation of
un ír.ge of his own redeemed self is, for Blake, the only method of
redeeming se1f. The act_of imagination is the act of indivlduation,
or nakinf oneserf reaI.72

Howard makes a similar polnt when he argues that

Though Blakers ethical valuation may disturb us if we see it as a
code for interaction between men, his valuation ruakes sense to us as
a psychological principle workíng within the rnind. Blakers insistence
on reliance on freedom, forgiveness, and love means that man must
free his impulses, feel no guilt, attempt to restrict no feeling, and
respond affåctionately to his own Lrue nature. In short, Blakets
moral teachÍng strikes its most profound note when heard as a voice
to the psyche. The harmony of mind that B1a-þe would have man hear and
feel anã "ittg, is fron himself to hl-nself .73

0r to take another example, Mark Bracher writes that

The Bardrs Song has articulated a metaphysical problern to which the
resË of the poem must find a solutlon: what fulf1ll-ment l-s possible
for indivíduals in a world in which life lives on death and in which
one individual attalns completion or fulfillment of its being only
through the expropriation of another individualts being?/4

Bracher contends thaÈ ttThrough Miltonrs actions and pronouncements . . .

Blake . . . points the way to ultimate fulfillnent for the individual.ttT5 But
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the whole thrust of the Bardts Song ís not to create an image of the self,

not to suggest that the fulfilnent of self is ourrfforemost moral

obligationrtt or to suggest a ttharnony of mÍndrr which, for man, proceeds from

thinselftt to hinselfrr, but to open the constituted world of the self to its

ground in relation to the other. The whole question of our tttrue naturertr the

very sLatus of our feelings and impulses (such as love and pity), is

therefore made highly problematic. The Bardrs visionary deconstrucÈion is an

attempt to reveal the foundations of precisely that world in whichrrone

individual attains cornpletion or fulfillment of his being only through the

exproprlation of another individualrs being.rl

The Bardrs visionary deconstruction is, however, not concerned simply to

establtsh the existence of a gap between illusion and the abyss which it

hides, between the self-assurance of the speaking voice and the rhetorical or

fictive ground of that voice, but, in so doing, to open the possibilÍty of a

change 1n relationship between self and other. Hls visionary deconstructlon

is, therefore, in the service of a vision which te11s us Èhat the triangular

relationships which we have been describing will be radically changed:

The Elect sha1l neet the Redeemrd. on Albions rocks they shall neet
Astonishrd at the Transgressor, in him beholding the Saviour.
And the Elect shal1 say to Ëhe Redeemd. hle behold it is of Divine
Mercy alone! of Free Gift and Election that we l1ve.
Our Virtues & Cruel Goodnesses, have deservrd Eternal Death.

(13:30-34,8107)

In this vision the three Classes are the ground for a rneeting between self

and other, and the closed world of the self is subJected to the corrosive

force of hope and expectation. It is in the figure of Milton and his

rrunexampled deedtr that this hope is enbodied.
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nTo battre in the lfaters of Life; to rash off the Not Ht¡nantl

There is a Moment in each Day that Satan cannot find
Nor can his trrlatch Fíends find it, but the Industrious

find
This Moment & it multip1y. & when it once ls found
It renovates every Monent of the Day if rightly placed[.]

(M35242-45' 8136)

(1) Ttre descent of llilton

ÌJhile the Sons of AlbÍon contend with the Bard, Milton is silent. It is

only when the ttfoundations of the Earthtf are shaken by the rrgreal murmuringrl

of the Sons, and the Bard has taken ttrefuge in Miltons bosomrtt that he

speaks. His response does not take the forn of disputation, nor does he

attempt to judge the truth or fal-síty of the Bardrs Song with the very tools

that the Bard has deconsLructed, for quite evidently such a move woul-d be a

defence reaction, a further turning away from the real-ity that the Bard has

disclosed. The words of the Bard have become for Milton, like those described

in Deuteronomy 3Ozl2-L4, part of his own person and world. The Bardrs ttldordtt

is not Ín heaven, that thou shouldest say, who shal1 go up for us to
heaven, and bring it unto us, that lüe may hear it and do it? Neither
is it beyond the sea, that thou shouldest say, who shal1 go over the
sea for us, and bring it unto us, that v¡e may hear it and do Ít. For
the word is very nígh unto thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that
thou mayest do it.

As a result, the grave questions of the Sons are displaced by a radlcal

change of comportrnent. Milton breaches the confines of heaven - the ultÍmate

reference point and transcendental signifier for the fallen world - wlth a

leviLation which treaLs the highest of the highl as its groun,C. He is,

therefore, no longer conÈained by the triangular structure of Satants world

of Judgernent; instead, as the illumination on plate 16 makes clear, he

appears as a face and prophetic presence. Frorn this perspective Milton says:

I go to Eternal Deatht The Nations still
Fo11ow after the detestable Gods of Priarn; in pomp
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0f warlike selfhood, conLradicting and b1-asphening.
tr'Jhen will the ResurrectLon come; to deliver the sleeping body
From corruptibility: 0 when Lord Jesus wilt thou come?
Tarry no longer; for ny soul l-ies at the gates of death.
I will arise and look forth for the morning of the grave
I will go down Èo the sepulcher to see if norning breaks
I w111 go down to self annihilation and eternal death,
Lest the Last Judgment come & find me unannihilate
And I be sieztd & givrn into the hands of rny own Selfhood
The Lamb of God is seen thror mists & shadows, hovrring
Over the sepulchers in clouds of Jehovah & winds of Elohim
A disk of blood, distant; & heavfns & earthrs ro11 dark between
!ühat do I here before the Judgnent? without my Emanation?
trrlith the daughters of memory, & not with the daughters of

inspiration[ ? ]
I in rny Selfhood am that Satan: I arn that Evil Onel
He is ny Spectrel in ny obedience to loose him from my He1ls
To claim the Hells, my Furnaces, I go to Eternal Death.

(l4zlt+-32, 8108)

The location of this response immediately after the disconcerting reversals

and turns of the Bardrs Song imbues it with an almost apocalyptl-c clarity and

vigour. In these startling lines Ì{¡e can see the outline of a response to the

Bard which overturns all of the accepted verities of the Sataníc world.

Rather than judging Satan, Milton recognizes that ín his frselfhoodrfhe i-s

Satan. PunÍshment of the nalefacÈor is replaced by self anni-hilation and,

what is even more striking, an attempt to loose Satan fron his he11s and to

clairn those he1ls as his own. Milton is no longer engrossed by the rrintrj-cate

mazes of Providencett (2217, E96), nor is he content merely to view his

ttSixfold Ernanation scatterrd thror the deep / In tormentl'r (2'.L9-20,896);

instead, he begins a movement which w111 take hin ttinto the deep her to

redeem & himself perish'r (2220, E96). Milton replaces the stasis and inertia

of the Satanic judge with novement: the calm and obedient waiting of the

faithful is Lransformed into the fierce and burning heat of passion, and

despair is replaced by the force of a hope that looks forth rrfor the rnorning

of the grave.tt hle can gain a first glimpse of the naÈure of this movement if

we return for a moment to Lockers human understanding.

For the self 1n the state of exisÈence described by Locke, the closet

forms the horizon or furthest exLreme of his/her world. One wonders, however,

why the self in such a predicanent remains in the niddle of the closeL,
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dependent upon the few rays of light that penetrate its darkness. Even if the

door of the closet is locked, why doesntt he/she at least get up and look out

of the openings which even norì¡ allow a certain amount of light to enter? The

reason 1s probably, as the fairy wryly remarks in the preface to Burope, that

frsLolen joys are sweet, & bread eaten in secret pleasantrf (iii:6, E60). To

renain within the closet of the self 1s merely to reason upon your rrown Dark

Fictionrf (EG[k]:91, 8520). Bl-ake does not suggest that there is a way of

transforning Lhe fictlon ínto an apodictic truth, or into a seL of axioms for

establishing a rneLaphysics; however' I^Ie are able to use our fictions (our

prejudices in Gadamerts sense)2 to open onto the world in which others exist,.

As the rfEverlasting Gospelrr states in summary fashion:

This Lifes dim tüindows of the Soul
Distorts the Heavens from Pole to Pole
And leads you to Believe a Lie
hlhen you see with not thro the Eye. .

([k]:97-100' 8520)

Miltonrs movement is, Lherefore, one which attenpts to move to the very

periphery of his closet, to the horizon of the world in which he is enclosed,

in order to open hirnself to the corrosive presence of others: trto look forth

for the norning of the grave.tt This is the movement through the closed forms

held by the reasoning memory that is seen in the frontispiece to Milton. As

the illumination to plate 18 makes clear, this is a movement which fractures

the world of the ttselfhoodttand so opens it to others. In a situation which

is the inverse of that pertaining to the natural world, the sun rises because

the closeted man noves to the edge of his enclosure and so into proxinity

with the burning light of relationship.3

Miltonts descent lnto the deep is quite clearly not without cost. It

involves the putting into question of the very fabríc of his constituted

world. The situaÈion is parallel to that described in the parable of the lost

Lreasure, where the Kingdom of God can be attal-ned only by givÍng up all that

one has. As John Dominic Crossan provocatively argues:

The Kingdom demands our rrallrrr demands the abandonment not only of
our goods and of our morals but, finally, of our parabl-es as well.
The ultimate, most difficult and mosÈ paradoxical demand of the
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KÍngdom is for Èhe abandonment of abandonment as we11.4

Simílarly, in order to undertake the course of action described above, Milton

must give up all- assurance of divÍne sanction. In the illurnínation Èo plate

L6, for example, we see Milton casting off the tokens of divine favour and

patronage - ttthe robe of the promisett and rfthe oath of Godtr - in order to

appear as a face and prophetic presence. As Kathleen Raine observes in

Blake and Tradition:

In contrast with that commanding gesture of so many Renaissance
depictions of Apo1lo bringing the world under the rule of his
oráering harmony, Blake has been at pain-s to show the poet as one who

is casting av¡ay everything he possesses.5

As a result of this rnovement, the body of Milton becomes strangely

transparent. The Sons of Albion noÌú see in Miltonrs face and lineaments Èhe

reality - "the shades of Death & Ulro" (L4zI2, 8108) - which had hitherto

been repressed. The sarne movement, however, also opens the possibílity of

relationship. At the very periphery of oners constituted world, as we shal1

see, there opens the possibility of relationship. At this furthest extreme

Christ is no longer ttseen thror rnists & shadows, hovrring / Over the

sepulchers in clouds of Jehovah & winds of Elohimtt; he is no longer a distanÈ

ftdisk of bloodtt from which we are separated by ttheavtns & earthsrf which ttroll

dark betweentt; instead Chríst will appear as a human form. It is to a

consideration of this movement that I will now turn; however, my discussion

must be introduced by a brief description of the geography of the land

through which Milton will pass.

(2) lte geography of Eternity

In Poetic Form in Blakers tMilLont. Susan Fox argues that the place in

which the Bard sings his Song is ambiguous. The Bard and his audience are

placed in

the old Christian heaven transposed to Blakets cosmology, where it is
rather less than heavenly, but Blake assures us that the Bard sings
Itat eternal tables.tt6
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This kind of arnbiguity - in which some of the Sons of Al-bion seem Èo be in'

and yet in some important way not of, Eternity - is a necessary feature of

ttheaventt as it is understood within the postl-apsarian world described in

Blakers major prophecies. As I have argued ín prevíous chapters, the Fa1l

begins with wiLhdrawal; this does not mean, however, that krithdrawal can be

adequately descrlbed as a movement in spatial or physical terms. To withdraw

from the interactions which form the basis of EternÍty is not in the first

instance to move from one place in Eternity to another, but to replace

novenenL with stasis, openness with closure, and transparence with opacity.

The Fa1l is therefore a phenomenon which in a certain sense occurs wÍthin and

leaves its mark upon Eternity. 0n plate 54 of Jerusalem, for example, the

fallen world is portrayed as an inert g1-obe which is surrounded by the

rnyriads of Eternity. Similarly, Ín the Bardts Song Satan is discovered as tta

vast unfaLhomable Abyssft (9:35, E1O3) which opens 'fin the mídst / 0f the

Assemblyrt (9:34-35, E1O3). Even in The Book of Urizen withdrawal is first

seen as a ttshadow of horrorrt which arises ttln Eternityrr (3:1-2, 870) and

later in the same poem lre are told that trAl1 the nyriads of EterniLy: / llt

the wisdorn & joy of life: / Rol1 like a sea aroundrr Urizen (13:28-30, 877).

The Eternals even find it necessary to erect a rrtenttt in order to rrbind in

the Void / That Eternals may no more behold them" (19:3-4' 878).

I am not, of course, suggesting that Eternity and the fallen world

occrlpy the same space; The Book of Urizen is ful1 of i mages of separation.

However, the separation is not simply a novement in physical terms from one

location in Eternity to another, but a change of ontological state. This has

the effect of creating a nadlr or zero that opens (or more correctly closes)

out from the life of Eternity into a bottomless abyss. It is as if arrblack

holettT rirere to be ,liscovered in the life of Eternity: líke Lhe globe on plate

54 of Jerusalem, it is a space which appears to bettlimited / To those

without but Infinite to those withinrr (10:8-9, 8104). In Blakers oeuvre the

dimensions of the Fa1l are measured by the distances between Ulro, Generation

and Beulah.
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Beulah is described in Mil-ton as a space which

is evermore Created around Eternity; appearing
To the Inhabitants of Eden, around them on all sides.
But Beulah to iÈs Inhabítants appears within each district
As the beloved infant in his mothers bosom round incircled
hlith arms of love & pity & sweet compassion. But to
The Sons of Eden ttre moony habitations of Beulah,
Are from Great Eternity a mild & pleasant Rest.

(30:8-14, EL29)

Beulah exists in order to provide a habitaËion for the passive pokrers' who

would otherwise be reduced, by the energy and dynamism of Eden, almost to a

staLe of non-existence. If, however, ï¡e take seriousl-y the contention that

Beulah surrounds Eden on all sides, then h¡e must also argue that Beulah is

characterized by the additional role of giving forrn and shape to Eternity.

I,rlithout Lhe work of the passive powers the life of Eden would be completely

unbounded and such a life is no life at all. IL is irnportant to say at this

stage, however, that Beulah is an open and not a closed forn; it is a ttmild &

p1-easant Restrrr is ttevermore Createdrrr and exists in relationship to the nale

polrer; or at least so it appears to those in Eden. From within its own

precincts Beulah appears to be a mother, a fenale forn that nourishes the

child. In Ëhis sense it is Beulah that propagates the protagonists of Eden;

it guarantees that Eden does not simply vanish,

Unfortunately, Beulah not only preserves the life of Eternity, but at

the sane time opens the possibility of withdrawal. Normally this is no more

than a possibility; Ín Jerusalem, for example, Los at first thinks that the

events of the Fall are nothing more than visions seen in the shadow of

posslbility. In the course of the Fall this possibility becomes an actuality

and the abyss that we have described above opens in the midst of Beulah. The

rest of Beulah becomes a deathly sleep and its pastures open onto the bleak

expanses of night. Beulah still ministers to the fallen Man - the daughters

of Beulah feed the sleepers on their couch - but the sleepers now wander in

the states of Generation and Ulro which open beneath Beulah. Beulah ís

therefore the highest state possible in the fallen world and at the same tíne

a portion of Eternity. To withdraw is, as I have argued, to enter into a
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state of non-being. This fate is, however, avertqd by the work of Los who, as

Lhe Bard asserts Ín the opening plates of his Song, gives forn to the fallen

Albion as Èhe six thousand year span of fallen tine. tr'le can therefore say

that beneath or within the forn that is held by the daughters of Beulah, in

the worlds of Generation and Ulro, non-being is spatiaLized and temporaLízed

as fallen history.S

I'liLh this brief and necessarily simpl-ified description of the geography

of Eternity and its nether regions r{e can see that Blake is, in an ironical

sense, remaining within a quite traditional conception of the relationship

between tirne and eternity. For Augustine, eternity offers a vantage point from

which the ful1 sv¡eep of fallen Èime can be taken in at a single glance.g In

Milton Blake has given John Milton a sinilar vantage point; however, this

eminence is now itself placed in a wider context. The static heaven which

affords a glimpse of the inert and fragrnenLed body of Albion is itself a

moment of stasis within an oLherwise active Eternity. Its inhabitants are

unable to move precisely because their bodies (the world of time and space)

1ie far beneath them. In other words, eternity in Augustiners sense is nerely

the furthest extension of the fallen world, the apex of the triangle

described in the Bardts Song. It is a repetitÍon on a macro-cosnic scale of a

metaphysics of withdrawal. Lockers philosophy is therefore merely a

translatÍon into a secular idiom of a theology of withdrawal. There is a

relationship of congruence between the plight of the individual caught within

the closet of his constituted world and that of the Sons of Albion who

gather, after death, in a heaven which is closeted away frorn the activity

of Eternity. Tirne is not, as in Augustiners scheme of things, merely

the transitory or ephemeral, but the very body of Albion and therefore

that which must be embraced if Milton is to look forth for the

morning of the grave. If Milton is to wake from his heavenly sleep, he

must descend to time and gather to himself both his Spectre and his

Emanation. In an ironic reversal of the Neo-Platonic descent of the

soul to the body, Milton descends Lo time in order to enter EterniLy.
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It is a movement which offers a profound alLernative to Thelts flight from

the realities of the fallen world. It is to a consideration of this journey

that we must now turn.

(3) Ttre descent to the Sepulchre

Beulah is, as I have argued, the point from which the fallen world opens

out (or closes in) fron the active life of Eternity. It is, therefore,

towards Beulah that Milton makes his way. 0n the verge of this world he

discovers

hís own Shadow;
A nournful form double; hermaphroditic: male & fernale
In one wonderful body.

(14:36-38, 8108)

The Shadow is the side of his exisËence that Milton has repressed; lt is

the night or nether side of the heavens j-n which the Sons of Albion are

domiciled. The Shadow which appears in Beulah is, of course' only a two

dimensional phenornenon when it Ís viewed from the perspective of Eternity.

For the person who enters it, however, it can be seen as a form which

stretches from Beulah into the depths of the fallen world: Lhe trdread shadowrr

is ittwenty-seven-foldrr and reaches ttto the depths of direst Hell' & thence to

Albions land'r (L4239-40, E1O8-109).10 Milton does not avoid this grotesque

form; instead, in a movement which is akln to Losrs embrace of his Spectre ín

The Four Zoas he enters tnto 1t (14:38' E108).

For those rrl,rlho dwell in immortalityrrr Milton seems to be ttas One

sleeping on a couch / Of. goldrr (15:12-13, E109), but for the Seven Angels of

the Presence who enter the shadow with Mi1-ton, the perception of his sleeplng

body is supplernented by the slght of his Shadow vegetating "underneath the

Couch / 0f deathtr (15:9-10, E109). The accounts conflicÈ, but are not

incommensurate, for the former, because they remain in Eternity, see only the

eternal aspect of Miltonts descent, while the latter enter the abyss with

Milton and so see his descent into Generation and U1ro. Mílton himself offers
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a third perspective on his descent. As a person who has given up the security

of his constituted worl-d and has freely undertaken the Neoplatonlc descent of

the soul ínto the sea of time and space, Milton is not aÌ¡¡are of hj-s conscious

body. As Blake writes: rBut to himself he seemd a wanderer lost in dreary

night'r (15:16, E109). In each account it is clear that Milton has left the

light of Alblonrs heaven in order to encounter the night which forms its

g1_oqnd,

It is important to underline at this sLage of ny argument that

Mil-tonts descent does not miraculously render harnless the grotesque body in

which he is now enbodied; the reader is told, in fact, that the shadow kept

ttits course among the Spectrestt (15:17, 8109). Like Los in The Four Zoas'

Milton has simply embraced the body which forns Èhe horizon or lirntt of his

world. However, wiLhln the trajectory of this body there is now opened a

quite different movement:

Onwards his Shadow kept its course among the Spectres; callrd
Satan, but swift as lightning passing them, startled the shades
0f Hell beheld him in a trail of light as of a comet
That travels into Chaos: so Milton wenL guarded within.

(I5zI7-2O, 8109)

Milton has begun the journey towards the períphery of his constituted world.

(4) Turning onets self inside out

Miltonts descent to the sepulchre in which Albion is enclosed is quite

clearly not completed with hls entry into hls Shadow. The opposition between

up and down, heaven and he1l, form and shadow, day and night, is rehearsed,

in the first instance, within the figure of the indlvidual Milton. Milton

has, one could say, as a first sLep, enbraced his own shadow. This ernbrace,

however, takes place wíLhin the collective ground of Albion. Milton, like

Jonah in the belly of the whale, is hinself enclosed in a larger form. To

emerge from his own tonb is therefore to beco¡ne aware of the cavern in which

hunanity is enclosed. Miltonfs Shadow finds i-ts individual existence

within this larger form. This is why it is described as rrtwenty-seven-foldrr
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and as an entÍty which reaches to Hell and to rrAlbions land.rr If Milton 1s to

frl-ook forth for the norning of the gravertt his embrace of hls own shadow must

therefore exceed itself, pass beyond Íts own perimeters, and move to the body

which encloses hurnanity. It is at the limits of the world constituted by

Albion-in-withdrawal that morning will break.

The poem beglns this second stage of Miltonrs journey with a

marvellous discourse on the nature of infiniÈy. The reader is assured that

The nature of infinity is this: That every thing has its
Own Vortex; and when once a traveller thro Eternity.
Has passd that Vortex, he perceives lt ro11 backward behlnd
His path, into a globe itself infolding; like a sun:
0r like a moon, or like a universe of starry najesty'
ülhile he keeps onwards in his wondrous Journey on the earth
0r like a hunan form, a friend with whom he livd benevolent.
As the eye of man views both the east & west encornpasslng
Its vortex; and the north & south, with all their starry host;
Also the rising sun & setting moon he views surrounding
Hís corn-fields and his va1-leys of five hundred acres square.
Thus is the earth one infinite plane, and noL as apparent
To the weak traveller confintd beneath the moony shade.
Thus is the heaven a vorLex passd already, and the earth
A vortex not yet passtd by the traveller thror Eternity.

(15:21-35' E109)

This passage is justly described by Ault as ttone of the most cornpellíng and

complex Ín all of literaturettll and it has been the subject of much

commentary.l2 Fot Harold Bloom

The vortex is the eddy or whirlpool of eternal consciousness' whose
center is the object eternal consciousness intends. Since cenLer and
circumference are not separaLe in eternal vision, the perceiver is at
once at the apex of his vision, and yet able to regard it from a
dístance.

(Ee1s)

ff the vortex were to be the whirlpool of eternal consciousnessr however, ít

seems to be quite evident that the consciousness which intends the objects

would be the center of the whirlpool and the apex of the vortex; the objects

intended by this consciousness would exist in constellat.ion around it.

Moreover, the vortex ís not related by Mílton to a single, monolithíc, eternal

mind, but to ttevery thing.rr trI.J.T. Mitchell offers a more useful startÍng

point when he observes that

Vortexes occur in nature as Lhe focus of the encounter bet,h¡een
conflictlng forces; whirlpools arise from the interaction of
conflicting currents. . . . But the physical analogy nust be carrÍed
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one step further: the vortex is not sinply the producË of two equal
and opposite forces. The result of that situation would be static
equilibrium, or (given some initial monentun) an endless circle. The

vórtex depends upón a third el-ement to give progression to the cycle
of contraries, to bring it to a critical point with a conical apex
like the poínt of the Gothic arch. In nature this third elenent is
gravity, irictÍon, or changes in the intensity or directlon of the
contrary forces.

If we trace this account of a natural vortex onto Blakefs descríptions of

prelapsarian existence rre can say that the conflicting (or contrary) forces

within an indivídual are the nale and female polìrers which make up his/her

identity. The forn establÍshed in the relationship beLween these powers ls

drawn to a point, and therefore fashioned Ínto a cone' by the movement of the

whole person to relationship. trrle are able to call thís form a vortext

however, only if we renember that in Eternity our fallen world is inverted.

In the prelapsarian worl-d a vortex is perhaps what we would call a fountain:

the apex ts a point of openness and the psyche looks towards others raLher

than assimilating others to itself. In withdrawal, the rnove¡nent of the active

self towards others ceases and in its place the Spectre merely retains the

shape of the world that has appeared to the self. The fountain has now become

tta whirlpool fierce to draw creations in.rl

In the fallen world, particularly in the light of deconstruction and

Freudian psychotheraplr it takes no great leap of faíth to beLieve that the

self is a vortex which assirnilates others. The passage quoted above, however,

makes a distinction between the weak traveller who is ttconfinrd beneath the

moony shaderr of his/her oÎ¡n constituted world and the strong traveller who is

able to pass from hís/her own vortex to Lhat of others.l4 A" extraordinary as

this capacity to trtraveltr appears to be, it is important to recognize that it

does not in some way miraculously renovate the worl-d. The travel described in

Milton 15 occurs within the fa11en wor1d.15 Nevertheless, it ,iloes produce a

change of perceptÍon. The world is no longer conceived solely on the basis of

that which has been assimilated to the constituted world of the self;

instead, it can be seen to be composed of many vortexes and therefore many

persons. As Blake writes in Jerusalem:
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For aL1 are Men in Eternity. RÍvers Mountains Cities Víllages
Al-l- are Hunan & when you enter into their Bosoms you walk
In Heavens & Earths; as in you own Bosom you bear your Heaven
And Earrh, & all you behold. .(ir:15_19 

, Ezzs)

It is this perception whÍch enables us to understand the nature of infinlty.

Locke describes infinlty as a form of rnental exhaustion. He writes

that
Every one that has any idea of any stated lengths of space, as a
foot, fÍnds that he can repeaL that idea; and joining it to the
former, make the idea of two feet; and by the addition of a third,
three feet; and so on, without ever coming to an end of his additions,
whether of the sarne idea of a footr or¡ íf he pleases, of doublíng it'
or any other idea he has of any length, as a mi1e, or diameter of the
earth, or of the orbis nagnus: for whichever of these he takes, and
how often soever he doubles, or any otherwise multiplies it, he
finds, that, after he has continued his doubling in his thoughts, and
enlarged his idea as much as he pleases, he has no more reason to
sLop, nor is one jot nearer the end of such addition, than he was
at first setting out: the power of enlarging his idea of space by
further additions çgmaining sÈil1 Lhe same, he hence takes the idea
of infinite space.rb

By this kind of reasoning infinlty can be imagined as a more intense version

of the weariness that sone readers míght experience at the end of Lhe lengthy

sentence quoted above. If, however, we begin a definition of infinity with

the characterizatíon of it as that which (unlike a point of limit or

exhaustion) cannot be reduced to our representati-on, or perception of it,

then we can say that the clearest and most eloquent symbol of inflnity is the

p"."on.17

In the Bardts Song the fa11en world appeared as a Polypus' a

conglomerate of identical particles. By contrast, Miltonrs descent into the

world and embrace of his Shadow reveals a world that l-s peopled wíth others

and in which the natural world is rfone infinite planerrf ttthe heaven a vortex

passd already, and the earth / A vortex not yet passtd by the traveller Ëhror

Eternity.ft In other words, iÈ reveals a world of many vortexes' and therefore

a world of numerous persons and many infinities.

This brief description of infinity and the vortex enables a further

visualization of Miltonrs Journey. In entering the deep, Milton is atternpting

to invert the vortex of assirnilation (the triangle) which was the subject of

the Bardts Song. As I have argued, this cannot be done simply by turning to
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the active life of Eternity, for Miltonrs body lies in the deep far beneath

hirn. MÍltonrs journey therefore involves moving frorn the static posltion of

Satan at the apex of the vortex of the fallen worl-d, where he is Itconfinrd

benath the moony shadetr of his ohrn constítuted world, Èo his body beneath

hin. The cone or vortex that stretches fron Beulah down to the six thousand

year cvcle of fa11en history is Èherefore ínverted by this movement' and the

rrendless circletr of the fallen world changed lnto the kind of eternal vortex

that we have characterized as a fountain.

(5) 0n the edge of the present

Miltonts embrace of his shadow therefore brings him, flrst of all, to

the edge of his constituted worl-d and therefore the edge of his own vorLex.

At thís point of the poen Milton is able to tttravel-tt from his own vortex to

that of another. His rnovement ÍnËo the abyss takes hin fron the vortex of an

individual to that of all humanity, from the vortex of heaven to that of

tine. The resulting change of perspective 1s described ín a strikÍng passage:

First Milton saw Albion upon the Rock of Ages'
Deadly pale ouLstretchd and snowy co1d, storm coverd;
A Giant forn of perfect beauty outstretchd on the rock
In solemn death: the Sea of Tirne & Space thunderd aloud
Against the rock, which was inwrapped with the weeds of death
Hõvering over the cold bosom, ln !!s. vortex Milton bent down

To the bosom of death, what was underneath soon seemd above.
A cloudy heaven ningled with stormy seas in loudest ruín;
But as ä wintry globe descends precipitant thror Beulah bursting,
I'lith thunders loud and terrible: so Miltons shadow fe11
Precipitant loud thundring inËo the Sea of Time & Space.

( 15:36-46, 8109-10)

The raison drêtre of Miltonrs Journey is, as I have argued, to reach a

point from which it is possibl-e to look forth for trthe rnorning of the grave.tt

Such a poinË nust be one in which others can be encountered, and it must also

represent the furthest extent of Albionts fallen body. Qulte clearly the

furthest extreme of Albionrs temporal body is the present. Moreover, the

present is, as Bultnann observes, a point of encounter.lS The present is,

however, also the furthest point in Míltonrs body, for it Ís 1n the present
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that Miltonts own works are subject to re-reading and re-interpretation and,

therefore, in the present that Milton is open and subject to encounters with

others. lrle can therefore say (with certain qualifications which I will

discuss later in this chapter) that the present is the point at which morning

will break. It is only at this point in his journey, as Miltonrs prophetic

presence erupts within the time and space of early nineteenth century

England, that Blake is able to see him:

Then firsL I saw him in the Zenith as a falling star,
Descen,iing perpendicular, swift as Lhe swallow or swift;
An,:l on my-lãft foot falling on the tarsus, enterd there;
But from my left foot a black cloud redounding spread over Europe.

(15:47-50, El10)

Miltonrs descent is experienced by Blake as a presence within his very

flesh and blood. Milton fa1ls on Blakers tarsus and, moreover, enters there.

This is, of course, a rather extraordinary idea as long as we picture the

self as an autonomous self-enclosed identiLy and the body as a physical,

corporeal substance. Lockefs closeted man need not fear such an event for he

can have direct contact only with Lhose itexternal visible resemblancestt that

manage to filter into his cavern; there is no suggestion in the Essav that

his closet might become a temporary home to a number of travellers, or that

there could be an interpenetration of the worlds of self and other. However,

in Blakefs oeuvre Lhe self is not isolated and autonomous' but emerges in

relaLionship; the body is not simply a physical form, but includes our

spiritual body. In this latter sense our body is the sum of all of our

experiences, relationships, commitments and so on; it is the mental and

emotional, as well as physical, shape of our lives. St. Pau1, for example, as

Bultmann argues, uses the word body (soma) not to ttmean tbody formr nor just

tbody,r either, but... by tbodyt he means the whole perso.r.ttlg

It is in terms of this wider body that Christ asserts that he resides

within our bosons, and that we reside within his (J4:19, E146), or Merleau-

Ponty contends that rfhlhether speaking or listening, I project myself into the

other person, I introduce him inLo my own se1f.rr20 51t11arLy, Miltonfs

descent is experienced by Blake within this wider sense of the word "body.tt
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hle can begin to understand this phenomenon by drawing an analogy from the

reading process.

Merleau-Ponty writes thaL in reading

I am receiving and giving in the same gesture. I have given my

knowledge of the language; I have brought along what I already know
about the meaning of the words, the phrases, and the syntax. I have
also contributed my whole experience of others and everyday
events . .

But Lhe book would not interest me so much if it only told me

about things I already know. It makes use of everythíng I have
conLributed in order to carry me beyond it. With the aid of signs
agreed upon by the author and myself because we speak the same

language, the book makes me believe that we had already shared a

cotntno¡- stock of well-worn and readily available significations. The

author has come to dwel1 in my world. Then, imperceptibly, he varies
the ordinary meaning of the signs, and like a whirlwind theY sweel me

along Loward the other meaning with which I am going to connect.

As a result of this process Merleau-Ponty can say: frl create Stendahl; I am

Stendhal while reading him. But that is because first he knew how to bring me

to ,lwell wiLhin hím."22 l,Ie can observe an analogous mutuality and exchange in

the relationship between Milton and Blake.

Miltonts descent from heaven to time animates the hitherto static

edifice of his poeÈic works with a prophetic presence. It is, however, the

author of Milton who gives body to Milton wíthin time and is therefore the

immediate vehicle for this presence. As the author and pr inter of Milton: a

poem in [1]2 books,23 Bl^k" has created Milton; Milton has cone to dwel1

within Blake. This creation was possible only because Milton knew how to

bring Blake to dwel1 within him.

This relationship is suggested in the illuminatíon to plate 32 where we

see Milton, as a falling star, about to fa11 on Blakers tarsus. At first

sight Blakets body is falling backwards and away from the illuminatÍon

represented by Milton. In fact the falling body is balanced and precariously

held by a movement upwards which has streLched Blakets chest ahnosÈ to

breaking point. Miltonrs journey to the edge of his constituted world has

called forLh a response in Blake, for now Blakefs physical body, the body of

his constituted world, is pressed almost to breaking point by an answering

desire to look forth for the morning of the grave. Milton must come to dwe1l
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in Blakets world if he is to complete his journey. Yet, as the illumination

makes clear, it is Milton that draws Blake into hip world and hence ca1ls

forth an ansrùering movement within his very being. Blake and Milton depend

upon one anoÈher in the same way that readers and writers, in Merleau-Pontyrs

analogy, gather each other to thenselves. For a writer in the prophetic

tradition this interaction is partÍcularly important for, as lüittreich

writes, paraphrasing Richard Brothers:

every prophet communicates through a precursor prophet, the precursor
providing the key that unlocks the vision of hÍs successor, holding
up the lamp w^ithout which the new prophecy receives no
illumination.zq

This kind of ínterdependence is not confined to Blake and Milton. A

similar relationship exists between Blake and the Bard, the Bard and Milton,

and Blake and Los. At the close of his Song, as the Sons of Albion rrshook the

heavens in doubtfulnessrtt the Bard took refuge in Miltonts bosom. However,

the Bard was able to dwell within Milton only because the Bard, through the

force and power of his trprophetic Songrtt was able Èo bring Milton to dwell

within him. Sinilarly, it is in the orbit of Blakers poem that hre hear the

Bardrs voice: the Bard dwells within Blakers world. Yet, it is the Bardts

prophetic Song that begins the poem; it is in the orbit of the Bardrs Song

that Blake finds his own poetic voice. Sinilarly, later in the poen Blake

becomes ttOne Mantt with Los and so arises in his rrstrength" (222L2, 8117). The

syntax of the lines which follow this announcement suggest that it is Blake

who now tells us that

I am that Shadowy Prophet who Six Thousand Years ago
Fell from ny station in the Eternal bosom.

(222L5-I6, E117)

Yet this passage finishes with the clear assignment of these lines to Los

(22226, 8117). It is, indeed, Los who speaks. He has brought Blake to dwell

within his giant form. But Los is himself able to speak only to the extent

that Blake, through the vehicle of his poem, brings Los to dwel1 within his

world. The voices of Los and Blake, like those of Blake and the Bard (in the

opening plates of the poem), and Blake and Milton (throughout the course of
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the poem), are distinct, and yet curiously intertwined with each other.

The relationship beween reader and text, and reader and author, that is

implied by the interdependence of these figures is radically different from

that adopte,C by the Sons of Albion to the Bardts Song. The Sons treat the

Song as if it Ï¡ere an object; they want the Bard to ans\rrer their questions

rather than themselves being open to his appeal. In other words, they

conceive of interpretation as method rather than dialectíc. In his díscussion

of Gadamerrs hermeneuLics, Richard Palmer disLinguishes between these two

terms in the following way:

In method the inquiring subject leads and controls and manipulates;
in dialectic the matter encountered poses the question to which he

responds. One can only respond on the basis of his belonging to and
in the matter. The interpretive situation is no longer that of a
questioner and an object, with the questioner having to construct
tlmethodstt to bring the object within his grasp; on the contrary' the
questi.oner suddenly finds himself the being who is interrogated by
ihe ttsub¡ect mattertt (_S..hÐ. In such a situation the rrsubject-object

schematarr is only misleading, for the subject has now become the
object. Indeed, method itself is generally seen within the context of
thã subject-object conception of the interpretive stance of man and
is the foundation for modern manipulative and technological
thinking.25

However, to describe the interaction between Blake and Milton in this way is

to raise the question of Èhe subject matter of their encounter.

Blakers encounter \.rith Milton cannot be compared with the attempt of

traditional literary criticism to recover Lhe intentions of the author at the

time of writing. The enlry of Milton into Blakers body does not issue in this

kin,:l of recovery, for the temporal Milton sits apart from Miltonrs descent,

ttfrozen in the rock of Horebtt (20:11, 8114): a location which suggests that

he is himself badly in need of assistance. A more promising line of argument

can be seen in the suggestion that in Milton Blake is attempting t.o understand

the ideal Milton, the intentions that Milton would have had if he were able

to separate hímself from the dogmas and creeds of hís day. This argument,

however, leads the reader into serious difficulties, for this ideal figure,

who stands apart from Lhe distortions of time and place, is surely the Milton

who sits aL eternal tables in heaven. Blakers encounLer with Milton is

predicated upon a disavowal of this position and pre-eminence. Miltonrs
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journey to earth does not facÍlitate an atternpt to understand Milton better

than Milton could have undersLood hinself, for the later poetrs work is an

integral part of Miltonts refashioning of his own identity. Ïüe must also rule

out the suggestion that in this poem Blake is describing an encounter with a

purely textual Milton. The ernphasis in the poem is not on Miltonrs literary

productions or their implied author, but on the descent of Milton to time:

the irruption of a prophetic presence within a world of texts.

The poem offers the reader a clue as to the nature of the encounter

between Blake and Milton by nominating the tarsus as the point at which the

latter entered the body of the former (15249, 8110). The tarsus is rrthe flat

of the foot between the toes and the heelrr @EÐ, and for most people ít

represents a singularly uninteresting part of our anatomy. Nevertheless, thís

place in our body has the virtue of an association wiLh the birthplace of St.

Paul, a figure whose singular experience on the road to Damascus offers

several close parallels with Blakets experience of the falling Milton. The

account of this event in Acts 9 reads as follows:

(1) And Saul, yet breathing out threatenings and slaughter against
the disciples of the Lord, went unto the high priest, (2) And desired
of hím letters to Darnascus to the synagogues, Èhat if he found any of
this way, whether they were men or rrromen, he might bring thern bound
unto Jerusalem. (3) And as he journeyed, he came near Damascus; and
suddenly there shined round about him a light from heaven: (4) And he
fe1l to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Sau1, Sau1, hthy
persecutest thou me? (5) And he said, !üho art thou, Lord? And the
Lord said, I am Jesus whon thou persecutest.

There is of course no suggestion in Milton that Blake hlas waging a physical

war against the Christians prior to the descent of Mí1Èon; however, the point

is perhaps that this kÍnd of activity is characLeristic of any world in whÍch

the self is closeted away from others. Saulrs encounter with Christ, and

Blake wiLh Milton, can Lherefore be seen as a conversion in which the closed

world of the self is opened. The subject matter of Blakers encounter with

Milton (and of the poem which bears his narne) is, ultinately, Christ: the

network of relationships in which the fallen world finds its existence.

The relationship between Milton and Blake, at this poínt in the poem, is noÈ

yet one in which Blake encounters Christ although, as we shall- argue, this Ís
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its issue; at this sÈage of the poem vre see the necessary opening of the self

\o others that forms the prelude to such an event. Moreover, even this

opening is not unequi-vocal, for Miltonfs entry into Blakers body results in

the appearance of tra black cloudft which frredoundÍng spread over Europett

(15:50, E110). This could be taken to imply that Blake, like Pau1, will

spread only a black cloud as the result of his conversion. In fact, the foot

of an upright person must be the place where his shadow begins and this

beginning place is located directly under the tarsus. The brighter the light

from above, the darker the shadow; the more sharply focused the revelation,

the clearer the shadowrs outline. As a result of Paulfs work and influence,

the shadow of the law became extremely clear and dark. Similarly' one

consequence of Miltonrs descent is that Error is consolidated and the

Covering Cherub is revealed. In presenting the beneficial effect

(clarification of Error) of revelation by the spreading of a cloud, Blake

shows us sornething of the pain of receivíng a revelation and of beÍng a

prophet .26

AL this stage of my argument, iL is clear that ny analogy with the

reading process, although remaining instructive, needs to become more

inclusive. The descent of Milton to tine and the experience of this

phenomenon by Blake exceeds any possible encounter between these two figures

which could occur in a reading of Miltonrs poetry. Miltonrs descent, for

example, spans a long period of tirne, it occurs in the frnether regions of the

Imaginationtt and is seen by ttall men on Earth, / Ãnd all in Heaven.tt Moreover,

Blake tells us that Miltonrs descent was taking place within his members

for quite some time before he was able to recognize it consciously:

But Milton entering my Foot; I saw in the nether
Regions of the Imagination; also all men on Earth,
And all in Heaven, saÍr in the nether regions of the Imagination
In Ulro beneath Beulah, the vast breach of Miltons descent.
But I knew not that it was Milton, for man cannot know
llhat passes in his members till periods of Space & Time
Reveal the secrets of Eternity: for more extensive
Than any other earthly things' are Mans earthly lineaments.

(2L24-Ll, El15)

QuiLe clearly, Miltonfs influence is not limiLed to Lhat experienced when we
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read his poetry. The works of a great poet become part of our cultural

heritage and in so doing bequeath to language cerLain possibilíties of

thought and expression. The resources of a language are therefore, as hlilhelm

von Humboldt suggests, rfa lasting fruit of a peoplers literature, and within

literature especially of poetry and philosophv.n2T 7¡ is in this sense that

Milton appears to all men on earth and in heaven. Milton is a presence and a

prophetÍc force within the tradition that addresses us and Ín which we stand.

In his discussion of Gadamerrs hermeneutics Richard Palmer writes that

The heritage is not something that one can control, nor is it an object
over againÀt one. One comes to understand it, even while standing in
it, as an intrinsically linguistic experience. As one experiences the
meaning of a text, he comes to understand a heritage which has
briefly addressed him as something over against him, yet as someLhing
which is at the same time a part of that nonobjectifiable strean of
experíences and history in which he stands.zõ

All men on earth see MilÈonrs descent, albeit in the trnether regionstt of our

imaginations, because from within our linguistic and cultural heritage, and

as part of the linguistic world in which we stand, Milton addresses us.

The prophetic force of Milton or the Bard - the possibilities that they

open within our world - are not experienced when we read like the Sons of

A1bíon and simply retain the text as an object held by our reasoning memory.

However, in allowj-ng the text to issue in an appeal within our worlds' we

permit the profession of the text to become a face. This does not mean that

an unequivocal communication appears within our world, or that here there is

a one to one relationship between language and world. Nevertheless, the text

opens up the possibility of openness, the possibility that we can see trthrott

rather than rrwithrt our linguistic worlds.

(6) That rrparadoxical monentrr

Quite clearly Miltonrs perpendicular descenl to time still presents

the reader with a set of conceptual difficulties and paradoxes. Not least of

these is the question of how rire are to conceive of a movement to the very

peripheries of our linguistic/mental worlds, a movemenÈ which appears to
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enter the world at right angles to the movemenL of fa1len time. The answer

that is generally given to this question depends upon the asserÈion that the

poemts events are simulÈaneous, that they occur in the instant of vision, and

that the whole thrust of the poemts apocalypse is to abolish time. Damon

writes, for example, that rrPractically all the action of the epic passes in

one momen¿t29, and a similar case is urge,l by critics as diverse as Fisch,

Frye, James, Mitchell, and Rose.3o Perhaps the clearest statement of thís

point of view is provided by Susan Fox, who writes that

The events of Milton, I must emphasize, are not sirnultaneous because
they all occur within that paradoxical moment which is at once seven
thousand years long and as brief as a poetrs sudden inspiration. They
are not, that is, simultaneous because time is irrevelant to them,
because they occur beyond or within the calibrations of time. They-

are simultaneous because each occurs at the same precise rrinstantrf of
that moment, the same minute, calibrated segment of that seven-
thousand-year period that comprises fallen history. All the actions
of the poem occur in the last rneasurable segment of the moment' the
last fragmenll of time itself, the instant before apocalypse puts an
end to time."

The fa1l of Milton into time and space is, however, not confined to a

moment of fallen time; iL is a curiously diffuse event and seems to

disseminate itself across a surprisingly wide stretch of fallen time. Blake

writes that

when Los joind with me he took me in his firy whirlwind
My VegeÈated portion vrlas hurried from Larnbeths shades
He set me down in Felphams Vale & prepard a beautiful
Cottage for me that in three years I might write all these

visions' 
( 36:2r-24, E137)

This would seem to indicate that the union of Los and Blake covers a journey

from Lambeth to Felpham and, in terms of the tirne apparenL to Blakers

vegetated portion, a period of three years. As Davíd Erdman writes, ttThe

LambeLh reference nakes us realize that the rmomentf of the poem reaches from

the Blakesr departure fron their hone in London in 1800 to the end of their

three years . . . in Felpham.tt32 The events of the poem, therefore, seem to

charge the calibrated momenLs of fallen history with an extraordinary surplus

and excess. Moreover, Miltonrs journey is not completed with his own arrival-

in time. His descent provokes, and itself becomes part of, an answering
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movement within the very texture of the fallen world. This movement of life

itself reaches its destination in an embrace, or beÍng present to, the entire

length of fallen history. lle see Los (and Blake and Milton in Los) say:

I am that Shadowy Prophet who Six Thousand Years ago
Fel1 from my station in Lhe Eternal bosom. Six Thousand Years
Are finishd. I return! both Time & Space obey my wi11.
I in Six Thousand Years walk up and down: for not one Moment

0f Tine is lost' nor one Event of Space unpermanent
But all remain: every fabric of Six Thousand Years
Renains permanent: thof on the Earth where Satan
Fell, and was cut off all things vanish & are seen no more

They vanish not from me & rnine, hre guard them firsL & last
The generaLÍons of nen run on in the tide of Tine
But ieave their destind lineaments permanent for ever & ever.

(222t5-25' 8117)

From the linear perspective of the fallen world it is true that Milton

descends at the very end of time. However, if tine itself is the six thousand

year body of Albion, then r,re can see that Miltonrs intention to rrlook forth

for the morning of the gravettis fulfilled, not simply with the enbrace of

the closet in which he is enclosed, but with an embrace of the body of fallen

time. It is, in fact, an extraordinary irnage. The ernpire of Satan, with the

Elect at the apex of a mediated relationship, has been replaced wíth a

presence to the very body of the world, an expectant looking forth for the

morning of the grave, and an attenpt to make fluid the body in which Albion

is enclosed.

(7) Blake, Milton and Los

The Shadowy Female, Urizen, Rahab and Tirzah all gain their pohrer within

the enclosure of the fa11en world. Bloorn defines the Shadowy Female as rrthe

material environment of natural manrtt Rahab as trthe image of the visibl-e

church,tt and Tirzah as rrthe necessity of natural lirnitationtt (8916). They are

the passive por4rers whích have become separated fron man and now define his

being. Urizen is identified in Milton as Satan and as the Spectre. He is

the masculine reasoning menory that retains the shape of the fallen world.

For each of these characters, Miltonts descent is a threatening and ominous
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event because, by attempting to breach Lhe confines of their world and so

render transparent the cavern in which Albion is enclosed, Milton threatens

the very foundation of their poh¡er. It is for this reason that they respond

Èo Miltonts descent by attempting to assimilate him to their world. irlith

Urizen this takes the form of open conflÍct:

silent they net, and silent strove among the streams, of Arnon
Even to Mahanaim, when with cold hand Urizen stooptd down

And took up hrater from the river Jordan: pouring on
To Miltons brain the icy fluid from hÍs broad cold palm.
But Milton took of the red clay of Succoth, moulding it with care
Between his palms: and filling up the furrows of many years
Beginning at the feet of Urizen, and on the bones
Creating new flesh on the Demon co1d, and building hin'
As wíth new clay a Human form in the Valley of Beth Peor.

(1926-L4, EIL2)

Urizen ís attempting to baptize Milton into this world, to enclose him within

the material world. Milton, on the other hand, is attempting to give Urizen a

Hunan Form which will enable him to enter in relationship with other".33

Rahab, Tírzah and the Shadowy Female respond to Miltonrs descent by

attempting to enÈice Mi1Ëon away from his struggle to humanize Urizen and

into a material Canaan:

Cone then to Ephraim & Manasseh 0 beloved-one!
Come to my ivory palaces 0 beloved of thy mother!
And let us bind thee in the bands of hlar & be thou King
0f Canaan and reign in Hazor where the Twelve Tribes meet.

(2023-6, 8113-14)

If Milton were to accept their invitation he would necessarily forgo any

attempt to look forth for the morning of the grave. It would now be the

cavern of the fallen world, with its incipienL warfare between the

contraries, that would remain the horizon of his world.

IÈ is, in fact, only Enitharmon who explicitly welcomes Milton when he

first appears within the fallen world. This response is predicated upon

Enitharmonts perception of Milton as a ttwintry globett - as Satan - rather

than as the ftawakener.tt Enitharmon is the Ernanation of Los and, therefore,

she is the shape or body of the fallen history that is forged by Los. hlithin

this world Enitharmonts pohrer exisLs only in concert with the Spectre, who

holds the outline of fallen history and is lirnited by the shape originally
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given to the fallen Albion by Los. The descent of Milton suggests to

EnÍtharmon a cataclysm in which the bounds of the fallen world will be

broken. The fallen world will sever iÈs relaEionship with Albion, and Satan

will be free to assímilate even the sleeping body of Albion into his kingdom:

Los the Vehicular terror beheld him, & divine Enitharmon
Callrd all her daughters, Saying. Surely to unloose rny bond
Is this Man corne! Satan shal1 be unloosd upon Albion. .

(17:31-33, El11)

Los responds to Enitharmonfs words with terror, for although the world that

he has forged is that in which Satan gaíns his power, it is also a1l that

stops Albion from sinking into the abyss. He therefore pit.s hÍs strength

against Milton:

Los heard in terror Enitharmons words: in fibrous sLrength
His limbs shot forth like roots of trees againsL the forward path
0f Miltons journey.

(L7234-36, El11)

Losfs initíal inability to understand the significance of Miltonrs

descenL is owing t.o hís position outside of Golgonooza, in the position of

stasis and inactivity which characterizes the various actors of the Bardfs

Song. irlhen many of the Eternals rise ttup from eternal tablesrf and - in a

striking parallel to the various judgements of the Bardrs Song - respond with

wrath to Miltonrs descent (20243-47, 8114), Los can only retreat further into

inactivity:

Los saw Èhem and a cold pale horror coverd ofer his limbs
Pondering he knew that Rintrah & Palamabron might depart:
Even as Reuben & as Gad; gave up himself to tears.
He sat down on his anvil-stock; and leand upon the trough.
Looking into the black hrater, mingling it with tears.

(20:51-55,8115)

In the acÈ of rage (and implicitly of judgenenÈ) in whÍch the Eternals "rend

the heavens round the l,,latcherstt in a ttfiery circlerrr and in Losrs response to

this act, ïre can see a further consolidation of Satants empire.

It is at this nadir that Los remembers

an o1d Prophecy in Eden recorded,
And often sung to the loud harp at the immortal feasLs
ThaL Milton of the Land of Albion should up ascend
Forwards from Ulro from the Vale of Felpham; and set free
Orc fron his Chaín of Jeal-ousy, he started at the thought.

(20257-6I, E115)
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For }J.J.T. Mitchell Itthere is an unnistakable elenenL of the ridÍculous in

the convenient timing of Losts memory here.tt34 If this hlere so then one must

pass a similar judgement on Miltonts ttconvenientrr conversion at the end of

the Bardrs Song. In fact, Milton responds to the Bard only as the Satanic

world described by the Song is dísclosed amongst his cornpanions, while Los

remembers the prophecy sung at eternal tables as his own world seens on the

verge of collapse. The first and most obvious reason for the tttiming of Losrs

memory herett is that it is all too often only when the situations in which we

find ourselves become intolerable, or are on Èhe point of collapsing, that we

find a means of transcending them. A more fundanenLal reason can be found in

the nature of Miltonrs descent.

Milton is attempting to open a relationship with Albíon-in-withdrawal-.

One can therefore say that Milton repeats the original openness of Los to

Albion-in-withdrawal in which the fal1en world was forged. I will return to

this point later in this chapter; however, for the moment it is important to

observe that the openness of Milton to Albion (and of Blake and Los to

Albion) is, paradoxically, both Ehe first and the last event of the fa11en

world. It is, therefore, quite in order that the descent of MilLon, which to

Los in the Lime of memory occurs at the end of fallen time, should provoke a

menory from the very beginnings of the fallen world, in whích the possibility

of transformation inherent in Míltonrs descent is celebrated. lÙith the

recollection of this prophecy, Los begins a novement which will take Milton

(in Blake in Los) to the edge of the tomb in which Albion is enclosed.

lühen Milton entered Blakers body, the rfVegetTble hlorldtt appeared on his

ttleft Foot, / As a bright sandal fornd immortal of precious stones & gold.rt

Blake therefore ttstooped down & bound it on to walk forward thror EternÍtyrt

(2LzL2-L4, E115). Blakefs encounter with Mil-ton therefore involved an

extraordinary transformation, for it changed the world from a cavern into a

sandal: from a form which hinders movement to one which assists it. This

transformation is, nevertheless, noÈ cornplete. Blake is at this point unable

to rrwalk forward thror Eternityrr because his encounter with Milton takes
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place within the body of the fallen Albion. Therefore, Blake and Milton are

at this point like Oothoon in Visions of the Daughters of Al-bion. Although

Qo¡hoonts closed world has been opened and she is abl-e to enter a universe

which is living, she is unable to enter a fully human world, for she is

herself closed within a collective body of wÍthdrawal. Miltonfs journey can

be completed only within the giant form of Los:

!ühile Los heard indistinct in fear, what tirne I bound ny sandals
On; to walk forward thror Eternity, Los descended to me:

And Los behind me stood; a terrible flaming Sun: just close
Behind my back; I turned round in terror, and behold.
Los stooi in that fierce glowing fire; & he also stooprd down

And bound my sandals on in Udan-Adan; trernbling I stood
Exceedingly with fear & terror, standing in the Vale
Of Larnbeth: but he kissed me and wishd me health.
And I became One Man with hirn arising in my strength:
Twas too late now to recede. Los had enterd into rny soul:
His Lerrors now possestd me whole! I arose in fury & strength.

(2224-14' 8116-17)

It is this embrace which takes Milton, Blake and Los to a position where Èhey

are present to the six thousand year extent of the fallen Albionts body.

Miltonrs descent has provoked, and itself become part of, an answering

movement within the very Lexture of the fallen world. l^le can understand this

if we observe that, as prophets, Blake and Milton are members of the Eternal

Prophet, Los. Miltonfs descent can therefore be compared to the Nightingale

who, in the second book of Milton, begins the rrsong of Spring.rrMilton and

the Nightingale both cal-1 forth and themselves become part of a larger

movement. The reader therefore has the sense of a gradual awakening of

powers. The whole world now wakes with Milton to look forth for the rrmorning

of the grave.tt The design on plate 47, which illuminates the embrace of Los

and Blake, suggests the magnitude of this change. Blake is in a position

which suggests that of Urizen in the frontispiece to Europe. However, rather

than tracing the forms of his own body onto the abyss, Blake has turned back

to the fiery heat of Eternity and of relationship. He is, therefore, no

longer enclosed in Lhe stationary world of the se1f, but is on the verge of

movement. This illumination repeats the motifs of opening and passing beyond

which we have observed ín the frontispiece and p1-ates 6, 16, 18 and 32. This
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series of plates therefore paralle1-s and subtly underlines the textual

movement fron opacity to translucence. To adopt this kind of comporËment to

oLhers Ís to enter the city of Golgonooza and it is to this location Èhat the

reader, with Los, Blake, Milton and the Bard, now proceeds.

(8) Golgonooza

The síght of the city of Bowlahoola, which lies on the outskirts of

Golgonooza, generaËes an extraordinary sense of déjà vu. The journey that lìre

have traced, rroutward to Satans seatrr and ttinward to Gol-gonooza" (17:29-30,

E111), suggests that we should now find ourselves at a point far removed from

Lhe time and space described in the Bardts Song. Instead, there is a curious

penetraÈion of Golgonooza and its environs by the world in which Satan has

gained doninion; it is almost as if the Polypus r,Íere in some htay superimposed

on Bowlahoola. In this place stands Losfs Anvils and Hammers, but it is a

place of trhorrid labourstt and its labourers dance ttthe dance of death,

rejoicing in carnagett (24257,62, EI2O-2L)z

The Bellor,\rs are the AnÍma1 Lungs: the Hammers the Animal Heart
The Furnaces the Stomach for digestion. terrible their fury
Thousands & thousands labour. thousands play on instruments
Stringed or fluted to arneliorate the sorrolüs of slavery
Loud sport the dancers in the dance of death, rejoicing in carnage

(24:58-62, EL2L)

Bowlahoola is called trlaw. by Mortalstt and we are told that it is ttthe Stomach

in every individual mantt (24248167, E121). How is Bowlahool-a, one may well

ask, different from the process of assimílation with which Satan translaLes

difference into sameness?

If we measure the movement of Milton in terms of chronological or clock-

tine, then a considerable period separates Miltonrs decision to descend to

Ulro and the arrival of Blake, Los and company in Golgonooza. The movement

that has been described by the poem is, however, not one that can be measured

in chronological terms, for it proceeds at right angles to the passage of

fallen time. Miltonts journey involves a progression from a stationary
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position in which Nature is the bound of the self to one in which the world

has been embraced. At this point history is no longer a Polypus without form,

but a six thousand year period to each moment of which Los (and Milton and

Blake in Los) is present. The journey traced by the poem is therefore, to

this point at least, not an account of a passage to a different world, but of

a radical change of comportment within the sarne world. Golgonooza does not

exist in some ideal realm apart from the worl-d of time and space; it is the

spiritual form or ground of that world, and for this reason lr¡e can see the

realities of temporal historyr or at least the possibility of those

realities, tr¡oven into its fabric. The perspective that we adopt to these

realities j-s, however, now very different, for we no longer see the world

solely as it is retained by our reasoning memory; instead, I4Ie see it ín terms

of the relationships which give iÈ being. Merleau-Ponty writes that ttScience

manipulaLes things and gives up living in them:rl

Scientific thinkíng, a thinking which looks on from above, and thinks
of the object-in-general, must return to the rrthere istt which
underlies it; to the site, the soil of the sensiblq and opened world
such as it is 1n our life and for our body. . .35

Miltonfs descent is just such a move, although enacted on a global as well as

an individual level, and phrased in such an exËraordinary way that it

radically exceeds the project demanded by Merleau-Ponty. Blake, Milton and

Los move frorn the ontic to the ontological and so grasp the sel of

relationships which underpin the world. hrithin Blakers mythrrthe siterr and

tfthe soiltt of the world is rfthe Universe of Los and Enitharmontt (19225,

8113).

This change of comporLnent, involves an extraordinary change of

perception. I^lhat had appeared to be a purely natural phenomenon' an

appearance within the closet of the self, is now seen in relationship to its

ontological foundatíon. The narrator writes:

Thou seest the gorgeous clothed Flies that. dance & sport in summer
Upon the sunny brooks & meadows: every one Lhe dance
Knows in its intricate mazes of delight artful to treave:
Each one to sound his instruments of music in the dance,
To touch each other & recede; to cross & change & return
These are the Chil-dren of Los; thou seest the Trees on mountains
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The wind blows heavy, loud they thunder throt the darksom sky
Uttering prophecies & speaking instructive words to the sons
Of men: These are the Sons of Losl These are the Visions of Eternity
But we see only as it were the hem of their garmenÈs
hlhen with our vegetable eyes we view these wondrrous Visions

(2622-L2' E123)

To see Èhe rTrees on mountainsfr as Sons of Los, and hear the prophecies thaË

they utter, involves a decentring of the corporeal self which is every bit as

radical as that demanded by Freud or Marx. The whole thrust of the third and

final section of Book I is therefore not to deny all truth value to the

statement that Bowlahoola is called ttlaw. by Mortalstt but, through the eyes

of Milton /gLalce/Los within the tirne of embodimenL, to return the Satanic Law

to the ground from which it has become separated. For example, in the Bardts

Song Law ís Satanrs Law; it is the source of rfMoral laws and cruel

punishments.rt As Los approaches Golgonooza, however, Law is seen as a city' a

forge and a stomach. Moreover, r{e are told that Bowlahoola !ìIas established by

Tharmas tBecause of Satanrr (2421+9, 8120). Bowl-ahoola is, in other words, a

direct response to the chaos and fragrnentation resulting from the withdrawal

of Albion. Bowlahoola is the place within the workshops of Los where the

trpiteous Passions & Desirestt are clothed and fed and ttthe various Classes of

Mentf are tfal1 markd out determinatett (26137, E123). It is the stomach and the

forge; the point at which the sleepers are ingested, made pliable and

malleable in the heat of Losrs furnaces, and then given a shape.

The transformation of perception descrÍbed above raises the question of

the precise relationship between the world seen through the vegetable memory

and that seen in the time of embodiment. Blakers description of natural

causes as attDelusion / Ot Utro: & a ratio of the períshing Vegetable Memoryrl

certainly does not mean that the world in which they appear is not real for

those who exist within it, or that the sufferings which are experienced by

those in Ulro are illusory. To return to our initial analogy, Merleau-Ponty

ascribes to a science that has severed itself from the ground of existence an

alresome poÏ¡er and scope. If, he writes,
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this kind of thinking h'ere to exLend its reign to nan and history .

then, since nan really becornes the rnanipulandun he takes hirnself to
be, we enter into a cultural regimen where there is neither truth nor
falsity concerning man and historl, into a sleep, or a nightmare,
from which there is no awakening.Jo

The world of Ulro is not simply Golgonooza as it appears to mortal- humanity'

it is that appearance severed from its ground. Ulro is the world of semblance

that Urizen, in the frontÍspiece to Europer scatters on the void. The

ultimate ambition of this world, as The Four Zoas made clear , is to sever the

fallen world entirely from its ground, rTo bring the shadow of Enitharmon

beneath our wondrous Lree / tnat Los may Evaporate like srnoke & be no morefl

(F280:5-6, 8355/82348), and in this way reduce the world to its surfaces. I'le

can imagine the movement of Los to embodiment as an attempt to re-mernber the

scattered body of Albíon; to return the semblances of himself, which Urizen

has scaltered upon the void, back into relationship with himself. In the

passage describing the Sons of Los which was quoted above, it is still

possibl-e to focus our attention on the dance of the flies and be rnesmerized

by their beauty. Similarly Ìrre may fix our gaze on the hem of the garments

worn by the Sons of Los. !üith this kind of narrowing of perception ít would

perhaps appear as Newtonfs linear tine. The gap at the front of the garment'

where the two ends of the hern are brought together, would from this

perspective appear to be the beginníng and end of time, creation and the

apocalypse. In the time of embodiment, however, the possibillty of this kind

of perception is seen only Ín the ttOuLward Spheres of Visionary Space and

Timetr @22L7, 8252). It represenLs a falling away from appearance into a

world based on senblance.

The point of this visionary return ttto the site, the soil of the

sensible and opened worldrr is not to provide a foundation for human

understanding, as in Merleau-Pontyts philosophy. In Blakers oeuvre the vision

of the relationships which ground our world becomes a prophetic call. lrlhere

Merleau-Ponty grounds philosophy in a phenonenology, Blake (like Los)

attempts to open that world to Eternity. The fa11en world is held by Los in

order to confronÈ Albion with the shape of hÍs own withdrawal and so open the
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possibility of regeneration. This can be seen in Bl-akets description of the

t\rline-presstr of Los,

As Los descends to Golgonooza vte are told that

The l,tine-press on the Rhine groans loud, but all its central beams
Act more terrific in the central Cities of the Nations
trrlhere Human Thought is crushd beneath Èhe iron hand of Power.
There Los puts all into the Press, the Opressor & the Opressed
Together, ripe for the Harvest & Vintage & ready for the Loom.

(25-.3-7,8121)

The wíne press is rreastward of Golgonooza, before the Seat / Of Satanrr; its

foundations rdere laid by Luvah tt& Urizen f inishrd it in howlíng woet' (27 zL-2,

EI24). It is a place of great torment:

But in the llÍne-presses the Human graPes sing not' nor dance
They howl & writhe in shoals of torment; in fierce flames consumì.ng,
In chains of íron & in dungeons circled wiËh ceaseless fires.
In pits & dens & shades of death: in shapes of torment & woe.
The plates & screws & wracks & saws & cords & fires & cisterns
The cruel joys of Luvahs Daughters lacerating wtth knives
And whips their Victims & the deadly sport of Luvahs Sons.

(27230-36, EL24-5)

Not surprisingl-y the wine press is calledttWar on Earth" (2728, EI24); it is

nothÍng less than the reality that is forrned in withdrawal, an apt symbol of

a world where frthe Contraries of Beulah I'ilar beneath Negations Bannertt (34223,

8134). The wine press Ís, however, not sirnply associated with the work of

Luvah and Urizen, for the poem identifies it as belonging to Los. For the

Eternal PropheL to have anything to do wíth an instrument such as this is

nothing short of scandalous. Unfortunatel-y, in the time of embodinent, the

link between Los and the wine press is made even closer, for the wine press

is described as frthe Printing-Press / 0f Los; and here he lays his words ín

order above the nortal brain / As cogs are formd in a wheel to turn Lhe cogs

of the adverse wheelrr (2728-lO, EL24).

As we have argued in previous chapters, when confronted by the

withdrawal of Albion Los has only two choices: to do nothing and so withdraw

from hievious chapters, when confronÈed by the withdrawal of Albion Los has

only two choices: to do nothing and so withdraw from hÍs friendrs dilemma, or

attempt to give form to Albion-in-withdrawal. The latter course of action,
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however, means giving form to loss, providing a body and forn for the warring

Spectres. The wine press of tfhlar on Earthtr belongs to Los in the sense that

it prepares the materials for the Loon of Enitharmon and, therefore, for the

fabric of the fa11en world.

A printing press, like a wine press, performs the same set of operations

no matter what is placed within it. For the printing press it is of no

consequence whether it prints the works of Burke or Paine. In this respect it

is similar to the mortal brain of the caverntd man which (in Lockers

description) is forced to perform the same set of urental operations on

whatever sirnple ideas enter its enclosure. Losts prophetic words are placed

above the mortal brain ín order to confront the self with the reality of its

actions: loss is the ground to the figure of the self. Sirnilarly, the world

that is forged by Los (which is the form of Albion in withdrawal) is a cog

which is inserted inLo the printing press (the withdrawn, anonymous body of

Albion), not as one which works happily within the machine, but as a cog

which attempts to turn or convert the printing press itself. Losrs prophetic

production of the fallen world is an attempt t,o renovate the press itself, to

awaken Albion and so turn the manufacture of books by the press into the

production of rrVisionary forns dramatic.rr Los is, like all prophets,

attempting to give form to the lack that is represented by the withdrawal of

Albion, and to use this lack as a means of changing people. lJar becomes a

call which attempts to move the rrcogs of the adverse wheel.rt The adverse

(opposing anyonets interest, the injurious or calamitous) is confronLed and

potentially rnoved to act by its own reality.

(9) rllature is a Vision of the Science of the Blohinn

To this point in my discussion I have largely been concerned to

distinguish between the world described in the Bardrs Song and that seen in

the time of enbodiment. As I have already argued, however, any aÈtempt to

rigidly separaLe these terms encounters a number of dífficulties. If the
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closeted man is to leave his closet he must recognize that the form in which

he is enclosed is not the linits of the world, buL the horizon of his world,

the outer limits of his body. This final portion of the first Book of Mil-ton,

therefore, underlines again and again the curious phenomenon that we first

observed with regard to Bowlahoola. The passage Lhat describes Los as ttthe

Spirit of Prophecytt and ttthe ever apparent Eliasrr, for example, continues

with the observation that

All the Gods of the Kingdoms of Earth labour in Losts Halls.
Every one is a fa11en Son of the Spirit of Prophecy.

(24274-75, E121)

Similarly, Losrs printing press istrbefore the Seat / 0f Satanrt (272I-2,

EI24) and Cathedronrs Looms (a crucial parÈ of the process of giving form to

rhe Spectres) weave "only Death / A I'leb of Deatht' (24235-36, 8120). Although

Allamanda is rrthe Cultivated land / Around the City of Golgonooza" and is the

place where the trsons of Los labour against Death Eternaltt (27243-44, E125),

it al-so provides a location for the labours of the Sons of Urizen and for the

t'Seat of Satanrf (2724511+9,8125). The nost striking example of this

interpenetration is wÍth regard to both Milton and Los.

trrlhen Rintrah and Palamabron see Milton it is not as someone who has

escaped the enclosure of the self, but as one who has

enterd into the Covering Cherub, becoming one with
Albions dread Sons, Hand, Hyle & Coban surround him as
A girdle; Gwendolen & Conwenna as a garment l.Ioven
0f trrlar & Religion" ' ( 23;r4-r7. 811g)

Milton is, of course, enbracing this body in order to look forth for the

morning of the grave; however, it is inportant to see thaË this embrace does

not immediately or in itself renovate the body. At the end of the poem 01o1on

is sÈi11 able to see Milton striving ttupon the Brooks of Arnonrr with |ta dread

/ And awful Man. .. oercoverd with the mantle of years" (40:4-5, EI4L). The

descent of Milton in fact seems to herald an intensification of Satants

world. Rintrah and Palamabron want to bring this figure rrchained / To

Bowlahoolat' (23217-18, E118), a judgernent which would extend once more the

kingdom of Satan, and even at the gates of Golgonooza Los warns of the danger
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that Rintrah and Palanabron will be vegetated.

Losrs response to Miltonrs descent is now very different fron that seen

on plate 20 or the kind of reacËion he displays in the Bardts song. He

exhorts his Sons to

come, come away
Arise 0 Sons give all your sÈrength against Eternal Death
Lest we are vegetated.

(2t+233-35, 8120)

However, even here Losfs reaction is not unequivocal. Rintrah and Palamabron,

for example, observe a very different response that coexists with the first

and suggests the Los who exists within the time of memory:

They saw that wrath now swayd and now pity absorbd him
As it r,r¡as, so it remaind & no hope of an end.

(24246-7, 8120)

The intermingling of closure and openness, the world of mernory and that

of embodiment, does not ease as Los enters Golgonooza. This moment occurs (from

within the perspective of the fallen world) within the last moment of

chronological tÍme. It is the Last Vintage and here the Sons of Luvah sing:

This is the Last Vintagel & Seed
Sha1l no more be sown upon Earth, till all the Vintage is over
And all gatherd in, till the Plow has passd over the NaËions
And the Harrow & heavy thundering Roller upon the mountains. .

(25:8-11, ElzL)

In preparat,ion for this Vintage Los demands that they tThrow all

the Vegetated Mortals into Bowlahoolatt (24240, E120), and he recommends to

his Sons that they

bind the Sheaves not by Nations or Families
You shall bind them in Three Classes; according to their Classes
So shall you bind them. Separating trrlhat has been Mixed
Since Men began Ëo be lrlove into Nations by Rahab & TÍrzah
Since Albions Death & Satans CutLing-off from our awful Fields;
lrlhen under pretence to benevolence the Elect Subdud All
From the Foundation of the 

"ottui* 226-32, Er2z)

Losrs basic st.rategy is quite straightforward. Albion is the six thousand

year history of fallen time and therefore, if he is to awake, he must resist

assinilation into Satanrs Polypus. Rather than responding with wrath to the

approach of Milton, Los uses his forge in Bowlahoola to mark frout

deterrninatefr the three Classes and so separate what Satanrs world has mixed.
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hlhat is striking about this advice is that it takes the reader back to the

very beginning of the poem: to separate what has been mixed ttSince Albions

Death & Satans Cutting-off from our awful Fieldsrr is to reaffirm and

reiterate the world (based on the three C1-asses) that was frCreated by the

Hammer of Los, & tr'loven / ny Enitharmons Looms when Albion was slainfr (2226-

3:1, 896). The end of time is therefore, in this sense, its beginning, for

Los will bind the Elect, in order to save them fron the rrfires of Eternal-

Death,rf into the rrChurches of Beulahrt (25:38-39, EL22), the six thousand year

history of the fallen world. This is why harvest is conducted with the

instruments of seedtime - the plough and harrow and ro1ler - rather than

those of a natural harvest. The spiritual harvest of the fallen world is, at

least initially, always its beginning.

This primal repetition or reaffirmation of the world is a necessary (but

not sufficÍent) condition of Albionrs awakening. It is necessitated by the

understanding that the body of Albion-in-withdrawal enconpasses all things

(human and non human) that make up Èhe six thousand year history given form

by Los and Enitharmon. For Albion to awake is for hin to ernbrace this world

and history as his body. An apocalypse that was limited to the frfurthest

moment of calibrated timett would fail to embody Milton. Such an apocalypse

is, as Jthgen Moltmann argues, one that limits the redeemed to the existent'

to that which appears in the self-enclosed world of the present. It is

therefore a manifestation of philia or love for the existent, rather than

-ggg,8, love for the non-existent, for the other that does not appear within

our constituted world:

The spell of the dogma of hopelessness - ex nihilo nihil fit - is
broken where he who raises the dead is recognized to be God. tr{here in
faith and hope we begin to live in the light of the possibilíties and
promises of this God, the whole fulness of life discloses itself as a
life of history and therefore,a life to be loved. 0n1y in the
perspective of this God can there possibly be a love that is more
ttrat- philia, love to the existent and the like - namely, .egp-, love
to the non-existent, love to the unlike, the unworthy, the worthless,
to the lost, the transient and the dead; a love that can take upon it
the annihilating effects of pain and renunciation because it receives
its power from hope of a creatio ex nihilo. Love does not shut its
eyes to the non-existent and say it is nothing, but becomes itself
the magic po\4rer that brings it into being.J/
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Apocalypse is therefore (as we have seen in The Four Zoas) noL an event that

simply puts an end to time, as if we had come to the end of a bridge; instead

it ís, in the first instance, a moment in which the fal-len world is

reiterated and reaffírrned by Los i-n order to preserve the body of Albion. It

is this affirmation which enables the body of withdrawal- to become the ground

for a leap into regeneration and eternal life.

Los is quite clearly in an extraordinary position. The worl-d that he

creates and recreates gives form to the chaos of Albionfs withdrawal and so

preserves humanity from annihilation; it is al-so the ground of Albionrs

return to relationship. Yet this same creatÍon gives form to satanrs world;

it creates the three Classes of men and so establishes the preconditions for

Satanrs assimilation of difference into sameness. In The Four Zoas I¡Ie sahl an

analogous oscillation within the person of Los and the body of the fallen

world. Los was, we found, a being of flesh and of spirit and, sirnilarl-y, in

the fallen world we could trace a history of the flesh and of the spirit. In

The Four Zoas ít is the history of the flesh that is traced in great detail,

while the history of the spirit is only glimpsed. In Milton our perspective

has changed. The poem is no longer a dream told in nine Nights; instead, the

Bard has induced us to move from sleep to the moment before awakening, the

time of embodiment. The six thousand year history of the fallen world that

The Four Zoas coul,C hint aL but not describe in ful1, can noh¡ be seen as the

movement from a position in which time appears as a panorama enacted at a

distance from the self to the enbrace of that time. It is a movement which,

because it is enacted at right-angles to Èhe movement of fallen time, cannot

be described in the linear narrative of The Four Zoas.

There can be no question of keeping the worlds of the flesh and of the

spirit rigidly separaLe from one another, for the body of the fallen world,

and therefore the body of Los, musL be the ground for any movement to

relationship. This same world, however, contains within itself the

possibility of a falling away from appearance to semblance, and from the tÍme

of awaiting and retaining to that of memory. This is the movement which we
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traced in The Book of Urizen. It is a phenomenon which is endernic to the

fallen world. As Paul Ricoeur writes with regard to tlme:

The existential now ís determined by the present of preoccupatÍ-on,
which is a frmaking-presentrrr inseparable from awaíting and retaining.
It is because, in preoccupation, concern tends to contract itself
into this making-present and to obliterate its dependency with regard
to awaiting and retaining that the now isolated in this way can fal1
Drev to the reoresentation of the nohl as an isolated abstract
itt"i.ttt.38

Milton traces the contrary movement to Èhis regression, in which sedimented

1-anguage becomes speech, and prejudice opens to others.

The movement from the time of memory to the time of awaiting and

retaining can be seen in the form of the first book of Milton. The poem (and

therefore the fa11en world as a whole) is a pulsation, a heartbeat, in the

life of Los and Albion. In the Bardts Song we see the she1l of enclosure and

understand the mechanism by which being is assimilated Lo Satanrs Polypus. l{e

are all, like Milton, enclosed within the shells of our constituted worlds.

However, from within this enclosure, beginning with the descent of Milton, we

gradual-ly see the emergence of a pulse which embraces and so opens this

enclosure to others. It is a movement which fil1s the Mundane Egg to bursLing

and places humanity in a posLure of hope and expectation. It is Ímportant to

note that r,\re are, in an important sense, sti11 in the same worldr but we have

adopted a different relationship to it. It is no longer a nature' a doxa, or

a creed which hre use to judge others; instead it has become sornething in

which r{e are embodied. Our perceptions are sti1l semblances, sti11 tenporal

forms, but now they have become ttVisionary forns dramaticrrr or in the words

of The Four Zoas frembodied senblances in which the dead / May live before

ustt (90:9-10, E37O/F.2356). The horizon of our world has becorne something

which we can both look out from and potentially cast off. As Los says'

indicaÈing in his choice of words this intertwining of closure and openness:

frThe Awakener is come. outstretched over Euro pe" (25'.22, EI22i emphasis

added).

The movement of the first Book of Milton is, therefore, only in a

superficial- sense from the beginnlng to the end. The central plates of this
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book take MilÈon and the reader from a position in heaven - above the poen

and outside of time - to an embrace of the poern/world that lies beneath us.

The poern takes us, in effect, back to the world described in the Bardrs Song,

but Ín such a way Lhat we see it in the time of enbodiment. This return and

the openness to Albion that resulLs from it is the occasion for the

separation of what Satan has mixed and, therefore, a reaffirmation of the

fallen world. This implies, however, that openness is followed by a further

enclosure, and that the poem returns Lo it.s beginning in a second sense. This

regression, or falling away is ítself the site for a second reading and

therefore another pulsation and expansion. The fallen world is a state where,

as Blake te11s us in Jerusalem. ttMan is born a Spectre or Satan & ís

altogether an Evil, & requires a New Selfhood conLinually & must continual-ly

be changed ínËo his direct Contraryrr (E200). This is why, as the Bard informs

us¡ Golgonooza, ttthe spiritual Four-fold London eternaltt is rrever building,

ever fallingrr (6:1-2, 899). Thís is the subject matter of the great visions

of time and space which form the penul-timate movement of the first book of

Milton.

The vision of time begins by describing time as an enormous building

built by the Sons of Los:

But others of the Sons of Los build Moments & Minutes & Hours
And Days & Months & Years & Ages & Periods; wondrous buildings
And every Mornent has a Couch of gold for soft repose'
(A Moment equals a pulsation of the artery)
And between every two Moments stands a Daughter of Beulah
To feed the Sleepers on their Couches with maternal care.
And every Minute has an azure TenL with silken Veíls.
And every Hour has a bright golden Gate carved with skill.
And every Day & Night, has hlalls of brass & Gates of adamant,
Shining like precious stones & ornamented with appropriate signs:
And every Month, a silver paved Terrace builded high:
And every Year, invulnerable Barriers with high Towers.
And every Age ís Moated deep wÍth Bridges of silver & go1d.
And every Seven Ages is Incircled with a Flaming Fire.
Now Seven Ages is amounting to Two Hundred Years
Each has its Guard. each Moment Minute Hour Day Month & Year.
All are the work of Fairy hands of the Four Elements
The Guard are Angels of Providence on duty evermore. . . .

(28244-6I, EL26-27)

As this passage makes quite clear, time is a defensive strucLure, replete

with lÀlalls, Terraces, ttinvulnerabl-e Barriers with high Towersrtr Moats,
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trFlamÍng Fírert and Guards. It is an edifice built to protect those who have

withdrawn (the sleepers) and to offer a bulwark against annlhilation. This

defence is, of course, also an enclosure. The repetition of words such as

ttandrtt tteverytt and ttistt has a cumulative effect that suggests' from within

the body of time as a building, a second time which is no more than a

sequence of itabsLract ínstants.tt At the very moment that this sequence seems

on the verge of noving inËo the foreground, when we have moved from Minutes

to periods of ttTwo Hundred Yearstf duraLíon, and the cumulative effect of the

passage has become quite imposing, the entire structure is collapsed:

Bvery Time l-ess than a pulsation of the artery
Is equal in its period & value to Six Thousand Years.
For in this PerÍod the Poets lJork is Done: & al-1 the Great
Events of Time start forth & are concieved in such a Period
I^lithin a Moment: a Pulsation of the Artery.

(28262-2923, EL27)

Blake is careful to describe this Period ín such a way that ít cannot be

confused wiËh a particular interval in calibrated or clock time. It Ís a tíme

which is tfless than a pulsation of the arteryrrr it is trtrrlithin a Momentrtt and

therefore escapes the grasp of the reasoning memory. This ís the Períod that

could not be described ín The Four Zoas. It is the time in which

Los/Milton/Blake become present to each moment of the fallen world. All of

the events of fallen time start forth in such a Period because it is here

that Los is open to, and therefore able to give form to, Albion-in-

withdrawal. These lines have an extraordinary effect on the readerrs

experience of Milton, for they suggest that the Period in which fra11 the

Great / Events of Time start forthtr is present Ín the Periods or gaps which

exist between each moment and interval of time. Time can Lherefore be seen as

an alternation between openness and closure, between time as a monurnental

institution and time as a conLinual bringing to sÈand of Albion-in-

withdrawal. The vision of space which follows transforms our notions of time

and space in a similar way.

The narrator begins his vision of space by affirming that the world is a

tent and not a cavern, a dwelling and not an enclosure that hems us in (2924-
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7, EI27). The fixed natural world is a phenomenon that depends upon the

reasoning nemory (29¿L5-I6, EL27); however, in the time of e¡nbodíment the

spatial world can be seen to be extraordinarÍly transparent:

For every Space larger than a red Globule of Mans blood.
Is vísionary: and is created by the Hammer of Los
And every Space smaller than a Globule of Mans blood. opens
Into Eternity of which this vegetable EarËh is but a shadow. . .

(29219-22' El27)

The itGlobule of Mans bloodrr to which Blake is referríng ln this passsage is

nothing less Lhan the Sun:

The red Globule is the unwearied Sun by Los created
To measure Tírne and Space to mortal Men. every morning.
Bowlahoola & Allamanda are placed on each side
0f that Pulsation & that G1obu1e, terrible their power.

(29223-26, EL27)

In these lines the entire physical world j-s seen as a heart beat in the body

of Albion, but ft now has a rhythm of contraction and expansion whích occurs

in every day. The Sun (the Logos or word in which we dwell) is on the one

hand a ttred Globulerrt a form which measures the outline of the natural (and

therefore the enclosed) world. On the other hand, ít 1s also a rrGlobule

of . . . bloodtrand it is kept in notion by the continual movement of Los and

his Sons to the perimeter of the fa11en world in order to rrsee if mornÍng

breaks.tr It is in the gap opened between systole and dystole that Los is open

to Al-bion and hence able to give forn to Alblon in withdrawal (to create the

tGlobul-e of . bloodrr) and at the same tirne preserve that Globule frorn

becoming inanímate matter. Bowlahoola and Allamanda rrare placed on each side

/ 0t ttrat Pulsation & that Globuletf because the world that they construct

depends upon (and ÍLself supports) the continual openness of the fallen world

to Albion. The fallen world is therefore the sti11 breathing body of Albion-

in-withdrawal.

These passages force the reader to think on two radically contradictory,

but not incommensurate, levels. 0n the one hand the fallen world, as the Bard

has told us, can be seen as a form which is forged Ín the embrace of the

giant Àl-bion by the giant Los. lrlhenever üre enter the time of enbodiment hte

participate in this moment. This moment of embrace is, thanks to the work of
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Los and Albion, spatialized as the six thousand year history of fallen tíme

and space. Coterminous with this rnovement of Los (within creation) to Albion

is a second which srrreeps us ttin the tide of Timetr (22224, 8117) from

beginning to end. hrithin the fallen world Los and Albion, Milton and Blake'

all partlcipate in both of these times. hle are bodies of flesh and of spirit.

It is Lhe oscillation between these two times and movements that forms the

pulse of the sleeping Albion.

hlith this epiphany the movement to the periphery of the constituted

world of the self is close to completíon. trrle stand with Los, Blake, Milton

and the Bard aL the very edge of the human world. trle have moved from a

position outside of the poem, where with the Sons of Albion we viewed the

Bardts Song as an object within our constituted worlds, through a fall in

which the body of the poem/world was embraced. From thís second position we

can see space and time, the poern and the act of reading, as a pulsation in

which the self moves again and agaÍn frorn closure to openness. In the

metaphor adopted in our discussion of The Book of Urizen reading is a

continual dialectic between retention and expectation. The earlier poem

traces the movement from awaiting and retaining to memory which characterizes

this process. hlithout losing sight of this regression the first book of

Milton traces a dynamíc which is superimposed over the firsL: the continual

openness of the fallen world to Albion; the transformation of sedimented

language to speech.

The poem does not allow this vísion of Èime and space to become a dogma,

for no sooner has it been established than Mil-ton begins again the cycle of

openness and closure which it has traced. The openness of vísion is

immediately followed by a series of qualifications:

But Rintrah & Palamabron govern over Day & Night
In Allarnanda & Entuthon Benython where Souls wail:
!'lhere Orc incessant howls burning in fires of Eternal Youtht
hrithin the vegetated mortal Nerves; for every Man born is joined
Within into One rnighty Polypus, and this Polypus is Orc.

But in the Optic vegetaÈive Nerves Sleep was transformed
To Death in old time by Satan the father of Sin & Death
And Satan is the Spectre of Orc & Orc is Lhe generate Luvah
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But in the Nerves of the Nostrl1s, Accídent being formed
Into Substance & Principle, by the cruelties of Demonstration
It became Opake & Indefinite; but the Divine Saviour,
Formed it into a Solid by Losrs Mathematic power.
He narned the Opake Satan: he named the Solid Adam.

(29227-39, EI27-28)

Through the frcruelties of Dernonstrationrr the fallen Albíon ttbecame Opake &

Indefinite.tt Death was, however, averted by the ttMathernatic powertt of Los who

gave form to Albion as the six thousand years of fallen history. In the

fallen world Los ttconducts the Spirits to be Vegetated, into / Gteat

Golgonooza, free fron the four iron pillars of Satans Thronetr (29247-48,

E128). However, Lhis world is, as rrre have seen, itself intertwined with the

world of Satan and so once more Blake begins a series of qualifications:

But Enitharmon and her Daughters take the pleasant charge.
To give thern to Èheir love1-y heavens till the Great Judgment Day

Such is their lovely charge. But Rahab & Tirzah pervert
Their mild influences, therefore the Seven Eyes of God walk round
The Three Heavens of Ulro, where Tirzah & her Sisters
trrleave the black Woof of Death upon Entuthon Benython
In the Vale of Surrey where Horeb terminates in RephaÍm
The starnping feet of Zelophehads Daughters are coverd with Human gore
Upon the treddles of the Loom, they sing to the winged shuttle:
The River rises above his banks to wash the l'Ioof :
He takes it in his arms: he pass.es it in strength thro his current
The veil of human míseries ís woven over the Ocean
From the Atlantic to the Great South Sea, the Erythrean.

(2925L-63, 8128)

These lines give the reader a quite haunting sense of a beating heart. It is

this extraordinary world, with its oscÍllation between enclosure and

openness, contraction and expansion, that ttis the hrorld of Los the labour of

six thousand years.tt The first Book of Mílton does not, therefore, close

trwith a noment of illumination in which the whole of reality is absorbed

wíthin the perceiving mind of Èhe poetrrr39 5,1¡ with that moment in which tfthe

perceiving rnind of the poettr is opened to others. It is in this period that

01o1on descends.

(10) the descent of Ololon

In Visions o s of Albion Oothoonts passage to the very

periphery of her constituted world is not answered by a corresponding
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movement on the part of TheoÈormon. Oothoon is, therefore, able to enter a

living but still not fully human worl-d. If Milton v¡ere to end with the close

of Book I, we would be in an analogous situation. Losrs world would remain on

Lhe brink of relationship, but would be unabl-e to proceed beyond this poÍnt.

In Milton, however, the descent of Milton calls forth an answering movement

on the part of 01-o1on, the other to Miltonts masculine self. It Ís this

descent which is the subJect of the second Book of the poem, and 1t is the

occasion for some of the most moving poetry in Blakets oeuvre. As male

and female (active and passive) powers approach each oLher, the world is

given a vision of Christ: ttAll Beulah . . . sâw the Lord coming in the

Cloudstr (31:10, E130) and on earth

all Nations wept in affliction Famíly by Family
Germany wept towards France & Italy: England wept & trembled
Towards funerica: India rose up from his golden bed:
As one awakend in the night: they saw the Lord coming
In the Clouds of Ololon with Power & Great Glory!

(3IIL2-I6, 8130)

trle first hear of Ololonrs descent in the previous Book: 01o1on, havÍng

seen Milton descend into the abyss, repents of the judgemenL she has rneted

out to hin and descends in Miltonts track inËo the Ulro. Susan Fox wri-tes

thaL it is here, in this descent, that

the ful1 complication of the poemfs simultaneity becomes apparent:
Milton descends fron the environs of Eden to 01o1on in U1ro, and
01o1on descends from Lhe environs of Eden to Milton in Ulro - but
each descends upon seeíng the other already in the deeps. Their
descents, on this sevegth day, are sinultaneous heralds of the end of
Losrs day of mourning.4u

01o1onfs descent, however, is sÍmultaneous with the one undertaken by Milton

only in the sense that both acts are contained within the moment (of six

thousand years duration) of Albionrs wíthdrawal. trrlithin the confines of this

moment, the acts are separated by the dÍstance between a call and a response.

This temporal gap is suggested by the fact'that 01o1on proceeds ttdown to the

Ulro... thro Chaos in the track of Miltons course" (3422I-22, E134), and

in the assertion by the ttDivine Voicertt rfheard in the Songs of Beulahrrr that

it is only when ttthe Sixfold Fenalertt ttperci-eves that Milton annihilates /

Himselfrt that rrshe shall relent in fear of death" (33:1 ,L4-I5r77, 8132-33).41
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The descent of 01o1on is described as an expanslve awakening, a movement

to spring and morning:

Thou hearest Lhe Nightingale begin the Song of Spring;
The Lark sitting upon his earthy bed: just as the morn
Appears; listens silent; then springíng fron the waving Corn-fiel-dt

loud
He leads the Choir of Dayl triu, trill, trill, tri11,
Mounting upon the wÍngs of light into the Great Expanse:
Reechoíng against the lovely b1-ue & shining heavenly Shell. . .

(31:28-33,8130)

In the first Book of the poem, the reader and Milton have heard Milton

rrbegin the Song of Springtt; now this call is answered by 01o1on. Lark,

Thrush, LÍnnet, rrthe Goldfinch, Robin & the lrlrentr all rise to rrAwake the Sun

from his sweet reverie upon the Mountaínrt (31:40141, E131) and so bring in

the morning. In doing so they expand to fill the world in which they are

enclosed and, therefore, their voices re-echo fragainsL the lovel-y blue &

shining heavenly Shelltr of the fallen world. This song is, however, tta

Vision of the larnentation of Beulah over 01o1on'r (31:45, E131). This is

because, as Michael J. Tolley suggests, trthe best lamentations, the best

elegies - like Lvcidas or Adonais - are most profoundly paeans of ioy."42

The irnage of the Nightingale and his cornpany fílling the world and so

calling and waking the sun is not a cornplete description of the descent of

01o1on. Blake juxtaposes this strophe with a second in which he describes the

descent of 01o1on in very different terms.

Thou percievest the Flowers put forth their precious Odoursl
And none can tell how fron so sma1l a cenLer comes such sweets
Forgettíng that within that Center Eternity expands
Its ever during doors, that 0g & Anak fiercely guard[.]
FirsL eer the morning breaks joy opens in the flowery bosoms
Joy even to tears, which the Sun rising dries; first the hlild Thyne
And Meadohr-srireet downy & soft waving among the reeds.
Light springing on the air lead the sweet Dance: they wake
The Honeysuckle sleeping on the Oak: the flaunting beauty
Revels along upon the wind; the hlhite-thorn 1ove1y May
Opens her rnany lovely eyes: listenÍng the Rose sti1l sleeps
None dare to wake her soon she bursts her crimson curtaind bed
And comes forth in the majesty of beauty; every Flower:
The Pink, the Jessamine, the l^1a11-f1ower, the Carnation
The Jonquil, the mild Li1ly opes her heavens! every Tree,
And Flower & Herb soon fill the air with an innumerable Dance
Yet all in order sweet & lovely, Men are sick with Lovel
Such is a Vision of the lamentation of Beulah over 01o1on. . .

(31:46-63, E131)
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The descent of Ol-olon is also an opening to relatlonship, and it is within

this opening that Christ appears; or to adopL the metaphor used ln this

passage, as a result of her descent the perfume of Eternity enters into the

closed world of the se1f. The presence of a thing like perfume is, of course,

totally inexplicable to those who live withÍn a caverntd world. Locke

perceives the mind as an eye that l-ooks at the ínscriptions on a tabula rasa.

tr'llthin his frame of reference, perfume can only be a dlsruptive force which

emerges from the spaces that lie between the simple ideas retained by the

reasoning memory; from a cenLre that is so small that trnone can tel1 how from

so small a center comes such sweets.tr In Milton this opening is begun by the

ttüli1d Thymertt a herb which suggests the wild (in the sense of unprecedented

and unexpected) movement of Los and Milton that was the provocation for

01o1onrs descent.

(11) The moment of embrace

Miltonts descent, as I have argued, is completed only in the presence of

Los to each monent of fallen history. The Milton who appears at the end of

Milton is therefore a being wÍthin whom can be seenttthe Covering Cherub &

within him Saran / And Rahalb]tt (37:8-9, 8137). Blake ¡r¡rites that he saw him:

Descending down into rny Garden, a Human lrronder of God

Reaching fron heaven to earth a Cloud & Human Form
I beheld Milton with astonishment & in him beheld
The Monstrous Churches of Beulah, the Gods of Ulro dark
Twelve monsLrous dishumanizd terrors Synagogues of Satan.

(37:13-18,8137)

He then goes on to detail these Churches of Beulah and Gods of Ulro, gÍving

us rrtheir Names & their Places wíthin the Mundane Shellrr (37:19' 8137). All

these are seen ín Miltonfs Shadow who is the Covering Cherub. This should not

be taken to suggest that Milton has lost all personal identity, for this

extraordinary description moves immediately into an account of Milton the

individual:

And Milton collecting all his flbres into impregnable strengËh
Descended down a Paved r¡ork of all kinds of precious stones
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Out frorn the eastern sky; descending down 1nËo my Cottage
Garden: clothed in black, severe & silent he descended.

(38:5-8,8138)

WithÍn the figure of Mil-ton can be seen all of humanity, for it is against or

within the ground of the whole that he has his individual existence. The

inverse of this proposition is, however, also true: Milton is contained

wÍthín Satants universe. Ìrle can see a sirnilar interpenetration of the

individual and Èhe whole in the case of 01o1on.

The descent of 01o1on at first seems to be very precisely located in

terms of fallen tirne and space. She stands ttln Chasms of the Mundane Shell

which open on all sides round / Southward & by the East within the Breach of

Miltons descentrf (3424L-42, E134), and when she steps into the Polypus (36:13'

8136) she appears Ín the garden of Blakets cottage at Felpham:

And as One Female, 01o1on and all its mighty HosËs
Appeartd: a Virgin of twelve years no time nor space v¡as
To the perception of Lhe Virgin 01o1on buË as the
Flash of lightning but more quick the Virgin in my Garden
Before ny Cottage stood for the Sataníc Space is delusion. . .

(36:16-20,8137)

Líke Milton, 01o1on appears to Blake at a particular point in fallen space

and time, but the passage in which this is affirmed also admits the

inadequacy of this location, for such space ttis delusion.tr Moreover, O1olonrs

descent, lÍke Miltonrs, calls forth and provokes an answering movenent wÍthin

the body of the world. As a result her descent is carried throughout the six

thousand years of creation. The metaphors that Blake uses to describe this

are quite startling.

In the moment in whlch 01o1on descends,

stands a Fountain in a rock
0f crystal f1-owing into Èwo Streams, one flows thro Golgonooza
And thro Beulah to Eden beneaLh Losts western Wall
The other flows thro the Aerial Void & all the Churches
Meeting again in Golgonooza beyond Satans Seat. . .

(35:/19-53, E136)

The first stream flows Lhro Golgonooza and Beulah to Eden, while the second

passes through the t,wenty-seven churches of fallen hÍstory unËi1 it reaches

Golgonooza once more. In other words, in the moment of Ololonrs descent a

fountain rises up to connect, like a gigantic circulatory system, all- of
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Albionrs heavens and earths and hell-s. An analogous movement is carried out

by the Larks, who carry the news of her appearance throughout trall the

TwenLy-seven Heavensrf of the fallen world until they return to the trEast Gate

of Golgonooza" (35:65, 3629, 8136). These metaphors suggest that, like

Miltonrs, Ololonts descent occurs (in terrns of sequential tirne) in the space

beLween the beginnlng and end of the fallen world. Secondly, just as Losrs

continually repeated movement to the tine of embodimenË can be seen as the

pulsating heart of Albion, so Ololonts descent calls forth a movement which

suggest both a process of unification and a giant circulatory system.

The world that encloses Milton is of course also tha in which 01o1on is

enclosed. As a result of their respective descents, this world has been

embraced and now all that separaLes thern is a thin screen or veil: Milton the

Puritan faces 01o1on the Virgin. In this encounter time and Eternity, male

and female, the individual and the collective, self and other, are on the

brink of relationship. Milton stands withín his 'rsleeping Humanitytr (38:10,

8139). Satan responds to this situatio by attemptíng to re-assert his rule:

Satan heard! Coming Ín a cloud, with trumpets & flaming fire
Sayíng I am God the judge of all, the living & the dead
Fa11 therefore down & worship me.

(38:50-52' 8139)

In the Bardrs Song a claim such as this would have drawn forth a

judgement of Satan, which would in turn have assinilated the self to

Satanfs wor1d. Milton specifically eschews this course of actlon. He says:

Satanl my Spectrel I know ny pol4rer thee to annihílate
And be a greater in thy place, & be thy Tabernacle
A covering for thee to do thy will, ti11 one greater comes
And smites me as I smote thee & becomes my coveri rg.

(38229-32, 8139)

RaLher than judging Satan, Milton has embraced the world ln which he is

enclosed and from this position he is now able to cast off Satan in a

movernent of self annihílation. He therefore continues:

Such are the Laws of thy false Heavns! but Laws of Eternity
Are not such: know thou: I come to Self Annihilat on
Such are Lhe Laws of Eternity that each shall mutually
Annihilate hirnsel-f for others good, as I for thee[.]

I come to discover before Heavn & Hell the Self righLeousness
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In all its Hypocrltic turpltude, opening to every eye
These wonders of Satans holiness shewing to the Earth
The ldol- Virtues of the Natural Heart, & Satans Seat
Explore in all its Selfish Natural- Virtue & put off
In Self annihílation all that is not of God alone:
To put off Self & al-l I have ever & ever Amen. . . .

(38:34-36, 43-49, 8139)

In the first Book of Milton, 01o1on descends as a direct resulL of

Miltonts descent. She has, therefore, not heard the Bardrs Song and, as a

result, when she sees the world beneath her she responds with amazement

(34:49-35:18, 8134-35). It is only at the close of Milton that she recognÍzes

the part that she plays in this world, and this recognition of Error allows

her to move forward into embrace:

& now remembrance
Returns upon us! are we Contraries 0 Milton, Thou & I
0 Imrnortal l how were we led to !,lar the I'ilars of Death
Is this the Void Outside of Exlstence, which if enterd into
Becomes a Ílomb? & is this the Death Couch of Albion
Thou goest to Eternal Death & all nust go with thee

So saying, the Virgin divided Six-fold & with a shriek
Dolorous that ran thro all Creatíon a Double Slx-fold trtlonderl
Away from 01o1on she divided & fled into the depths
0f Miltons Shadow as a Dove upon the storny Sea.

(I+I234-42: 6, 8143)

Milton and 01o1on nor,r¡ stand face to face, and in this encounter the entj-re

world is seen as Chrlst:

Then as a Moony Ark 01o1on descended to Felpharns Vale
In clouds of blood, in streams of gore' with dreadful thunderings
Into the Fires of Intellect Ëhat rejoicrd in Felphans Vale
Around the Starry Eight: with one accord the Starry Eight became
One Man Jesus the Saviour. wonderful! round his limbs
The Clouds of 01o1on folded as a Garment dipped ln blood
Lrritten within & wiLhout in woven letters: & the l{riting
Is Lhe Divíne RevelatÍon in the LÍtteral expression:
A Garnent of Ïrlar, I heard it nand the trrloof of Six Thousand

Years' 
( 4227-15, 8143)

The meeting of 01o1on and Milton is, as I have argued, not sinply a meeting

of two individuals. Their separate descents provoke and themselves become

part of a corresponding movement within creation itself. Creatíon, the six

thousand year history of fa11en time, is now seen no longer as an enclosure,

but as a forn in which Milton/Blake/Los look ouL or ttthro.tt It is therefore a

forrn that is animated by hope and expectation, by an eager looking forth rrto
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see if nornlng breakstttThis anlmated form is described by Blake as Christ.

Jesus sti1l r^¡ears tta Garment dipped in bl-oodrtt a ttGarnent of lrrarrr (42:12rL5,

8143), but this will be cast off when Albion arlses. It is now that we

glimpse the 'tmorning of the graverr:

And I beheld the Twenty-four Cities of Albion
Arise upon their Thrones to Judge the Nations of the Earth
And the Immortal Four in whon the Twenty-four appear Four-fold
Arose around Albions body: Jesus wept & walked forth
From Felpharns Vale clothed in Clouds of b1ood, to enLer into
Albions Èosom, the bosorn of death & the Four surrounded him
In the Colunn of Fire in Felpharns Val-e; then to their mouths the Four
Applied their Four Trumpets & Lhem sounded to the Four wÍnds. .

(42:L6-23' E143)

But at this point there is a surprising reversal. Albion does not wake, our

vision of trthe morning of the gravett slips from our grasp' and Blake fa1ls

back into his corporeal body:

Terror struck in the Vale I stood at that imnortal sound
My bones trenbled. I fell outstretchd upon the path
A moment, & ny Soul returnd into its mortal state
To Resurrection & Judgrnent in the Vegetable Body. . . .

(42t2t+-27, E143)

In order to understand thís fall, we must disLinguish Miltonrs movement

towards relationship frorn the particular kind of transparence assoclated with

symbolism, with which (in books such as Svmbol and Truth in Blakers Mvth, by

Leopold Damrosch)43 it is often confused'

(12) Rhetoric and truth

In frThe Rhetoric of Tenporalityrr Paul de Man writes that towards the

ttlatter half of the eighteenth centuryrr the synbol came to be ranked above

other rhetorical figures such as a11egory.44 In this historical change

allegory came to appear

as dryly rational and dogmaËic in its reference to a meaning that it
does not itself constitute, whereas the symbol is founded on an
intimate unity between the image that rises up befp-re the senses and
the supersensory Èotality that the image suggests.ar

Coleridge, for example, writes that

the synbol is characterized by the translucence of the special in the
individual, or of the general in the special, or of the unÍversal in
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the general; aboyg all by Lhe translucence of the eternal through and
in the temporal.4o

The synbol therefore suggests the possibility of identification or union with

the world outside of us and, therefore, an abolition of time. However, as de

Man argues, if the symbolrs i-dentification can itself be shown to be based on

a rheLorical figure, then the symbol can no longer be privileged over other

figures. Instead its cl-aíns can be seen as a suppression of temporality

itself and therefore tantamount to a seduction by illusi on.47 In this context

what is immediately striking about Blakers poetry is that it is not symbolic

in Coleridgets sense of the tern. Blake does not, in fact, use the word

symbol at any point in hís oeuvre. Synbol has been replaced by the term'

vision.

hlhere the symbol describes a movement and a transparence of the eternal

1n the temporal, vision relies upon an openness of the tenporal to the

et,ernal. Ílhere synbol suggests a relationship of synecdoche between time and

eternity, visíon relies on a separation and contrary relationship between the

two. Where symbol is a rhetorical figure, vision is a relationship which is

Èaken up to a linguistic or perceptual forrn. The subject of the symbol is

staLic, while that of vision ls moving and fluid. The symbolist. is stationary

and passive, while the visionary in Blakers sense is active, passionate and

engaged in movement. Vision does not deny its ternporal base and, therefore,

always must place truth at one renove frorn Èhe self, always outside of our

grasp. Vision is, one could alnost say, the opposite of symbolism.

Vision is, first of all, a vision of others. In MÍlton, as ü¡e have seen,

one of the fÍrst results of Miltonts change of perspective, or change of

relationship to the world, is that the natural world is seen as a creation of

Los and his Sons. This sudden animaLion of what had been a closed and silent

world is seen nost eloquently in the approach of 01o1on. !'lhat he had seen as

"his Sixfold Emanation scattertd thror the deep / In tornentlrr (2279-20, E96)

becomes a presence that can be encounLered and embraced.

If the intention of the poem r¡rere to rrarrive at the far goal of time, fu11
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knowledgertt4S or if, as James suggestst

The achleved cl-arity of fBlakets] vision is the achievement.of form
in irnages that order reality; most specifically it is the
establishqent of a definite l-ine between Ëhe lnagination and its
enemies r 

49

then quiÈe clearly Blakers fa1l at the end of Milton is a self conscious

admission of the gap whÍch separates rheLoric and truth. The attempt to order

reality (without a parallel attempt to open it), the ambition to gain ftfull

knowledgertt and the desire to draw tra definite line between the imagination

and its enemiesrr are, however, all characteristics of Satan. It is in Satanrs

inert wor1d, where the being of that which is is located in human

representation, that thís gap opens a destructive chasm between self and

other. But if the other is alive - if the most fitting rnetaphor for truth was

not the adequation of intellect and thing, but the openness of the self to

another that was living - then this same gap becomes the moment in which the

autonony of the other ls preserved; it is one pole of the oscil-lation between

openness and closure in whích the voice of another can be heard. The

Itbounding lineft of identlty is not one that draws a ttline between the

imagination and its enenies.tt This ís the Satanic project that was

deconstructed in the Bardrs Song. The rrbounding linefr of identity is formed

when the self casts off the static forms in which it is enclosed.

As I have suggested in my introduction, vision of this kind suggests

that our understanding of what Blake means by the Imagination ls far from

adequate. The capacity to form worlds is quite clearly an important part of

fnagination, but by itself it defines Lhe work of Los, not of Jesus. Milton

is a poern which urges us Lo see Inagination not only as a forming power, but

as a power of openness, a power of responding to a non-violent appet1.50 It

is only within a definition such as this that we are able to understand why

Blake does not Ídentify imagination with Los, but with Christ. In order to

Inagine, our constituted worlds musL be open to the Reprobate, to those

figures who will always remain outside our world.

Vision is, therefore, not Lhe reduction of others to the world of the
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se1f, but a poftrer of opening that world. Vision is not sirnply a process in

which an other is rrrelaLed to an individualts pattern of experiencertt nor is

it one in which the other becones part of the Índividualrs character. To

define vision in this way is to make it isonorphÍc with Satanrs powers of

asslmllatlon and judgenent. In vislon the world of the self is put at risk;

the viewer is also the one thaL is viewed; and perceptlon locates a world

which addresses, and manifesLs itself to, the self. It is, therefore, not

sirnply a matter of graspÍng vision, but of being open to its appeal. This can

be seen most clearly in the vision of apocalypse with which the poem ends.

It is with regard to the question of apocalypse that a reading of Milton

is most fraught with difficulty, for revelation is generally understood as

sornething Lhat appears within a relationship of Fteronony. I,le conceive of

revelatíon as a voice which issues a command.Sl tt" recogniti-on that there

are others in the world is, therefore, in Hegel rs Phenomenoloqy of the

Spirit, the beginning of a life and death struggle. One must be master and

one rnust be slave. Derrj-da is working within Hegelrs understandÍng of the

birth of conscíousness rvhen he writes Lhat the face as anatomícally the most-

hígh,

the height of the most-high . . . is the origln of space, orienting
space through speech and glance, through the face, the chief who
commands body and space from above. . . . the god of the armies is
the Face.52

For Derrida the face is associaLed with a speech that has the power to assist

itself and impose its desi-gns upon the world.

From this point of view the self is closed withín its constituted world,

and its relationship to others can, therefore, only be warfare: an attenpt to

assimilate others to the world of the self. But this is precisely Lhe Satanic

world that the Bard has deconstructed. This deconstruction enables us to see

that what DerrÍda is describing is not a face, but a mask. The face thaÈ

appears in Miltonrs fall ís not one that ís ltthe god of the armiesrr, but one

that is open; his gl-ance does not. issue in a conmand to obedience, but in an

appeal. In Milton Christ i-s not simply a poem (as James asserts), but a
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person clothed in a poem; a prophetic presence who, like Mil-ton, calls Albion

to return. It is the power to hear and respond to this appeal that enables

the visionary deconsLruction of the Bard to be followed by the visionary

construction of Jerusalem.



Part Four

Yisionary Construction



Chapter Eleven

Ios and Jerusalen

But the question at once arÍses: how does this
conversation which 'hle are' begin? lrlho accornplishes this
naming of the gods? hlho lays hold of something permanent
in ravenous time and fixes Ít in the word? 

1

Martin Heidegger'

(1) Entering time

At a firsÈ glance Jerusalem presents itself as an excellent exarnple of

Newtonian and Lockean time. Jerusalen consists of four chapters - one hundred

plates and two thousand lines - which are linked in an (almost) invariable

chain: each chapter is preceded by a ful1 page engraving; the poem begins and

ends with a ful1 page íllumination; each chapter is framed by half-page

designs, and the written text opens and cl-oses with the word rUerusalem.rl

Jerusalem is without doubt an extremely "ORDERD RACE'| (26, 8171).

This description of the poem is of course far from complete, for one of

the striking characteristics of Jerusalem is that it seems to have not one

but many forms. For example, Jerusalemfs orderly race is punctuated by a

series of oratorial addresses and therefore iL could with equal justice be

argued that the overall shape of the poem suggests the time perceived in

The Book of Urizen during the time of awaiting and retaining. In The Book

of Urizen it was Losrs gaze which held and sLructured Urizenrs chaolíc death.

In Jerusalem it is the particular perspective taken up by the narrator to the

various parts of Albion (Public, Jews, Deists and Christians) which similarly

structures and orders each chapter.Z This second view of the poem does not

supersede the first. Instead, it seems rather evanescent, for no sooner has

one grasped the organizing function that the addresses play ín the poem than

they recede and the pages become opaque once more. They are merely units in

the progression that we first noted. In Jerusalem, one could argue, the
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transparence of Miltonfs apocalypse has been supplanted by opacity. Jerusalern

has failed to materj'ali-ze the pronise extended by its prelude.

Before we too hastily endorse this conclusion it is as well to observe

that up to this poÍnt in our argument we have adopted a relationship to the

text whlch is analogous to that taken up by Milton to time, or by the Sons of

Albion to the Bardts Song. t'le have certainly not entered into the poem ín our

ftnagination (8560). The frontispiece, however, suggests the possibility of a

very different relationship to the poem. On this plate h¡e see Los/Blake/the

reader - in a movement which is reminiscent of the movement trthrotr the text

that we traced in The Four Zoas and Mil-ton - stepping across the threshold of

a door which appears to give us access to the interior of the poem. Los seems

to be poised on the brink of a movement Itthrott the text. The epigraph cut

ínto the stone above the door seems to endorse this course of action.3 It

te1ls the reader that

There is a Void, outside of Existence, which if enterd into
Englobes itself & becomes a l,rlomb. .

(LzL-2, EI44)

Unfortunately, the plate does not offer an unequivocal means of

achieving this goa1. Los does not enter the text, for Los, like the reader,

is poised between an imminent entry lnto Jerusalen and a sequential unfolding

of the poem which opens out to the right. Erdman writes that arrwind from the

opening . . . blows his hair and garments back.tr4 1n fact, the wind is coming

from the direction in whlch Los is looking. The passage of sequential time

blows each present irrevocably into the past and therefore continually defers

Lhe moment of embrace. Entry into the city of Jerusalem, like the vision of

Christ at the end of Milton, is both now and not yet.

Our first step into the poern (in which our foot is placed across Lhe

threshold of Jerusalenrs gate) places us in the same positÍon as Los. As we

read, we sLand with Los/Blake outside the door of the heavenly city (we are

quíte 1iterally, at each poínt in the poem' facing Jerusalem); yet the poem

iÈself srreeps us along a sequential- path which continually defers our entry

into this city. It should therefore be no surprÍse that our first experience
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of the poem gives expression to the tension between what i-s now and what is

not yet, what is present and what is absent, by inducing in the reader an

overwhelming sense of vertigo. It is as if one were lost' or as if Lhere were

an imminent danger of being shrept from a high point. Stuart Curran describes

this emotion wel1. He writes that trthough the reader is generally sure of the

irnrnediate ground he treads, the path before and after nay be swept with

mists.tt5 Damon describes a more extreme variety of the same experience:

But though the plot is so simple, Jerusalem is the obscuresL of the
three epics. Almost all the characters which Blake ever invented live
in the sublirninal consciousness of this poem. Time and again the
depLhs are stirred and a gush of half-forgotten names emerges for the
moment, to be lost inmediately in the impenetrable black. . . . To
add to the difficulty, biblical characters appear and disappear
momenÈarily with the rnost unfamiliar gestures. Vainly we Lry.to
discover some sequence, some reason, ín their actions. . . .o

Interestingll, Damon goes on to say that ttObscure as Blakers plot may be, his

teachings are never in doubt.rrT 1¡. find the same phenomenon in Ìüicksteedrs

book on the poern. He writes:

At a first, a second, and even a thírd reading the text of Jerusalem
without its illustrations is baffling to a degree. 0n1y as one reads
it month after rnonth and year after year . . . does one begin to find
treasures of terse wisdom, epic grandeur, and occasional gleams of
lyrical beauty so widely dispersed throughout ils hundred pages as to
nake the fertile oases spread oqt more and more into the desert sands
an,l rocks Lhat sti1l intãrvene.8

Like Curran and Damon, Ïlicksteed attempts to give expression in these lines

to an experience of clarity whÍch ís nevertheless intertwined with a feeling

of confusion.

Swirling clouds of nist, an ttimpenetrable blacktr and the inhospitabl-e

expanses of a desert are the respective metaphors chosen by these writers to

describe a poem which nevertheless induces in its readers a sense of clarity.

In the fírst quotation this clarity is described as a ground which, even íf

h¡e cannot see Ín front of us or behind, remains firm. In the second, it takes

the form of ttbiblical characterstr and tthalf-forgotten namestt which are

disturbing because h¡e cannot place thern in a narrative or reasonable conLext.

And in the third, the readerts sense of clarity is described as a rrfertile

oasisrt which stands in the middle of a desert whose shifting sands and
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changing contours offer no point from which to take bearings. Given thls

experience of the Poem, a first response is quite frequently to ask with

Urizen, tt!'lhere shall we take our stand to view the infinite & unboundedtr

(F2L22224, 8391). Like Los in the frontispiece r{e seen to be looking in one

direction while I,ì¡e are lrrevocably drawn in another.

This kind of experience has led Blake critlcism to rnake two closely

related critical judgements which have had far reaching consequences for our

understanding of Jerusalem. It is agreed, first of all, that the poem in some

way disrupts or does away with our everyday ideas of time and narrative. Ïü.H.

Stevenson, for example, writes that ttMuch of Jerusalen . . . is static. It is

not a narrative, but a series of pageants.tt9 Mitchell argues that rrthe

poents sLructure undercuts the whole notion of predictable linear chronology

by enbodying it as chaosttlo; tnd Marks tells us that:

Jerusalen defines the process of overcoming a fixed, nonhuman view of
tíme. It both presents the struggle to do so dramatical-lY and

reflects that struggle in its form.
Jerusalem neithei assumes the reality of an objective historical

continuum-nor itself depends on a narrative progression through time.
Every aspect of the poemts comqositÍon . . . attempts to transcend
spatial and temporal restrains.rr

Second, given that Jerusalern disrupts our normal ideas of time and narrative

sequence, critics have looked for a non-temporal ordering princÍple for the

poem. Damon writes, for example, that tThe tale proceeds not by action but by

the sequence of ídeas.ttl2 The exact nature of these ideas is, of course, a

rnatter, of contention. Erdman writes that rrthe motif of Jerusalem is

peace without vengeance.ttl3 Marks tells us that |tthe process by which various

figures ín the poem overcone selfhood to become fully creative is a central

ordering element of Jerusalemrttl4 while Karl Kiralis associates each chapËer

of the poern with a specific stage Ín human developmerrt.l5

Qther critics attempt to find an external structure which, like the

she1l of a crustacean, will give the poem a form. For Me11or the trsLructure

of Jerusalem is , of course, fourfold . . . and is organically patterned on

the outline of the human body.ttl6 Joanne !,litke suggests that the ttforrnal
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principl-e that defines the poem may be found by conparing the four chapters

that comprise the work with the Four Gospels.ttl7 Ro"" finds that the poem has

a structure which is based on the four ZoasrlS while Bloon looks to the book

of Ezekiel to provide the Pattern for the poemts frgradually sharpening

antithesis between t,wo forces.ttl9 Nor does the series of interpretative

frameworks which have been proposed for the poem stop at this point'

Ìrlittreich suggests Paradise Rggained and the book of Revelation as

appropriate models for the po"r.20 Paley adds tta seventeenth-century

traditton of the strucLural anal-ysis of Revelation, Handelrs Messiah, and

possibly Smartrs Jubilate Agno.tt2l

Other critics ,lelineate aternporal structural- patterns within the poem

itself. MiLcheU sees the poem as a single, static form. He ca1ls it rran

encyclopedic anatomy of the world in which the exemplary actions,

descriptions, and personae are drawn from the realms of myth, epic, &

romance.fr22 Th. poemts tfapparent formlessnesstt is, he says, a characterisLic

of the genre of anatomy. In Section v of his chapter on Jerusalem in Bl-akers

Com site Art. however , he l-ooks at the chapters of Jerusalem as

,fclarifications of partlcular kinds of errot r23 StuarÈ Curran sees in the

poem a variety of structures. If we look closely at erusalem he argues, we

find a systen of seven interlocking struct,-rt"s.24 Morton Paley suggests

that

Blake develops Jerusalem in what rnay best be called, following Mede'

a series of äy.tctrñãFnã. Just as Révelation is in Meders view not a

diachronic stiucture but a synchronous one' so Jerusalem is pri^marily
to be read not for its relatively subordlnated story llne but for the
way ln which íts inter-related párts explain on" arrôth"r.2S

And Minna Dostow contends that

the poernrs parts fall into place as pieces of a kaleidoscoplc whole

.orpi"r"rrting and reinforcing one another. Each chapter then turns the
kalei,Coscope 1o view the thene in a new way. The pieces recompose

thernselveJ ir, .r"ro patterns and seem to reveal new aPpearances of the
whole but are only actualizing those patterns potentially present alL
along. After the first glimpse, no new element is added to the
pictùre. Further turns and glirnpses simply rearrange existing pieces
to exarnine the theme f-r-om á11 éíde", going, in Ëurn, through all the
possible combinatiorr". 26

There are two striking features of these accounts of Jerusalen. First,
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the sheer number of structures that have been proposed for the poen ís

nothing short of astoníshing. Second, and even more surprisingly, these

attenpts to delineate a basically atemporal structure for the poem are often

divided against themselves and contain the surreptitious and perhaps half

unconscious admission that a temporal progression can in fact be discerned in

Jerusalem. Mitchell, for example, has no sooner completed his description of

Jerusalem as an anaL omy than he writes that there are signs that the two

niddle chapters reflect tta vision of the hístorical developrnent of

consciousness as a movement from masculine to ferninine dominancer"2T and that

Jerusalem is a woman with patterns of growth.28 Sitttariry, Bloom, Rose, I^Iitke

and Kiralís are unwílling to do ahray completely with temporal progression,

even though they argue that the poern is ordered according to a non-

progressive and atemporal structure. This leads them into the difficult

position where they must describe a movement in stasis, or a progression in a

poern which does not move. Bloom writes of tta clear and powerful thematíc

progression in the fourth chaptertt and ttin . . . earlier parts of the

poem. . . . even though it does away with most narrative progressions and

with any kind of a conventional c1imax.tt29 Kíralis argues that in Jerusalem

rrBl-ake chose to Í-gnore our earthly patterns for those he considered eternal;

he creates space and time taccording to the wonders Dívine / 0f Human

Imaginatiorr.rrr3o Although Harper claims that trwe can assume thaL the actlon

is nental and chronology meaninglesstr he is sLil1 able to speak of Blakers

ttepic herotr as |tthe v¡anderertt who undertakes a journey which trstreLches from

Ulro to Jerusalem.tt3l Marks speaks of the structure of the poem as one which

gro\4rs out of an ttemerging struggl-e of contrariesrtt however, at the same time

she te1ls us that the trpattern of Jerusalem is not at all one of

continuous narratiu".'32 Lesnick sharpens this paradox when he writes that

rrAlthough Jerusalem continually reiterates and offers variations on a few

elements of action and imagery, the narrative may be seen to be somewhat

progressirr". rr33

Northrop Frye offers what is perhaps the clearesL account of Jerusalemfs
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progressive nature. Jerusalem is tta drama in four acts: a fa11, the struggle

of men in a fall-en world . . . the worldrs redemption by a divine man in whch

eLernal- life and death achieve a sinultaneous triunph, and an apocalyps".rr34

trrlithin each chapter, however, Fryers discussion focusses on a rrpaLtern of

contrastrtt and in begínning his discussion of the poem he adopts a procedure

which assumes an atemporal structure. The first step is to outline the form,

ideas and geography of Jerusalem. He then wriLes: ttlf this explanatíon has

suffíciently darnaged the tough and prickly shel-l of Jerusalern' we may proceed

to extract the kerne1.35 The same equivocati-on can be seen in The ContinuÍng

çi3y.. Despite his contention that frlf we are to understand the form of

Jerusalem , we must discover the interrelationships of its parallel acLs,

its synchtonyrtt36 Paley admits that the poern has a plot that ttnoves as a

submarine current producing episodic surface tovenents.tt3T

trA thematic progressÍonrr without ftnarrative progressiontt or

rrconventional clinaxrr; not rnortal temporality, but eternal temporallty; an

odyssey in which ttchronologytt is Itmeaninglesstt; a structure which trgrowsrr out

of an tremerging sÈruggle of contrariesrtt but which does not impose a pattern

of ttcontinuous narrativetr; a rrsomewhat progressivetf narrative in a poem which

rroffers variations on a few elements of action and irnagerytt; a poern in trfour

acLstt whose geography can be mapped and kernel extracted; a plot which noves

as a ttsubmarine currentrf: it is wíth paradoxes such as these thaL critics

have attempted to deal with a poem which seems to be construcLed of atemporal

momenLs (chapters which seem to be organized around some kind of atemporal

organizi-ng principle or therne), but which are Lhemselves embedded in a

mysteríous progression. The reader is confronted with solídr spatially

organized chapters and a relatively hard-to-grasp and ephemeral temporal

flow. Jerusalem is a physical structure, a city which Los, in the

frontispiece, is on Lhe verge of enLerlng. Yet the city is also a woman who,

like all r^romen, grorüs in time.

trrlhat is striking about these accounts of Jerusalem ls that the

experience of the poem that they irnply, far from doing away with our everyday
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experience and conception of time, closely parallels it. Kant, preceded by

writers such as Augustine and followed by philosophers such as Bergson and

Heidegger, observes Èhe curious paradox that we measure tine by something

which seems to have no imme,:liate relationshÍp to it, narnely space. Ternporal

progression is for nost of us extremel-y evanescent; we know that things have

a durat,ion, that our lives spread thernselves out in time, but if hre attempt

to think about the nature of time our thoughts, like those of Augustine on

this subject, quickly reach an impasse.3S Tit" is all pervasive and yeL we

neasure it by the non-temporal: the position of the sun ín the sky, or the

locatíon of a rotating wand on a flat surface. This phenomenon can be c1ear1-y

seen in Lockers Essav:

It is evident to any one who will but observe what passes in his own

mind, that there is a train of ideas which consLantly succeed one

another in his understandíng, as long as he is awake. Refl-ection on

these appearances of several ideas one after another in our minds, is
Lhat vihi;h furnlshes us with the idea of succession: and the distance
between any parts of that succession, or between the SBPearance of
any Ëwo idáaà in our minds, is that we call duration.Jv

Our measures of tirne such as minutes, days, hours and years derive from our

observation of regular and recurrent appearances. It can therefore be said

that the measures do not refer directly to tlme, but to the length of void

between separate appearances of ideas in our minds. Repeating these ttmeasures

of timefr gives us, according to Locke, the idea of a past and future' These

terms, however, denote no more than the presence of what from this

perspective will always remain absent, for, as Locke writes, by this process

ttwe can come to irnagine dura where no does v endure or exist;

and thus we imagine to-morrow, next year, or seven years hence.tt4O Eternity

is the repetition to exhaustion of these measures of absence; and finally, ttby

considering any partrr of this expansíve nothÍng, ttwe come by the idea of what

we call tine in general.tt4l Even Berkeley, although he scoffs at Lockers

derivation of the abstract idea of time, agrees that our idea of duratíon is

gained from our experience of the voids between successive appearances:

For my own part, whenever I attempt to frame a sirnple idea of Time'
abstracted irom the succession of ideas in my mind, which flows
uniformly and is participated by all beings, I am l-ost and
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embrangled in inextricable difficul-ties. I have no notion of it at
al-l . . . Time therefore being nothing, abstracted from the succession
of ídeas Ín our minds, ít follows thaL the duration of any finite
spírit must be estimated by the number o-f ideas or actions succeeding
each other ín that sate "pirit or mind.42

Our experience of Jerusalem and our experÍence of tine are therefore

strangely isomorphic. The ordered chapters and lines of Jerusalen and the

Itsuccession of ideasrr in Lockets nind are both ernbedded in and give one the

sense of a temporal progression, but thís temporaliLy is extraordinarily

elusi-ve. The ideas which appear to the self give us a sense of clarity, but

tine itself is a void, a space between appearances, an ttimpenetrable

blackness. tl

This eclipse of time by space (by a series of appearances to the

corporeal self) is itself a phenomenon which seems to depend upon a

withdrawal from relationship. Lockefs understanding of time is, for example,

developed from the perspective of the closeted man. Succession is evident, as

he tells us, to anyone who has stepped outside of himself and in this way

observed rrwhat passes ín his own nind.rr43 1¡ time is, in the words of Auden,

trOur choice of how to love and !rlhy,tt44 then quite clearly this standpoint

reduces Èhe subject of our love (and therefore the substance of temporality)

to vanishing point. From this position we are left with a series of

appearances to the self rather than with the seÈ of relationships which

ground and open time. Northrop Frye describes this rnoment of withdrawal in

tThe Road of Excess.rr He writes:

Many forms of literature . . . depend on narraLive movement in a specific
way. That ís, they depend for their appeal on the partícipation of
the reader or listener in the narratlve as it moves along in time. It
is continuity that keeps us turning the pages of a novel, or sitting
in a theatre. But there is always something of a summoned-up illusion
about such continuity. lrre may keep reading a novel or attending to a
play ttto see how ít turns out.rr But once we know how it turns out,
and the spe1l ceases to blnd us, we tend to forget the continuity'
the very element in the play or novel that enabled us to participate
in it.45

It is when we no longer participate in a work of art, when it no longer

exerts its influence on us (its spell), that we enter the world that is held

by the reasoning memory and, as a result, temporality comes to seem an
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ttillusíon.tt Frye elevates this critical position to a vi-rtue when he writes

in the same article Lhat

there are thro kinds of response to a work of literature, especiall-y
one that te1ls a story. The first kind is a participatlng response fn
time, movi.ng in neasure like a dancer with the rhythn of conÈinuity.
It is typically an uncritícal, or more accurately a precritical
response. trrle cannot begin critícisrn, strictly speaking, untíl we have
heard the author out, unless he is a bore, when the critical response
starts prematurel-y and, as r¡e say' we cantt get into the book. The
second kind of response is thematic, detached, fu1ly conscious, and
one whictr sees and is capable of examining the work as a simultaneous
whole. 46

I certainly do not wish to suggest that r¡¡e can dÍspense wÍth the second kind

of response. In practice, as Frye himself admits, ttthese two types of

response overlap.tt hlithout the possibility of withdrawing from others, the

self (and therefore the possibility of relationship) would not exíst. Yet in

Jerusalem (and in Mlltonl it is quite clearly the elevation of this position

above all others - the apex of the triangle which is characterístic of

Satanrs world - that makes the poem (and for Milton the progression of fallen

time) appear as an impenetrable wa1l, a surface which hems us in fron others.

The rrdetachedrrt ltfully conscioustt response, which sees the whole work before

it, is quite clearly wÍthin the provenance of the reasoning nemory. A reading

of thls kind is undertaken from a posítion implicitly defined by the creator-

god who, while renaining apart from time, sees it stretched out beneath him.

It is precisely LhÍs relationship to texts and to others which Blakets Milton

attenpts to overcome. So long as we remain in thÍs position the poern is the

horizon of our consti-tuted worlds rather than a forn that we have embraced.

Our arrangenent and rearrangements of what is held 1n our reasoning memory

are a way of seeing with Jerusalen, not seeing ttthrott it. My account of

Jerusalem as a structure which alternates beLween the time of forgetting

and the time of awaiting and retaining is sinply one nore attempt to order

the poen from a perspective which is at one remove from our engagement with

it. Moreover, as I shal1 argue, the poem begins with the affÍrmation that

Jerusalem can only be heard from the position of enbrace described in Milton

and glimpsed in The Four Zoas.
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I am, of course, not saying that the critics I have discussed are

somehow wrong about the poen. Far from it; they are correct and their

experiences of the poem are paradigmatic. Jerusal-em is a poem which is

strucLured, like Lockean time, as a series of appearances to the se1f. From a

position outside of the poen these appearances can be arranged and re-

arranged in many different ways. Just as the physical unÍverse can be

organized Lo form a Ptolemaic, Copernican, Newtonian and even an Einsteinian

universe, so too Jerusalen can be ttorderedtt in a startling variety of ways.

However, this rnanipulation of what appears to the self is the work of the

Daughters of Albion, rather than of the Imagination. As Los explains ín Èhe

final chapter of Jerusalem:

And sonetimes the Earth sha1l ro11 in the Abyss & sometimes
Stand in the Center & sometimes stretch flat ín the Expanse,
According to the will of the lovely Daughters of Albion.
Sonetimes it shall assimilate with mighty Golgonooza:
Touching its sumnits: & sometimes divided ro1-1 apart.
As a beautíful Veil so these Females sha1l fold & unfold
According to their will the outside surface of the Earth
An out.side shadowy Surface superadded to the real Surface;
hrhich is unchangeable for ever & ever Amen: so be itl

(83:/10-48, E2t+2)

It is this work of the Daughters which is often confused with the work of the

Irnagínation. Hume, for example, writes that

Nothing is more free than the imagination of man, and though it
cannot exceed that original stock of ideas furnished by the internal
and external senses, Ít has unlimited power of mixing, compounding,
separatinB, . ênd dividing these ideas in all the varieties of fiction
and vision.4 /

The number of possible arrangements of these appearances is, like those of

the alphabet, almost infinite. However, despite this freedom, in Humefs

understanding the labour of the Imagination is confined to a single world. No

visionary constructi-on occurs with an inagination of this kind; the

imagination is not a por4ter of opening or responding, but a power of

manipulation.

It is one of the extraordinary achievements of Blake in Jerusalern to

have created a poem which follows so closely some of our most fundanental-

experiences of time. Having said this, however, the question remains as to
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rìrhether this ls al-L that can be said of the poern and of its time. Is there

not some way of entering Jerusalem and so glimpsing the temporality which

from outside the poem is so evanescent? This question is of more than

casual importance, for the hero of the poem is, after all, characLerized in

Milton as time itself. To say that Los can appear only as space' as

Enitharmon, is to resign oneself to the radical irnpossibility of readi-ng

Jerusalem. The concern of the frontfspiece with the question of entry into

the poem also suggests that there is a perspective which will in some l,rtay

collapse the distance imposed by Lhe reasoning memory. This possibility is

noreover the subject matter of Milton, Jerusalemts prelude. A reading of the

latter poem shoul-d quite clearly begin fron the embrace and vision of Christ

described by the former. Most tantaLizi.:ng, however, is the narratorfs claim

in the preface to the fourth chapter that he has given us the end of a golden

string. All we need to do is to

wind it into a ball:
It v¡il1 lead you 1n at Heavens gate,

Built in Jerusalems wal1.
(77, E23r)

The nost irnmediate referent for this passage is the l-ine of text whích leads

us to the fourth chapter. If we are to see ttthrott the window of Jerusalern

then quíte clearly we nust follow the temporal unfolding of the poem. trle must

focus on our participatíon in the text. The lines quoted from the preface to

the fourth chapter suggest that this path will lead, fron wiLhin the body of

Lockean time, to the perimeter of the world, to the gate that ín the

frontispiece opens Lo Jerusalen.

This is, in fact, far from an extraordinary proposal. To see trthrott the

windows of Jerusalem we must firsl move from a position apart from it to one

which engages with it in dialogue. It is in encounLer that the poem will be

opened, that our closed worlds will be rupLured. This ls nothíng more nor

l-ess than to read the poem. I am, of course, not refusíng Èo theoríze or form

structures on the basis of my experience. I am, however, arguing that if we

are to adopt the posltion to the text suggested by Miltonrs descent in
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Milton, and eschew the god-like poqition above the text adopted by the Sons

of Albion, then any account of Jerusalem must be anchored ín a reading of

that poem. There nust be a dialecLic between the powers of retention and

attention which, as I have argued ín rny chapter on The Book of Urízen'

characLerize the reading process. Such a dialectic is, of course, not easily

achieved. The level of its difficulty is suggested by the struggle of Los Ín

Jerusalem to ensure that his Spectre works alLernately with him. This

implies, therefore, that our crítical efforts wí1l not consist of a pure'

unmediated attentiveness to what i-s gíven in the present of reading

Jerusalem ; instead, they will consist of a struggle, and at tines an uneven

one, between a reading located in attentiveness to the readerrs encounter

with the text as it unfolds and one which tries (wÍth the reasoning memory)

to organize and make sense of that present. Our hope is that, as with Blake

confronted by Leviathan in the Memorable Fancy of The Marriaee of Heaven

and Hell. this embrace of the chaos and f rightening disorder of the text' with

its vertigo and dízzy shifts in time and perspective, will in the end l-ead us

to Jerusalemfs gate. The beginning of any account of Jerusalem cannot be an

attempt to extract the poemts kernel, nor can it be a search for tttreasures

of terse wisdom, epic grandeur, and occasional gleams of lyrical beautyrr; it

rnust be the act of taking up a positíon, with Los, ín front of the poem.

(2) An expanding vision

The opening lines of Jerusalem seem' at first glance, to offer the

reader an elegant and obvious ordering principle for the po"t.48 Blake

writes:

0f the Sleep of Ulro! and of the passage throug!
Eternal Death! and of the awaking to Eternal Life.

This theme calls me in sleep night after night, & evtry morn
Awakes me at sun-rise, then I see the Saviour over me

Spreading his beams of love, & dictating the words of thÍs mild song.
(4:1-5, EL46)

This theme, however, has a number of rather surprising characteristics. lJhen
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Hume talks of a thene he is referring to something whlch is very well behaved

and whích will a11ow him Lo rnasÈer it. For Hume a theme Ís an organizing

principle that allows him to order the irnpressions that he has at his

disposal:

In all conpositions of geníus . . . it is requisite that the writer have

sone plan ór object; and though he may be hurried fron thls plan by
the vähernence of thought, as in an ode, or drop it carelessly, as in
an epistle or essay, there must appear some aim or intention ín his
first setting outr- if not in the composition of the whole work. A

production wlthout design would resenble more the ravings of a madrnan

than the sober efforts of genì-us and learning.+Y

Blakets theme is a much more unruly affalr. It is not an organizing principl-e

which the author or the reader coul-d possess and then use to order a mass of

otherwise inert rnaterial. There is, insLead, an extraordinary degree of

relationship and mutual deternlnation between the two terms. The theme,

rather than being possessed by Blake, presents itself to him every night. For

Hume the thene appears as a result of sone deterninatíon by Lhe author, whlle

for Blake iL emerges and speaks from a realm r+rhÍch is outside Blakets

constituted world. Humers inert world (whether thaË of impressions and ideas,

or the material universe) has been displaced by a universe which is clearly

vocal. The world speaks to Blake and it is the rnelody, rhythm and content of

this voice which is his theme.

llhat is more, rather than Blake developing the theme (into the work of

Jerusalem, for example) it is, at least in the first. instance, the theme that

develops him. The sources of cognition and motivation for the poet are

therefore as much outside the sel-f as inside: the thene not only speaks of

the passage from sleep to waking, but seems to be able to inspire a parallel

movement ln lts audience.

Blake must, of course, listen to, and himsel-f embrace, the words that he

hears, and he rnust do this in a r'Íay which makes thern his own; nevertheless,

ít is the nanner in which the theme poses Blake as a question which draws him

frorn sleep to waking and ínto the presence of Christ. The call that the poet

records in these opening lines ís therefore a call in the sense of a

vocation. It must be listened to and ernbraced by the individual, but to the
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extent that this is done the individual is l-ed out of him/herself and into

his/her calling. In these lines the prinacy of Lockers simple ideas ís called

into question. The primary and recurrent naterial of history and experience

is now a ca11.

Even with Lhese qualificaLions it is important to affirrn that this theme

is not the organizing principle of the poem. The entire process described in

the fÍrst five lines ís, strictly speaking, antecedent to Jerusalen. It tel1s

us of the ground upon whlch Jerusalem stands, the conditions under which the

Saviourts voÍce, who dícLates the poem iËself, is heard. The therne calls

Blake only in sleep; during the day it is the Saviour who is heard and it is

the Saviour who dictates the mild song ca11ed Jerusalem.

The point aL which the vision of Jerusalen appears is, therefore, the

moment in which one has listened to the theme and under its influence woken

frorn sleep to the voice of the Saviour. Jerusalen appears in a moment of

vision. In sayíng this it ís important to recognÍze that this awakening and

its attendant vision occurs within the fallen world. The diurnal cycles of

day and nÍght whÍch make up the ontic world stil1 continue, for the awakeníng

is not finally achieved and Èhe voice of the Saviour is not heard once and

for all; instead, Blake musL wake again and again to Lhe Saviourrs voice. As

Blake writes:

Man is born a Spectre or Satan & is al-together an Evil, & requires a
New Selfhood continually & must continually be changed into his
direct Contrary.

(52, E2oo)

ft is aL this point of rebirth that the Saviour is seen and heard and the

tfmild songtt of Jerusalem is dictaÈed. hle can therefore say that, rather than

beginning with the outline of a principle which will organize the material at

the disposal of the poet, Jerusalen opens wÍth a description of the

particular engagement with and comportment towards others in which the poem

can be heard.

The referent for the tfthernerr mentioned in the opening lines of Jerusalem

is, therefore, noL Jerusalem itself but The Four Zoas and Milton. The
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subject of The Four Zoas is quite clearly a visÍon or theme which is heard in

sleep, for it is a dream of nine Nights. Moreover, iËs thene is precisely the

one outlined in the openlng lines of Jerusalem. for it tells us of the Fa1l

that broughL existence into ttthe sleep of Ulrort (Nights one to three), rfthe

passage throughrf the frEternal Deathrr of fallen history (Nights four to six),

and of the awakening to Eternal Life (Nights seven to nine). The process of

awakening that is glimpsed in The Four Zoas ís, of course' fu1ly elaborated

in Milton. In both poems awakening resulLs in a visíon of the Saviour. In

The Four Zoas Los is abl-e to see trthe Lamb of God / Ctottre¿ in Luvahs robes

of blood descending to redeem'r (86:44-45, 8355)' and at the end of Milton

Itthe Starry Eight became / One Man Jesus the Saviour. wonderfulltr (42:10-11'

8143). In other words, it is at the apex of The Four Zoas and Milton, in a

vision of Christrs call to us, that Jerusalem begins:

Awaket awake 0 sleeper of the land of shadows, wakel expand!
I arn in you and you in rne, mutual 1n love divine:
Fibres of love from man to man thro Albions pleasant land.
In all the dark Atlantic vale down from the hills of Surrey
A black water accumulates, return Albiont returnl

(4:6-10,8146)

Blake writes in trA Vision of the Last Judgementtr that rrAl1 Things are

comprehended in their Eternal Forms in Ëhe Divine body of the Saviour the

True Vine of Eternitytt (E555). A vision of Christ is therefore a visj-on of

the relationships which underlie and make possible life ltself.

In the fallen worl-d, however, reality is constÍtuted in a relationship

of withdrawal. As I have argued Ín previous chapters, to withdraw Ís not an

act which can be completed once and for all; it nust be continually repeated,

for in order to escape others one nust wiLhdraw even from the very fact of

withdrawal. One way of pícturing this is to say that, for a person in the

state of withdrawal, Christ ls always solicitous, always calling, and that

withdrawal ls a constant turning away from his presence. The vision of Christ

in Jerusalem, therefore, modulates into a vision of this relationship between

a call and the refusal t,o hear. The constitutive relationship which founds

Èhe fallen world, and from which fallen tÍme opens out, is that between the
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caring call of Christ and the continual withdrawal of Albion:

I am not a God afar off, I am a brother and friend;
hlithin your bosoms I reside, and you reside in me:

Lot we àre One; forgiving a1-1 Evil; Not seeking recompense!
Ye are ny members o ye sleepers of Beulah, 1-and of shadesl

But the perturbed man awaY turns down the valleYs dark;
S ltle not One: hre are thou tive

Phantom o over heat ra]-n inmortality

i"tuå.f"rn is nott her daughters are índefinite:
By dernonstratÍon, man alone can live, and not by faith.
My mountains are my ohrn, and I will keep them to myselfl
Tire Malvern and the cheviot, the hlolds Plinlirunon & snowdon

Are mine. here will I build my Laws of Moral Virtuet
Humanity shall be no more: but war & princedom & victoryl

(4218-2t+, 27-32, EL46-47)

In the first lines of the poem r,rre discovered the particular relationship

and moment in which the vision of Jerusalen appeared to the narrator. These

lines have now opened into a vision of humanityrs comportment in the world.

There is an interestíng relationship between these two foundations, for while

the narratorrs parLicular perspective in the world opens, and in a certain

sense constitutes, the time and space in whlch ChrisL can appear' it is

evident that the relatÍonships which are revealed in this hray ground and make

possible the narratorrs position in the world. It is the relationships of

call and withdrawal, enacted, respectively, in the persons of Jesus and

Albion, whÍch underlie the world of day and night in which Blake is situated.

The relationship between the individual and the whole is here one of mutual

determination. As Merleau-Ponty writes in Signs:

The world is inseparable from the subject, but frorn a subJect who is
nothing but a project of the world; and the subject is inseparable
from tñe world, but from a world which he hinself proJects.Ju

In poems such as The Book of Urízen and The Four Zoas the horror of

withdrawal was to some extent kept at a distance from the narrator. This is

because in ontic time the Fall is sonething which ís observed from a

distance. In the time of embodiment, however, one perceives the relationships

which found and open the ontic world. The fa1l is, therefore, not sonething

that occurs in the distant past, but a phenomenon which is ever present. The

movement of withdrawal on the part of Albion therefore has a startlingly
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present reality:

The banks of the Tharnes are cloudedl the ancíent porches of Albion are
Darken?dl they are drawn thror unbounded space, scatterrd upon
The Void in incoherenÈ despairt Cambridge & Oxford & London,
Are driven among the starry trùbeels, rent away and di-ssipated,
In Chasms & Abysses of sorrow, enlargrd wiÈhout dimension, terrible[.]
Albions nountains run with blood, the cries of war & of tumult
Resound into the unbounded night, every Hunan perfection
0f nountain & river & city, are smal1 & withertd & darkenrd
Cam 1s a little stream! E1y is alnost swallowd up!

(5:1-9, EI47)

In the everyday world 1n which we 1ive, the founding structures of the world

cannot be seen. Lockers closeted rnan, for example, sees the outline of the

closet and not the relationships which bring the world of the closet into

being. It is only in the vision achieved in embodiment, or awakening, that we

hear the call of the Saviour and see Èhe withdrawal of AlbÍon. It is

important to see that this vision does not do away with the caverned world;

in fact, it is the basis of it. The narrator must live in the everyday world,

but from within this space he is able Lo see the withdrawal- of Albion from

the call of Christ, which is its foundation. This is why Blakets fríends are

astonished at him. They live, with Blake, in the fallen world, but are unable

to see the ontological ground of that worl-d. For Blake, however, the theme

has become a call that wakes him, and so allows him to hear the voice of

Christ, in response to which he must act:

Trenbling I sit day and night, my friends are asLonishrd at me.
Yet they forglve my wanderings, I rest not from ny great taskt
To open the Eternal Worlds, to open the ímmortal Eyes
0f Man inwards into the trrlorlds of Thought: into Eternity
Ever expanding in Ëhe Bosom of God. the Human Imagination.

(5:16-20, EI47)

The vlsion of ontological or foundational time does not stop at this

poÍnt.; instead, it expands in what is at first an extremely disconcerting

fashion. The narratorrs description of the task that now lles ahead of hirn

makes mention of a number of names and places - Golgortooza, Entuthon,

Scofield, Kox, Kotope and so on - which resist any easy assirnilation to what

has preceded them. The vision itself follows a sinilar course and modulates

into what seems to be an extremely condensed map of the world:
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Scofieldl Kox, Kotope and Bowen, revolve most mightily upon
The Furnace of Los: before the easLern gate bending their fury.
They war, to desLroy the Furnaces, to desolate Golgonooza:
And to devour the Sleeping Humanity of Albion in rage & hunger.
They revolve into the Furnaces Southward & are driven forth Northward
Divided into Male and Female forms time after time.
From these Twelve all the Families of England spread abroad.

The Male is a Furnace of beryl-l; the Female is a golden Loom;
I behol-d them and their rushing fires overwhelm my Soul-,
In Londons darkness; and my tears fa1l day and night,
Upon the Enanations of Albions Sons! the Daughters of Albion
Names anciently rememberd, but now contemnrd as fictions!
Although in every boson they controll our Vegetative pol{ers.

These are united into Tirzah and her Sisters, on Mount Gilead,
Cambel & Gwendolen & Conwenna & Cordella & Ignoge.
And these united ínto Rahab in Èhe Covering Cherub on Euphrates
Gwiniverra & Gwinefred, & Gonorill & Sabrina beautiful,
Estrild, Mehetabel & Ragan, 1ovely Daughters of Albion
They are the beautiful Ernanations of the Twelve Sons of Albion. . . .

(5227-45, EI47-48)

In the following lines we hear of Vala, Jerusalem, the work of rBeulahs

lovely Daughterstt and a I¡Iar by trAbstract Philosophy . . . against

Imagination. rl

The basic irnport of these lines is fairly clear. It can be seen as a

rough map of the world that is opened in the tine of Al-bionrs withdrawal from

Christ. For Albion to withdraw is for hlm to be fragmented and dívide into

male and female poh¡ers: the whole man becomes his warring sons and daughters.

Nevertheless, much of the fifth plate of Jerusalem requires a detailed

knowledge of earlier poems, or of later parts of Jerusalen, in order to make

sense. The reader is presented with the brute fact of the attempts by Kox and

his brothers to destroy the rrFurnace of Losft and rrdesolate Golgonoozatt and

'fdevour the Sleeping Humanity of Albion.tr Sirnilarly, the plight of Jerusalem

and Vala is described wÍthout any real orienting context. Doubtless it is the

effect of passages such as these which leads a critic like Northrop Frye to

write that rfthe initial impressiontt of the poem is trof a harsh, crabbed and

st.rident poemrtt a ttdehydrated epicrr in which Blakers symbols tthad become a

kind of ídeographic alphabet and had thereby lost much of their imne,liacy.ttsl

However, for this reader at least, these opening pages of Jerusalem certainly

do not lack immediacy. The struggles which are described are all Loo present.
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They seem to contain a fury which threatens the reader him/herself. The lack

of orienting context only heightens this emotion. The kernel of truth in

Fryefs comments can, however, be seen if we define the immediate as that

which can be readily assj-nilated to the constituted world of the se1f. Rather

than this kind of immediacy, the openÍng pages of Jerusalen confront readers

(in a way which is entirely appropriate for a vision of Christ and Albion)

with a force that burnps up against us, moves us with the force of powerful

enotions, and yet remains outside of our grasp.

It is, in fact, extremely difficult to capture this experience within

the confines of discursive prose. The world in which we write orderly prose,

the comfortable everyday world ín which we live, has been torn open by a

novement which brings us into the presence of Christ and his call. This

rupture of the ontic world does not give us an idea or even an insight whlch,

sÈrictly speaking, we could appropriate for ourselves; Ínstead, we see a

person whose call is directed to the whole of hurnanity. The world in which we

once walked so confidently is now anímated, and I¡Ie are displaced fron its

centre. Vühat is more, the ground which once seemed so solid and secure can

now be seen Èo be founded on the withdrawal of Albion from the call of

Christ. To trenter into these Imagestt is Lo experience an extreme dizziness

and vertigo. The ground beneath our feet is itself without foundation. The

world is |tdrawn throt unbounded space, scattertd upon / The Void in

incoherent despairt . . . rent away and dissipaLed, / In Chasrns & Abysses of

sorrowtt (522-5, EI47). Our everyday world is a world of loss.

Before we proceed any further inÈo Jerusalem it is, quite clearly,

important to understand in more detail part of what Blake means by vi-sion'

and it Ís to this discussion that we must now turn.

(3) Vision

In the twentieth century it is without doubt easier to accept Blakets

observatlon that vision is rrinfectedrr (E563) by the weak vlsions of time and
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space than it is to feel comfortable with his companlon belief that in vlsion

we see more clearly than we do with our mortal eyes:

The PropheLs describe what they saw in Vision as real and existing
rnen whom they saw with their irnaginative and irnmortal organs; the
Apostles the same; the clearer the organ the nore dlstinct the
object. A spirit and a vision are not, as the modern philosophy
supposes, a cloudy vapour or a nothing: they are organized and

minutely articulated beyond all that the nortal and perishing nature
can produce. He who does not imagine in stronger and better
lineàments, and ín stronger and better light than his perishing
mortal eye can see does not imagine at all. The painter of this work
asserts that all his Ímaginations appear to him infinitely more
perfect and more minutely organized than any thing seen by his mortal
eye.

(pc Es41-2)

In attempting to understand what Blake means ln passages such as this we must

be careful not to confuse a clarity which is gained through the assinilation

of oners subject matter to the perspectives of the self with the clarity

that is a result of vision. In the above passage Bl-akers metaphor for what

is seen ín vision is that of rrreal and existing men.tt Vision, therefore, has

the uncomfortable ability to speak back, to refuse onets outline, to simply

walk away and refuse dialogue, and most importantly, it can even be wrong.

The person who experiences such a vision may well feel that it is a corrosive

and unsettling force.

A particularly clear depiction of the difference beLween these two kinds

of clarity ís shown in the drawíng known as ttA Vision.tt52 If th" page is a

paradigmatÍc instance of the forns with which we atternpt to order the world

around us, a two dimensional surface in which we attempt to box and so re-

present reality, then quÍLe clearly this vision is inaccessible to the series

of pages/boxes wÍth which we attenpt to encompass it. The figure writing at

the table, the light of vision, and the fígure seen ín vision, all are, from

the perspective of the viewer, aLnost lost. There is sonething both

frustrating and disconcerting about our inability to reach their conference.

As we continue to look at the picture this feeling can develop into one of

giddiness and vertigo, for the frames and receding corridor which l-ie in

front of us are always about to becone a cavity which opens beneath us. In

these moments we perhaps gain a glirnpse of what it is to see ttthrott the
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window of our eyes and not with them; in this monent we fa1l inLo the

unsettling presence of vísior,.53 Vision i-s therefore, for Blake, as much

given to, as structured by, the individual. As he writes in a poem which he

sent to Thomas Butts on the 22nd of November 1802, ttNow I a fourfold vision

see / And a fourfold vision is given to ne" (8722).

Sonething of this sense of a vision which is ttgiventr is continually

demanded of the reader by the flrst chapter of Jerusalem. As I have argued,

the poern begins in a moment of awakening in which the closure of sleep Ís

punctured. At this precise point, ¡¿e hear the voice of Christ and observe the

$¡ithdrawal of Albion; moreover, we feel- the presence of their interaction in

our world and our solitude. Nevertheless, in the opening lines of the poem we

are able Èo grasp this interactÍon only in an intuitive or pre-reflectlve

way. If we focus on this monent, however, what was at first only intuitively

grasped becornes more minutely articulated. The vision of Christfs call is

supplenented by a vision of Albionts response. This vision itself expands to

show the presence of this relationship beneath the entire fallen world. Then

the circle of vision itself expands and becomes a map of the world of

withdrawal; insLead of the relationship between Albion and Jesus we noI4I see

the results of it, the world Ín which it is enbodied.

It is difficult to find an adequate metaphor for this expansion. It is

in some ways as if a stone has been thrown into a pool of water. After the

initial commotion a ripple appears whÍch gradually expands until it reaches

the edge of the pool. At the point of irnpact the shape of the ripple is quite

clear; however, in the moments immediately following Lhis event the ripple

gradually grows larger and larger. As a result the forn that was first only

glimpsed is, after some tÍme, seen in great detaÍl. The rnovement of the

ripple and its centre are, nevertheless, always defíned by the point of

irnpact between stone and water; and the circle that reaches the river banks

is an elaboration, an expansion, of the original circle, not something that

supersedes or surpasses it. Similarly, in the moment of vision in which the

cal-rn of sleep is broken and Christrs call to Albion in withdrawal is heard,
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rre gain, in an unarticulated state, the shape and form of the entire first

chapter and, indeed, of the whole poem. The chapter develops as tf it were an

expandlng circle which, while always being defined by the original vision,

expands and so articul-ates and clarifies that vision. Paul Ricoeur writes in

The Svnbolisn of Evil that 'rThe beginning is not what one finds first; the

point of departure must be reached, it nust be *orr.tt54 Similarly, as I shall

argue, it is onl-y at the end of the first chapter of Jerusalem, and then

again at the end of the poem, that we grasp 1ts opening lines in ful-1

clarity.

Albionts withdrawal from the Saviour irnmediately places him in the tÍne

of loss. As in The Four Zoas. this is now the ground of the fallen wor1d. To

have a vision of the Savíour is to see Albion withdrawing from his call; to

see Albion is to see in a preliminary h¡ay the shape of Lhe fallen world; to

focus our attention on this world is to see Los, for as we have seen in

previous poems, the fallen world is retained only as a result of the

relaLionship which Los sustains with A1bíon-in-withdrawal. For this reason

the vision now turns to Los.

(4) The vision of Los, his Spectre and his F'manation

In Jerusalem, as in previous poems, Los is a prophetic blacksmith who

sustains a relationship with Albion-in-withdrawal. In the opening vision, for

example, r{e see Los standing at his forge waiting for the return of Albion.

later in the first chapter he maintains Lhat

the time will arríve,
trrlhen all Albions injurj-es shall cease, and when we sha1l
Ernbrace hirn tenfold bright, rising frorn his tomb in immortality.

(7 z5t+-56, E150)

In Jerusalem Los is therefore called trthe friend of A1bíon who most lovtd

him" (35:12, 8181). Los describes the task of maintaining a relationship to

Albion-in-withdrawal in extraordinary terms:

I saw terrified; I took the sighs & tears, & bitter groans:
I lifted them into my Furnaces; to form the spiritual sword.
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That lays open the hidden heart: I drew forth the pang
0f sorrow red hot: I workd it on my resolute anvil:
I heated it in the fl-ames of Hand, & Hy1e, & Coban. .

(9:L7-2L, EL52)

Losts prophetic work involves an attempt to retain the reality - the sighs,

groans and pangs - of wiLhdrawal. If he were not to fulfil this task,

the fallen world would dissolve and Albion would vanish. Moreover, in

retaining this reality he forms a spiritual sword, a prophetic weapon, which

is able to confront Albion with the reality of withdrawal and so call him to

reLurn. It is for this reason that Los must, as in The Four Zoas establish a

world of loss.

Losts relationship with Albion-in-withdrawal is not wÍthout personal

cost. Our first glimpse of hin reveals a figure who is under extraordínary

external pressure: trscofield! Kox, Kotope and Bowentt bend tttheir furytt

(5227r28 EI47) against him. Their activitl is, of course, an aLtempt -
parallel to that conducted by Urizen in The Four Zoas - to assimilate Los

(1-oss) and in this way to become blind to the foundation of their world. This

external pressure is accompanied by an excruciating internal division:

Los heard her lamentations in Ëhe deeps afarl his tears fa11
fncessant before the Furnaces, and his Enanation divíded in pain,
Eastward toward the Starry trfheels. But lrlestward, a black Horror,
Hís spectre drivttt by the Starry lrilheels of Albíons sons, black and
Opake divided from hís back; he labours and he mourns!

(5266-622, EL48)

Losts division 1n this chapter differs from apparently similar divisons in

The Book of Urizen and The Four Zoas in a number of 'ways. Most inportant of

these differences is that the fragrnentation of Los is portrayed as an event

that occurs in every day (each norning Blake awakens to his vision of Christ-

Albion-Los). The fragmentatíon of Los Í-s, within the framework of ontological

tine, an ongoing event which takes place beneath each moment of the fallen

wor1d.

The Spectre appears at the point of wj-thdrawal from others. It is

precisely when Albion Lurns his rrback to the Divine Visionrr that rrhis

Spectrous Chaos before his face appeard: an Unformed Menorytr (29[33] zl-2,

El74).In withdrawal Albion, like Lockefs human understanding, can see no more
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than what his memory is able to reËain of past encounters. As we have seen in

The Book of Urizen and The Four Zoas withdrawal therefore results in the

domination of the active poh¡er by the Spectre.

Plate 29133] gÍves a striking exarnple of what this change means. For the

person in the state of withdrawal, reality is reduced to that which is able to

appear within the constituted world of the self. The rfHurnan Form . .

Divinertt for example, now becomes a ttltlorm seventy inches longtt (29[33]:5-6,

8175): it is elongated in the order of its successive appearances to the

se1f. Similarly, the identity of this worm Ís defined as rra fortuitous

concourse of memories accumulated & lostrtt55 b".arr"" the present of

encounLer, in which the self may find its true nature, has been lost. As in

Lockefs account of personal ldentity, the self is now no more than the

faculty which accumulates, and then loses, memorÍes.

Los, of course, does not himself withdraw from Albion. Nevertheless, he

finds hirnself Ín a position which ís analogous to that of Albion-in-

withdrawal: the other has withdrawn and Los Ís therefore left in solitude. As

in The Book of Urizen (cf. plates 10, 11 and 13), each moment of

attenÈiveness to the plight of Albion must result in the elaboration of a

closed world because there is no other to meet Losts e¡nbrace. It is this

duality in the work of Los which produces the hiaÈus in his being. Los is, by

default, continually torn back from relationship and thrown into a world held

by his Spectre. 0n the one hand he awaits the return of Albion; on the other

hand thts very process divides the Spectre from hím, for j-n order to do this

Los is always engaged in building a closed world. This situation and divisíon

Ís, of course, one that we have encountered in previous chapters. In

Jerusalem it is given added cogency and clarity by the elaboration of the

Spectre into a cornplex and striking figure. One of the decisive features of

this elaboration is the now explicit association of the Spectre with the

Lockean reason that retaÍns and then nanipulates sirnple ideas in order to

produce knowledge.

The Spectre, as Blake tells us in Jerusaleq, is
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the Reasoning Power in Man; & when separated
From ImagínatÍon, & closing itself as ín steel, 1n a Ratio
0f the Things of Mernory. It thence frames Laws & Moralitites
To destroy Imaginationl the Divine Body, by Martydoms & Ïtlars.

(74:10-13, 8229)

The tfReasoning Powertt is, however, given a number of other titles. It ís, for

example, identified as Losrs ttPride & Self-righteousnessfr (8:30, E151)

because, llke Lockers human understanding, it first retains that which

appears to the self, and then proceeds to frame ttlaws & Moralitiestr from

these appearances. The Spectre is also described as a being who entertains

rUncircuncised pretences to Chastitytt which tfmust be cut in sundertrr (8:32,

8151). This appellatíon refers to the "Ratio / 0f the Things of Memoryrl

within which the SpecLre encloses itself. The Spectre pretends Lo be chasLe

by denying the prinordiality of encounter with others. The Simple Ideas, or

tThings of Memoryrtt upon which Locke and the Spectre bulld their rrreasonablert

worlds are, of course, dependent upon the partlcular relationship to others

in which they appear. This relationship, however, cannot appear so long as

they close thernselves av¡ay from others. In the terrns of Blakers metaphor,

Locke and the Spectre are uncircurncised: the veil of flesh which wa1ls thern

in must be cut av¡ay.

Many of the characteristics of the Spectre and of his relatÍonship to

Los can be seen in the illuminatlon to plate six, where this figure apPears

with large bat-like wings which roof Los in. The Spectre appears because Los

has stopped working at his forge and, instead, looks over his shoulder. The

implication ís that by looking backwards he has stopped facing Albion. This

is perhaps why Blake writes that the trspectrous Deadrr dwe1l in frLhe back &

loinsff (29133124, EI74): it is only by turning away frorn relationshÍp that

the Spectre divídes from the active power and can be seen as a separate part

of the personality. In this same lllumination, Losrs hammer has become an

erect phallus. The transfornation is quite revealing. In working at his

furnaces the harnmer is a tool whj-ch forges relationship with others. I'lhen he

ceases work, however, the hammer becomes a symbol of l-ust (Los adopLs a

position which suggests masturbation rather than intercourse). In this second
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position others are present only within the economy of the self. Los is' in

this mornent, enclosed within the |tRatio / Of the Things of Memoryrrwhlch 1s

formed by the Reasoning Power.

The Spectre, as he hírnself recognizes, is always outsíde of l-ife. In the

terms of Lockers analogy, he exists within a closet where the light of

encounter reaches him only as a pale reflection. The Spectre is rral1 reversed

& for ever deadrtt and his recognition of this fact is expressed Ín an

intensely movÍng speech:

now is my grief at l,irorsL: incapable of being
Surpassed: but every moment it accumulates more & more
It continues accumulating to eternity! the joys of God advance
For he is Righteous: he is not a Being of Pity & Compassion
He cannot feel Distress: he feeds on Sacrifice & Offering:
DelÍghtlng in cries & tears & clothed ín holiness & solitude
But my griefs advance also, for ever & ever without end
0 that I could cease to be! Despalrl I an Despair

. LÍfe lives on my

Consuming: & the Almighty hath made me his Contrary
To be all evil, a1-1 reversed & for ever dead: knowing
And seeing life, yet living not; how can I Lhen behold
And not tremble; how can I be beheld & not abhorrd. . . .

(10:44-51, 55-59, E153-54)

The Spectre is indeed despair, for his being never reaches the present of

1ife.56 At the rnoment in which Los opens the closed worl,:l of the self he is

transformed, but, ín the fallen world at least, only into anoLher menory of

life that nust be consumed.

The Spectre is a highly ambÍguous character. In Eternity, as I have

argued in a previous chapter, the Spectre ís necessary in order to retaín the

ground against which the leap of the active po\4¡er towards others is defined.

In the fallen world thís figure has a role to play which is just as crucial,

for, given the absence of Albion, the Spectre musL retain the world ín which

Los stands. If the reasoning memory did not retaín the shape of Losfs

relationshfp with Albion then t.he entire world would dissolve. This

inLerdependence neans that Los must continually subdue the Spectre to his

will. In a sequenti-al narrative this event would occur aL a particular place

and time. In the vision of ontological tine which composes the first chapter

of Jerusalen, it is seen as an ongoing struggle and tension because it forms
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the very foundation of the world in which we live. The struggle between Los

and the Spectre is similar in certain respects Ëo the activiLy in which the

system of language is yoked again and again to the openness and intentionality

of speech. Los rnust force the Spectre to retain the shape of his encounter

with others. Los therefore crles:

Obey ny voice & never deviate from my will
And I will be merciful to thee: be thou Ínvisible to all
To whom I rnake thee invisible, buË chief to rny or¡n Children
0 Spectre of Urthona: Reason not agai-nst theÍr dear approach
Nor them obstruct with thy temptations of doubt & despair
0 Shame 0 strong & mighty Shame I break thy brazen fetters
If thou refuse, thy present tornents will seem southern breezes
To whaL thou shalt endure if thou obey not my great will.

(10z29-36, 8153)

The struggle between Los and the Spectre creates an oscillatíon between

enclosure and openness, opacity and transparence. Thís rneans that life

itself, as I have argued in ny díscussion of The Book of Urizen and of the

vísion of nature which ends the first book of MÍlton, is forrned in the

tension between openness and closure; but now, in the vision of ontologícal

time which cornposes the first chapter of Jerusalem, this oscillation can be

clearly seen to be a result of the stuggle between Los and his Spectre.

Los is, of course, also subject to a second division ín whlch

Enitharmon divides away from hirn. This is described in terms which are

reminlscent of The Book of Urizen:

yet sti1l she divided awaY
In gnawing pain from Losrs bosom in the deadly Night;
First as a red Globe of blood trernbling beneath his bosorn[. ]
Suspended over her he hung: he infolded her in hís garmenLs
0f wool: he hid her fron the Spectre, in shame & confusion of
Face; in terrors & paíns of He11 & Eternal Death, the
Trembl-ing Globe shot forth Self-living & Los howld over it:
Feeding it with his groans & tears day & night without ceasing:
And the Spectrous Darkness frorn his back divided in temptations,
And in grinding agonies Ín threatst stiflingsl & direful strugglings.

(17:/19-58, EL62)

In my díscussion of The Book of Urizen I described the division of

Enitharnon from Los in terms of a bridge which suddenly lost one of its

supports. Similarly, in this passage the shape of Losrs worl-d, which once h¡as

the site for a movement towards others, is now projected into the void. The

Spectre and Los now struggle with each other for possession of the body of
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the fallen world. Losrs attempt to bend the Spectre to his will is irnplicitly

an attempt to ensure that the passive povrer gives body to Albion-in-

withdrawal. 0n the other hand, the Spectre struggles with Los in the hope

that he will be able to rnake the world forned by Enitharmon into a cl-oset.

Perhaps the most stiking part of Blakets vision of Los, Enitharmon and

the Spectre Ís the recognition that in retaining the world of withdrawal he

is giving forn to Albionts withdrawal. Inlhen his Sons and Daughters appear

from out of his furnaces they are all astonished that Los should give a body

to Vala rather than Jerusalem:

hlhy wilt thou give to her a Body whose life is but a Shade?
Her joy and love, a shade: a shade of sweet repose:
But animated and vegetated, she is a devouring l{Iorm.

(I2zl-3, 8155)

!ùe will dÍscuss Vala later in this chapter; however, at this stage it can be

said that Vala is the outer form or surface of Albion-in-hrithdrawal. Los

gives form to Vala because he is giving forn to the world of withdrawal. This

is why the Spectre asserts that Losts friendship to Albion assists Albionrs

Daughters and Sons:

trrlilt thou still go on to destruction?
Till thy life is all taken away by thls deceitful Friendship?
He drinks thee up like water! like wine he pours thee
Into his tuns: thy Daughters are trodden in his vintage
He rnakes thy Sons the trampling of his bu1ls, they are plowrd
And harrowd for hÍs profit, 1ol thy stolen Emanation
Is his garden of pleasurel

(7:9-15, EI49)

Enitharmon is Albionrs garden of pleasure because the outline of the world of

Los (loss) gives form and body to Albionrs withdrawal. The body of Los is in

the fallen world the body of Albion. This is also why Enitharmon dÍvides

rEastward toward the Starry !'lheelsfr of Albionts sons (5:68, 8148).

Los recognizes the danger and arnbivalence of what he is doing. He

describes himself as a tthorror and an astonishmentff (8:18, E151) and as he

works at his furnace he sees the rfsoft affections / Condense beneath [his]

hammer into for¡ns of crueLtytt (9226-27, E152). Despite this ambivalence he

retains the form of the world of withdrawal in the hope that A1bíon will

recognize his error and so cast it off. Perhaps the most striking description
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of Losrs strategy is conLained on plate 12:

I saw the finger of God go forth
Upon ny Furnaces, from withln the trrlheels of AlbÍons Sons:
Fixing their SysÈems, permanent: by nathematic power
Giving a body to Falshood that it may be cast off for ever.
lJith Dernonstrative Science piercing Apollyon with hís own bowl

(rz-.to-L4, 8155)

The world that is created in this way also contains the possibility of

openness. One of the najor effects of Losts work and of his struggle with his

Spectre is the production of the spaces of Erin:

Then Erin came forth from the Furnaces, & all the Daughters of Beulah
Came f rom the Furnaces, by Los I s mighty poIl'er for Jerusalems
Sake: walking up and down among the Spaces of Erln:
And the Sons and Daughters of Los came forth in perfection lovelyl
And the Spaces of Erin reachtd fron the starry heighth, to the starry

dePth" ' (11:g-12, E154)

Erin arises as a result of Losrs attenpt to remain in relatj-onship with

Albion, subdue his Spectre, and so clain his body as his own. In other words,

Erin appears in the time of embodinent. As Damon helpfully suggests, Erin is

the body57, or, perhaps more accurately, Erin is the body that has been

embraced. As we found in Milton, it is in the time of embodiment that others

- the Sons and Daughters of Los and the Daughters of Beulah - are able to

appear. Losfs work has opened within the sequentíal time of Ul-ro a time of

rrmeetingtf and trloving embrace.tt The shape of this worild, with its

extraordinary oscillatíons between the Spectre and Los, openness and closure,

opaciLy and transparence, is the city of Golgonooza. It is to this city that

the vision nor,{ extends.

(5) An Urn of Beulah

Golgonooza, as James Bogan and Thomas Altizer te1l us, is often referred

to as the ttCity of Art.tt58 It is seen as an imaginative and human

construction in the nidst of a fallen world. Ïrlicksteed writes, for example,

thatrrGolgonooza is the construction we buíld by aid of Lnagínation to

orientate our progress through this harsh and dangerous world.tt59 Sirnilarly,
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Northrop Frye writes that

All imaginative and creative acts, being eternal, go to build up a
permanent sLructure, which Blake cal1s Golgonooza, above time, and,
when this structure is finishe l, naËufç, its scaffoldíng, will be
knocked away and man w111 live in it.bO

However, rr'here Blake does speak of Golgonooza and Art, he does so in a hray

which severely qualifies the comprehensiveness of this appellation.

Golgonooza is, r4re are told ín Milton, not called Art, but trArt and

Manufacturett (24126]:50, 8120), and although a certain amount of

manufacturing goes into art, the second term clearly connotes a relatively

unsavoury activity which by definition would seem to be excluded fron the

permanent structure of which Frye speaks. @!g also suggests that it is, in

fact, only mortals who give Golgonooza this name and that Eternals might call

it someÈhing quite different. In Milton Blake writes that Los is called time

by mortals, but in this j-nstance l{e are tol-d to what extent this is true. Los

is indeed time, but nortals see this figure as an old man, whereas he is ín

fact always in the sprlng of youth. It is not that mortals are wrong, but

that they severely limit Losrs actual por.rrer and vigour. Similarly, in call1ng

Golgonooza the city of art, it is not that critics are wrong, but that the

normal neaning of this term does not do justice to the function and extent of

this city. Rather than beginning a discussion of Golgonooza with the nanes it

is called, it would seem to be more appropriate to have a look at its

foundations and at the soil on which it stands.

The first chapter of Jerusalem gives us Lwo rnajor sites on which

Golgonooza is built. The first is mentioned on plate 10 where we learn that

Los builds Golgonooza r¿hile he is standing in London (line 17, E153). London

ís, quite obviously, a ciLy in tine and space; and, more particularly, it is

a city in which Blake lived and worked for nuch of his 1ife. However, to say

no more than thls is to deal only with surfaces. The streets of London are

built upon, perhaps even embody, a wide-ranging dissolution. As I have

observed, beneath the everyday world the narrator discovers a drana in which

rfCambridge & Oxford & London... Are... rent away & dissipatedrt(523-4,

EI47). In the second chapter London is given a more specífic role in this
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g1oba1- dissol-ution: London is a willing victim of Albionrs withdrawal:

I behol-d London; a Human awful wonder of Godl
He says: ReLurn, Albion, reLurn! I give nyself for thee:
My Streets are my, Ideas of Lnagination.
Awake Albion, awake! and let us awake up together.
My Houses are Thoughts: my Inhabítants; Affections,
The children of my thoughts, walkíng within my blood-vessels,
Shut frorn my nervous forn which sleeps upon the verge of Beulah
In dreams of darkness, while ny vegetating blood in veiny pipes,
Ro1ls dreadful thror the Furnaces of Los, and the Mills of Satan.
For Albions sake, and for Jerusalem thy Enanation
I give myself, and these my brethren give themselves for

Albion' ' ' (34[38] 229-39, ElBo)

The very shape and spatial organization of London embodles and expresses a

person who has entered the furnaces of privation and separated himself from

his hunan form in order to aLtenpt to reca11 Albion. Golgonooza 7s therefore

built on the site of the victim, or martyr. The second location amplifies

this reading:

Ïlhat are those golden builders doing? where was the burying-place
0f soft Ethinthus? near Tyburns fatal Tree? is that
Mild Zions hil1s most ancient promontory; near mournful
Ever weeping Paddington? is that Calvary and Golgotha?
Becoming a building of pity and compassion? Lo!
The stones are ptty, and the bricks, well wrought affections:
Enarneld with love & kindness, & the tiles engraven gold
Labour of merciful hands: the beams & rafters are forgiveness:
The rnortar & cement of the work, tears of honesty: the nails,
And the screrirs & iron braces, are well wrought blandishments,
And well contrived words, firm fixing, never forgotten,
Always comforting the renembrance: the floors, humillty,
The cielings, devotion: the hearths, thanksgiving. .

(12225-37,8155)

In this extraordinary passage, with an apparent lack of regard for geographT,

Blake locates Golgonooza in both fsrael and England. As Frye notes, in

Jerusalem Blake draws a series of historical and geographical parallels

between English and Bíblical geography and history. 0n the one hand the

geography of the lIoly Land is sirnply rrsuperimposed on Englandrrr and on the

other Blake is drawing a series of parallels between English and biblical

history.6l This parallelism is a powerful tool for it all-ows Blake to read

English history in biblical terns (and vice versa) , and at the same time it

assists in the construction of a space where events and places are located

according to their spiritual significance rather than their spatio-ternporal
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location. In this instance it allows Blake to add depLh to the original

location of Golgonooza in London by drawing together a series of places which

have associations with the victirns of oppression. Ethinthus was one of the

daughters of Los and Enitharmon and, as Damon tells us, she represents the

rrmortal f1esh.tt62 Tyburn was the site of Londonrs gallows, Paddington hlas a

slun district of London (until 1811 when new houses were built),63 and

Calvary and Golgotha are names for the place where Christ was crucified. At

the poÍnt where the flesh is buried, the victin is sacrificed and where the

innocent suffer, the narrator of this passage witnesses an extraordinary

transfornation. The change is so great that he must ask ín a tone of

astonishment and bewilderment where EthinLhus is buried? Can it possibly have

been ftnear Tyburns fatal Tree?tt ttZion was origínally the rocky scarp on the

southern end of the ridge between the Kidron and Tyropoeon valleys in

Jerusalem . . . and in Christian times was taken as a Lype of heaventt;64 and

yet this promontory is now seen near Paddington. Even Calvary and Golgotha

are in the process of being transformed. The presence of arrbuilding of pity

and conpassionrr in such a place would indeed be astonishing, however, rather

than slmply building on this soil, Golgonooza's|tgolden buildersrr seem to be

transforming the event and realiÈy of Calvary and Golgotha into a work of

love. Golgonooza is a sLrucLure that is built in an attempt to Ëurn the fact

of suffering and the triumph of the forces of state and church opppression

into a building of compassion.

Golgonooza therefore embodies Losrs efforts, as poet and prophet, to

forge rrthe sighs & tears, & bitter groanstt of suffering Ínto tfthe spiritual

sword. / That lays open the hidden hearttr (92I7, 18-19, E152). If he is to

achieve this end, it is the very substance of withdrawal that musË be

transformed. It is important to note, however, that this activity does not

precede or even follow the construction of the fallen world, but is

coterrninous wÍth it. If Los did not stand in London, and if his builders were

not at Golgotha to give privatlon a form and to tfbring the sons & Daughters

of Jerusalern to be / The Sons & Daughters of Losrrr then all life would cease,
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for it is Losrs care for Albion that grounds the fallen world. Golgonooza is

the locale that Losrs relationship to Albion-Ín-htÍthdrawal opens and the form

that it takes. Golgonooza is, therefore, more than a city of art built withln

the fallen world, or inside the scaffolding of nature, for its streets'

houses and inhabitants, express and enbody the shape and resulÈ of Losts

relationship with Albion in his absence. The extended account of the city

which is given on plates L2 to 14 is therefore one more clarification and

expansion of the vlsion that we have been tracing. In order to follow the

novernent of this vision, Íre must learn how to orÍent ourselves within the

spaces of this city.

(6) Inside Golgonooza

ÌJe rnap our position in the fallen world on a thto-dímensional grid which

extends along axes runnÍng north-south and east-west. In Golgonooza place is

determÍned according to a very different system. The four points of the

conpass which orient the visitor to this city are described as the

circumference, zenith, nadir and center. These coordínates map out Lhe

comportment of a three-dimensional, sentient body, for each direction is a

sense or a faculty of a man:

And the Eyes are the South, and the Nostrils are the East.
And the Tongue is the I'lest, and the Ear is the North.

(12:59-60,8156)

Blake describes each poinL of the compass, and therefore each sense of the

man, as a face which looks towards, and opens, one of the ttFour hlorlds of

Hurnanity / In every Man.tt In the fallen world we perhaps tend to think of our

senses as organs for asslmílating or registering what exists outside

ourselves. The senses of the whole man, however, are described as faces:

Noses, Eyes, Tongue and Ear are the organs through which we face, and are

able to forn relationships with, others. To orient oneself in Golgonooza,

therefore, one must see its spaces as a human body. ThÍs being should not be

lrnagined as a corporeal se1f, for each point of the compass and each faculty
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of Man is fourfold and forms an animated beÍng. Golgonooza is, therefore, a

world of relatÍonship, of care and cornpassion, where we reside within each

other.

In Eternity the geography of Golgonooza is replaced by the shifting and

living form of a dynamic interactlon. Towards the end of Jerusalen Blake

describes this form:

And every Man stood Fourfold each Four Faces had. One to Èhe trrlest
One toward the East One to the South One to the North. . . .

South stood the Nerves of the Eye. East in Rivers of bliss Èhe Nerves
of the

Expansive Nostrils trtlest, flowd the Parent Sense the Tongue. North
stood

The labyrinthine Ear. Circumscribing & Circumcisíng the
excrementitious

Husk & Covering into Vacuum evaporating revealing the lineaments of
Man

Driving outward the Body of Death in an Eternal Death &
Resurrection .

The Four Living Creatures Chariots of Hunanity Divine
Incomprehensíble

In beautiful ParadÍses expand These are the Four Rivers of Paradise
And the Four Faces of Humanity fronting the Four Cardinal Points
0f Heaven going forward forward irresistible from Eternity Ëo

Eternity' ' ' (9g¿L2-L3, 16-20, 24-27,8257)

Despite the obvious similarities Ín geography and inagery, Golgonooza is by

comparison wÍth this expansive and expanding body, strangely inert. The

enjanbed lines and the sentences which gradually increase in length

throughout this passage provide a strlking contrast to the Golgonooza vision,

where lines are on the whole self-contained, the cÍty is descríbed in a

regular periodíc fashion, and a plethora of colons, serni-colons and fullstops

retard any sense of onward motion. Golgonooza is stationary because it

ernbodies and is a result of Losrs relationship to Albion-Ín-withdrawal.

To briefly recap our argumenÈ: Losfs work at his forge and his struggle

with his SpecLre establishes a world which is at least potentially fourfold.

One-fold vision ls that of the Spectre closed within hÍs constiLuted world.

Such vision uncovers a world of Ulro. However, to the extent that Los ís able

to bend the Spectre to his will, he i-s enbodied and a two-fold world of

generation is opened in the fallen worl-d. Embodiment and generation allow the
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three-fold spaces of Erin and Beulah to appear. Erln is seen as a person

because although the self ís sti11 closed wÍthin its cavern ít is now able to

see and relate to others. The world formed by Losrs friendship Ëo Albion can,

by an extension of this argument, be seen as holding the possibility of four-

fold exisLence because the wall of our constiÈuted worlds is all that keeps

us from the wars of life eternal and the world of Eden. Los gives forn to

Albíon-in-withdrawal as the six thousand year history of fallen tfune. This

world seems 'rlnfinite to those wÍthinfr (M10:9, 8104), but for the strong

traveller it can be seen as ttone infinite planerr (M15:32' 8109) or vei1,

whlch separates us fron EternÍty. If this veíl could be cast off, we would

re-enter the world of Eden. It is this possibility whÍch Blake glimpses at

the end of Milton. Because Golgonooza is Ëhe spiritual form of the world

forned by Los, it gives physical shape to these possibilities.

Losts city is fourfold, gates open to all levels of exlstence, and it

forms a body which is potentíally able to engage in relationship; however,

one of the dinensions of this city and this body ís closed:

Fourfold the Sons of Los in thelr dívisions: and fourfold,
The great City of Golgonooza: fourfold toward the north
And toward the south fourfold, & fourfold toward the east & west
Each within other toward the four points: that toward
Eden, and that Ëoward the !'lorld of Generation,
And that toward Beulah, and that toward Ulro:
Ulro ls the space of the terrible starry wheels of Albions sons:
But that toward Eden is walled up, till time of renovation:
Yet lt is perfect in lts building, ornaments & perfectlon.

(12245-53, 8156)

Eden Ís beyond the western gate and is associated with the circumference.

This is closed Ín the fallen world because Albion has withdrawn and therefore

there is no other to meet Losrs enbrace. The self cannot leave its closet,

nor can íË make the rrspring of eternal lÍfe.rt The circumference cannot be

escaped: rather Lhan being the ground for a leap it has becorne the outer

bound of our world.

If the fourth gate of Golgonooza could be opened, then Golgonooza would

give way to the movement and dynarnisrn of Eden, and this interaction would be

spatialized as the city of liberty, which Blake cal1s Jerusalem. This
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Èransforrnation is, unfortunately, not as easy as it might seem. Frye writes

that when Golgonooza Ís conplete Ít will be the rftotal creaËed achievement of

Albion, Jerusalenrtt65 arrd in the passage quoted at the beginning of this

section he suggests that once compleLe it is rnerely a maLter of knocking al{ray

the scaffolding of nature and entering the city. Similarly, Bogan writes that

when Golgonooza is complete it rrwÍll be the emanation or total created

achievement of A1bion, Jerusalem.rr66 1r, drawing this close correspondence

(and ultimate equation) between Golgonooza and Jerusalern, Frye and Bogan seem

to be confusing the rreternaltt timelessness of art with the wars of life

eternal. Golgonooza is a permanent structure, but it is permanent only within

the context of the fallen world. There is no suggestion that this city will

be the shape, or even the site, of the wars of life Eternal.

Golgonooza is the city of the prophet; it embodies Èhe comportnent that

Los adopts Lowards Albion-in-withdrawal. It is a relationship (four faces

which look toward the world of hurnanity) and yet, in the absence of Albion,

it is an enclosure. As the spiritual London, and as the shape of ontological

time, Golgonooza is always, in a certain sense, complete. Even the gate

towards Eden which is walled up is described as trperfect in its building,

ornamenls & perfectiontr (12:53, E156). Golgonooza is descríbed as rising and

falling (raLher than progressing towards Eternity) because it is the very

shape of Losrs attentiveness to Albion-in-wíthdrawal and this attenLiveness

must be assayed again and again. Golgonooza falls in the moment in which Los

is enclosed by his consÈituted world; it rises in the return of Los to his

forge. The time which progresses and accumulates Ís part of ontic, not

ontological time, for the linear progressíon of the former Ís opened by the

latter. Golgonooza is therefore an appropriate place for a being who is not

described in Milton as a tíne which progresses and accumulates but as one

that is in rreternal youthr'(24126f:69,8121). The spaces of Golgonooza'

itself the form and the result of Losrs openness Èo Alblon-in-withdrawal,

form the ground for the entire expanse of the fallen world.

The apocalypse Ín which Eden will appear therefore occurs not when
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Golgonooza is conpl-eted but when the fourth gate is opened and the

circumference becomes the ground for a leap ínto Eternity. Even at this point

regeneration will occur only on the condition that there Ís an other Lo meet

the se1f. In fallen history the fourth gate remains closed, not because of

any lack of conpletion, but because it ls surrounded on all- sides by

disintegration and chaos:

Around Golgonooza lies the land of death eternal; a Land
0f pain and misery and despair and ever brooding melancholy:

There is the Cave; the Rock; the Tree; the Lake of Udan Adan;
The Forest, and the Marsh, and the Pits of bitumen deadly:
The Rocks of solid fire: the Ice valleys: the Plains
0f burning sand: the rivers, cataract & Lakes of Fire:
The Islands of the fiery Lakes: the Trees of Malice: Revenge:
And black Anxiety; and the Citles of the SalamandrÍne rnen.

(13:30-31, 38-43, 8157)

Golgonooza i-s a bastion and defence against these forces of dissolution. It

is constructed by Los in order to prevent the collapse of the world, and its

gates are each protected by trsixty-four thousandrt Genii, Gnornes, Nyrnphs and

Fairies (L3¿26-29, 8157).

In nany respects Golgonoozafs fourfold structure is shaped like a

mandala, and for James Bogan and Kathleen RaÍne thís sinilarlty offers a

means of understan,ling the cityrs por,ì¡ersi67 Bog"r, writes that

the mandala is a specific for the disintegration that has beset
Albion. . . . The unity once possessed has been lost, and must now be
found again, and the rnandala is a means to that recovery. . . . the
building of the Golgonooza mandala stands as a bastion of dynarnic
order amidst the widespread collapse in Albionrs soul. . . . tThe

Mandala is essentially a vehicle for concentrating the mind so that
it may pass beyond its usual fettersrtr as Arguelles points out. Thus
Blake constructs an engÍne for the bursting o-l rrmind forgrd manaclestt
in the reader and thereby for Albion hinself.bö

In developing his case, Bogan writes of the relationship between Golgonooza

and trthe land of death eLernalrr - the inside and the outsi-de of the mandala -

in terms of a struggle between conscious and unconscious forces, He writes

(quoting ElÍade)

that outside the sacred circle of the mandala dwell trevil spirits
and demons, forces of chaos... flâlêficent forces.. .rspirits of
the deserÈr who attenpt to return rformsr to the amorphous state from
which they origlnated.rl

He continues,
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To defend against these forces the ancient maglc practice is to draw
a spell-binding clrcle. Jung remínds us that rrthe same procedure has
been used since olden times to set a place apart as holy anil
inviol-able . . . ã protected temenos, a taboo area where [one is]
able to meet the unconscious.tt The walled city of Golgonooza is such
a temenos, Each gate of the cÍty i.s at one of the cardinal polnts,
facing an area Tucci describes as tral1 that lies outside our
consciousness which is beyond our control . . . always rloting about
in a dark, confused struggle.ttb9

This is a helpful analogy; however, its applicabÍlity must be qualifÍed on a

number of counts. First, Golgonooza ls formed in an attempt to open a

relationship with A1-bion, and by a being who hopes that Albion will return as

an other to whon he can relaLe. The dernons and forces of chaos are, in

Blakers account of Golgonooza, fragnents of Albíon, Losts friend. Second, the

ttland / 0f pain and nisery and despair and ever brooding nelancholyrr whl-ch

surrounds Golgonooza is not unconscious, but conscious. The prophet is not

pre-eminently engaged in a struggle wíth hls unconscious, but h¡ith his

community and his public. It is because Golgonooza is directed towards Albion

that the narraLor is willing to describe a relationship between thls city and

the world of death eternal which traditional proponents of the mandala would

be loathe to admit. The outl-ine of the mandala rescues form and order from

chaos; however, at the same time it negatively defines the chaos which

surrounds it. As I have argued in previous chapters, Losrs constructlon of a

bastion against the forces of disintegrati-on has the effecL of giving forn to

these sane forces. lrlithout this outline they, and Albion, would fall into

non-entity. This same ambj-valence can be seen in Golgonooza. For example,

rrthe abstract Voids between the Stars are the Satanic hlheelsrr (13:37, 8157),

but they have a form and are therefore visÍble because they are negatively

defined by Losrs universe.

Golgonooza forms the figure to the ground of rrdeath eternalrrr which

surrounds it on all sides. In fact, Blake goes so far as to suggest not

merely that the figure of the Stars forms the Voids, but Lhat the reverse is

true and that ín a certain sense the Voids tfformtt the trMundane Shellrr of the

visible universe:
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A Concave Earth wondrous, Chasmal, Abyssal, Incoherent!
Forning the Mundane Shell: above; beneath: on all sides surrounding
Golgonooza' 

(13:53-55, 8157)

Golgonooza is therefore, like Los and the work that he undertakes,

itself made arnbivalent by the support it unavoidably lends (in the process of

giving forn to Albion-in-withdrawal) to the world of withdrawal. Sone of Lhe

smaller cities of Golgonooza are

The Loons & Mills & Prisons & trrlork-houses of 0g & Anak:
The funalekite: the Canaanite: the Moablte: the Egyptian. . . .

(13:57-58,8157)

The form of the Eastern gate is taken fron

the l,Iheels of Albions sons; as cogs
Are formd in a wheel, to fit the cogs of the adverse wheel . .

(13:13-14, E156) ,

and here we find many of the things which characterized the ttland of death

eternal:rf rreternal ice, frozen in seven folds / 0f forms of deathrtt ltThe seven

diseases of the earthrrr rtforms of warrr and trseven generative forms rt (13:15-

L6,r7,18,19, 8156-7).

In the culmination of the vision of Golgonooza r¡re are given an accounL

of the world which Los surveys as he rrwalks round the r¿allsrr of his city. As

a resulL the interconnection between Golgonooza and the land which surrounds

it Ís made even more self evident. First, Los views within the city of

Go1-gonooza the entire extent of fallen history. He sees:

all that has existed in the space of six thousand years:
Permanent, & noË lost not lost nor vanishd, & every little act,
Word, work, & wish, that has existed. . .

( 13:59-61 , 8157-58)

This passage, however, goes on to affirn that these events are

all remaining stil1
In those Churches ever consuming & ever building by the Spectres
0f all the inhabitants of Earth wailing to be Created. . . .

(13:61-63, 8158)

Los then turns his aLtentlon to trthe Cherub at the Tree of Life . . . the

Serpent f Orc't and the condition of all the Zoas and their Emanations. This

panorami-c view of the fallen world is concluded with the at. first surprising

statement that rfsuch are the Buildings of Los! & such are the trrloofs of
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Enitharmonrr (14:15, 8158). The present condition of the Zoas, Orc, the Cherub

and Lhe Serpent are all a result of the disintegration of Al-bion. As in

The Four Zoas the fall of Albion (and the Zoas) is a fa1l Ínto the universe

of Los and Enitharmon. It is their saving activlty which gives a form to Lhe

fallen world and, paradoxically, gives substance to their withdrawal. ït is

in this sense that these characters are rrBuildíngs of Los.tt Los finally turns

to Jerusalem. The construction of the fallen world has created a bastion

agalnst further fragrnentatlon; however, because the western gate remains

closed, Jerusalem is no more than

a pale cloud arisi-ng frorn the arms of Beulahs Daughters:
fn Entuthon Benythons deep Vales beneath Golgonooza.

(14:33-34,8158)

Golgonooza is like the tUrns of Beulahtr (11:2, E154). It Ís a funeral

Urn whích houses beings who have wíthdrawn from relationship. Although Ít

nust be described as a space of loss and privation, it ls also a building of

compassíon: Ít embodies Losrs struggles with his Spectre and Losts solicitude

for Albíon. It ís an Urn which gives form to the relationships which ground

life in the fallen world. It Ís this last characteristic of the cÍty which

ensures that it also provides an outline for what would otherwise lack

defínitÍon. Golgonooza is a city which gives a form to both Albion-in-

withdrawal and to Vala and at the sarne tírne holds open the possibility of

regeneration. Losfs city is, therefore, a cÍ.ty of art and nanufacture only if

these terms are taken in a sense whÍch far surpasses that intended by

mortals. Golgonooza is not an aesthetic object, but a structure which

er¡bodies an engagement and relationship with Albion. It is prophetic art

which preserves the very possÍbility of life by esLablishing the outline of

identity in the midst of dissolution. The art that. it represents is the work

of the titan Los, and it underlies al-1 of existence. ft is a city of

manufacturing in the sense that this work is done only by assinilating the

ral4t nateríal represented by Albion-in-v¿Íthdrawal to the world of Los and

Enitharmon, and because, at the same time, it establishes the real centre of
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manufacturlng: the wheels and cogs of Satan.

ThLs account of Golgonooza seems at first to describe a city which is

some distance fron the Golgonoozas that are described 1n The Four Zoas In

the earller poem, Golgonooza was descrlbed first as a defensive, self-

enclosing structure, and then as a building of compassion and 1ove.

Similarly, in The Book of Urlzen, although Golgonooza ís noÈ nentloned by

name, the world built by Los is seen first as a neans of remainíng in

relationshlp with Albion and then as a self-enclosing world. Both of these

aspects are, of course, features of Golgonooza in Jerusalem, but in this poem

they are treated as cotemporaneous aspects of a single city. This difference

1s once again because Ín Jerusalem 'h¡e are concerned with a vislon of

ontological tine. In a poem whích is ordered according to the linear

succession of sequential time, openness and closure, or the rise and the fall-

of Golgonooza, must be described at different poÍnts Ín the poemts narrative.

In a vision of ontological tine, however, r¡re can see that Losrs relatlonship

to Alblon in his absence opens boËh of these possibilitíes. Fron this

perspectlve vre can see that the two Golgonoozas of The Four Zoas are in fact

different nanifestations in ontic time of the same city.

(7) ISUGMSIONS HAVE APPEARD 10 llE AS I UY ORDERBD RACE IIAVE RUI{il¡ Los and

Blake, Golgonooza and london

Losrs panoramic view of Golgonooza ends with a striking change of focus.

In prevlous plates we have seen what rllle viewstt and beholds (13:56;

I4:2rL6r3t, 8157 & 158). Now the text seems to turn itself inside out; the

reader discovers that Losrs vision is also Blakers rrawful- Vislonrr (c f.

14:30-15:5, 8158-59). Throughout this plate it is repeated again and again

that it is now Blake who sees (15:618121130) and Blake who turns his eyes

towards the obJects of vision (15:14). This change of perspectÍve places a

not inconsiderable st,ress on the poemts sequential movement, for it brings

the expanding visÍon that we have been tracing back to its ground ln the
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moment of awakening 1n which Christ dictates the rrrnild songtt of Jerusalern to

Blake. In so doing it nakes us aware of the extraordinary Lension that exists

in this song between vísion and Èhe narratl-ve account of that vision, between

what is dictated by Christ and what is given forn by Blake.

In the opening lines of Blake awoke fron sleeP nd, as a

result, was given a vision of the relationshíps which formed the ground of

his identity and of the world in which he lived. However, the call of Christ

and the withdrawal of Albion are not, properly speaking, events which can be

confined to a noment of ontic time. As I have argued, vision 1s predicated

upon an opening of the world of the se1f. Moreover, Albion and Jesus are

giant figures whose bulk extends across all of fallen history. Yet the vision

in which they appear is ttgiventt to a person who is swept along ttín the tide

of time.tf The vÍsion of what structures tirne nust be gÍ-ven forn and

elaborated within time and in a sequential narraLive. Thís is in some

respects analogous to the situatíon in Milton where Blake and rfall men on

Earthrr see rfthe vast breach of Miltons descentrr and yet do not know that it

is Milton who has descended,

for nan cannot know
hlhat passes 1n his menbers till periods of Space & Time
Reveal t,he secrets of Eternity. . .

(2ll23l:8-10, Ells)

It is only in the course of tine that Miltonrs descent is revealed. In

Jerusalem the gradual elaboration of Blakers vÍsion can be traced in the

gradually expandfng circle whích moves from Jesus to Albion, to Los and his

Spectre, and then to Golgonooza. It can also b seen by comparing plate

fifteen with plate 4. 0n the later plate the opening vision has become more

detailed and more complex. Blake is now able to see Albionrs withdrawal as a

sleep, and to perceive the division into Emanation and Spectre which is a

result of this withdrawal. Moreover, after the elaboration of the initial

vision which is contained in the intervening plates, Blake is abl-e to see all

of time rrexistlngrr before hin:

I see the Four-fold Man. The Humanity in deadly s1-eep
And its fallen Enanation. The Spectre & its cruel Sha ow.
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I see the Past, Present & Future, existÍng all at once
Before me. . .

(15:6-9,8159)

In the opening plates Blake sahr the dlvlsion and fragnentation that Alblonts

wlthdrawal caused in England. Now, he sees the same process at work beneath

all of Europe. Vlhere he first was able to do no more than glimpse Los in his

world (5'.27-33, E147-8), he is now able to see Los trraging round his Anvil /

0f deaLh: formlng an Ax of goldrr (L5z2L-22, 8159) and his sons rrcutting

the Fibres frorn Albions hillsrf (15:23, E159). The initial glinpse of the time

which strucLures his world allowed Blake to grasp clearly his own situation

(5:1-15, EL47), but now we hear of figures such as Reuben, Noah, Satan and

Adam who take part in a much wlder drama.

One way of interpreting this elaboration of vision would be to describe

it in Lerms of a gradual approprlation of vision Èo the perspectives of the

se1f. 0n one level this clearly does occur, for, as I have argued, the reader

of Jerusalem passes along a linear path which stríkingly resenbles Lockean

tíme, From this point of view, vision is caught within the orderly,

sequential progression of whaL appears to the closeÈed se1f. Vision has been

closed within the world of the self and the moment of awakening with which

the poen began has'been left far behind.

Yet such an account would do sna1l justice to the poem. The expansion of

vision which I have described is not something which is captured by ontic

time. I,rrhÍle sustaining a conplex and intricate relationship wíth that

time, Blakers vision seems to expand behind or between its intervals.

Rather than simply progressing fron A to B, Blakers víslon of Christ and

Albion expands to Ínclude the whole vlsible world. Moreover, the vision

described on plaËe 15, far from belng confined to the ontlc moment between

plates 14 and 16, takes us back to the very same moment of awakening ín whlch

the poen began. It forces us to take seriously Blakets contention that in the

moment of awakening with which the poern begins Christ dictates the rrmild

songtt called Jerusalem, or 1n other words, that the poem itself can be seen

and heard in this visionary moment. It is not simpl-y, as Morton Paley
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suggests, that rrBlakers rIt is... prêsented synchronously as the narrator

of synchronous eventsrttTo b,rt that the constanÈ reLurn of the poem to the

perspective of the visionary moment with which the poern begins underllnes

that Jerusalem ís a visionary construction or elaboration of that vision. The

visionary narrator of Jerusalem can see fPast, Present & Future, existing all

at oncerr because he can see Albion/Jesus, not because he Ís able to hold the

entire poem within the purview of his gaze.

A reading of Jerusalem nust therefore progress on tv¡o levels. 0n the one

hand it is possible to read it as a sinple narrative whích is held in the

reasoning memory. fn this reading vision Ís merely that which began the

sequence and is now lost in primordial and inaccessible tine. Fron this

perspective an interpretation of Jerusalem involves an attempt to order what

the reasoning memory has retained of Jerusalem. It is, however, also possible

to read it in a radically different way. Jerusalen atternpts to wake us from

the slurnber of ontic tirne by returning this time to its ground. To take up

the relatÍonship to the t,ext described in Jerusalents opening plates is Lo

dÍscern, between the intervals of the poenrs onward movement, an expansive

vision. For the reader Ít is therefore quite litera11y true that TTSUCH

VISIONS HAVE APPEARD T0 ME AS I MY ORDERED RACE HAVE RUN." The vision of

Christ/Alblon underlies the whole poem and all of tine. The sudden shift of

focus in plaLe fifteen, fron Los to Blake, underlines that the poem is

vision; it calls us to trsee throrr the texL rather than with lt. The poen,

like tine itself according to Blake, is therefore a divÍne analogy. It

creaLes a figure of the relationships which hold between ontic, sequentíal

and ontological time, between the world of the corporeal, closeted se1f, and

the world of yision. 0n the one hand readers can simply read Jerusalem as a

series of appearances which are held and retained by the self. 0n the other

hand, reading the poen as an tfAllegory addressed to the intell-ectual powersrtt

they can return thls series of appearances to their ground. In this second

readÍng ontic time becomes ontological time, for the poemts llnear sequence

is now opened - 1t is as if we can see trthrort the text to the inLeraction
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between the giant figures of Christ and AlbÍon. In this second reading

Jerusalen becomes a visj-onary consLruction.

Before proceeding with our argument it is important to affirm that the

relationship between vision and its tenporal elaboration is not at all a

hierarchical one. It is true that the necessity for Blake to elaborate

sequentÍ-ally Èhe moment in which Jerusalem appears introduces a gap between

that elaboration and vÍslon; however, this gap does not lrnply thaL there Ís a

relaLíonship of heteronomy between the two, that the latter is necessarily no

more than a second hand version of the flrst, or that we can describe one as

a rrphantontt generated by the other. In the poem itself the linear narrat,ion

and the series of expanding circles contradict each otherrs frame of

reference, and yet they are in a relationship of nutual dependence.

The relationshíp between vislon and tenporal elaboratlon can be seen in

the lines which follow on from Blakers claim Ëo be able to see rrPast, Present

& Future, existíng all at once.tt Blake writes:

0 Divine Spirit sustain me on thy wings!
That I may awake Albion from his long & cold repose.
For Bacon & Newton sheathd in disrnal sLeel, their terrors hang
Like iron scourges over Albion, Reasonings like vast Serpents
Infold around ny lirnbs, bruising my rnlnute articulatÍons. .

(15:9-13, E159)

Blakets elaboration of his vision in a ternporal form is quite clearly a

rrminute articulationrr: it is an attempt to articulate in physical and

Lenporal form a vision which cannot be contalned in this form. His

articulations are rfminuterr in two r4rays: first, they are conposed of a series

of minute physical forrns (words, lines, illuminations, paragraphs, pages); and

second, these forms are ordered by a temporal spacing. The word rrarticulaterf

means to express, and so give an appropriate form to something which would

otherwise rernain mute and inchoate. Articulation thus implies both that

something is given Èo the person who articulates, and that the latLer does

not articulate what is glven in a neutral fashÍon, but is himself involved in

giving it body and form. The person who articulates, therefore, shapes what

is to be arLiculated. To rrarticulaterf therefore also means to link together
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(without nerging or identifying) two separaLe thlngs. In thls understanding

the narration of the poern has a crucially inportant role to play in

relationshlp to vision. It is only in Blakers ttmínute articulatíonsrr (which

yoke time and Eternity) that thÍs vision achieves expressÍon and, therefore,

it is only as a result of trthe productions of timett that Albion can be

confronted wlth the reality of hís withdrawal.

However, the creation of a narrative of this kind inevitably opens the

possibility that readers will forget its ground in vision - that they will

regress from the tine of awaÍting and retaining to the tlme of memory - and

that as a result they will sirnply see the poem as a rrvast Serpentrf: a series of

repeated rnotifs, themes and so on which progress to the end of the poem. To a

large extent this possibility cannot be avoided, for to elaborate visÍon

sequentially is to give form to a force which moves in the opposite direction

to vision. In Blakers striking description of this phenomenon, it Ís Lo be

surrounded by [Reasonings llke vast Serpents.rrThis 1s why Blake prays' at

the beginnÍng of the passage quoted above, that the trDívine Spirit sustainrl

him on its wings. It is only by being lifted up out of ontic tÍne (in the

visi-onary stance described in Milton and alluded to in the opening lines of

Jerusalen) that Blake 1s able to return Newtonian and Lockean time to its

ground. This is a posltíon which Blake and the reader must Lake up again and

again.

The latter half of plate 15 offers the reader a rather different example

of this interaction between what is formed by Blake and what is given in

visÍon. Blake writes:

I see in deadly fear in London Los raging round his Anvil
0f death: forming an Ax of gold: the Four Sons of Los
Stand round him cutting the Fibres from Albions h1lls
That Albions Sons may ro11 apart over the Nations
lJhíle Reuben enrooLs hts brethren in the narrow Canaanlte
From the Limit Noah to the Linit Abran in whose Loins
Reuben in his Twelve-fold majesty & beauty shall take refuge
As Abraharn flees fron Chaldea shaking his goary locks. . . .

(L5z2L-28, 8159)

At this point, however, Blake seems to slip up in the order of his

exposition. He interrupts hinself with the reminder that rrfirst Albion nust
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sleep, divided fron the Nationsfr (15229, E159). Hazard Adarns writes that

the reminder that Albion musL sleep should be seen as an inLrusive
adnonition to create within a nythic mode of apprehension, where
Blake is seeing things direcÈ1-y. . . .tL

A,lans defines myth in opposition to anti-myth. The latter uses language ttto

point outward towards .L@-rtt while the forner establishes tta world of

*ords,tt72 In the passage from Jerusalem quoted above, Blake is, therefore,

mythologizing the r.rorld. As Adans writes, ttln the fall into history that the

poem reports . . . Albion must sleeprtt however,

to put Albion falling to sleep on the first plate and simply to go on
frorn it would have given too much status to a linearity that nust be
continually undercut in order thaL externalization or -Pointing to. nay
be wholly avoided or at least avoided as much as the rrstubborn

structuró of the Languagetr wÍll a11ow.73

Adams is, in a certain sense, correct, for part of a poetrs task must be to

create a ttworld of words.rr The rrintrusiontt on plate 15 can be said to draw

attention to the constitutive work carried out by Blake in this regard.

Adamst opposition 1s, however, fundamentally rnisleading, for both myth and

antl--nyth locate the self at the centre of the world. In the former, the self

points outwards to the world that it has constituted; it treats the world as

an object for a subject. In Ëhe latter, the self creates a world with the aid

of an lmaglnation that resembles that described by Hume; the world ís now a

construction by the subject. By contrast, Jerusalem begins in a moment in

whlch the world constituted by the self has been opened. The poem is
ttdÍctatedtr and therefore given to B1ake. fn thls moment the world is nelther

a web of words, nor an obJect lying at one remove from the self. It ls a

llving and speaking person to whom Blake can talk and respond. As I have

argued in the previous chapter, vision does not attenpt to collapse the gap

beÈween self and other, time and Eternity, but affirms iÈ. Vision exlsts in

the contrary relationship between self and other. It is for this reason that,

l-n Jerusalen, vision and sequential elaboration, the vision of ontological

tine and the constitutlve work of Blake in elaborating that vision, are in a

relatíonshlp of rnutual dependence. Blakers lntrusive admonition, rrBut first

Albion must sleeprrr implies a necessity imposed by the time and space of the
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fallen world; but it also suggests the force of what is given, for lf

Christrs song is to be articulated, Èhen rffirst Albion must sleep.rf

This kind of interdependence can be seen in the relationships which

exist between Blake and Los, and Golgonooza and London. Although Los forges

the ground on whl-ch London stands, it is also true to say that Los stands 1n

London forging this ground (10:17, 8153). Similarly, although all tenporal

thíngs can be seen in Losts ha1ls (13:59, 8157), hte must also affirn that

Losrs hal-ls are filled wiLh Lhings that are formed on earth: Ï,os preserves

ttevery 1ittle act, / !üord, work, & wÍ-sh, that has existedrr (13:60-61, 8157-8).

Perhaps the clearest staternent of the influence of Golgonooza on time, and

one which has provoked the suggestion that Golgonooza is a realm of ídeal

Platonic forms, is that contained on plate 16. Blake writes:

All things acted on Earth are seen in the bright Sculptures of
Losts Ha1ls & every Age renews lts poh¡ers from these llorks
trllth every pathetic story possible to happen fron Hate or
lüayward Love & every sorrohr & distress ls carved here
Every Affínity of Parents Marriages & Friendships are here
In all their various combinations r¡irought with wondrous Art
All that can happen to Man in his pilgrirnage of seventy years. . . .

(16z6l-67, 8161)

Even this passage, however, reveals a curious dependence of Golgonooza on

time. ttAll thíngs acted on Earthtt are not determined by, but rrseentt Ín, the

rfsculptures of Losts Halls.tr This verb leaves the question of where they

originate quite open. The sculptures contain ttevery . . . sÈory possible to

happentt because they enbody the ontological time of the fallen world. As such

they open the site and context of our human freedom. The ground of our life

is forned by the relationships between Los, Albion and Christ; however, the

figure hre cut 1n this ground is established by the relationships that we take

up to others.

hle can therefore say that ÍL 1s only at this point of the vision that we

clearly see the outline of identity of the world formed ín the withdrawal of

Albion from Christ. This outline is forned in the relationship which exists

between Blake and Los, London and Golgoîooza. This vision is, of course, nol

static. Los musL return again and again 1nËo relationship with Albion, and
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Blake must awake to Christ each morníng. The account of Blakers role in the

elaboration of what is given is, therefore, followed by a return to Losts

divisions and his contentlons with his Spectre. The spaces of Golgonooza

exist in the relatÍonshlp between these two figures.

In the previous sectÍon we spoke of a centre of vision which passed from

Albion to Los and then to Golgonooza. The modulation in plate 15 fron Los to

Blake underlines the fact that there is a second centre to this vision. The

circles that we have been tracing have a centre in the people who are watching

then: the narrator, the poet and the reader. It is in the conLrary

relationship between the vlsíon that is given and the vision of Blake (and

the reader), between Albion, Los and Christ on the one hand, and the beings

who exlst, in lÍnear time on the other hand, that Jerusalen is forged.

(8) I{egative space: the uorld of Vala,

Our vision of Golgonooza and the out.line of ldentity allows a very

different clarificatlon and expansion to occur. !'lhen a ripple expands to a

certain point, the observerrs focus often changes and he/she is able to see the

negative space that has co-deternined that form. Similarly, the conpletion of

the vision of Golgonooza and of the outline of identity allows the ground to

this figure (the negatlve space out of which lt emerges) to be seen. This is

the rrorbed Voidtr descrlbed on plate 18:

From every-one of the Four Regions of Human Majesty,
There 1s an Outside spread trrlithout, & an Outside spread trrlithln
Beyond the Outline of Identity both ways, which neet 1n One¡
An orbed Void of doubt, despair, hunger, & thirst & sorrow.
Here the Twelve Sons of A1-bion, JoJ-nrd in dark Assenbly. . .

(18:1-5, EL62)

hle have, of course, seen the l-and of death eternal from within Golgonooza,

but now we are actually surrounded by the voices and confllcts of this world.

fn this space the contention between Los and his Spectre 1s replaced by that

between Va1a, Jerusalern and Albion. Early in Ëhe first chapter we saw Los

walking rrround the wallsrf of Golgonooza rrnight and day.tr From this new
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perspective r{¡e see him trroofd ln fron Eternity in Albions Cllffsrr (19:33,

E164).

Prior Lo this, Blakers vision has progressed fron the withdrawal

of Albion to Losrs sÈruggle with his Spectre, and then to Golgonooza. For the

reader this expansion of vision produces the feeling that a form ís being

elaborated out of chaos. The climax of thls expansion is, of course, the

delineation of the outline of identity which we have discussed above. Ïn the

vislon of negative space which follows on from this point there seems to be,

by contrast, a slow contraction or regression. lrle move from the Sons of

Albion and the world that they hope to build (18:1-43, E162-163) to a

descriptlon of Albionrs external condition (18:44-19:16' EI63-61+), to an

account of Albionrs internal or psychological state and his flight rrinward

among the currents of his riverstt (19:17-39, 8164)' and then to the

contentÍons between Albion, Vala and Jerusalen (which are the substance -

both cause and result - of this withdrawal), Finally hre see Albion utter his

'flast wordsrr (23226, 8168) and "dlett in the arms of Christ (24:6O, 8170). We

nove from what Ís nearest to the outline of identity and Golgonooza (the Sons

who war mightily agalnst the world of Los) to what is evanescent and out of

Losrs grasp (Jerusalem and Albion). In previous plates we waLched the poem

slowly elaborate the shape of the relationship between Alblon and Christ. Now

the poern progressively dismantles the world of the Sons of Albion until we

are able to see the relationships whích underlie and support it.

For the reader these plates are extraordinarlly nroving; for the critic

they pose certain problems, not least of which is the dlfficulty of

describing, without becoming prolix, a phenomenon before one perceives Íts

ground. For this reason we wil1, in the course of our discussion of the

kingdorn formed by the Sons of Albion, digress fron the narratlve order of the

poem and lnt,roduce material whlch properly should appear later j-n our

exposition.

The negative space which lies outslde the outllne of identity ls
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ïrhere the Sons of Albion atternpt rrTo murder thelr own Souls, to build a

Kingdom among the Deadft (18:9, 8163). They hope to create Babylon - a world

where the self atternpts to devour and absorb others. Perhaps the most

significant features of this world are the appearances in its spaces of Vala

as ttNaturetr and as the founder of Babylon (18:29,30, E163), and of Jerusalem

as 'The Shadow of delusionsltt (18:11, 8163) and the trllarlot-Sisterrr (18:30'

E163). Vala achieves her pov¡er over Jerusalen because A1bÍon is close to

death. Already,

His Children exii-td frorn his breast pass Èo and fro before hin
His birds are silent on his hills, flocks dle beneath his branches
His tents are fallrn! his trumpets, and the sweet sound of his harp
Are silenL on his clouded hills, that belch forth storms & fire.

(L9:L-4,8163-4)

However, thÍs state of belng (and the wars fostered by Hand and Hyle)

represents the surface effect of a very complex phenomenon. As the vlsion

contracts, our gaze noves fron the surface of the rrland of death eternalrt to

Íts interior.

The Sons rage agaÍnst Albion and declare their loyalty to Vala because

Albion is trself-exiled fron the face of llght & shine of mornj.ng'r (19:13,

8164). To withdraw Ís to deny relationship and, as I have argued, to enLer a

world constituted by the Spectre. Albionrs Sons are collectively hls Spectres

and therefore it is this withdrawal that gives thern power to trgormandÍ-ze f

The Human majesty and beauty of the Twentyfourt' (19:23-4, 8164). As the

vision continues to conLract we therefore find Albion fleeing ttinwardtt:

Albions Circunf erence lrras clos I d: his Center began darknlng
Into the Níght of Beulah, and the Moon of Beulah rose
Clouded with storms: Los hÍs strong Guard walkd round beneath the

Moon
And Albion fled inward among the currents of hls rivers.

(19:36-39,8164)

As in The Four Zoas thls withdrawal is caused by (and results in) the

separatlon of the male and female po""t".74 As Albion flees inward he,

therefore, comes across Jerusalem and Vala (L9z4O-42, E164), who attempt rfto

melt his giant beautyrt (L9247, E165).75 As Lhe vision conÈracts once more, we

hear in detall the contentíons between Va1a, Jerusalern and Albion.
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The relationshíps between these three figures is rather conplex. In

Eternity Vala and Jerusalem are part of Brittannia, the wife of Albionr but

Jerusalem is also the Emanation of Albion and the brÍde of Christ, while Vala

Ís given to Albion as a brlde. Vala is also Lhe wife, Enanation and daughter

of Luvah. Luvah is love in general and sexual love in particular. He is a

figure of eros, or sexual desire, rather than agape (whlch in Blakers oeuvre

is represented by Christ). Frosch writes, for exanple, that tThe activity of

Luvah is a search for sheer pleasure, his energy comprehendíng desire,

affection, beauËy, and love;rr when he operaLes apart from the other Zoas tthÍs

quest becomes one of a pure & alnost frantic self-gratification.ttT6 In the

fallen world Vala and Jerusalem fa1l apart fron Albion and fron each other.

Desire proceeds because of a lack; it is an aÈtempt Lo fill in sornething

that ís missing and in this way complete the self. The result of desire j-s

paradoxically a completed self, a sense of the selfrs unity. It should

therefore be no surprlse that Luvahts EmanaËlon, wife and daughter is Vala.

Desire results in a veil interposÍ.ng Ítself between lover and beloved. This

Ís why a person possessed by love Ís ofLen described as blind: Lhe lover is

the veíler. In Eternity Luvah is therefore characterized as a I'rleaver who

fabrlcates the ve11 or outline of the constituted world of the self (95:17'

8255). In the fallen world Vala is herself described as a being who is

formed by the Spectres of Albion. In other words she is the veil of sÍrnple

ideas (the outline of the closet) whlch Locke interposes between self and

other.

Eternity ls clearly a place of plenitude and for this reason Luvah is

described as "the gentlest mildest Zoat' (24:52, ELTO).77 However, life in the

fallen world is founded on privation and Luvah therefore becomes a force and

energy which continually drives towards a norr unreachable conpleteness. Here

Luvah is Orc (see, for exarnpLe, FZ78z30-39, E354). In Eternlty desíre is part

of the whole rnan and, therefore, Vala ís cornplenented by Jerusalen, who is

the form of Albionts love and openness to others and (for Ëhis reason)

Albionrs Emanat,lon. To the ext,ent. that Albion opens his world to others,
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Jerusalem gives access to Christ. In the terms of Blakefs prirnarlly sexual

metaphor, ooe can therefore say that Jerusalem is the brtde of ChrÍst. Each

act of relatÍonship depends in part on desire and lt is, therefore, effected

by Luvah and Vala. This allows us to say two thíngs: first, that Vala is a

bride of Alblon - even though this being is aÈ the same tíme an Emanatlon,

wife and daughter of Luvah; second, that Albionts brlde in Eterni-ty 1s,

properly speaking, both Vala and Jerusalem.

In the fallen world that we see in Blakers visÍon of rrdeath eternalrrl

thls situation has been radically altered because Albion has kíl1ed Luvah

(2223L, E168) in order to make Vala his sole possession. Desire is for this

reason no longer an identiLy wtthin the whole man, but appears within his

Spectre. For Albion-in-withdrawal desire has becone a Narcissistic love; he

now embraces the shape of the self which is retalned by the Spectre.

SÍmilarly, Jerusalem appears only within Vala, the outline of the self.

Albion says in horror:

For I see Luvah whorn I slew. I behold hlm in my SpecËre
As I behold Jerusalen in thee 0 Vala dark and co1d. . . .

(2223L-32, 8168)

This retention by the Spectre of the outline of desire, of the form of the

self (Vala), results in the disintegration of Jerusalen. Vala becomes an iron

band whÍch now encloses Alblon:

Art thou Vala? replied Albion, image of my repose
0 how I trenblel how ny mernbers pour down milky fear!
A dewy garment covers rne all over' all manhood Ís gonel
At thy word & at thy look death enrobes rne about
Frorn head to feet, a garnent of death & eternal fear
Is not that Sun thy husband & that Moon thy glimrnering Veil?
Are not the Stars of heaven thy Childrenl art Lhou not Babylon?
Art thou Nature Mother of a1lt is Jerusalen thy Daughter
trnlhy have thou elevaLe inward: 0 dweller of outward chambers
Fron grot & cave beneath the Moon dim region of death
Where I laid my Plow in the hot noon, where my hot tearn fed
Itlhere irnplements of hlar are forged, the Plow to go over the Nations
In pain girding me round like a rÍb of iron in heavenl

(30[34]:2-I4, 8176)

In this fallen world Vala 1s, as Albion perceives, the forn of the world

esLablished by Los and Enitharmon. She is, in fact, married to Los (the sun),

while Enitharmon (the noon) gives substance to her veíl (1ine 7). Jerusalem
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is now seen as a harlot because she suggests a reafun where relationship

opposes and deconsLructs the fixed noralities and codes of Vala.

Emblematic of the contentions that arise between these three figures in

the fallen world is Alblonts response to the suggestion of forgiveness.

Jerusalem says to Vala:

0 Vala what is Sin? that thou shudderest and weepest
At sight of thy once lovrd Jerusalenl trlhat is Sin but a little
Error & fault that is soon forgiven; but mercy is not a Sin
Nor pity nor love nor klnd forgiveness! 0l 1f I have Slnned
Forgive & pÍty net 0! unfold thy VeÍl in nercy & love . .

(20-.22-26, 8165),

and she asks Albion:

ülhy shoulil Punishrnent I'leave the Veil with lron lrlheels of l,lar
I,{hen Forgiveness night it trrleave with }üings of CherubÍm. . . .

(22234-5, 8168)

To forgive, however, is to be no longer in the por{rer of Va1a. It is no longer

to attempt to raise an ethics on the ground of nature, but to a11ow the other

to return. In wiÈhdrawal Alblon cannot believe thls; he responds to Jerusalem

and Vala with a larnentation over his own culpability. He perslsts in Judging

hinself and others:

0 Valat 0 Jerusalern! do you delight in rny groans
You 0 1ove1y formsr fou have prepared ny death-cup:
The disease of Shame covers me from head to feet: ï have no hope
Every boil upon ny body is a separate & deadly Sin.

All is Eternal Death unless you can weave a chaste
Body over an unchaste Mindl Vala! 0 that thou wert purel

(2L|L-4, L7-t2, E166)

To forglve would be for Albion to leave his constituted world and face the

other r.rrhom he has ínjured. Instead, Albion decides to follor+ the less

difficult path, of death. Less difficulÈ, because it is merely a further step

along the path of withdrawal. Ìrre therefore see Albion bear ltthe Veil whole

awaytt and hear hím utter tfhis last wordstt (23220126, 8168). Finally we see hirn

announce his death:

If God was Merciful this could noL be: 0 Lamb of God
Thou art a delusion and Jerusalem is my Sin! 0 my Children
I have educated you in the crucifying cruelties of Denonstration
Til1 you have assumtd the Providence of God & s1aÍn your Father
Dost thou appear before me who liest dead in Luvahs Sepulcher
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Dost thou forgive met thou who wast Dead & art Alive?
Look not so merciful upon me 0 thou Slain Lamb of God

I dtet I die in thy arns tho Hope is baníshd from me.
(24253-60' 8!70)

It is this picture of Albion retreating into death even as Christ

enbraces hím which closes Blakers vision of trLhe land of death eternal.trAt

the sane time 1L takes us back to the very beginning of the poem where we

heard Christ affirn thaË he was in Albionts bosom and Albion was in his, and

saw Alblon turn ttaway . . . down the valleys darkrr from a Christ he thought

l¡as a rrPhantorn of the over heated brainltt Blakets vision of ontological tirne

is therefore cornplete. lrle can follow its dilation to the outline of identity

and then watch it contract back to the moment in which Blake awakes from

sleep. The forn of this vision is seen, it is funportant to add, ttas we our

ordered race have run.tt

The ontological time of the fallen world is therefore made up of both

the positive space creat,ed in Losrs friendship to Albion and the negative

space which is opened by Albionts withdrawal. The fallen world therefore

oscillates between Calvary and Auschwitz, Franz Josef Jfterstätter and

Hitler. This is why Lhe openlng chapter of Jerusalen is addressed to the

Public. It is in the space and time whlch is opened by the ontological- tirne

of Los that history charts its course. IÈ is in this space that there unfolds

a string which will lead us back to Jerusalem.



Chapter Tnelve

Beginnlng

The last years of the eighteenth century are broken by a
discontínuity similar to that which destroyed Renaissance
thought . . . a discontinuity as enigmatic ín its
principle, in its origlnal rupture' as that which
separates the Paracelsian circles from the Cartesian
order. lühere did this unexpected nobility of
epistemological arrangement suddenly come from . . . ?

How is it that thought detaches itself frorn the squares
it inhabited beforê... ? I{hat event, what law do they
obey, these rnutations that. suddenly decide that things
are no longer perceived, described, expressed,
characterized, classified, and known in the same

way . . . ? For an archaeology of knowledger this
profound breach in the expanse of continuitíes, though it
must be analysed, and rninutel-y so, cannot be texplainedl

or even summed up in a single word. . . . 0n1y thought
re-apprehending ítse1f at the root of íts own hLstory
could provide a foundatì-on, entirely free of doubt, for
what the solitary truth of this event w-as in itself.- 

Michel Foucaultl

(1) ftro kinds of time

There ls, as Foucault. suggests, something enigmatic about the moments in

which a culture, or discursive space, is founded or transformed. Many writers

speak of an analogous difficulty in philosophy, where beginnings are

peculiarly elusive.2 Part of the reason for thÍs difficultl is, no doubt,

that we lirnit our world ttTo the Time & Space flxed by the Corporeal

Vegetative Eyett (VlJ, 8563); we see only the Lockean time that is constiLuted

by the reasoning memory. There are two reasons why frorn this perspective the

question of origins must remain particularly elusive. First, for the

Vegetatlve Man time appears as "a very Aged Manrt (VL|., 8563). The birth of

this being lies on the far side of what our memory can retain and is,

therefore, out of reach. Second, sequential time appears only within the

space opened by ontological tine and this latter time is not accessible to

the reasoning memory. Its appearance in vísion, as rùe have seen in Milton and
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the first chap ter of Jerusalem. depends upon a looking trthrotr the bounds

established by the reasoning memory. Foucault writes that we would be able to

understand the ruptures and transitions in history only if ftthoughtrr could

re-apprehend ttitself at Èhe root of its own history.ttAn inability to nake

this radical move Ís why philosophy fails again and again to find an origin

which is without presuppositions; why Urizents attempts in The Four Zoas to

fathom Èhe length and breadth of his world end in fallure; and why the

narratorrs efforts in The Book of Urizen to trace the origin of our world end

in the delineation of a circle which turns around the stí1l point of the

se1f.

Yet it is precisely this kind of re-apprehension that Blake is

atternpting to describe in the first chapter of Jerusalen. The Líme elaborated

on these plates is ontological tirne. It is akin to the tine that the poet

neasures in ttFour Quartetstt: tttÍme not our time . . . â time / 01der than the

time of chronomet"."r3 or that which is described by Heidegger when he writes

of tfthe moment when time opens out and extends.tt4 It is because the

ontological tine described in the fírsË chapter of Jerusalem is the moment

from which the time of the fallen world ttopens out and extendstt that it is

only at the end of this chapter that we see sequential time appear:

Thundring the Veil rushes from hís hand VegeLating Knot by
Knot, Day by Day, Night by Night; loud ro11 the indignant Atlantic
!'laves & the Erythrean, turning up the bottoms of the Deeps. .

(24261-63, E170)

This is also why it is only in the second chapLer of Jerusalem that the poem

turns to the question of begínnings. The preface to this chapter addresses

the Jews:

Your Ancestors derived their origin from Abraham, Heber, Shem, and
Noah, who were Druids: as the Druid Ternples (which are the
Patriarchal Pillars & Oak Groves) over the whole Earth witness to
this day.

You have a tradítion, that Man anciently containd in his rnighty
linbs all things Ín Heaven & Earth: this you recieved fron the
Druids.

ttBut now the Starry Heavens are fled from the mighty limbs of
Alblonfl
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Albion was the Parent of the Druids; & in his Chaotic State of
S1-eep Satan & Adarn & the whole hlorld was Created by the Elohim.

(27, EtTt)

In speaking of onÈo1ogica1 time as the ground of sequential tine it is

inportant not to confuse it with the ground or first premise that Urizen j-s

attenpting to discover. Urizen hopes to reach a point outsÍde of history

where ftself sustaíning't @72224, E349) he can, like the Augustinian God,

survey the totality of the universe. Such a posÍtion is cl-early not reached

in a vision of ontological time, for this beginning does not establish a zero

point beyond which there is nothing. Blake hinself writes that

Many suppose that before lAdam] (the Creation) All was Solitude &

Chaos This is the nost pernicious Idea that can enLer the Mind as it.
takes away a1-1 sublimity from the Bible & Limits All Existence to
CreatÍon & to Chaos

(vLJ, 8563)

The monent of ontological time which lies beneath our history is itself a

part of the history of Eternity and, therefore, far from being a poinË

outside of existence it is a moment in the spri-ng of eternal life, It is'

however, a moment which has become fixed and moËionless. !'le can therefore

locate Lwo very different histories. One is the fixed and repetitive cycl-e of

fallen hísLory whích moves fron Adan to Luther and remains within the

ontological time of loss. The other is a history of liberty in which

ontological time is transformed.

One can also say that Urizents quest is, as the phrase |tself

sustainingtt suggests, the proJect of an individual subJect. In Jerusalem,

however, the narratorrs vision of ontological time is attained at the precise

point that the closed world of the self is punctured. The precondÍtlon for

this vision, therefore, Ís a radical de-centring of the self. As I have

argued, the identity of Los and Albion is forned in relationship with each

oLher, and in relationship with mortals. As Blake writes in the preface to

the first chapter: rttrrle who dwell on Earth can do nothlng of ourselves, every

thing is conducted by Spirits, no less than Digestion or Sleep'f (3, 8145).

There is no recourse in this line to either a transcendental subject or the

psychological activity of a norLal self, for the Spirits can no more than
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mortals do anything of themselves. Instead, the word ttconductedrr suggests a

world where events appear ln a relationship akin to that by which a conductor

gives form to the music played by a number of disparate individuals; or an

aqueduct conducts water to a destination. For the individual self ontological

time is therefore what is, in a fundamental sense, always out of his/her

grasp. It can be seen only in a vision which, by displacing the authority of

the vegetative self and puncturing its world, makes its search for an origin

within sequential time appear both irrelevant and misconceived.

The poemfs description of ontological time a1lows j-t now to handle

sequential time and the question. of a beginning with a striking fluidity and

profundit.y. If the ontic time of the Vegetated Man I¡/ere our only reference

point, then the fragmentation of Albion and his separation from Jerusalem

would mean that she was no longer the Emanation of Albion. Politics would

have no other reference point than this fact, or the ttonce wastt of memory.

This history of the fallen world, where the Starry Heavens have fled from the

whole man and Jerusalem is separated frorn Albion, is, however, located within

a time which, while it forms the ground for this history, also permits a

counter movement towards relationship. The sculptures of Losts hal1s exist in

the tension between the wheel of Religion and the call of Christ. Against the

fragmentation of the fallen world, for example, where ttthe Starry Heavens are

fled from the mighty Limbs of Albion,tt Blake is therefore able to affirm that

ttJerusalem hras & is the Emanation of the Giant Albiontt and that the

rflnhabitants of Earthrr (despite their obvious fragmentation) are united ttin

One Religiontt (E171). We can therefore say that for so long as Los retains

the form of the fa1len world "Jerusalem r^Ias and is the Emanation of . . .

Albion. rl

In terms of ontological time, history is not a chain of events which we

passively observe but something which concerns us in our very being. The

inhabitants of the Earth are, indeed, united in one religion, for it is

Christ 1n the person of Los who establishes the form of the fal1en world;
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however, Ìúe are also united in our identity as fallen and warring fragments

of Albion. Each point in the earthrs history is determined by which sculpture

1n Losfs halls is ernbraced and which path J-s taken. As Blake writes:

The Ílicked will turn it to lrlickedness, the Righteous to Ríghteousness.
Amenl Huzzal Selaht '1411 thÍngs Begin & End Ín Albions Ancient Druid
Rocky Shore.rr

(8171 )

The relatíonship between ontological and sequential tines is, perhaps,

nost strikingly evident in the 1-yric which forms the bulk f the preface to

the second chapter. The poen begins in the past tense with an assertion thaË

'The fields from Islington to Marybone / To Primrose Hill and Saint Johns

I'loodrr (L-2, 8171) were once the site of Jerusalem, and that England was a

land where the vroman Jerusalem, Christ, and Jerusalemfs chldren could all be

seen. Our consternati-on at these claims is increased by the third verse.

I^lithout warning the poem changes to the presenÈ tense and lts narrator

confídently reports the presence of Jerusalem in todayrs England:

She walks upon our meadows green:
The Larnb of God r¿a1ks by her side:

And every EnglÍsh Child is seen,
Children of Jesus & his Bride,

Forgiving trespasses and sins
Lest Babylon with cruel- 0g,

tr{ith Moral & Self-righteous ah¡

Should Crucify in Satans Synagoguel
(27217-24, EI72)

The unease generated by these lines 1s heightened in the followj.ng lines

where u¡e see, apparently in the same time and space as the immediately

anLecedent verses, a number of Builders at work reconstructing a city

(Golgonooza) on the site of a ttmighty Ruin.tr This ruin Lurns out Èo be what

is left of Jerusalem, for the poem now recounts a hlstory in which Albion

withdraws, his Spectre appears, Jerusalem falls and is born Ín a land far

fron the fÍel-ds of Albion, the world is torn by warfare and violence, and the

Human Form becomes a mortal worm. hle have, therefore, two paralle1 accounLs

of the relationshíp between, and nature of, the past and the present. In the

first Jerusalen was and is still seen on Albionrs fields. In the second,

Jerusalen was once seen ín England, bu now it is separated from Albion by a
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vast distance.

hlithin the time and space of the vegetative nan these accounts

contradict each other and we musL choose between them; however, the poem

indicates in a nunber of places that the dÍfferent realities that they

suggest exist in the same world. The trgolden Buildersrtt for example, work ín

England where Jerusalem can still be seen. Similarly, the account of the fa1l

of Albion and the withering up of "Jerusalems Gatesfr (line 51) ends with

words which bring us back to the first account. Jerusalem is no more, Albion

has been fragrnented, but what was, stil1 is:

The Divíne Vision still h¡as seen
Stil1 was the Human Form, Divine

lrleeping in weak & mortal c1a
0 Jesus sti1l the Form was thine.

And thine the Human Face & thine
The Human Hands & Feet & Breath

Entering t,hrot the Gates of Birth
And passing thror the Gates of DeaLh.

(27257-64' 8173)

These different realities and opposing trajectories structure the ontol-ogical

tine of the fallen world and, therefore, place us immediately in a situation

of choice.

The present in which we exist as mortals is therefore forged in the

intersection between these competing clairns and realíties. In being bound in

this way we receive the freedom to elaborate a history. In the ontological

tíme of loss, B1ake, for example, stands at the poinL of intersection between

withdrawal and embrace. He is not simply the person who wakes to the Presence

of Christ, but the person who fal1s once more into sleep, the individual who

- as he admits in this poem - slew Jesus (65-66, E173). It is for this reason

that the account of fallen history is followed by lines in whích Blake

announces his vocation for Lhe Lhird time. The first occurred immediately

after his initial glimpse of ontological tíme and the second after the

positive forrn and space held by Los had been elaborated. He is able to

reaffirm it once again, with a perhaps deepened sense of what such a vocation

implies, after the entire vision of chapter one and the prefacets reiteration
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in brief of thaË vísion have been conpleted. A decision such as this forges a

path (Ín sequential tirne) through the space opened by ontological time.

Blakers vislon of ontologÍca1- time allows hin to see the Fall-

not as somethíng which occurred in the distant past, but as something which

is occurring in every moment. Despite the fact that he stands in the tttide of

Timerrr Blakets commitment can therefore be not to a memory of what has been

but to present reality:

Corne to my arms & never more
Depart; but dwell for ever here:

Create my Spirit to thy Love:
Subdue my Spectre to thy Fear.

Spectre of Albion! warlike Fiendt
In clouds of blood & ruin rolltd:

I here reclaím thee as my ovrn
My Selfhoodl Satant arrnd in gold. .

In my Exchanges every Land
Shall wal-k, & nine ln every Land,

Mutual shal1 build Jerusalem:
Both heart in heart & hand in hand.

(27 269-76, 85-88, 8173)

(2) Beginning

The history recounted in the second chapter of Jerusalem begins not with

the first but the second moment of time; it is preceded by the ontological

t,ine from which ít rfopens out and extends.rr It therefore begins in situ:

Every ornament of perfection, and every labour of love,
In all Lhe Garden of Eden, & in all the golden mountains
Itlas becorne an envied horror, and a rernembrance of jealousy:
And every Act a Crirne, and Albion the punisher & judge.

(2827-4, EI74)

In the lines which follow this passage rr¡e hear Al-bion speaking frorn his

tfsecret seattr (28:5, El74) and watch his Spectre, Satan, appear before his

face (29133]:1-28, 8175). ÏJe also hear a conversation between Vala and A1bíon

(29[33]:29-30[34]:16, 8176) and listen to Los as he stands before his forge

(30[34] zl7-/+2, EI76-77). The opening plates therefore recall the

relationships which we saw in the first chapter. The lines in which the

position of Los with regard to Albion is described, for example, closely
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parallel passages in the fÍrst chapter. This parallelisn ís inevitabl-e in a

world where sequential- and ontological tlne depend upon each other. However,

these opening lines differ radically fron the first chapter because the

situation that they describe is given a precise location in sequential time.

The second chapter will deal wÍth sequentíal rather than ontological- time:

Los stood at his Anvil: he heard the contentions of Vala
He heavd his thundring Bellov¡s upon the valleys of Middlesex
He opend hís Furnaces before Va1a, then Albion frownd in anger
On his Rock: ere yeL the Starry Heavens were fled away
From his awful Members' ' ' ' (30t34] zrr-2r, Er76)

The beginning of the history which is traced within the time opened by Losrs

friendship to Albion-in-wÍthdrawal is prior to the flight of thettStarry

Heavens.rf At this stage in the history of withdrawal, Albion is sLill able to

see, and feel angry about, the work of Los. In ontological time Blake sees:

The Hunanity in deadlY sleeP
And its fallen Emanation. The Spectre & its cruel Shadow . .

(15:6-7, 8159),

and the past, present and future existing before him all at once. In

sequential time rìre see the first event of this history and we can trace a

path fron the turning away in anger of Albion from Los to their eventual

reunion.

At the very beginning of sequential time, on the edge of the world

opened by the onÈo1ogical tine of loss, Los attenpts to give forn to Albion

and in Lhis way confront hin with his actions. This attempt by the Eternal

PropheL to awaken Albion is described as the progresslve binding of Reuben

and the subsequent sending of him across the Jordan. Reubenrs identity is

never described at great length; instead, the reader is presented with a

plethora of associaLions, names and brief definitions. trtle are forced to piece

together our image of him in a way which, as I'i¡e sha11 see, is entirely

appropriate for this character.

Damon writes that Reuben symbolizes Lhe ttaverage sensuous manrr and he

quotes Louis Ginzberg who translates his narne as ttSee the norrnal man.tt5

Reubenrs biblical identity strengthens this suggestion for he 1s rrthe founder
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of the eldest of the twelve tribes of Israel. Reuben therefore stands for all

of the tribes and, in Blakers cosmograPh]t, for all mankind. His name, trthe

normal manrtt is, however, meant in an ironic sense for Reuben stands for the

members of AlbÍon when they have been Èorn from relationship. In Jerusalem he

ís for this reason characterized as a homeless wanderer, whose voice can be

heard ttfrom street to street / In all the cities of the Nations ParÍs

Madrid Amsterdanr' (84:13-14, 8243).

It is ínportant Lo note that these descript,ions of Reuben refer to hÍs

ÍdenLity after he has been bound by Los. At the moment of Albionrs

wíthdrawal, Reuben sirnply goes to sleep:

Reuben slept in Bashan like one dead Ín the valley
Cut off from Albions mountains & from all the Earths summits
Between Succoth & Zaretan beside the Stone of Bohan.

(30[34] 243-45, EI77)

The withdrawal of the whole man is ipso facto the precipitatlon of his

nembers into the solipsism of sleep. Bashan is the land on rfthe northern part

of PalestÍne east of the Jordantt; Succoth a¡d Zatetan r,ì¡ere citles in this

region. The clay ground whích separates these two cities once rffurnished the

naterials for the casting of the metal ornanents to adorn Solomonts

Temple.tt6 The location of the slunbering Reuben is therefore strikíngly apt.

In Eternity the ttaverage manrr gives form to the giant Albion in a manner

which ís analogous to the way in which the clay found in the land between

Succoth and Zatetan was used to forn the ornaments for Solomonrs temple. trrlhen

Albion withdraws, however, Albionts body fragments and sinks back into si-lent

and fornless c1ay. Reuben is cut off from Albion and closed in a rrdeathlike

sleep. tt

The biblical Reuben is, in addition to being the founder of the eldest

tribe of Israel, trthe eldest son of Jacobrrf who was ttdispossessed because he

seduced his fatherts concubine, Bilhah.ttT In Blakers terms this story

suggesLs that Reuben has been dominated by the female wil1. I,rlhere Albion

attempts to appropriate Lhe EmanatÍon of a portion of hís beÍng and make it

the whole, Reuben seduces his fatherrs wife. Reuben and Albion therefore both
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regulate their desire with reference to a female figure and, as a result,

withdraw from a more universal identity (symbolized in the biblical story by

Reubenrs birthright) to one which is centred on themselves alone. This same

dynamic is also suggested in the identification of Reuben as Merlin. In Èhe

Morte dé Arthur Merlints love for Lhe Lady of the Lake results in his

enclosure in a cave.B Merlin ís, like the biblical and Blakean Reuben,

separated from the whole man and reduced to an isolated self because he has

been dominated by the female will.

Los'responds to Albionts withdrawal and the separation of Bashan and

Reuben from Canaan and the mountains of Albion, by giving form to the

ttaverage man.tt First Reubents nostrils are bent ttdown to the Earthtf

(301341247, EI77); then his eyes are rolled 'rinto Lwo narrow circles"

(30[34]:53, EI77); his tongue is folded "Between Lips of mire & clay"

(32[36]:6, E178); and finally his ear is bent "in a spiral circle outwardfl

(32[36]:13, E178). The binding of Reuben is, of course, a prophetic and not

an aesthetic activity. Los is attempting to awaken Albion to his plight and

in order to do this he gives form to Albionrs withdrawal. The narrovl circles

of the eye, the nose bent to the ground, the ear bent outwards and the tongue

closed in a cavern of clay, all establish the outline of the caverned and

fragmented man.

As each sense is formed and bound, Los sends Reuben across the river

Jordan Lo Canaan in order to confront Albion with his error. Los is,

unfortunately, doing the right thing at the wrong time. The land of Canaan

has become "the land of the Hittitefr and a place where the children of

Jerusalem are slain. Albion has no intention of returning to relationship.

He is now called the Canaanite only because he is dominated by the females of

the land. I,rrith this kind of audience Losts prophetic activity has startling

results:

every-one that saw him
Fled! they fled at his horrible Form: they hid in caves
And dens, they looked on one-another & became what they beheld.

(30[34]:48-50, EL77)
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Northrop Frye wrítes that the clause ttThey became what they beheldtr refers to

the familiar doctrine that l{e see the world as monstrous because our
nÍnds are conËorted. And the creation of Reuben fi1ls those who see
it with horror or ridicule because the natural man, a life proceeding
to death, is to the vísionary eye the nightmare life-in-death that
thicks manfs blood with cold. Even for us, who are used Èo it, there
is no more terrifying vision than a ghost, or spectre, a human form
at once dead and alive.Y

In fact, Reuben fills the inhabitants of Canaan with horror, not because he

represents the Spectre while they possess the visionary eye, but because his

appearance confronts them with the reality of their situation. It is only ín

their response to Reuben that the Canaanites are transformed. They ttbecome

what they beholdtr because they try not to behold him and consequently retreat

into caves and dens. In other words, it is by not looklng at Reuben, by

denying the reality of Lheir own conditÍon, that the people of Canaan take on

Reubenfs rrhorrible Forn.tt The word tbeholdt therefore refers not sirnply to

Reuben but to their fellows as well (rrthey looked on one-anotherrr), who are

now also closed within the cavern of the self. Rather than argulng, with Karl

Kiralis, that as a rVegetative Manrf Reuben was ttnot ready for the Promised

Landtrand that this is why he decides rrto remain on Lhe easÈ side of the

Jordanrttlo kre can say that Reuben reLurns to Bashan because the inhabitants

of Canaan are not ready to embrace him.

The failure of Losrs attempts to awaken Albíon places the Divine Farnily

well wlthin the ontological tine of loss. They must now determíne how best to

respond to Albionrs withdrawal. There are, unfortunately, only Lwo possible

responses: ridicule or concern; wrath or love. Amongst the Eternal ones, for

exanple, some merely glve expression to a sense of scandal. They argue that

the menbers of Albion are nor{ rVegetable only fit for burning rr (32[36]:48,

8179). Others Ín rrGreat Eternityrr atternpt Lo understand Albionrs world of

withdrawal and they look forward to the time of his redenpLion when rÌ,ength

Bredth Highth again Obey the Dívine Vision Hallelujah'r (32:56, E179). Los

gives expression to the first response on plate 33[37] when he steps rrforth

from the Divine Fanilyrr(33[37]:1, EL79) and speaks in wrath to Alblon. It is

lmportant Èo see that his anger is quite Justified, for Los is (as a result
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of Albionrs withdrawal) begínnlng to feel the paínful division that we

observed in the first chapter. In addition, Los must bear the brunt of

Albionrs wrath:

I feel rny Spectre rising upon met Albionl arouze thyselfl
tJhy dost thou thunder with frozen Spectrous wrath against us?

(33[37] z2-3, EI79)

This response, however, threatens to cut all bonds of relationship; it

encloses Los within hís constituted world, and it serves to make Albion more

indignant and even less receptive to the voice of others. Its potential frul-t

is, therefore, complete annihilation:

So Los spoke: But when he saw blue death in Albions feet,
Again he joinrd the Divine Body, following rnerciful;
hrhile Albion fled nore indignantt revengeful covering
His face and bosom with petrific hardnessr and his hands
And feet, lesL any should enter his bosom & embrace
His hidden heart. .

(33[37] : 10-34[38] :3, E179)

lrlhen Los sees the effects of hls anger he takes up the second response and

returns to the trDivine Body.rr Here can be found the presence of Christ:

but mild the Saviour followtd hin,
Displaying the Eternal VisÍonl the Divine Similitudel
In loves and tears of brothers, sisters, sons, fathers, and friends
Ïlhich if Man ceases to behold, he ceases to exist. . .

(34[38] : 10-13, 8179-80)

In facing Albion, Los (and the Divine Family) is continually keeping before

him Lhe call of relationship, which is the Eternal Visíon and the voice and

presence of ChrÍst.

This second response also has undesirable consequences, for to follow

Albion as he withdraws is to enter, step by step, the r¿or1d of withdrawal.

This is what occurs Lo Albionrs trbrothers, sÍsters, sons, fathers, and

friends.tr London, for exanple, finds that as a result of his friendship to

Albion his blood is now rrvegetatingtr and rolling rfdreadful throf the Furnaces

of Los, and the Mills of Satanrr(34[38]236,37,8180). At its most extreme the

attempt to remain in relationshíp with one who has withdrawn is to suffer

martyrdom and death, to glve onets life in the hope of reaching the tyrant.

It is, however, only in self-givlng such as this that the very ground upon

which we stand is formed, the Divine Vision is sustained, and Los is able Lo
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find a ground on which Lo buíld Golgonooza.

(3) A sequential chaÍn

The next steps ín the sequential history of withdrawal are Albionrs

arrival at and then hís passage though "the Gate of Los" (35[39]:11, 8181).

Albion is, at this point, sti11 able to speak to Los, and Los is rrnot yet

Ínfected with the Error & Illusiont' (35[39]:27, 8181). Albionrs steps

backwards into withdrawal are met by a movement of his friends forwards. The

four Zoas and ttthe Twenty-fourrf come to his side, and ttthe Divine Familyrf and

ttJesus the Saviour" appear (36[¿+0]245-7, 8182). This movement towards Albion

nevertheless occurs within the space and Lirne of withdrawal. To remain with

Albion is to become a victim of his laws and Lo enter the world of Los and

Enitharmon. Selseyts friendship with Albion, for exarnple, induces hím to

a1low hÍmself "to be calltd the son of Los the terrible vision'r (36[/10]:52'

8182), and hlinchester permits his Emanations

to be ca11rd Enítharmons daughters, and be born
In vegetable mould: created by the Hammer and Loom
In Bowlahoola & Allananda where the Dead wail night & day.

(36[40]:55-57, 8183)

At this point in sequential tírne Los is able to see the tTwenty-eighttr

(the four Zoas and the twenty four cities) in rrDeaths dark caves . . . ín deep

humiliation / And tortures of self condemnationtt (37[4lfz23-25, 8183), and he

can see the Zoas

Drinking the shuddering fears & loves of Albions Familíes
Destroyíng by selfish affections the things that they rnost admire
Drinking & eating, & pitying & weepÍng, as at a trajic scene.
The soul drinks murder & revenge, & applauds lts own holiness . .

(3714L1227-30, E183)'

but he cannot clearly see that there is no other possibilíty open to these

beings. The Zoas cry:

are wrathful Albion rl¡ill destroy Jerusalem with rooty Groves
are merciful, ourselves musL suffer destruction on his Oakst

(38[43]:8-9' 8184)

If we
If we

Their confession of helplessness makes Los angry. Unlike the Zoas, Los is
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able to see that God will act only in their olün persons; however, he is

nevertheless unable to formulate an adequate alternative to the Zoasl

passivity:

Then Los grew furious raging: trr/hy stand we here trembling around
Calling on God for help; and not ourselves in whon God dwells
Stretching a hand to save the falling Man: are we not Four
Beholding A1bíon upon the Precipice ready to fa11 into Non-

Entity.
(38:12-15' E184-85)

His response at this point in the hisLory of withdrawal is sirnply not to

"endure this thing!" (38[43]:71, E186). He attempts, with the aid of the Zoas

whom he has roused from inacLivity with a passionate declamation of the world

that is being brought into existence (38[43] zL2-79, E184-86)' to carry Albion

"back / Against his will thro Losfs Gate to Edenrr (39144122-3' E186). One

must admit that this response i-s better than the Zoast passivity; however, to

hope that kind violence will induce Albion to return is misguided. Los is

attempting to bend Albion to his will, and the result is a further step ínto

the world of withdrawal. The ocean which separates Albion from freedom now

becomes

a boundless Ocean bottomless,
0f grey obscurity, filld with clouds & rocks & whirling waters
And Albions Sons ascending & descending in the horrid Void.

(3914412L5-L7, 8186)

All of the responses of the friends of Albion to his withdrawal have

brought them closer to ttthe Ulro.tt They are nou¡ on the point of becoming

ttSexual, &. . . Created, and Vegetated, and Borntt (39144f222, E186); in

other words, of being reduced to loss.ttFeeling the darnps of death,tt the

friends therefore,

with one accord delegated Los
Conjuring him by the Highest that he should ltlatch over them
Till Jesus shall appear: & they gave their potrer to Los
Naming him the SpiriL of Prophecy, calling him Elijah

Strucken with Albions disease they become what they behold;
They assimilate hlith Albion in pity & compassion;
Their Enanations return not: their Spectres rage in the Deep

The Slurnbers of Death came over them around the Couch of Death
Before the Gate of Los & in the depths of Non Entity
Among the Furnaces of Los: among the Oaks of Albion.

(391441228-37, E187)
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At this distance from relationship we hear the voice of Bath who, ttfaint as

the voice of the Dead ín the House of Deathrr (39[44]244, 8187), asks Oxford

to try once more to reach Albion.ll Albion, however, simply cannot hear

either Oxford or Bath (40[45]:35, E188).

All of the Èwenty-eight now embrace trEternal Deathrr and so enter the

world of Los and Enitharmon,rrfor Albions sake'r (40[45]:39, 8188). Lincoln,

Durham and Carlisle becone ttCouncellors of Los" (41[46]:5, 8188), E1y becomes

a f'scribe of Losrr (41146126, E188), Oxford faints (471461217, E188) and the

world of Eterníty is reduced to the confrontation between the righteousness of

Albion and the righteousness, justice and mercy of Los (pL.42, E189-91). The

penultimate moment in this history of withdrawal is the appearance of the

'Divine Visionrr as a Sun (43129127, E191), which 'rinclosd the Human Family"

(431291227, 8191). Humanity has now entered the world built by Los and

Enitharmon. It remains only for Los to take his lamp and explore the inert

mass that Albion has become, and for Albion to utter his last words.

(4) Narrative and vision

The eclipse of the divine farnily by the sun of the fallen world brings

Albion to a point of almost complete collapse. The only people to escape this

caLastrophe are "the Emanation of Los & hís / Spectre't (44l3OlzI-2, E193),

who are able to survive because they collectively retain the shape of Albion

in withdrawal: Albionfs friends, family, valleys, cities and fields have been

reduced to the shape of loss that is held by this pair. They are called

fugitives because, in order to conpete his withdrawal, Albion must withdrah¡

from the reality of his actions. His anger is, therefore, now dírected

agaínst the reality held by these figures and, for this reason, against them

as well. After gÍving an account of Albionrs col1apse, Enitharnon and the

Spectre are embraced by Los (44[30]:16-17, 8193). This embrace completes Lhe

outline of the fallen world.

In a traditional- narrative this development would indicate some kind of
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terminus from which readers coul-d look back and survey Èhe entire expanse of

the history that has been narrated. They would retain this history as a

consecutive series of appearances, and their ability to do this would perhaps

generate a feeling that the story had been mastered or assimilated. There is,

indeed, a temptation to do this in a discussÍon of the second chapter of

Jerusalem, for Èhe narrative that I have traced can be supplemented by a host

of details which support the readerts sense of a fluid and engaging narrative

progression. For example, Albionts regression into a state of withdrawal can

be elaborated at some length. Fírst he merely speaks ttfrom his secret seaLrf

(28:5, El74), but as he steps further and further a\,rray from relationship and

is forced to spend more of his energy ín retreating from the reality of his

actions, he becones more animated. He frowns ttin angerrr (30[34]:19r 8176)

and later fleesttmore indignanttt andtrrevengefultt (33[37]:L2, El79), and on

plate 42 he sends Hand and Hyle to sÍeze Los (42:47, 8190). The terminus of

these increasingly desperate responses is the collapse described by the two

fugitives and the announcement by Albion that rrHope is banishtd from mett

(472L8, 8196). Sirnil-arly, there is throughout the second chapter a slowly

dawning rea1'i-zati'on of Albionfs plight and a correspondÍng commitment to

Albion on the part of the Divine Family. One can note a progression fron the

event in which a world of withdrawal appears, to Losrs prophetic activity'

and then to the gradual realization that if Albion is to be saved from

Eternal death his friends and family must remain in relationship with him,

even if the price of sustaining this bond is rnartyrdom and death. To

concentrate on this progression alone would mean, however, that we were

focussíng our attention on ontic and not sequential time. Moreover, the

terninus of this narrative is the occasion for a far-reaching disturbance to

the history that we have been tracing. trrle can see the nature of this

dísturbance on pLate 42.

The confrontation between Albion and Los which is described on this

plate takes the reader further into sequential time. Anger and revenge have

now turned into open combat. However, the account of this development
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concludes hrith lines v¡hich introduce a curÍous dislocation Ínto the history

that we have been following:

And Los drew h1s Seven Furnaces around Albions Altars
And as Al-bion built his frozen Altars, Los built the Mundane Shell,
In the Four Reglons of Humanity East & lrlest & North & South'
Till Norwood & Finchley & Blackheath & Hounslow, coverd the whole

Earth.
This is the Net & Veil of Vala' anong the Souls of the Dead.

(42277-8I, 8190-91)

The conjunction wiÈh which this passage begins suggests thaË the lines

whlch follow wÍll tel-l us of an act which is coterminous with, or consequent

to, the conflict between Los and Albion. The second line of this passaget

however, refers to the consLruction of Albionfs Altars and the Mundane Shell,

both of which are acËivities which began well before this poÍnt in the poem.

In this chapter Albion began to build his Altars on the very first plate

(28221, EI74), while the construction of the Mundane Shel-l appeared to be

conplete 1n ontological tirne (13:53-54, 8157). 0r, to take another example,

tThe Net & Veil of Valart cannot be reduced to something whlch can be built at

a particular poínt in hlsËory, because lt ls the very shape of the temporal

and spatíal world which is held and gÍven forn by Los. In these lines

sequential tine opens to reveal a relationship with a process which underlies

all of time, with ontological tíme.

This opening is not, of course, llmited to these lines. Throughout the

second chapter the sequential narrative is continually subverted by lines

which introduce a tensíon between the tlme of the rrvegetative Mantr (ín which

the poem unfolds) and the tine of vision. The blnding of Reuben is, for

example, not a simple event which occurs within a linear hístory, but one

which helps to build the space in which this history is unfolded. hle are told

that Los rages for trsixty ÏJinterstt in the tfDivisions of Reubenrrr and thaL

this activity builds "the Moon of Ulro, plank by plank & rib by ribrf

(32[36]:4-5, 8178). More dramatically, on plate 34[38] the poet affirrns that

all of the events of sequential time are present to him. Ïtlhen the Divine

Family display the 'rDivine Similituderr to Albion, Blake asserts that he sees

"them in the Vision of God upon ny pleasant valleysrt (34[38]:28' 8180).
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Similarly, London does not give himself for Albion at some point in the past'

but in the moment in which Blake wakes from sleep:

So spoke London, immortal Guardiant I heard Ín Lambeths shades:
In Felpham I heard and saw the Visions of Albion
I write in south Molton Street, what I both see and hear
In regions of Hurnanity, in Londons opeling streets'.

(34[38] z40-43' 8180)

The history narrated in Lhe second chapter opens again and again to

ontological time in order to exhort the reader to adopt the stance of vision'

As I have argued, Albion-in-withdrawal- is given form as the six thousand year

history of the fallen world. This means that he can be described as a single

forrn (the subject of the first chapter) and as a six thousand year sequential

history (the subject of the second, third and fourth chapters). These two

descriptions are not mutually exclusive. For example, when an individual

experiences Lhe death of a friend he enters a time of loss. This time can be

described as a state and as a sequential- history, for the entry into the

ontological time of l-oss opens a sequential time which, beginning from the

event of loss, traces a path from the struggle against recognizing the fact of

loss, to anger at the person who has died, to acceptance of and then a final

reconciliation to the facÈ of loss. The ontological time of loss and the

sequentÍa1- history of loss clearly emerge in relationshíp with each other.

This series of s¡ages an,C emotions maps the very shape and body of the time

of 1oss. Similarly, Albion-in-withdrawal exists along the dimensions of both

ontological- and sequential time. This is why in the first chapter of

Jerusalem Golgonooza I,ìIaS described as a structure with a temporal extension'

It contains |talt that has exisÈed in the space of síx thousand yearstt (13:59'

E157). However, in order Èo see this interrelationship we must see trthrotr the

surface of the text; we must understand that Jerusalem is an ttAllegory

addressed to the IntellecLual Powers.tt

A discussion of the first and second chapters of Jerusalern is Èherefore

in the unenviable position of having to describe a relationship between two

things which are both subject and object of any sentence which adequately

describes the relationship between them. The sequential form of the book and,
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indeed, of all exposition and discourse, means that a vision of relationship

can be described only against the grain of the language. It is, on the one

hand, true (as I have maintained) that ontological tíme forrns Èhe space

within which the events of sequential time are traced. At the end of the

first chapter, for example, we see the intervals of sequential tine vegetate

'Thot by / Knot, Day by Day, Night by Nighltt (24.6I-62, ELTO). However, on

the other hand, it is also true that the evenLs of sequential tirne forrn the

space of ontological time. This is why there are events described in the

second chapter which could radically alter the Lexture of ontological time.

0n plate 36, for example, the fall of Albion away from the tÍne of loss and

into rrthe torments of Eternal Deathrr (25, E182) is averted only by an event

in sequential history. Sequential time and ontologÍcal time emerge in

relationship with each other; together they form the body of Albion-in-

withdrawal.

To go no further than the recognition of the dependence of sequential

and ontological time on each other is still to do scant justíce to the

extraordinary lines quoted above. The narraLor asserts that the voice of

London can be heard in his present, just as in lines twenty seven and twenty

eight of the sane plate he sees ttthe Divine Family follow Albionrr not in the

distant past but in the ttVision of God uponrt his Itpleasant valleys.rr These

lines take the reader back to the beginning of the chapter and of the poem,

to a monenE of vision which does not need to be recollected because it can be

found in the present. They suggest that all of the events of sequential time

can be seen and heard (along with those of ontological tine) ttin regions of

Humaníty, in Londons opening streets.tr !'lhat Blake sees and hears in the

present and in the past are the ttVisions of Albionrt of which London and the

sequential history of the second chapter are a part.

In the time and space of the rrVegetative Mantr v¡e are being carried on ín

an ordered race of tirne (our readÍng of the poen, for example, has advanced

almosL to the half-way mark); however, in vÍsion we wake v¡ith Blake (whether

standing in rrthe fields from Islington to Marybonertt ttÍn Londonrs opening
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streets,rr in Felpham, Lambeth, South Molton Street, the trpleasant vallêISrtt

or in the unspecified location in the opening lines of the poem' to

a vision of uhe whole man. This is because in vision the closed world of the

self is punctured and, rather than seeing Èime as Lockean time, we are able

to see it as the body of a single man: in vision hre see and hear tfln regions

of Humanity.tr This body, although spatialized and temporalized by Los as the

six thousand year extent of fallen history, is a moment in the eternal life

of Albion, albeit a moment in which he has become enclosed. The attempt by

Los and the Divine Family to follow Albion, although located in the second

chapter of Jerusalem, is, in vision, coterminous with Christts call to Albion

at the beginning of the first chapter. Reading against the grain of the poemts

onward movement (or, perhaps more accurately, seeing ttthrott the text) we find

a single centre, a moment of vision in which we stand before the whole man.

There is, of course, no suggestion that the time and space opened by the

vegetative man are not rea1. Instead, the poem is attempting to describe the

complex interrelationship which exists between what I have called ontic,

sequential and ontological tirne. The reader is stil1 standing with Blake in

the momenL of awakening, and before Jerusalemrs gate; however, the

vicissitudes of fallen perception mean that we must report this vision by

foregrounding first one and then another of its aspects. In chapter one we

saw the shape of ontological time; in chapter two begins a sequential history.

In vision these two chapters and their subjects describe the shape of a

single moment.

(5) One history, or two?

Perhaps the most severe disturbance to the time and space of the

rrVegetative Mantf occurs as a result of the rearrangement of the second

chapter in the third and fourth of the five copies of Jerusalem thaÈ Blake

printed. In this second ordering the terminus of the history that we have

been recounting becomes its beginning: the collapse of Albion, the flight of
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the Spectre and the Emanation to Los, and the exploration of Albionfs

interior begin the chapter. ttHow can the terminus of a sequence be its

beginning?rtt one is tempLed to complain. It would seem a much less disturbing

rearrangement if we could argue that Blake had changed his mind about the

ttpropertt ordering of the chapter, but the fifth exLant copy printed by Blake

reverts to the order of the first and the second. The second chapter of

Jerusalem insists on t.urning on itself and making its ending its beginning.

The problem is made even more intriguing by the appropriateness of both

orderings. In reading copies A, B and E, the escape of the fugitives from the

debacle of Albionrs collapse and the subsequenL solidification of his body is

a very convincing conclusion to his withdrawal. However, when one Lurns to

copies C and D, the same events seem to provide a very satisfying and,

indeed, powerful beginning. This flexibility of beginning and end, far from

being inexplicable or merely arbitrary, is a result of the relationship

between ontological and sequential time.12

Albionfs withdrawal from relationship immediately places him in the

ontological time and space of withdrawal. He is therefore immediately placed

inside a world of loss. The rrspiritualrt or ontological form of this world is

described in the expanding circles of the first chapter of Jerusal-em. The

shape or outer surface of this world is held by Enitharmon and the Spectre of

Urthona.

From the perspective of the rrVegetative Manrtt we view the world held by

Enitharmon and the Spectre both as a physical space in which we exist and as

a tttide of Timerr which flows from creation to apocalypse. But if the

relationship between ontological Lime and sequential time (the relationship

between the withdrawal of Albion from Christ and the six thousand year

history in which this withdrawal is spatialized and temporalized) is one of

mutual determination, then we can say that while it is true Èhat Lhe history

recounted in the second chapter leads us to the world of 1oss, it is equally

true to argue that this latter world precedes the movement of sequential

time. In vision we glimpse this expanse of time and space as the body of a
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síng1e being. In other words, ín vision the world that is given ouÈline in

the embrace between the Spectre and Enitharmon can be seen to be present in

the moment in which the history of withdrawal begins, and can be seen Lo be

present in the moment in which that history is completed. Thls is why, for

exanple, 1n copies A, B and D the solidified and statlc form which Los

explores at the end of the chapter ís in fact present at the beginning.

Before this solidified forn has been discovered in the narrative, Albion

describes himself as tta barren Landtr (29216, EL74) and the narraËor describes

the condensation of the tthills & valleystr of Albionts menbers inËo frsolid

rocks.'f Albion is covered with snow and ice (28:13, El72) and locked within

ffan endless labyrinth of woerr (28:19, El72).

I.{ithin the constraints of sLory-telling within the fallen world, this

relationship between ontologÍcal and sequential time generates two quiÈe

distinct narratlves. In the first, sequential time builds and establishes the

space of withdrawal; in the second, sequential history is traced within the

terrain opened by Albionrs withdrawal. For the poet who attenpts to elaborate

this vision within the fallen world, this produces sonething of a quandary.

It would seern that he/she must choose between the first or the second

arrangement, but to do so is to asslmilate Ëhe world held by the Spectre and

Enitharmon to the dimensions of ontic time. Blakers alternate orderings of

the second chapter of Jerusalen (and the suggestion that even within

individual copies the beginning and the end of the chapter can be reversed)

is an attempt to overcome this dilemma. They suggest that the solidified body

of Albion (the world held in Losrs embrace of the Spectre and of Enitharrnon)

underlies all of time. The alLernate orderings of the second chapter

underline that Jerusalem is vision. The poem exhorLs us to look ttthrott the

linear surface of the poem to the moment of vision with which the poem

begins.

Perhaps the most interesting exarnple of Blakers ttAllegorytt can be seen

in the radical differences between the account of the relatíonship between
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Los and the Spectre given in the first chapter, and that given in the second.

In the first chapter the Spectre 1s called a host of unpleasant names. In the

second chapter he is described in a very different fashion. hle are to1d, j.n

fact, that Losfs Spectre ttis named Urthonarr (44130124, 8193) and that he,

with EnÍtharmon, is worthy of praise and capable of considerable lnsight:

Beíng noÈ irritated by insult bearing insulting benevolences
They percj-eved that corporeal- fríends are spiritual enemies
They saw the Sexual Religion Ín its ernbryon Uncircumcision
And the Divine hand was upon them bearing then thro darkness
Back safe to their Humanity as doves to their windows:
Therefore the Sons of Eden praise Urthonas Spectre in Songs
Because he kepL the Divine Vision in time of trouble.

(44[30]:9-15, 8193)

In ontological time we witnessed the painful divisÍon of the Spectre and

Emanation from Los; yet in the second chapter the Spectre and Emanation seem

to have a radically different aeLiology and, raËher than dividi-ng from Los,

they are ernbraced and taken in by him (44[30]:16-17, 8193). ]le will consider

the question of aetíology first.13

0n plate 44 the Spectre is called 'Urthonas Spectrert (44[30]:14' 8193)

as well as Losts Spectre (44[30] zl-2, 8193). Enitharmon is described as the

Emanation of Los (44[30]:1, E193); however, to the extent that Los is himself

Urthona in the staLe of loss, she quite clearly bears some relationship to

this prelapsarian figure. Enitharmon and the Spectre can therefore be said to

trace their line of descent back to a fallen and an unfallen Zoa.

In earlier poems this double origin was a feaÈure of the lineage of boLh

Enitharmon and the Spectre. fn The Book of Urizen for exarnple, Enitharmon

divides from Los while he is wÍthin the fallen world; however, Los is Ín this

poem the name of a prelapsarian idenÈiÈy and this gives Enitharmon a hi.story

which leads from the unfallen world. Sinilarly, in The Four Zoas the Spectre

and EnÍtharmon seem at first glance to be fragments of the unfallen Zoa,

Urthona. Enitharmon, for exarnple, !ìras seen, according to the testimony of

various characters, in a tirne prÍor to the birth of Los, while the Spectre

personally traces his history back to Urthona. However, in Night the Fourth

there is Ëhe suggestion that the Spectre has fallen fron Los, and in Lhe same
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night rrre see Enitharmon, although separated from hím and herself the object

of his desire, divide from him:

0 how Los howld at the rending asunder all the fíbres rent
hlhere Enitharmon joind to his left side in griding pain.

(4927-8, E332)

In Lhe same Night Blake has a note to ttBring in here the Globe of Blood as

in the B of Urizentt (8833) and this once again suggesLs that Enítharmon is

born as a result of the division of Los.

In The Four Zoas the Spectre, Enitharmon and Los are fragments of

Urthona. However, the fact that Los is the ontological reality of the fal1en

world and, Lherefore, a lÍvíng being and a rnodality of UrLhona esLablishes a

ground and a centre of cohesion for these fragments. As I have argued, the

precarious unity which is established ín this way outlines the body of Dark

Urthona: the fourth Zoa in the state of withdrawal and fragmentation. hle can

therefore trace in The Four Zoas, in the narrative itself and in the various

accounts of the Fa1l which are given, a movement of Enitharrnon and the

Spectre to Los. This configuration of fragments is, nevertheless, extremely

unstable and is for this reason characterized by a continual process of

division: the fallen world is always in the process of falling apart. This

is, as I have argued, why the Spectre and Enitharmon have a double history in

The Four Zoas . In Jerusalem Lhis same situation is repeated, buL with a very

different emphasis.

In its basic form The Four Zoas is a sequential history: it moves from

the Fall to the fal-len world to apocalypse. It is therefore an excellent

vehicle for foregrounding the division of the Spectre and Enitharmon from

Urthona. Their division from Los is, within this particular poen' more

difficult to describe because it forrns the ground of the world in which

sequential accounts of the Fall are recited; indeed, it is what makes a

narrative such as that recounLed ín The Four Zoas possible. hlhere The Four

Zoas does include an account of this division (as if it were attempting to

give us a glimpse of the ground which set the lirnits to its own

possibilities) it must become paradoxical and contradictory.
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By contrast, Jerusalem begins from a moment of vision. In the first

chapter this alloÏ¡s us to see the ontological tirne and shape of the entire

fallen world. Fron this perspective the actual fall of the Spectre, Los and

Enitharmon from Urthona is clearly of no importance. tr{íthin the fallen world

what is of paramount importance is the divlsion of the Spectre and Enitharmon

fron Los. In the second chapter the situation is very different, for we read

a sequential account of the Fa11. As a result we see Urthona enter Lhe

modality of Los, and the Spectre and Enitharmon approach and then enter the

bosorn of Los. Frorn the perspective of sequential time we can see that trthe

Sons of Eden praise Urthonas Spectre in Songstt because he retains Ëhe shape

of Albion-in-rrithdrawal (he holds before Albion the shape of Eternity -

life-in-renewal with the Saviour) and in this way keeps rrthe Dívine Vision

in Lime of Trouble.tt Unlíke the sons of Albion he is tfnot irritated by

insulttr and is able to bear ttinsulting benevolencestt because he is the shape

of Albionrs wlthdrawal. (The passage quoted above in fact suggests that the

Spectre and the Emanation are themselves rrbearing insulting benevolencestt.)

They are also able to see trthat corporeal friends are spiritual enemiesrr

because although Albionrs actions give forn to their world, he is

nevertheless opposed to their existence. They must become fugitives lest they

also fa1l victim to his laws and are assimilated.

The saving work of the Spectre does not rnean that he is no longer a

deadly threat to Los. He is stil1 Losts rrPride & Self-righteousnesstt because

the Spectre and the Emanation forn the outline of Losrs achievenents, his

prophetic art. There is therefore the temptation for Los to remain within the

world that he has created rather Lhan open again and agaÍn to Albion. Los

must embrace this saving demon if he is to live at all, suffer the continual

division of the Spectre from his side and, at the same time, bend the Spectre

to his will in an attempt Lo force hirn to retain the form of his openness to

Albion-in-withdrawal. hle can therefore say that the division recounted in Ëhe

first chapter presumes the embrace and unification which is described in the

second. The narrative of the second chapter returns once again to íts
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beginning and a circle is formed in which ontological and sequential time can

be seen as the shape of a singl.e moment. The fallen world is composed of both

division and embrace.l4

(6) Vision

Blakets description of a moment of vision in which the events of history

stand forth and become present as the body or physical shape of Albion-in-

withdrawal is not completely unprecederrted.l5 The author of Acts, for

example, writes in chapter L7, verse 28, that in Christ trwe 1ive, and move,

and have our being; as certain of your ol'¡n poets have said, For we are also

his offspring.ttIn Revelation 1:8 this Christ who resides within our bosoms

appears to St. John and claims that he contains in his person the entire

expanse of fallen history: ttl am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the

ending . . . which is, and which was, and which is to come' the Almighty"t

Although Christian mystics and visionaries have not always seen history as

consti-Luting the body of ChrisL, on numerous occasions they have claimed that

in vision all of hisLory is present before them. Juliana of Norwich writes of

a vision in which the world appeared as a hazelnut withín her harrd.l6 Thomas

Traher ne claims in his Meditations that

You never Enjoy the I'lorld aright, till the Sea it self floweth in
your Vein", Ëiit yo-u are Clothèd with the Heavens, and Crowned with
the Stars . . . ,Lt

and Henry Vaughan writes:

I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great Ring of pure and endless light,

All calm, as it was bright'
And round beneath it, Time in hours, days' years

Driven by the sPheres
Like a vasÈ shadow moved, in which tbç world
And all her train were hurled. .18

The most important effect of Blakefs visionary perception of the world

is to al1ow him to displace the time and space of the Lockean, closeted man.

The time and space of the reasoning memory can be displaced by a time in
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which all of the events of Èime, ttevery 1itt1e act, f l,lord, work, & wishrl

(13:60-61, 8157-8)' are present. As Los triumphantly tel1s Albion:

There is a limit of Opakeness, and a limit of Contraction;
In every Individual Man, and the limit of Opakeness,
Is named Satan: and the limÍt of Contraction is named Adam.
But there is no Limit of Expansiont there is no Limit of Translucence.
In Lhe bosom of Man for ever frorn eternity to eternity.

(42229-3L, 35-6' E189)

Í'le can understand what Blake is saying in these lines if we dístinguish

between Èhto very different kinds of truth.

From within the confines of the closet, truth can only be a

correspondence between our ideas and the world which lies outside. As

Heidegger points out, however, such a correspondence depends upon a prior

showing; it depends upon the relationship which the world and the self have

takenuptoeachother.FortheGreekstruLhwastherefo.e''@,that

is, Lhe revealíng of beingsttlg or ttthe unconcealedness of beings.tt20 Thi"

unconcealedness is not simply achieved; instead, there is a constant strife

between concealment and openness:

Truth is un-truth, insofar as there belongs to it the reservoÍr of
the not-yet-revealed, the un-covered, in the sense of
concealment. . Truth essentially occurs as such in the opposition of
lighting and double concealing. Truth ís the prirnal strife in which,
always Ín sorne parLiculaf.way, the open region is won within which
everything stands. . . .¿L

In Blakers oeuvre the trunconcealedness of beingsrt and the ttopen region . .

in which everythíng standsfr are reached Ín the moment of vision; however,

this does not simply abolish the concealment which occurs as a result of the

Fall. Human life exists in the space which is opened by the sLruggle between

openness and withdrawal, beLr,¡een Albion and Los, Los and the Spectre. This

struggle can be seen in the necessity for Blake Lo wake again and again to

vÍsion. Similarly, it can be glinpsed in the tension in Jerusalem between the

linear Jerusalem that unfolds in ontic time and the Jerusalem that we glimpse

lying at one remove from this time, between linear time and the sequential

(visionary) time thaÈ forrns the body of ont.ologicat time. Readers are in the

same positÍon as Los, for they must follow the course of the poem and retain

its form in their reasoning memory and, aL the same time, keep their
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attention focussed on the moment of vision. trle stand between openness and

wlthdrar¿al, vl-slon and the closet of the rfVegetative Manrrr concealment and

unconcealment. The present, the point at which the linear narrative of the

second chapter now arrives, is forged in the space between these tr,¡o

realities.



Chapter Thirteen

The Geography of the Present

See, I have set before thee thls day life and good, and
death and evil . . . I call heaven and earth Lo record
this day against you, !þt I have set before you life and
death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that
both thou and thy seed may 1ive.

Deuteronomy 30:15'19.

(1) All and nothing

hle normally think of the present as a moment of time which ís pressed

between the conpeting claims of Lhe past and future. The present in this

sense can be simply defined as the now; however, its position at the poínt of

fracture between the continents of what has been and what is to corne already

prefigures the difficulty experienced in any attempt to grasp this fleeting

phantom. hle glance at our watch and observe that it is now fifteen minutes

past eleven, but even as it is announced this now has been displaced by

another¡ it has vanished in the stream of tíme. In fact, as Heídegger points

out, when we talk of the now tüe mean not one but a series of such moments'

each self-contained and separate from the others, which are extended in a

sequential chaÍn.l It is the sequence of such moments which makes up

Newtonian or Lockean tíme: the past is a series of nok¡s which are present in

memory, while the future is made up of those which are present in the mode of

anticipation. Ïle can therefore say thaL our perception of the present as the

now brings wÍth it a linear, sequential chaín of monents in which it is

placed. Quite clearly this sequence, like the tttrain of ideas whích

constantly succeed each othertt2 in our ninds, is held and given form by the

reasoning memory.

The present can, however, be understood in a second senser and one which

is at the very least equi-primordial with the first. In thís second

undersLanding the present is taken to mean simply that which is present. The
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sun, the moon, the sky, Los, Albion, London and, indeed, even our sense of

time as a progression of nor^¡s, are all present. The present is a pastiche or

a chorus of different presences, a manifold of beings who are all turned

towards us and are all solicitlng our attention. Literary forms such as

narrative are strikingly inadequaLe to this time, for there is no perspective

fron which this presenL could be ordered without fragmenting and dininishing

what presents itself as a seamless totality.

The present as the now is held and structured by the individual. In

this second present, however, the organizing principle is displaced from the

indivídual to the world which precedes and supports him. The closest

approximation that we have to this tlme is thaL offered by dance. In watching

a dance we observe a manifold of dancers who all sol-icit our attention. tr'le do

not extract from this multiplicity and watch one figure to the exclusion of

all others; instead, the dance is constituted in the relationship between the

dancers and their various appeals. It is Lrue, of course, that the steps of

the dance unfold in serial progression; however, it is not thís sequence in

itself whÍch forms the totality of the dance. hlhen hte respond to dance we

perceive it as a rhythmic whole, a body, in which each dancer and each step

have their appropriate weight. It is the ÍnLerconnection and interpenetration

of st.eps and of dancers that produces the experience which is present to us.3

It would, however, be wrong to choose too quickly between these

different presents. Even in this brief description it ís clear that dance,

even as it foregrounds the relatíonships which hold between the various

dancers and their movements, depends upon a sequential- progression Ín order

Lo be elaborated. The present in this sense has its own direction and its own

canny logic which give it a particular trajectory and a movement with respect

to the past and the future. Sirnilarly, the evanescenL now suggests' although

it is not foregrounded, a dance of presences. The oscillation between these

two poles, and the tension between them, is characLeristic of the present in

which we 1ive. lrle live in a moment which ís a1-ways on the verge of vanishing

and yet which, at certaln times, can almost overwhelm us with the richness
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and clarÍty of its manifol-d appeals. In the first understanding we have a

wheel turning another wheel, one present inevitably bringing a second into

our purview. In the second we have a series of interlocking presences

(depicted by Blake on plrate 22), which all face and solicit the readerrs

attention. lrle are caught in a present which is on the one hand established by

our reasoning memory and yet which is, on the other hand, the site of all

encounters with others. The third chapter of Jerusalem takes us into this

contradictory realm.

(2) Rahab and tos: withdrawal and fragmentation

In the prevíous chapter each plate hras linked to the next by syntax and

by a largely unínterrupted narrative progression. The illuminatÍons were

similarly r{¡oven into this progressíon. The fÍrst ten plates of the third

chapter of Jerusalem are by contrast broken into discrete elements. The

reader finds, for example, that narrative and syntactical- links between these

elements are either non-exislent or slight and that the illuminations are to

some extent freed fron the cloth of the text. The poem nol{ moves with the

logic of dance or music and for this reason the individual dancers are

clearly delineated.

The first and, from her perspective, the dominating feature of the

present is rrVala dressed as Rahabrtt4 who appears in the upper half of plate

53. From the vantage point of her Lhrone, this figure surveys the entire

extent of the third chapter. Vala is, of course, a fitting conclusion to the

history narrated in the previous chapLer, for in withdrawing from

relationship Albion enters a world in which he is dominated by the passive

poIÀref .

The hístory which results in the reign of Vala/Rahab is also a history

of the various attempts to recall- Albion. The l-ower half of the plate
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therefore goes on to detail the result in the present of this redernptive

history. It 1s lnterestlng to observe the subtle transmutatíon that occurs to

this history as it arrives aL this p1-ate. The process of withdrawal has now

become a fact which is simply and even brutally present. Albion is no longer

engaged in the process of withdrawal; he has withdrawn and therefore Los now

Lreeps rrvehementlytt over his fate (53'.2, E?OZ). In the previous chapter Los

had not yet been rrÍnfected with the Error & Illusio¡t' (35139f227, E181). 0n

Lhis plaÈe rrthe roots of Albions Treett have ffenterd the Soul of Lostt (53:4,

E2O2). Similarl-y, the rTwentyfour Friends of Albionrt and the trawful Fourfl

(53222, E203) are now lying on their couches and the trGiant formstf of rrthe

Children of Losft are tttime after timefr condensed into rfNatÍons & Peoples &

Tongues" (53:7-8, E2O2). The work of Los and the sufferings of Albionrs

friends now open the space of GeneratÍon (53:27-28, 8203). In the present hre

therefore see, ranged against the power and sovereignty of Rahab, the saving

work and the sufferings of Los. This first elemenÈ of the dance therefore

pits Rahab against Los; the state of wiuhdrawal which Albion has entered is

juxtaposed wÍth the form established by Los:

Here on the banks of the Thames, Los builded Golgonooza,
Outside of the Gates of the Human Heart, beneath Beulah
In the midst of the rocks of the Altars of Albíon. In fears
He builded it, in rage & in fury. It is the Spiritual Fourfol-d
London: continually building & continually decaying desolatet
In et,ernal labours: loud the Furnaces & loud the Anvils
0f Death thunder incessant around the flaning Couches of
The Twentyfour Friends of Albion and round the awful Four. . . .

(532L5-22, 8203)

This fundamental antagonism between Los and Rahab does not appear ín a

vacuum. The site of their antagoni-sm is, of course, the inert body of the

fallen man, which is located at Lhe nadir of his fa1l from Eternity. The body

and history of the fallen man underlies, and is therefore part of, what is

present. They are, however, a much less dominating or íntense presence than

Los and Rahab. The history of the Fall and the condition of Albion are for

thi-s reason described in extraordinary brevity. This rather complex element

is detailed in the following plate.
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In the first five lines of plate 54 we glirnpse the Eternity from which

Albion fe1l. In the next three lines the fact of Albionrs fa1l is narrated.

The poem then takes another six lines to describe Albionrs present condition:

The silent broodings of deadly revenge springing from the
All powerful parental affection, fil1s Albion from head to foot
seeing his sons assinilate with Luvah, bound in the bonds
0f spirítua1 Hate, from which springs Sexual Love as iron chains:
He tosses like a cloud outstretchd among Jerusalems Ruins
I¡ühich overspread all the Earth, he groans among his ruind

porches..
(5429-L4' 8203)

Each of these passages is separated fron its neighbours by double spacing.

The second and the third are also divided by a line of birds which seem to

separate Eternity and the Fall from the fallen condition. The first and the

third are in the present tense because they are present realities, while the

second is narraled in the past tense because it is a fact which has occurred

and is therefore present in the fallen r^¡orld in the modality of nemory. The

illumination which follows this Lripartite division summarizes Albionrs

condition. He has rolled hírnself into a globe and can no longer see the

myriads of Eternity which surround him. Eternity and Albion are separated by

the fact of enclosure.

The strong rectangular design and firn defining lines of the

illumination entitled ttThis tr'lorldtt seems to check the descent from Eternity

to the fallen world. In the lines which follow, Albíon does not fall into

non-entlty; instead, we see the internal conflicts which characterize a world

in which the indívidual is rfbound in the bonds / 0f spiritual Hate, frorn

which springs Sexual Love as iron chainstt (54:lL-L2, 8203). In the following

lines we see the Spectre rise over Albion and hear his claims to be God.

Albion responds to his presumption by atternpting to draw England back into

his bosom and away from the por4¡er of the Spectre. This cannot be done because

in withdrawal his Emanation is continually separating frorn hím. As a result

his Emanation becomes the long Serpent of the temporally extended fallen

world. Under these lines, in the lowest portion of the plate, I{¡e see Albionrs

four Zoas, who are apparenÈly closed within the ground. Lines 15-32 and the
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Íllumination of the Zoas Ëherefore provide the reader wÍth an anatomy of the

state of withdrawal that Albion has reached. At the same time these final

elements take part i-n a movement which threatens to breach the equilibium

established by |tThis hlorldtr and which hopes to draw Eternity itself into its

orbit.

The account of the Spectrets speech to Albion and the latterrs response

is in part narrated in the fírst person; however, the lines which frame this

passage locate this interaction in the past. In other words, in the fallen

world what has always already occurred ís the donination of Albion by the

Spectre. It is this event which leads us to the present in which Albion is

ttbound in the bonds / 0f spiritual Hate.rrThis event produces a movement which

proceeds from the bottom of the page to the top, from the fragmentation of

Albion depicted at the bottorn of the plate and the consequent assumption of

pohrer by the Spectre, to the outline of tfThís lrlorld.rr The g1-obe in which

Reason, Desire, Pity and hlrath have been separated fron each other is in fact

the very shape of the present and of the worl-d that is held by the Spectre.

The globe forms the apex of a triangle whose feet stand in the bottom corners

of the plate; it forms the uppernost point of a movement which threatens to

push aside Èhe nyríads of EternÍty and assimilate what is at this moment out

of its reach: the realities which exist beyond the line of birds, withln the

space of Eternity. The regression of Albion from Eternity is therefore rnet by

the ascent of the Spectre; his fragmentation is coterminous with the

retaining work of the reasoning nemory. tThis l,ilorldrrr the present in which we

all exist, stands at the intersection of this regression and this ascent. The

pasts which lead to this point are contained in the present in the same way

that a comet retains a link with the fiery tail which narks the path back

from the comet to the sun. It is important to note that tThis ltÌorl-dtr is also

the site of the conflict between Los and Rahab whích was introduced in the

previous plate. At this point in the dance we can see the present as a

struggle between these two figures which is enacted at the point where

Albionrs regression and the Spectrets assent intersect.
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(3) Ttre ÍnhabÍtants of EternÍty and the Fal-l

0n the following plate the poernrs perspective changes quíte abruptly and

the readerrs attention is directed to the response of rrthose who disregard

all Mortal Thingsrr (55:1, E2O4) to the fal1 of Albion. Fron wíthin the fallen

world it is Lrue that Albionrs fall appears to have always already occurred

and therefore, fron this perspective, that a response that was cotemporaneous

with this event could not be an element in the present. In previous chapters,

however, I have argued that the sj-x thousand years of fallen hístory defines

the shape of Albion-in-withdrawal. hlithín the frame of reference of this

history, Albion has wÍthdrar{n, but for Lhe inhabitants of Eternity the fall

of Albion (and therefore the full extent of fallen history) is the moment (in

our time, six thousand years long) of Albionfs r¿ithdrawal. The response of

these beings to Albionfs withdrawal is therefore present to each moment of

fa11en history.

tThose who disregard all Mortal Thingstf are the inhabitants of Eden

rather than Beulah. Beulah is created as a trrestrt fron the wars of rrGreat

Eternityrr@5229, E303). t{íthin this space the inhabitants of Eternity are

able to enter the season of winter. By contrast, the population of Eden use

the outline of their worlds not as a refuge but as the ground for a leap

towards others. As a result of this activity their constituted worlds are

always in a state of f1ux. As Urizen remarks in The Book of Urizen, they live

in a world of frunquenchable burningsfr (4:13, E71).

It is therefore a slgn of the extraordinary nature of Albíonfs

withdrawal that even these beings are in danger of being drawn after him. The

sight of rra Mighty-One / Anong the Flowers of Beulah sti11 retain his awful

strengthrr (55:1-2, 8204) is so disturbing that a number check their movements

and are ternpted to descend and see what has occurred:

They wonderd; checki-ng their wild flames & Many gathering
Together into an Assenbly; they said, let us go down
And see these changesl

(55:3-5, E2O4)
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To follow Albion is, as we have seen, to become enclosed Ín the fallen world.

Even to look at Albion-in-withdrawal necessitates a moderation of the

Eternalst flames. This is the argument of a second group who say:

If you do so prepare
For being driven from our fiel-ds, what have r¿e to do with the Dead?

To be their inferiors or superiors rùe equally abhor;
Superior, none we know: inferÍor none: all equal share
Divine Benevolence & joy, for the Eternal Man

hlalketh among us, calling us his Brothers & his Friends. . .
(55:5-10, E2O4)

This same group then goes on to argue that the rrVeil which Satan puts between

Eve & Adamtr(55:11, E2O4) has been forbidden by ttthe ELernal Man.rr In the

fallen world this kind of argument would generally be resolved by discussion

and then rational agreenent that one or other of the positÍons was correct.

In Eden a third group suggests that a collectlve decision be reached by

allowing rrhim who only Istt to nake a decision (55:17-18, E2O4)-

To al1ow such a force or bei-ng to adjudicate is nothing less than Lo

renounce all dogma and to enLer a most profound dialogue. The word dialogue,

of course, does not adequately describe what subsequently occurs' for a

dialogue implies an openness between two relatively well-defined positions.

The inhabitants of Eden solve the dispute by rrMental \^larfarett in the course

of which they allow the very texture of their world to be thrown into

question, in the apparent belief that in this openness truth will appear.

This trdialoguetr is immediately a mental and physical act:

So saying, an eternal deed was done: in fiery flanes
The Universal Conc[1]ave raged, such thunderous sounds as never
tr'lere sounded f rom a mortal cloud, nor on Mount Sinai old
Nor in Havilah where the Cherub rolld his redounding flame.

Loudl loudt the Mountains lifted up their voices, loud the Forests
Rivers thunderd against their banks, loud llinds furious fought
Cities & Nations contended in fires & clouds & tempests.
The Seas raisd up their voices & lifted their hands on high
The Stars Ín their courses fought. the Sunl Moon! Heaven! Earth.
Contending for Albion & for Jerusalem hís Enanation
And for Shiloh, the Ernanation of France & for 1ove1y Va1a.

(552L9-29, 8204)

The result of this warfare is not unaninity and certainly not dissolution

in a general will. Nor is it a sirnple acceptance of one position. Instead,

the inhabitants of Eden reach a majority decision which is related to and yet
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transcends both the desire Lo see trthese changestr in Albion and the knowledge

that they nust in some way keep thenselves separate fron Albionrs vortex.

They decide on a ttSeparationrrr but one which keeps open the possibilÍty of a

return, by Albion, to Eternity and, at the same tÍme, ensures Èhat the divíne

will be able to reach into the depths of hel1.

The inhabitants of Eden enact thÍs decision by preserving rrthe Human

Organstt:

Let Èhe Human Organs be kept in their perfect Integrity
At h¡ill Contracting into lrlorrns, or Expanding into Gods
And then beholdt what are these Ulro VisÍons of Chastity[ t ]
Then as the moss upon the tree: or dust upon the plow:
0r as the sweat upon Èhe labouring shoulder: or as the chaff
0f the wheat-floor or as the dregs of the sweet wine-press
Such are these Ulro visions. . . .

(55236-42, 8205)

The words which nake up this passage curb the Tygers of Eternity rrwÍth golden

bíts & bridles of silver & Ívoryrf and in this way direct the energy that

gives them movement and life (55:35, 8205).

The preservatÍon of the ttlluman Organsrt parallels the formation of rrthe

Two Línits, Satan and Adarn, / In Alblons bosomtt (31[35]:1-2, EI77); it

establishes a world which has a rrlimit of Opakeness, and a limiL of

Contractionrtt but no tT.Ímit of Expansionltr and ttno Lirnit of Translucencett

(42229135, 8189). The fornation of these límits is an event which can be said

to occur withln each moment of hisÈory (and therefore withi.n the present)

because it is an act carried out fron Eternity. The inhabitants of Eden

respond to Albion as a ttwhole mantt; they are not themselves enclosed wíthin

the limits they establish or lost within the rrtide of TÍme.rrThis can be seen

in the next step that is taken by these figures.

This work of preservation is the necessary precondition for the naming

of the ttSeven Eyes of God.rr The rrEyes of Godfr define a progression which

traverses the distance beLween the hrorms and the gods, from Lucifer to Jesus;

they therefore provide the means by which tlne and Eternity can meet again.

All of these eyes are present to the inhabitants of Eden: rrlucifer, Molech,
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Elohim, Shadaí, Pahad, Jehovah, Jesus" (55:32, 8205)' all appear before their

eyes. It is only the eighth eye, the one which permits Albion to re-enter

Eternity, that remains hidden in Albíonts forests. The Edenic Assembly have

provided linits to Albionrs fal1, but until he returns they can only see him

as an inert globe. For those of us caught in the tttide of Tirnertr Albion is

e1-ongated into a lÍnear history; for the inhabitants of Eden he appears as

the globe depicted on the previous plate. Fa11en hisÈory is therefore

íntersected by an act of creation which gives it form. As a result, each

moment of the expanse r¿hich stretches from Lucifer to Jesus is charged wiLh

an exLraordinary surplus and excess.

The decision by ttthose who disregard all Mortal thingsrr to set

limits to the Fall is an import event; however, by itself it is of no avail.

The inhabitants of Eden are drawing a line around Albion and in this way

atternpting to give hirn definitÍon, but the line of identiËy exists only

within relationship and Albion is continually withdrawing fron any such

thing. It is as if one side of a line which we had drawn was beÍng

continually erased. Such a procedure would, of course, even if the erasure

proceeded 1n extraordinarily snall increments, quickly reduce the line to

nothingness. The Eternals need a person within the fallen world who is able

to give Albion form. Plate 55 therefore concludes r,viÈh the question of trllho

will go forth for us! & lrlho shal1 we send before our face?'r (55:69, 8205).

fn moving from this plate to the next there is a sudden and almost dizzy

change of perspective. RaÈher than standing with the Eternals as they survey

the expanse of Albion-in-r¡ithdrawal, we now enter the heat of a particular

struggle in a single moment of fallen tíne. For the reader this creates the

feeling of moving down through a funnel, of passing from a wide and open

expanse to a place of narrolr passage. The first plate fil-ls tine with an

extraordinary surpl-us; the second fi1ls the moment with the particulariLy

that Ín the fallen world attends all realms of the exístential. The

dislocation caused by this Ëransition ís heightened by the clear denomination
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of the second plate as a response to the former. The plates face each other,

both lack all but marginal illurnination, and the first word of the seconil

locates it in the temporal monent ímnediately following the Edenic call. This

is, of course, not to suggest that this is the only moment in fallen tine in

which the inhabÍtants of Eden are anshrered. The Edeníc call is to each rnonent

of fallen tine. In the midst of Albionrs fa1l, in the heart of the present,

ï¡e can therefore always hear a voice calling to us to respond. The cry for a

being to rrgo forth for usttt is a constant elernent in the fal-len world; it is

our response whÍch must rise again and again to meet it.

The partÍcul-ar moment in which we observe Losts response to the Edenic

Assenbly is the present, the present of Blakets own day. The principal

antagonists in thÍs time are the Deists, to whom the third chapter of

Jerusalen is addressed. This tine ís, however, considerably less determinate

than one would at firsL imagine it to be. Although the late eighteenth and

early nineLeenth century is undoubtedly the primary ternporal referent, the

present is in fact al-l time Lhat follows the history recounted in the second

chapter. The present is in this sense the span of the fallen world that

exists bet,ween the cornpletion of Albionrs fall and his regeneratíon. This is

why in the preface to this chapter Blake can write that

Every Religion Ëhat Preaches Vengeance for Sin is the Religion of the
Eneny & Avènger; and not the Forgiver of Sin, and their God is Satan,
Named by the DívÍne Name Your Religion 0 Deists: Deism, is the
!üorship of the God of this Ìlorld by the means of what you call
Natural Religion and Natural PhílosophT, and of Natural Morality or
Self-RighLeousness, the Selfish Virtues of the Natural Heart. This
was the Religion of the Pharisees who nurderd Jesus. Deísm is the
same & ends i-n the same' 

(E201)

The motivating forces behind this time and religion are the fernale powers'

the Daughters of Albion in particular, who give substance to the form whích

is the ground for ttNatural Religionrtt ttNatural Philosophytr and ttNatural

Moralíty.tr This gives us a further means of locating the present of this

chapterrs for the female pohrers achieve supremacy when Albionts fall is

completed and the power of the Spectre is assured.

To briefly recap the argument we have advanced in previous chapters: in
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the process of wiÈhdrawal it is initially the Spectre who overtly struggles

wlth the active pohrer and wiLh Los. As this struggle proceeds a world ís

precipitated in whÍch the active poh¡er is enclosed. This universe is held in

the hermaphroditic enbrace between the Spectre and the Emanation. trlhen this

process begins it appears that it is the Spectre who is in control; however,

to the extent that he gains power over Albion it is the Daughters that

achÍeve supremacy. The Spectrers power is limited to the retention and

manipulation of what is and, therefore, as the Fal1 proceeds it appears that

the power that retains Èhe world is hinself determined by what he has

retained. The female gains in power to the precise extent that the SpecLre is

able to gain dorninion over the active por¡rer. In the third chapter we now

stand with Los in a world where the fe¡nale has poh'er over the male frorn cradle

to grave (56:3-4, 8206): it is the physical and passive form of the world

which now determines the active power:

Thís !'lorld is all a Cradle for the erred wanderíng Phantom:
Rockrd by Year, Month, Day & Hour; and every Lwo Moments
Between, dwells a Daughter of Beulah, to feed the Human

Vegetable. . . .
(56:8-10' E2O6)

Fron the perspective of the figures who vreave the cradle of the natural world

and the flesh of the body, their work encloses nothing more than a tthtormtt and

a |tClod of Clay.rt Ìühen Los asks them where the creatures which they have now

ttenwoven with so much tears & caretr (56223, E2O6) were found, they can

recollect no more than a sense of loss:

0 it was lost for evert and we found it not: it came

And wept at our wintry Door: Look! look! behold! Gwendolen
Is becòne a Clod of Clay ! Merlin is a Ìrlorm of the Valley !

(56226-28' 8206)

In this present, Losts response to the Edenic assembly is realized as a

cornplex struggle against the force of enclosure rePresented by the Daughters

of Albion. This is evocatively described as a dialectic between the songs and

utterances of Los and those of the Daughters. Los cannot simply reject the

Daughters for the form of the fallen world is a trCradletf and a ttGarnentfr for

rrthe Human Vegetable.tt Instead, he adopts a relationship to them which is in
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many h¡ays sinilar to the one he holds wiLh his Spectre. After the first

inLerchange Los asserts that the Daughters nust obey his conmand. The forn of

the fall-en world holds the forn of Albion-in-wÍthdrawal; it is therefore a

crucial component in the work of Albion?s waÈchman (56:31, E2O6).

The DaughLers are less than eager to cornply with Losrs wishes. They

reply by telling him that they

tremble at the light therefore: hiding fearful
The Divine VÍsion with Curtain & Veil & fleshly Tabernacle. .

(56:39-40, E2O6)

The Daughters tremble because to obey Losfs dicLate is to open the

possibility that Albion will return. They reaLize, like Enltharmon at the end

of the fourth chapter, that the regeneration of the active power will

radically alter the world in which they gain their power. Los replies to

their response frswift as the rattling thunder upon the mountainstr:

Look back into the Church Paull Lookt Three lÙomen around
The Cross! 0 Albion why didst thou a Female hlil1 Create?

(5621+2-43, E2O6)

There are at least three ways of reading the exhortation in line forty-

two. The Church Paul, as Bloom notes, Ís one of the churches in the cycle

from Adan to Luther. However, as Damon notes, the sarne phrase could refer to

St. Paults 1n London6 arrd the exhortation could be addressed to all those

present in this city. Equally plausible is the possibílity that the phrase

is directed to Paul himself, who is being exhorted to look back into the

Christian church which he is helping to found. There is, in fact, no real

need to choose between these possibilities. !'lhether Los is addressing the

hÍstorical Pau1, the inhabitants of London and England, or the beings who

live in the church which Blake called Paul, the import of Losrs cry is the

same. Los is attenpting to draw our attention to the forces of enclosure

which are always already turning our visions of others j-nto dogma. Paul and

the church called Paul are archetypal examples of the enclosure that

invariably follows a particular appearance of the divine. The same process

can, of course, be found in the London of Blakefs (or our own) day. It is

this cal1, and the novement away from enclosure and towards relationship that
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it inplies, which forms the substance of Losrs response to the call of trthose

who disregard all Mortal Things.tr It is in thls prophetic work of Los - in

his struggle with the Daughters and his atLenpË to make them obey his dictate

- that the call for a being who rrwill go forth for ustt is answered.

The rel-ationships between the presences delineated in the first four

plates of this chapter are both intimate and complex. The oppositíon between

Los and Rahab, which stands as the terminus of the history recounted Ín the

second chapter, exists at the point of intersectÍon between the fa11 of

Albion into wíthdrawal and the Spectrefs ascent to power. The point of

i-ntersection, ttThis hlorldrtt is itself defined by the response of trthose who

disregard all Mortal Thingstt to Albionfs withdrawal and Losrs response to

their call. There is, however, stil1 one important strand of the present

which has not entered the dance.

In the previous chapter we observed the process in which Albionfs family

and friends gave their lives for hín. Their nartyrdom resulted in the

formation of a ground for fallen life. It is therefore not surprising that

the fifth plate of this chapter goes on to detail the presence of this ground

in the time of Deism. The cities of ttBath & Canterbury & York & Edinburghrl

stil1 raise their voices, but we can norir no longer hear what they are saying.

In the present their eloquence has been drowned by the surging waLers of the

Atlantic ocean, which separates Albion frorn freedon (AnerÍca). The Ocean

r{eeps over the death of his own chlldren (57:5-6, E2O7).7 The voices of

Albionrs friends have not been heeded and for this reason their now muted cry

is juxtaposed with a brÍef account of the Fall and of the tttüondertt

experienced by rra1l in Eternityttt as ttthe Divine Visiontf opens rrThe Center

into an Expansefr (57:12-18, E2O7).

The illurnination upon which the text for this plate has been

superimposed, however, subtly contradicts the completeness (if not the

accuracy) of this description. The voices of the friends of Albion have,

indeed, been muted, but the gÍft of theÍr lives has turned the rocky globe of
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destiny (which we sar{ on plate 57) into a ttsoft green earth vrith cities and

churchestfS and on this ground, thanks to the work of Los, the Daughters of

Albion have become the Daughters of Los, and here they are able to create a

world of generation.

Taken together, these presences and the relationships which hold between

then form a map which outlines the geography of the present. The time which

is delineated in this way is, at first, strangely unfamiliar, because I4¡e are

all accustoned to descrÍbing the present in terms of what is corporeally

present; but to limit ourselves to this is to confíne ourselves wÍthin the

world defined by Vala. In these plates Blake has shifted the locus of his

description from the material facts of the present to the actsr events and

relationships which together forn the dance and the place in which the

natural, material world is found. Perhaps the rnost helpful analogy to this

sense of the present as the conjuncÈure and interrelationship of a variety of

movements and beings can be gleaned from a reading of Heideggerts essay'

ttBuilding Dwelling Thinking.'r lleidegger writes in this essay that

"sDaces receive their essenti.al being from locations and not from tspace.ttt9

In other words, the essential being of a particular space is determined by

the set of relationships between the beings - in Heideggerts terms, earth,

sky, divinities and mortals - that are gathered there. To dr*ell is to exist

in the space opened by the relationship between these different beings.l0

Similarly, to dwell in the present described in the first plates is to

experience Lhe dance between Los, Rahab, Albion, the Spectre, trthose who

disregard all Mortal thlngs[ and the friends of Albion. Taken together the

relationshíps between these beings define the axes along which fallen life is

elaborated. It now remains for the poen to describe the minute particulars of

the present which opens between these axes.

(4) IÌre shape of the present

The next two p1-ates contain a series of short descriptions, definitions
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and Ílluminations which fill in our picture of the present. Ïn most cases the

nature of the terrain which is descrÍbed can be inferred from the axes which

have been established in the previous plates. trrle see, for example, the tTwo

ContrarÍes hlar against each other in fury & blood'r (58:15, E2O7); 'The

Daughters of Albion. dívide & unite in jealousy & crueltyrr (58:5, E2O7)3

tThe Inhabitants of Albiontt as tttheir Brainrr is trcut round beneath the

tenplesrf (58:6-7, E2O7); and Los as he produces tra hlorld of Generation frorn

the lrlorld of Death'r (58:18, E2O7).

The fallen world in r¿hich we live is |ta Mighty Ternplerr (58222, E207) and

an f'awful Buildingrf (58:21, E2O7) which, thanks to the efforts of Los,

delivers Albion from nonenËity. The entire expanse of the fallen r+orld that

opens between the axes descrÍbed on previous plates can therefore be

described in relation to Los:

Canaan is his portico; Jordan Ís a fountaÍn in his porch;
A fountain of milk & wine to relieve the traveller:
Egypt is the eight steps within. Ethiopia supports his pillars;
Lybia & the Lands unknown. are the ascent wÍthout;
lrlithin is Asia & Greece, ornamented wíth exquisite art:
Persia & Media are his halls: his inmost hall is Great Tartary.
China & India & Siberia are his temples for entertainment
Poland & Russia & Sweden, his soft retíred chambers
France & Spain & Italy & Denmark & Holland & Gernany
Are the ternples among his pillars. Britain is Losrs Forge;
Anerica North & South are his baths of living waters.

(58:33-43,8208)

However, earlier in this plate r{¡e are told that Urizen directs the

construction of this ttawful Buildingtr and that he is the personrrdelivering

Forn out of confusionrr (58:21122, E2O7). The passage quoted above continues with

the assertÍon that Losrs world, the world of the present, is |tthe Ancient

tr^lorld of Urizen in the Satanic Voidtr (58:44, 8208). Moreover, this sarne

passage descríbes Ëhe world of generation which j.s created from the body of

death by Los as a production which emerges fron out of the disintegratj.on of

the Zoas and as a result of the efforts of the Spectres of Albion to frRear

their dark Rocks anong the Stars of Godrt:

The Four Zoat s rush around on all- sides in dire ruin
Furious in príde of Selfhood the terrible Spectres of Albion
Rear their dark Rocks among the Stars of God: stupendous
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lrrorks! A tlorld of Generation continually Creating; out of
The Hermaphroditic Satanic !ùorld of rocky destiny.

(58:47-51, E20B)

The vision of ontological time described in the first chapter and the

inclusion of Rahab and Albion-in-withdrawal amongst the elenents in the

opening plates of this chapter have, of course, to a certaj-n exLent prepared

us for Lhis characterization of the present. The shape of the fa1len world is

forned in the relationship between Los and the fallen Albion. 0n the one hand

Los gives form to Albion; on the oÈher hand it is also true that Albion

brings Los (loss) into being. The first chapter, as ï¡e have argued, was

Lherefore structured around the interaction beLween Los, Enitharmon and the

Spectre on the one hand, and Albion, Vala and Jerusalem on the other. The

structure of this passsage in fact reflects the inËer-relationship between

these two poles of the fallen world quite c1ose1y. It moves fron Ëhe

assertion that Urizen is archítect of the trMighty Templerr to a

characterization of the fallen world as a building centred on Los. It then

suggests that the fallen world belongs to Urizen and that the Spectres of

Albion have a part in producing it. Finally it swings back to Los and hle see

that he has produced his world from Albionts withdrawal:

For the Veil of Vala which Albion cast into the Atlantíc Deep
To caLch Lhe Souls of the Dead: began to Vegetate & Petrify
Around the Earth of Albion. among the Roots of his Tree
This Los f ormed into the Gates & mighty tr'Iall, between the Oak
0f Ìrleeping & the Palm of Suffering beneath Albions Tonb.

(5922-6, 8208)

Nevertheless, despite the prefiguration of this passage by earlier

passages in the poen, rrhat remains surprising is the prominence of Urizen and

the characterization of the fallen world as his frAncient l^lorld.rf The

relationship between Los and Urizen which is suggested by these lines is

reminiscent of the account in The Four Zoas of. the fall of the Zoas to a

universe created by Los and Enitharmorr. It is almost as if we have entered a

different poem; or as if the leaning tower of Pisa were to be found in Spain

rather than Italy. Plate 59 goes on to make this c-onnection with The Four

Zoas even more explicit. trrle now learn that Verulan, London, York and
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Edinburgh are the "Engli-sh names" of the four Zoas (592L4, E208) and we

read a brief precis of the history recounted ín the earlier poem:

But when Luvah assurned the World of UrÍzen Southward
And Albion was slain upon hís MountaÍns & in hís Tent.
All fe1l- towards the Center, sinking downwards in dire ruin,
In the South remaÍns a burning Fíre: in the East. a Void
In the l,ilest, a l,tlorld of raging I'laters: Ín the North; solid Darkness
Unfathomable without end: but in the midst of these
Is Built eternally the subline Universe of Los & Enitharnon. . . .

(592L5-2L, 8208-9)

This history contrasts strangely wíth the account of the four Zoas that is

given in the second chapter of Jerusalen. It brings us Lo the sane world

encountered towards the end of the sixth Night of The Four Zoas, where the

Zoas cast forth their trmonstrous bírthstr (74227,8351) around the world of

Los and Enitharmon.

The Four Zoas is , as I have argued, able to do no more than suggest the

scope of the saving hístory that opens withín its spaces. It is on1-y in

Milton that this second hístory can be elaborated. Jerusalern begins with and

is centred on the vÍsion of Christ which is glinpsed in The Four Zoas and is

the cuLninatÍon of Milton. These three poems are, however, not descriptions

of radically incommensurate worlds, but of different realitíes which open

within the world of loss. This means that, just as Milton could be glimpsed

in The Four Zoas Milton and The Four Zoas can be glirnpsed in Jerusalem. The

poemts description of the terrain which opens up along the the axes of the

present therefore includes the trace of a narrative which if it were to be

elaborated (by falling to sleep rather than waking) would conpletely disrupt

the poem. For the monent this narrative remains in the background and the

poem completes its description of the minute particulars of the present:

Other Daughters of Los, labouring at Looms less fine
Create the Silk-worm & the Spider & the Catterpiller
To assist in theÍr nost grievous work of pity & compassion
And others Create the wooly Lamb & the downy Fowl
To assist in the work: the Larnb bleats: the Sea-fowl crÍes
Men understand not the dÍstress & the labour & sorrow
That in the Interior lrlorlds is carried on in fear & trenbling
trrleaving the shuddring fears & loves of Albions Families
Thunderous rage the Spindles of iron. & the iron Distaff
Maddens in the fury of their hands, trrleavÍng in bitLer tears
The Veil of Goats-hair & Purple & Scarlet & fine twined Linen.

(59:45-55, 8209)
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hlith Lhe description of the work undertaken by the daughters of Losr the

first movement of the third chapter is alnost complete. hle stand within, and

indeed are part of, a fabric r{oven out of a manifold of presences and

relationships.

(5) VisÍon

In the precedÍng plates Lhe poem seemed to check íts own movement by

breaking into a series of relatively short deflnítions and descriptÍons. The

voices whÍch characterized the earlier plates of this chapter are resolved

into the even voice of the narrator, whose attention moves across the surface

desÍgn of the fabric whích is woven by the Daughters of Los. It is almost as

if there hrere a 1u11 in the poem. ThÍs slowing of pace is, however, the

prelude for an expansion, almost an explosion, of voice,. and for the climax

of this section of the third chapter. In the final elenent of the dance of

the present three plates are drawn together and voices other than the

narratorrs now almost conpletely predominate. hre hear the volces of rrthe

Slavesttsinging ttthe Song of the Larnb. . . in evening timerf (60:38, 8210);

the call of Jerusalern and the response to her call by Christ; and the voices

of Mary, Joseph and an Angel. So powerful is this irruption of voice and

vision that the fabric which has been described in the preceding plates now

seems to take a step backwards and becorne Èhe background for these voices; ít

now defines the space in which they resonate. Ïrlithin the present of the

fallen world ì,üe are now confronted with voices which give expressíon to the

enotions of both suffering and hope.

Jerusalem is "closd in the Dungeons of Babylon'r (60:39, E210) where she

sits at

the Mi1ls, her hair unbound her feet naked
Cut with the flints: her tears run down, her reason grows like
The hlheel of Hand. incessant turning day & nlght without rest
Insane she raves upon the winds hoarse, inarticulate. . . .

(6}t4l-4t+, 8210)

Nevertheless, even from this posítion she is abl-e to see the forn of Christ

and hear hís voice (60:50-51, E211):
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For thou also sufferest with me altho I behold Ëhee not;
And altho I sin & blaspheme thy holy nane, thou pitiest me;
Because thou knowest I an deluded by the turnÍng mills.
And by these visions of pity & love because of Albions death.

(6Oz6L-64, 8211)

Christ responds to her affirmation by drawing her attentíon to the

figures of ttJoseph & Maryrtr who appear in trthe Visions of Elohím Jehovahtf

(61:1, 8211). Jehovah is a type of the Urizenic god, whÍle the Elohím are

associated with the creation of thÍs world and therefore wÍth Los. ÏJe can

therefore say that Christ is drawing her attentíon to something which is

perceived within the very fabric of the fallen worl-d, a possibility which

appears within the world forned by Los and Urizen. Jerusalem does not see

Mary and Joseph in the joy of the annunciation, or in rapt wonder at the

mystery of a virgin birth, but in the nidst of an argument which follows on

from Maryts infidelity. Joseph is at first angry, but this anger subsides

into forgÍveness:

Ah ny Mary: said Joseph: weeping over & ernbracing her closely in
His arrns: Doth he forgive Jerusalen & not exact Purity fron her who is
Polluted. I heard his voj-ce in my sleep & his Angel in my dream:
Saying, Doth Jehovah Forgive a Debt only on condÍtion that it shall
Be Payed? Doth he Forgive Pollution only on conditions of Purity
That Debt ís not Forgivenl That Pollution is not Forgíven
Such is the Forgiveness of the Gods, the Moral Virtues of the
Heathen, whose tender Mercies are Cruelty. But Jehovahs Salvation
Is without Money & without Price, in the Continual Forgiveness of Sins
In the Perpetual Mutual Sacrlfice in Great Eternityt for beholdl
There is none that liveth & Sinneth notl And this 1s the Covenant
0f Jehovah: If you Forgive one-another, so sha11 Jehovah Forgive You:
That He Hinself rnay Dwel1 among You. Fear not then to take
To thee Mary thy hlife, for she is with Child by the Holy Ghosl . . .

(6Lzl4-27, E2LI-2I2)

Melanie Bandy argues that the we should understand the Holy Ghost to be

the libidinal energy whích belongs to Mary. She wrÍtes that rrln this act,

because she followed her energies, Mary was truly with child by the Holy

Ghost.ttll In Blakefs oeuvre, however, the Holy Ghost is never simply

associated with energy. In the preface to the fourth chapter of Jerusalen - a

preface whích exhorts us ttto abstain frorn fleshly deslres that we nay lose no

time from the Work of the Lordtr - Blake associates the Holy Spirit with fran

Intellectual FountaÍnrr (8231), and on plate 91 Los inforrns us that Èhe

ttGeniustt of each man ttis t.he Holy Ghost in Manrr (9L29,8251). In Blakefs
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annotations to Thornton we read that in Heaven Lhe Holy Ghost is called by

Ëhe name of Jesus (8668).

The whole thrust of this passage is not thaË Mary has done nothing

r,rrong and that therefore there is no need for forgíveness, but that from

Josephts perspective she is trimpure.tt It matters little whether one believes

that adultery is a sln or not. The point at issue here Ís that, for Joseph,

Mary has sinned against the laws that he has adopted. If Mary had not sinned,

then there would clearly be no need to speak to Joseph of forgiveness. The

asserlion, by the Angel, that Mary is with child by the Holy Spirit in fact

follows on fron the argument that ttJehovahs Salvation / Is . . . in the

continual Forgiveness of sinsrr and fron the contention that the covenant that

Jehovah rnakes with the fallen world is rflf you Forgive one-another, so shall

Jehovah Forgive You.tr It is, as I have argued in rny discussion of Milton and

The Four Zoas, Ín the tine of embrace (and therefore forgiveness) that the

closed world of the self is punctured and one attains an oPenness in which

God can dwe11. This is nothÍng less than the fissure in which - as we have

seen in Milton and The Four Zoas - Christ is born into the fallen world. It

is j-n this sense thal it is Lrue to say that Mary is trwith ChÍld by the Holy

Ghostff (61¿27, E2L2). It is in Josephrs forgiveness of Mary (and one could

sâTr Maryts forgiveness of Joseph for his anger) that the child born of the

adulterous uroman becomes the Christ chíld. In the final l-íne of the above

passage, trthentt is the crucial word. Jehovahrs covenant means that wherever

there is forgiveness of sins God will dwel1 amongst us and Christ will be

born into the fallen world.

The result. of Josephts forgíveness ís a rej-ntegration of nale and female

povrers: he is no longer closed within a world forned by a fixed morality and

in whÍch his Emanation is an elusive object of desire; instead, Mary becomes

a world which he is able to embrace:

Then Mary burst forth into a Songl she flowed like a River of
Many Strearns in the arms of Joseph & gave forth her tears of joy
Like nany waters, and Emanating into gardens & pa1-aces upon
Euphrates & to forests & floods & aninals wild & tame from
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Gihon to Hiddekel-, & to corn fields & vÍllages & inhabitants
Upon Píson & Arnon & Jordan.

(61:28-33, E2L2)

This extraordinary reversal opens out to the reader, almost like a flower,

fron the fabric elaborated in the previous plates; it grows towards us from

out of the spaces of the present. However, what is equally present to fallen

humanity is the gap whÍch separates the real-ity of vision from fallen reality.

As Jerusalemts vision proceeds, it turns to this second reality: trte see Christ

crucified, Jerusalem herself faint ttover the Cross & Sepulcherrtt and Rorne and

Europe adopt the religion of the Druids. The vision is therefore reduced to

the very condition of the person to whon it is appearing. At this point the

vlsÍon turns outward and addresses Jerusalen. Christ says: ttRepose on me till

the morning of the Grave. I arn thy liferr (622I, EZI?).

The vÍsion of Joseph and Mary puts Jerusalem in an extraordinary

position. She responds, boLh as a figure within the vision and a person to

whom the vision is addressed, by saying that she can see the frBody of deathtl

and the ttSpiritual Risen Bodyrt (622L3r74, 8213): both are realities. She is

even able to believe that she will see God in her flesh (622L6, 8213)' but.

she does not know the path that wí1l lead to Lhis event. Chri-strs reply

does not (for the rnoment) close this gap, but it opens within the present the

force of hope. The present is ítse1f a call to live the life that opens out

in the tension between vision and the fallen world:

Jesus replied. I am the Resurrection & the Life.
I Die & pass the limits of possibility, as it apPears
To individual perception. Luvah rnust be Created
And Vala; for I cannot leave them in the gnawlng Grave.
But will prepare a way for ny banished-ones to return
Come now with rne into the villages. walk thro all the clties.
Tho thou art taken to prison & judgenent, starved in the streets
f will command the cloud to give thee food & the hard rock
To flow with nilk & wine, tho thou seest me not a season
Even a long season & a hard journey & a howling wildernesst
Tho Valas cloud hide thee & Luvahs fires follow theet
0n1y believe & trust in me, Lo. I an always with theel

(62:L8-29, E2L3)

Hope in this sense is not a tttransfiguring glow superinposed upon a darkened

existencert; it does ftnot strive after things that have rno placert but after
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things that have tno place as Yetr but can acquire one.rt12 Hope, as Paul

Ricoeur writes in trFreedom l-n the Light of Hope,rl

effects an irruption into a closed order; it opens up a career for
existence and history. Passion for the possible, missíon and exodus,
denlal of the reality of death, response of superabundance of meaning
to the abundance of non-sense - these are so many sígns of the new
creation whose noveltv catches us, in the strict senser unalüares.
Hope, in its springing forth, is.tþporet,ic,rr not by reason of lack of
rneaning but by excess of meaning.rJ

Hope is, however, experienced against the background of, and can itself be

concealed by, Lhe rfclosed ordertt of the fall-en world. The world oscíllates

between hope and despair, openness and closure, transParence and opacity.

This can be seen quite clearly in the contrast betr.rreen the passage which

opens and the passage which closes the three plates discussed above.

In the lines which begin plaLe 60 we see

The clouds of Albions Druid Ternples rage in the eastern heaven
I'lhi1e Los sat terrified beholding Albions Spectre who is Luvah. . . .

(60-.L-2, E2O9)

In this instance, however, closure gives way to vislon, for from

within the Furnaces the Divlne VisÍon appeard
On Albions hil1s: often walkÍng fron the Furnaces in clouds
And flanes among the Druid Tenples & the Starry trrlheels. . .

(60:5-7,8210)

For the reader this disclosure is paral1-e1ed by the emergence of the vÍsion of

Mary and Joseph in the following plates. However, in the línes which close

plate 62 there is an inverse movement. It begins with the assertlon that rT.os

beheld the DÍvine Vision among the flames of the Furnacesrr and that for this

reason ffhe lived & breathed Ín hopett (62235-36, E2I3); however, it goes on to

detail the loss of this vision:

but hís tears fell incessant
Because hls Children were closd fron him apart: & Enitharmon
Dividing in fierce pain: also the Vision of God was closd Ín clouds
0f Albions Spectres, that Los ln despaJ-r oft sat, & often ponderd
0n Death Eternal ln fierce shudders upon the mountains of Albion
hlalking: & in the vales in howlings fierce, then to his Anvils
Turning, anevr began his labours, tho in terrible pains!

(62|36-42, E2L3)

Like Blake at the begÍnning of the poem, Los must wake again and again to

vision; he ruust begin his labours ttanev¡tt because the worl-d (as we have seen
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in our vision of ontol-ogical- tirne) is composed of a movement towards

relationship and a movemenË towards closure. Just as Blake is overwhelmed by

the ttrushing firestr that he sees in ttlondons darknessrrr so too the world that

is forrned in the dance of the present' and the vision of hope that is

engendered by this world, are threatened by the rushíng fires of enclosure.

The present, like ontological time, is composed of two radícally different

novements and tendencles.

The exact point of fracture between these two tendencies can be seen on

plra:ue 62, where a giant figure, ttAlbÍonts Spectre who is Luvahrrr arises

behind the text and threatens to cast it (and the vision that it holds)

aside. The fÍgure at the base of this plate i.s both Blake and the reader,

who are now confonted with a hiatus which opens before them in the very

texture and structure of the present. The dance of the present and the vision

which it a11ows exist, alongsíde a present in whích the world is rnoving

towards dísintegration. In place of a dance of presences and a flowering of

vision, we nohr see a sequential history of fragrnentation whích gathers

momentum as it moves from the past tolrrards the future. The iron links of this

progression nolrl permeate the poem. The plates are linked in a linear

progressÍon. The illuminations show us i-mages of bondage and constriction. A

serpent wlnds itself around the head of Luvah on plate 62 and around the body

of a woman on plate 63. On plate 65 a chain has been drawn along the fu11

length of the plate. At the base of plate 67 a man lies chained to the ground

and a line of vegetation, rrpart of the Polypus which covers al-l the earthrrl

stretches along the length of plates 66, 69 and 7I. A' less extended growth

can be seen in the margins of plates 67 and 68. The present, as I have

argued at the beginning of this chapter, is not nerely a manifold of

presences, but a linear sequence of ttnowstt which are held by the Spectre. In

this sense the present is an instant in thrall to the overwhelming bulk of

the past and the future. It is to this present that the poem nohr turns.
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(6) A second now

The htstory that. Ís recollected (and therefore appears within) this

second present begins with an extremely condensed version of the events which

initiate the Fall. In the openÍng lines Ít appears that Albion has a1-ready

begun the process of withdrawal, for v¡e are told that rUehovah stood among

the Druíds in the Valley of Annandaletr and that the trFour Zoas . . . trenble

before the Spectre'r (63:1-3, E213). In the fo1-lowing lines we learn that

Luvah slew Tharnas (the Zoa of unity) and that Albion responded to Èhis

event by brlnging him ttTo Justice ín his own City of Parísfr (63:6, E2L4).

Thís event provoked the vengeance of Vala (63:7-8 F,zlt+), and resulted in the

divisíon of Reuber\ (63212, E2L4) and the closure of life within a static

form.

The Cíties & Villages of Albion became Rock & Sand Unhunanized
The Druid Sons of Albion & the Heavens a Void around unfathomable
No Human Forn but Sexual & a little weeping Infant pale reflected
Multitudinous in the Looking Glass of Enitharmon, on all sides
Around in the clouds of the Fenale, on Alblons Cliffs of the

Dead. . . .
(63-.18-22, E2L4)

At the time of the Fa11 Los was able to see all of these events' but he

thought that they were no more than a vision of the possibilíty of rn¡ithdrawal

which i-s attendant upon the entry of a person into Beulah. Los therefore put

aside what he had seen ftin the Looking-Glass of Enitharmontt (63:38, E2I!ù.L4

Even when Los saw ttin Valats hand the Druid Knife of Revenge & the Poison Cup

/ 0f Jealousyt' (63:39-40, E2I4), he stíll thought that it u¡as tta Poetic

Vision of the Atrnospheres.ttHe only realized that something rather different

had occurred when Canaan rolled apart frorn Albion and, as \,üe have seen in

more detail in the second chapter, when Reuben fled anong the Caverns of

A1bíon (63'.4I-I+t+, 8215).

tr{e have, in the course of a single p1ate, covered an extraordinary

anount of ground. This brevÍty is to be expected at this stage of a linear

history. The events narrated on plate 63 are present in the fallen world Ín

tkro hrays. First, like all beginnings, they are present in the dim reaches of
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memory. They are the almost forgotten prime cause which sets the chain of

fallen time and history in notion. Second, they delíneate a line of force

which deternines the present. hle can therefore say that the hÍstory that

appears in the present is both a construct created by the historlan fron what

his/her reasoning memory is able to retain, and a line of force which

deterrnínes the world in which the historian stands. This recension of the

myth of the Fall, for exanple, 1s coloured by the events of Blakets own tirne.

As Erdman argues, the judgenenË of Luvah by Albíon ttmeans that Albion and his

league of robbers deny the legitimacy of revolutionary governments, 1n France

and elsewhere, and have set about restoring rthe Lewisfs and Fredericks: who

alone are [warts] causes and its actorst.ttls Clearly, the narratj-ve recited

on plate 63 cannot be reduced to a political allegory; nevertheless, the

contenporary reference enables us to see the Fal1 actÍng in the events of

Blakers own tine, and to observe that the tone and ernphasis of this narratíve

is in part determÍned by the position in history of its author. In the

history which follows, there is an interesting interaction between these two

senses of the word history.

The present in which Blake stands is a time in which the Fernale trrlill has

gained an arir¡esome pohrer and Deism, as the preface tel1-s us, teaches Natural

Religion and Natural Virtue. This is why the narraLive jurnped first to Losrs

initial response to the withdrawal of Albion and now takes a second leap to

the appearance before Los of ttA11 the Daughters of Albiontf as Vala and the

vegetatÍon of Vala in the Loons of Enitharnon (64:6-11, 8215). From within

the tine of Deisn, the warfare of the Sons of Albion against Los, the efforts

of Alblonrs family to reca11 him, the solicitatÍon of the Divine Vision and

the construcLion of linits by rrthose who disregard all nortal Thingsrr are

all invisible. A history which made events such as these its landmarks would

at best be seen as irrational, unsubsLantÍated, or subversíve, for Deisn

constructs a history which attempts to suppress any challenge to its own

hegemony.

The vegetation of Vala is, however, not simply an element j-n
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recollection; it is present in a second and, perhaps, more fundamental- way.

The vegetation of Vala forms part of a seguential chain which l-eads to Èhe

present. It is Ëherefore present in our world as a naterial force. This can

be seen in the next step of this history, where Vala is enbraced by the

Spectre. ThÍs event results 1n the formation of the shel1 of the fallen

world:

A dark Hermaphrodite they stood frowning upon Londons River
And the Distaff & Spindle in the hands of Vala with the Flax of
Hunan Miseries turnd fierce with the Lives of Men along the Valley
As Reuben fled before the Daughters of Albion Taxing the

Nations. . . .
(6423I-34, E2L5)

Although this event has occurred in the past, Ít qulte obvÍously (like the

vegetation of Vala) deterrnines, and is therefore a presence withín, the

present. The 1íne of force which passes frorn wiÈhdrawal to Vala, to the

vegetation of Vala, and then to the embrace of Vala by the Spectre, sets

bounds to the fallen world. The contrast here with the dance of the other

present is quite strikíng. Earlier in this chapter we described a series of

presences which solicited our attention. Here we have a sequentlal

progression, a sequence of cogs, in which we have become weird marionettes,

puppets who are subject to a force which lies outside of our control. As we

move further into thís section of the poem, this progression gains an

inexorable force and ponderous momentun.

The embrace of Vala and the Spectre founds the world of moral

righteousness which will henceforth determine the behaviour of humanity. The

imrnediate result of thís event is therefore the death of Luvah. The

rnalefactor has been judged by and become a victim of the moral order. This

event Ís not something whích is concluded in the past; instead, the

death of Luvah is present throughout the six thousand years of fallen

history:

They vote the death of Luvah, & they naild him to Albions Tree in Bath:
They staind him with poisonous blue, they inwove hin in cruel roots
To die a death of Six thousand years bound round with vegetatíon
The sun was black & the moon ro1ld a useless globe thro BritaÍnl

(65:8-11, E2L6)
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The song which is sung by the frspectre Sons of Albion round Luvahs Stone of

Trialt' (65:56, E2l7) describes an event whtch has taken place in the past,

but the world which this event brings into being and which the Spectres

celebrate is clearly present:

This ís no warbling brook, nor shadow of a nírtle tree:
But blood and wounds and disnal cries, and shadows of the oak:
And hearts laid open to the light, by the broad gri-zly sword:
And bowels hid in hammerd steel riprd quivering on the ground.
Call forth thy srniles of soft decej-t: call forth thy cloudy tears:
trrle hear thy sighs in trumpets shrill when morn shall blood renehl.

(65:50-55, E2I7)

Simílarly, the death of Luvah brings in a very present reality, for Ít marks

the tirne when the Sons of Urizen leave trthe plow & harrowtt and take up tfthe

chariot of war & the battle-axtt (65212,L4, E2l6) and when "the Arts of Llfert

are changed into rrthe Arts of Deathfr (65:16, E2l6). The vegetation of Vala

and her enbrace with the Spectre are events whÍch have occurred in the past;

however, they are present to us as forces which determine the strucËure of

our world. This is why ín this history r{e can see the present prefÍgured in

the pasL. The line from the past to the present can be seen most clearly in

the fate of the Spectre Sons of Albion.

(7) The Hand of Vala

From the perspective of the trspectre Sons of Albionrtt it is Luvah who has

pitted his strength against the unity inposed by Albion and consequently

caused then to be separated from their humanity. One could find paral1e1s to

the plight of these figures throughout fallen tirnel6:

lrte were carried away in thousands from London; & in tens
0f thousands fron trrlestminster & Marybone in ships closd up:
Chaind hand & foot, cornpelld to fight under the iron whips
0f our captains; fearing our officers more than the enemy.

(65:33-36, E2l6-7)

At the first opportunity the vi-ctims therefore take vengeance on Luvah. This

response achieves the opposite of whaË Ëhey had intended:

AstonÍshd: terrified & in pain & torment. Sudden they behold
Their own Parent the Emanation of their murderd Enemv
Become their Emanation and their Ternple and Tabernacle
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They knew not. this Vala was their beloved Mother Vala AlbÍons hlife.

Terrified at the sight of the Victirn: at his distorted sinewsl
The trenblings of Vala vibrate throt the lirnbs of Albíons Sons:
While they rejoice over Luvah in mockery & bitter scorn:
Sudden they becone like what they behold ín howlings & deadly pain.
Spasms smite their features, sinews & linbs: pale they look on one

another.
They turn, contorLed: their iron necks bend unwi1llng towards
Luvah¡ theÍr l1-ps trernble: their muscular fibres are crampd & smitten
They become like what they beholdl

(65268-79, 8217-8)

The separation of the Spectre Sons fron their humanity means that they are no

longer part of a world which emerges in relatíonship; inst,ead, like the

reasoning memory, they must forn a world by the assirnilation of others. As

Blake writes: rra Spectre has no Emanation but what he imbibes fron decieving

/ A Victimt'r (65:59-60, E2L7). In political terms this takes the form of

imperialism. Rather than recognÍzing that Luvahrs revolt is at the very least

codetermined by the irnposition of a fixed order by Albion, they attempt to

appropriate the world of Luvah. Trle therefore see the Spectre Sons ttDrinkingtt

Luvahrs rrEmanation in intoxicating blissrr (65:58, E2L7). Luvah has become

t'the Victim of the Spectres of Albion'r (66:15, 8218). For Luvah and for

Albion the attempt to assinilate the world to their ohrn perspective resulted

in enclosure withín the world of their own desires. For both figures Vala

(along with the Spectre) therefore became the regent of their world.

Similarly, the judgemenË of Luvah by the Spectre Sons encloses thern in a

world which is bounded by their or^rn desires. This is why they find, to their

astonishment, that Vala is now their Emanation. The Spectre Sons are

themselves enclosed within the world bounded by Vala and as a result they

themselves become her victims. Their bodies are therefore irresÍstÍbly drawn

towards the plight of Luvah (the victim). In thls conplex reworking of the

Oedipus myth, the Spect.re Sons simply do not realize that they are themselves

born from Albionrs fragmentation - that rrthis Vala was their beloved Mother

Vala Albions trtlíferr (65:71, EZIT). They are therefore unable to see that to

attempt to reduce Luvah to their perspective (to possess his fallen

Emanation) is for them to be enclosed by Vala.
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The vengeance taken by the Spectre Sons repeats the sLructure of

wíthdrawal implicit in Luvahts nurder of Tharmas and Albionts judgement of

Luvah. In each case it results in entry into the state of Satan:

Satan is Èhe State of Death, & not a Human existence
But Luvah is named Satan, because he has enterd that State
A lJorld where Man is by Nature the enemy of Man. . . .

(49267-69, E199)

In thís state Luvah, human desire, is enclosed wíthin its own perimeters. All

who take vengeance or assimil-ate the world to their perspectíves Lake up this

position in which apparent mastery is quickly superseded by enclosure and

donination by the fenale. The world established by the Spectre Sons is

therefore ttA building of eternal deathrr and at its heart we find Vala

rfturning the iron Spindle of destructionrr (66:9-10' 8218).

It is now the Daughters of Albion who rrsit naked upon the Stone of

trialfr (66219, 8218) and mock the victim,

Saying: Behold
The King of Canaan whose are seven hundred chariots of ironl
They take off his vesture whole with their Knives of flint:
But they cut asunder his inner garments: searching with
Their cruel fingers for his heart, & they enter in pomp'
In many Ëears; & there they erect a ternple & an altar. . . .

(66224-29, 8218)

All those who see these things become like Luvah. rrAmidst delights of

revenge" (66239, 8218) they take on the forn of Vala and are enclosed within

the cavern of the self. The Divine Vision becomes no more than rra globe of

blood wandering distant in an unknown nightfr (66244, E2I9) and humanity

becomes a formless Polypus, a mass of individuals

By Invisible Hatreds adJoind, they seem remote and separate
Fron each other; and yet are a Mighty Polypus in the Deepl
As the Misletoe gror4rs on the Oak, so Albions Tree on Eternity: Lol
He who wÍll not comingle in Love, must be adjoind by Hate. .

(66:53-56, E2I9)

It is these rflnvisible Hatredsff that link the portions of this history and

make it a force which deternÍnes the presenL. As a result of this history

ttThe lluman forn began to be alterd by the Daughters of Albíon / And the

perceptions to be dissipated into the Indefinitetr (66246-47, E2L9):

The Stars flee remote: the heaven ís iron, the earth is sulphur,
And all the nountains & hílls shrink up like a withering gourd,
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As the Senses of Men shrink together under the Knife of flÍnt'
In the hands of Albions Daughters, among the Druid Temples.
By those who drink their blood & the blood of their Covenant.

(66;8L-672I, E2I9-2O)

(8) Ilre clinar

As the first movement of the third chapter reached its climax, lt seemed

to disrupt its own progression. The rnanifold of presences was suddenly

ruptured by the twin forces of vision and hope. The second movement of this

chapter also ends wlth an expansion, but of a very dífferent kind. The

narraLive that we have been following has described a progression which noves

fron the murder of Tharmas by Luvah and Albionrs subsequent judgement of

Luvah, to Valars herrnaphoditic embrace with Luvah, through the vengeance

Laken by the Spectre Sons of Albion and its resulLs, to the reduction of the

world to rra Mighty Polypus ín the Deeplrr Throughout this history we can see

Vala extend her iron hand. The Judgement of Luvah by Albion results in the

vegetation of Va1a, whÍch is in turn the precondition for Valats embrace of

the Spectre and the consequent fabrication of the doxa or nature of the

fallen world. The vengeance of the Spectre Sons assímilates then to her world

and the same transformation is effected amongst all those who are party to

revenge.

This history that is recounted on these plates tells us, therefore, of a

gradual accretion of life to Vala. One can see its progress as being

analogous to a trickle of water whích turns into a sLream and then into a

raging torrent. Vala extends her pov¡er until all of life has become a

Polypus. The climax of this history is reached on plates 67-69 in which we

see an extraordinary expansion of her power. At this point the entire world

fs sLructured by the Daughters of Albion and the rnale power is no more than a

growth fron the female. The narrative seems to pick up speedr events are

described in greater detail and the poem generates the feeling that a

gigantÍc force is loorning over the present. The vision of plates 60-62 has
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nov¡ been almost entirely eclipsed by this counter movement.

The account of the climax of Valars power begins with the creatlon of a

rfDouble Femaler' (6723, E22O). In previous plates the Daughters of Albion have

cenËred in Vala, but now they congregate as Rahab and Tirzah. This

intensification of fernale por,Íer results in the extension of the rrGreat

Polypus of GeneraLiontt until it covers rrthe earth't (67234, F'220). These

developments bring us to the world described in the preface to this chapter.

They Lake us to the edge of Blakers present, where nature, as the passive

poh¡er, has achieved doninion over the active powersc As Basil ltilley writes:

tNaturet has been a controlling idea 1n Western throught ever since
antiquity, but it has probably never been so universally active as it
was from Lhe Renaissance to the end of the eÍghteenth century. Nature
was the grand alternative to all that man had made of rnan; upon her
solid ground therefore - upon the tabula rasa prepared by the true
philosophy - must all the religion, the ethics, the politics, the law'
and the art of the future be constructed.lT

In this century nature was the corner stone of both revolution and

reaction.lS 81.k" calls this philosophy ttthe Atheistical Epicurean Philosophy

of Albions Treeft and in so doing he indicates that it has its genesis within

the very being of fal1en rnan. The power of the fernale in the eighteenth

century is not an aberration within fallen history; in fact, the roots of

Valars power can be traced back to the acts of nurder and Judgement which

establish the fallen world. This is why a Deist philosophy can be described

as Epicurean, for already in the late fourth and early third centuries before

the birth of Christ, Epicurus vras arguing that ffsensation is infalliblefr and

that it is ttour sole ultlmate guarantee of truth.tf The Epicurean phÍlosophy

therefore owes allegíance to Va1a, for it tends to close humanity wÍthin the

shell of what appears to the se1f.19

Yet the vehemence of Blakets attack against Deism in the eighteenth

century is at times the occasÍon for some consternation. Basil ltlilley clains

that in this century

One meets everywhere a sense of relief and escape, relief from the
strain of living in a mysterious universe, and es^gape from the
ignorance and barbarism of the Gothic cenÈuriesr¿u

and, although Nature ís an admittedly ambiguous term, in thís climate what
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hras strongly felt was

the clarity, the authority, and the universal acceptability of Nature
and Naturets laws. The laws of Nature are the laws of reason; they
are always and everywhere the same, and l-ike the axiorns of
mathematics they have only to be presented in order to be
acknowledged as Just and right by all men. The historic rô1e of
tNaËuret at this tirne was to introduce, not further confusíon, but
its precise oppposites, - peace, concord, toleration, and progress in
the affairs of men, an^d, in poetry and art, perspícuity, order,
unity, and proporti-on.¿r

As a result Bloom, for example, even goes so far as to argue that

There is noL much accuracy, one fears, in Blakers Índictment of
hÍstorical Deisrn, and indeed by tfthe DeisËsff he does not mean Toland,
Collins, Tindal- and the other controversialists who argued for a
religion of Nature against the Anglican orthodoxy of their day
(Ee3e).

If Blake were to choose between Anglican orthodoxy and the deism of Toland

et a1, it ís possÍble that he would have more sympathy with the rrdevils.rr

Nevertheless, in the poetry after The Book of Urizen. both reaction and

revolution are seen to be contained by a síngle history. To argue for a

religion of nature against a more orthodox nature is to repeat the acts of

the Spectre Sons of Albion 1n their struggle against Vala. The argument of

nature against nature ís, indeed, the paradigmatic forn of the dynamism which

propels fallen hisLory and invariably turns the revolutÍonary into the tyrant

and then into the new vlctim. Jerusalen makes the rnechanisrn whích animates

this history remarkably clear. As the narrator tells us:

The Twelve Daughters in Rahab & Tirzah have circumscribd the Brain
Beneath & pierced it thro the midst with a golden pin.

(67241-t+2, E22O)

In this condition the human individual is closed within the shell of his

constituted world, and therefore animated by sexual desi-re, by the yearning

for a presence whÍch will fill the lack which is the foundation of the

psyche. Ïlhile the self remains under the power of the Daughters, this

yearning can never be fulfilled and ít is therefore sublinated in warfare:

I am drunk with unsatiated love
I rnust rush again to trrlar: for the Virgin has frownd & refusd. . .

(68262-63,8222)

For the hlarriors it seems that the veil which physically and

epistemologically surrounds them can be broken only by violence, rape and
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h¡arfare: rThey cry to one another, tlf you dare rend thei-r Veil with

your Spear; you are healed of Lovetttt (68242, 8222). As we have seen ¡t¡ith

regard to the Spectre Sons, an act of violence such as this only places then

nore firmly than ever withÍn the world of Vala. Deism and all religions of

nature are to be opposed because they precl-ude the entry into relationship

which is the foundation of Eternity.

The gradual assimilation of being to the world of the fenale pol4rers

results in the reduction of the rnale to a síngle identity:

Then all the Males comblned into One Male & every one
Became a ravening eating Cancer growing in the Female
A Polypus of Roots of Reasoning Doubt Despair & Death'
Going iorth & returning from Albions Rocks to Canaan:
Devouring Jerusalem from every Nation of the Earth.

(69:1-5,8223)

This giant form is a parody of Albionrs humanity, for its unity is not

founded on relationshíp, but on a formless aggregate of indivíduals. It is a

Po1-ypus which stands rrat variance with Itself / fn aLL its Menbers: ín

eternal torment of love & jealousytt (69:6-7, 8223). This |tenormous Formtr is

ca1led ttHand.tt

hre use our hands to touch others, Èo nould inert matter and so give

shape to something, and to perform conplex tasks such as eating and drinking.

The hand is often expresslve of the entíre person. In writing rr¡e speak of a

personts hand and even in speech the hand is often peculiarly expressive of

the speakerrs intentions. The hand which is descríbed on plaÈes 69 and 70 is'

by contrast, one which pits ítself against the whole person. It is no longer

a vehicle of expression, nor does it exist in a contrary relationship with

the individual; instead, it is animated by a will directed against Albíon:

Hand is 'fPlotting to devour Albions Body of Humanity & Loverr (70:9, 8224).

Hand is the excess of Lhe calculating spirit which Shelley claims was

developing in the eighteenth century at the expense of the poetic.22 The

capacitÍes of Hand are truly extraordlnary, but they are dívorced from

hunanlty. Instead of a single head, Hand is composed of three who are in

perpetual argunent:
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Such Forn the aggregate of the Twelve Sons of Albion took; & such
Theír appearance when combind: but often by bírth-pangs & loud groans
They divíde to Twelve: the key-bones & the chest dividing in pain
Dísclose a hÍdeous orifice; thence issuing the Giant-brood
Arise as the smoke of the furnace, shaking the rocks frorn sea Lo sea.
And there they combine into Three Forms, named Bacon & Newton & Locke,
In the Oak Groves of Albion which overspread all the Earth.

(70:10-16, 8224)

For such a creature truth consists in the agreement and disagreement of

ideas, which are in turn based on the material that is on hand. Hand

appears as a force in his own right, but within his heart is hldden Rahab-

Vala. He is in fact a ttCancer growing in the Femaletf (69'.2, E2îß).23

The description of the genesís of the giant forrn of Hand brings us to

the now in which we 1ive. The events of the history that we have been tracing

are present in recollection and ín the touch of Valars iron hand which

stretches along the lines of this history to determine the bounds of the

world in r¿hich we l-ive. This history is closed and the present reached wíth

the announcement that rrThe Starry Heavens all were fled frorn the mighty lirnbs

of Albionfr (70:32, 8224).

(9) The geography of the present

In the first two movements of the third chapter of Jerusalem the present

is defined in radically contradictory terns. It ís a manifold of presences

which solicit our attention and structure the world, and it is a space which

is determined by a linear hístory. It is, however, possible to describe the

present in a third way. The dance of presences and the fa1len history are

themselves made possíble by the ground that is established by Los. l,le can

describe this ground in tr,ro $¡ays: posítively, bf describing the relationshíps

which compose it, and negativell, bI an accounL of what this world once was.

One could say, perhaps, that this third description of the present is the

interior shape of the present that is cornposed of both the dance of presences

and the iron history of Vala.

The third movement of the third chapter of Jerusalem therefore begins
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with a long and detailed account of the prelapsarian names and locations of

'fAlbions Twelve Sons, & of hís Twelve DaughLerstr (71:10, 8225). Thls world of

relationship has been destroyed; it exists in thÍs context only as a negative

determinant of the Present:

But now Albion Ís darkened & Jerusalem lies in ruins:
Above the Mountains of Albion, above the head of Los'

(7L254-5,8226)

The present of the fallen world can now be located in relationship to Los.

Losts position beneath the ruins of Jerusal-en and the |tdarkenedrt Albion is

not unexpected, for in the second chapter we saw the rrFamily Divinerr delegate

their pol4¡ers to Los,

conjuring hirn by the Highest that he should tr'Iatch over them

Til1 Jesus shal1 appear' ' ' 
egr44fz29-30, E1B7)

Neverthel-ess, his position with regard to Al-bíon has changed signiflcantly

from that described Ín the second chapter. From this point in tine hís

attenpts to recall Al-bion can be seen as a failure; in factr the sltuatlon

has become so dire that he fears that a direct appeal will cause A1bíon to

turn conpletely fron the Dívine Vision:

And Los shouted with ceaseless shoutÍngs & his tears poured down

His imnortal cheeks, rearing his hands to heaven for aid Divine!
But he spoke not to Albion: fearing lest Albion should turn hís Back

Against th" Di.rine Vislon: & fa11 over the Precípice of Eternal
Death.

But he receded before Albion & before vala weaving the veil
IüÍth the iron shuttle of trrlar among the rooted Oaks of Albion. . . .

(7L256-6L,8226)

Nevertheless, it is only though Losfs attentiveness to A1bíon-in-withdrawal

that Albion and Vala are saved frorn the trfall over the Precipice of Eternal

Death.rf As we have seen in previous chapters, Losrs world emerges ín

relationship with Albion and Vala.

In the next plate we learn of the four - ttRintrah & Palamabron &

Theotornon & Bromiontt (72:11, 8226) - who help Los guard the four wa11s of

Jerusalern. The poern then turns to an enumeration of the different counties of

Ireland, which form the tï.and of Erin'r (72227, 8227). Erin is a space of

embodiment and therefore a space of meeting. In this @þ' as we have
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argued in the first chapter, $re can be open to the call and the solicltatlons

of others: \,r¡e can hear and touch and fee1. The Thírty-tv¡o Counties of lreland

(and therefore the Land of Erin) are centred

in London & in Golgortooza. fron whence
They are Created continually East & trrlest & North & South
And frorn them are Created all the Nations of the Earth
Europe & Asia & Afríca & America, in fury Fourfoldl

(72228-3L,8227)

These plates therefore assert that Los grounds two quite contradictory

movements. He supports the linear unfolding of Vala by remaining attentive to

Albíon, and he creates, as a manifold of cotemporaneous presences, the Land

of Erin and rrall the Nations of the Earth.rr

For the reader thÍs recognttion that Los grounds two such radically

divergent movements results in a sudden and startling reorientation.

Previously we have seen the present as a tine which ís divided between a

1ínear history and a dance of presences. It is now affirmed that ít is Los

who grounds both the dance of the present and the unfolding might of Vala.

It is in Los that these two movements gain being. Vala and Erin' contractÍon

and expansion, enclosure in the world of the self and the enbrace of others,

are different moments of the world formed by Los and Enitharmon. As Blake

writes:

And the Four Gates of Los surround the Universe !'lithin and
I,ilithout; & whatever is visible in the Vegetable Earth, the sarne

Is visÍble in the Mundane Shell; reversd in mountain & va1e. .
(72245-7, 8227)

['le have, of course, already seen the part that Los and his daughters play in

the dance of the present and glinpsed his horrifíed reaction to the

consolidation of Valars pohter; however, Los l-s also present in a more

fundamental sense. It is Losts relationship with Albion in ontological tine

(which was described in detail in the first chapter of Jerusalem) which opens

both of these aspects of fallen existence. Los creates a world whích, by

providing a 1ímit to the Fal1, gives form to Vala. On the other hand, this

sane world opens the possibility of resurrection and regeneration described

in plates 60-62. The best description of this duality ln Losrs world is
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contained on plate 73:

llhere Luvahs ttorld of Opakeness greh' to a per:iod: It
Became a Límit, a Rocky hardness without form & void
Accumulating without end: here Los. who is of the Elohím
Opens the Furnaces of afflictÍon in the Ernanation
Fixíng The Sexual into an ever-prolific Generatíon
Naming the Limit of Opakeness Satan & the Linit of Contraction
Adan, who is Peleg & Joktan: & Esau & Jacob: & Saul & David. . .

(73222-28,8228)

Luvahts world is given forn by Los. At the same time frthe Kings & Nobles of

the Earth & all theír Glories,rr which are ttCreated by Rahab & Tirzah in

Ulrortf are preserved from |tELernal Deathrf and so given existence in the world

that Los creates around them (73:38-40, 8228-9). Los gives form to Vala by

providing limits to the Fall, but this work is complemented by the turning of

Los again and again to Albion. The passage quoted above continues:

Voltaire insinuates that these Limíts are the cruel work of God

Mocking the Rernover of Limits & the Resurrection of the Dead

Settíng up Kings in wrath: in holiness of Natural Religion
llhich Los with his rnighty Hanmer demolishes time on time
In miracles & wonders in the Four-fold Desart of Albion
Permanently Creatíng to be in Tine Reveald & Dernolishd. . . .

(73229-34, 8228)

There is one more change of perspective which the chapter denands of the

reader. The vision of Los as the ground of the present of the fal1en world Ís

itself the precondition for a further reorientation. In the penultinate plate

the reader seems to begln on yet another history, this tirne exceptionally

condensed, of the Fa11. Before thís account has proceeded very far it is

interrupted by the narrator who suddenly speaks in the first person:

Teach me 0 lloly Spirit the Testirnony of Jesus! 1et me

Comprehend wonderous thÍngs out of the Divine Law
I behold Babylon in the opening Street of London, I behold
Jerusalem in ruins wandering about fron house to house
This I behold the shudderings of death attend ny steps
I walk up and down in Six Thousand Years: their Events are present

before me

To tell how Los in grief & anger, whirling round his Haruner on high
Drave the Sons & Daughters of Albion fron their ancient

mountains. . . .
(74-.r4-2L, 8229)

This passage completes our picture of the present. 0n the one hand this tine

in which we live contains a dance of presences which solicit our attenti-on;

on the other hand, we can discern Valars Íron hand and cruel necessities
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which turn their force on the present. Both of these presences are grounded

in the universe established by Los and which provídes the overall shape of

the present. From the point of view of vision, however, there is a fourLh

present: all the events of six Ëhousand vears are present to Blake. ThÍs

extraordinary clairn radically resituates the reader.

During the course of our discussion of the third chapter of Jerusalen,

we have simply observed the unfolding of the Lhree elements which make up the

present. In the process we have, perhaps, been drifting away from the moment

of vision. As the chapter closes, we are recalled to the point at which the

poen began. The delineation of Los as the ground of the present demanded that

tüe see dance and linear history as aspects of a single existence. The clain

that all of the events of history are present to the narraLor demands that we

see the now that has been the predoninant concern of this chapter as a

portion of the whole man. trrle are in this way taken back to the very beginning

of the poem, to the openlng streets of London, in which Blake woke to his

vision of Albion/Christ. In other words, in vision vle are st1ll standing in

the moment in which the poem begins. The sequential history narrated in the

second and third chapter forms the shape of ontological time. Together,

ontological and sequential time forrn the body of Albion-in-withdrawal and, as

we shall argue in the next chapter, the body of Christ. It is only in the

fallen world and within the limitations imposed by the materials of the

fallen world that the vislon of Albion/Christ must be represented in a linear

fashion. It is the noment of awakening with which the poem begins which

allows the narrator to walk up and down in history. In the l-ines which follow

rre see hirn perforn this task with an extraordinary confidence and elan.

In ontological tine we saw the relatj.onship of Los to Albion as a

structure which extended along the entire length of fallen time. }lÍthin this

sLrucLure Los walks up and down and in this way remalns in relationship with

each fragment of the fallen and now spatially extended Albion. It Ís thís

history, made pernanent by Los, which is seen by the narrator. The Twenty-
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seven heavens of trRahab Babylon the Greattr (75:1, E230)

Appear ln strong deluslve ltght of Time & Space drawn out
In shadowy pomp by the Eternal Prophet created evermore

For Los in Síx Thousand Years walks up & down continually
That not one Moment of Tirne be lost & every revolution
0f Space he makes permanent in Bowlahoola & Cathedron.

(75:5-9,8230)

In support of this claim the narrator details this history fron Adarn to

Luther and describes the action of Jesus who,

breaking thror the Central Zones of Death & Hel1
Opens Eternity in Tine & Space; triumphant in Mercy. . . .

(7622L-22, E23L)

Once again the reader can see the duality of the fallen world. Humanity is

caught within an endless cycle of time (stretching frorn Adam to Luther)

which, nevertheless, contains the possibility of regeneration:

Thus are the Heavens formd by Los within the Mundane Shel1
And where Luther ends Adan beings again in Eternal Circle
To awake the Prisoners of Death; to bring Albion again
tr'lith Luvah into light eternal, in his eLernal day.

(76223-26, E23L)

This possibility of regeneration has not been embraced and so Lhe chapt.er

concludes with a reÍteration of the staternent that rrnow the Starry Heavens

are fled from the mighty limbs of AlbÍon" (76227, 8231). The narraËor and the

reader of Jerusalem exist in a present in which vision calls us to trAwaketrtt

tfexpandltr and in which hre are sr,rrept along ín a sequential progression away

fron the point at which this voice is heard.



Chapter Fourteen

Itinding the Golden String into a Ball

How can his knowledge protect his desire for truth from
illusion?

How can he wait without idols Lo worship, without
Their overwhelming persuasion that somewhere, over the

high hill'
Under the roots of the oak, ín the depths of the sea,
Is a womb or a tomb wherein he may halt to express sone

attainment?
hl.H. Au,:len1

(1) Ttre golden string

In the first lines of the preface to the fourth chapter the cries of the

Spectre Sons, and the voices of Vala, Rahab, Los and Hand, are replaced by a

simple, almost childlike voice offering the reader ttthe end of a golden

sLring.t'All that we need to do, this voice affirms, is to'rwind it into a

balltt and it will lead us ttin at Heavens gate, / guitt in Jerusalems walltt

(77, E231). As if to confirm that such a course of action is possible a small

figure is drawn aL the top of thís plate who is rolling a string into a ba1l.

The "endtt that is being offered to the reader is on one 1eve1 readily

identified.2 Tt is the fourth chapter, the end of the ontic and sequential

progression that we have been following, the future which stands at the end

of the line stretching from the past and through the present. It is also the

ttendtt of the line of force unfolded by Vala and, by analogy, the end of the

lives (collective and índividual) of the worm of sixty winters. The location

of ttHeavens gaLett and the ttwalltt in which iL can be found is also quite

clear. By following the poemts progression backwards, by winding the

sequentialr linear string of words into a ball, we arrive back at the

frontispiece an,C stand with Los before the gate buílt in the t'walltt of the

poem. This return would radically alter our position with regard to the

doorway depicted on Lhis plate, for our entry would no longer be deferred by
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the sequential- unfol-ding of the poem and of tirne; instead, by winding the

string of time into a ball we would return along the lines, and yet against

the current, of that force which forbids us entry. The entry of Los and the

reader into Jerusalem (and thus into heaven) could therefore be effected

and it would indeed be true, as the preface to this chapter affirrns, that

"Hell is opend to Heaven" (77234,8233).

Although the string offered to the reader can be readily identified, the

means by which we are to turn and wind it into a ball is certainly not clear.

Each attempt of the will- to move the self against the current of time can

meet only Lrith failure, for such a course of action is iÈse1f a regression

and withdrawal. The attempts of Los to draw Albion back against his will to

the point where he began, for example, extend the space of Ulro:

every 1itt1e particle of light & air, became Opake
Black & immense; a Rock of difficulty & a Cliff
0f black despair; that the imnortal tr'Iings labourd against
Cliff after clÍff, & over Valleys of despair & death. .

(391441:10-13, E186)

The reader who attempts to read Jerusalem backwards experiences a similar

diffículty. The words become tfBlack & immensertt rfa Rock of difficultyrr which

cannot be traversed. There is no path back through time to an innocence which

has not encountered experience. Yet the path back to Jerusalemrs gate must be

discovered if we are to enter this city and embrace Albion. And the path that

lea,ls to this point does seem to be in sone way backwards ttthrort the text'

for the figure whom we see winding up a length of string ís walking against

the current of the text.

A similar course is suggested ín the poem printed on the same plate.

Blake tells us of a vision in which he sees

a f lame of f ire ' even as a I'Iheel
0f fire surrounding all the heavens: it went
From wesL to east against the current of
Creation & devourd all things in its loud
Fury & thundering course round heaven & earth
By it the Sun was roll-d into an orb:
By it the Moon faded into a globe,
Travelling thro the night: for from its dire
And restless fury, Man hímself shrunk up
Int,o a little root a f athon 1-ong.

(7722-II, 8232)
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If one faces norLh, the east is to the right and the west to the left. If

these directions are transposed onto the poem r¡¡e can say that with respect to

the reader, the book is to the north, the last pages of the book are to the

east and the beginning is the west. The movement of our reading therefore

passes ttfrom the west to the east.rt lt moves against the current of. /

Creation.rtTo say that the movement of the poem and, by analogy, the movement

of time, is ttagainst the current of Creation" is at first a little baffling.

Surely the movement of creation is from beginning to end, from youth to old

âgê, from the past to the future. In arguing this point, however, we refer

only to the time that is perceived by the caverned man. It is humanityrs

withdrawal, and the consequent reduction of reality to what can be perceived

by the self, that transforms the individual into a l^¡orm sixty winters long,

reduces time to the sequence of what has appeared to the self, generates

fallen history, and continually postpones our entry into Jerusalem. The

course of this time does not outline the current of creation, although it is

grounded in Losrs world, but the process of fragmentatíon. The current of

creation flows from Los to Albion, from contraction and despair to expansion

and hope. This is the movement initiated by Jesus, who

is the bright Preacher of Life
Creating Nature from this fiery Law,
By self-denial & forgiveness of Sin.

(7722I-23,8232)

Unfortunately, although passages such as this support the suggestion

that there Ís a pathway that leads in some way back through the poem, they do

not tell us how this can be done. The reader has been offered the end of a

string which stretches from his/her current position to the point that he/she

has been trying to reach, but (even though he/she once stood at the other end

of this string and has followed its course from west to east, there seems to

be no way of retracing his/her steps, of moving from east to west, and in

this way enÈering Jerusalemrs gate. It is as if the reader has been

confronted with a Zen koan and in order to pass beyond it he/she must change

his/her orientation.3 Till this occurs rüe are (like Los) in the same plight
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as the bird depicted on plate 78. lle are an Icarus without wings, a Daedalus

who cannot pick up the string Uhat lies at his feet. From this nelancholy

position the rising sun (seen on the left of the illumination) can only be

seen as a sun setting far in the west.4

A Zen master would, perhaps, point out at this sLage of our discussion

that the question of how to wind the trgolden stríngtt into a ball is a little

premature. hle cannot hope to accomplish this task until we have the trendrr of

the string in our hands. The beaked figure is, in fact, looking in the vilrong

direction. lrle must., first of all, pick up the ttendttourselves; we must turn

to the fourth and final chapt er of Jerusalem.

(2) The close of history

The fourth chapter begins with a continuation of the history which

stretches from the withdrawal of Albion (second chapter) to the state entered

as a result of that \,Íithdrawal (ttrir¿ chapter). It details the trajectory

taken by this history as it passes into the future. This future is not

described in the mode of possibility, nor is it proclaimed as the future

predicted by the trhonest mantt as he gazes at the present; instead, iL is a

history which is placed in the narratorrs past. This tense is appropriate

because the final chapter of Jerusalem details a history which the narrator

has seen in vision and which he is therefore able to announce as having

already occurred. This time is a portion of the temporally and spatially

extended body of Albion-in-withdrawal.

The ability of the narrator to see rrpast, present and future existing

all at oncett does not imply a philosophy of fatalisrn. The present is

determined in Èhe sense that limits to the possible are set by Albionrs fall.

trle are all immersed within a time and space which predates us; hle are hurried

on in the frtidetr of a tíme which extends on either side of our individual

lives. However, within this time mortals are radically free. Free, because

within the possibilities opened by this time we are able Lo choose the course
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of our life. Radically free, because regeneraLion is a member of the set of

options opened by the fa11en world.

The fourth chapLer begins by locating the poemts readers within the

momenL of history that they have reached. Now, ttThe Spectres of Albions

Twelve Sonsttattempt to ttdevourrr the sleeping body of Albion (78:1-3, 8233),

their armies ttsurround the Forty-two Gates of Erinrtt they give the name of

Rahab to rfthei-r Mother Valatr and elevate her to a position from which she has

ttpower over Lhe Earthrr (78:12-L6, 8233-34). This aLtenuation of the power of

Vala brings Jerusalem to the verge of non-existence:

Disorganizd; an evanescent shade, scarce seen or heard among

Her childrens Druid Temples. .
(78228-9, 8234)

The world summarized by the opening plate gains moving expressíon in Èhe

voice of Jerusalem - heard from withintrthe darkness of Philisthearr (78:30,

8234) - as she laments over the condition to which she and Albion have been

reduced:

My brother & my father are no more! God hath forsaken me

The arrows of the Almighty pour upon me & my children
I have sinned and am an outcast from the Divine Presence!
My tents are falltn! my pillars are in ruins! my children dashd
Upon Egypts iron floors, & the marble pavements of Assyria;
I melt my soul in reasonings among the tol{¡ers of Heshbon;
MounL Zion is become a cruel rock & no more dew
Nor rain: no more the spring of the rock appears: but cold
Hard & obdurate are the furrows of the mountain of wine & oil:
The mountain of blessing is itself a curse & an astonishment. .

(78231-79¿7, 8234)

At the climax of this speech Jerusalem addresses herself directly to Vala and

asks her to say why her

shuttles
Drop with the gore of the slain; h'hy Euphrates is red with blood
hlherefore in dreadful majesty & beauty outside appears
Thy Masculine from thy Feminine hardening against the heavens
To devour the Human!

(79268-72, 8236)

Valars reply to this questi-on is a striking instance of an attempt to

validate the present order by offering a (highly selective) account of the

past. Vala is, of course, inextricably involved in the Fall. She forms the veil

that separates self from other and therefore she is involved ín any struggle
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of one against another. Valars history attempts to diminish this role. For

example, ïre are told that it is Luvah who initially commands her ttto murder

Albion / In unreviving Death,rr (80:16-17, 8236), buÈ we do not hear what

Valars response was to this request. Instead, Vala describes a struggle

between Luvah and Albion. Quite clearly Vala must have participat.ed in this

struggle, for at its conclusion both she and Luvah are dead. Vala,

nevertheless, while admitting that there hrere two corpses, claims to have

revived both bodies to life in her bosom (80:20, 8236). This event involves a

complete inversion of the personality, for now the active poh¡er emerges from

the passive. In previous chapters we have seen how this phenomenon resulted

in the death of the whole man; similarly, aL this point in Valars narrative

she tells us that Luvah framed a knife and placed it intthis daughters handltt

(80:23, 8236). Vala speaks of Luvahrs daughter as if she were someone

separate from herself and she does not tell us that the knife is offered as a

means of fulfilling her fatherts demand that she ttmurder Albion.tt Instead,

after observing, with some measure of shock and guilt, that a death of this

kind ffwas never known / Before in Albions landtt (80223-4, 8236), she te1ls

Jerusalem that she keeps Albion in this sLate so that he does not return and

ki1l Luvah:

But I Vala, Luvahs daughter, keep his body embalmd in moral laws
I^lith spices of sweet odours of lovely jealous stupefaction:
I'lithin my bosom, lest he arise to life & slay my Luvah
Pity me then 0 Lamb of God! 0 Jesus pity me!
Come into Luvahs Tents, and seek not to revi-ve the Dead!

(80:27-31, 8236)

Valars fear is not really that Albion night return and ki1l Luvah, for as her

narrative has already implied this event would only increase her olrln po!¡er.

The real danger is that Albion could return in response Lo the call of

Christ, and a return of this kind would renove both Albion and Luvah from the

dynamic in which Vala gains her strength. Valars lamentations are therefore

an atLenpt to describe to Jerusalem why what is, must be; and they are a

strategy designed to entice forgiveness itself into trluvahs Tentstt (80:31,

8236). Far from implying any conversion in Vala herself (as Bloom
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suggests)5 Vul"t" tflamenting songstt (80:8, 8236) are an integral part of her

work. As she sings, a body is woven for ttJerusalem... according to her

willff (80:35, 8237). Moreover, her songs produce in Los the emotions of both

anger and piry (80:/r1 ,8237).

Valars world, despite its appearance of strengLh, is therefore at one

point extraordinarily vulnerable. As Vala admits:

if once a Delusion be found
lJoman must perish & the Heavens of Heavens remain no more.

(80:14-15, 8236)

Until this occurs Albion is confined beneath the delusion that Valars vei1,

the naÈure constructed by the Daughters of Albion, is reality. Once the

contingent nature of this veil been shown, Albion is free once more to enter

into relationship. Valars fear that Albion will return in response Lo the

call of Christ is, however, accompanied by a second and perhaps nore

imnedíate danger to the Daughters and to Vala: Valars pohrer is threatened by

the very logic of its own unfolding. In order to undersLand this threat we

musÈ briefly recapitulate our discussion of the mechanism which propels

fallen history.

In the course of the hístory recounted in the previous chapter, \¡e sah¡

the Spectre draw 'Vala into his bosom magnificenx't (61+225, E215). In this

embrace the Spectre seems at first to be the dominant partner, buL when the

Spectre next enters this history it is as the Spectre Sons of Albion who are

born from Va1a. trle can gloss this phenomenon by observing that the adoption

of a creed is an enbrace by a nale (retaining) power of a passive power. As a

result of this embrace the believer is forned by these ideas and he becomes,

metaphorically at least, an infant. Locke, for exanple, begins the Essav with

an account of the embrace by his reasoning memory of a particular naLure.

Once this embrace has been accomplished, however, the initiative swings to

the passive poh¡er and this nature generates a series of rules for the conduct

of life. Locke is born from the nature that he has embraced. Similarly, the
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embrace of Vala by the Spectre of Albion means Lhat he is born fron Vala.

In beíng born from Vala, however, the Spectre is formed as a trtlarrior, a

self-enclosed identiLy who attempts to assimil-ate others to his perspective.

IL is therefore inevitable that as he gror4rs in strength he should come to

reaLíze that he is enclosed by the Nature that has borne hÍm. In the third

chapter, for example, we find that the Spectre Sons of Albion struggle

against the being that encloses them. This process in which the children of

the Fal1 oppose a particular nature with another nature is the very stuff of

generation. As I have argued, this struggle ensures Lhat a particular nature

is overthrown at the expense of becoming assimilated to the overall rule of

Va1a. Although the struggle against Vala results in her re-inslatement, this

dynamic means that the Daughters are subject to a continual consummation. The

progression from youth to o1d age, from the Ptolemaic to the Galilean

system, from Adam to Luther, all result ín the transformation of the cradle

of grass r,r¡oven by the Daughters.

For much of history this consummation does not threaten Vala herself; in

fact, it is what ensures that she can remain indefinite. However, at the end

of time the situation is rather different. The consummation of particular

natures gradually reveals them to be aspects of a single nature' that of

Rahab/Vala. Moreover, aL this point Vala has assimilated all of existence to

her perspective and as a result trthe Twelve Daughters of Albionrt are united

in therfDouble Female'f calledrrRahab & Tirzahfr(6722-3, E22O). This global

form gives birth to Lhe Spectres as tt0ne Malerrr which can not{ be seen as tta

ravening eating Cancer growing in the Femalett (6927-2, 8223). 0n this more

unified and global level the struggles of earlier levels are repeated, but

now the wrath of the Llarriors can be directed against Vala herself, and

therefore it can potentially threaten the entire world formed by the

Daughters.

Gíven this vulnerablity of the Daughters to Christ and to the Ílarriors

that they vreave, their overall strategy is, quite understandably, to remain
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indefinite. An indefinite delusion j-s one which cannot be disproved. This is

why almost any ttdoxatt can appear attractive and seen to represent the truth

if it is presented in generalities. Rahab therefore not only resists

defínition but makes lack of definition an element in the morality that she

propounds:

And Rahab like a disnal & indefinite hovering Cloud
Refusd to take a defínite form. she hoverd over all the Earth
CallÍng the definite, sin: defacing every definite form. . .

(80:51-53, 8237)

There are, fortunately, quite definite limits to how indefinite Rahab can be.

On the one hand her power is safeguarded by refusing to accept definite form;

on the other hand if her sovereignty is to have any meaning at all she must

weave a definite form and in this way herself become definíte. The power of

Rahab is, it seems, in an inverse relation to her security. As Gwendolen will

assert l-ater in the poem: ttMen are caught by Love: ÏJoman is caught by Pridetr

(81:6, 8238). It is pride in their own form and power that causes the female

delusion to be discovered.

For much of history Rahab is able to remain indefinite because her

Daughters take definite form. The change from one world fabricated by the

Daughters to the next even gives the impression that we live in an open-ended

world; it generates the illusion that we are in some r.¡ay noving closer to

reality. However, behind all of this novement the basic princÍple which

animates all of these ttsystemsrr - that of Rahab/Vala and the Fenale l,lill -

remains indistinct and unformulated. This resolution of the conflict between

the desires for security and for por¡er works well for Rahab, but only at the

expense of re-introducing the conflict'at a different level. If the twelve

Daughters who forn the figure of Vala were collectively to decide to remain

indefinite, then there would be no observable appearance to the self and

therefore neither the Daughters nor Rahab could have any pol4ter. The Daughters

are therefore subject to the consumnation that Rahab wishes to avoid.

Moreover, as the Daughters collectively forn the ídentity of Vala/Rahab, each
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identification of the Daughters is a partial identification of Vala/Rahab.

For the Daughters the problem is, given that they must have a definite forrn,

how to keep the identities that they have \,r¡oven enclosed within their world.

Towards the end of time (when the Double Female has been identified as a

single forn) this question involves not simply their own survival, but the

survival of Rahab/Vala as we11. This is the dilemma faced by Gwendolen on

plates 81 and 82.

Gwendolen is the fenale counterpart to Hyle and she gives him a form of

rfself-interest & selfish natural virtuerr; she gives hin the form of a

l,larrÍor:

she took up in bitLer tears his anguishd heart,
That apparent Èo all in Eternity, glows like the Sun in the breast:
She hid it in his ribs & back: she hid his tongue with teeth
In Eerrible convulsíons pitying & gratified drunk with pity
Glowing with loveliness before him, becoming apparent
According to his changes: she ro11rd his kidneys round
Into two irregular forms: and looking on Albions dread Tree,
She wove t!ì¡o vessels of seed, beautiful as Skiddar4rs snol{r;
Giving Lhem bends of self interest & selfish natural vi-rtue:
She hid thern in his loins; raving he ran among the rocks,
Cornpelld into a shape of Moral Virtue against the Lamb.
The invisible lovely one giving him a form accordíng to
His Law a form against the Lamb of God opposd to Mercy. .

(80267-79, 8237-38)

The difficulty is that as Gwendolen gíves Hyle forrn (as, for example, a

religion or ideology forms its subscribers) so too she is revealed (8Oz7I-72,

8237) and therefore herself becomes a target for the wrath of the l,rlarrior

that she has created. The question for Gwendolen is therefore, rrwhaL shall we

do to keep / These awful forms in our soft bands" (80:84-5, 8238). Gwendolenfs

concern ís not simply for her own safety, but for the existence of all of the

Daughters. She says:

I have heard Jerusalems groans; from Valafs cries
I gather our eternal fate: Outcasts from life and
Unless we find a kray to bind these awful Forms to
Embrace we shall perish annihilate, discoverd our

(82:I-4, 8239)

& lamentati-ons
love:
our
Delusions.

To achieve this end Gwendolen proposes a strategy which, she hopes, will make

her world deaf to the voice of Christ and proof against the advances of the

I^Iarriors.
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(3) To bind the infant in the bands of love

Gwendolen aÈtempts to render her delusions secure and ttkeeptt the awful

forms in her ttsoft bandsfr with the twin forces of fear and desíre. 0n the one

hand she punishes all who transgress her moral code. 0n the other hand she

becomes a form that is ltperfect in beautyrr (81:5, 8238). Gwendolen hopes that

as a result of this strategy the trrlarrior will be transformed into a child who

cannot leave the side of the mother who has given him birth. Hyle will becone

totally subservient to the nature that Gwendolen represents.

Let us look! let us examine! is the Cruel become an Infant
0r is he still a cruel- hlarrior? look Sisters, look! 0 piteous
I have destroyd l{andring Reuben who strove to bind my Will
I have stripd off Josephs beautiful integument for my Beloved,
The Cruel-one of Albion: to clothe him in gems of my Zone
I have naned him Jehovah of Hosts. Humanity is become
A hreeping Infant in ruind lovely Jerusalems folding Cloud:
In Heaven Love begets Love! but Fear is the Parent of Earthly Love!
And he who will not bend to Love must be subdud by Fear. .

(81:8-16, 8239)

In it.s essence this strategy is not nekr; in the fallen world the passive

power always attenpts to forn a shell which encloses existence. At this point

in time, however, when the forms of the Double Female and the Male have been

identified, it is possible to envisage a movement on the part of the female

which would bring the male in its entirety under the control of the female.

If Gwendolen were to be successful then the cycles of generation would be

averted: the son would never be able to leave the mother who has given him

birth. As Gwendolen exclaims: ttLhe rnighty Hyle is become a weeping infant; /

Soon shall the Spectres of the Dead follolir my weaving threadstt (82:8-9,

EßÐ.6

It is, of course, not enough simply to reduce Hyle to an infant;

Gwendolen musL entice her other si-sters to perform the same feat, for only

then will Rahab/Vala be secure from the hlarriors and frorn Christ. Gwendolen

therefore fabricates a falsehood which she hopes will draw her sisters to

'Babylon on Euphratesrr (82:18, 8239). This falsehood asserLs that Los will
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Lurn away from Albion, leave him desolate, and create a world of surfaces.

Gwendolen says to her sisters:

I heard Enitharmon say to Los: Let Èhe Daughters of Albion
Be scatterd abroad and 1et the name of Albion be forgotten:
Divide thern into three; nane them Amalek Canaan & Moab:
Let Albion remain a desolation without an inhabitant:
And 1et Èhe Looms of Enitharmon & the Furnaces of Los
Create Jerusalem, & Babylon & EgypË & Moab & Amalek,
And Hel1e & Hesperia & Hindostan & China & Japan.

(82222-28, 8239)

If Los lrere to rrlet the name of Albion be forgottenrr and simply create the

fallen world, then Golgonooza would fa1l, for this city is created in the

continual turning of Los to Albion. In iLs place we would have nothing nore

than the phenomenal world, the world which the Daughters create between the

Mundane Shell and the earth. hlithout foundation this world would dissolve,

but the Daughters do not rea\ize this. Gwendolents falsehood is attracLive

because it seems to them that if Los accepts that Albion will never return

and agrees to let his rfname . . . be forgottenrrr then existence Ítse1f would

finally be enclosed by the Daughters. Rather than being subject to Lhe

vicissiÈudes of Generat,ion and threatened by the advances of the hlarriors and

the possible return of Albion and Christ, the Daughters would be able to make

their delusíons permanent.

So far Gwendolen has spoken only in generalities. The proof of her

contentions is, of course, her ability actually to transform Hyle into a

harmless infant. Gwendolen claims that Hyle has given her ltsweet delight by

his torments beneath [her] Veilt' (82239, E24O) and that she has fed him with

trthe fruit of Albions Treett and trsweet milktr drawn from the rrcontentions of

the nighty for Sacrifice of Captives" (82:40-41, E24O). She also claíms to

have carried him in her womb and nourished him with the milk of her world;

however, the being that she has formed is a trÌtlinding trrlormtt and not an infant.

This creature now threatens Gwendolen with an anger and wrath nany times more

powerful that that of the I,,Iarriors:

So saying: She drew aside her Veil fron Mam-Tor to Dovedale
DiscoverÍng her own perfect beauty to the Daughters of Albion
And Hyle a winding hlorm beneath lher Loom uoon the scales.
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Hyle was become a windj4g ltqrqi] & not a weeping Inf ant.
Trembling & pitying she screamed & fled upon the wind:
Hyle was a winding llorm and herself perfect in beauty:
The desarts tremble at hÍs wrath: they shrink themselves in fear.

(82245-5I, E24O)

Gwendolenrs attempt to reduce humanity to a form which is completely

determined by the Daughters quíte clearly results in the fabrication of death

itself. The limit of opacity established by EternÍty at the time of the Fall

cannot be overstepped by the Daughters without stepping into the void of non-

existence.

The Daughters are attracted by Gwendolenfs beauty - Carnbel, for exanple

trenbles with jealousy (82:52, E24O) - because it represents the perfection of

their world and powers. However, Lhe evident failure of this beauty to reduce

Hyle to an infant leaves them with only one course of action. It is only in

the furnaces of Los and within the spaces of Generation that they will be

able to reduce the hrarriors to infants and so gain respite from their

advances. Carnbel, for example, is now drawn into the furnaces of Los and

there she labours

To forn the mighty form of Hand according to her will.
In the Furnaces of Los & in the hline-press treading day & night
Naked among the human clusters: bringing wine of anguish
To feed the afflicted in the Furnaces: she rninded not
The raging flames, tho she reLurnd lconsumd day after dav
A rednins skeleton in howling hroe: ] instead of beauty
Defo[r]mity: she gave her beauty to another: bearing abroad
Her struggling torment in her iron arms: and like a chain,
Binding his wrists & ankles with the iron arms of 1ove.

(82263-7I, E24O)

Once again, the phenonenon described here is not new. Throughout fallen

hístory the Daughters have been drawn again and again into the furnaces of

Los. trrlhat is unprecedented, however, is that the Daughters as a whole, at

this point in hisLory, perceive that it is only in Losrs furnaces that they

can avert death:

Gwendolen saw the Infant in her siste[r]s arms; she howld
Over the f orests htith bitter tears, and over the winding l'lorm
Repentant: and she also in the eddying wind of Losfs Bellows
Began her dolorous task of love in the ltrine-press of Luvah
To form the trrlorm into a forrn of love by tears & pain.
The Sisters saw! trembling ran thro theír Looms! soften[in]g mild
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Towards London: then they saw the Furna[c]es opend, & in Lears
Began to give their souls away in the Furna[c]"9 of affliction.

(82272-79, E24O)

B1oom argues that Los is conforted by the events which occur at this point in

the poem because he is able to observe tra genuine change of heart in the camp

of the enemy, which is a presage of the greater change to comett (E943)' In

fact the Daughters have not changed their colours. They are sti1l principally

concerned with their ohrn survival and the maíntenance of their power. They

have entered the furnaces of Los sinply because they realize that there is no

other way to avoid the trwinding I'lormrt uncovered by Gwendolen. They are

therefore sti1l concerned to form an infant who is subservient to theÍr will

- Cambel binds the childfs ttwrisLs & ankles with the iron arns of lovert

(82..7I, Ezt+O) - but they realize that the most efficacious way of doing this

ís through the furnaces of Generation, and also that they will have to pay a

price for their safety. They will not be able to remaj-n rrperfect in Beautyrrr

but must themselves enter the world of Generation and give their beauty to

others. Los is conforted by this developnent because the Daughters do not

choose the path of death. They are directed, albeit for selfish and, even in

theír own terms, quite misguided reasons, into the world of Generation. This

is why the relief that Los feels because the danger has been averted is

followed by a long speech in which he evinces a weariness with his long

sojourn in the fallen world.

By entering the furnaces of Los, the Daughters are able to avoid the

winding Ïüorm and, for a short period of time, reduce their lrlarriors to

infants. However, as plate 84 makes clear, this stratagem achieves only a

postponement of their crisis. In generation they are able to make Hand a

child, but this event then becomes the portent of his return as an adult in

an ever more frightening form:

The níght falls thick Hand comes from Albion in his strength
He conbines into a Mighty-one the Double Molech & Chemosh

Marching thro Egypt in hÍs fury the East is pale at his course
The Nations of India, the l^li1d Tartar that never knew Man

Starts from his 1-ofty places & casts down his tents & flees away

But we woo him all- the night in songs. .
(84220-25, E2t+3)
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(4) A form for the fallen rcrld

The birth and rebirth of the lrlarriors in ever more powerful and

threatenlng forms preclpitates yet another change in strategy on the part of

the Daughters. They now call on Los for help:

0 Los come forth 0 Los
Divide us from these terrors & give us Power them to subdue
Arise upon thy hlatches let us see thy Globe of fire
0n Albions Rocks & leÈ Lhy voice be heard upon EuphraÈes.

(84:25-8, 8243)

Once again it is important to see thaL this call does not represent a change

of heart, for as the Daughters sing ttin lanentationrr they unite ttinto One /

I'lith Rahab as she turnd the Íron SpÍndle of destructÍonrt (84:29-30, 8243).

The Daughters hope that Los wÍl1 offer Lhen a means of finally gainlng

victory over their Spectre Sons.

The invocation of Los is accompanied by an embrace of the falsehood

uttered on plaLe 82 by Gwendolen:

TerrifÍed at the Sons of Albion they took the Falshood which
Gwendolen hid in her left hand. it grew &, grew till it
Became a Space & an Allegory around the hlinding tr'lorm

They namd it Canaan & built for it a tender Moon. . .
(84:31-85 22, 8243)

This represents a strikÍng change within the fa11en world. As I have argued

in previous chapters, there are two worlds within the universe of loss. The

first, Golgonooza, is built by Los. The second 1s built by the Daughters (and

held by the Sons) of Albion. Although they exÍst wÍthin the same ontological

time, these worlds have radically differenÈ tendencies. The first is Èhe

spirÍtual London, Golgonooza, while the second, Babylon, is founded on moral

vÍrtue. Politics would, of course, be a lot simpler if Los could simply

reject the world fabricaLed by the Daughters; unfortunately, this world

establishes a garment, a body and a cradle for Albion-in-wiÈhdrawa1. fn order

to remaln ln relationshíp wiÈh Albion, Los must continually denand ttrat ttre

Daughters obey his will; the indeflnlte world of death must be given a form

in the forge of friendship. At a number of places in Jerusalem we have seen

Los attempting to check the momentum of thls world of death and open it to
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Albion (cf. 5624L-43, E206). And in the second chapter Erin exhorts the

Daughters of Beulah to

Remove from Albion, far remove these terrible surfaces.
They are beginning to forrn Heavens & Hells in immense
Círcles: the Hells for food to Lhe Heavens: food of torment,
Food of despair. . . .

(49260-63, 8199)

By callíng on Los the Daughters suddenly eliminate the distance between

surface and substance, and as a result the gap which separates them frorn the

Daughters of Los Ís removed. The Daughters sti1l weave a shadowy surface

superadded to the real surface, but this surface is now congruent with that

formed by Los. This is why the call to Los is accompanied by Gwendolents

falsehood. The Daughters call Los, not because they have been suddenly

converted to a religion of compassion, but because they believe that Los

intends to Lurn from Albion, leave him without an inhabitant, and Ín the

place of Golgonooza create a world of enclosure. If he were to acconplish

this reversal Los would become the foundatíon for the r¿orld fabricated by the

Daughters. The substance of the fallen world would be swallowed up by its

surface.

This developrnent is at first rather shocking in its uncompromising

judgement of the systerns with which we order and strucËure our lives. As we

pass from one of the worlds fabricated by the Daughters to the next (from the

Copernican to the Newtonian or Einsteinian universe) we often have the sense

that our conceptual grasp of the world is becoming more and more refined. It

is, however, only in the failure of these philosophies, in the moments in

which they become congruent with 1oss, when the absurdities of their clains to

be able to enclose the world within their bounds become manifest, that we see

their ontological reality, which is loss. It is our or,ì¡n failure to

comnunicate, or realize our olrn potentialitÍes or ideals, that figures forth

for us the shape of our own fallen identities.

The invocation of Los and the embrace of Gwendolenrs falsehood therefore

has the effect of fabricating a body of loss. Albionrs surface, his body, noh¡

assumes the shape of loss/Los. This is why the land of Canaan - the physical
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not the spiritual promÍ.sed l-and - nohr appears around the winding l,tlorm. Now

death itself has a body and a shape; Albion is no longer encased in the

shifting (and therefore mysterious) natures which are fabricated by the

Daughters; instead he Ís clothed in the shape of 1-oss, which is his reality.

(5) Yinding ttre body of Äl-bion Ínto a bal-l

The conjunction of the form fabricated by the Daughters of Albion and

the world constructed by Los seems to be a rather puzzLing event. I'le have

argued that in withdrawal, at the very beginning of fallen time, Albion

enters the time and space of loss; yet this world is precisely the one Lo

which the daughters are reduced as they call to Los for assistance and

embrace Gwendolenrs falsehood. In order to understand the relationship

between the beginning and the end of fallen time we must keep in mind the two

directions in which the text is pulling us. Fron the perspective of the

reasoníng memory Generation is perceived as a linear progression which passes

fron the past to the future. In vision, however, history is seen as the shape

of Albion-in-withdrawal. In fact, sequential hístory is the temporal

extension given to Albion-in-withdrawal. At the end of fallen history'

therefore, we do not really have any more than we began with: rrA11 things

Begin & End in Albions Ancient Druid Rocky Shore.rr At the end of the third

chapter the narrator tells us that

Ìrlhere Luvahs tr'lorld of Opakeness grew to a period: It
Became a Limit, A Rocky hardness without form & void
AccumulatÍng without end: here Los. who is of the Elohim
Opens the Furnaces of affliction in the Ernanation
Fixíng the Sexual into an ever-prolific Generation. . .

(73:22-26, 8228)

But tï.uvahs trlorld of Opakenesstt grows ttto a perfodrr in both the first and the

last moments of t,ime.

From the perspective of ontic time the end of time is simply the last

ttnotdtt in a long succession of such Ínstants. In vísion this last moment can be

seen to complete the form of Albion-in-wiËhdrawal and, therefore, to return
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us to the beginning of the poem and the beginning of the tine of withdrawal.

In the fourth chapter of Jerusalern, tfluvahs l,lorldtt once more draws ttto a

periodfr and Los nust open the furnaces of affliction. Los smí1es at this

development because the completed form of Albion-in-withdrawal represents the

completion of his own forn (that of loss) and he is therefore able to glirnpse

Enitharmon. Hoping that he will be able to embrace her once more he again

extends the form of Albion-in-hrithdrawal into a six thousand year history:

Los smild with joy thinking on Enitharmon & he brought
Reuben from his twelvefold wandrings & led him into íL
Planting the Seeds of the Twelve Tríbes & Moses & David
And gave a Time & Revolution to the Space Six Thousand Years
He ca1ld it Divine Analogy, for in Beulah the Feminine
Emanations Create Space. the Masculine Create Time, & plant
The Seeds of beauty in the Space: listning to their lamentation.

(85:3-9, 8243)

In the course of this six thousand years the Daughters will once again I,ìIeave

a shadowy surface superadded to the real surface, and in this hístory Reuben

will be scattered; but at this stage in the poen (at the very end and

beginnÍng of time), when the forn of Albion-in-withdrawal is completed and

reaffirned by Los, the scattered fragments of Al-bion have a form or container

in which they can be put. Albion therefore has a form whÍch can, as rtle shal1

see, be the ground for a movement into Eternity. The tonb can be a womb (as

Lhe lines from the frontíspiece affirm)¡ the fallen world can become the

shel1 which is put off by the growth of the seed. The world of loss can be

seen as a ttDivine Analogyrr of the spaces created by the Daughters of Beulah.

Both are spaces which form the ground for a return to the ttltlars of Life

Eternal.rf The recognition that the line of fallen time forns a circle, and

that this circle is the outline of A1bÍon-in-withdrawal, is the monent in

which t.he reader sees the long line of Jerusalem (the poem, the city and the

wornan) wound into a ball. Fallen time and space have become a l{omb for

Albion. This new development is celebrated by Los in the ttSong of Los, the

Song that he sings on his ltlatchrr (85:21 , 8244).

The Book of Los ends with the fabrication by Los of tta Human Illusion /

In darkness and deep clouds invol-vd'r (5:56-7, E94). Similarly, The Song of
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Los encloses the history of America and Europe ín an eternal circle. By

contrast, al-though the form which now encloses Albion is still a production

of loss, Los can nol¡/ see within its spaces the Ernanation of Albion,

Jerusalem:

0 lovely nild Jerusalem! 0 Shiloh of Mount Ephrainl
I see thy Gates of precious stones: Lhy l^lalls of gold & silver
Thou art the soft reflected Image of the S1-eeping Man .

I see thy Form 0 lovely mí1d Jerusalem, !'lingd wÍth six hlings
In the opacous Bosom of the Sleeper, lovely Three-fold
In Head & Heart & Reins, three Universes of love & beauty. .

(85222-21+, 86: L-3, E24t+)

In prevíous plates we have seen Jerusalem only as she exj-sts within the

dungeons and under the power of Vala. Now, with the completion of the tornb/

wombinwhichA1bionisenc1osed,weareab1etoSeeher|Form.''@,

as I have argued, can be seen as vision iÈself, as a sequential history which

is anchored in vision, and as an ttorderd racert which is held in the reasoning

memory. Rather than being mutually exclusive, these ttl-evelstt nake up the

whole poem. Jerusalen is similarly layered: she includes the reality of

vision, for she has ttGates of pearltt which reflect rrEternitytt (86:4-5, 8244);

her spaces retain a relationship with their ground, for her trllings form a

"canopy" in which Eternity dwells (86:9-10, 8244); and, finally, she is a

form in which ttthe Spectresrr of her ttDeadtt can be seen. As the Emanation of

Albion Jerusalen/Jerusalem is, like the fallen world, tThree-fold / Tn Head &

Heart & Reinsrr (8622-3, 8244). Jerusalen is therefore a city/Emanation/poem

which is open, and ít holds within its spaces the possibility of change. As

Los testifies:

I see the River of LÍfe & Tree of Life
I see the New Jerusalem descending out of Heaven
Between thy hlings of gold & silver featherd immortal
Clear as the rainbow, as the cloud of the Suns tabernacle. . . .

(86:18-21 , F,2t+4-45)

Nevertheless, as the presence Ín her form of the ffspectrestr of her trDeadtt

suggests, Jerusalem Jerusalem is inextricably involved with the fallen world.

The tension between transparence and opacÍ-ty, the vision of Jerusalem and the

rush of tirne which draws us apart from her, can be seen at this point in the
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refrain frorn building tran Earthly Kingdomrt (the syntax of lines 27-32 suggest

that this call is addressed to Jerusalem Jerusalem as well), and the Song

itself is an exhortation to Jerusalem to ttCome forthtf from Babylon (85:30132,

8244). erusalem Jerusalem exists in the midst of a movement towards

dísintegration. The epíphany of Jerusalen as the body of the fallen world and

the Emanation of Albion is therefore followed by the vision of this sarne body

as the Anti-christ.

(6) Irlinding the body of Los into a ball

The completion of the body of Albion-in-withdrawal is at the same time

the cornpletion of the body and Emanation of Los. 0n plate 85 Los had a

prernonition of thÍs event, buÈ now as Losrs work draws to a close his

Emanation, Enitharmon, divides completely from him (86:50-8722, E245-6). This

separation is the prelude to an attempt by Enitharmon to gain power over Los.

As with the Daughters of Albion Enitharrnonts power is threatened by Losrs

friendshíp with Albion, for it is in the crucible of this relationship that

Christ appears. Her power is also threatened by Losrs capacíÈy Lo create new

forms for the fallen world. Enitharnon therefore attempts to enclose Los

within the form of the fallen world, and when he suggests that she can work
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alternate with him she rePlies:

No! I will sieze thY Fibres & weave
Them: not as thou wilt but as T wi1l, for I will Create
A round !,lomb beneath ny bosom lest I also be overwoven
I'lith Love; be thou assured I never will be thy slave
Let Mans delight be Love; but hromans delight be Pride
In Eden our loves were the same here they are opposite
I have Loves of rny own I will weave thern in Albions Spectre.

(87:12-18, 8246)

If Enitharmon were to be successful- and Lhe passive por4rer could deternine the

identíty of the active, then Losrs world would become opaque and the

relationship that Los has up to this point sustained with Albion-in-withdrawal-

would be lost. This would mean that Christ himself would be in thrall to
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Enitharmon and the DaughËers of Albion, for it is only in Losts openness Èo

Albion that the Divine Vision appears within the fallen world. Enitharmonrs

strategy to achieve this end resembles that adopted by the Daughters of

Albion. By enforcing a st.rict noral code she hopes to be able to ensure that

the fernale is never embraced and, therefore, that the bounds of the given are

not breached. Enitharmon confidently asserts:

This is ltomans trrlorld, nor need she any
Spectre to defend her from Man. I will Create secret places
And the masculine names of the places Merlin & Arthur
A triple Fernale Tabernacle for Moral Law I Íreave
That he who loves Jesus may loathe terrified Female love
TÍ11 God hirnself become a Male subservient to the Fernale.

(88:16-21, 8247)

EniLharmon, however, is herself the forrn of the universe of Los. In

framing a moral code of this kind, and refusing Losrs embrace, she gives

clear and precíse definiÈion to this worl-d. Enitharmonts fabrication of a

forn which encloses Los therefore works against her intentions, for (by

creating a ttFemale lrrombtt) it outlines a body for Los. Moreover, as I have

argued, the space of Canaan and the ttAllegoric Nightrtr which now surround

Albion-in-withdrawal, are produced when the world ü¡oven by the Daughters of

Albion coincides with that created by Los. In giving concrete expression to

the form of Los, Bnitharmon is in fact completing the definition of this

space and this night. The rrAllegoric Nightrt now stretches throughout the

fallen universe, and Enitharmon is portrayed, paradoxícally, as a mother who

sustains Los:

0 perverse to thyself, contrarious
To thy own purposes; for when she began to weave
Shooting out in sweet pleasure her bosom in milky Love
Flowd into the aching fibres of Los. yet contending against him
In pride sending his Fibres over to her objects of jealousy
fn the little lovely Allegoric Night of Albions Daughters
ülhich stretchd abroad, expanding east & west & north & south
Thror all the Llorld of Erin & of Los & all their Children. . .

(88:26-33, E2I+7)

hle can therefore say that the delineation of Enitharmon as a separate

Ídentity and her attempt to enclose Los within a single forn wínds the body

of Los into a bal1.

The completion of the body of Los and of the body of Albion-in-
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withdrawal results in the consolidation of Albionts error. As I have argued

in my discussion of the first chapter of Jerusalern, the form of the fallen

world exists in the interaction between the world of deaLh eternal and the

world of Golgonooza, between the Daughters of Albíon and the Daughters of

Los, surface and substance, body and spirit. As a result of the developments

discussed above - the coincidence of the world woven by the Daughters and

that created by Los; the completíon of the forn of Albion-in-withdrawal; and

the cornpletion of the world of Los - the fa11en world gains a single, rigid

form. Error has now been consolidated.

One can imagine this forn as the outline of a world, or as a horizon,

which is shared (although they stand on opposite sides) by both Albion and

Los. This extraordinary body is the very form of withdrawal and is therefore

whaÈ now keeps Albion and Los apart. It is, in other words, a Covering Cherub

which closes Los and Albion apart from relationship and therefore from Eden:

Tho divided by the Cross, & Nails & Thorns & Spear
In cruelties of Rahab & Tirzah[, ] pernanent endure
A terrible indefinite Hermaphroditíc form
A hline-press of Love & trrlrath double Herrnaph[r]oditic
Twelvefold in Allegoric pornp in selfish holiness
The Pharisaion, the Grammateis, the PresbuÈerion,
The Archiereus, the Iereus, the Saddusaion, double
Each withoutside of the other, covering eastern heaven

Thus was the Covering Cherub reveald majestic image
0f Selfhood, Body put off, the Antichrist accursed
Coverd with precious stones, a Human Dragon terrible
And brighL, stretchd over Europe & Asia gorgeous
In three nights he devourd the rejected corse of death. . .

(89:1-13, 8248)

One of the sÈriking features of these events (the appearance of the

Daughterst ttAllegoric Nightrtt the separation of Enitharmon and the

consolidation of Error in the Covering Cherub) is that they seem to occur in

the first and last moments of fallen history. The appearance of Enitharmon as

a ttGlobe of bloodrr which trenbles beneath Losts bosom suggests the similar

division in The Book of Urizen which was the prelude to Losrs enclosure in

his own remembered world and whích was the precondition for the construction

of a world of 1oss. I'lhen Enitharmon is completely separated, she and Los
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appear ttlike two Infantsrrr who wander away from Enion in the desert (86:62-

63, 8246). This, and the terrible struggle between them for dorninance which

ensues (86263-64, E2l+6), recalls the very first appearance of Los and

Enitharmon in the world that is precipi tated in The Four Zoas as a result of

the Fa11. In the passage quoted above, the Covering Cherub stands between

Albion/Los and Eden. The linear narrative therefore locates his appearance at

the very end of time, but the image ítse1f suggests the Covering Cherub that

stands at the beginning of time and banishes Adarn and Eve to a fallen

history. fmnediately before these 1-ines, we read that at this point in

history

The Four Zoat s in all their faded majesty burst out ín fury
And fire. Jerusalem took the Cup which foamd in Valars hand
Like the red Sun upon the mountains in the bloody day
Upon the Herrnaphroditic lline-presses of Love & hlrath.

(88:55-58, 8247)

It is as if Vala, Jerusalem and the Zoas ate about to repeat the events of the

Fall once again. The sarne phenomenon can be seen in the plates which

follor+ on from the appearance of the Covering Cherub. Plate 90, for example,

includes the description of an event which occurs at the very beginning of

time:

The Feminine separates from the Masculine & both from Man,
Ceasing Lo be His Emanations, Life to Thernselves assumingt
And while they circumscribe his Brain, & while they circunscribe
His Heart, & while they circumscribe his Loinst a Veil & Net
0f Veins of red Blood grohrs around them like a scarlet robe.

. . . that no more the Masculine mingles
l{ith the Feminine. but the Sublime is shut out from the Pathos
In howling tornent, to build stone wall-s of separation, compelling
The Pathos, to ü¡eave curtains of hiding secresy from the torment.

(90:1-5, 10-13, 8249)

On this plate we also hear once again of how trthe Twelve Sons / 0t Atbion

drank & imbibed the Life & eternal Forn of Luvahtt and Reuben is cut apart by

Hand trand double Boadicearr (86:16-17, 23-25, 8249-50).

In Lerns of ontic time the appearance of Canaan, the separation of

Enitharmon from Los and the appearance of the Covering Cherub occur Ín the

last moments of that tine. In the visÍon of Jerusalem, however, they can be

seen to complete the form of Albion-in-withdrawal. Los extends the withdrawal
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of Albion into a history of six thousand years duration, but the conpletÍon

of this history nerely gives temporal/spatial forn Lo the moment of

withdrawal. The completion of fallen history brings us back to its beginnÍng.

lrle can also say that the last moment of tine is the first moment of history

in a second sense. This end and beginning returns us to a moment whÍch, htere

it not for Los, would plunge Albion into eternal death. In order to preserve

the body of Albion-in-withdrawal, the last moment of fallen tine ¡nust be

follorn¡ed by the extension of AlbÍon-in-withdrawal once again. The history of

the fa11en world moves in eternal cycle from Adan to Luther. The end and

beginning of the vision of Jerusalen describe the limits of the six thousand

year body of fallen hisÈory which preserves the forn of Albion-in-withdrawal.

They define the outline of the vlsion which opens fron the first. plate of the

poem.

(7) I{indíng the body of the world into a ball

Albion and Los are now face to face. The body of the fallen world (and

the body of the poen) can be described as the body of Los, Enitharrnon; the

Emanation of Albion, Jerusalen; and the Covering Cherub which keeps Los and

Albion apart frorn each other and closes Bternity off from then. The situation

is similar to that described by Rilke in the poe m from The Book of Hours

beginning, ttYou, neighbour God, if sonetime in the night.tt Los and Albion,

like Rilkers poet and God ' are neighbours:

Between us there is but a narrow wal1,
and by sheer chance; for it would take
rnerely a call from your-lips or from nine
to break it down. . . .t

0n the one hand, Èhe body of the fallen world gives definitíon to both Los

and Al-bion-1n-wíthdrawal; on the other hand, it is the necessary ground of

Losrs openness to Albion-ín-wíthdrawal. Moreover, as Christ is nanifest in

the fallen world ín Losrs relationship to Albion-in-his-absence, it is in
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this body that Christ hirnself is born. Christ rnust be born (as Los telfs

Enitharnon ín the eighth Night of The Four Zoas) ttas a lulan / Is born on

Earth . . . of Fair Jerusalen / In nysterys hroven mantle & in the Robes of

Luvah'r (104:33-35, 8378). Christ is therefore born as a chíld of Vala (the

form of the fallen world) and as the husband of Jerusalem. As Jerusalem

exclaims in the thírd chapter of the poen:

And wilt thou become my Husband 0 ny Lord & SavÍour?
Sha11 Vala bring thee forthl shal1 the Chaste be ashamed also?
I see the Maternal líne, I behold the Seed of the Llornan!

Cainah, & Ada & ZiLLah & Naanah trrlife of Noah.
Shuahs daughter & Tamar & Rahab the Canaanites:
Ruth the Moabite & Bathsheba of the daughters of Heth
Naamah the Amnonite, Zibeah the Philistine, & Mary
These are the Daughters of Vala, Mother of the Body of death
But I thy Magdalen behold thy SpirÍtual Risen Body
Shal1 Albion arÍse? I know he shall arise at the Last Dayt

(6226-L5, 82L3)

From within a linear narrative Christ appears at a particular point in

history. In vision, however, Christ can be seen as the Alpha and Onega of

history. It is within Losfs relationshíp to Albion in his absence that Christ

is born, but this relationshlp is conducted across the full extenL of fallen

history. Christ therefore is at the heart of fallen time and, as I have

argued, at the very centre of the vision of Jerusalem. History itself is the

body which Christ has assumed Ín order to cast off. Thís is why Generation

can be described as both the rrllmage] of regenerationrr and the point where

the dead desire to place the tfAbominatíon of Desolationrr:

Pity must join together those whom wrath has torn in sunder,
And the Religion of Generation which v¡as meant for the destructÍon
0f Jerusalem, become her covering, til-1 the time of the End.
0 holy Generationl IImaee] of regeneratíonl
0 point of mutual forgiveness between Enemies!
Birthplace of the Lamb of God incornprehensiblel
The Dead despise & scorn thee, & cast thee out as accursed:
Seeing the Lamb of God in thy gardens & thy palaces:
hlhere they desire to place the Abomination of Desolation.

(7262-70, 8150)

If Generation is to be the trpoint of mutual forgiveness between Eneniesrtt Los

must remain in relationship with Albion. In prevíous plates he has refused

the all-urements of the Daughters of Albion. It is now the Spectre who
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attempts to lead Los away from Albion.

The conpletion of the fallen world gives the Spectre an alphabet of

forms with which he can perform the most astonishing mental gymnastÍcs:

The Spectre builded stupendous trIorks, ËakÍng the Starry Heavens
Like to a curtain & folding them according to his will
Repeating the Snaragdine Table of Hernes to draw Los down
Into the Indeflnite, refusing to believe without demonstration[.]
Los reads the Stars of Albion! the Spectre reads the Voids
Between the Stars. . . .

(9L232-37, 8251)

At this point in tl-me the Spectre is able to confront Losts hope for what is

not yet (the return of Albion) with the force and persuasiveness of what Ís

(ttre fallen world). It is, of course, quite clear that all this activity

remaíns within the world of Los; the Spectre is able to fold the ttStarry

Heavens . , . âccording to his willrtt but he is unable to leave the fallen

world. This is of no real concern to the Spectre for, by drawing Los into the

ttfndefiniterrrhe hopes to circumscribe the possibillty of Albionrs return and

so render this world impregnable. In fact, it is the very concreteness of his

world that he hopes will draw Los away from Albion. Fron the perspective of

the reasoning memory the contest between what is and what is not yet must

result in the victory of the visible over the invisible, and of the rnaterial

reality of the present condÍtion over the spiritual reality of what could be.

Part of the Spectrets persuasiveness resides in his ability to draw an

apparent correspondence between the knowledge formed as a result of his

manipulation of the veil of what is and the eLernal realities. This claim is

similar to Lockefs claim to be able to generate the complex ideas of eternity

and infinity by the arrangement and rearrangement of the simpl-e ideas which

appear to the self. If this is so then hunanity can and should remain within

the secure environment of what is. God is a God of nature, of the present,

and he is an apologist for what is. One can see a testimony to the

persuasiveness of such claims in the extraordinary popularlty of Locke in the

eighteenth century, and in the hold that phllosophies such as behavÍourism,

empiricism and phenomenology have had on the human irnagination j-n the
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twentieth century.

By contrast, Los affirns that rfhe who wishes Lo see a Vision; a perfect

hlhole / Must see it in its Minute Particularstt and, noreover' that rrevery /

Particular is a Man; a Divine Menber of the Divíne Jesustt (9LI2O-2I, 29-30,

EI77). In other words, we nust see rrthrorf the constituted world of the se1f.

Paradoxically, it is the Spectrefs knowledge that is indefinite, for it is

founded on the data available to the reasoníng memory. It is vision that

appears in definite outline because it is vision of others. The Spectre reads

the voids between the Stars of Albion because he is laminating his system

onto the world. Los, by contrast, reads the Stars of Albion because he uses

the world that he has created in order to open t.o Albion.

Los deals with the ternptation posed by Èhe Spectre by rrsubduingrr his own

self and unbinding the eye and ear of the Spectre (9lzt+4-46, 8252). Los does

not Ídentify hinself with nature, yet he does not destroy it. Instead, the

nature held by the Spectre is radically displaced. The images which Blake

uses to convey the extremity of this displacement are quite striking:

Then he sent forth the Spectre all his pyramids were grains
0f sand & his pillars: dust on the flys wíng: & his sLarry
Heavens; a noth of gold & silver mocking his anxious grasp
Thus Los alterd his SpecLre & every Ratio of his Reason
He alterd tíme after time, with dire pain & nany tears
Till he had conpletely divided him into a separate space.

(91:47-52, 8252)

As the result of Losrs wounding of his se1f, the pyramid' with its secret

chamber and impregnable walls, becomes a grain of sand. The form designed to

convey the individual with all his wealth ínto the land beyond dealh

therefore becomes an object which is both subject to the forces of mortality

and Ís itself their agent. The pillars which once held up the roof of the

Spectrefs world are nohr merely dust on an insLrument designed for flight. And

the rfSÈarry Heavenstr which the Spectre could fold and unfold according to his

will are now outside his grasp.

lüith the Spectre divided into a separate space the fal1en world can

be seen as Èhe ground for an appeal by Los (and Christ ín Los) to Al-bion-in-
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with,Crawal-. The poen therefore returns to its beginning, for this appeal

(which can be heard on plate 96) Ís nothing less than the appeal

which 1{e sar¡r on the opening p1-ates of the poem. hlhat remained inplicit in the

original vision has, however, at this point ín the poern been elaborated. lüe

can now see both Christ and Albion as giant figures which stretch across the

full extent of time. The nornent of Albionrs withdrawal- can be seen as the six

thousand year history given form by Los. It is this history which gives a

body to the moment of withdrawal and so opens the possíbility of Albionfs

return.

The world now stands, as Enitharmon recognízes, on Èhe verge of

regeneration:

The Poets Song draws to its period & Enitharmon is no more.
For if he be that Albion I can never vleave hin in rny Looms

But when he touches Ëhe first fibrous thread, like fílmy dew

My Loons will be no more & I annihilate vanish for ever
Then thou wilt Create another Female according to thy !'1i11.

(9228-L2,8252)

Albion can, however, not símply arise, for the body which Los and Christ face

is nothing more than a body of death, an inert body of Clay. It is now'

therefore, that an event occurs which once again can be located in the first

and last moment of time. l,lith the compl-etion of the body of Albíon-in-

withdrawal, life is breathed into this body of clay and Albion and Brittannia

are able to arise. It is important to remember that this moment is not the

instant of regeneration. It is, instead, merely the moment in which life is

given to the inert body of Albion-in-wíthdrawal. In thÍs monent Los is seen

simply asttLhe Great Spectre Losrf who has preserved the forrn of Albion-in-

withdrawal. As a result of thls awakening, Albion (like Blake in the opening

plate of the poem) is able Lo see in Los the call of Christ. However, while

he renains within his fallen body thís vision is threatened (just as it is on

a mortal level) by the world of the self. As Albion says:

0 Lord what can I do! ny Selfhood cruel
Marches against thee deceitful from Sinai & from Edom

Into the hrilderness of Judah to meet thee in his pride
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I behold the Vislons of ny deadly S1-eep of Six Thousand Years
Dazling around thy skirts like a Serpent of precious stones & gold
I know it is my Self: 0 my Divine Creator & Redeemer.

(96:8-13, 8255)

This moment is therefore one of extreme danger. As Christ propounds the need

for forgiveness, broLherhood and, in AlbÍonfs words, the trMysterious /

Offering of Self for Another" (96220-2l, 8256), the Covering Cherub

overshadows them (96:18, 8255) and then comes between thern (96:29, E256).

This is, however, the catalyst for an extraordinary reversal.S Th. closed and

static form of the self is breached by a movement towards others:

Albion stood in terror: not for hirnself but for hís Friend
Divine, & Self was lost in the conternplatÍon of faith
And wonder at the DÍvine Mercy & at Losrs sublirne honour

Do I sleep amidst danger to Friends! 0 my Cities & Counties
Do you sleepl rouze up! rouze up. Eternal Death is abroad

So Albion spoke & threw hírnself into the Furnaces of affliction
All was a Vision, all a Dream: the Furnaces becane
Fountains of Living lrlaters flowing from the Humanity Divine
And all the Cities of Albion rose from their Slumbers. . . .

(96:30-38, F,256)

The world of the self is now inverted and, rather than being the horizon of

the world, it becomes the ground for the expansive life of Eternity. The

world of Los and Enítharmon is no longer the horizon of what is, but the

ground for a movemenL into relationship. At this point in the poem v¡e see the

possibility inplicit in the opening vision of Christrs call to Albion-in-

wíthdrawal: Albionrs return and regeneration. In the apocalypse which follows

it is as if the structures of the self have been turned inside out. Rather

than a closet, each Man has ttFour Facestt (982L2, 8257); the ear is no longer

a frwhirlpool fierce Lo draw creations in (8T6:17, E6), but an organ which

circumscribes and circumcises tfthe excrementitious / Husk & Covering into

Vacuumrf and drives rroutward the Body of Death in an Eternal Death &

Resurrectiontr (98:18-20, 8257). The solitary ruminations of the caverned man

have been replaced with visíonary conversation:

And they conversed together in Vísionary forms dranatic which bright
Redounded fron their Tongues in thunderous najesty, in Visíons
rn new Expanses, creating exemplars of Menory and of rntellect
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Creating Space, Creating Tine according to the wonders Divine
0f Hunan Imagination. . .

(98-.28-32, 8257-58)
hlith this vision of apocalypse Jerusalem, and the visÍon seen by Blake as he

wakes each morning, is completed.

(8) Ending

Northrop Frye argues that in Jerusalem the reader ís not prepared for

the apocalypse that occurs at the end of the fourth chapter:

we find in Jerusalem almost no working-up of climax. Most of the
fourth part ís given over Ëo defining the Antichrist,, and as we
continue to read about hím, we discover that we are on our hray toward
an apocallpse, which flashes on us only in the very last plates of
the poem. Blake seems to mark his crisis only as it is frequently
marked in music, by an intensification of the original thene. I'le look
back to see where the reversal of perspective occurred, but find
nothíng very tangible, and after so much churning, the mere sileqt
upp"..ãn." ót tfrã expected butter may seem almost an anticlimax.9

His opÍnion is echoed by nunerous critÍcs of the poem, although not

necessarily with the same negative judgement. I'IJ.T. Mitchell writes that rflf

we read back into the preceding episodes t,o find the event that has made the

difference, we find only ambiguous signals, not efficient caus"".ttlO

Sirnilarly, hl.H. Stevenson writes that frthe round [of Jerusalern] is endless,

and a deus ex machina is required to stop it. rr1 1

It is true, of course, that Albionrs awakening depends upon the breath

of the Divine, that hÍs decision to enter the furnaces of affliction is

freely taken and therefore not causally determined, and that Christrs

appearance represents the irruption in time of a force which proceeds fron

beyond Íts perimeter. Nevertheless, to compare the apocalypse of Jerusalem

to the appearance of butter in cream, or to say that it Ís grounded in a

ttleap of faith in the present monentrr, is profoundly misleading.

The apocalypse of Jerusalen details the point of encounter between

Christ and Albion, Los and Albion, the eternal and the temporal, Albion and

Brittannia, and Albion and his members. This encounter is not described so1e1y
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as the result, of the h¡ork 1n time of Los, nor could it be' for it depends i-n

part upon the movement of others (Albion, Christ etc.). Bultnann wrltes that

Man has to be free from hirnself or to become free fron hirnself. But
man cannot geL such freedom by his own will and strength, for in such
effort he wõuld remain rrthe old mantt; he can only receive this freedom
as a gift.l2

In Jerusalem this ttgifttt is given by others and it therefore cannot be

predicted, nor can the moment of Íts appearance be deterrnined in advance. Yet

the apocalypse of Jerusalem is an encounter for which Los, and the entire

poem, has been preparing the necessary, even if not the sufficent'

conditíons. In ontic tine it is true that apocalypse appears at the very

rnoment that Error is consolidated and the Anti-Christ appears. From thÍs

perspective it does indeed seem that regeneration bears no relatíonship to

the history that precedes it, but, in vision, apocalypse can be seen to be an

event which occurs throughout the six thousand year extent of the fal1en body

of Albion. From the perspective of vision, therefore, the entíre poem has

prepared for this event by delineating, in tireless detail, the body of

fallen time which rnakes the leap of Al-bionts regeneration possible.

An apocalypse of this kind offers a series of conceptual difficulties to

the critic. Eschatology is LradÍtionally called

the rdoctrine of the last t.hingst or the rdoctrine of the endr By
these last things hrere rneanL evenLs which will,one day break upon
man, history and the world at the end of time.rJ

But Albion is the six thousand year extent of fallen history and therefore

his regeneration bears a relationship to each moment of Lime. hlhen Albion

awakes, for exanple, all of tine is gathered into his body: he sees his

rfdeadly Sleep of Six Thousand Years . . . like a Serpent of precious stones &

goldrtand confesses that this form is his'rSelfr'(96:11-13' E255). hle must

say that rather than occurring at the end of tine apocalypse Ís enacted ín

each monent of the fa11en world. How are we to characterize this relationship

of apocalypse to the moments of fallen time?

From the perspective of ontic tine the apocal-ypse is trnowtr and rrnot
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yet.tt It is interesting to note that Christ speaks of the coming of the

kingdon of God in similar terms. In Luke chapter L7z2O-37, for example, he

speaks of a kingdom which is both present and which approaches us fron the

inninent future.l4 This choice of tense clearly creates a series of vexing

problems for interpretation. Norman Perrin writes, for example that rThe

question to be raised . . . is . . . whether it is legitimaLe to think of

Jesusr use of Kingdorn of God in terms of trpresenttf and ttfuturett at a11.tt15

In Jerusalem this paradox appears because of the tension between vision and

the perspective of the closeted self. For the closeted self time seems to

vanish into an unreachable past and an unfathomable future. ÏJhat exísts is

only what is present to the self. Love is trl-ove to the existent and the likerr

(phi1iÐ.16 For Blake, however, the linear expanse of fallen time is the body

of the whole man, and similarly each moment of the tíme of an individualts

1ife, although perceived by Lhe reasoning memory as a worm sixty winters

long, forms part of his identity. Vision sees thís extensive body of hurnanity

as a single identity and, moreover, as a moment in the life of Albion that

has been frozen. This provokes an expansíon of love to include that which is

not present to the closeted self. Love becomes gæE: ttlove to the non-

existent, love to the unlike, the unworthy, the worthless, to Lhe lost, the

transient and the dead.tt17 Visíon is Lherefore able to see in the ttnowtt both

the facÈ of enclosure and the possibility of regeneratlon, indeed, the

realitv of regeneration. The fal-len worl-d closes the self within a du11 round

of six thousand years duration and so postpones regeneratíon: the apocalypse

is trnot yet.rf But this round is a moment in the life of Albion, and therefore

apocalypse and regeneration can be pictured as crowdi-ng in on all sides of

the fleeting moment of withdrawal. The reality of apocalypse is ttnohr.tr0n the

one hand rfError or Creation will be Burned Up . . . the Moment Men cease Èo

behold ittt (VL[. 8565). On the other hand "Man is born a Spectre or Satan & is

altogether an Evil, & requires a New Selfhood continually & musL continually

be changed into his dírect Contrary" (E200). In casting off the enclosure of
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the self a last judgement passes upon the self, but this event must be

repeated again and again, for the apocalypse is frnoË yeL.rf

The apocalypse of Jerusal-ern is , therefore, st,rikingly different from the

accounts of this event whÍch are usually advanced. Frye writes Èhat as

All things have proceeded from a divine Man, the body of Jesus, and
will be reabsorbed into him . . . the total vision of life must have a
circular form.18

After quoting this passage, M.H. Abrams goes on to observe that

Blakers redemption is thus figured as a circling back of divided man
to his original wholeness; he breaks out of his ceaseless round of
wandering in what Blake cal1s t'the circle of Destinyrr - the cyclical
recurrenCes of pagan history - into a ttResurrection to Unityrt which
is the ful1 and final closure of the Christian design of history.ry

It ís important to add, however, that this return does noL outline the forn

of a closed circle. Frye wrítes that it Ís the trspark of illuminationtt

between the rrclosing anodett and the rropening cathoderr of the Bible (and by

irnplication of tine itself) that stimulates rrthe ímagination to the effort of

comprehension which recreates instead of passively followíng the outline of a

vision.tt2o Abrams phrases the sane idea in a more prosaic style. He writes

that

Like his German contemporaries, Blake views the course of human
history and thq,normative individual lífe as a return whÍch ís also a
ttprogression.t2l

This return is not a regression to tran early stage of simple and easeful

rnaturer which lacks conflict because it lacks differentiation and

complexityrr, but

the reachievenenL of a unity which has been earned by unceasÍng
effort and which is, in Blakers term, an ttorganizedtt unity, an
equilibriun of opponent forces which preserves all the products and
powers of intellection and cultute.zz

Deen is working within this view of apocalypse when he wrj-tes that ln

Jerusalern

paradise comes . . . as the regained and unfolded origin, the
orígínal good. . . . Briefly and theologically, Ìrte may describe the
shape of tíme as círculâr . . . But in poetry - in a long poem - tine
can be no more than spiral. trlhether or not the middle transmits a
causal force to Èhe end, it serves, and remains, as a l4¡ay to the end.
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. . . The form of tine ín Jerusal-em is spírql: revol-utionary, and, if
only by irnplícation, .uolnffiily as weù.23

These accounts, however, sidestep what is distinctive about the Blakean

apocalypse. In Lhe eschatology of The Four Zoas and of Jerusalem, the

reintegration of the scattered fragments of Albion, the comprehensÍon in an

trrorganizedr uniLytr of the whole man, and the cornpletion of Golgonooza, form

no more than the prelude to apocalypse. They represent, in essence, the

consolidation of Error; the completion and comprehensi-on of the nothingness

of wíthdrawal. The poemts return to the beginning of tíme does not discover

trthe regaÍned and unfolded origin, the original goodrtt but the act by which

form and substance are given to the nothingness of Albion-in-withdrawal. This

body is certainly not the city in which the Redeened Man will dwe11.

The spiral proposed by Frye, Abrams and Deen traces its course around

the line of fallen history. It does not break free from this ground. By

contrast Blake suggests a return which lífts the entire body of tine back to

a position in which Albion, his rnembers, Christ, and Brittannia exÍst in

relationship with each other. The apocalypse of Jerusalem seems Lo occur at

right angles to the apocalypse described by Deen, Frye and Abrans. At first

this argument seems to merely transpose the apocalypse described by Abrams

et al onËo a different level, However, although the movemenL from time to

Eternity, and frorn contraction to expansion, does describe a return to the

ground of being (Christ), it is important to observe Lhat thís return is very

dÍfferent from that described by the critics whom I have cited.

Blake writes in the penultimate lines of the poem:

All Human Forms identifÍed even Tree Metal Earth & Stone. all
Human Forms identified, living going forth & returning wearied
Into the Planetary lives of Years Months Days & Hours reposing
And then Awaking into his Bosorn in the Life of fmmortality.

(992I-4,8258)

The ttPlanetary lives of Years Months days & Hoursrtt to whích all Human Forms

return when frweariedrrr form the circular, self-enclosing shape of a seed in

which one can ttrepose.tt In the moment of awakening (of vision) the shape of
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this worl-d is comprehended, but rather Lhan beÍng the New Jerusalen this

world (which is in essence the total forn of all human culture and

achievernent) becomes the ground for a movenent into relationship. This is a

second return, but unlike the first it does noÈ lead us to a closed worl-d. To

awake in ChrÍstts ttBosom in the Life of Inmortalityrr ís not to return r1¡ith

full conprehensíon to a uníty rrwhích preserves a1l- the products . . . of

intellection and culLurertt but to return to the openness to others in whÍch

all life has its being. The first reLurn is to a closed and static state; the

second is a return to an openness which a11ows the self to enter into

relationship with and so be moved by others. This apocalypse is therefore not

one which can be held in consciousness, or conprehended as an article in a

creed; the complete comprehension of what is must be in fact the last moment

of fallen tÍrne. Apocalypse involves the rupture of this certainty, and the

casting off of the shell of what ís and what has been achieved, or

constructed, in order Lo enter into embrace (and Mental I'larfare) with what

lies outside of these bounds. Apocalypse is an opening of the world of the

self, and an opening of hlstory. The contrary relationship between openness

and closure on the one hand, and the waking from sleep into Lhe boson of the

Saviour on Lhe other, therefore produces a novement which, rather than being

a spiral threaded around the line of fallen time, is a vertical movement, of

the whole man, a\,{ay fron this time. In a spiral the forces of openness and

closure are (as in fallen time) ternporally separated fron one another. In

Blakets apocalypse the contraries face each other and can engage in nental

warfare.

To argue with Mellor that the apocalypse of Jerusalem can be compared to

Itthe instantaneous illumination of a finally understood truthrrrz4 it

therefore profoundly misleading. The apocalypse of Jerusalem opens the self

to what has not been understood, and it opens the present to both the past

and the future. The last lines of the poem are quite ernphaLic about this

point. As the poem ends, the first person narrator returns, but now it is to
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affirn that the visíon has receded. The apocalypse of Jerusal-em is now

located in the Past rather than the presenÈ; it has slipped out of our grasp'

For both the fallen and unfallen selves, the moment of awakening must be

reached agaÍn and again. The closure and opacity of the self nust be changed

into its direct contrarY.

I am not of course suggesting that Blakers apocalypse ushers in a world

in which the self has no part. Pure openness is, of course, itsel-f a forn of

closure, for without hís Minute Particulars the whole Man would lose

definitlon. The actíve peace and brotherhood of the lrlars of Life Eternal is

attained only in the contrary relationship between both openness and closure,

the sublime and the beautiful. Eternal lífe is one in which there ls both

sleep and awakening, movement out and return. ttA11 Human Formstr are

identified in the sense that in this constant movenent they can be seen

as members of a single body and as discrete, particular índividuals who

can be distinguíshed from one another. This is the subject of the

illumination to Plate 100.

This final plate of the poem seens to contain two contradictory

movements. On the one hand the plate it.self "faces back into the work.tt25

From this perspective the poem has become a serpent temple, a vast surface

which sti1l closes us off from Albion. All ï¡e see of the poem (now it has

closed and we have left the moment of vision) is the surface of Jerusalem,

the shape of the poen that has been retained by the reasoning rnemory. This

form is retained in the relationship between the Spectre of Los and his

Emanation. The former ís seen on this plate with his back turned towards us.

He is rnoving away from Los and towards the serpent temple, carryíng a forn

which suggests the nateríal, earthly sun. The latter, standing on the right

hand side of the plate, has sínilarly turned her back to Èhe reader. She is

unfolding the veil of the night sky over the rrmoon-ark of Generatiorr.tt26 The

world of the sel-f would therefore seem to be quite intacL. However, there has

been a najor rearrangernent of forces withln this world. 0n plate 6 Los turned
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ahray from the reader, and the Spectre formed a roof which closed Los within

the world of the self. By contrast, on this final plate the worl-d held by the

Spectre and the Emanation is the ground for a movenent forward. Los now faces

the reader. The fallen form of Jerusalem/ Jerusalem no longer forms the

horizon of the self; instead it is Èhe ground for a movement into

relationship. This movement is that in whích Christ can be seen in Los. It is

interesting to note that this plate is Lurned at right angles to the ones

which precede it. Los is stepping forth in a movernent which proceeds both at

right angles to the linear movement of Jerusalem and which takes him back

against the stream of the poem to the doorway seen Ín its opening plates. It

is this casting off of the world of the self which Jerusalem now exhorts the

reader to atternpt. It ís the poem itself, the very vehicle which has taken us

to this point, which now must be cast off. The poem must be not the horl-zon

of our world but the ground for a leap into relationship. It is in this

constant casting off of the world of the self that we are able to elaborate a

history of freedom.



Chapter 15

Los and Jesus

& the Divine Countenance shone
fn Golgonooza Looking down the Daughters of Beulah saw
I,tlíth joy the bright Light & in it a Human form
And knew he was the Saviour Even Jesus & they worshipped

Astonishd Comforted Delighted in notes of Rapturous Extacy
All Beulah stood astonishd Looking down Lo Eternal Death
They saw the Saviour beyond the Pít of death & destruction

(F2100:7-L3, 8372)

The books produced by Urizen are solíd massy thÍngs which are written Ín

solitude (BU4:33, 872) and which are part of an attempt to reduce the

multiple realities of the world to a single, univocal voice and a single

perspective. They represent an altempt to "box the entire compass of the

imagination in an orderly sequence.tt By contrast, Blake adnits that the form

and subjecL matter of his Grand Poem, rather Lhan being dependent upon the

self alone, are given in part by others. The Four Zoas and Milton rely upon

the good offices of the rrDaughters of Beulahtt (FZl+:3, E301 & þl2zl-2, 896),

while Jerusalem is dictated by Christ. Rather than prescribing a single

meaning, Blakefs Grand Poem is an allegory designed to rouse ftthe faculties

to acLrf (F'702). Moreover, The Four Zoas Milton and Jerusalem do not pretend

to be able to contain life within their bounds. Rather than attemptíng to

reduce the world to a single perspective, these poems carefully define the

position from which they speak and the particular relationship to the world

in which their visions appear. Blakers Grand Péem is concerned to open the

world created by the self (of which ít is a member) to others. Los says in

Jerusalem:

I must Create a System, or be enslavtd by another Mans
I will not Reason & Compare: my business is to Create. .

(ro?2o-2r, E153)

But this creation is a a way of ttStriving wiLh Systemsrr so that frlndividualsrl

might be delivered 'rfrom those Systemsfr (11:5, E154). Blakefs Poem therefore
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embraces a h'ide variety of voices and realities; it stubbornly refuses to be

reduced to the static beauty of. a lJrlzenic text. Nevertheless, although

The Four Zoas. Milton and Jerusal-em cannot be reduced to a single perspective,

these poems are not incommensurate. As I have argued, the three poems give us

different perspectives' or windows, on the sane world.

The relationship betv¡een the rnernbers of Blakers Grand Poern can be

described in a number of vrays. First, they represent different voices and

different visions of the fallen world which are embraced by the whole poem.

Second, these poems open from one to the next. As such they describe the very

movenent and texture of conversion and regeneration, with all of the dramatÍc

shífts in perspective and orientation which these terms suggest. Christrs

call to Albion to leave his closed world closely parallels the poetts attenpt

in The Four Zoas to induce his readers to change theÍr comporLment within the

world in such a h'ay that the vision of Milton, and then the visíon of

Jerusalen, can be seen. Third, the members of Blakers Grand Poem bear a

relationshÍp to each other and to the whole poem which is analogous to the

relaÈÍonship of Christ to Albion: ttÌüithin your bosoms I reside, and you

reside in mert (42L9, E146). This does not mean that the one has assirnilated

Lhe other, but that their relationship is such that the one lies within reach

and enbrace of the other. The Four Zoas does not engulf Milton; but it does

contain frwindowsrt which open onLo it.

This richly textured Poem does not simply describe a world which somehow

exists rrout therertt for it outlines the different levels and possíblities of

the world created by Los and Enitharmon; or, to phrase thís Ín a different

way: Blakets Grand Poem is in a sense the body (the Emanation) of Los. Most

discussions of Los proceed along a linear path and note the changes in

Blakers conception of this figure as his oeuvre proceeds.l Ho*"u.r, one of

the major thrusts of the poems that I have been discussing is that the linear

tine which appears to the closeted man is not the only or in fact the most

fundamental experience of tirne. ft therefore offers us only a partial view of
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Los. It is irnportant to see that The Four Zoas Milton and Jerusalem each

describes different aspecLs of Los.

From Èhe perspective of sleep, Los creates and is hirnself enclosed

within the linear time described in The Book of Urizen and The Four Zoas. He

is, like Urizen, a worn elongated inLo a winter which is six thousand years

1ong. Los is demiurge and fallen creator; he is a figure of flesh who must be

born, whose world nust be elaborated, and who rnust come to tealíze that the

world in which he is domiciled is his creation. However, from the perspectÍve

of embrace, a very different Los can be seen. Los is noh¡ the eternal watchman

and prophet. He is the ever apparent Elias, who is able to open within the

spaces of his creation and of his body a movement which contínually opens the

world of loss to others. Finally, i.n the time of awaking, the six thousand

years of fallen history can be seen as a visionary construction which

sustains a relationship to Albion-in-withdrawal. It is important to recognize

that demiurge, watchman, and visionary prophet coexist with one another. As I

have argued, the Los of The Book of Urizen and of the early Nights of

The Four Zoas can still be seen in Milton and Jerusalen. Los, like Albion, is

a figure who is extended throughout a six thousand year hisËory; yet he is

one man. Los forms the horizon of the fallen world; however, Losrs embrace of

the rtcreationrr thaË hems us in, and his continual opening of it to Albion-in-

withdrawal, changes the prison into a seed. It is in this reversal, enacted

by the ttnev¡tt Los within the body of the froldrrr that Los becornes So1 and we

reach the very lirnits of the fallen worl-d. It is at this point that Los

appears in the similÍtude of Christ.

The appearance of Christ within the fallen world represents the

raison drêtre of Losrs prophetic work. It also defines the furthest reach of

the fallen world and the point beyond whích the Eternal Prophet is no longer

Los. In Blakets oeuvre Christ is the ground of life and the body in which

all things are embraced. In frA Vision of the Last Judgenentrtr for exanple, we

read that
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All Things are comprehended in their Eternal Forms ín Lhe Divine
body of the Saviour the True Vine of Eternity The Human ImaginatÍ.on

(Esss)

Similarly, in Jerusalem Blake wriLes thatrfevery / Particular is a Man; a

Divine Member of the Divine Jesustt (9L229-3O, E25I), and in Milton the rrseven

Angels of the Presence'r (3222, E131) affirn that 'rThe Imagination is not a

State: it is the Human Existence itselfrr (32232, E132). Christ. himself tells

Jerusal-en that he is her lífe Ç162:1, E2L2). Yet the figure of Christ ín

Blakers oeuvre, and the way in which he forms a ground which comprehends all

particulars, ís quite difficult to define.

Damrosch describes Christ as "a single, living, and loving Universaltt2

and he compares Christts role in Blakets poetry with that of God in Cusanusr

theology. He writes that in Cusanusr

nost famous work, 0f Learned lgnorance, the correspondence of
microcosm and macroscosln is lnuch moie than rnetaphorícal. trln each
indívidual the universe is by contraction . . . what the particular
indivÍdual is; and every indivídual in the universe is the universe,
though the universe is in each índividual in a different way and each
thíng ís in the universe in a dÍfferent way.rfhrith this literal and
cornplete interpenetration of nicrocosm and macrocosm, Cusanus seeks
Lo reconcile Plato and Aristotle and Lo show that although universals
exist only in particulars, the particulars in turn exiqt in an
ultimate ãrder that subsumes thäm and gives them 1ife.3

Danrosch argues that for Blake this rfultimate ordertt is Christ.

It is true that each particular is a member of Jesus, but the

relationship between Christ and his members is not one in which there is an

interpenetration of this precise kind: the individual is not the universe and

the universe is not in each índividual in the way described by Cusanus. A

view such as thÍs is in fact adopted by the Spectre on plate 91 as part of a

strategy to keep Los within the world that he has constituÈed. The

rfsmaragdíne Table of Hermesrrt repeated by the Spectre in order to trdraw Los

down / Into the Indefinite" (91:34-5, E251), also announces that rrllhat is

below is like that which ís above, and what is above Ís like that which is

below, to perforrn the míracle of the one thing.tt4 As I have suggested, Blake

is concerned with vision, not with symbolism, and with opening the world of
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the self to oLhers, rather than affirming that the other appears within the

world of the self. The word ttconprehendedtt does not simply suggesL that

Christ contains or encompasses trA1l Thingsrtt but that in Christ each thing is

understood and preserved in its individuality. It Ís of course true that

Christ in Jerusalem affirms that ttl am in you and you in me, mutual in love

dívinett (4:7, 8146), but this ttint,erpenetrationrr is one ì-n whích, as ChrÍst

te1ls us, he is tta brother and friend.rr This characterizaEion of Christ

suggests that the appropriate relationship between the individual and Christ,

or Albion and Christ, is not the decipherment of the signs of the universal

in the particular, but dialogue and vision.

Damrosch writes as if Christ were ful1y inherent in the particulars of

the constituted world of the self. He asserts, for example, that it rfis

necessary for Blake that the symbols be directly apprehended as true and that

the universals which they express be fully inherent in them.rfs By contrast,

in the opening plates of Jerusalen Christ forms a voice which appears in the

moment of awakening and which introduces a surplus or excess which resonates

within Lhe hitherto closed world of the self. The brother is seen and heard

when he is embraced, an,C when the closed worl,l of the self is breached. A

discussion of Christ in Blakers oeuvre must therefore work with a new model

of the relationship between time and Eternity, and Christ and Albion.

Christ appears ín The Four Zoas Milton and Jerusalem at the precise

point that self and ot,her, tíme and Eternity, male and fernale, enter into

relationship. In The Four Zoas he is seen as Los and Enitharmon embrace the

different fragments of AlbÍon; in Milton he appears where Milton and 01o1on,

time and Eternity, are on the verge of embrace; and in Jerusalem he is seen

and heard in the attentiveness of Los to Albion-in-withdrawal. Conversely,

when Albion withdraws into the enclosure of the self, he loses sight of the

Divine Vision. It seems that movement into relationship opens the space in

which Christ appears and in which he resides. In the fall-en world the

physical body and the body politic are given order and coherence by the
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imposition of a particular set of laws on their members. Self and other, as I

have argued with regard to the Bardfs Song of Milton, are held in a

triangular relationship in which the apex is Satan. The divine body of Jesus

the Imagination appears by contrast in the very monent in which the world of

the self is cast off. Christ himself is therefore seen in the casting off of

enclosure and the entry into relationship rvith another. Christ appears in the

moment in which our centre of gravit.y is displaced from the self.

This is why Christ is characterized in Blakets oeuvre as an iconoclast

and breaker of limits. In Milton li¡e are told that Jesus has torn and ttnow

shall who11y purge away with Firetr the itsexual Garmentsfr which hide ttthe

Human Linearnents as with an Ark & Curtainsr' (41:25-27, EI42-43); ín Jerusalem

Christ is characterized as a person who rends ttthe Infernal Veil . . . & the

whole Druid Law removes awaytt (69:38-39, 8223), and later in the same poem he

is described as a person who

breaking throf Lhe Central Zones of Death & He1l
Opens Eternity in Time & Space; triumphant in Mercy. .

(75:2I-22, E23I)

If life is, as I have argued, founded in relationship, then we must define

relationship in such a way that it does not become a set of rules or maxims

which would merely impose a closed form on life. A world based on

relationship is a dynamic affair which is characterízed by a continual

movement out of the world of the self and into relationship. It is for this

reason that Chríst is described as the ground of life. Christ is the movement

out of enclosure and into relationship (the spring of eternal life) which

forms the very basis of life.

Christ is t.herefore seen whenever individuals move into relationship. He

is this movement into relationship, but, it is important to add, he is also

the bodv of relationship. In the first Night of The Four Zoas for example,

when rrthose in Great Eternityrr meet frin the council of God / As one Mantf

(2L'.I-2, 8310), they appear in two quite different forns. hlhen they contract

their Senses tlhey behold Multituderrr but when they expand their senses they
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behold as one
As One Man all the Universal family & that one Man

They call Jesus the Christ & they in hÍrn & he in them
Live in Perfect harmony in Eden the land of life
Consulting as One Man above Lhe Mountain of Snowdon SublÍne.

(2I:3-7, 8311)

Similarly, in Night the Eighth ftA1l in Great EternÍtytr meet rrin the Council

of God / as one Man Even Jesusrt (992L-2, 8371), and when the frTwenty-fourtt

joín together in Jerusalem to atternpt to recall Albion, they appear as one in
ttA Hunan Vision! / Human Dívine, Jesus the Saviour, blessed for ever and

ever" (36[40 ]246-7, E182).

It is therefore possible to distinguish between our corporeal body and

the spiritual body of Christ which appears in relatÍonship. In the tï.aocountt

engraving, for example, Blake distinguishes beLween ttThe Divine Bodyrt and

tThe Natural Man.tr 0n the one hand he writes that rrLlhat can be Created Can be

Destroyed / Adan is only The Natural Man & not the Soul or Imaginationrrr and

on the other hand he affirms that rThe Eternal Body of Man is The

IMAGINATION. / God hímself / that is / The Divine Body / . . . tYeshual JESUS

ïre are hís Memberstt (E273). This "Eternal Body of Manfr is a body of

relationship; it is a dynamic, living form whÍch is defined in the movement

whích circumscribes and circumcises ttthe excrementitious / Husk & coveríng

into Vacuum evaporating revealing the lineanents of Man / Driving outv¡ard the

Body of Death in an Eternal DeaLh & / Resurrectionrr(98:18-20,8257).

One of the rnost striking clairns that Blake makes for the Losts creative

work, and for his own work as wel1, is that this rDivíne Bodyrt rrmanifests

itself in hÍs hlorks of Art (In Eternity All is Vision)rr (E273). It is Christ.

himself who can be glimpsed in, or rather ttLhrortt visionary art. As I have

observed in rny introduction, a claim such as this should not be confused with

a creed that frclains for aesthetic vision the status of revelation, and for

the literary sign the capacity to enbody this vision concretely and

immanently. rr

In iËse1f the work of the poet/prophet Ís an enclosure, a system and a

creation which must be destroyed if the fallen world is to open to Eternity.
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In the movement described in Milton, however, this closed forn is embraced

and so opened to others; the fallen world becomes a tVisionary forrn

dramatic.tr Christ ís able to appear wÍthin tttrrlorks of Artrr and within Losfs

ttvisionary constructionff because, by opening these forms to Albíon, Los

opens relationshÍp within the spaces of the fallen world. For the divine

vísion to appear and to speak to che fallen man, the self nust move to the

very edge of the world in which he/she is enclosed; in order to see the sun,

the closeted understanding nust look out of his/her closet. It is therefore

only in Los/Blakets opening of the fallen world that Christ can be heard. It

is this inversion of the created world that allows the kerygma to be heard.

hle can therefore say that Losts creation, and by implícation the

ttlessertt productions of prophets and poets such as Blake, is ímportant for

two closely linked reasons. First it gives a body to Albion-in-withdrawal and

in this way consolidates Error. It is this negatÍve task which opens the

possibility that Albion will recogníze his error and so be moved to cast Ít

off. Second, by maintaining a relationship with Albion and by opening his

created world again and again, Los makes it possible for Christts voice to be

heard wíthin the fa11en world. In other words, Los creates the body of Error

which makes it possible for Christ to be incarnated and born within the body

of the fallen world. The incarnation of Christ Ín the fallen world is the

subject of passages in each of the najor poens. In The Four Zoas the Sons of

Eden cry (after surveying the world that is given form by Los and

Enitharmon):

trrle now behold the Ends of Beulah & we now behold
!ühere Death Eternal is put off Eternally
Assume the dark Satanic body in the Virgins womb
0 Lanb divin[e] it cannot thee annoy. . .

(104:11-14, 8377)

fn Milton the Bard announces that rfthe Body of Deathrr which encloses the Lanb

ttin hypocritic holinessrr is tra Fenale Tabernacle !ì¡oven in Cathedrons Loomstr

(13:25-6, 8107), and in the third chapter of Jerusalem the incarnation is the

subject of Jerusalemfs vision.
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The body in which Chríst is incarnated is also Lhe body in which he ís

crucified. The act of calling fallen humanity to a l-ife of relationship

defines him as the archetypal Transgressor. He belongs, as the Bard te1ls us,

to the Class of the rR.eprobatetr and he rrwas Punishrd as a Transgressortt

(13227, 8107). Christ is therefore both Transgressor and Victim, for r.¡haL

cannot be included within Lhe fallen mants single law must be excluded. This

is why in Milton ChrÍst is seen with tThe Clouds of 01o1on foldedrr around his

limbs ttas a Garment dipped in blood,tt and why in The Four Zoas he is seen in

the robes of Luvah. 0n plate 95 of Jerusalen thís double role can be seen in

the attempt by Albionts Self to overcone Christ by crucifying him:

Albion saíd. 0 Lord what can I dol my Selfhood cruel
Marches against thee deceitful from Sinai & from Edom

Int.o the lùilderness of Judah to meet thee in his pride
I behold the Visions of my deadly Sleep of Six Thousand Years
Dazling around thy skirts like a Serpent of precious stones & gold
I know it is my Self: 0 my Divine Creator & Redeemer.

(96:8-13' 8255)

Golgonooza (the frdeadly Sleep of Six Thousand Yearsfr which is given substance

by Los) is itself the new Golgotha, the point at which Christ is cruficied

once more.

The appearance of this rnany-sided figure to Albion ín the last plates of

Jerusalem brings the fallen world and, indeed, Blakéfs prophetic art, to a

moment of decision. 0n the one hand the lasL plates of Jerusalem bring into

focus the six thousand year cycle of fallen history, which passes rFrom west

to east against the current of Creationrr and devours ttall things in its loud

/ Fury & thundering course" (7721+-6,8232). This is the trl^lheel of Religionrl

(77273,8232), which judges Christ to be a malefactor and sentences him to

death. 0n the other hand, in these plates Christ opens the closed world of

death and judgement to a world of relationship. He therefore holds open the

possibílity of resurrection. As he says to Jerusalem:

I am the Resurrection & the Life.
I Die & pass the limits of possibilit.y, as it appears
To individual perception' 

(62zLg-2o. 8213)

Christ gives himself to be cruficied not to pay a debt but to call us to
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leave our closed worlds.

In the first lines of Jerusalem, Albion responded to Christrs call by

affirming that he was not trOnetr but rrMan/t and by judging Christ to be no

more than a ftPhantom of the over heated brain! shadow of inmortalityrr (4223-

4, E146). At the end of Jerusalen substantially the same call appears, but it

now draws forth a very different response. This change is effected through

the poet/prophetrs work. In the opening plates of Jerusalem vle see Albion

simply turning away. In the world in which he is entering there is no reality

other than his own dreams. At the end of Jerusalem, however, a body has been

given by Los (and Blake) to Albion-in-withdrawal and therefore to his error.

It is this which enables Albion Èo rise frorn hís slunber and be confronted

with the error into which he has fallen. At this point in the poem, the shape

of Losts attentiveness to Albion-in-withdral and, therefore, the outline of

Christ are cornplete. Rather than appearing nerely as a Phantom, Christ now

can be seen as a brother and a friend. Plates 95 and 96, however, do not

present a still-life or notionless tableau. Instead, Christ and Los are

threatened by the very forn and raison drêtre of Albionrs fallen ídentity. 0n

the one hand Albion can vividly see his own role in the fabrícation of the

Covering Cherub which threatens to destroy Los and Jesus; on the other hand

he can also clearly see and hear the call of Los and Jesus. It is finally

their faithfulness and friendshÍp, embodied in Jerusalem and in the body of

the fa11en world, that, causes the startling reversal of lines 30-33:

Albion stood in terror: not for himself but for his Friend
Divine, & Self was lost in the contemplation of faith
And wonder at the Divlne Mercy & at Losts sublirne honour. . . .

(96230-32, 8256)

It is this radical change of comporLment, and the leap which follows, that

renders the abyss of the fallen world rfa Visiontt and tta Dreamt' (96'.36, 8256).

Albíonrs world is now opened to others and as a result

the Furnaces became
Fountains of Living hlaters flowing from the Humanlty Divine
And all the Cities of Albíon rose from their Slumbers, and All
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The Sons & Daughters of Albion on soft clouds hlaking from Sleep
Soon a1l- around remote the Heavens burnt v¡ith flaming fires. .

(96236-40,8256)

This reversal suggests that the power which forms the ground for

Albionfs eternal life is outside the self. As Blake writes ÍnrrA Vision of

the Last Judgement,rr rELernal Thingsff all spring fron

the Divine Humanity All beams from him t<¡ecause> as he hirnself has
said All dwells in him] He is Lhe Bread & the Lline he is the hlater of
Life" ' (vLJ, E561)

This does not mean that the Índividual is simply moulded by Christ. In the

opening p lates of Jerusalern and in the passage quoted above, the relationship

is reciprocal. Christ dwells in us and we dwell in him. However, in this

conception the world-forming imagination of the individual and of Albion is

displaced fron the centre of the universe.

In Blakers oeuvre the autononous imagination of the Ronantics is subject

to a visionary deconstructi-on wíth the result that in Los it is transformed

j-nto a process of visionary construction. The terrn Imagination is, however,

reserved for the limit breaking call of Christ. Irnagination in this sense is

a person who leads us outside of ourselves and into relationship. In Blakers

oeuvre identity is formed in relationship and therefore we can also say that

the fmagination Ís a person who, by calling us outside of ourselves, forms

us. To be forned by Christ is to al1ow the Spectrous world of the self to be

rnoved by the call of another and so to allow onets own being to be recast. It

is to turn the forms held in the memory into tVisionary forms dramatic.rr Thi-s

is a labour which \,\¡e are always only just beginning.
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Blakets Zoas

Critícal commentary on Blakers Zoas displays two quite contradictory

tendencies. On the one hand the Zoas are identified by Damon, Bloom, Frye and

others as the four trliving creatures around the throne or chariot of Godt

described by Ezekiel and John.ttl Bloom writes:

"Zoas" is Blakets or.{n coinage, from the Greek for trbeastsrr in
Revelation 426, where ttfour-beasts full of eyes before and behindrl
surroun,l the t'hrone of God. These beasts are derived from the ttfour

líving creaturestt that tthad t¡e likeness of a manft in Ezekielrs
vision of the Chariot of God.2

However, on the other hand there is a tendency to make sense of the Zoas by

closely identifyíng them with psychological faculties. Bloom writes that the

encounters of The Four Zoas are rrutterly within the se1f,tt3 Paley argues that

ftThe reality of these fottr tZoas'... is explicitly psychologicalrtt4 and

recently Gallant and George have applied modern depth psychology (Jungian and

Freudian respectively) to an elucídation of these figures.s Yet the poem

itself seems to make any reduction to the dirnensions of a psychology of the

individual problenatic.

0n the first page of The Four Zoas Blake v,rroÈe:

Four Mighty Ones are in every Man: a Perfect Unity
Cannot Exist. but from the Universal Brotherhood of Eden
The Universal Man.

(324-6, 8300-301)

Later in the same Night, Los says to Enitharmon:

Tho in the Brain of Man we 1ive, & in his circling Nerves.
Thor this bright world of all our joy is in the Human BraÍn.
trühere UrÍzen & all his Hosts hang their immortal lamps
Thou neer shalt leave this cold expanse where watry Tharmas

mourns. . .
(11:15-18, E306)

The first passage suggest that the four mighty ones are in boÈh man and Man.

The latter figure is Albion, or the Universal Man. He is the being formed by

relationship. One could say that he is analogous to a synchronic network of
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relationships except that Albion is also alive and therefore has his own

history and dynamism. The second passage is more difficult to interpret. Los

gives two trplacestt for himself and Enitharmon. He lives in the Braín of Man

and in the |tcold expanse where watry Tharnas mourns.tt Nevertheless it is

clear that in these lines Los i-s speaking of individual and collective being.

Los and Enitharmon live in man and Man.

The Zoas bear a certain sirnilarity to the Eternals, In The Book of

Urizen the Eternals found their life in time. Their struggles therefore

helped to form and were themselves formed by the ternporal world. In reading

The Book of Urizen it was therefore necessary to keep these twin perspectives

Ín view. In this way the poem challenged the notíon thaL tirne and Eternity

are mutually exclusive and, at the same time, provided us with terms to

describe a conflict which was related to and yet transcended the perspective

inposed by the isolated selves of the fallen world.

The difficulty with the Eternals is that they are themselves isolated

individuals and so the problem of the self arises at a ner.rer and more complex

level. In The Book of Urizen Eternit y is founded on relationship, but there

is no way to show that these relationships do not merely constituted a

Gesellshaft, where individuals gather into a comnunity for private and

egoistic reasons.

From the beginning of The Four Zoas it is clear that the Zoas are

enbedded in a more cornplex and all inclusive network of relationship. The

Zoas live in man and Man and therefore find their lives in ternporal beÍngs

and in Albion. They therefore exist in the spaces between particular and

collective identities. In other words thev al1ow us to imagine relationship

itself. Thus, when the Zoas enter in relationshíp, Albion rises from hís couch

of death and individual and universal man are in harrnony; when they draw

apart all of the individuals of the world flee from Albionrs loi-ns and AlbÍon

dies:

Albion gave his loud death groan The Atlantic MountaÍns trernbled
Aloft the Moon fled with a cry the Sun with streams of blood
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Frorn Albion Loins fled all Peoples and Nations of the Earth. . o .
(2529-IL' E314)

In The Four Zoas therefore, the Zoas decisively undercut any separation

between tlne and Eternity, and at the sane time constitute the relationshíp

between particular and universal identities, between índividuals and Albion.

hte can therefore see in Blakets choice of protagonists for this poern a far

reaching qualification of the perspective of the isolated se1f.

The clearest and most startl-ing description of the Zoas comes

in Night Nine of The Four Zoas, in a vísion of the ttfour !'londers of the

Almightytr:

The Cl-ou,C ls Blood dazling upon the heavens & in the cloud
Above upon its volumes is beheld a thone & a pavenent
0f precious stones. surrounded by twenty four venerable patriarchs
And these agaj-n surrounded by four I'londers of the Almighty
Incomprehenãible. pervading all- anidst & round about
Fourfäld each in tire other reflected they are named Lifers in EternÍty
Four Starry Universes going forward fron Eternity to Eternity.. . .

(123:33-39, 8393)

This passage takes us through a gíddy series of perspectÍves. In the Cloud

are a throne and pavernent; around the throne are twenty four patriarchs and

around this are the four Zoas. These Zoas not only surround the patrlarchs,

they are ttpervading all anidst & round about,rr and in addition they are

rt1tourfold each in the other reflected.tt These all pervasive lrlonders are given

a curious name: they are tllifets in Eternity.rt They are the rfin Eternityrf

belongíng to life. So extraordinary is this fornulation that it is easy to

dilute in an atternpt at paraphrase. The Zoas are not lífers path or way into

Eternity, but the ttin Eternitytt belonging to life, orr to use a parallel and

equally plausible reading of this line, they are ttlife is in Eternity'rr In

this lines Blake is using an assertion as a name in order to stress that the

relationshÍps represented by the Zoas are ímnediately the possession of and

entry into EternitY.

It is clear that any reading of The Four Zoas must begín from a

conception of the Zoas as our own faculties. In a first readíng it Ís almost

irnpossíble not to see them as love, touch, reason and prophecy. However, the

poem itself pushes us from this point to the contemplation of figures who'
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although they may not invalidate thís identiflcation for a limlted or fÍrst

reading, nevertheless far transcend this reference pont. Love, touch, reason

and prophecy nay help to form Luvah, Tharmas, Urizen and Urthona but, as ís

indicated by the names themselves, the beíngs that finally emerge fron within

the context of the poem are much more than this. The Zoas in fact exernplify

the Ínteraction between strength and claríty which forns the poem. As ttthe

four beastsrr whích surround the throne of the Alnighty, they suggest something

that rfhurries us on with an i-rresÍstible force.tt However, they are also

individual faculties about which l{e can attain a degree of clarity.

Discussion of the Zoas must attempt to place itself within rather than

mitigate thls tension.
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[Urizenrs world] proves the finiteness of his point of view, proves that
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normal expectations of narrative and poetry, Lhat we are able to see its
beauty.
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There are complications to this relatively straightforward picture. For
exanple, Urizen and Luvah at first do not seem to have Spectres and the
Specire of Urthona identifies hÍmself as a frspectre of the Livingrl
(84:40, E36O/F,2352). I will, however, deal with these complications
l-ater Ín this-chapter).
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33
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Jean Piaget,
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The maverick appearances of Enitharmon to Tharmas and the Eternal Man
before her birth have been a cause of concern to a number of
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Enitharmonrs ttSong of Deathrtt it is inevitable that aL the point of fal1
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sense at the very moment of division. Nevertheless, the realÍty of an act
is only realized in time. It ls for this reason that Los appears only Ín
fallen tirne and even Bnitharmon must herself be realized in tine.

The possibility that, Urizen has been given Albionrs Sceptre of authority
in sone innocenÈ fashion is discounted by his association with the
evening star, Lucifer. UrÍzen sees rrthe body of Man palerr (23:11, E313),
but a few lines further on we are told that the rrgolden porchestr of the
tÌIuman Brain . . . grew pale with his [Urizents] sickenÍng lighttf
(232L2-L3, E313).
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As Blake looked back upon the Milton Èradition, upon what Milton
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task.

Damon, A Blake Dictionarv. P . /r13.

James, for example, writes in tr'lritten Ï'lithin and lrlithout that

Everything man has done since the fall has been a repetition of one
fundamental error - allowing Satan to occupy the position of the
true God, allowing living form to be overcome by nathematic. All
the íncidents that the bard describes contain at center a conflict
between the forces of Los and those of Satan, and in each the
satanic elements are triumphant over the fallen imagination (p.18).

Sinilarly Frye writes in Fearful Synnetrv that

it is the business of the visionary to proclaim the lüord of God to
a society under the domination of Satan; and the visionaryrs
social positÍon is typically that of an isolaÈed voice crying in
the wilderness against the injustice and hypocrisy of the society
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See also Mark Bracher, Being Fornfd: Thinking Thro Blakers rMÍltonr
(Barrytown: Station Hill Press, 1985), pp.25-26.
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could be either the Great Fire (as Damon argues
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similar point.

45 This line is often Èaken from its context in the poem and read as an
allusion to Blakers relationship with Hayley. See, for example, Frye,
Fearful Synnetry, p.331.

Sigmund Freud, tThe tUncannyrrrt in 0n Creativity and the Uncgnscious'
ed. Benjamin Nelson (1925; rpt. New Yoik: Harper & Row, 1958)'
pp.l23-21+, L29.

EdwardJ.Rose,''B1akersMetaphorica1States,''@4(Fa11
L97r), 9-31.

56 Despite this identification, Susan Fox argueg in Poetic Forn that Satan
is ita natural soul deluded'r (p.51) and Ëhat rrthe fiery light of eternity
is denied himr' (p.38).

48 lbid., pp.2L-22.

49 Bracher, Beins Forntd. p. xiií.

50 J. Middleton Murry, hlilliam Blake (London: Jonathan Cape, 1933)' p.2L3.
Cited in Bracher, p.xiv.

51 Bracher ¡ p.22.

52 lbid. , p.32.

53 lbid. , p.24.

54 lbid. , p.22.

57 I am indebted to Dr. Míchae1 J, Tolley for pointing out that we may see
Satanrs nilling in the Eternal living Process as the organization of a
lÍving surface, and for detailing sone of the complexities involved in
Blakefs presentation of the Plow and Harrow as instrumenÈs of Harvest.

58 Locke, An Essay, I, p.2L2.

59 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics, trans. Neville Horton Smith, ed. Eberhard
Bethge (1955; rpt. Nev¡ York: Macmillan, 1978), pp.I7-ZO.

60 I am indebted to Professor J.E. Grant for pointing out to me that,
contra Erdman in The llluritat"d Blake, p.222, the scene Ín the lower
ffiñãn¿ corner ffis not, at least in the first
inslance, pastoral; the walker is not a shepherd because his staff does
not have a crook; and the rocks are not sheep.

61 Erdnan, The Illuninated Blake , p.222.
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62 Eve Teitlebaum, ttForm as MeanÍng in Blakefs Miltonrr, Blake Studies 2

(Fall L969), pp.37-6. James writes in lritten hrithin and Ï'lithout
that in this passage rï.os supplies a model- of successful- response to
Satanrs subterfu gett (p.22).

63 I am indebted to Dr. Michael J. Tolley for this analogy.

64 Erdman, The Illuminated Blake. p.226.

65 rbid.

Martin Heidegger, ttThe Age of the lrlorld Viewfr, trans. Marjorie Grene, in

Literarv Hermeneutics, ed. Ifi1lÍam V. Spanos (Bloomington: Indiana Univ.
Press, I976), pp.l-15; p.11.

66
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(London: Routledge

68 Michel Foucault,
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L973 'P.

69 Leuthats confession ís sometimes seen as a turning point in the song
Poetic Form p.50). In fact, by offering to take

she quite clearly remains withinwn shoulders,
the systen of judgement that we have been discussing.

70 Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization (1965; rpt. New York: Vintage
Books,1973).
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James, ÏJritten hrithin and trrlithout, p. 17.

Ibid. , p.L67.

Howard, Blakets tMiltont. pp. 16-17.

Bracher, Being Formtd, p.69.

Ibid. Bracher argues that for Blake therrmosL important tenet regarding
Lhe individual existent is the uniqueness, intrinsicnessr and
Índestructibility of its being.rr Yet, Bracher continues, in Blakets
oeuvre ttindividual entities are intrinsicalll and essentially
constituted by relationship to one anotherrt (p.5). These observations
allow him to distinguish between ttego-consciousness or self-present
actuality" (p.105) and tta more ful-filling form of índividual beÍngtl
(p.106) in whichttonets being resides in that one has donated to others
through all the effects, direct and indirect, which onets uni.que
identlfy (Si! has had and continues to have in other beingsrr (p.97). It
is of course this second forrn of individual being which, according to
Bracher, finds fulfillment through Miltonrs act of self-annihilation
(p.77).

However, this critÍque of the enclosed and closeted self is couched ín
terms which essentially leave the self intact. Bracher, using
llhiteheadrs notion of ttobjective immortalityrrr affirms merely the
nediated (and therefore assimilated and appropriated) presence of others
wíthin the world of the self, rather than the necessity for the self to
open to others. More seriously, the location of the authentic identiLy
of the self in its mediated presence in others is both to al1ow the
active poh¡er of the individual to die and to give ascendancy to the
passive por4rer. ft is therefore possible to argue that Milton attempts to

(See, for example, Fox,
Satanfs guilt upon her o
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describe a movement which is precÍsely the inverse to that described by

Bracher. Bracher argues, for exanple, that Miltonrs Emanation

is the objectified or projected counterpart of his being - i.e.,
those othãrs or objects (actual or imagined), Ínc1-uding the products
of his labor, his female conpanions, and the unacttaLized situations
or objects which conform to or mirror his unique being . . .

It is, according to Bracher, the Emanation that constitutes the

unique world in whích [Miltonts] unique identity could exist in toLal
fulfillment . . . It is irnpossible for his unÍque individual being to
be preserved apart fron these unique individual others that provide
the occasion or context for Miltonrs uniqueness to actualize itself.
(p.78)

This is Lrue in the sense that it is impossible for Miltonrs active
being to actualize itself apart from his passive -pol,rrer. However, Lo

argoã that it is only a particular, or rruniquertt ttprojected counterpart
of his beingt' (or even that it is in the possibilities that this
particular ãounterpart rropens for Miltonrs successorsrt (p.78)) that
Milton will find tiue fulfill-ment is aLnost to outline the mechanics of
the Fall. It is to active er determined
passive potter. Milton S t is indeed provoked by the realization
that it is in time that his true body can be found. But he does not
descend in order to fÍnd tttotal fulfillmentft in rrthe products of hís
laborrt or in tthis female companionsrrr but to cast off the closed world
in which his body is close,l ánd in this way transform it into a tT,iving

Bodyrr which is capable of transforrnation.

Chapter Ten

Derrida writes in tViolence and Metaphysics,rr that rflf the height of the
most-high, as we might be ternpted to say, does not belong to space (and

this is-why the superlative must destroy space as ít constructs the
metaphor), it is not because it is foreign to space' but because
(within) space Ít is the origin of space, orienting space through speech
an,l glance, through the face, the chief who commands body and space from
above" (p.101).

See Hans-Georg Gadamer, 1 Herneneutics, trans. and ed. David
E. Linge (BerÈeley and Los Angeles: Univ. FCafifornia Press, L977),
p.9.

3 Mark Bracher, in Beine Formrd, offers a very different account of
Miltonrs descent. He writes that

Milton expects to find renewal in death itself rather than in escape
frorn deatñ: what he fears is not annihilation and Eternal Death, but
rather the faílure to attain annihilatíon and Eternal Death. Nor is
this death that Milton seeks a temporary state (líke Rahabrs rrspecLre

of sleeprt) from which one soon reLurns to life . . . it is rather
cornpleLe, total, and final annihilat.ion of ego-consciousness or
selfhood - that self-presence which we usually assume to constitute
our very being. This ialse idenLity must' in Miltonrs view, be

totally destrõyed by death before onets true individual being can
attain fulfillrnent (p.77).

1

2
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It is of course quite correct to argue that rrMil-ton expects to find
renewal in deathrtt but the rrEternal Deathrr whích Milton seeks cannot
sirnply be equated with the death whích in the fallen world seems to be
ttthé iinal ännihilation of ego-conscíousness.tt Milton had, of course,
been in heaven for one hundrãd years when he heard the Bardfs Song:

measure,C by fallen time his temporal denise is well in the past.
Moreover, if we assoclate ego-conscíousness with the Spectre and the
Selfhood, then we must observe that Miltonrs descent to fallen time is'
paradox estroy the spectre, but _to free hin
änd to s his own (14:30-31, E108)' Moreover,
Milton throughout the poem which suggests
that he e form of ttego-consciousnesstt or
ttself-presence.rr The figure of ttterrible majestyrt wh_o, -at-the end of
f'filto;, demands that O1olon ttObey . . . thJ lrlords of the Inspired Manrr

ãili" such clear and moving terms, exhorts her to rfwash off the Not
Humanft is hardly one whose individuality and identlty now consists
enLirely of a mediated presence. Even when Milton tel1s us that the
ifã.tt""'is a false Body: an Incrustation over my Ïq1o.1¡a] / Spirit;.a
Sälfhood, which must bé put off & annihilated alwayrr (40:35-36, EI42),
he suggests that the Selihood must be trput offtr not once but again and

again-(talwaytt), and this task is described, in the very next line' as a
pio.""À Uy *niårr Miltonrs rt@.rr is cleansed by ttself-exa=mina=tion]' (tny

ämphasis). It """rs that weiust attempt to define more clearly what
glãke means by tEternal Death.rr

In of Urizen Urizen describes the Eternalsr life as one in
ve in unquenchable burnings. As I have argued, Urizenil

withdraws from Eternity ln an attempt t,o circumvent these ttburningstt by

constructÍng a Selfhood, a closed world rrwithout fluctuationrrr which
will give the self a rigid form. Sinilarly' in The Four Zoae, each of
the Zoas attempt to withdraw inLo their own constituted worlds. A

withdrawal of this kind ís, however, for the ttldentitytt to die. It is
the passive pol^rer and the Spectre who now determine the shape of the
world. hle can therefore argue that in Eternity it is Lhe ability of the
individualts consÈituted world, his Ernanation or body, to change again
and again, that, allows the active power to trlive in unquenchable
burnings. rl

In the fallen world Miltonrs body is inert, stationary and s-eparated
fron hin by a wide ,:listance. Tné Uo¿ies of his ttlrlivestt and trDaug!!"f"ttt

for exarnplå, are 'rclostd / In the dark Ulro till the Judgmentrr (17:4-5,
8110). Miltonts descent to time is therefore one in which he hopes to
once more embrace his Emanation and so become capable of change and

transformation. Milton is attempting to reclaim the Spectrets rÌIellstt as

his own so that, being embodied, he can enter into relationship with
others and so transfoin the ttHellstt into ttFurnacesrtt lnto vehicles of
his own transformation. It is ln this sense that Milton both goes Lo
tEternal Deathrr and yet looks trforth for the rnornlng of the grave.tt
Eternal Death refers to the task of putting off, again and again, the
fixed forms in whÍch the self is enclosed.

4 John Dominic Crossan, Find is the rst Act: Trove F lktales and

Jesusr Treasure Parable, Semeia Supp ent 9 S Montana:
Scholars Press, and PhiladelPhia: Fortress Press, 7979) p.93.

Raine, Blake and Tradition,
IlluqiqqEed Þlebg, p.232.

5

6 Fox, Poetíc Form , p.28.

II, p.250. Cited in Erdman, The
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fini

Blakers

ties
on: J.M. Dent, 1981 Davies writes

black holes as trthe end of space and time
a route out of the universe Ínto nothing that anybody knows. Others
regard Ithen] as the disintegratíon of the known laws of nature (p.5).il

I For a rnore detailed descríption of Edent Beulah, Generation and Ulro
see: Cecil AnthonY Abrahams' Ì1111íam rsF 1d Man (Bonn: Bouvier
Verlag Herbert Grundmann 19 04:, Susan
pp.L95-2L2; Northrop FryertNotes for a CommenËarY

Divine Vision, pp.105-129; John Howard Blakers
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Aurelius Augustine, confessions, Engl-. trans. !üilliam
llatts (1631; rev. ed. London: !'lillitrn Heinemann, and New York:
Macmillan, 1962). II, PP.235-237-

This rather precise description of the Shadowrs limits suggests the
geography of Paradise Lost. Milton is f-ollowlng a path that resernbles
[n""o''äl"r.effirica1Mi1ton'sSatan.InB1ake|spoemMí1ton
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Press, L9 , pp.70-81; Ier Fearful Symmetry' p.350.

13 Mitchell, Blakers Conposite Art (Princeton, N.-J.: Princeton Univ' Press,
1978),p.zo@suggestthatforB1aketheth1rdforce
is imaglnation.

Mitchell observes in Blakets Conposite Art that Ín this passage there is
a progression through four Phases:

The first phase is the recognition of the object as 1 world wíth its
own uniqu" 1"*" . . . the sãcond phase is a recognltion o_f_the object
as sotuihing that has relations with thi-ngs outside itself . ' ' the
third phasJ is to see it as a rruniversett . . . In the fourth phase '
. . the object is seen . . . âs a human forn''' (pp'7l-72)'

15 Fox observes ín Poetic Form that the trvortex is a condition of fallen
humanity" (p.73).

16 Locke, An Essay , I, pp.277-78.

17 For an elaboration of this Point see Edith l"lyschogrod, Emmanuel

Levinas: The blen of E Meta (The Hague: Martinus
Nij rP.

18 Rudolf Bultmann, rfA RePIY to the
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I am indebted to Dr. Michael J. Tolley for pointing out to me the
relatlonship ln these lines between the tarsus, revelation, the rfblack

cloudrr and Error.

27 Quoted in Martin Heideggert 0n I\I trans. Peter D.

Hertz (New York: IIarPer and Row, 1 p.

Palmer, Hermeneutics. p.L97.
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Fox, Poetic Form, P.18.

Erdman, The llluninated Blake, p.263.
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Mitchell, trBlake t s Radical Cornedy ,tt p.297 .

35 Maurice Merleau-PontY' Primac Perce ed. James M. Edie
(Evanston: Northwestern Univ. Press, 1
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Frye, Fearful Svmnetrv, p.316.

Fox, Poetic Form p.92.

Fox would argue, of course, that we should not give any great weight to
passages such as this because Olol-on is already in the deeps before
Milton decides to redeem her. This contention ís true only in the sense
that Milton is also, in the person of his Spectre, within the deeps
before he decides to descend. Time is the body of both Milton and
01o1on, the rnale and the female, and therefore, in order to embrace each
oLher, both must descend from Albionrs heaven.
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3 The texL on thís plate r,{as deleËed by Blake in all copies of the poem.
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pen and ink'r (8809).

4 Erdman, The llluminated Blake p.281. Henry Lesnick, ttThe Function of
Perspective in Blake s rr Bulletin of the New York Public
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5 Stuart Curran, tThe Structures of Jerusalem, rr in Blakers Sublime
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of Sensibility and the Forrn of Prophecyr't Eighteenth-Centurv Studies, 4
(1970), 6-20.

Joseph Anthony trrlittreich, Jr., rrOpening the Seals: Blakers Epics and the
Milton Traditionrtt it Blakers Sublime Allegorvrrr pp.48-52. Ì,lfttreich
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found in Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained (p.49).
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\^Ia1lis write in The Prophetic trrlritings of tüillian Blake (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1926) that

though there are passages of drarnatic force, they are too rernote
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Sími1ar1y hl.J.T. MÍtche11 writes Ín Blakers Composite Art that Jerusalem
is Blakers most formally exasperating work, the nost demanding and least
rewarding at an imrnedÍate sensuous level of all his íllurninated books
(p.772); and Brenda S. trrlebster, in Blakers Prophetíc Psychology (London:
Macmillan, 1983), tells us that

honest readers approaching it for the first tlme are oppressed and
confused by the eddying, repetitive qualÍty of the narrative and the
mass of tminute partlcularsr with which it is consLructed (p.272).

Algernon Charles Swinburne, 1n trlillian Blake: A Critical Essav (London:
ChaLto & Windus, 1906), asks rrwhere shall- any traveller fÍnd a rest for
feet or eyes lntr the rfnoisy and misty landtr of Jerusalen (p'307).

Pau1Ricoeur,@'tranS.EmersonBuchanan(Boston:
Beacon, L967), p.348.

55 Stevenson, in his notes Lo The Poems of trlilliarn Blake (London: Longman,
I97I), traces this phrase to Cícero's account of "the random atoms of

54

Denocritusr theor
Imagination that

yrt (p.682). Paley observes in Energv and the
rfrFortuitoust is a word employed by boLh Cudworth and
views such as those proposed by the rspectrous ChaosrrrBerkeley agaínst

(p.254).

56Mort'onPa1ey,in'lCowperasB1ake'sSpectre,,
I (1968), 236-52, flnds a rnodel for the Spectre in the life of
trrlillíam Cowper. See also Paley, The ContÍnuing Citv, pp.246-250. Paley
writes in the latter work that
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The Spectre appropriates noË only Cowperts belíef that he had been
condernned by " 

God without mercy but al-so the terríble pathos of
his tone, tfie same sense of desolation and abandonment (p.250).

57 Damon, llillian B1ake, p,190. Kiralís extends this characterization Ín rfA

Guide,''@Edmanexp1ainstheirnportanceatthistimeofErin
(Ireland)- in Blakets synbolism by linking her with 'rthe renewal of the
Àtruggle for Irelandts independence'r [See Prophet Aeaiqs! Empi-re, p.482f
This-ãssociatÍon underlines that it is in the spaces of Erin that the
possibiltty of freedo
The Continuinq City,

58 Thomas J.J. Altizer' The New A

rn and vl-sion are preserved. See a1so, Morton Paley,
pp.184-6, 266.

The Radical Vislon of
hlilliam Blake (Míchigan State V. ssr 19 7 , Bogan,

tt 
-Colby-

s9

60

6t

62

ttBlakets City of Golgonooza ín
Library Quarterlv, L7 (1981),

trrlicksteed, trrlilllan Blakef s rJerusal-eml . p.137.

Frye, Fearful Svrnmetrv, p.91.

Ibid., p.372-74.

Damon, A Blake Dictionarv, p.130.

63 Erdnan, proohet Aeainst F.mpire, p,474.

64 Damon, A Blake Dictionarv, p.458.

65 Frye, Fearful Svmrnetrv, p.248.

66 Bogan wriLes in 'Blakers City of
time, being built by Los towards

Jerusalem: Metaphor and Mandala,
85-98; p.89.

Golgonoozatr that ttGolgonoo za ts within
Eternity. The relation of Golgonooza to

Jerusalem is one of growing corresPondence (p.8e).il

67

68

69

70

7l

Bogan, ttBlakets Clty of Golgonoozatr, p.9L-92; Raine, Bla\e and Tradition
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, L969), TT, pp.264, 272.

Bogan, trBlakef s City of Golgonoozartt pp.92-93.

Ibid., p,93.

Paley, The Continuing Clty t p,3L4.

Hazard, Adams, tBlake, Jerusalen, and Syrnbolic Formrrr Blake Studies, 7

(1975), 143-L66; p.157.

Ibid., p.146.

Ibid., p.157.

Paley writes in The Continuing City, that the rrdeath of Albion and the
ensuing fragrnentation of humanlty in Jerusalen i-s presented as the
disastious iesult of a prinordial sexual encounterfr (p.167). This is a
widely held view and I do not wish to quarrel with it' except to
argue that this encounter occurs at a point which is already quite some
distance along the path of the Fal1. In discussing the Fal1 the first
thing that must be established is wry there are sexes at all. Los, for
.*.rple, te1ls EniËharmon that ttSexes must vanish & cease / To be, when
Albíon arises from his dread reposett (92213-L4, 8252). This is not to
suggest that there is no sexual activity in Eternity (see, for example,

72

73

74
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61:51, E2L2; 69243-4, 8223); however, as these passages attest' it is
very differenL fron that which takes place in the fallen world. The
frprimordial sexual encounterrr which is the subJecL of 19:40-l+7 and
20:30-41 nust therefore itself be the result of a prior activity. Paley
recognizes that Jerusalem recounts events which occur prior to Albionrs
sexual encounter w-1th Va1a. This franterior mythtr is, he argues on page
L73 of The Continuing Citv, t'. pgJg@[þ describing mants repression
of his 6its deètructive consequeoces.tt This is,
however, Èo advance as an explanation the very thing that needs to be
explaÍned. It is, as I have argued, withdrawal from relationship' by
Albion and Luvah, that fragments the self and sets the scene for the
tTorments of love and jealousy in Albion.rl

75 A full discussion of this passage would have to relate it in detaÍ1 to
the illurninatÍon on plate 28. F
Erdnan The Illuninated Blake,
Garden of ExperJ-encertt in
pp.355-62; Morton Pa1ey,

76 Frosch wrítes in The Awakenins of Albion that

Vala is the outline of our desires projected onto a pedestal
outside ourselves and seized, possessed, or worshipped there, while
the lnner desires continue to go their ovln hray (p.189).

or a discussion of this illurnination see
p.307; John E. Grant, tTwo Flowers in the

7 (L971+),
(p.13).

See also, Morton Paley, The Continuinq City, pp. 189-96.

77 Jean H. Hagstrum, tBabylon Revlsited, or the Story of Luvah and Valartt
in Blakers Subline Allesory, pp.101-118; p.103.

Ghapter I\relve

1

E.B. Murray suggests itt ttJetu"al"t Reve:sedrtt @Q!g!!g,
Il-25, thãt Valä's name 'E;-a syTiabic reve."ãfJT-ÏIlãTE"

Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeologv of the Human
Sciences (Ig7l; r

See, for example: Gertrude D. Conway, trtrt/ittgenstein on Foundationsrrr

T.S. Eliot, Collected Poems: 1909-1962 (London: Faber and
Faber, 1963), p.2O6.

4 Heidegger, Existence and Beinq. p,302.

5 Danon, A Blake Dictionary, p.347. See also Frye,
pp,360-71; Kiralis, ttA Guide,rr pp.197-2OL; Pa1ey,
pp.270-7\ Edward .I. Rose, 'Blakers Metaphorical
t+ (I97L), pp.9-31 (p.27).

6 Damon, @' PP.37, 389.

7 Kiralis, ttA Guidert' p.L97.

2

3

Philosophy Today, 26 (hlinter 1982), 332-44; John Dewey, The Quest for
(New York:

Anchor, 1929).
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I Damon writes in hlillian Blake that ItMerlin is the PropheÈ (or Poet)
submiLLed to the Feninine hlill. According to the old legends, Merlin l,r¡as

seduced by Nimue, the Lady of the Lake (Matter), who enclosed hin
forever fn a rocty tomb, though he could never wholly dierr (p.449).

9 Frye, Fearful Svnmetrv, p.367-8.

10 Kiralis, ttA Guidertrp.199.

11 Erdnan draws a connection between Bauh and the whigr Richard lrlarner.
See, Prophet Aqainst Enpire, pp.476-78. For a discussion of the twenty-
eíght cathedral cities see Damon, trrlilliam Blake, pp. 186, 450, and
A Blake Dictionarv, pp.7L-74.

Morton Paley discusses the alternative arrangements of the second
chapter of Jerusalem 1n The Contlnuing Citv, pp.295-302, and reaches a
very different conclusion from the one that I advance in this chapter. He
writes that Jerusalenrs

t,wo great central myLhs carry with them a sense of p1ot, but that
plot is a relatively simple one underlying conplexly elaborated
episodes. The episodes are developed in blocs or segments. Their
thernatic connection with the controlling nyths is usually evident,
but their narrative connection with one another is often less so .
. . There ís a story i-n Jerusalem, consisting of many episodes, but
this diachronlc aspect of the work is for the most part
subordinated to its synchroníc aspect: the interrelatÍonshlp of
thenes as rnanifested in its rspatial forn.r The organizaluional
container reinforces the expectatíon of a strong narrative 1ine, an
expectation whích is subverted tine after time in the work itself
(pp.302,303).

The imrnediate difficulty with this view of Lhe poen is, first, as I have
argued in the previous chapter, that the synchronic aspect of the poen
cannot (in this anal-ysis) be distinguished frorn the rrMathemaLÍcal Formrr
that is he1-d by the reasoning memory. 0n page 307 of The Continuing City
Paley anticipates this difflculty. He writes that

fn glving a llst of such events as examples of synchronlsm, I am
far from wishÍng to suppose any Mathematical Form as governing the
work. 0n the conLrary, such a lÍst will show that Jerusalem cannot
be reduced to a diagran but follows i-ts own internally generated
course of developmenL.

This admissÍon would suggest that the ttsynchronic aspectrf of the poem is
itself ttsubverted time after time in the work iLself.rl

More specifically, the points Lhat Paley brings forward to indicate
Lhe rrnon-sequentialiÈyrrr or relaLive unfunportance, of the narrative
order of the second chapter are unconvincì-ng. He writes that rrwhat

narrative line there is is dlstinct in the majority order and broken up
ln the ninorlty ordertr"(p.302), but the arguments that he advances to
support thi-s contention are not persuasive. He writes on page 301, for
example, that in the minority order ttthe Friends are made Ëo reach their
lowest point in 42 before they atternpt to save Albiontt and that from
this position trÍt is scarcely credible that the Friends should try to
bear Albion back through Losrs gate to Eden or that Oxford should take
Bathrs leaves frorn the Tree of ll-fe.tr It is possible Lo argue, however,
that in the minority ordering it 1s Los who rouzes them fron theír state
of sleep, Índuces then to assume their waking personaliLies once more
(against the whole tide of the Fall) and so make one more effort to call
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13

Al_bion. In this ordering, however, the narrative is not non-sequential;
it is, if anything, tnorè dramatic. Sinilarly, Paley argues on the same

page that tThe drãmatic appearance of the DivÍne VÍsion like a silent
sun is . . . more .pproprï"te after the collapse of the Friendst efforts
than it is following Zg in the minority arrangementrt and that rrMost

irnportant, perhaps, moving E to second place among the segme_nt! Puts
Alùion hors-de combat befóre he makes major speeches on 29,30135, and

42.''Botffi[uenceSare'however,appropriateifítis
remembered that Albionrs withdrawal involves both the entry into a state
of loss and a journey ín this realm. As I have argued, i¡ terms of
ontological time the Divine Sun has set and Albion has fallen at the
very bãginning of the chapter. The remainder of the chapter therefore
traães th. rotr".ent of Albion within this space and time. 0n the other
hand, fron the perspectlve of sequential tine the space of wllhdrawal is
only finally reãched when the atternpts of others to recall Albion end in
faíiure. These two narratlves are, as I have argued, intimately related
to each other.

It is important to remember that in the second chapter of JeTuFalem
hre are nõt dealing with a host of different orderings, but with two, and

that in the first, third and fourth chapters the plates exist in
invariable order. Moreover, in the final copy of the poem the order of
the second chapter of the poem reverts to that of the first' a move

which suggests that we shoutd consider carefully Blakets c_1aim_that
ttEvery *ãi¿ at ¿ every letter is studied and put into its fit placerf
(E146). Qne can therefore argue that the sequential ordering of the poen
is of paramount importance.

Díscussion of plates 43 and 44 [29 and 30] is complicated by Blakers
conflation of iwo myths: the messengers of Jobts disasters and the
return of the dove Lo Noah. In the interests of brevity I will' however,
not discuss subsidiary issues such as this.

This rather complex example is supported by a host of minuLe
particulars. As Los ventures Ínto Albionrs interior he hears a
ðonversation between Vala and Jerusalem which brings us back to slrnilar
passages at the end of the first and the beglnning of--the second
ãhaptõr. Sinilarly, at the very end of this chapter, "an Aged pensive
I^lomanrr takes

r4

A Moment of Time, drawing lt out with rnany tears & afflictions
And many sorrows: oblique across the Atlantic Vale
hlhich is the Vale of Rephaim dreadful from East to I'lesL,
I,rlhere the Human Harvest vlaves abundant in the beams of Eden
Into a Raínbow of Jewels and gold, a m11d Reflection from
Albions dread Tomb. Eight thousand and fÍve hundred years
In its extension.

(/+8:31-37 , El97)

The ttMornent of Timetr is, of course, the moment of Albionts withdrawal.
This creation therefore Lakes us back to the emergence of the days and
nights of the fall-en world from ontological time at the end of the first
chãpter, but it describes thís event fron the perspective of Beulah. One

can also see the chapter returning to its origins in the choice of Erin
as the orator for thã long speech which, apart from the response whích
it provokes in the Daughters of Beulah, closes the chapter. The terminus
of the poemts history returns to the centre of ontological tirne.

15 One of the most interesting parallels is with the anclent cultic
experi-ence of Israel. As Gerhard von Rad explains in The Message qt
thã Prophets, trans. M.G. Stalker (1968; rpt. London: SCM Press, 1980)'
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from within the cults

The historlcal acts by whlch Yahweh founded the community of Israel
were absolute. They did not share the fate of all other events,
whlch inevitably s1íp back into the past. They were actual for each
subsequent generat,i-on; and thls not just in the sense of furnishing
Lhe imagination with a vivid present picture of past evenLs - tlor
it was on1-y the connunity assenbled for a festival that by
recitation and ritual brought Israel in the ful-l sense of the word
into being: in her own person she really and truly entered into the
historíc situatlon to which the festival in question was related.
hrhen Israel ate Lhe Passover, clad as for a journey, staff in hand,
sandals on her feet, and in the hasËe of departure (Ex. LZ.LL), she
was manifestly doing more than nerely rememberíng the Exodus: she
was entering inÈo the saving event of the Exodus ltself and
participating in it tn a quite tactualr way (pp.8L-82).

Von Rad cites Psalm 114 as an exanple of what|tthÍs actualÍzation of
saving events looked like ln the cult.tt The Psalmist speaks as lf a

variety of historical events, wì.dely dispersed in time and spacer are in
fact imrnediately presenL to him (p.82n).

L6 Cited in Thomas Merton, Mvstics and Zen Masters (I96L; rpt. New York:
Dell Publishlng Co., L967), p.141.

17 Thonas Traherne, ed. H.M.

Margoliouth (Lond 15.

18 llenry Vaughan, The Conplete Poems, ed. Alan Rudrum (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, L976), p.227.

ß Martin Heidegger, 'rThe Origin of the lrrork of Art,tr in Basic trfriÇings,
ed. David tr'arrell Kre1l (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978),
pp.149-87; p.180.

20 lbíd. , p.L73-74.

2L lbid., p,180.

Chapter Thirteen

Martin Heidegger, 0n Tine and Being, trans. Joan Stambaugh (New York:
Harper and Row, 1972), p.11.

2 Locke, An Essay. I , p.239.

3 Bergson observes the sane phenomenon with regard to music. See Tine and
Free ll on the Inrnediate Da ciousness trans. F.L.
Pogson on: ge Allen & Unwin, ew York: Humanities Press,
1910), pp.100-101. I{e writes:

!,le can thus conceive of succession without distinction, and think of
it as a mutual penetration, an interconnexion and organizatÍon of
elements, each one of which represents the whole, and cannot be
distínguished or isolated frorn it except by abstract thought (p.101).

1

4 Erdman, The Illuminated Blake , p.332.
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5 Mitchell- writes in Blakers Composite Art, p.189, that rrthere are
signs that. the order of the two rnf¿¿te chapters reflects a vísion of the
hiãtorical developmenL of consciousness as a movement from masculine to
femlnine dominance.tr

Damon, trrlilliam Blake, p.456.

The syntax is somewhat ambiguous. Harold Bloon, for example, argueg tltqt
iL is the Cities and not thJ Atlantic Ocean who speak 1Ínes 8-11 (8940).

8 Erdnan, The Illurninated Blake' p.336.

6

7

9 Martln Heidegggerr ttBuilding Dwelling Thinkingrtt itt !1..!þ
Heidegger: Basic Úritings, ed. David Farrell Kre11 (London and Henley:

1978), PP.323-3397 P.332.

10 Ibid. , pp.327-8.

11

T2

13

T4

Melanie Bandy,
Shellev (Univ.,

d
bama: Univ. o

Evil in the Po of Blake and
Press, P'1

Jlhgen Moltmann, Theolo of 0n the Gr the tions
of a Christian Escha 

'ffi
Paul Ricoeur, ttFreedom in the Light of Hopertt in Essavs on Biblical
Interpretation, ed. Lewis S. Mudge (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980)'
pp,155-1827 p.165.

In Eternlty, Enitharmon is the ground for a movemenÈ towards others. Los
is here the radiant sun and Enitharmon the expansive form of this sun.
ThÍs expansion, however, exists in relationship with its contrary, for
during Lhe winter of Eternityrs life Enitharmon is a seed who encloses
Los. it is only in spring/sumrner that. this cl-osed form is fractured and

Bnitharrnon and Los become expansive once more. In winter, therefore,
Enitharmon can be described as a trlooking-Glasstt which reflects back to
Los, as a reversed image, the shape of his own being. The one is in this
way changed ínto the many (63220-22, E2I4) and the closure of sleep
co.rt.ins the possÍbílity of the more extreme closure of death and
withdrawal. This capacíty of Enitharmon to reflect back to Los the shape

of his own world is the most obviou r explanation for the events that Los
witnesses: he thought ttit a Poetic Vision of the Atmospherestt (63:40,
8215).

15 Erdman, Pro t Aeainst Emplre. p,467 . Erdrnan writes that

trans. James hl.

L6 See Erdrnan, Prophet Asainst Empire, PP.I+67-8.

Albionfs twice bringing Luvah trto Justice in his own City of Parisrl

G..63-66) probably refers to the t\4¡o occupations and the two
Tieaties ót pariÀ in 1814 and 1815, with Napoleonts meteoric
Hundred Days in between. frFor Luvah is France: the Victimrtt to be

slain by the knife of a Druid priestess (p.466).

t on: SCM

L7

18
L9

Basíl ïrlilley,
Nature in the

The Ei te

P.2.

Ibid. , p.2O5-52.
Chambers Encyclopaedia, 1955 ed., vo1. 5, P.368.

s on the Idea of
on: to and !l
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20 hlill-ey, The Eighteenth Centurv Background, p.1.

2L lbid. , p,2.

22 Percy Bysshe Shelley, ttA Defence of Poetryrrl
and Letgç¡q, ed. Ellsworth Barnard (New York:

578

inS d Poen
ssey Press,

p.560.

23 Frye, Fearful S p.377, associates Hand with the three Hunt
brothers. Er t re p.459, derives hin from
trLhe accusi-ng rindÍcator or printer s ist of Lelgh Huntrs editorlal
signature.tt Edward J. Rose, rBlake rs Hand: Synbol and Design in

Texas es in Lite and 6 (L964), 47-s8

v bes hi-n as a of anti- who rrabsorbs all
his brethren.tt

Chapter Fourteen

1 I¡,I.H. Auden, trFor the Tlne BeÍngrtt in Collected Poems, p.275-

2 Paley notes in the Continuing Citv that the golden
bror¡n.rr ft is therefore nade out

string ltis visually
depicted as russet of the same

substance trthat is woven into our own bodies and that is also shaped
into the text 93). E.B. Murray, ttJerusalem Reversedrtr
Blake Studies wrltes that

of Jerusalemrr (p.
7 (L971+), LI-25i

when you wind up a string you retrace its oríglnal course. The ball
of stiing, that is, has been rolled out by someone who has been where
he is Ínviting us to go. Specifically, then, Blake is telling us to
go back where he camJ from if we want to get to Heaven (p.12).

Murray then goes on Ëo look at the rfimage of reversed movementrr aS a
ttself-refereñtial key to the rneaning of Jerusalen,tt However, in the
course of this discussion he does not cover the possibillty of
travelling backward thror the texL. E.J. Rose argues in rThe

rs Jerusalen,
Symbolism

of the Opened Center and Poetlc Theory in
En LiteraÈure: 15 5 (196s), 587-606, that the golden

S l_s an mbÍ cord p.597).

Blake tr Studies

3 In the first chapter of Jerusalem we learn that the fallen world is on

the east side of Eden. Therelore, to get to Jerusalem, as well as Eden,
we ttby backward steps [nust] move.tt

Erdman sees this figure as tTland, with rraveníngr beak . . . ?ttd a cockts
comb - a sígna1 of the morning" @_ p.357). Mitchell
suggests that this figure is an treagl, the iconography
of-St. John . . . with the pose of Dtlrerrs Melencolia I to prod-uce an
enblen of the apocalyptÍc prophet as melancholy artistw Glatet
Cornposite Art, p.211).

B1oon, Blakers ApocalyÞsê, p.42L.

Morton Paley finds a source for Gwendolenrs attempt to reduce Hyle to an
infant in Joanna Southcottts claims to be rrthe vÍrgin who was to give
birth to Lhe new Messiah, Shiloh.tr See rrhlilliam Blake, The Prince of the

4

5

6
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Hebrews, and the I'loman Cl-othed with the Sun, tt in tr'lillian Blake: Essays
in llonour sf Sir Geoffrey Keyn ed, Morton D. Paley and Michael

s, L973), pp.26O-293; PP.28O-293.

Rainer Maria Rilke, ttYou, neighbour God, if sometimes i.n the nightrtt it7

8

9

9

11

Poens from the Book of Hours, Lrans. Babette Deutsch (L94I; rpt. New
York: New Directions, I975), p.13.

Plate 95 and 96 are dlscussed at greater length 1n the final chapter.

Frye, Fearful Svmmetrv. pp.357-8.

Mitchell, Blakets Composite Art, p. 184.

I,'I.H. Stevensonr ttBlakets Jerusalem, Essa s in Critlcisn 9 (19s9),
pp.25t+-64i p.259. Stevenson writes on the same paget

Even Los, strictly speaking, is padding; for what does he do? He

watches ceaselessly; he builds Golgonooza¡ but to no apparent
purpose, since he can only watch, and in the end Albionrs
resurrection does not come through him.

L2 Rudolf Bultmann, Historv and Eschatologv,
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh Univ. Press, L957),

13 Moltnan, Theoloev of HoDe. p, 15.

The GÍfford Lectures, 1955
p.150.

l_n

L4 For a discussion of the use of rfKíngdom of Godtr in Luke L7z2O-37, see
Norman Perrin, Jesus and the Language of the Kingdon: Svrnbol and
Metaphor in New Testamen{¡¡lqqp¡e'la't:þq (1976; rpt. Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1980), pp.57-60.

Ibid., p,40.15

T6

L7

18

19

20

2t

22

23

24

25

Moltmann, Theolosv of Hooe. p.32.

Ibid.

Frye, Fearful Synmetry, p .386.

M.H. Abrams, Natural turalisn:
Ronantic Literature

Frye, Fearful Symmetry, p .386.

Abrams, Natural Supernaturallsm, p.26O.

Ibid.

Deen, Conversing in Paradise. p.23L.

Mellor, Blakers Hunan Forn DÍvine. p.325.

Erdman,

V. s, ¡ PP.

26 lbid.

The IlluminaËed Blake. p.379.
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Chapter Fifteen

This is the strategy adopted by Deen Ín Conversing ín Paradise.

Damrosch, Svnbol and Truth. p.19.

Ibid. , p.zL.

4 Damon, A Blake Dic tíonarv. p,182.

5 Danrosch, Svnbol and Truth, p.20.

AppendÍx

Damon, A Bl-ake Dictionarv, p.458; Frye, Fearful Svmnetrv, pp.272-73.

Bloorn, Blakers ApocalyPse¡ p,189.

3 Ibid,, p.209.

4 Paley, Enersv and the Imaqination. p.91 .

5 Christine Gallant, Blake and the sl_m f Chaos (Princeton, N.J.:

Princeton Univ. Press, 197 ; Diana Hune George, Blake and Freud
(Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1980).
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